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.I_ the courseof__)_
v_igation,
necessary
for acquiring that measure of knowledge which I was
anxious to possess, rds_b@
country, its people,
_-its go_armmem_/_ __it_"
p__ia_amd_ito_mm_'ffl..
was met, and in some _eest_rprised,
by extraordinary diffmulties, when.I arrive41 at that part of my.._
• in_lmrms whi6h _related to InWm. On 6_er _j_,'
of any magnitude and,lmpor_m_,
I generally found,
:#tMt _thvre. w_ some one book,._t/:_
!kUWait! 9_)
books, containing the material part of the requisite
information ; and in _wh|dh"direction was obtained, by'
3*referetme _to other books, if, in any' part,- the_i_a{t_ ffound it necessary t_ e_mt.his:

researches.

In re-

i_I_g_., ,_ In.d_, _the case was exceedingly &__
The knowledge, requisite for attaining an adequate
conception of that g_atK_f
British action, was
_colk_ed
no where: _t-._wes,-se.attered
in a_gmmt_
variety of repositori_e_:_n

considerable por-

._.tions, often in very minute ones" sometimes by itS.,
often mixed up with subjects ofa verydifferent nature:
and, even where information relating to India stood
di0oined from other subjects, a small portion of what
was useful lay commonly imbedded in a large mass of
what was trifling and insignificant ; and of a body of
statements, given indiscriminately as matters of fact,
VOL. I.
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ascertainedby the senses, the far greater part was in
general only matter of opinion, borrowed,in succession, by one set of Indian gentlelnen fromanother.]
In bestowing the time, labour,and thought, necessary to explore this assemblage of heterogeneous
things, and to separate, for my own use, what was
true and what was useful, fromwhat was insignificant
and what was false, I was led to grieve, that none of
those who had precededme, in collecting for himself a knowledgeof Indian affairs, had been induced
to leave his colL_vtionfor the benefit of others; and
perform the labour of extracting and orderingthe
dispersed
and confused
materials
ofa knowled_of
India,
onceforall.The second
reflection
was,that,
if those who preceded me had neglected this important service, and in so doing were not altogetherfree
from blame,neither shouldI be exempt fromthe mine
condemnation, if I omitted what dependedupon me,
to facilitate and abridge to others the labour of aequiring a knowledge of India; an advantageI should
have valued so highly, had it beenafforded by any
formerinquirer.
In this manner, the idea of writing a History of
India was first engendered in my mind. I should
have shrunk from the task, had I foreseenthe labour
inwhichithasinvolved
me.
i The difficulty
arising
fromthis
source
of false
information
wasfelt
by theverytintaccurate
historian.
"Oryap avOp_Trot
rag a_¢af r_'poyeTa_qp_v*_ ,itat qtts_rlgetlpAa¢
_
V,dpra_a_a¢a_t_-t_fTap' a3A_k_t,_eXm,rat. Thuc3d. lib, i. c. _'. Other
excellent observationsto the same purpo_ art found in the two following chapters.

T'_ne books, in which more or less of information
respecting India might be expected to be found, were
suffufiently numerous to compose a library.
Some
were books of Travels.
Some were books of History.
Some contained philological, some antiquarian, researches. A considerable number consisted of translations from the writings of the natives in the native
tongues; others were books on the religion of the
people of India; books on their laws; books on their
sciences, manners, and arts.
The transactions in India were not the only transactions of the British nation, to which the affairs of
I_dia had given birth. Those affairs had been the
subject of much discussion by the press, and of many
legislative, executive, and even judicial proceedings,
in England.
Those discussions and proceedings
would form of course an essential part of the History
of British India; and the materinls of it remained to
be extracted, with much labour, from the voluminous
records of British literature, and British legislation.
The British legislature had not satisfied itself with
deliberating, and deciding; it had also inquired; and,
inquiring, it had called for evidence.
This call, by
the fortunate publicity of parliamentary proceedings,
brought forth the records of the councils in India, and
their correspondence, with one another, with their servants, and with the constituted authorities in England:
a portion of materials, inestimable in its value; but
so appalling by its magnitude, that many years appeared to be inadequate to render the mind familiar
with it.
b2
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_

Such is a short and very imperfect deserlptioaof
the state of the materials.1 The operations neeesury_
to draw fromthem a usefulhistory, formedthesecoAd
subject of consideration. To omit other particulars,
which will easily present themselves, and are common'_
to this with all undertakings of a similar nature,a
peculiar demand, it is evident, was presented for the
exercise of discrimination, that is, of criticism, in a
chaotic mass, of such extent, .where things relating to
the subject were to be separated from things foreign

_

to it ; where circumstancesof importancewere to be
separated from circumstancesthat were insignificant;
where real facts, andjust inferences, were to be separated from such as were the contrary; and above all
things, where facts, really testified by the senses, were
to be discriminatedfrommatters, given as testifiedby
the senses, but which, in truth, werenothing but mat-

_f
_
_
_
_

ters of opinion, confounded with matters of fact, and
mistaken for them, in the minds of the reporters
themselves.2
i n y nvoit plus de choses la dessus qu'on ne le croyoit commuaementj
mais dies etoioat noydes duns unefoule de recueih immeaees, en iangees
Latine, Espagnole, Aagloise, et Hollandoise, ou personae ne s'avisoit de
Ins slier chercher ;daas ,me quantit_ de routiers treHvcs, tras ennuyeux, relatifs/t cent autres objets, et dent il seroit preu]ue impossible
de roadre la lecture interresseal_. Les diliicult6s ne toucheat gu_ce

!_
._
_

_

coax qui ne les essuyent pus. Hist. des _nvigafion sex Terres Australes, par M. le President de Broke.
L'on ne sent que trop, says Mr. Gibbon, combioa aous sommea
port6s _ m61ernos idles nvec celles que nous rapportons. Menmire iar
In Moaarchie des Medes, Gibbon's _,fiscel. Works, ill. 61. Ed. 8vo. This
infimait7 of the human mind, a fag of great importance, both in qa_.ulafinn and in action, the reader,who is not alreadyacquaintedwith it twitl
find very elegantly illustrated in one of the chapters of the eecbndvolume

_

A history of India, therefore, to be-goodfor any
thing, must, it was. evident, be, what, for want of a
better apppnation, has been called, " A Critical His.
tory."1 To criticise means, to judge. A critical
history is, then_ a judging history. But, if a judging history, what does it judge ?
tt is evident that there are two, and only twos
classes of objects, which constitute the subject of
ofthework of Mr. Dugeld Stewart, on the PhUmophy of the Human
_M_.ind.See p. 7g, vol:. ii. of the present work. Many examples of it
will present themselves in the course of this history; for as it _s a habit
peculiarly congenial to the mental state of the natives, so a combination
of circumstauees has given it unusual etficacy in the minds of those of
our countrymen by whom India has been surveyed.
] The idea of a critical history is not very old. The first man who
seems to have had a distinct conception of it, says, c, Je tralterai men
sujet en critique, saivant la rogle de St. Paul, Examinez routes theses, et
nc retenez 9ue _ qui est ben. L_i_toire n'est bien souvent qu'un
melar_e confus de faux et de vrai, entass_ par des ecrivalns real instroitsp
eredeles, ou passionez. C'est au lecteur attentif et judicieux d'en fairo
le diseernement, .3 Vaide d'une critique, qui ne soit ni trop timide, ni
temeraire. Sans Ie secours de cat art, nn erre dens ]'histoire_ comma
un piiote sur le mar, lorsqu'il n'a ni boussole, ni carte marine." Beausobre, Hist. de Manichee, Disc. Prelim. p. 7.
The same writer has also said, what is not foreign to the present purpose, " Uue histoire critique ne peuvant _tre trop bien jastiflde, j'ai eu
soin de mettre en origi'nal, au bus des pages, ies passages qui servent de
preuve aux fairs que j'avance. C'est an ennuyeux travail, maisje l'ai
era necessaire. Si I'on trouve les citations trop amples et trop abondautes, c'est on superflu qui u'a co_t_ qu'a toni, et le lecteur peut bieu
re'an lmrdooner la depense, v Id. Ibid. Pref. p. 24.
A great historian of our own
the duty of a critical historian
opinions of his predecessors ; and
the search, the more rationally he

has said: ', It is the right, it is
to collect, to weigh, to select the
the more diligence he has exerted in
may hope to add some improvement

to the stock of knowledge, the use of which has been common to all._,
(_/bbon'e Miscel. Works, iv.'589.

wi

rgr,r_.

i

im-toriealjudgments. The first _ the matter of

statement,
thethingsgivenbythe_toriau,as
rezlly done, reallysaid, or r_!]y thought. The _
coud is, the matter of evidence, the matter hywlfi_h
the reality of the saying, the doing, or think_/J

ascertained,

i

In regard to evidence, the business _" crltidsm
visibly is, to bring to light the value of each article,
to discriminate what is true from what is false, to

":
?

combine partial statements, in order to form a _mplete account, to compare varying, and balance contradictory statements, in order to form a c_rrect

one.

_.

In regardto the matter of statement, the busiue_
of criticism is, to discriminate between real causes
and false causes; real effects and false etfects; red
tendencies and falsely supposed ones; between good
ends and evil ends; mea_s that are conducive, and
means not conducive to the ends to which

they are

applied.
In exhibiting the result of these several judgments,
the satisfaction, or the instruction of the reader,is
very imperfectly provided for, if the rea_ns
adduced.

_:

are not

I have no apology, therefore, to make, for

those inductions, or those ratiocinations, sometimes
of considerable length, which were n_
to exhibit the grounds upon which my decisions were
founded. Those critical disquisitions may be well,
or they may be ill performed; they may bad to
correct, or they may lead to erroneous _
:
but they are, indisputably, in place; and my wo_

_

mmP_
whatever

had

vii

been its virtues

in other

respects,

would have re_fined most imperfect without them.X
There will be but one opinion, I suppose, with reto the importance of the service, which I have
Mpired to the honour of rendering to my country ;
for the public are inclined to exaggerate, rather than
extenuate, the magnitude of the interests which are
involved in the management of their Indian affairs,
And it may be affirmed, as a principle, not susceptible
of dispute, that good management of any portion
of the affairs of any community is almost always
proportional to the degree of knowledge respe_ng
it diffused in that community.
Hitherto the knowledge of India, enjoyed by the British community,
has been singularly defective.
Not only among the
uneducated, and those who are regardless of knowledge, but among those who are solicitous to obtain
1 Even those strictures, which sometimes
British,

will

netted

with memnree

grown out of those
complete

occur, on institutions

be all fuu,d_ I am persuaded,
which

relate

institutions

tn be not only st_cdy

to India,

contributed

; but indispensably

policy having,
influence,

mainly to shape.

for example,

how could

necessary

in

The whole course of our Indian

been directed

by the laws of parliamentary

the one be explained

of the other?

to convey

the institutions

without

adducing, as in the

last chapter of the fourth volume, and in some other places,
ptineiples

ran-

and which have actually

and correct ideas of the Indian policy which

qmu_m

purely

The result of all the judicial

the leading

inquiries,

which

have been _tempted

in Fmgland, on Indian affairs, depending in a great

degree

of the law in England,

on the state

sufficiently

explained,

of Mr. Hastings,

without

those particulars

which the results in qaestien
The importance
when

the

ttem_.

adducing,

how could those events be

as in the chapter on the trial

in the state oftbe

appeared

law of ]_ngland, on

more remaxkab]y

to depend ?

of this remark wLU be fett_ andj I hope, remembered,

time for judging

of the use and pertinence

of those elucida-
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a competent share of information rwith_mspmt_to
every other great branch of the natimmt.iatcee_,
nothing is so rare as to meet with a man w_an
with propriety be said to know amything_of__|ndia,
and its affairs. A man who has any considenible
acquaintancewith them, without having been_fcmmi
to acquire it by the offices he has filled, is smmely
to be foun&
The same must continue to be the case, tiU the
knowledge of India is rendered more accessible.
Few men can afford the time sufficient for perusing
even a moderate portion of the documents from
which a knowledge of India, approaching to completeness, must have hitherto been derived. Of
those, whose time is not wholly engrossed, eitherby
business or by pleasure, the proportionis verymoderate whom the prospect of a task so heavy, and eo
tedious, as that of exploring the numerous reptEitories of Indian knowledge, would not deter. And,
with respect to the most important of all the soorees
of information, the parliamentary documents, they
were not beforethe public,andwere by the very nature
of the case within the reach of a number compara.
tively small.
But though no dispute will arise about the importance of the work, I have no reason to_xpect
the same unanimity about the fitness of the workmsu.

One objection will doubtless be taken, on which I
think it necessary to offer some observatiens,°motWithstandingthe unfavourablesentiments whi_ arc

gemmoaly excited by almost any language in which
-a man. can urge pretensions which, he may be suspected of urging as his own; pretensions which,
•thoagh they must exist, in some degree, in the case
.of every man who writes a book, and ought to be
encouraged, therefore, rather than extinguished, had
better, in general, be understood, than expressed.
This writer, it will be said, has never been in
India; and, ff he has any, has a very slight, and
elementary acquaintance, with any of the languages
of the East.
I confess the facts ; and will now proceed to men_ion the considerations which led me, notwithstanding, to conclude, that I might still produce a work,
of considerable utility, on the subject of India.
In the first place, it appeared to me, that a sufficient stock of information was now collected in
the languages of Europe, to enable the inquirer to
ascertain every important point, in the history of
India. If I was right in that opinion, it is evident,
that a residence in India, or a knowledge of the
languages of India, was, to express myselfmederately,
not indispensable.
In the next place, I observed, that no exceptions
were taken to a President of the Board of Control,
or to a Governor.General, the men entrusted with all
the powers of government in India, because they had
never been in India, and knew none of its languages.
Again, I certainly knew, that some of the most
successful attempts in history had been made, without ocular knowledge ofthe

country, or acquaintance

withits la_,

Ro_,

for enmpl_ never

beheld America, though he compo_d its history,

He neverwasin either GexmanyorSpain,yet be
wrote the history of Charlesthe FitS. Of _y
he knew not so much _ the langtmge; and it was
necessary for him to learn that of Spain, mdy I_cause the documentswhich it yielded were not _
lated into any of the languages with which he Was
acquainted. Tacitus, though he never was in Gev.
and was certainlynot acquainted with the
language of our uncultivated ancestors, wrote the
many,

exquisite accountof the mannersof the Germans.
But, as some knowledgemay be acquiredby seeing
India, which cannot be acquiredwithout it ; and as
it can be pronouncedof hardly any portionof know,
ledge that it is altogether useless, I will not go so
far as to deny, that a man would possessadvantag_
who, to all the qualificationsfor writing a history6f
India whichit is possibleto acquirein Europe, should
add those qualifications which can be acquiredonly
by seeing the countryand conversingwith its people.
Yet I have no doubt of being able to make out, to
the satisfactionof all reflecting minds, that the man
who shouldbring to the composition of a historyof
Indi_ the qualificationsalone which can be acquired
in Europe, would come, in an almostinfildte degree,
better fitted for the task, than the man who should
bring to it the qualifications alone which can be
acquiredin India; and that the lmsinessof acquiring
the one set of qualificationsis almost wholly
[_tible with that of acquiringthe oth_.

_

:_

i
I__

Pgc.racg.
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_or, kit us inquire what it is thata man can learn,
by going to Ind_ and understanding its languages,
He can treasure up the facts which are presented
to hiss end-s; he can learn the facts which are recorded in such native books, as have not been trans.
lated ; and he can ascertain facts by conversation with
the _ives,
which have never yet been committed
to w_iting. This he can do ; and I am not aware
that he can do any thing further,
But, as no fact is more certain, so none is of
more importance, in the science of human nature,
than this ; that the powers of observation, in every
individual, are exceedingly limited; and that it is
only by combining the observations of a number of
individuals, that a competent knowledge of any extensive subject can ever be acquired. Of so extensive
and complicated a scene as India, how small a portion would the whole .period of his life enable any
man to observe !
If, then, we may assume it as an acknowledged
fact, that an account of India, complete in all its
parts, at any one moment, still more through a
series of ages, could never be derived from the
personal observation of any one individual, hut must
be collected from the testimony of a great number of
individuals, of any one of whom the powers of per.
ception could extend hut a little way, it follows, as
a necessary consequence, that the man best qualified
for dealiag with evidence, is the man best qualified
for writing the history of India. It will not, I presume, admit of much dispute, that the habits which

xii
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are subservient to the successful exploration of
dence are more likely to be acquired in Europe than
India.
The man who employs himself in treasuring up,
by means of perception and the languages, the
greatest portion of knowledge in regard to India,
is he who employs the greatest portion of his life,
in the business of observing, and in making himself
familiar with the languages. But the mental habits
which are acquired in mere observing, and in the
acquisition of languages, are almost as different as
any mental habits can be, from the powers of combination, discrimination, classification, judgment,
comparison, weighing, inferring, inducting, philmo.
phizing in short; which are the powers of most
importance for extracting the precious ore from a
great mine Of rude historical materials.
Whatever is worth seeing or hearing in India, cam
he expressed in writing. As soon as every ,thing of
importance is expressed in writing, a man who. is
duly qualified may obtain more knowledge of India
in one year in his closet in.England, than he could
obtain daring the course of the longest life, by the
use of his eyes and his ears in India.
As soon as the testimony is received o["a sufficient
number of witnesses, to leave no room for mistake
from the partial or the erroneous statements which
they may have separately made, it is hardly doubtful, that a man, other circumstances being equal, is
really better qualified for forming a correct jndgmemt
on the whole, if his information is totally dedv_l

from testimony,thanifsome little
portionof itis
deflated
from thesenses.Itiswellknown, how fatal
i
:_
_

an effect on our judgments is exerted by those im.
pulses, "called partial impressions; in other words,
how much ore"conceptions
of a greatwholeareapt
to :bedistorted,
and made to disagreewith their
object, by au undue impression, received from some

particular
part.Nobodyneedstobe informed,how

i

much more vivid,
in general,
istheconception
of an
object which has been presented to our senses, than
that of an object which we have only heard another
man describe.
Nobody, therefore, will deny, that,

!

of a great scene, or combination of scenes, when
some small part has been seen, and the knowledge
of the rest has been derived from testimony, there is

i
_
"
•
i,

great danger, lest the impression received from the
senses should exert an immoderate influence, hang a
bias on the mind, and render the conception of the
wholeerroneous.
Ifa man weretolay down the planof preparing
himselfforwritingthe history
of India,by a course
of observation in the country, he must do one of two
things. Either he must resolve to observe minutely
a part; orhe mustresolve
totakea cursoryreviewof
thewhole. Lifeisinsufficient
formore. If hisdecision
isto observeminutely; a very smallportion
comparatively
is allthathe willbe abletoobserve.
What aid he can derivefrom this,inwritinga history,has partlybeenalreadyunfolded,and may for
therestbe confided
tothereflections
oftheintelligent
reader.

What I expectto be insisteduponwithg+ e;t
emphasis is, that, if an observer were to take aa
expansive view of India, noting, in his pr_
those circumstances alone which are of greatest importance, he would come with peculiar advantage to
the composition of a history ; with lights capable e_¢
yielding the greatest assistance in judging even of
the evidence of others. To estimate this pretension
correctly, we must not forget a well-known and important law of human nature. From this we shall
see, that a cursory view, of the nature of that which
is here described, is a process, in the highest degree
effectual, not for removing error, and perfecting
knowledge, but for strengthening a]] the prejudices,
and confirming all the prepessessions or false notions,
with which the observer sets out. This result is
proved by a very constant experience ; and may fiJrther be seen to spring, with an almost irresistible
necessity, from the constitution of the human mind.
In a cursory survey, it is understood, that the mind,
unable to attend to the whole of an infinite number
of objects, attaches itself to a few; and overlooks
the multitude that remain. But what, then, are the
objects to which the mind, in such a situation, is in
preference attracted ? Those which fall in withthe
current of its own thoughts ; those which accord with
its former impressions ; those which confirm its previous ideas. These are the objects to which, in a
hasty selection, all ordinary minds are directed, oveelooking the rest. For what is the principle in the
mind by which the choice is decided?

FJ_J_AL_g.
•

ttmt of assoclation.

XV

And is not association gove_ed

by the predominant ideas? To this remains to be
added, *the powerful influence of the affections ; first
the well known pleasure which a man finds, in meet-

._

ing, at every step, with proofs that he is in the right,
inspiring an eagerness to look out for that source of
satisfaction; and, secondly, the well-known aver_
aion which a man usually has, to meet with proofs
that he is in the wrong, yielding a temptation, commonly obeyed, to overlook such disagreeable oh.

jects.
•

_*
7_
._
:_

:

He who, without having been a percipient witness
in India, undertakes, in Europe, to digest the materials of Indian history, is placed, with regard to
the numerous individuals who have been in India,
and of whom one has seen and reported one thing,
another has seen and reported another thing, in
situation very analogous to that of the judge, in re.
gard to the witnesses who give their evidence before
him. In the investigation of any of those complicated scenes of action, on which a judicial decision
is sometimes required, one thing has commonly been
observed by one witness, another thing has been observed by another witness ; the same thing has been
oi_erved in one point of view by one, in another
point of view by another witness; some things are
affxrmed by one, and denied by another.
In this
scene, the judge, putting together the fragments of
information which he has severally received from the
several witnesses, marking where they agree and
where they differ, exploring the tokens of fidelity in

xvi
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one,ofinfidelity
_a_anotbex;:ofcorr_ _ond_on
in one, _ofincorrect conception in_ mmtl_r_,
_g
the whole collection of statements _i_h _the.-_
probabilities of the case, and tryingdl_byrtl_
b}ished laws of human nature, endea_rOttt_ foc._fl_
at a complete and correct conct_ptimi-_of _he
plicated transaction, on which he is _called:to_O.
Is it not understood, that in suvha oase:_a_tlOb,
where the sum of the testimony is abtit_ldiag

judge, who has seen no part of the tl,ansaetion_d_t_
yet, by his investigation, obtained a more per_c[_owoept_ of it, than is almost ever possessed by_
ofthe individuals from whom he has devived:_iai_
formation
?_
:-_.._._-,"
_. _ -_2J
The Indiansthemselveshave a striking
apologueto mustr_e the
superiority
of thecomprehensivestudentoverthepettl
a|:dbs_

_._:_JG

" One day inconversation_'
saysMr. Ward, " with t_.ti_i_
head pflndit of the College of Fort William, on the. sub je_of
G_:_ t_
man, who is truly learned in his own Shastrfls, gave the author, from
one of their books,

the following parable :--_

ex,i6ted a village of hlind

a cei:tt_d_Jd_'_,

2 t_'_

men, whu had heard..Of al_ alv_g_lJ_lli

calledtheelephanb of theshape of which,how¢_-et_h#_ould _[4_e
no idea. One day an elephantpassed through theplace.:the viJlagers
crowded to the spot _,here the anima_ was _gq2andil_,_ att_
seizedhis

one°_i_fi

trunk, another his ear, anor.her,
hi_l_l,_e_

legs..After

cm_lfl_

thus endeavouring tograxify_the_,
c_,
r_i_ot@_set_

_

intothevillage,
and sitting
down together,
began tocommunicate their
ideas on the shape of the elephant,
to ih_,tll(g6i_s!_A_l_{_ho_
seized his trunk said, he thought
the plantain

was like the winnowing
he thought

snake;

a pillar.

aodhe,who

n_ ppiai(ar_that_
his/m/l atfitb

daadi_attfht_i_il_g

An old blind nm_of,

a_me_dgtne_th

who, though greatly perplexed_ip_ attempt_i¢o_ll_

these jarring notions, at length said--You
animal,

be like the body of

fan ; the man who had laid holder

he must r_semblea

declared, he angst belike
was present,

this animal must

tree ; he who had touched his ear was

and what

you

have,ell

report, therefore# cannot

h_en ¢o,e_hi_the
be false:

ITtalllX_
.lO-r
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Bat, if a life, in any great degree devoted to the
collecting of facts by the senses and to the acquiring of
tongues, is thus incompatible with the acquisition of
that knowledge, and those powers of mind, which
are most conducive to a masterly treatment of evidence ; it is still less compatible with certain other
endowments, which the discharge of the highest
duties of the historian imperiously demands.
Great
and difficult as is the task of extracting perfectly the
light of evidence from a chaos of rude materials, it
is yet not the most difficult of his operations, nor
that which requires the highest and rarest qualifio
cations of the mind. It is the business of the historian not merely to display the obvious outside of
things ; the qualities which strike the most ignorant
observer, in the acts, the institutions, and ordinances,
which form the subject of his statements.
HIS duty
is, to convey just ideas of all those objects; of all
the transactions, legislative, administrative, judicial,
mercantile, military, which he is called upon to describe. But in just ideas cf great measures what is
implied ? A clear discernment, undoubtedly, of their
causes ; a clear discernment of their consequences ; a
clear discernment of their natural tendencies; and of
the circumstances likely to operate either in cornthen,

that the part resembling

the plantain

tree must be his trunk ;

whLt you though •. similar ton fan must be his ear; the part like a snake
must hethe tail;

and that like a pillar

must he his leg.

the old mau_ uniting all their conjectures,
form of the elephant."
of the Hindoos.
]_. 1817.
VOL.

I,

A View of the History_ Literature,

By the Rev W. Ward.
C

In this way,

made out something

of the

and Religion

Introd. p. lr_xvii.

London

xvill

_tgl_Ao_.

binatloa with these _mtunl tendencie_ _ _i_.pi_ozition to them. To q,_ry a man forthi_great di_y
hardly any kind or degree of knowledge _is nutde_
maud_i hardly any amount of knowledgef wld¢_
it is within the competence of one man to _
will be regardedas enough. It is plain, foreymmp__
that he needs the most profound knowledgeof the
laws of human nature, which/s the end, as weli _as
instrument, of every thing. It is plain, that he i_
quires the most perfect compreh_sion of the pt4nciples of humansociety ; or the course, ,i_to Whieli
the laws of human nature impel the human _beinff,
in his gregariousstate, or when formed into a _ee_
plex body along with others of his kind. The ,his1
torian requiresa clear comprehensionof the practical
play of the machinery of government; for, in
i_nner as the general laws of motion are
noted and modified by friction, the power of whteli
may yet be accurately _
and provided"fe¢,
so it is necessasy for the historian con_ly to app_
eiate the counteraction which the more ge_eraHtt_t_
of human nature may receive from i_dividual ogqx_eific varieties, and that allowanceforit'wt_lr_Whi_tiit
anticipations and conclusions ought to be formed;-_
short, the whole field of human nature, the whole
of legishtion, the whole field ofjudicature, the whole
field of administration, down to war, commerce, and
diplomacy, ought to be familiar to his mind?
&ux _eux d'aa phil_ophe, le_ fairs ¢omposent hi parti_ la aumas
iatemaBaa_ de l'histoite. C_eg la ceanohaaaee de l'hommef In,men/e, et la politique qu'il .y trouve,qui la relevent demssou eela_
t

_acE.
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.Wht,then ? it will he said, and most reasonably
smd_ d_yma hold yourself up, as the person in whom
al_tlmse high qualifications are adequately combined?
l_Io_ _Aad Iron well assured, that by not one of
th_e_kywhomI
shall be criticised, not even by those
by.whom I shall be treated with the greatest severity,
will the distance between the qualifications which I
possess, and the qualifications which are desirable in
the writer of a history, be estinmted at more than it is
ex_fima_d by myself. But the whole of my life, which
Imay, without scruple, pronounce to have been a laborious one, has been devoted to the acquisition of those
qualifications ; and I am not unwilling to confess, that
I d_em-ed it probable I should be found to possess them
in a_greater degree, than those, no part of whose life,
m_& very small part, had been applied to the acquisiti_of them. Iwas also of opinion, that ifnobedy al)poa._d,, with higher qualifications, to undertake the
w_'kb it was better it should be done imperfectly,
better it. should be done even as I might be capable
o_ fiaing it, than not done at all
Amo_
the many virtues which have been disl_ymt by the Company's servants, may justly be
e_umerated the candour with which they thems_tvesiconfess the necessity under which they are laid,
of remaining to a great degree ignorant of India.
That th_ go out to their appointments at a time of
life when a considerable stock of general knowledge
cannot possibly have been acquired, is a fact which
b_a', Mesa. Sat la _aarchio

dos Medes_ Misc. Works, iiJ. L_6,

Y_
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nobody will dispute. And they are :the forCt_mlt,'Ito_
declare, that their sltuationin
Inffra is ,s_ch,_lng_i
preclude them from the acquisition of loe_l;_.__
ledge.
Notwithstanding
the high degree ot_,_tcat/_
therefore, and even of literary talent, which:_stny_oi_
them have displayed, more than some veryqimttitd_
portion of the history of India none ofthem,has_roa_
tured to undertake. _
_-f_,_
"When we consider," said Lord Teignmoa_b_ iiu
his celebrated Minute. on the Revenues of Bon_/
" the nature and magnitude of our acqnisitionsi_cJid
characters of the people placed under our domi_en;
their difference of language, and dissimilarity of man_..
ners; that we entered upon the administration of the
government ignorant of its former constitution¢,and
with little practical experience in Asiatic finance, it
will not be deemed surprising that we should ha_e
fallen into errors ; or if any should at this time requi_
correction._If
we further consider the form, of'the
British government in India, we shall find it itl:cal,
culated for the speedy introduction of improvem_m_
The members composing it are in a state of constant
fluctuation, and the period of their residence oft_la
expires, before experience can be acquired, or reduced
The following words are not inapplicable, originally applied to a
much more limited subject.
De quibus partibus singulis_ qu]dain
separatim seribere malaerant, velut onus totius corporis veriti, _et
sic quoque complures de unaquaque earum libres ediderant: quas
ego omnes ausus contexere, prope infinitum mihi laborem prospieio, et
psa cogitatione suscepti muneris fatlgor. Sod durandum est qa_a
ccepimus: et si viribus deficiemur, animo tureen perseverandam.
Quinct. Inst. Or. lib. 4. Protein.
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tO_p]_i_,_ _ Ofl_ch] forms ,_e_:essarilyoccupy a large
I_rt_n _f_time; and the constant pressure of business
lesR_iittleleisure
for study and reflection, without
_'k_aknowledge
of the principles and detail of
the x_e_u_,of
this country can be attained. True
inform_ti_ isalso procured with difficulty, because
it_¢oo olden derived from mere practice, instead of
being deduced from fixed principles."
,_Le_,William
Bentinck, after heing Governor of
]_St_
George, and President of the Council at
Madra_ expresses himself in very pointed terms.
", T/ae: result of my own observation, during my resideuce in India, is, that the Europeans generally know
gttte: or nothing of the customs and manners of the
I-Iindoos, We are all acquainted with some promineat marks and facts, which aU who run may read :
but their mariner of thinking ; their domestic habits
o

and!ceremonies, in which circumstances a knowledge
oF.the people consists, is I fear in great part wanting
to us. W.e understand very imperfectly their laugaag_. They, perhaps, know more of ours ; but their
knot_lodffo is by no means sufficiently extensive to
_i_e_a description of subjects not easily represented
by:theinsulatezl words in daily use. We do not, we
cannot associate with the natives.
We cannot see
them in their houses, and with their families. _Ve
are necessarily very much confined to our houses by
No. 1. Appendix

to the Fifth Report of the Select Committee

._-louse of Commons_ on the Affairs of the East India Company,
T!_i._ passage the Committee have thought
incorporated in their Report.

of tho

in 1810.

of sufficient importanco

to be

the heat.

All our wants and busine_, _l_Wat_

create a greater intercourse wi_h the native_, is d_e
for us; and we are in fact strangers in _he land." _
Another servant of the Company, Sit He_
Strachey, distinguished both by his local ex.periem_,
and by general knowledge, remarking upon the state
of judicature, under the English government in India,
says, "Another impediment, though of a very different nature from those I have mentioned, and nmch
more difficult to remove, is to me too palpable to be
overlooked ;--I mean, that arising from Europeans in
our situation being necessarily ill qualified, in many
points, to perform the duties required of us, as judges
and magistrates.
This proceeds chiefly from our
very imperfect connexion with the natives ; and our
scanty knowledge, after all our study, of their manners, customs, and languages."
"We cannot study
the genius of the people it its own sphere of action.
We know little of their domestic life, their knowledge,
conversation, amusements, their trades, and casts, or
any of those national and individual characteristics,
which are essential to a complete knowledge of them."
" The

difficulty we experience

' Observations

of Lord William

merit, prefixed

to the "Description

of India,"

the Abbd

by

J.

in discerning

Bentinck,

printed in the Advertile-

of the Character,

A. Dubois,

If any one should object to the testimony

Missionary

as expressing

his own opinion,

work, whose knowledge of]ndla
belonged,

translated

and under whose

and published.

in the

Mysore.

that the testimony

by the translator

is not liable to dispute;

the world as the opinion of the Court of Directors,
script

&c. of the People

of this Ruler, as that of a man

_vho had not been bred in India, it is to be remembered
i_ adduced,

truth

of that

andgiven

to

to whom the manu-

authority and directioD,

it was both

x_Aez.
aa_.t_

among the natives, may be ascribed,

I think, chiefly, to our want of connexion and intercourse with them ; to the peculiarity of their manners
andhabits, their excessive ignorance of our characters_ and our almost equal ignorance of theirs." z
i Fifth

Report_ ut supra, p. 534, 562.

enlightened observer,
founded in truth,
these

subjects

" which, however

that those persons from whom correct

might justly be

expected,

from the peculiar dmcumstauces
the Company's
the East,

'_ It is u fact, _'says another
singular and unfortunate,
are generally

of their situation,

servants.--During

guages, in the study of the laws of the country,

Considerations

By Alexander

on
able

I mean

of the

and the manners
are still

on the

Fraser Tytler,

Present

late assistant

Political

Judge

in
lan-

of the

more tmremit-

in the discharge of the irksome and arduous

profession"

India.

to supply it;

in the acquisition

natives : whilst the latter years of their service
their

the least

the early period of their residence

every hour must be employed,

tingly engrossed,

is yet

information

duties

of

State

of

in the Twenty-

four Perguunahs, Bengal Establishment,
Preface,
p. xii.
See other
passages to the same purpose, Introduction, p. iv, vp xi ; also i. 77, 357r
415.

And _v_r.Tytler

quotes

with

already given from the Minute

peculiar

" I must heg you always to bear in mind,
tleman undertakes to givean

appro'batiou

the passage_

of Lord Teignmouth.
than

account of Indima

when an English gen"manners and habit_ of

private life, he labours under many disadvantages.
The obstacles whicb_
prevent our ever viewing the natives of India in the ir domestic circles are
great and insuperable
rank and situation
the Portuguese

; such as the restrictions

on ours1 &c.

did:

nor do we ever

mix with

duties of social life, on terms of equality.
their domestic

arrangements

.of caste

on their

side,

We do not Jut ermarry with them,

has been

What
gained

them,

in the

knowledge

as

common

we have of

chiefly by inquiry,

kc."

_:l:ers written in a Mahratta camp, &_c. by T. I ). Broughton, Esq. p. 8.
See to the same purpose, Sir John Malcolm_
Sketch
of the Political
History of India, &c. p. 449.
After adverting to certain erroneous notio_ is on Indian subjects,
Lieutenant Moor, the well-infvrmed
author of the cc 2XTarrative of the
Operations
equally

of Captain

correct

and

I,ittle's Detachmeat_
entertaining,

ob,, .erves_ "Other

are indulge, d by

opinions,

the good people

of

aV_tgtand; which it i_ vain to oppose_ for the pa_ cy _w_as t_ld _o by a gea-

_,_O._e
_ntw_ thb_g_I ,maZ-_ent_e,
_o,_llir_i_p

•,_
_Ikiave,Nfform_,the
,business
_ researehlb-M_ghvla
l a_,
:and patieime, which it woakttttot_l_@
,ur_.
And ] believe there is no _pai_,t,._fi_is_It
importance, involved in the History.of .Ja_liib_,lvohfl_
the.evidence I have adduced is not seai,ient d_'_d_t_aaine.
I am, at the same time, aw_rev _kOt_,_
regard to some things there are docetiaeet_i: WhtfJa
_w_re sot within my reach ; and, ¢oneerniaatg-_ the
latter part of the history, in particular, that.rthete
.are individuals in England, possessed of iafarmation,
which, in several places, would have reader_r_ite
_arrative richer, and perhaps more accttrate_ in nm$ters of detail
If I shall be found to have perforator,
with any tolerable success, what I had the meatm zaf
performing, the liberality which distingm_hes, the
gentlemen of India gives me reason to hope, that,ma_
o£.those who are possessed of useful iaformati_lkl but
w.hom it was impossible for me to find _mt_.,witl.mot
im unwilling to contribute their aid to ,tlm.in_m_eamnt of the History of British India.
: ,_:. :, ;._
Having
tlemaa

_ho

thus
had bees

placed before me the nmte_ials:_af
in India ;° perhaps

however respectable
in their profession,
xeceive information from, o,_ the subject
the East;

no more

xnay_averesivleda
posmhiiity_of
Caicutta_

(nor

indeed

few years

a voyage or two ]lP, t tl_e,
are su_ly nol _l_Bf_,a_:
of the political characters

much less) than

in India;

some gentlemen

for we can easily

to
of
'Nho

admit._e

t_ person :spending many years of his hfe i_ the_f_.jof

Madras,

politics,'prejudm_es,

or Bombay,

without

knowing

much

&c. of interior states or couatrles,

sever stirred out ofJ.,oadon_ Dublin_

more

than

or F_,dinburgh_" p. I_D,'

of the

if he _d
: __'.
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_diaWliitto_y in _ state,, I believed, of greater ftthiess
and completeness, than any preceding imlui_ , I
_foil#cCed_he_¢ourse of my own thoughts in the
c__s:
wld_ I formed_ not becauseI vainly
h_J_gi_ed,
my_houffhts
more valuable
than thoseof
_iil|_io_he_
_en,butbecause
thesincere
anddetermined
-pUrs_tlof.:tmth
imposedthisrigidlaw. Itwould
_tlo_llow
me togivefortruetheopinion
ofanyman,
,till:
| had satisfied
myselfthatitwas true; still
less
to give_heopinion
ofany man fortrue,when I had
etti_edmyselfthatitwas nottrue.
: ,_M[r.
Lockehasdeclared
; thathe who follows
his
ew_ 4_houghts
inwriting,
canhope forapprovers
in
the:small
numberalone,
of thosewho make use of
their.own
thoughts
inreading
; that,
by therest,
"a
.man_is
notpermitted,
without
censure,
to follow
his
ewn-.thoug_ts
inthesearch
oftruth,
when theylead
,him.ever
solittle
outofthecommon road."
....It/_this is the severe condition, under which a man
,follows his own thoughts, in writing even on abstract
andgeneral truths, how much harder must be the
lot of him who follows them, in writing of the actions
anda_aua_ters of powerful men, at_d bodies of men ?
Conscious, however, that I had been faithful in forming _my _piuions, I believed that I lay under an
indispensable obligation to be faithful in expressing
them. "to give them without violation of modesty,
but yet with the courage of a man unwilling to
betray the rights of reason ;" and with that manly
plainness, which the sincerity of the historical character appe_ed to require.

I could not overlook the probahte consequences.
- La per£ection d'une Histoire," says a great judge,
"est d'etre desagr_J_le _ toutes les sectes, et _ rotates
lea nations; car c'est une weuve que l'auteur ne tlate
ni lea uns ni les aatres, et qu'il a dit _ chaeun sea
veritY." 1
He who desires to obtain a considerable portion ol_
immediate applause, has two well-known, and welltrodden paths before him.
The first is, to be a zealot for some particular
and powerful party; to panegyrlze its leaders;
attack its Ol_onents; place its principles and practices in the fairest possible light ; and labour to bring
odium upon the principles and practices of its opponents. This secures the loud and vehement applause
of those who are gratified; and the vehement app|ause of a great party carries, by contagion, along
with it, all, or the greater part of those, who are not
very strongly enyaged by their interests or passions
on the opposite side.
The next of the easy ways to the acquisition of
fame, consists of two principal parts. The first is,
" to wanton in common topics, where a train of sentiment generally received enables a writer to shine
without labour and to conquer without a contest. ''2
The second is to deal for ever in compromise; to
give up the half of every opinion and principle ; go no
further in favour of a_y side of any question, than may
be reconcileable in some degree with the good opiBayle,EclaJrcissemens,
surle Dictionnaire.
Rambler_
No.ii.

n_ou of thO_ewho oppose it ; _nd having written as
much on one side, as to extract applause from one
set of persons, to turn immediately and write as
much on the other, as will extract applause from the
oppose sort. This is done, without glaring marks
of inconsistency, by avoiding all close encounter with
the subject, and keeping to vague and general
phrases. And in this manner, by a proper command
of plausible language, it is easy to obtain reputation
with all parties ; reputation, not only of great talents,
but of great moderation, great wisdom, and great
virtue:
If my book were possessed of a much greater share
of the titles to applause, than even the partialities of
the writer allow him to ascribe to it; I have travelled
so very wide of those beaten paths to success, that
my only chance for it depends, I cannot fail to perceive, upon the degree in which real liberality, that
is, strength of mind, is diffused in the community.
I have done enough, doubtless, to secure to myself the
malignity of the intemperate, and the narrow-minded,
of all parties. I have encouraged myself, however,
with the belief, that civilization, and the improvement
of the human mind, had, in this country, attained a
F J Some considerable reputations have been acquired, by praising every
thing in one's own country. And there are many persons who sincerely
insist upon it, that a writer ought always to contrive to put his country
in the right: and that it is a proof of his not being a friend to it, if he
ever puts it in the wrong. This is a motive which I utterly disclaim.
This is the way, not to be a friend to one's country., but an enemy. It is
to bring upon it the disgrace of falsehood and misrepresentation, in the
first instance; and, next, to afford it all the inducement, in the writer's
power_ to persevere in mischievousp
orindisgraceful
courses,

xmr_i
su_ient

_FAC_._
_on:lo

make a book be..r_iV_l

_as,

useful; _bough it neither exagfferated, ,nor,e_temmted _
the good, or the evil, of any man, _r.combin_ti_m._
ofmen:
to afford a multi1_ude, in every paltff_ flW_
enough removed from the taint of vulgar ami_m_tmI
toyietd to an author, who spoke withsincor/t_¢ apd.
who though he has not spoken with a view ta_alti_,
am/-party, or any individual, most assuredly :has
necer spoken with a view to hurt any, a_ompen6ation
for tile hostilities of the lower and more ungen_ous
portion of every party.
- _ _
"Though I am aware of many defects in the _ork
which I have ventured to offer to the publiv-;..end
cannot forget how probable it is, that more impartial
and more discerning eyes will discover _
which
invisible to mine, I shall yet appeal from the sen-.
tence of him, who shall judge of me solely by ,what
I have not done. An equitable and :tml_eful
decision would be grounded upon an _mmte
estimation of what ][ have done, and wha_ I _have _ot
done, taken together.
..
,, _,
It will also deserve to be considered, bow,much
was in the power of any individual to eoml_ass, . tn
so vast a subject, it was clearly impossible for One
man to accomplish every thing. • .Some _hingS it _vas
necessary to leave, that others might be:taken4 some
things it was necessary to handle but slightly, _hat
others might be treated with greater attenti_m _he
geography, for example, alone, would h_ve _-,vupied a
life-time. Tonicety in the detailsef geography, I w_s,
therefore, unable to aspire. I followed witlmat much
criticism, the authors whom I was consulting, and

was Onty_eaTeful
ts_#re, with eorreet.m_ thaL,ou_
lhe_d,_tCmse _tmrticulars, which were _enessar y for
_m__ratanding, completely the transactions recorded in

m_ wo,k,_ To compensate as far as possible,_for
that_,ia
this department, I myself was uual_,
to._perferm_,.I,was anxious to afford the reader the
a_m_
of t_Ir. Arrowsmith's map, by far the
freest display which has yet been made of the ge_
graphy of _India; and in any discrepancy, if a,y
sho_dappear, between the text and that reduction
of his noble map, which is prefixed to the second
v_l,me_ t desire the reader to be guided rather by
thegeographer than by the historian.
.,In the orthography of Indian names, I should not
have aimed at a learned accuracy, even if my know°
ledge nf the hnguages had qualified me for the task.
I,have _mt 1men very solicitous even about, uniformity
in the same name; for as almost every author differs
f_om mmttmr in the spelling of Eastern names, it
appeared _o: m_.to be not altogether useless, that, in
a book intended to serve as an introduction to the
ktm_ledge of India, a specimen of this irregularity
s_uld attar.
_here,isauother
apparent imperfection, which I
shcmld have more gladly removed.
In revising my
work for the press, some few instances ]nave occurred,
in which I_have not been able to verify the references
to my a_thorities. This arose from one of the diffieul
ties of my situation. Unable to command at once the
large ,and expensive number of books, which it was neceraary for me to consult., I was often dependent upon
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accident for the period of my supply; a_d, if not
provided with the best channelsof information, obliged to pursue my inquiries, at the moment, in such
as I possessed. It was often, in these cases, useful,
for the sake of memory, and of following out the
thread of research, to quote, in the first instance, at
second hand. When I afterwards obtained the
better authority, it was a matter of anxious careto
adjust the reference; but I have met with some instancesin which I am afraidthe adjustmenthas not
been performed. I mentionthis, to obviatecavils at
the appearanceof inaccuracy, where the reality does
not exist; inaccuracyin form, rather than in sub-stance ; for I have no apprehension that those who
shall trace me with the requisite perseverance will
accuse me of wanting either the diligence, or the
fidelity of an historian; and I ought not to have
undertakenthe task, if I had not possessedthe prospeet of obtaining, sooneror later, the means of car.
rying it to completion.

GLOSSARY

ADAw_T. Justice,
equity
;a courtof BAT'rA. Deficiency,
discount,
allowjustice. The termsDewannyAdawance. Allowance to troops in the
lut, and Foujdarry Adawlut, denote
field.
the civil and criminal courts of justice.
BAzAR. Daily market, or market place.
See Dewanny and Foujdarry.
BEOA. A land measure equal, in BenAMzzx, MP._R,Eros. A nohlcman,
gal, to about the third partofan acre.
Amztit vL OMaxa. Noble of nobles,
BzouM. Alady, princess, woman of
lordof lords,
high rank.
AsiA. A piece of money, the sixteenth
BICE, VAtSeA. A man of the third
part era rupee.
Hindu cast, who hy birth is a trader,
Auuz_.g. Trustee, commissioner. A
or husbandman.
temporarycollector or supravisor, up- BaAa_tE_r, BRAHMII¢, BRAHMAN, _llkpointed to the charge of a country on
M1_r. A divine, a priest; the first
the removal of a Zemindar, orfor any
Hindu cast.
other particular purpose of local in- I_ItII_'._.RRII_,BI_JARY_BE_,IA_,YjBABo
vestigation or arrangement.
,IARY. A grain merchant.
AutitI,. Agenb officer, native collector BnNGALOW.The name used in Bengal,
of revenue. Superintendant of a disfor a species of country-houses eroct_
trier.or division of a country, either
by Europeans.
on the part of the government, Zemirfdar, or-renter.
CxLeYvo, Cx_.rooo_.
The present,
AUMILDAR. Agent, the holder of an
or fourth age of the world, according
office. An intendant and collector of
to the chronology of the Hindus.
the revenue, uniting civil, military, CxsT_., CAST.A tribe, or class of people.
and financial powers, under the Ma.
CA.r_AVA_-SZgXl.The serai of thecahomedan government,
ravan. See Serai and Choultry.
AoR*aSo. The placewhere goods are CxwzI, CAzI, KAzY. A Mahomedan
manufactured,
judge, or justice, who also officiates
as a public notary, in attesting deeds,
B._r.,A-Gnxtrr. Above the Ghauts, in
by affixing his seal. The same as the
contradistinction to Payeen Ghaut,
officerwe n_me Cadi, in Turkey.
helotv the Ghauts. The terms are CAUZY-UL.-CAZAUT.
Judge of judges;
aenerally applied to the high tablethe chiefjudge, or justice.
nd in the centre of [ndia, towards CaA_DAL^. One of the names for the
its southern extremity,
most degraded Hindu casts.
BxI_Yx_. AHindu merchant, or shop- CHokY, CaOKZF..A chair, seat; guard,
keeper. The term Banyan is used in
watch. The station of a guard or
Bengal to denote the native who mawatchman. A place where an officer
nages the money concerns of the Euis stationed to receive tolls and custo.l_-an,and sometimes serves him as
toms.
an interpreter. At Madras, the same CHOUI,rRY. Acovered public building,
description o_"persons is called Dufor the accommodation of passengers.
hash, which siguifies one who can CnouT. A fourth: a fourth part of sums
speak two hnsuaget h
litigated. Mahratta chout; a fourth

OI,0_SA.gY.
of the revenues, exacted as tribute by
the Mahrattas.
Cn_anAn. Staff.bearer. An_attendant
on'a manofrapk.
He waits with a
4on8 staff, plated with silver, announc_s the ap.proachof visitors,...and
runs before his master, proclmmmg
aloud his tides.
CLt_h,_.
Lime.
Cmdr.
Head of affairs; the state or
government; a grand division of a
province; a head man ; a name used
by Europeans in Bengal, to denote
-ahe Hindu ,writer and accountant,
emlUdO
_ by themselves, or in th,"
Imhlin_fiees.
Co-ta.ua_s, CUt, SEES. Sahworks, the
plar.esxvhere salt is made.
-_ooL_s, CooLr. Porter, labourer.
'Cuss. A term used by Europeans, to
_lenote'a nJad-measure of about two
miles, hut differing in different pasts
c_'-lndia,
_oa_
Ten millions,
_Hta_YA._

KSHATRIYA_

CFIETTRR1E_

Kazx, ffin_. A man of the second or
military caste,
Cmren_aa_c. Court ofjustiee; also the
public otT-_ where the rents are paid,
and other business respecting the re-v_m'uetransacted,
"Cucw^L, KATWAL. The chief ogeer
of police in a large town or city, and
superintendant of the markets.
DAn. Keeper, holder. This word is often joinetl with another, to denote the
holder of a particular utica or eraployment, as Chob.dar, staff-holder ;
gemin-dar, land-holder. This cornpound wood, whh i, ee, y, addedto it,
denotes the o_ee, as Zemindar-ee.
DxaoGAm
A su_erintendant, or overseer ; as of the poli_, the mira, &c.
1_,
D_u.
A copper Coin, floe fortieth part era rupee.
•
D_c^_.
LiterMly, the s_uth. A term
employed by _lafiomcda/a writers, to
denote the c6nntry be_weer/the rivers
Nerbuddah and Crishna.

term is also used, to deaigua_ the
principal revenue s_a_lt.under an
European co]lectar_, and even of a
Zemindar .By th_s th]_ t_ East
India Company are receiv_neral
of the revenues of J[_l_ga|, under a
grant from the C_Tr_-_[__
DvwA_c, DuA_/;_s. The office, or
jurisdiction of a I_,3_ n.
D_WAsZcT COROTo_ Az_ _"¢T.
A
court for trying revenues _d_other
civil causes.
Doxs, D0owAn. _¢y iract lfficmntry
included between two revers.
DRone. A fortifiedh_ll or_k.
DvaAsa.
See B_yaa,
DwnAa.
The court, the hall of audienee ; a levee.
FAQWER,FArdX. AFoormanwmendicant, a religious beggar..
FIau_vz¢, P_x,_susn.
Order, mandate. An imperial de_rce, a royal
grant, or charter.
FOUJDAR_
FOJBDAR
s pHOIi_DAR_
Foozv_s. Under the Mo_lgov_ameut,
a magistrate of the p_dk:yov_ra hrge
district, who took ¢ogmz_ce of all
criminal matters whh_ _is j_isdiction, and sometimeS, gas __mployed as receiver-general of th_ revehues.
Fonavxa_¢, FoJe,.._,xx_.. Offi¢= of a
Foujdar.
FOUJDARRYCol_.._. A'_'c_t 'fOradministering t_ crlminal_w.

GnAw'. A pass throagh _ m0untain;
applied also to a eangd of hills, .and
the ford of a river.
Gnsg. Clarified hatter, _ Whigh s_ate
they presez'xe that gfic.h _r culinary
purposes.
Gma_xwa_, G_g_wA_,: An overseer
of police, mgler wJ_n 4.heg'_ada.b
or reformers, act. • '
G0m_ST^H. A comalisslouer, footer,
agent.
GooRoo, G_v,u. Spiritcal guide•
GoxFmna. Aningetior _,ofl_l/ce;
a spy, informer....
,- , .
]DIsooITs.
_rohrbery.
Ga_g-rob'bers._D_oit3,_[[ang'
'
Gu_ ev. A granary, a depSt, chiefly of
Dewar,
Oe_r.
Plaee of assem_bly,
grain for _le. V_b_le-_¢.mark¢._
Native minister of thi_ revenue dehe d on particular days. Gommerc_at
pattmentwithin
causes,
;' aml thieVe%e,
his jm:i_sdicdon;
in civil
re,
eeaver._generafof a _oV!_.
The

G da¢'p,;ts.'A
.
name' given _ a'wali £znked with t.ewers. ....

c_ouso_Y,
l_._a_. _ I_,raglib, the place where the
,hdle#_fe_&.
Hri_a_A*,
H_c^_gAu.
Agaide, a
': :' _y, k'vlles_._r,
'_'.:'
JI_he _seat & great men fixed
....._ ait_hl_hant, -riot much unlike the
b,od_ _P.L_da'n'ifi shape.
, ,_Jie 3_i*I
*"'....
JA_mr_E;ff_ii_kkrt.
Literally, the place
iff't_¢t_.
An '_signmen_, to an in• tlil,qd'ual_,_ff'_he government share of
the produce of a portion of land.
..
r j,
_
•
, ,
.
.
rind6 _l'e rCm species of jaghlres ;
one,* pe_al,
:for the us_ of _he
gntrl_t'_
:" _ art
'_lier*, ]n trust, for same
public serriee, most commonly,
the
mtt_n_'me
#ftroop_.
Jama_, Johann.
Total, amount, colleetion, assembly.
The total of a
'_'_t_Osa_fl'_slgnment,
JAMMABVS]'_"g_
JUIMMABU_TDY.
A writ'_':tttl-'_L'_h*ednlcof the whole of an asse_m_i,'?'
Jeer, KEEL. Ashallowlake, or morass,
J_at_::_A
hrge musket, fixed on a
_ai_i'i,
Lq,:._e_' ha Indian forts, and fired
-wi tl* gre_ precision.
Je_. '_'_,_"_jat_.
J_'L_,-_._k_'L_.
A wood, or thicket; a
- ' tOimtry-6x.et_n with shrubs, or long
gra_.
:_': _
Kc_g_J_i. Pro*, ffmiatxed. An office of
government_ in which the business of
_"tt_ R.i_uddepartment
is transacted :
the ex'_2h_. _': lit_ahta lands, are
lands, the revenue of v_hieh is paid
_ttt0ct_x'_t_
"- '- '
K_AlC,_'Lw_';''"_'tit!e,
similar to that
of Lord.
""
'Ktn_f_;
:Kt_x_r.
, 'A robe of ho_ngue, "_ithwl_iehtrprinees confer digmty.
K_L_'_S#., K_tt_'x.
Warder .of a
" ea_,
_'6trt/ri_flef'_T'h fort',
KIST. Stated payn_tt;
'it_talinent of
• '_t.''"*'
,_l.v'*.,
•
"
Kusttoos,
CusHoos.
A body of milltary/'_r_,_hfl_ta
8 nearest to our
t_rm"biig_% ;' _ng
'from otto to
six or eight thousand: '
' "_:- " ' '_"
'" '
_.'* 'One_f'_ntlt_l th6uSand,
_E_tt_:.!Properlyacamp-foHower,
but
applied to native sailors and artill'_r_LI_te_.
A low two,wF_,_e|ed-earrtage,
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on which the trial_:of a_8_m is fixed
when. rravetiiu&f it is released in a
mome.mif wanted .to:fire, which is
called unlimbering ; the .cattle being
yoked to the limber, guns are of course
always dragged breech firet.
MAAL, MAH L, M I_HAI.,M hAL. Places,
districts,
departments,
Phees,
or
sources of revenue, partitmtarly of a
territorial nature ; lands.
MxuA.
Great.
MOCtJSR_RY. As applied to lands, it
means lands let on a fix-,etl1_
Mot, usslI..
Separated, ptaticul_ized ;
the subordinate d_visious of a district,
in contradistinction
to Saddmr, or
Sudder, which impliesthe
chief stat
of governmeut.
M_vUSSlI. Dr..wAl¢_rYAv_wl,ua". _Pro*incial court of civil jnatice. , :
MoLu_6s_,.
Manufacturer,of salt.
MoovTY, MuFtis.
The d_Ialmmt_lan
law-ulSter tvho declares the_nRnee.
Monsoon'.
The ra4_y season. Yrhe
periodical Wltads and rains,
,
MOOLAVY, _IOHI, AVEr.. A learned and
religious man, an intespreter of the
Mahomedan law.
Moous_zz.
Letter-writeG secretary.
Europeans give this titleto the native
who instructs them in the Persian
language..
MOSQUE. A Mahomedan temple.
Mosz_vn.
The place of sitting ; a teat ;
a thrrme, or chair of state.
MUTS_DDZ_, Mu'r_saun_l,,.
Intent
upon. Writer, accoonlant, aceretar_.
NAsos,
N_w_.
Very great deputy
vicegerent. _The goveruor of a province under the Mogul governmen-t.
NAve. A deputy.
N_t_ N^zx_t.
l)eputv of the Nazim,
or Governor.
"
N/.IG s N._IK. .A petty military _f_eer.
NAtR. Chief. The Nairs are a pceuliar description of Hindus,
on the
Malabar coast.
NAzI_.
Composer, ananger, adjuster.
The first officer of a province, and
minister,of
the department of crimi]]aljustice.
N[ZA_t.
OMer, arrangemeut_
an arran_et.
of the emptre.
d
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Ntz_l_u-r. Acrangemanlb_m'emmaent;
the office of the Lqazim,er Nizam.
NlZAUUT A,_WL_T. The court of
crim'ma_jmtice- _ .
lqULLA._ Strmm)et, _ater,conrse.
Nvzzr__. -A_Ow,.anoffering; a prosentmadeao a superior.
OstaAlt._"A;lord, a grandee, under the
Mogul_o_arnmeat.
PxooDA. A temple ; also the name of
a -_¢ld e,ohrt,in the south of India,
valued_,ateight
shillings.
__
.
%"
Pxka_t:ns.
A htter m which gentleman in India recline, and are
carried on the shoulders of four
• a_n_.
Pa.mAIt. A term used by Europeans
•.,._4mtia ao_den_e the outcasts of the
Hindu tribes,
PA_.
A name applied to the Afg,llmcmtribes,
P_s_r^,
Pxssaw_t. Guide, leader.
The:ptimemln_ster of the Mahratta
tCovemment.
Pso_. A fooh-onn, a foot soldier; an
it,defiOr, otfu:er ot servant employed
in the business of the revenue, police,
or_jadicat_e,
P_gGUS_n.
A small district, con.
shtin_of several villages.
P_,s'lrvaoma. A present, particularly to
_,ernmem, in consideration of an
appointment, or as an aeknowledgmeat forany tenure. Tribute, fine,
quit-rent, advance on the stipulated
r_vmu_.
Pax-rAm The suburbs of a fortified

the: hiatory of _
_mn_.
ancient heroes.
......
P_KE. A foot messenger._ _ _lam'8On
employed as a uighx-_atch im,a nil.
iage, and as a rmanerm m_r
on
the bminess of the rewam¢. : ..- =, _ _:
Rasaa. King, prince, ehieftain_o_leman ; a title in anent mma::given
to chiefs of the _nd:u_
military
Hindu tribe only.
RaJEPOOT. Literally, mn af:a _kT_g.
The nameof a warlike race,ofti_adus.
RA.Xa. A species ofvajah.
_.
RAssZ, R^ase. Queen_ pdnmas,_ife
of avajah.
-,-.:-_
RoY RoYxx¢. A Hindu tide gixtl" to
the principalofficer of d_,
or
chief treasurerof the esmheqoar.
1_op_. The name of a aii_er.,coin ;
rated in the Company'saceeuctts, the
current rupee at I_..; the t_emhay
rupee at _s. ,qd.
" ," "_
RYOT. Peasant, subject; tenant of
houseor land.
""
; _
SA'ren. What moves; vm:iah_-_imposts, distinct from land:r_nt_or revenue ; consisting tff o_stoma, _tolls,
iieenees, duties on gaod*,:alw laxes
on houses, shop, ba_a_, &e_:_
S_Po_. A native soldie=.
S_a_r. The same a_Choatm_,. ;.'_
SEIASTER.
The instrum_i_government or instruction ; any book of instrucfon, particularly _agaiait_g divine ordinances.
Snnorr, Savor. A.l:_e_ior/raoneychange,/.
•
_ "_

tOWn.

Soucas. Chief,
A mercliant_
POt:L_.t;^R,PO.L.,"OAR.
Head.ofa yillage S_._s.
c_pta_."i6i'-lignker;
l:mad.man- a
dntnct.
Mflttary chieftain m the
money-lender.
Peninsula, similar to hill Zemindar SunAtt. A province such as Bengal.
in the northern circars.
A grand dixision of a country, which
POLLAM. A district held by a Polligar.
is again divided into eircars, chucklas,
POT^]L. The head man of a village,
pergunnahs, and villages.
The term corresponds with that of SnBAHDAR. The holder of the suhah,
Mocuddim and Mundul in Bengal.
the governor or viceroy.
POTTAI-I. A lease granted to the eul- SUBAHDARY.The office and ,iurisdictivators on the part of governlnent,
tion ofa qnbahdar.
either written on paper, or engraved SUDDER. The breast; the fore-court
with a style on the leaf of the fan
ofahouse; theehief seatof governpalmira tree
ment, contradisdnguished from MoPUNDIT. A learned Brahman.
fussil, or interior of the country ; the
PURA_.%
POORA_.
Literally ancient :
presidency.
the name given to such Hindu books SUNDERDEWANNYAnAWLUT. Tbe
as treat of creation in general, svlth
chief civil court of justice under tb,
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• Compaaa-_sgovt_amenb lucid at the
with :amhoticj" ",ZO._
for, another.
presidenc.y.
Ambassador, ag_nt _el_t ml_a special
_8n_avsg NszaMtrr ADaW'LVT. The
commission, or rmidiltg 'It u court.
ehid criminal court of justice, under
Native law pleadet,under,tkc judi°
ttm'_oompany's government. .
cial system of the, Compatty.
SVnaA, Sam_aA, Soovza. A Hindu of V xZtR,VIzt_s.
Under the Mogul gothe fourth, or lowest uibe.
vernment, the prime milaist_rof the
180a_nv. A prop, or support; a pattmt,
sovcrei n.
,¢hatt_, or tcrmen authority for hold- Vanes, Vg;zm,]_.,s,
Science, know_ _,ingeitlmrtand oroff_ce,
ledge.
The
sacred
sci:ip_urt_
of the
Hindus.
T,_OCKnAa. A holder of a talook,
._:,,wltich is a small portion of land; YoG_r.s, JoGl_s. Hin&tdevotovs.
a petw lan,4-agem.
YuG, Ju6, Yooo. &n age; ,a great
T,ai_,. "Pond, reservoir,
perkM oftheHin&s ; ahoartligious
TAIClCAal)AR.A petty police officer,
ccrcmmay.
Tz'sP. A noi¢ of band; a promissory
taottr2gi_en by a native hanker, or ZEI_tSnAR. From twowordssiffagying,
mon_.lead_r,
to Zemindara and
earth, land, and ]aolder ot _per.
others, to enable them to famish
/.and-k_per, An offmt_bl:J,_nder
government with security for the paythe Mahomedan [_ttmvnt_
was
_,qmem,of their rents,
charged with the _peJint_ndanc¢ of
TEHSII,DAa. Who has charge of the
thclandsofadistrict_ fimt¢ia_con=
,_colleefiom. A native collector of a
sidemt; the protection of_alte:_uldistrict, acting under a European or
fivato,, and th¢ rtafitafio._:df tile
Zemindar.
government's share of,_t*" 9ttduee,
Tw,._smm. Native blackChristians, the
either in money or kind..
':rarrmrmcf the ancient Portuguese.
ZSMIlqDARP..Y.
Theo_t_otjutiadiction
Tora:;_,,A _ove of.trees,
of a Zemindar.
Ttmvx_.,,T_m_.
Anassignmenton
Zrz¢Xl_^. The place,_hetc_th¢ladies
reside..
•
th=_ccruue,
for personal support, or ZrLL_H. Side, purl, diatsict_ division.
other pt=poscs.
Tumrata._ :A carriage for the gun
A local divitio_ of a c_.unt_ _hav,ammmainhan.
ing referetr_ to _
jurisdic_mmuar_

rg._o_mat.. One endowed

......

_'B':_'It_ explanations of the above terms are taken, for the mo_ part, from
the Glossary attached to the fifth Report of the Committee of the House or Commofi_on l_dian affairL appointed in 1810.

ERRATUM.
The correction,

which the fol|owing notice in the first edition required

to be made, was forgotten till that part of the text was reprinted.
passage therefore stands as in the firs{ edition.

The

VoL. IIIe--Page 150. It has been suggested to me, that the allusion to
the death of 400 Gentoos, made in the note of the translator of the
Seer Mutakhareen, may have a stress laid upon it, which I should
regret.
1 copied the note, merely as a specimen of the criticisms
which were made on tile spot, by persons not partial to the English. This, I conceived, was matter of instruction.
But I never
meant that any fact should stand, as confirmed, upon the authority of the translator of the Seer _utakhareen
; nor will it be so
understood by any considerate reader. Had the statement appeared to me to rest upon proof', I should have thought it of sufficient imporlance to give it a place in the text. 1 have, since the
volume was printed, had reasons given to me, by which I am convinced, that the allusion is not well founded, and that no such
catastrophe ever occurred.

HISTORY
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BOOK
15_7--1707.

Commencement

of the

British

Intercourse

with

ln_ia; and the Circumstances of it, Progr_t_,
till the_ JEstablishment of th'e Company on a
d#rable Basis by the Act of the _ixth of Queen

Two centuries have elapsed, since a few British
merchants humbly solicited permission of the Indian
princes to traific in their dominions.
The British power at present embraces nearly the
whole of that vast region, which extends from Cape
Comorin to the mountains of Tibet, and from the
mouths of the Brahmapootra to the Indus.
In the present undertaking, it is proposed, to collect,
from its numerous and scattered sources, the information necessary to convey correct and adequate ideas
of this empire, and of the transactions through which
it has been acquired ; and for that purpose,
VOL. I.
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BOOK
I.

Subject of the Womb.
I. To describe the circumstances in which the
intercourse of the British nation with India commenced, and the particulars of its early progress, till
the era when it could first be regarded as placed on a
firm and durable basis :
II. To exhibit as accurate a view as possible of the
character, the history, the manners, religion, arts,
literature, and laws of the extraordinary people with
whom this intercourse had thus begun; as well as of
the physical circumstances, the climate, the soil, and
productions, of the country in which they were placed :
II1. To deduce to the present times a history of
that part of the British transactions, which have had
an immediate relation to India; recording the train
of events; unfolding the constitution of that Body,
half political, half commercial, through which the
business has been ostensibly performed; describing
the nature, the progress, and effects of its commercial
operations ; exhibiting the legislative proceedings, the
discussions and speculations, to which the connection
of Great Britain with India has given birth ; analysing
the schemes of government which she has adopted for
her Indian dominions; and attempting to discover
the character and tendency of that species of relation
to one another in which the mother country and her
eastern dependencies are placed.
The subject forms an entire, and highly interesting, portion of the British History; and it is hardly
possible that the matter should have been brought
together, for the first time, without being instructive,
how unskflfully soever the task may have been performed. If the success corresponded with the wishes
of the author, he would throw light upon a state of
society, curious, and commonly misunderstood; upon
the history of society, which in the compass of his
work presents itself in almost all its stages and all its
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shapes; upon the principles of legislation, in which BOOK
[.
be has so many important experiments to describe; c_A_.1.
and upon interests of his country, of which, to a
great degree, his countrymen have remained in ignorance, while prejudice usurped the prerogatives of
understanding.

CHAP.

I.

From the Commencement of the Efforts to begin a
Trade zvitk .India, till the Change of the Company from a regulated to a joint-stock Company.
Tag Portuguese had formed important establishments in India, before the British offered themselves
as competitors for the riches of the East.
From the time when Vasco de Gama distinguished
his nation by discovering the passage round the Cape
of Good Hope, a whole century had elapsed, during
which, without a rival, the Portuguese had enjoyed,
and abused, the advantages of superior knowledge
and art, amid a feeble and haft-civilized people. They
had explored the Indian ocean, as far as Japan ; had
discovered its islands, rich with some of the favourite
productions of nature ; had achieved the most brilliant
conquests; and by their commerce poured into Europe, in unexampled profusion, those commodities of
the East, on which the nations at that time set an
extraordinary value.
The circumstances of this splendid fortune had violently attracted the attention of Europe. The commerce of India, even when confined to those narrow
limits which a carriage by land had prescribed, was
_2
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CommercialState of England.

BOOKL supposed to have elevated feeble states into great
c_,_. 1. ones; and to have constituted an enviable part ia
the fortune even of the most opulent and powerful;
to have contributed largely to support the Grecian
monarchies both in Syria and Egypt ; to have retarded
the downfall of Constantinople; and to have raised
the small and obscure republic of Venice to the rank
and influence of the most potent kingdoms. The
discovery therefore of a new channel for this opulent
traffic, and the happy experience of the Portuguese,
inflamed the cupidity of all the maritime nations
of Europe, and set before them the most tempting
prospects.
An active spirit of commerce bad already begun
to display itself in England.
The nation had happily obtained its full share of the improvement which
had dawned in Europe; and the tranquil and economical reign of Elizabeth had been favourable both to
the accumulation of capital, and to those projects of
private emolument on which the spirit of commerce
depends. A brisk trade, and of considerable extent,
had been carried on during the greater part of the
sixteenth century with the Netherlands, at that time
the most improved and commercial part of Europe.
The merchants of Bristol had opened a traffic with
the Canary Islands; those of Plymouth with the
coasts of Guinea and Brazil : the English now fished
on the banks of Newfoundland; and explored the
sea of Spitzbergen, for the sovereign of the waters:
they engrossed, by an exclusive privilege, the commerce of Russia: they took an active part in the
trade of the Mediterranean: the company of merchant-adventurers pushed so vigorously the traffic
with Germany and the central parts of Europe, as
highly to excite the jealousy of the Hans Towns:
and the protestant iatmbitants of the Netherlands and
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France, flying from the persecutions of their own BOOKL
oppressive and bigoted governments, augmented the cH,P. a.
commercial resources of England by the capital and 1527.
skill of a large importation of the most ingenious and
industrious people in Europe?
In these circumstances, the lustre of the Portuguese
transactions in the East peculiarly attracted the admiration of the English. Already a most adventurous
spirit of navigation was roused in the nation. The
English were the first who had imitated the example
of the Spaniards in visiting the New World. In
1497, Cabot, with a small squadron, explored the
coast of America, from Labrador to Virginia, and
discovered the islands of Newfoundland and St.
John) An English merchant, named Robert Thorne,
who had been stationed for many years at Seville in
Spain, and had acquired particular knowledge of the
intercourse which the Portuguese had opened with
the East, presented a project to Henry VIII. about
the year 1527, the accomplishment of which he
imagined would place his countrymen in a situation
no less enviable than that of the Portuguse. As
that nation had obtained a passage to India by a
course to the south-east, and pretended a right,
which they defended by force, to its exclusive occupation, he supposed that his countrymen might reach
the same part of the globe by sailing to the northwest, and thus obtain a passage at once expeditious
and undisputed? What effect this representation
i Anderson'sHistory of Commercein the reign of Elizabeth, passim.
See also Hakluyt'sVoyages, ii. S, 96. Ibid. iii. 690. Guicciardini's
Description of the Netherlands. SirWilliam Temple. Camden,408.
Hakluyt, iii. 4,. gymer's Fcedera,xii. 595. Anderson's History of
Commerce, published in Macpherson's Annals, ii. l 1. Robertsoo's
History of America, iv. 138.
Hakluyt, iii. 129. Harris's Collection of Voyages, i. 874.
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N_th..east Passage attempted.

BOOl_I. produced on the mind of Henry is not accurately
CH,P.1. known. But two voyages in the course of his reign
1527. were undertaken for the discovery of a north-west
passage, one about this period,1 and another ten
years later)
Nothing can more clearly prove to us the ardour
with which the English coveted a share in the fiches
supposed to be drawn from the East, than the persevering efforts which they made to discover a channel
from which the Portuguese should have no pretence
to exclude them. Two attempts in the reign of
Henry to obtain a passage by the north-west having
failed, their exploring fancy anticipated a happier
issue from a voyage to the north-east. A small squadron, under the direction of Sir Hugh Willoughby,
was fitted out in the reign of Edward VI.; and,
sailing along the coast of Norway, doubled the North
Cape,a where it was encountered by a storm. The
ship of Sir Hugh was driven to an obscure spot in
Russian Lapland, where he and his crew perished
miserab]y by the climate. The other principal vessel
found shelter in the harbour of Archangel, and was
the first foreign ship by which it was entered. So
well did Chancellour, its captain, improve the incident, that he opened a commercial intercourse with
the natives, visited the monarch in his capital, stipulated important privileges for his countrymen; and
laid the foundation of a trade which was immediately
prosecuted to no inconsiderable extent. This voyage
but little damped the hopes of obtaining a north-east
passage to the fiches of India. Some vigorous attempts were made by the company in whose hands
the commerce with Russia was placed; 4 the last of
Hakluyt, ut supra.
2 Ibid. 131.
_ Hakluyt, i. 226_ &c,
Anderson's History of Commerce in Macpherson, ii. 16fi.
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them in 1580, when two ships were sent out to BOOK1.
explore the passage through the straits of Waygatz. cn^P. ,.
After struggling with many perils and difficulties 1567.
from the ice and the cold, one of the vessels returned
unsuccessful; of the other no intelligence was ever
received.
Before this hope was abandoned, the project of
obtaining a passage by the north.west was ardently
resumed. No fewer than six voyages were made in
the course of a few years. Two barks of twentyfive tons each, and a pinnace of ten, sailed under
Martin l%obisher in the year 1567, and entered
Hudson's bay, which they at first imagined was the
inlet about to conduct them to the golden shore.
The same navigator was encouraged to make a
second attempt in the same direction in 1576. As
he brought home some minerals, which were supposed
to be impregnated with gold, the attention of government was excited; and after two years, Frobisher
was sent out with fifteen of the Queen's ships,
miners for the supposed ore, and 120 persons as the
rudiments of a colony. Having spent his provisions,
and lost one of his ships, but not having found the
expected passage, nor left his settlers, he returned
with 300 tons of the supposed treasure, which proved
to be only a glittering sand? The nation persevered
in its hopes and its enterprises. A few years afterwards, Captain John Davis sailed as far as 660 40'
north, and discovered the straits distinguished by
his name. In a second voyage, undertaken in 1586,
he explored in vain the inlet which he had thus discovered, and after a few years was enabled to proceed in a third expedition, which had no better
success than the preceding two)
, Hakluyt.
_- Hakluyt.

Anderson,
Anderson,

ut supra,
ut supra,

ii. 145, 158, 159.
ii. 17_, 180, 185.
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C_tain Draite'sV_jage.
After the defeat of so many efforts to discover a
new passage to India, the English resolved to be no
.1577. longer deterred by the pretensions of the Portuguese.
A voyage to China by the Cape of Good Hope was
undertaken in 158_.
Four ships proceeded to the
coast of Brazil, fought with some Spanish men of
war, and were obliged to return for want of provisions?
Another expedition, consisting of three
ships, was fitted out in 1596, the commander of
which was furnished with Queen Elizabeth'sJettvrs

BOOK I.
CHAp. 1.

to the Emperor of China. This voyage proved eminently unfortunate. The ships were driven upon
the coast of Spanish America, where only four men
were preserved alive
famine, and disease)

from the effects

of storn_

Amid these unsuccessful endeavours two voyages
were accomplished, which animated the hopes of the
nation, and pointed out the way to more fortunate
enterprises. Francis Drake, the son of a clergyman in
Kent, who at a tender age had been put an apprentice
to the master of a slender bark trading to the coast
of Holland and France, had early evinced that passionate ardour in his profession which is the usual
forerunner of"signal success)
He gained the affections of his master, who left him his ba/k at his
death; at the age of eighteen he was purser of a
ship which sailed to the bay of Biscay; at twenty he
made a voyage to the coast of Guinea; _n 1565 he
ventured his atl in a voyage to the West Indies,
which had no success", and in 1567 he served under _
his kinsman Sir John Hawkins, in his unprosperous
expedition to the bay of Mexico. In these different
Anderson, ut supra, ii. 171.
Purchas, b. iii. sect. 2. Anderson, ii. _10.
Hakluyt, i)i. 440.
Harris's Collection of Voyages,
den's Annals, 301, &c.
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services, his nautical skill, his courage, and sagacity, Boox
I.
Cain.1.
had been conspicuously displayed. In 1570 his relmtafion enabled him to proceed to the West Indies 1577.
with two vessels under his command. So vehemently
was he bent on executing some great design, that he
renewed his visit the next year, for the sole purpose
of obtaining information. He had no sooner returned than he planned an expedition against the
Spaniards, executed it with two ships and seventythree men, sacked the town of Nombre de Dins,
and returned with great treasure. It is said that,
in this voyage, he saw from the top of a high-tree,
that is, fancied he saw, across the American isthmus,
the Southern Ocean, and became inflamed with the
desire of reaching it in a ship of England.
For this expedition he prepared on a great scale;
obtaining the commission of the Queen, and the
command of five vessels, one of 100 tons, another of
eighty, one of fifty, another of thirty, and a pinnace
of fifteen ; the whole manned with 164 select sailors.
The historians of his voyage are anxious to display
the taste and magnificence, as well as judgment, of
his preparations; expert musicians, rich furniture,
utensils of the most curious workmanship, vessels of
silver for his table, and many of the same precious
metal for his cook-room.
The expedition sailed from Plymouth on the 13th
of December, 1577. Having passed the Straits of
Magellan, and ravaged the western coast of Spanish
America, Drake feared the encounter of a Spanish
fleet, should he attempt to return in the same direction, and formed the bold design of crossing the
Pacific Ocean, and regaining England by the Cape
of Good Hope.
With one ship, the only part of the fleet which remained, he steered along the coast of America to the

10

Captain Drake's Voyage.

BOOKI. latitude of 38 ° north, and then entered upon that
CHAP.I. immense navigation, in which Magellan, the only
1577. circumnavigator who preceded him, had sustained so
many disasters. No memorable occurrence attended
the voyage. Of the islands which have been discovered in the Pacific Ocean none were observed till
he approached the Asiatic coast. Fixing his attention on the Moluccas, of which the fame had been
circulated in Europe by the rich spices thence iraported by the Portuguese, he passed, with little
observation, the more eastern part of the numerous
islands which stud the Indian seas, and held his
course for Tidore. From intelligence, received on
the passage, he waved his intention of landing on
that island, and steered for Ternate, the sovereign
of which he understood to be at enmity with the
Portuguese.
His intercourse with that island forms a remarkable epoch in the history of the British nation in
India, as it was tile beginning of those commercial
transactions which have led to the greatest results,
The King, having received assurances that his new
visitants came with no other intention than that of

!_

_:
_
e
_

t_

trading with his country, gave them a very favourable reception. This monarch possessed considerable
power, since the English navigators were informed
that he ruled over seventy islands, besides Ternate,
the most valuable of all the Moluccas; and in the
visits which they paid to his court they were eyewitnesses of no contemptible magnificence. They
exchanged presents with him, and received him on
board ; they traded with his subjects, laid in a cargo
of valuable spices, and acquainted themselves with
the nature and facilities of a commerce which was
the object of admiration and envy in Europe.
Not satisfied with the information or the commo-

_
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dities which they received on one island, they visited BOOKX.
several, being always amazed at their prodigious fer- c_AP.1.
tility, and in general delighted with the manners of 158o.
the inhabitants. Among other places they landed in
the great island of Java, famous afterwards as the
seat of the Dutch government in India. They held
some friendly intercourse with the natives, and departed with a tolerable knowledge both ofthe character
of the people, and the productions of the country.
They now spread their sails for that navigation
between Europe and India, to which the Portuguese
claimed an exclusive right, and by which they monopolized the traffic with India. Those discoverers had
craftily disseminated in Europe ten'ific accounts of
dangers and horrors attending the navigation round
the Cape of Good Hope. As the voyage of the English proved remarkably prosperous, they were surprised and delighted with the safety and ease which
seemed to them to distinguish this envied passage, and
conceived a still more lofty opinion of the advantages
enjoyed by the nation that engrossed it. After leaving
Java, the first land which they touched was the Cape
ofGoodHope. They landed once more at SierraLeone,
on the African coast, and received supplies which sufficed for the remainder of the voyage. They arrived
at Plymouth on Monday the 26th of September, 1580,
after a voyage of two years, ten months, and a few
days; exhibiting to the wondering eyes of the spectators the first ship in England, and the second in
the world, which had circumnavigated the globe. The
news quickly spread over the whole kingdom, which
resounded with the applauses of the man who had
performed so daring and singular an enterprise.
Whoever wished to be distinguished as the patron of
merit hastened to confer some mark of his admiration
on Captain Drake. The songs, epigrams, poems, and

2

Yoyage of Cavend_h.

BOOKI. other pieces, which were composed in celebration of
_uAr.1. his exploits, amounted to several collections. 1 The
15so. Queen, after some delay, necessary to save appearances with the Spanish court, which loudly complained
of the depredations of Drake, though as reprisals per.
haps they were not undeserved, paid a visit in pemon
to the wonderful ship at Deptford; accepted of an
entertainment on board, and conferred the honour of
knighthood on its captain; observing, at the same
time, that his actions did him more honour than his
title)
We may form some conception of the ardour which
at that time prevailed in England for maritime exptoits, by the number of men of rank and fortune,
who chose to forego the indulgences of wealth, and
to embark their persons and properties in laborious,
painful, and dangerous expeditions.
Among them
we find such names as those of the Earls of Cumberland and Esseu, of Sir Richard Greenville, Sir Walter
Ralegh, Sir Humphry Gilbert, Sir RobertDudley,
who prepared squadrons at their o_n expense, and
sailed to various parts of the world. No undertaking
of this description was attended with more important
circumstances than that of Thomas Cavendish.

i

=
"_

_-

This gentleman, descended from a family of distinction, and inheriting a large estate in the county of

J Harris is not satisfied with the merit of those production% which
reached not, i,t his opinion, the worth of the occasion ; and seems to be
rather indignant that no modern poet has rivalled the glory of Homer,
" by displaying in verse tim labours of Sir Francis Drake :" i. _0.
Iter Majesty appears to have been exquisitely gracious. The crowd
which thronged after her was so great that the bridge, which had been
constructed between the vessel and the shore, broke down with the
wmght, and precipitated _00 p_rsons into the water. As they were all
extricated from their perilous situation without injury, the Queen remarked that so extraordinary an escape could be owing only to the
F_wtanvof Sir Francis Drake. Harris, i. _0.
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Suffolk, had been early fired with a passion far mad- nOOK
I.
CHAP. i.
time adventure. In a vessel of his own, he had accomlmnied Sir Richard Greenville in his unsuccessful 15s6.
voyage to Virginia ; and now sold or mortgaged his
estate, to equip a squadron with which he might rival
the glory of Drake. It consisted of three ships, the
largest of 140 tons, one of sixty, and a bark of about
forty, the whole supplied with two years' provisions,
and manned with 1_6 officers and sailors, of whom
several had served in the celebrated expedition of
Drake.
They sailed from Plymouth on the 21st of July,
1586. Their voyage through the Straits of Magellan,
and the depredations which they proceeded to commit along the western coast of the American continent, not only in the spirit of avarice, but even of
wanton devastation, form no part of our present subject, and may without regret be left to other recorders.
They had reached the coast of Calefornia, and nearly
_4° of northern latitude; when, having taken a very
rich Spanish ship, and completed their schemes of
plunder, they commenced their voyage across the
Pacific Ocean. They left the coast of America on
the 19th of November, and came in sight of Guam,
one of the Ladrone islands, on the 3d of January.
From this island they were visited by sixty or seventy
canoes full of the inhabitants, who brought provisions
to exchange for commodities, and so crowded about
the ship, that the English, when they had finished
their traffic, discharged some of their fire arms to
drive them away. _ With the Philippines, to which
i I am sorry to observe that no great respect for human life seems to
have been observed in this proceeding; since, directly implying that the
guns had been charged with shot, and levelled at the men, the historian
of the voyage jocosely remarks, '" that 'tls ten to one if any of the sa°
rages were killed ; for they are so very nimble that they drop immediately
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BOOK
L they next proceeded, they opened a more protracted
caAP.i. intercourse; having cast anchor at one of the islands,
15s6. where they lay for nine days, and carried on an
active trade with the inhabitants.
The duster of islands, to which the Europeans have
given the name of the Philippines, was discovered
by Magellan. Philip II., shortly after his accession
to the Spanish throne, planted there a colony of Spaniards, by an expedition from New Spain; and a
curious commerce had from that time been carried
on across the Great Pacific between this settlement
and the dominions of Spain in the new world. To
Manilla, the capital of the Philippine colony, the
Chinese, who resorted thither in great numbers,
brought all the precious commodities of India; and
two ships were sent annually from New Spain, which
carded to the Philippines the silver of the American
mines, and returned with the fine productions of the
East. The impatience, however, of the natives under
the Spanish yoke, was easily perceived. When they
discovered that the new visitors were not Spaniards,
bat the enemies of that people, they eagerly testified
their friendship ; and the princes of the island, where
Cavendish landed, engaged to assist him with the
whole of their forces, if he would return and make
war upon the common adversary.
This adventurous discoverer extensively explored
the intricate navigation of the Indian Archipelago,
and observed the circumstances of the new and extraordinary scene with a quick and intelligent eye.
He visited the Ladrones ; shaped a course among the
Philippines, which brought the greater pa_ of those
islands within his view; passed through the Mointo the water, and dive beyond the reach of all danger, upon the least
warning in the world."
Harris's Collect. of Voyages, i. _7.
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lueeas; sailed along that important chain of islands, BOOKL
which hounds the Indian Archipelago from the Strait cn^P. 1.
of Malacca to the extremity of Timor; and passing 1588.
the Strait of Bally, between the two Javas, east anchor on the south-west side of the great island of that
name, where he traded with the natives for provisions,
and formed a sort of treaty, stipulating a favourable
reception when his visit should be renewed.
He sailed for the Cape of Good Hope on the 16th
of March, careful to treasure up information respect.
ing a voyage, which was now the channel of so important a commerce. He made astronomical observations ; he studied the weather, the winds, and the
tides; he noted the bearing and position of lands;
and omitted nothing which might facilitate a repetition of the voyage to himself or his countrymen. He
passed the Cape with prosperous navigation about the
middle of May, and, having touched at St. Helena to
recruit his stores, he landed at Plymouth on the 9th
of September, 1588. In the letter which, on the very
day of his arrival, he wrote to Lord Hunsdon, then
Chamberlain to Queen Elizabeth, he says, " I navigated to the islands of Philippines, hard upon the
coast of China, of which country I have brought
such intelligence as hath not been heard of in these
parts; a country, the stateliness and riches of which
t fear to make report of, lest I should not be credited.
t sailed along the islands of Moluccas, where, among
some of the heathen people, I was well entreated, and
where our countrymen may have trade as freely as
the Portugals, if they themselves will."
The tide of maritime adventure which these splendid voyages were so well calculated to swell, flowed
naturally towards India, by reason of the fancied opulence, and the prevailing passion for the commodities,
of the East. The impatience of our countrymen had
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BOOKLalrp_ly engaged them in a circuitous traffic with that
c, AP.1. part of the globe. They sailed to the eastern shores
1588. of the Mediterranean Sea, where they found cargoes
of Indian goods conveyed over land: and a mercantile company, denominated, the Levant Company, was
instituted, according to the policy of the age, to secure
to the nation the advantages of so important a commeree. 1 The Company which, after the discovery of
the port of Archangel, had been formed to carry on
the trade with Russia, had opened a communication
"
with Persia, and thence imparted the commodities of
India: Mr. Anthony Jenkiuson, an active and enterprising agent of the Russia Company, sailed down the
Volga, in 1558, to the Caspian Sea, which he crossed
into Persia, and at Boghar, a city of some importance,
found merchants not only from various parts of the
Persian empire, but from Russia, and China, and
India. This voyage he performed seven times; and
opened a considerable trade for raw and wrought silk,
carpets, spices, precious stones, and other Asiatic productions. In 1563, there was business enough to
require the presence of three agents at Casbin, the
seat of the Persian court ; and the traffic flourished
for several years.
Accidental circumstances contributed to enliven the
admiration excited by the Indian trade. During that
expedition to the coast of Spain, on which Sir Francis
Drake was sent, by Queen Elizabeth, to harasB the
Spanish shipping, and prevent as far as possible the
preparations for the Invincible Armada, he took one
of the Portuguese ships from India, known at that
time by the name of Carracks. The value of her
cargo inflamed the imaginations of the merchants;
and the papers which she carried afforded information
i Monson's Naval Tracts. Hakluyt.
Anderson's Hist. of Com. pubiished in Macpherson's Annals, i_. 16tJ, 19.q. Rymer's Fmdera.
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respecting the traffic in which she was engaged, t A BOOK
T.
CuAP, I.
still
moreimportant
capture
ofthesamesortwasmade ._
in1593. An expedition
fitted
outfortheWest In- 159s.
diesby SirWalterRalegh,and commanded by Sir
John Boroughs,encounterednear the Azores the
greatest
of allthePortuguese
Carracks,a vesselof
1,600tons,
carrying700 men, and thirty-six
brass
cannon, and after an obstinate contest carried her
into Dartmouth.
This was the largest vessel which
had ever been seen in England, laden with spices,
calicoes, silks, gold, pearls, drugs, porcelain, ebony,
&c.; and stimulated the impatience of the English
to be engaged in so opulent a commerce?
Some members of the Turkey or Levant Company
finished about the same time an expedition to India?
They had carried some cloth, tin, and other goods
from Aleppo to Bagdat, which they next conveyed
down the Tigris to Ormus in the Persian Gulph, and
thence transported to Goa, the great mart between
the Portuguese and Indians on the coast of Malabar.
From this place they commenced an extensive survey
of the adjoining countries ; repaired to Agra, at that
time the capital and residence of the Mogul Emperor,
visited Lahor; traversed Bengal; travelled to Pegu
and Malacca; and, returning by sea to Ormus, re.
traced their steps to Aleppo, whence they sailed for
England, bearing with them important and extensive
information respecting the countries theyhad explored.
Intelligence now poured itself into the nation by
a variety of channels. An Englishman, of the name
s This isnota conclusion
merelydrawn from thecircumstances
ofthe
case,which howeverwould sufficiently
warrantit; but statedon the
testimony of Cambdeu, who related what he heard and saw. Cambden's
Annals.
Anderson's Hist of Commerce.
Anderson's Hist. of Commerce in Macpherson's
They returned to London in 1591.
"COL. 1.
C

Annals, ii..'201.

Auderson_ ut supra, ii. 198.
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BOOKr. of Stevens, had sailed with the Portuguese from Lis,
c_,p. 1. bon to Goa, by the Cape of Good Hope, and wrote an
l_js. account of his voyage, which was read with avidity,
and contributed to swell the general current of enterprise which now ran so vehemently toward India)
The first application which was made to government was by a memorial, in the name of "divers merchants," addressed to the Lords of Council, in 1589,
for the royal permission to send three ships, and
many pinnaces, on a voyage to India. They enumerated the different places, at which the Portuguese had
already effected settlements, on the coasts of Malabar
and Coromandel, in Malacca, and in the Banda and
Molucca is!ands, places from which it seemed to be
tacitly understood that other nations were bound to
abstain. But they added, that the islands and shores
of the Indian ocean presented many other places, open
to the enterprise of English merchants, an intercourse
with which might yield the greatest advantages. 2
What reception this application received is unknown.
But the unfortunate expedition of Captain Raymond ;
remarkable as being the first of which India was the
immediate destination, though its object was not trade,
so much as plunder, by cruising against the Portuguese; was fitted out in 1591. Disease had made
such ravages among the crews, before they reached
the Cape of Good Hope, that one of the vessels was
_ent home with the sick ; and the rest, two in number, had not long doubled the Cape, when the principal ship was lost in a storm. Captain James Lancaster,
in the remaining vessel, after a disastrous voyage to
the East, sailed to the West Indies, where he lost the
' Harris's Voyages, i. 875.
This Memorial is preserved ia the State Paper Off_., and a dmgt
account d it has been given u_by Mr. Btuc_ .4_nna_ of tim ]_
Iadi_
Coml_any, i. 109.

.M_Iz_mh_d¢s
Embes_t.
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ship, and with great difficulty found means to return B00KL
in a French privateer. _
_Cu'P"
1.
While the English fluctuated between desire and 1599.
execution in this important enterprise, the Dutch, in
1595, boldly sent four ships to trade with India by
the Cape of Good Hope. _ This exploit added fuel,
at once, to the jealousy, and to the ambition of the
English.
In 1599, an association was formed, and a
fund subscribed, which amounted to 30,1:_31. 68. 8d.,
and consisted of 101 shares ; the subscriptions of individuals varying from 100/. to 3,0001. It was agreed
to petition the Queen for a warrant to fit out three
ships, and export bullion, and also for a charter of privileges. A committee of fifteen, the origin and foundation of a Court of Directors, were chosen to manage.
The approbation of the government was readily signified ; but as a treaty was then pending with Spain,
policy appeared to counsel delay. The subscribers,
known by the name of the adventurers, were impatient,
and presented a memorial, distinguishing the places
with which the Spaniards and Portuguese had estao
blished an intercourse, from others to which, without
any ground of complaint on the part of those nations,
the English might with unspeakable advantage resort.
The council replied, that 'sit was more beneficiall for
the generall state of merchandise to entertayne a
peace, then that the same should be hindered, by the
standing w_h ye Spanishe comissions, for the mayntayning of this trade, to forgue the oportunety of the
concluding of the peace." _ The memorial was referred
to Sir Foulke Greville, who made a favourable report :
and in the course of the same year, the Queen sent
John Mildenhall over land by Constantinople on an
embassy to the Great Mogul.
. Anderson'sHist. of Commerce
in _acpherson'sAnnals,ii. 199.
Harris'sVoyages_
i. 87"5.
Anderson,
ut supra,ii.209. Harris'_
Voyages,i.9¢0.
Minutes,_kc.(IndianRegister
Office.)Bruce'sAnnals,i. 11°.
CR
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BOOKI.
It was attended with little success. The PortuCaAP. 1.
_
_ guese and Venetian agents exerted themselves to raise
16oo. suspidons against the designs of the English, and
effectually obstructed the endeavours of the ambas.
sador.
Towards the end of the year 1600 the efforts of the
adventurers were renewed; and the consent of government was obtained to proceed in preparations for an
Indian voyage, while the patent of incorporation was
still under consideration. Meanwhile an application
was made from government, with what views does not
appear, for the employment of Sir Edward Michelbourne in the expedition.
The answer of the committee, thoughpetitioners for afavour not yet conceded,
affords a curious specimen of their independence, and
of the mode of thinking of the times. They stated
it as their resolution " not to employ any gentleman
in any place of charge," and requested " that they
may be allowed to sort theire business with men of
their own qualitye, lest the suspicion of the employm t
of gentlemen being taken hold uppon by the generalb
tie, do dryve a great number of the adventurers to
withdraw their contributions."1 The adventure was
prosecuted with ardour.
On the 8th of October
the five following ships were already provided; the
Malice Scourge, of _00 men, and 600 tons burden ;
the Hector, of 100 men, and 300 tons ; the Ascension,
of eighty men, and 260 tons; the Susan, of eighty
men, and _40 tons ; and a pinnace of forty men, and
100 tons. To provision these ships for twenty months
the cost was computed at 6,600l. 4_. 10d. ; and the
cargo, consisting of iron and tin, wrought and unwrought, of lead, cloths, and some smaller articles,
chiefly intended as presents, was estimated, exclusive
51iuutes of a General Court of hdve_.turers,preservedin the Indian
Register Office, Bruce's An,als, i. 1_8.
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of bullion, at 4,5451. It was determined that thirty. BOOKI.
six factors or super.cargoes should be appointed for caAP.a
the voyage, divided into separate classes, rising above 16oo.
one another in trust and emoluments. Captain James
Lancaster, whose difficult return from a predatory
expedition has already been mentioned, was chosen
to command the fleet ; and on the 31st of December
_

the charter of privileges was obtained?
This charter, tile origin of a power so anomalous
and important as that which was afterwards accumulated in the hands of the East India Company, contained nothing which remarkablydistinguished it from
the other charters of incorporation, so commonly in
that age bestowed upon trading associations. It constituted the adventurers a body politic and corporate
by the name of "the Governor and Company of Merchants of London, trading to the East Indies ;" and
vested them with the usual privileges and powers.
The plan which they had already adopted for the
management of their affairs, by a committee of twentyfour, and a chairman, both to be chosen annually, was
confirmed and rendered obligatory. With a reservation in favour of the rights granted to other assoeia.
tions, and with prohibition extending to all such
places as might be already occupied by the subjects
of states in amity with her Majesty, and whose objection to rivals should be declared, the privilege of
trading to the East Indies, that is, to all places
beyond the Cape of Good Hope and the Straits oF
Magellan, was bestowed upon the Company, with
power to export in each voyage 30,000l. in gold and
silver, also English goods for the first four voyages
exempt from duties, and to re.export Indian goods in
:English ships under the same privilege to the end of the
i Bruce's Annals, i. 129--136. Anderson's History of Commerce ia
Macpherson'sAnnals, ii. _ 1_. Harris's Col|¢ctiouof Voyages, i. 81_
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J_OKI. charter. According to the principle of the times, the
cmA_.1. charter was exclusive; prohibiting the rest of the
160¢t community from trading within the limits assigned to
the Company, but granting to them the power, when.
ever they pleased, of bestowing licenses for that purpose. It was granted for a period of fifteen years ;
but under condition that, if not found to be advan.
tageous to the country, it might be annulled at any
time under a notice of two years : if advantageous it
might, if desired by the Company, be renewed for
fifteen years.
The ardour of individuals, where any thing is to be
risked, is more easily excited, than upheld. Though
the list of subscribers, while the scheme of Indian
adventure was yet in contemplation, had been readily
filled up, the calls of the committees for the payment
of the instalments were veryimperfectlyobeyed. Even
when the charter was obtained, it was either understood to confer no power of compelling payment, or
the directors were afraid to make use of it. Instead
of exacting the stipulated sums, and trading upon the
terms of a joint-stock company, the subscribers who
had paid were invited to take upon themselves the
expense of the voyage, and, as they sustained the
whole of the risk, to reap the whole of the profit.
The sums which were thus advanced amounted to
68,373/. which greatly exceeded the capital originally
subscribed. Of this, 39,771l. was expended in the
purchase and equipment of ships--the four, excluding
the pinnace, which were taken up by the committee
of original adventurers:
28,742L was expended in
bullion: and 6,860/. in goods; consisting partly of
British commodities, cloth, lead, tin, cutlery, glass,
&e. ; partly of foreign, as quicksilver, Muscovy hides,
&c. The choice of Captain Lancaster to command
the fleet was renewed; and it sailed from Torbay on
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tlm l_dof May, 1601, carrying letters of recommen-BOOK
L
dationsfrom the Queen to the sovereignsof the dif. cH,_.t.
ferentports to which it might resort?
_60o.
A firstand experimentalattempt was naturallyun.
productive of any remarkable result: but the tlrst
voyage of the East India Company was not discouraging. The firstplacein India to which they repaired
wasAcheen, a prindpal city in the island of Sumatra,
at which they werefavourablyreceived. They formed
a treaty of commerce with the chief or sovereign of
the place; obtainedpermissionto erecta factory; and,
having taken on board a quantity of pepper, set sail
for the Moluccas. In the Straits of Malacca they
captureda Portuguese vessel of 900 tons burthen,
carrying calicoesand spices, which su_ced tolade the
fleet. They divertedtheir course,therefore,to Bantam in the island of Java; where the Captain, delivering his letters and presents, and meeting with a
I _roee's Annals, i. 146. " But forasmuch,"says Sir William Men.
son (Naval Tracts,iii. Churchill'sCollectionof Voyages, 475), u aJevery
innmattioncommonlyfindsopposition, from some out of partiality, and
from others as enemies to novelty; so this voyage,though at first it cartied a great name and hope of profit,by the weedIndia, a,ld exampleOf
Holland,yet was it writ against." He then exhibitsthe objections,seven
in number,andsubjoins an answer. The objections were shortl_ as fob
lows, the answersmay he conceived:
1. The tradeto India wouldexhaust the treasureoftbe nation hy the
exportationof bullion.
2. It would consume its mariners by an unhealthy navigation,
:L It would consume its ships by the rapid decay produced in the
soathern seas.
4. It wouldhinder the vent of our cloth, now exported in exchange
forthe spices of the foreignmerchants.
5. It was a tradeof which the returns would be very slow.
(i. Malice to theTurkey Company was the cause of it, and jealousy
and hatredfromthe Dutch would be the unhappyuffect.
?. It would diminish the Queen's customs by the privilegeof export°
ing bullionduty free.
,These objections, with the auswerspmay alsobe seen in Ande_n'a
History of Gommerce,ad an.
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_Other.Voyages.

13ooKL favourable reception, left some agents, the first rudi- •
C_,P. a. ments of the Company's factories; and returned to
16os.Js. :England, where he arrived, in September, 1603,
with a handsome profit to his owners on the capital
of the voyage?
In the course of the years from 1603 to 1613, eight
other voyages were fitted out, on similar terms. The
first, in 1603, under the command of Captain Mid.
dleton, consisted of the ships which had but just returned from the preceding voyage; and the capital
subscribed was 60,450l. ; of whieh, 48,140/. was laid
out in the preparation and provision of the ships;
11,160l. in bullion, and 1,14,21. in goods.
The
second, in 1606, consisted of three ships commanded
by Captain Keeling, with a capital of 53,500/. ; of
which g8,620l, was for the equipment of the fleet,
]7,6001. was in bullion, and 7,_80l. in goods. The
third, in 1607, consisted of two ships, 33,000l. capital ; 14,,6001. of which was for the ships, 15,000L in
bullion, and 3,_001. in goods. The fourth voyage, in
1608, had but one ship ; 13,7001. subscription ; expense of equipment, 6,0001. ; bullion, 6,000/.; goods,
1,7001. The fifth, in 1609, had three ships, larger
than in anyformervoyage; capital subscribed 82,000/.;
cost of shipping 3_,0001. ; the investment, o,8,500l.
bullion, and _1,0001. goods. The sixth voyage, in
]610, had four ships ; and subscription, 71,581l. ; divided into 4_,500L for shipping, 19,_00l. bullion,
10,0811. goods. The seventh, in 1611, of four vessels,
had 76,355l. subscription, expended 48,700L on the
fleet, had 17,675L in bullion, and 10,000/. in goods.
The eighth, in 1612, had one ship, and subscription,
7,200/.; divided into 5,300L for the vessel, 1,250/. iml, Harris, i. 875.
i. 151, 15_,

Anderson, ut snpra_ii. 217j 218,
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lion,and 650/. in goods. All these voyages,with one BOOK
I.
exception, that in 1607, of which both the vessels cHAr.1.
were lost, were prosperous: the dear profits,hardly16o_-1s.
ever below ] 00 per cent, being in general more than
200 on the capitalof the voyage?
The yearsin which these voyageswere performed
were not withoutotherincidents of considerableimportance. In 160_, the Company were alarmed by
a licencein violation of their charter, grantedto Sir
Edward Michelborne and others, to trade to " Cathaia, China, Japan, Corea, and Cambaya, &c."
This injury was compensated in 1609, when the
facility and indiscretionof King James encouraged
the Companyto aim at a removal of those restrictions
which the morecautious policy of Elizabeth had imposed. They obtained a renewal of their charter,
confirmingall their precedingprivileges, and constituting them a body corporate, not for fifteen years,
or any other limited time, but for ever; still, however, providingthat, on experience of injury to the
nation, their exclusive privileges should, after three
years' notice, cease and expire.
The earliest of the Company's voyages were ex.
dusively directedto the islandsin the Indian Ocean,
as Sumatra, Java, and Amboyna, the returns being
raw silk, fine calicoes, indigo, doves, and mace. In
1608, the factors at Bantam and in the Moluccasreportedthat the cloths and calicoesimported from the
continent of India were in great request in the
islands; and recommendedthe opening of a trade at
Surat and Cambaya, to supply them with those commodities, which might be exchanged, with extraordinaryprofit,for the spice and other productions of
the islands. To profit by these advantages, the fleet
' Bruce's Aunalb i. 15_--163.
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BOOKL which sailed under the orders of Sir Henry Middt_
c_,P. 1. ton, in 1609, was directed to steer for the western
lO0s_1_,coast of the Asiatic continent, where they made sew
veral attempts to establish a commercial intercour_.
At Aden and Mocha they were opposed by the
Turks; who surprised one of the ships, and made
the Captain and seventy men prisoners. On the:
coast of India their endeavours were frustrated by
the influence of the Portuguese.
A fleet which
sailed in 1611 had better success. Attacked at
Swally, a place at no great distance from Surat, by
a large Portuguese armament, it made a sucoessful
defence; and, notwithstanding the intrigues and
efforts of the Portuguese, obtained a favourable reception at Surat. The English now succeeded in
forming a commercial arrangement. They obtained
permission to establish factories at Surat, Ahmedao
bad, Cambaya, and Goga, which were pointed out,
by the agents of the Company, as the best situations ;
and agreeing to pay a duty of 3_ per cent, received
assurance, that this should be the only exaction to
which their merchandise should be subject ; that protection should be afforded to their factories ; and that
their property, even in the case of the death of their
agents, should be secured till the arrival of another
fleet. A phirmaun or decree of the Emperor, conferring these privileges, was received on the 11th of
January, 1612 ; and authorised the first establishment
of the English on the continent of India, at that time
the seat of one of the most extensive and splendid
monarchies on the surface of the globe. 1
i ]3race's Anaals_i. 1_4.
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Trade _ a Jo/nt.8/_.

CHAP. II.
From the Change of the Company into a JointStock Company, in 1612, till the Formation of
the third Joint.Stock in 1631-2,
HITHERTO the voyages of the East India traders BOOKI.
had been conducted on the terms rather of a regu- CHAP.
2.
lated than a joint-stock company ; each adventure 16]$,
being the property of a certain number of individuals,
who contributed to it as they pleased, and managed
it for their own account, subject only to the general
regulations of the Company. Whether this was more
adapted or not, to the nature of commerce, and the
interests of the nation, it was less favourable to the
power and consequence of a Governor and Directors,
than trading on a joint-stock, which threw into
their hands the entire management and power of the
whole concern. Accordingly, they exerted themselves to decry the former method, and, in 1612,
were enabled to come to a resolution, that in future,
the trade should be carried on by a joint-stock only)
It still appears to have been out of their power to
establish a general fund, fixed in amount, and divided
into regular shares ; the capital was still raised by a
sort of arbitrary subscription, some individuals, whose
names stood as members of the Company, advancing
nothing, others largely. They now, however, subscribed, not each for a particular adventure, with an
association of his own choosing, but all into the hands
of the Governor and Directors, who were to employ
the aggregate as one fund or capital for the benefit

I,Br_coji.I0_.

Trade on the Joint.Sloth.
BOOK
On these terms
CHAP. 2.I. of those by whom it was advanced.
429,000l. was raised, which the Directors thought
1613-16. proper to divide for the purpose of four separate ad.
ventures or voyages, to be undertaken in as many
successive years. The voyages were regulated, and
composed as follows :
Investment.
I

Year.

Vessels.

1613
1614
1615
1616

8
8
6
7

"1

Bullion.

18,810l.
13,942
26,660
52,087

Goods.

12,4,46l.
23,000
26,065
16,506

The purchase, repair, and equipment of the vessels
amounted to 272,5_41., being the remainder of the
stock.
The profit of these voyages was far from setting
the management of a court of Directors, as compared with that of individuals taking charge of their
own affairs, in a favourable light. The average of
the profits on the eight voyages which preceded,
leaving out of the account the small adventure of
what is called the Company's fourth voyage, wholly
unfortunate, was 171 per cent. The average of the
profit on the four voyages in question, was only 87_
per cent.1
As the power of the Portuguese in the East carfled the usual consequences of power along with it.
among other thin'ffs, an overbearing and in,lent
spirit, they had already embroiled themselves with
the Mogul government : an event favourable to the
English, who were thus joined with that government in a common cause. At the same time the splendid achievements of the English, against an enemy
whom the governments of India were ill able to resist,
t Brue% i. 1¢J6.
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raised high their reputation for prowess in war. A BOOKI.
Portuguese fleet burned the towns of Baroach and ca,_. 2.
Goga: and a powerful armament arrived at Swally 16t3-1g
with the Portuguese Viceroy, in January 161_;
which attacked the English ; but was defeated_ with
a loss of 350 men. To improve these favourable
circumstances, an agent of the Company repaired to
the Mogul court, where he was well received, and
obtained a royal phirmaun for a general and perpetual trade ; and in the same year took place the celebrated royal embassy of Sir Thomas Roe. The
character of an ambassador, and the respect attached
to it by the discernment of more enlightened nations,
were but little understood at the court of the Mogul.
On that occasion the choice of the English Ambassador was happy : Sir Thomas was a man of discernment, and temper, and made the most of the circumstances in which he was placed ; though he soon
discovered that it was bad policy by which he had
been sent. He obtained redress of some of the
grievances of which the English merchants complained; and concluded, though with difficulty, a
sort of treaty, in which liberty was promised them
of trading and establishing factories in any part of
the Mogul dominions; Surat, Bengal, and Sindy
being particularlynamed.I
Besides his other services, Sir Thomas bestowed
advice upon the Company. " At my first arrival,"
says he, " I understood a fort was very necessary;
but experience teaches me we are refused it to our
own advantage. If the Emperor would offer me
ten, I would not accept of one." He then states his
reasons : first, he adduces evidence that it would be
Bruce, i. 171, be, $irThomas Roe'sJournaland Letters. Churchill, i, 770---809,
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BOOKI. of no service to their trade : "secondly, the charge,"
o_Ar.2. he says, " is greater than the trade can bear; for to
1615-16.maintain a garrison will eat out your profit; a war
and traffic are incompatible. By my consent you
shall never engage yourselves but at sea, where you
are like to gain as often as to lose. The Portugueses,
notwithstanding their many rich residences, are beg.
gated by keeping of soldiers ; and yet their garrisons
are but mean. They never made advantage of the
Indies since they defended them : observe this well.
It has also been the error of the Dutch, who seek
plantations here by the sword. They turn a wonderful stock; they prole in all places; they possess some
of the best : yet their dead pays consume all the gain.
Let this be received as a rule, that if you will profit,
seek it at sea, and in quiet trade ; for, without contro,
versies, it is an error to affect garrisons and land wars
in India."
" It is not a number of ports, residences, and
factories, that will profit you. They will increase
charge, but not recompence it. The conveniency of
one, with respect to your sails, and to the commo,
dity of investments, and the well employing of your
servants, is all you need.'" If Sir Thomas had lived
to the present day, he might have urged the trade
with China as proof, by experiment, of the proposition he advanced.
" The settling your traffic here will not need so
much help at court as you suppose. A little countenance and the discretion of your factors will, with
easy charge, return you most profit; but you must
alter your stock. Let not your servants deceive
you; cloth, lead, teeth, quicksilver, are dead corn,
modities, and will never drive this trade; you must
succour it by change."
" An ambassador lives not in fit honour here. A

mender agent would, among these proud Moors, _o0_ I.
better effect your business. My quality, often, for .CHAP._.
ceremonies, either begets you enemies, or suffers un- 1613-16.
worthily. Half my charge shall corrupt all this
court to be your slaves. The best way to do your business in it is to find some Mogul, that you may entertain for 1000 rupees a year, as your solicitor at court.
I-Ie must be authorized by the king, and then he will
serve you better than ten ambassadors. Under him
you must allow 500 rupees for another at your port
to follow the Governor and customers, and to advertise his chief at court. These two will effect all ; for
your other smaller residences are not subject to much
inconveniency."
The permission to the Company's servants to trade
privately on their own account, which afterwards
produced so many inconveniences, was, it seems, even
at this early period, a source of abuse. "Concerning
this, it is my opinion," says Sir Thomas, " that you
absolutely prohibit it, and execute forfeitures, for
your business will be the better done. .All your loss
is not in the goods brought home; I see here the
inconveniences you think not of; I know this is harsh
to all men, and seems hard. Men profess they come
not for bare wages. But you will take away this
plea, if you give great wages to their content ; and
then you know what you part from; but then you
must make good choice of your servants, and use
fewer."
Sir Thomas tells the Company that he was very
industrious to injure the Dutch.
" The Dutch," he
says, " are arrived at Surat from the Red Sea, with
some money and southern commodities. I have done
my best to disgrace them; but could not turn them
out without further danger. Your comfort i_ here
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BOOKI. are goods enough for both." t If so, why seek to
CHAP.
g. turn them out ?
1617.
One of the objects at which the adventurers from
England most eagerly aspired was a share in the
tra_c of the Spice Islands. The spices, from their
novelty, were at that time a favourite object of consumption to those the supply of who_ wants is so
naturally but thoughtlessly regarded by the dealer as
peculiarly profitable, the rich and the great : and the
commerce, brilliant as compared with that of other
nations, which the enterprise and diligence of the
Dutch now carried on with the East, almost entirely
consisted of those commodities. The English, by
their connexion with Sumatra and Java, had their
full share in the article of pepper; but were excluded
from cinnamon, cloves, nutmegs, and all the finer
spices. Agents were now sent from Bantam to Amboyna, Banda, and other islands, who fired the jealousy and cupidity or"the Dutch. Defeated in their
endeavours at all the places where the Dutch had
already established themselves, the English projected,
as a last resource, a factory at Macassar, of which
the produce was only rice, but which might serve as
a magazine for spices collected from the neighbouring
islands."

El

In the year 1617, or the year of the last of the four
voyages in which the general subscription had been
! Churchill, i. 106--108. He gives another account of his endeavours to injure the Dutch, in the followingwords:--" The lOth, 11th,
end 12th, I spent iu giving the king andprince advicethat a Dutch ship
lay before Surat, and would not declare upon what design it came, till
affect arrived; which was exFectcd with the first fitseason. This I
improved to fill their heads with jealousies of the designsof the Dutch,
and the dangers that might ensue from them ; which was well taken :
and, beingdemanded,I gave my advice to preventcoming to a rupture
with them, and yet exclude them the trade of Irldia." Ib. ?T4.
: Bruce, i. 174,178.

State of t_ T_le .4_zd.
employed, the Company's agents reported; That Surat BOOK L
was the place at which the cloths of India could best _ca_P"_.
be obtained, though nothing could there be disposed 1617.
of in return except China goods, spices, and money :
That large quantities of Indian wove goods might be
sold, and gold, camphor, and benjamin obtained, at
the two factories of Acheen and Tekoo on the islam]
of Sumatra : That Bantam afforded a still larger dvmand for the wove goods of India, and supplied
pepper for the European market: That Jacatra,
Jambee, and Polania, agreed with the two former
places in the articles both of demand and supply,
though both on a smaller scale: That Siam might
afford a large vent for similar commodities, and would
yield gold, silver, and deer skins for the Japan
market : That English cloth, lead, deer skins, silks,
and other goods might be disposed of at Japan for
silver, copper, and iron, though hitherto want of
skill had rendered the adventures to that kingdom
unprofitable: That, on the island of Borneo, diamonds, bezoar stones, and gold, might be obtained
at Succadania, notwithstanding the mischief occasioned by the ignorance of the first factors ; but from
Banjarmassln, where the same articles were found, it
would be expedient, on account of the treacherous
character of the natives, to withdraw the factory:
That the best rice in India could be bought, and the
wove goods of India sold at Macassar : And that at
Banda the same goods could be sold, and nutmegs
and mace procured, even to a large amount, if the
obstruction of European rivals were removed,x
Surat and Bantam were the seats of the Company's
principal establishments.
In the year 1617-18, a subscription was opened
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I Bruce,i. 188,
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aoox L fora new fund, and w_s carriedto the large amount
CsAF.
_. of 1,600,0001. This wasdenominatedthe Company's
161s. SecondJoint-stock. They were now, we are told,
possessed of thirty-six ships, from 100 to 1,000 tons
burthen; and the proprietors of stock amounted to
956.1 But as the accountsof the Companyhave never
been remarkable for dearness, or their historians for
precision, we are not informed whether these ships
belongedto the owners of the first joint.stock, or to
the owners of the second; or if to both, in what
proportion; whether the 956 proprietorsof stock were
the subscribers to both funds, or to the last only ;
whether any part of the first joint-stock had been
paid hack to the owners, as the proceeds came in;
or whether both fundswere now in the hands of the
Directors at once, employed for the respeotive be.
nefit of the respective lists of subscribers: two trading capitals in the same hands, employed separately,
for the separate account of different associations.
That such was the case to a certain extent may be
concludedfromthis, that of the last of the voyages,
upon the first of the funds, the returnswere not yet
made. We shall see that, afterwards, the Directors
had, in their hands, at one and the same time, the
funds of several bodies of subscribersswhich they
were bound to employ separately, for the separate
benefit of each; that they, as well as their agents
abroad, experienced great inconvenience in preserving the accounts and concerns separate and distinct ;
and that the interests and pretensions of the several
bodieswere prone to interfere.
The new subscriptionwas dividedinto portionsfor
three separatevoyages.
The passion,naturally, of the Company's agents,
1 Sir Jeremy Sambrooke's Report on Y,ast India Trad_ (MS. in East
lndia Register Office) quoted by tlruos, i. 193.

at the different stations abroad, was to grasp at every BOOKI.
thing, with little regard to the narrowness of the c_,,. e.
funds upon which their operations depended. In 16ts.
one point of view this was advantageous : while the
ground was yet imperfectly explored, it yielded a
wider field for selection. The factors at Surat were
captivated with the project of a trade to Persia; it
promised a vent for English woollens to a large
amount, and would furnish silk and other goods,
which, both in Europe and in India, might sell to
the greatest advantage. Sir Thomas Roe dissuaded
the speculation; on the ground, that the Portuguese
were already in possession of the commerce, and
that it would cost the Company more to protect
themselves in it, than they could hope to gain by it.
-The views of the factors, because the most flattering,
were the most persuasive; agents were sent to the
court of Persia; grants of privileges were obtained;
and a trade was opened, which experience proved to
be of little importance.
The rivalship between the East India Company
and the other nations of Europe includes, for a considerable time, the principal incidents oftheCompany's
history. The Portuguese, on the pretence of discovery,
had long maintained an exclusive claim to the passage
by the Cape of Good Hope : they had, partly by con,
quest, partly by agreement, made themselves masters
of Goa, Bombay, and other places, on the l_Ialabar
coast; of Aden, at the entrance of the Red Sea ; of
Ormus, in the Persian Gulf; of part of the Malay
coast, in the Straits of Malacca; of the Molueca
islands ; and of the coasts of Ceylon, the most valuable of all the eastern islands: they were possessed
of factories in Bengal and in Siam; and they had
erected the city of Macao on the coast of China.
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The Dutch, while subject to the crown of Spain,
c_,r. e. had been accustomed to repair to Lisbon for the pro161s. ductions of the East; which, even at that early
period, they were employed in distributing to the
rest of Europe. When they broke the chains of their
ancient masters, one of the means which Philip employed to distress them was, to deprive them of the
commerce of his dominions. Prevented from obtain.
iug Indian commodities by traf_c with the subjects
of Philip, they became ruinous competitors for the
trade with India itself.
At the time when the Dutch commenced their
voyages to the East, the crown of Spain was engaged
in enterprises of so much importance, in other quarters,
and so much engrossed with the contemplation of its
splendid empire in the New World, that the acquisitions, in the East Indies, of the Portuguese, now
become its subjects, were treated with comparative
neglect. The Dutch, accordingly, who entered upon
the trade to India with considerable resources and
the utmost ardour, were enabled to supplant the
Portuguese in the spice trade, and, after a struggle,
to expel them from the Molucca islands. That celebrated people, now freed from the oppression of a bad
government, were advancing in the career of prosperity with great and rapid strides. The augmentation of capital was rapid, in Holland, beyond what
has often been witnessed in any other part of the
globe. A proportional share of this capital naturally
found its way into the channel of the India trade,
and gave both extent and vigour to the enterprises
of the nation in the East ; while the English, whose
country, oppressed by misgovernment, or scourged with
civil war, afforded little capital to extend its trade,
or means to afford it protection, found themselves
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unequal competitors, with a people so favourably si. _OOKL:
tu_t_l as the Dutch.
cu_. _.

:

During that age, the principles of public wealth
were very imperfectly understood, and hardly any
trade was regarded as profitable but that which was
exclusive. The different nations which traded to
India, all traded by way of monopoly ; and the several
exclusive companies treated every proposal for a partlcipation in their traffic, as a proposal for their ruin.
In the same spirit, every nation which obtained
admittance into any newly explored channel of commerce endeavoured to exclude from it all participotors, and considered its own profits as depending
on the absence of all competition.
The Dutch, who were governed by the same pre.
judices as their contemporaries, and actuated, at least
in that age, with rather more perhaps than the usual
intensity of the appetite for gain, beheld, with great
impatience, the attempts of the English to share
with them in the spice trade. While contending
for their independence against the power of Spain,
and looking to England for support, they were constrained to practise moderation and forbearance ; and
during this time the English were enabled to form a
connexion with Sumatra, to establish themselves at
Bantam, and obtain a share in the traffic of pepper,
which being a commodity so generally produced in
the East, could not easily become the subject of
monopoly. But before the English made efforts on
any considerable scale to interfere with the trade of the
further India, where the finer spices were produced,
the power and confidence of the Dutch had greatly
increased.
That people were more effectual opponents than
the Portuguese, between whom and the English the
interference was not so dirozt. The chief settlements

16x8.

BOOKI. of the Portuguese On the continent of India were on
_:_aAr.
_. the Malabar coast, at a great distance from Surst_
16ts. which was the principal seat of the English : it Was
in the Persian trade alone that much incompatibility
of interest existed : and feeble, in India_ as the English
at that time were, it is remarkable that they Were
an overmatch at sea for the Portuguese; and hat'diy
ever encountered them without a brilliant vict0ryj
or at least decided advantages. The case was different in regard to the Dutch : the pretensions of the
",ngtish to the spice trade interi_red with the very
vitals of the Dutch commerce in the East ; and the
fleets which the prosperous enterprise of the new
republic enabled it to maintain were so far superior
to those which the restricted means of the English
Company allowed them to send, that contention
became altogether hopeless and vain.
It was not till the year ]617-18, that the hostility
of the two nations displayed itself in operations of
force; the Dutch, in those places where they had
formed establishments, having in general been able,
by intrigue and artifice, to defeat the attempts of
their rivals. The English took possession of two
small islands, called Polaroon and ]_osengin, which
were not formally occupied by the Dutch, hut intimately connected with some of their possessions.
The Dutch raised pretensions to them, and attacked
the English. The English had, however, so well
fortified themselves, that the Dutch found it imprac.
ticable at the first attempt to expel them ; but they
found the means, partly by force, and partly by artirice, to get possession of two English ships, on their
voyage to these islands; carried them to a Dutch
settlement, and refused to deliver them up, till every
pretension to the Spice Islands was renounced,-1
i Br_e_ L 199,
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vf the Dutch, though regardedBOOK
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by the English as in the highest degree unjust and _CEA_"
_-_tpacious, were founded on pretensions, not inferior _18.
tO those on which the English Company endeav0ufed to convert claims into rights; and on pretemions _hich it is clear, at any rate, that the
Dtitch themselves regarded as valid and equitable;
SitiCe they presented them to the English monarch,
the ground of complaint against his subjects, and
oF a demand for his interference to prevent the reentrance vf similar injuries. In a memorial to James,
in t618, the Dutch Company set forth, that, at their
own cost and hazard, they had expelled the PortU.
geese from the Spice Islands, and had established a
treaty with the natives, On the express condition of
_fltfordingthe natives protection against the Portuguese, and enjoying the exclusive advantage of their
trade; that the agents of the English Company,
howevert had interfered with those well-established
rights, and had not only endeavoured to trade with
the natives, hut to.incite them against the Dutch.
To these complaints the English Company replied,
by an enumeration of injuries, from the resistanCe,
the intrigues, and violence of the Dutch, in places
where no factories of theirs had ever existed. But
they also enumerated among their grievances, the
hostilities experienced at Tydore and Amboyna,
places to which the pretensions of the Dutch applied
in all their force._ And if the ideas are admitted,
which then prevailed, and on which the English as
confidently grounded themselves as any other nation ;
ideas importing that, in newly-discovered cOuntries,
priority of occupancy constituted sovereignty, and_h_ ,u_
Memorial of the Dutch East India Company to King James, and
lb_eplyof the London East India Company thereto_ in the year 1616_
(t_;t India Papers in the _te Paper O_ice) quoted, Bru_7 i, _.
, '
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Treaty _ween

BOOKI. the will of the natives was to be counted for nothi_;
c_,,P.2. the English could not make out a right to the trade of
1619. the Moluccas; for though Polaroon and Rosengin
might not, by actual occupancy, have accrued tothe
Dutch, they form part of a narrow and closely connected cluster of islands, of which the Dutch had
seized the principal, and with the security of which
the presence of the English in any of the rest could
as little be reconciled, as the security of Great Britain could be reconciled with the dominion of Ire,

_

land by the French. With respect to Java, and the
settlements at Bantam and Jaeatra, the English had
an equitable plea, of which they appear not to have
availed themselves ; they might have insisted on the
consent of the Dutch, who had not resisted their
early settlement on that island, now sanctioned by
time.
After a tedious interchange of hostilities, in which
i.trigue and force were combined, (the practice of
buying up the pepper,at prices higher than the English
could afford, forming one of the principal subjects of
English complaint), it was agreed between the two
g,_vernments in Europe, at that time allies, to insti.
tute a mutual inquiry, and form an arrangement
respecting the claims of their subjects in the East.
Commissioners were appointed ; and, after repeated
conferences, a treaty was concluded at London, on
the 17th July, 1619. It was stipulated, that there
should he a mutual amnesty, and a mutual restitu.
tion of ships and property; that the pepper trade at
Java should be equally divided; that the English
should have a free trade at Pnllicate on the Coromandel coast on paying half the expences of the
gan_son ; and that of the trade of the Moluccas and
Bandas they should enjoy one third, the Dutch two_
paying the charges of the garrisons in the same pro-

theEn_

_

D_tclCo_s.

61.

portion.Besidetheseconditions,
which regardedBOOKI.
CsAp.2.
their opposite pretensions, the treaty included arrangements for mutual profit and defence. Each 1619.
Company was to furnish ten ships of war, which
were not to be sent in the European voyages, but
employed in India for mutual protection; and the
two nations were to unite their efforts to reduce the

:

duties and exactions of the native governments at
the different ports. To superintend the execution of
this treaty a council was appointed, to be composed
of four members of each Company, called the Council of Defence.
And the treaty was to be in force
during twenty years.1
This solemn engagement is a proof, if there was
not another, of the imperfection which still adhered
to the art of legislation. The principal stipulations
were so vague, and the execution of them dependent
on so many unascertained circumstances, that the
grounds of dispute and contention were rather multiplied than reduced. For these evils, as far as they
were foreseen, the Council of Defence seems to have
been devised, as the remedy. But experience taught
here, what experience has uniformly taught, that in
all vague arrangements the advantages are reaped by
the strongest party. The voice of four Englishmen
in the Council of Defence was hut a feeble protection
against the superior capital and fleets of the Dutch.
The English, to secure their pretensions, should have
maintained a naval and military force superior to
that of their opponents. In that case, they would have
been the oppressors; the Dutch would have been
expelled from the spice trade ; the spice trade would
have rested with the English, who would have overlooked the continent of India, because their capit,'d
i Rymer's Fe_dva, xvii. 170, Bruce_L 21_.

_oog r, would not have sufficed to embrace it ; the eontineitt
_r. m would have been left to the enterprise of other t_a._
151S. tions; and that brilliant empire, established by the
English, would never, it is possible, have received u
tom mencement,
In consequenceof this treaty, by which the English
were bound to send a fleet of ten ships to India, a
larger fund was this year raised than had been prom
vided for any preceding voyage: 62,4901. in the
precious metals, and £8,508l. in goods, were exported
with the fleet. The return was brought back in a
single ship, and sold at 108_887/._
In the interval between the time of concluding the
treaty and the establishment of the Council of De.
fence at Jacatra, the Dutch had committed vai-iotJs
acts of oppressionon the English ; and, when the coune'flbegan its operations, the Dutch, after executing
some of the lea_t important conditions of the treaty,
endeavoured to evade the rest. They consented to
restore the ships taken from the English, but lint the
goods or stores taken by individuals; on the pretext,
that the Company could not be responsible for any
acts but their own ; though, if the letters may be
credited of the English factors at Jacatra, they exploded the same pretensionwhen it was urged against
themselves : They refused to admit the English to
their share of the peppertrade, till indemnified for
certain fortifications, and for the expences incurred
by them at the siege of Bantam : They insisted that
at Jacatra, and all other places where theyhad erected
fortifications, they possessed the rights of sovereignty;
and that the English could claim no permission to
reside there except under the Dutch laws : They
set forth the large expense they had incurred in for.
L Bruce_i, _t_
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tifieations oil the Spice Islands; the maintenance of BOOKI.
which they estimated at 60,000/. per annum ; and of cs,P. _.
all this they required the English to advance their due 1619.
proportion, before they could be admitted to the stipulated share of the trade. The Engfish objected,
that some of the fortifications were at places where
no produce was obtained, and that none of them were
useful but for defence against the Spaniards and
Portuguese, with whom they were not at war. On
the whole it may be remarked, that if there were
fortifications at places where none were required, the
English had a right to decline paying for the blunders
of the Dutch ; but as they claimed a share of tile
trade upon the foundation of the Dutch conquests,
and would not have been admitted to it, without a
war, had not those conquests taken place, it was a
less valid plea, to say that they were not at war with
the Spaniards and Portuguese.
In framing the
treaty, no distinction was made between past and
future expenses. The English intended to bind themselves only for a share of the future: The Dutch
availed themselves of the ambiguity to demand a
share of the past : And in all these pretensions, they
acted with so high a hand, that the English commissioners of the Council of Defence reported the
impracticability of continuing the English trade, unless measures were taken in Europe to check the
overbearing and oppressive proceedings of the Dutch. _
In the circle of which Surat was the centre, as the
English were more of a match for their antagonists,
they had a better prospect of success. In 1620, two
of the Company's ships, which sailed from Surat to
Persia_ found the port of Jasques blockaded by a
Portuguese fleet, consisting of five large and sixteen
, Bruc%i. _$.
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_ooKI. smallervessels. Unable to cope with so d_sproporc,,_p._. tionatea force,they sailedback to Surat;wherethey
=lt_._. were .joined by two other ships. Returning with
this re-inforcement,they attacked the Portuguese,
and, after an indecisive action, entered the port.
The Portugueseretired to Ormus, but, after refitting, came backforrevenge. An obstinate conflict
ensued, in which the English were victoriousover a
vast superiorityof force. Such an event was calculated to producea great impression on the minds
of the Persians.
The English and Persians agreed to attack with
joint forces the Portuguese on the island of Ormus,
which that nation in the days of its prosperity had
seized and fortified. The English furnished the
naval, the Persiansthe military force; and the dry
and castle were taken on the 2Od of April, 162o.
For this service the English received part of the
plunder of Ormus, and a grant of half the customs at
the port of Gombroon; which became their principal
station in the Persiangulf. The agents of the Company at Bantam, who were alreadyvested with the
superbtitle of President and Council, and with a
sort of controlover the other factories, condemned
this enterprise; as depriving them of the ships and
effects,so much required to balancethe power, and
restrainthe injustice,of the Dutch._
The domesticproceedingsof the Companyat this
periodwere humble. In 1621-22, they were able to
fit out only fourships,suppliedwith 12,900l.in gold
and silver, and6,253l. ingoods; the following year,
they sent five ships,61,600l. in money, and 6,430l.
in goods; in 1623.94, they equipped seven vessels,
and furnished them with 68,720l. in money, and
17,340l.in goods. This last was a prosperousyear
i Brace i. 2S_'pt38.
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to the domestic exchequer. Five ships arrived from BOOKI.
India with cargoes, not of pepper only, but of all the C_Ar.e.
finer spices, of which, notwithstanding the increasing- 16ee.
complaints against the Dutch, the Company's agents
had not been prevented from procuring an assortment.
The sale of this part alone of the cargoes amounted
to 485,593£ ; that of the Persian raw silk to 97,000l. ;
while 80,000/. in pursuance of the treaty of 1619,
was received as compensation money from the Dutch?
Other feelings were the result of demands, by the
King, and by the Duke of Buckingham, Lord High
Admiral, of shares, to the one as droits of the crown,
to the other as droits of the admiralty, of the prize
money, gained by the various captures of the Company, particularly that of Ormus. The Company,
who deemed it prudent to make little opposition to
the claims of the King, objected, as having acted not
under letters of marque from the Admiral but under
their own charter, to those of the Duke of Buckingham.
The question was referred to the Judge of the Admilaity court; witnesses were examined to ascertain the
amount of the prize money, which was estimated at
100,0001. and 240,000 reaL_ of eight. The Com.
Irony urged the expense of their equipments, the
losses they had sustained, the detriment to their mercantile concerns, by withdrawing their ships from
commerce to war. All possible modes of solicitation
to the King and the Admiral were employed; but
the desire for their money was stronger than their
interest.
Buckingham, who knew they must lose
their voyage, if the season for sailing was passed,
made their ships be detained; and the Company, to
escape this calamity, were glad of an accommodation.
The Duke agreed to accept of 10,0001., which he"
I Accountsin tile IndianRegisterOl_ce. Bruce,i. _o5, _o34,241,
F_.ast
IndiaPapers in the State PaperOffice, Bruce_i, _1.

BOOKr. received. A like sum was demanded for the King,
c_.P. _. but there is no direct evidence that it ever was paid.
_6_s.
The animosities, between the English and Dutch,
were now approaching to a crisis in the islands. The
English complained of oppression, and were so weak,
as to find themselves at the mercy of their rivals.
They represented that, in the execution of the joint
articles of the treaty, they were charged with every
item of expense, though their voice was entirely
disregarded in the disposal of the money, in the employment of the naval and military force, and even
in the management of the trade; that, instead of
being admitted to their stipulated share of the spice
commerce, they were almost entirely extruded from
it ; and that, under the pretext of a conspiracy, the
Dutch had executed great numbers of the natives at
Banda, and reduced Polaroon to a desert) At last
arrived that event, which made a deep and lasting
impression on the minds of Englishmen. In February,
1623, Captain Towerson and nine Englishmen, nine
Japanese, and one Portuguese sailor, were seized at
Amboyna, under the accusation oF a conspiracy to
surprise the garrison, and to expd the Dutch ; and,
being tried, were pronounced guilty, and executed.
The accusation was treated by the English as a mere
pretext, to cover a plan for their extermination. But
the facts of an event, which roused extreme indignation in England, have never been exactly ascertained.
The nation, whose passions were kindled, was more
disposed to paint to itself a scene of atrocity, and to
believe whatever could inflame its resentment, than to
enter upon a rigid investigation of the case. If it be
1 The Dutch, in their vindication, stated that the English intrigued
with the Portuguese, and underhand assisted the natives in receiving tho
Portuguese into the islands. See Anderson'sHastory of Commerc% in
Macpherson'sAnnals, ii. 305.

improbable,however,on the one hand, that the BOOK
r.
English, whose numbers were small, and by whom
ultimately so little advantage could be gained, were 1623.
really guilty of any such design as the Dutch imputed
to them; it is on the other hand equally improbable
that the Dutch, without believing them to be guilty,
would have proceeded against them by the evidence
ef a judicial trial. Had simple extermination been
their object, a more quiet and safe expedient presented
itself; they had it in their power at any time to make
the English disappear, and to lay the blame upon the
natives. The probability is, that, from certain circumstances, which roused their suspicion andjealousy,
the Dutch really believed in the censpiracy, and were
hurried on, by their resentments and interests, to
bring the helpless objects of their fury to a trial ; that
the judges beforewhom the trial was conducted, were
in too heated a state of mind to see the innocence, or
believe in any thing but the guilt, of the accused; and
that in this manner the sufferers perished. Enough,
assuredly, of what is hateful may be found in this
transaction, without supposing the spirit of demons
in beings of the same nature with ourselves, men
reared in a similar state of society, under a similar
system of education, and a similar religion. To bring
men rashly to a trial whom a violent opposition of
interests has led us to detest, rashly to believe them
criminal, to decide against them with minds too
much blinded by passion to discern the truth, and to
put them to death without remorse, are acts of
which our own n_tion, or any other, was then,
and would still be, too ready to be guilty. Happy
would it be, how trite soever the reflection, if nations,
from the scenes which excite their indignation against
others, would learn temper and forbearance in cases
where they become the actors themselves !

,_
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.Massacreof .dmboyna.

BOOKI.
One of the circumstances, the thought of which
c,,,r, e. most strongly incited the passions of the English, was
162s. the application of the torture. This, however, under
the Civil Law, was an established and regular part
of a judicial inquiry.
In all the kingdoms of con.
tinental Europe, and Holland among the rest, the
torture was a common method of extorting evidence
from supposed criminals, and would have been applied by the Dutch judges to their own countrymen.
.As both the Japanese, who were accused of being
accessaries to the imputed crime, and the English.
men themselves, made confession of guilt under
the torture, this, however absurd and inhuman the
law, constituted legal evidence in the code of the
Dutch, as well as in the codes of all the other continental nations of Europe. By this, added to other
articles of evidence which would have been insufficient
without it, proof was held to be completed; and
death, in all capital cases, authorized and required.
This was an ancient and established law; and as
there are scarcely any courses of oppression to which
Englishmen cannot submit, and which they will not
justify and applaud, provided only it has ancient and
established law for its support, they ought, of all
nations, to have been the most ready to find an excuse
and apology for the Dutch. t From the first moment
1TheEnglish
hadnotbeenso longstrangersto the torturethaisalves,thatit neededto excitein theirbreastsanyemotions
ofastonishment. " The rackitself,"saysHomein his HistoryofElizabeth,
v. 45T," thoughnotadmittedin theordinaryexecutionofjustice,was
frequently
useduponanysuspicion,byauthority
of a warrant
froma
secretary
orthePrivyCouncil.Eventhe Councilin the Marchesof
Waleswereempowered,
bytheirverycommission,
to makeuseof torturewhenever
theythoughtproper. Therecannotbe a stronger
proof
howlightlytherackwasemployed,than the following
story; toldby
LordBacon.Weshallgiveit in his ownwords:'The Queenwas
nfightily
incensed
againstHaywarde,
onaccountof abookhededicated
to LordF_ssex,
thinkingit a seditiousprdudoto put into the p_ple's

of acting upon the treaty, the Dutch had laid it down, BOOKI,
as a principle, that at all the places where they had C_aP._.
erected fortifications, the English should be subject to 16_,.
the Dutch laws; and though the English had remonstrated, they had yet comtdied.
It was in vain, that the English President and
Council at Java, on hearing of the massacre as they
called it, remonstraled in terms of the utmost indig.
nation, and even intimated their design of withdrawing from the island. In their representations to the
Court of Directors at home, they declared, what
might have been seen from the beginning, that it was
head boldness and fiction : [to our _pprehension, says Home, Hmj_orde's book seems rather to hove a contrary tendency; but Quee_ Eliza.
beth was very d_flicult to please on that head.] Size said, she had an
opinion that there was treason in it, and asked me if I could not find
any places in it, that might he drawn within the ease of treason ?......
Another ti_e when the _oeen eould not be persuaded that it was his
writing _hose name wa_ to it, but that it had some more mischievous
author, she said, with great indignation, that she _'ould have him
lacked to produce his author.' ..........
Thus, continues Hume, u hadit
ant been for Bacon's humanityp or rather his wit, this author, a man
of letters, had been put to the rack for a most innocent perfnrmmlce."
--The truth is, that the Company themselves, at this very time, weru
in the regular habit of perpetratin_ tortures ulmn their own countrymen,
and even their own servants--of
torturing to death by _ hips or famine.
Captain Hamilton (New Account of the East Indies, i. 362,) informs
us, that before they were intrusted with the powers of martial law,
having no power to punish capitally any hut pirates, they made it a
rule to whip to death, or starve to death, those of whom they wished to
get rid. tle produces (Ib. 376) an instance of a deserter at Fort St.
George, "whipt," as he expresses it, " out of this world into the next."
The power Io% of executlug as for piracy, the same author comphdns,
was made use of to murder many private traders.
" "l'httt p,_.er (lie
says, Ib. _62,)of
executing pirates is so strangely stretched, that if
any private trader is inlured by the tricks ofa Go_eruor_ and can fiud
no redre_s_it tile injured persml is so bold as to talk at le_r tMionL, he
is infallibly declared a pirate."
tie giles an account of all attempi of
an agent of the t t_mpany, and a creature of the Governor of ]'art St.
George,

to swear away his life by perjury at Siam. (lb.

ii. 18:3.)_

These parallels are presented, not lbr tile sake ofcleariw, the one palty
at the expence of the other ; huh by showing tlaL_gs as they wer% Io
give the world at last pussessioa of the real state of the case.
VOL. I.
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nOOKr. impossibleto tradeon a combinationof interestswith
the Dutch; and that, negotiation being fruitless, n_
1_i2_. thing but a forcein the islands, equal to that of their
rivals, couldensure to their countrymen a share of
the trade.
When the news of the execution at Amhoyna arrived in England, the people, whose minds had been
already inflamed against the Dutch, by continual reports of injustice to their countrymen, were kindled
into the most violent combustion. The Court of Di,
rectors exerted themselves to feed the popular fury.
They had a hideous picture prepared, in which
their countrymen wererepresentedexpiring upon the
rack, with the most shocking expressionsof hon'or
and agony in their countenance and attitudes, and
_he most frightful instruments of torture applied to
their bodies. The press teemed with publications,
which enlarged upon the horrid scene at Amboyna i
and to such a degreeof rage were the populace ex.,.
sited, that the Dutch merchants in London became
alarmed, and applied to the Privy Council for protection. They complained of the inflammatory pub]ieations; more particularly of the picture, which,
being exposedto the people, had contributed to work
them up to the most desperate resolutions. The
Directors, when called before the Privy Coundt to
answer these complaints, denied that they had any
concernwith the publications,but acknowledgedthat
the picturewas producedby their order, and was intended to he preserved in their houseas a perpetual
memorial of the cruelty and treachery of the Dutch.
The Directors were aware that the popular tide had
reached the table of the council room, and that they
had nothing to apprehend from confessing how far
they had been instrumental in raising the waters?
East India Papers in the State Paper Office, Bruce, i. 256.

Applica_on was made to the King, to obtain signal BOOK
CuAt,. 2.L
reparation from the Dutch gavernment, for so great
a national insult and calamity. The whole nation 1_4.
was too violently agitated to leave any suspicion that
the application could be neglected. A commission of
inquiry was formed of the King's principal servants,
who reported, in terms confirming the general belief
and indignation; and recommended an order, which
was immediately issued, for intercepting and detaining the Dutch East India fleets, till satisfaction was
obtained. With great gravity the Dutch government
returned for answer; that they would send orders to
their Governor General in the Indies to permit the
English to retire from the Dutch settlements without
paying any duties ; that all disputes might be referred
to the Council of Defence; that the English might
build forts for the protection of their trade, provided
they were at the distance of thirty miles from any
fort of the Dutch; that the " administration, however, of politic government, and particular jurisdiction, both civil and criminal, at all such places as
owe acknowledgement to the Dutch," should remain
wholly in their bands; and that to the Dutch be.
longed the exclusive right to the Moluccas, Bandas,
and Amboyna. 1
This was an undisguised assumption of all the
rights for which their subjects were contending in
India. It is remarkable enough that the English
East India Company, who were highly dissatisfied
with the other parts of this answer, declared their
acceptance of the first article, which permitted their
servants to retire from the Dutch settlements. And
here, for the present, the matter rested.
In 1624, the Company applied, by petition, to the
Bruce, i. 258.
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:BOOK
I. King, for authorityto punish their servantsabroad,
(_s,_.2. by martial,as well as municipallaw. It appearsnot
16-°5. that any difficultywas experiencedin obtaining their
2_equest;or that any parliamentary proceeding, for
transferringunlimitedpower over the lives and fortunes of the citizens, was deemed even a necessary
ceremony. This ought to be regardedas an era in
the history of the Company?
In the year 1624-5, the Company's voyage to
Indiaconsistedof five ships; but of the amountof the
capital with which they were supplied, no account,
it should seem, remains. In 1625-26, it consisted of
six ships: and in 1626-27, of seven; farther information wanting as before? In the last of these years,
we gain the knowledge, collaterally, of one of those
important facts, in the Company's history, which it
has been their sedulous care to preserve concealed,
except when some interest, as now, was to be served
by the disclosure. Sir RobertShirley, who had been
ambassadorat the court of Persia, made application
to the King and Council to order the East India
Company to pay him _000l. as a compensationfor
his exertionsand services in procuring them a trade
with Persia. The Company, beside denying the
pretended services,urged their inability to pay; stating that they had been obliged to contract so large
a debt as 200,000l. ; and that their stock had fallen
to 20 percent. discount, shares of 1001. sellingforno
more than 80l?
The Company's Persian trade was not prosperous,
under the caprice and extortions of the Persian magistrates. At Java their agents, tired out with the
mortifications and disasters to which they were exBruce, i. 2g_.
_ Ib. 055, _65, _?1.
East India Papers in the State Paper Otfieo. Bruce.,i. _72,
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from the Dutch, retired to the island of La- BOOKI.
gundy, in the Straits of Sunda; having abandoned c.,r._.
both Bantam and Jacatra, at which the Dutch, under 1627.
the name of Batavia, had now established their principal seat of government.
The island of Lagundy
was found to be so unhealthy, that, in less than a
year, the imprudent English were anxious to retunq.
Their distress was so great, that out of ,050 individuals 120 were sick; and they had not a crew
sufficient to navigate a ship to any of the ET_glish
factories. In these circumstances the Dutch lent
them assistance, and brought them back to Batavia.'
On the coast of Coromandel some feeble efforts were
continued.
The Company had established factories
at Masulipatam and PuUicat; but the rivalship of
the Dutch pursued and obliged them to relinquish
Pullicat.
In 1623-5, they projected an establishment in the kingdom of Tanjore, but were opposed
by a new rival, the Danes. At Armegum, however,
situated a little to the.south of Nellore, they purchased, in the succeeding year, a piece of ground
from the chief of the district ; erected and fortified a
factory; and, suffering oppression from the native
government at Masulipatam, they withdrew the factory in 1628, and transferred it to Armegum?
Shortly after the first application to James on
account of the injury at Amboyna, that monarch
died. In 1627.8, the application was renewed to
Charles; and three large Dutch Indiamen from
Surat, which put into Portsmouth, were detained.
The Company, watching the decline of the royal
authority, and the growing power of the House of
Commons, were not satisfied with addressing the
King, but in the year following presented, for the
i Bruce, i, _0_j _G_ _68.

_ Bruce, i. _6a,, _6g, .nO0.
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aO_ I. t]rst time, a memorial to the Commons. They re_
, presemeo that, by their failure in the spice trade, and
16_B. the difficulties they experienced in openin_ a trade
for wove goods on the coast of Coromandel, they
were nearly driven from all their factories; and
assigned as causes, partly the opposition of the native
powers, but chiefly the hostility of the Duteh. The
narrowness of their own funds, and their unskilful
management, by the negligent Directors of a jointstock, far more powerful causes, they overlooked or
suppressed, They set forth, however, the merits of
the Company, as towards the uation, in terms repeated to the present day : they employed many seamen : they exported much goods; as if the capital
they employed wmdd have remained idle; as if it
would not have maintained seamen, and exported
goods, had the East India Company, or East India
traffic, never existed?
The detention of the ships, and the zeal with which
the injury seemed now to be taken up in England,
produced explanation and remonstrance on the part
of the Dutch: They had appointed judges to take
cognizance t_fthe proceedings at Amboyna, even before the parties had returned from Europe: Delay
had arisen, from the situation of the judges on whom
other services devolved, and from the time required
to translate documents written in a foreign tongue:
The detention of the ships, the property of private
individuals altogether unconcerned with the transaction, might bring unmerited ruin on them, but could
not accelerate the proceedings of the judges ; on the
other hand, by creating national indignation, it would
only tend to unfit them for a sober and impartial inBruce, i. 276, 277_ _8_.
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q_ty ."And were the dispote allowed, unfortunately, _ooK L
to issue in war, however the English in Europe might cH_P._.
detain the fleets of the Dutch, the English Company l_s.
must suffer in India far greater evils than those of
which they were now seeking the redress. At last,
en a proposal that the States should send to England
commissioners of inquiry, and a promise that justice
Should be speedily rendered, the ships were released.
It was afterwards recommended by the ministry, that
the East India Company should send over witnesses
to Holland to afford evidence before the Dutch tribunal ; but to this the Company objected, and satisfaction was still deferred)
In 1627-28, the Company provided only two ships
find a pinnace for the outward voyage. They deemed
it necessary to assign reasons for this diminution;
dreading the inferences which might be drawn : They
had many ships in India which, from the obstructions
of the Dutch, and the state of their funds, had been
Unable to return : Though the number of ships was
small; the stock would be large, 60,000/. or 70,000/.
in money and goods : And they hoped to bring home
ifll their ships richly laden the following ryear. In
1628-29, five ships went out ; two for the trade with
India, aud three for that with Persia; and though
no account is preserved of the stock with which they
were supplied, a petition to the King remains for leave
to export 60,000/. in gold and silver in the ships
destined to Persia. In the succeeding year four ships
were sent to Persia, and none to India. Of tile stock
which they carried with them no account is preserved3
As the sums in gold and silver, which the Company had for several years found it necessary to exi Brucej i. 205t 287,
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BOOKI. part, exceeded the lhnits to which they were con.
c,_,P._, fined by the terms nf their charter, they had pro16_9. ceeded annually upon a petition to the King, and a
special permission. It was now, however, deemed
advisable to apply for a general license, so large, as
would comprehend the greatest amount which on
any occasion it would be necessary to send. The
sum for which they solicited this permission was
80,000/. in _ilver, and 40,000/. in gold; and they recommended, as the best mode of authenticating the pri.
vilege, that it should be incorporated in a fresh renewal
of their charter ; which was accordingly obtained?
Notwithstanding the terms on which the English
stood with the Dutch, they were allowed to reestablish their factory at Bantam after the failure
of the attempt at Lagundy: a war, in which the
Dutch were involved with some of the native princes
of the island, lessened, perhaps, their disposition, or
their power, to oppose their European rivals. As
Bantam was now a station of inferior importance
to Surat, the government of Bantam was reduced to
an agency, dependent upon the Presidency of Surat,
which became the chief seat of the Company's govern_r_nt in India. Among the complaints against the
Dutch, one of the heaviest was, that they sold European
goods cheaper, and bought Indian goods dearer, at
Surat, than the English; who were thus expelled
from the market. This was to complain of competition, the soul of trade.
If the Dutch sold so cheap
and bought so dear, as to be losers, all that was necessary was a little patience on the part of the English.
The fact was, that the Dutch, trading on a larger
capital, and with more economy, were perfectly able
to outbid the English both in purchase and sale.
LBruce,_l_
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The English at Surat had to sustain at this time nOOK1.
not only the commercial rivalship of the Dutch, but cH,P. _.
also a powerful effort of the Portuguese to regain 16so.
their influence in that part of the East. The Viceroy
at Goa had in April, 1630, received a reinforcement
from Europe of nine ships and 2000 soldiers, and
projected the recovery of Ormus. Some negotiation
to obtain the exclusive trade of Surat was tried in
vain with the Mogul Governor; and in September, an
English fleet of five ships endeavouring to enter the
port of Swally, a sharp, though not a decisive action, was fought. The English had the advantage;
and, after sustaining several subsequent skirmishes,
and one great effort to destroy their fleet by fire, succeeded in landing their cargoes)
J Bruce,i, 290,._04,300,302.
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CHAP. III.
From the Formation of the third Joint4toc_, in
16s2, till the Coalition of the Company ¢eith the
Merchant Adventurers in 1657.
Boos L
IN ] 631-3_, a subscription was opened for a third
¢.AP._. jolnt-stock.
This amounted to 4_0,700l. 1 Still we
16s_, are left in darkness with regard to some important
circumstances. We know not in what degree the
capital which had been placed in the hands of the
Directors by former subscriptions had been repald;
not even if any part of it had been repaid, though
the Directors were now without funds to carry on
the trade,
With the new subscription, seven ships were fitted
out in the same season ; but of the money or goods
embarked no account remains. In __633-3_, the fleet
consisted of five ships; and in 1634-$5, of no more
than three, the money or goods in both cases unknown?
During this period, however, some progress was
made in extending the eonnexions of the Company
with the eastern coast of Hindustan. It was thought
advisable to replace the factory at Masulipatam not
long after it had been removed; and certain privileges, which afforded protection fi'om former grievances, were obtained fi'om the King of Golconda, the
sovereign of the place. Permission was given by the
Mogul Emperor to u'ade to Pipley in Orissa; and a
, Papers in the Indian Register Office. Sir Jercmy Sambrooke's
Report on the East India Trade, Rruc¢; i, 306,
_-Brucep i, _06_ 8°0, 3_S,
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factor was sent from Masulipatam. For the more BOOK
r_
C_Ap. 5.
commodious government of these stations, Bantam_
was again raised to the rank of a Presidency, and the t6_
eastern coast was placed under its jurisdiction. Despairing of success in the contest with the Dutch for
the trade of the islands, the Company had, for some
time, dispatched their principal fleets to Surat; and
the trade with this part of India and with Persia now
chiefly occupied their attention.
From servants at a
vast distance, and the servants of a great and negligent master, the best service could not easily be procured. For this discovery the Directors were indebted,
not to any sagacity of their own, but to a misunderstanding among the agents themselves; who, betraying one another, acknowledged that they had neglected the affairs of their employers to attend to their
own; and, while they pursued with avidity a private
trade For their private benefit, had abandoned that of
the Company to every kind of disorder?
As pepper was a product of the Malabar coast, a
share was sought in the trade of that commodity,
through a channel, which the Dutch would not be
able to obstruct: A treaty was concluded, between
the English and Portuguese, in 1634-35, and confirmed with additional articles the following year, in
which it was ordained that the English sh.ould have
free access to the ports of the Portuguese, and that
the Portuguese should receive fi'om the English
factories the treatment of friends.:
The Company, like other unskiful, and for that
reason unprosperous, traders ; had always competitors,
of one description or another, to whom they ascribed
their own want of success. For several years they
had spoken with loud condemnation of the clandestine
Bruce, i. 306, 3_
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I. tradecarriedon by their own servants; whose profits,
caA_.s, they said, exceededtheir own. Their alarms, with
164_. regardto their exclusive privilege, had forsometime
been sounded; and would have been sounded much
louder, but for the ascendancy gained by the sentiments of liberty, the contentions between Charles and
his parliamentbeing already high ; and the fear that
their monopolywouldescape the general wreck, with
which institutions at variance with the spirit of
liberty were threatened, only if its pretensionswere
prudentlykept in the shade. The controversy,whether monopolies, and among others that of the Company, were injurious to the wealth and prosperityof
the nation, had already employed the press: but,
though the Company had enteredboldly enough into
the lists of argument, they deemed it their wisest
course, at the present conjuncture, not to excite the
public attention, by any invidious opposition to the
infringementswhich private adventurewas now pretty
frequently committingon their exclusive trade.
An event at last occurredwhich appearedto involve
unusual danger. A number of persons, with Sir
William Conrten at their head, whom the new arrangements with the Portuguese excited to hopes of
extraordinaryprofit,had the art, or the good fortune,
to engage in their schemes Endymion Porter, Esq., a
gentleman of the bedchamber to the King, who prevailed upon the sovereignhimself to accept of a share
in the adventure, and to grant his license for a new
association to trade with India. Tile preambleto the
licensedeclared that it was founded upon the misconduct of the East India Company, who had accomplish.
ed nothing forthe good of the nation, in proportion
to the great privilegesthey had obtained, or even to
the funds of which they had disposed. This was,
probably, the general opinion of the nation ; nothing"

Courten's_lssodation.
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less seeming necessaryto embolden the King to such BOOK
L
CBar. 3.
a violation of their charter. Allowing the contrariety __
to the interests of the nation, the consequenceswere 1645.
not so ruinous, but that the stipulated notice of three
years might have been given, and a legal end been put
to the monopoly. The Company petitioned the King,
but without success. They sent, however,instructions
to their agents and factors in India, to oppose the
interlopers,at least indirectly. An incident occurred
of which they endeavoured to avail themselves to the
utmost. One of their ships fi'om Surat reported that
a vessel of Courten's had seized and plundered two
junks belonging to Surat and Din, and put the crews
to the torture. The latter part at least of the sto_T
was, in all probability, forged; but the Directors
believed, or affectedto believe, the whole. In consequence of the outrage, the English President and
Council at Surat had been imprisoned, and the properry of the factory confiscated to answer forthe loss.
A memorial was presented to the King, setting forth
in the strongest terms, the injuries which the Com.
partysustained by the license to Courten's Association,
and the ruin which threatened them unless it were
withdrawn. The Privy Council, to whom the memorial was referred, treated the facts alledged, as
little better than fabrication, and suspendedthe investigation till Courten's ships should return?
The arrival of Courten's ships at Surat seems to
have thrown the factory into the greatest confusion.
It is stated as the cause of a complete suapensionof
trade on the part of the Company, for the season, at
that principal seat of their commercial operations._
The inability early and constantly displayed by the
Bruce, i. 2_9, 387.

_ Ib. 342.

C_urten's A_soda_ion.
BOOKI. Company to sustain even the slightest competition is
c.AP. 3. a symptom of inherent infirmities.
1_7.
In 1637-38, several of Courten's ships returned,
and brought home large investments, which sold with
an ample profit to the adventurers.
The fears and
jealousies of tile Company were exceedingly raised.
They presented to the crown a petition for protection ;
placing their chief reliance, it should seem, on the
lamentable picture of their own distresses. Their
remonstrance was, however, disregarded; a new license was extended to Courten's Association, con.
tinuing their privileges for five years; and, to form a
line between them and the Company, it was ordained_
that neither should they trade at those places where
the Company had factories, nor the Company trade
at any places at which Courten's Association might
have erected establishments. 1
The Directors, as if they abandoned all other
efforts for sustaining their affairs, betook themselves to complaint and petition. °- They renewed
their addresses to the throne: They dwelt upon
the calamities which had been brought upon them
by competition ; first, that of the Dutch, next that of
Courten's Association : They endeavoured to stimulate
the jealousy of the King, by reminding him that the
redress which he had demanded from the SLates
General had not been received: And they desired
to be at least distinctly informed what line of conduct in regard to their rivals they were required to
pursue. The affairs of the King were now at a lo_r
ebb ; and this may account in part for the tone which
the Company assumed with him. A committee of
the Privy Council, was formed to inquire into their
Bruce_ i. 845_ 349.

_-lb. 849_ 850_353.
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complaints; and had instructions to inquire, among BOOK
I,
CHAe.
3.
other particulars, into the means of obtaining reparation from the Dutch, and of accomplishing a union 163S.
between the Company and Courten's Association.
One thing is remarkable, because it shows the unfavourable opinion, held by that Privy Council, of the
mode of trading to India by a joint-stock Company:
The Committee were expressly instructed, " to form
regulations for this trade, which might satisfy the
noblemen and gentlemen v_o were adventurers in it ;
and to vary the principle on which the India trade
had been conducted, or that of a general jolnt-stock,
in such a manner as to enable each adventurer to
employ his stock to his own advantage, to have the
trade under similar regulations with those observed
by the Turkey and other English Companies.''_
The committee of the Privy Council seem to have
given themselves but little concern about the trust
with which they were invested. No report fl'om
them ever appeared. The Company continued indefatigably pressing the King, by petitions and remonstrances. At last they affirmed the necessity of
abandoning the trade altogether, if the protection
for which they prayed was not afforded. And now
their importunity prevailed. On the condition that
they should raise a new joint-stocks to carry on the
trade on a sufficient scale, it was agreed that Courten's
license should be withdrawn?
On this occasion we are made acquainted incidentally with an important fact; that the Proprietors of
the third joint-stock had made fi-equent but unavailing calls upon the Directors to close that concern,
and bring home what belonged to it in India.' For the
first time, we learn that payment was demanded of
Bruce_353_554.

o Ib, i, 355,361,352.
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_OOKI. the capital of those separate funds, called the joint.
cuP. a. stocks of"the Company. Upon this occasion a difficult
1638. question might have presented itself. It might have
been disputed to whom the immoveable property of
the Company, in houses and in lands, both in India
and in England, acquired by parts indiscriminately,
of all the joint-stocks, belonged. Amid the confusion
which pervaded all parts of the Company's affairs,
this question had not begun to be agitated: but to
encourage subscription to the new joint-stock, it was
laid down as a condition, " That to prevent inconvenience and confusion, the old Company or advert.
turers in the third joint-stock should have sufficient
time allowed for bringing home their property, and
should send no more stock to India, after the month
of May." 1 It would thus appear, that the Proprietors
of the third joint.stock, and by the same rule_he Proprietors of all preceding stocks, were, without any seru.
ple, to be deprived of their share in what is technically
called the dead stock of the Company, though it had
been wholly purchased with their money. There was
another condition, to which inferences of some importance may be attached ; the subscribers to the new
stock were themselves, in a general court, to elect the
Directors to whom the management of the fund should
be committed, and to renew that election annually."As this was a new Court of Directors, entirely belonging to the fourth joint-stock, it seems to follow
that the Directors in whose hands the third joint-stock
had been placed, must still have remained in office,
for the winding up of that concern. And, in that
case, there existed, to all intents and purposes, two

m

i Preamble to a subscription for a new joint-stock for trade to the
East Indies, 28th January, 1640, (East India Papers iv the State Paper
O_fice,)Bruce, i. 364.
; Ib,
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East India Companies, two separate bodies of Pro- _OOK
CHAP.3I.
.
prietors, and two separate Courts of Directors, unaer
one charter,
t 6_,2.
So low, however, was the credit of East India adventure, under joint-stock management, now reduced,
that the project of a new subscription almost totally
failed. Only the small sum of 22,500/. was raised.
Upon this a memorial was presented to the King, bat
in the name of whom ; whether of the new subscribers,
or the old ; whether &the Court of Directors belonging to the old joint-stock, or of a Court of Directors
chosen for the new, does not appear. It set forth a
number of unhappy circumstances, to which was ascribed the distrust which now attended joint-stock
adventures to India; and it intimated, but in very
general terms, the necessity of encouragement, to save
that branch of commerce from total destruction.
In the mean time a heavy calamity fell upon the
Proprietors of the third joint-stock. The King having
resolved to draw the sword for terminating the disputes between him and his people; and finding
himself destitute of money; fixed his eyes, as the
most convenient mass of property within his reach, on
the magazines of the East India Company. A price
being named, which was probably a high one, he
bought upon credit the whole of their peppel; and
sold it again at a lower price for ready money.' Bonds,
four in number, one of which was promised to be paid
every six months, were given by the farmers of the
customs and Lord Cottington for the amount; of
which only a small portion seems ever to have been
paid. On a pressing application, about the beginning
of the year 16_2, it was stated, that 13,000L had
See Bruce, i. 371. The quantity _as, 607,5_re bags, bought at
2s. ld. per pound, total 63,283l. lls. ld.; sold at Is. 8d. per pound;
total 50,6_6/. 17s, ld.
"COL. I,
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_OOKr. beenallowedthem out of the dutiesthey owed; the
c_,AP.
8. remainderthe farmersdeclared it to be out of their
1642. power to advance. A prayerwas presentedthat the
customs, now due by them, amountingto 12,000/.,
might be appliedin liquidation of the debt ; but for
this they were afterwardspressedby the parliament.
The Kingexerted himself to protect the partieswho
stood responsiblefor him; and what the Company
were obliged to pay to the parliament,or what they
succeededin getting from the King orhis sureties, no
where appears?
About the period of this abortiveattempt to form
a new joint-stock, a settlement was first effected at
Madras ; the only station as yet chosen, whichwas
destined to make a figurein the futurehistory of the
Company. The desire of a place of strength on the
coast of Coromandel,as a security both to the property of the Companyand the personsof their agents,
had suggested, some years ago, the fortificationof
Armegum. On experience,Armegum was not found
a convenient station for providing the piece goods,_
for which chieflythe tradeto the coast of Coromandel was pursued. In 174,0-41,the permissionof the
localnative chief to erect a fort at Madraspatamwas,
therefore, eagerlyembraced. The workswere begun,
and the place named Fort St. George; but the measurewas not approvedby the Directors.°
Meanwhile the trade was languishing, for want of
funds. The agents abroadendeavouredto supply,by
loans, the failure of receipts from home.4
An effort was madein 164_,-43to aid the weakness
of the fourth joint-stock by a new subscription. The
i Bruce, i. 379, 380.
" P_cce Goodsis the term which, latterly at least,haf been chioflyemployedby the Company and their agents to denotethe muslinsand wore
goodsof India andChinain general.
Brucej
i.377__9g.
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_um produced was 105,000/. ; hut whether including _ooK _;
or not including the previous subscription does not CH,P.8;
appear. This was deemed no more than what was 1648.
requisite for a single voyage : of which the Company
thought the real circumstances might be concealed
under a new name. They called it, the First General
Voyage) Of the amount, however, of the ships, or
the distribution of the funds, there is no information on
record. For several years, from this date, no account
whatever is preserved of the annual equipments of the
Company. It would appear from instructions to the
agents abroad, that, each year, funds had been supplied; but from what source is altogether unknown.
The instructions sufficiently indicate that they were
small; and for this the unsettled state of the country,
and the distrust of Indian adventure, will sufficiently
account.
In 1644, the Dutch followed the example of the
English in forming a convention with the Portuguese
at Goa. Though it is not pretended that in this any
partiality was shown to the Dutch, or any privilege
granted to them which was withheld from the English,
the Company found themselves, as usual, unable to
sustain competition, and complained of this convention
as an additional source of misfortune?
In 1647-48, when the power of the parliament was
supreme, and the King a prisoner in the Isle of Wight,
a new subscription was undertaken, and a pretty
obvious policy was pursued. Endeavours were used
to get as many as possible of the members of parliament to subscribe. If the members of the ruling body
had a personal interest in the gains of the Company,
its privileges would not fail to be both protected and
enlarged. An advertisement, which fixed the time
zBrace_
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_3OXI. beyond which ordinary subscriberswould not be re.
c,_AP,
s. ceived,added, that, in deferenceto members of parlia165o. merit, a further period would be allowed to them, to
consider the subject,and make their subscriptions.1
It appears not that any successattended this effort ;
and in 1649.50, the project of completing the fourth
joint-stock was renewed, partly as a foundation for
an application to the Council of State, partly in hopes
that the favours expected fi'om the Council would
induce the public to subscribe2
In the memorial, presented on this occasion.to the
ruling powers, Courten's Associationwas the principal subject of complaint. The consentof the King,
in 1639, to withdraw the license granted to those
rivals, had not been carried into effect; nor had the
condition on which it had been accorded, that of
raising a respectablejoint.stock, been fulfilled. The
destruction, however, to which the Association of
Courten saw themselves at that time condemned,
deprived them of the spirit of enterprise: with the
spirit of enterprise, the spirit of vigilance naturally
disappeared : their proceedingsfrom the time of this
condemnation had been feeble and unprosperous: but
their existence was a grievance in the eyes of the
Company; and an application which they had recently made for permission to form a settlement on
the island of Assada, near Madagascar, kindled anew
the Company's jealousies and fears. What the
Council proposedto both parties was, an agreement.
But the Assada merchants, so Courten's Association
were now denominated, regarded joint-stock management with so much aversion, that, low as the condition was to which they had fallen, they preferred a
separate trade on their own funds to incorporation
Bruee_i. 4,_3.
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with the Company? To prove, however, their de-BOOK
!
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sire of accommodation,they proposedcertain terms,
..
on whichthey would submit to forego the separate ,105o.
managementof their own affairs.
Objections were offeredon the part of the Company ; but, aftersomediscussion,a unionwas effected,
nearly on the terms which the Assada merchants
proposed.2 Applicationwas then made for an act to
confirm and regulate the trade. The parliament
passeda resolution, directing it to be carriedon by
a joint-stock; but suspending for the present all
further decisionon the Company's affairs? A stock
was formed,which, from the union recently accomplished,was denominatedthe unitedjoint-stock ; but
in what manner raised, or how great the sum, is not
disclosed. All we know for certainis, that two ships
were fitted out in this season, and that they carried
bullionwith them to the amount of 60,000l._
The extreme inconvenience and embarrassment
which arose from the management, by the same
agents, in the same trade, of a number of separate
capitals, belonging to separate associations, began
now to make themselves seriously and formidably
felt. From each of the presidenciescomplaints arrived of the difficulties,or rather the impossibilities,
which they were required to surmount; and it was
urgently recommendedto obtain, if it were praeti.
cable, an act of parliamentto combine the whole of
these separate stocks? Under this confusion, we
have hardly any information respecting the internal
transactions of the company at home. We know
not so much as how the Courts of Directors were
formed; whether there was a body of Directors for
each separatefund, or only one bodyfor the whole ;
' Bruce,i. _35,4,36.
4Ib. _4,0.
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were chosen by the voices of the contributors to all
1_¢_. the separate stocks, or the contributors to one only ;
whether, when a Court of Proprietors was held, the
owners of all the separate funds met in one body, or
the owners of each separate fund met by themselves,
for the regulation of their own particular concern.'
In 1651.52, the :English obtained in Bengal the
first of those peculiar privileges, which were the fore.
runners of their subsequent power. Among the
persons belonging to the factories, whom there was
occasion to send to the Imperial Court, it happened
that some were surgeons ; one of whom is particularly named, a gentleman of the name of Boughton.
Obtaining great influence, by the cures which they
effected, they employed their interest in promoting
the views of the Company.
Favourable circumstances were so well improved, that, on the payment
of 3000 rupees, a government license for an unlimited trade, without payment of customs, in the
richest province of India, was happily obtained?
On the Coromandel coast, the wars, which then
raged among the natives, rendered commerce difficult
and uncertain ; and the Directors were urged by the
agent at Madras, to add to the fortifications. This
they refused, on the ground of expense. As it was
inconvenient, howover, to keep the business of this
coast dependant on the distant settlement of Bantam,
Fort St. George was erected into a presidency in
1653.54)

If wehear of committees of the several stocks; the bodies of Directors were denominated committees. And if there were committees
ef the several stocks, how were they constituted ? were they committees
of Proprietors, or committees of Directors ? And were there aay managers or Directors besides ._
Bruce_i. 4o6_,t6_,
a Ib, 45_ 46_ 48a.
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When the disputes began, which ended in hos-_ooK I.
tilities between Cromwell and the Dutch, the Corn- cH,_.a.
J

pany deemed it a fit opportunity to bring forward
those claims of theirs which, amid the distractions of
the government, had lain dormant for several years.
The war which succeeded, favourable to the British
arms in Europe, was extremely dangerous, and not
a little injurious, to the feeble Company in India.
On the appearance of a Dutch fleet of eight large
ships off Swally, in 1653-54, the English trade at
Surat was suspended. In the Gulf of Persia, three
of the Company's ships were taken, and one destroyed. The whole of the coasting trade of the
English, consisting of the interchange of goods from
one of their stations to another, became, under the
naval superiority of the Dutch, so hazardous, as to be
nearly suspended; and at Bantam, traffic seems to
have been rendered wholly impracticable?
As Cromwell soon reduced the Dutch to the necessity of desiring peace; and of submitting to it on
terms nearly such as he thought proper to dictate;
a clause was inserted in the treaty concluded at
Westminster in 165_, in which they engaged to conform to whatever justice might prescribe regarding
the massacre at Amboyna. It was agreed to name
commissioners, four on each side, who should meet
at London, and make an adjustment of the claims
of the two nations. One remarkable, and not an
ill-contrived condition was, that if the appointed
commissioners should, within a specified time, be unable to agree, the differences in question should be
submitted to the judgment and arbitration of the
Protestant Swiss Cantons."
The Commissioners met on the 30th of August,
1654, The Engfish Company, who have never
Bruce_
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I. found themselves at a loss to make out heavy claims
c.,,P. 3. for compensation, whether it was their own govern165_. merit, or a foreign, with which they had to deal,
stated their damages, ascertained by a series of accounts, from the year 1611 to the year 1652, at the
vast amount of 2,695,999/. 15s. The Dutch, however, seem to have been a match for them. They
too had their claims for compensation, on account of
joint expenses not paid, or injuries and losses sustained, amounting to _,919,861/. 38. 6d. It is impossible to pronounce with accuracy on the justice,
comparative or absolute, of these several demands.
There is no doubt that both were excessively exaggerated.
But if we consider, that, under the domineering ascendancy which the Protector had acquired,
it was natural for the English to overbear, and expedient for the Dutch to submit; while we observe,

BOOK

that the award pronounced by the Commissioners,
:allotted to the English no more than 85,000/., to be
paid by two instalments, we shall not find any reason,
distinct from national partiality, to persuade us, that
the balance of extravagance was greatly on the side of
the Dutch.
All the satisfaction obtained for the
massacre of Amboyna, even by the award of the same
Commissioners, was 3,615l., to be paid to the heirs
or executors of those who had suffered) Polaroon
was given up to the English, but not worth receiving.
Various occurrences strongly mark the sense which
appcars to have been generally entertained, of the
unprofitable nature of joint-stock.
That particular
body of proprietors, including the Assada merchants,
to whom the united joint-stock belonged, presented
to the Council of State, in 1654, two separate petitions; in which they prayed, that the East India
' Bruce, i. 491.
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Company should no longer proceed exclusively on BOOKI.
the principle of a joint-stock trade, but that the c,,P.s.
owners of the separate funds should have authority
1654.
to employ their own capital, servants, and shipping,
in the way which they themselves should deem most
to their own advantage? The power and consequence of the Directors were threatened; and they
hastened to present those pleas, which are used as
their best weapons of defence to the present day.
Experience had proved the necessity of a joint-stock ;
since the trade had been carried on by a joint.stock
during forty years : Such competitions as those with
the Portuguese and the Dutch could only be supported by the strength of a joint-stock: The equipments for the India trade required a capital so large
as a joint-stock alone could afford: The failure of
Courten's experiment proved that voyages on any
other principle could not succeed: The factories
requisite for the Indian trade could be established
only by a joint-stock, the East India Company having factories in the dominions of no less than fourteen
different sovereigns : The native princes required engagements to make good the losses which they or
their subjects might sustain at the hands of Englishmen: and to this a joint-stock company alone was
competent.
On these grounds, they not only prayed that the
trade by joint-stock should be exclusively continued;
but that, as it had been impracticable for some time
to obtain sufficient subscriptions, additional encouragement should be given by new privileges; and,
1The reasons on which they supported their request, as stated in
'their petition, exhibit so just a vmw of the infirmities of jolnt-stock
management, as compared with that of individuals pursuing their own
interests, that they are highly worthy of inspection as a specimen of
the talents and knowledge of the men b_, whom joint-stock was now
opposed. S_eBraco_i. 518.
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BOOKI. in particular, that assistance should be granted, suf.
CH,P._._fieient to enable them to recover and retain the Spice
165_. Islands. _
In their reply, the body of petitioners, who were
now distinguished by the name of Merchant Ad.
venturers, chiefly dwelt upon the signal want of success which had attended the trade to India, during
forty years of joint-stock management.
They asserted, that private direction and separate voyages
would have been far more profitable; as the prospe,
rity of those open Companies, the Turkey, Muscovy,
and Eastland Companies, sufficiently proved. They
claimed a right, by agreement, to a share in the factories and privileges of the Company in India; and
stated that they were fitting out fourteen ships for
the trade. 2 They might have still further represented, that every one of the arguments advanced by
the Directors, without even a single exception, was
a mere assumption of the thing to be proved. That
the trade had, during forty years, or four hundred
years, been carried on by a joint-stock, proved not
that, by a different mode, it would not have yielded
much greater advantage : if the trade had been in
the highest degree unprosperous, it rather proved
that the management had been proportionally defective. The Directors asserted, that in meeting
competition, private adventure would altogether fail ;
though with their joint-stock they had so ill sustained
competition, that Courten's Association had threatened to drive them out of every market in which
they had appeared:
and they themselves had
repeatedly and solemnly declared to government,
that unless the license to Courten were withdrawn,
the ruin of the East India Company was sure.
13ruce_
i.ag_ 49_.
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With regard to mercantile competition, at any rate, t_OOKI.
the skill and vigilance of individuals transacting for c_AP.s.
their own interest was sure to be a more powerful 1654.
instrument than the imbecility and negligence ofjointstock management: and as to warlike competition,
a few ships of war, with a few companies of marines,
employed by the government, would have yielded far
more security than all the efforts which a feeble
joint-stock could make. The failure of Courten's
Association was sufficiently accounted for by the operation of particular causes, altogether distinct from
the general circumstances of the trade ; the situation,
in fact, in which the jealousy and influence of the
Company had placed them. Factories were by no
means so necessary as the Company ignorantly supposed, and interestedly strove to make others believe ; as they shortly after found to their cost, when
they were glad to reduce the greater number of those
which they had established.
Where factories were
really useful, it would he for the interest of all the
traders to support them. And all would join in an
object of common utility in India, as they joined in
every other quarter of the globe. As to the native
princes, there was no such difficulty as the Company
pretended: nor would individual merchants have
been less successful than the directors of a joint-stock,
in finding the means of prosecuting the trade.
These contending pretensions were referred to a
committee of the Council of State ; and they, without
coming to a decision, remitted the subject to the Protector and Council, as too difficult and important for
the judgment of any inferior tribunal)
Nothing could exceed the confusion which, from
the clashing interests of the owners of the separate
l Bruceji.503.
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Disputesamongthe Owners

_)OK I. stocks, now raged in the Company's affairs. There
c,,P. a. were no less than three parties who set up claims to
1655. the Island of Polaroon, and to the compensation
money which had been obtained from the Dutch;
the respective proprietors of the third, fourth, and
united joint-stocks.
The proprietors of the third
joint-stock claimed the whole, as the fourth jointstock and the united stock were not in existence at
the time when the debt obtained from the Dutch was
incurred ; and they prayed that the money might be
lodged in safe and responsible hands, till government
should determine the question. The owners of the
two other stocks demanded that the money should be
divided into three equal shares, for tile three several
stocks, and that they should all have equal rights to
the Island of Polaroon.
Five arbitrators, to whom the dispute was referred,
were chosen by the Council of State. In the mean
time Cromwell proposed to borrow the 85,000l. which
had been paid by the Dutch, and which could not
be employed till adjudged to whom it belonged.
The Directors, however, had expected the fingering of the money, and they advanced reasons why it
should be immediately placed in their hands. The
pecuniary distresses of the .Company were great:
The different stocks were 50,000/. in debt; and
many of the proprietors were in difficult circumstances : From gratitude to the Protector, however,
they would make exertions to spare him 50,000l. to
be repaid in eighteen months by instalments, provided the remaining 35,000l. were immediately assigned them, to pay their most pressing debts, and
make a dividend to the Proprietors. 1 It thus appears, that these Directors wanted to forestall the
J Bruce, i. 503_ 504.

of the d_event Storks.
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decision of the question ; and to distribute the money gOOKL
at their own pleasure, before it was known to whom ca,_. s.
it belonged. At the same time, it is matter of curious _655.
uncertainty, who these Directors were, whom they
represented, by what set or sets of Proprietors they
were chosen, or to whom they were responsible.
While this dispute was yet undecided, the Merchant Adventurers, or Proprietors of the united stock,
obtained a commission from the Protector to fit out
four ships for the Indian trade, under the management of a committee, a We are made acquainted
upon this occasion with a very interesting fact. The
news of this event being carried to Holland, it was
interpreted, and understood, by the Dutch, as being
an abolition of the exclusive charter, and the adoption of the new measure of a free and open trade.
The interests of the Dutch Company made them see,
in this supposed revolution, consequences very different from those which the interests of the English
Directors made them behold or pretend that they
beheld in it. Instead of rejoicing at the loss of a
joint-stock in England, as they ought to have done,
if by joint-stock alone the trade of their rivals could
be successfully carried on ; they were filled with dismay at the prospect of fi'eedom, as likely to produce
a trade with which competition on their part would
be vain?
Meanwhile the Company, as well as the Merchant
Adventurers, were employed in the equipment of a
1 lYruce, i. 508.
Thurloe's State Papers, ill. 80. Anderson saysj " The merchants
of Amsterdam having heard that the Lord Protector would dissolve the
East India Company at London, and declare the navigation and commelee to the Indies to be free and open, were greatly alarmed, considering such a measure as ruinous to their o_n East India Company,"
Anderson's History of Commerce_ in Macpherson's Annals_ ii. ¢_9.
See Bruce, i. 518.
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BOOKI. fleet. The petition of the Company to the Protector'
CRAP.
3. for leave to export bullion, specified the sum of
1656. 15,000/. : and the fleet consisted of three ships.
They continued to press the government for a decision
in favour of their exclusive privileges; and in a petition which they presented in October, 1656, affirmed,
that the great number of ships sent by individuals
under licenses, had raised the price of I_lia goods
from 40 to 50 per cent. and reduced that of English
commodities in the same proportion. The Council
resolved at last to come to a decision. AFter some
inquiry, they gave it as their advice to the Protector
to continue the exclusive trade and the joint-stock;
and a committee of the Council was in consequence
appointed, to consider the terms of a charter. 1
While the want of funds almost annihilated the
operations of the Company's agents in every part of
India; and while they complained that the competition of the ships of the Merchant Adventurers rendered it, as usual, impracticable for them to trade
with a profit in the markets of India, the Dutch
pursued their advantages against the Portuguese.
They had acquired possession of the island of Ceylon,
and in the year 1656-57, blockaded the port of Goa,
aftcr which they meditated an attack upon the small
island of Diu, which commanded the entrance into
the harbour of Swallv. From the success of these
enterprises they expected a complete command of the
navigation on that side of India, and the power of
imposing on the English trade duties under which it
would be unable to staudP
Bruce, i. 514---516.

' lb. 52_--529.
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CHAP. IV.
From the Coalition between the Company and the
Merchant Adventurers,
till the Project for a
new and a rival East India Company.
ArT_gthedecisionof

the Council of State in favour BOOKI.

of the joint-stock scheme of trading to India, the c_,P. 4.
Company and the Merchant Adventurers effected a 165s.
coalition. On the strength of this union a new subscription, in 1637-58, was opened, and filled up to
the amount of 786,000l. 1 Whether the expected
charter had been actually received is not ascertained.
The first operation of the new body of subscribers
was the very necessary one of forming an adjustment
with theowners of the preceding funds.
A negotiation was opened for obtaining the transfer of the
factories, establishments, and privileges in India.
|.

After the lofty terms in which the Directors had
always spoken of these privileges and possessions,
when placing them in the list or'reasons for opposing
an open trade, we are apt to be surprised at the smallness of the sum which, after all, and "though situated
in the dominions of fourteen different sovereigns,"
they were found to he worth. They were made over
in full right for 20,000l., to be paid in two instalments. The ships, merchandise in store, and other
trading commodities of the preceding adventurers,
were taken by the new subscribers at a price ; and it
was agreed that the sharers in the former trade, who
on that account had property in the Indies, should
J Bruce, i. 5°-9.
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A new Yo[nt-$toc_.

BOOKI. not traMc on a separate fund, but, after a specified
ca,_.4, term, should carry the amount of such property to
1659. the account of the new stock? There was, in this
manner, only one stock now in the hands of the
Directors, and they had one distinct interest to pursue: a prodigious improvement on the preceding
confusion and embarrassment, when several stocks
were managed, and as many contending interests
pursued at once.
Some new regulations were adopted for the conduct of affairs. The whole of the factories and presidencies were rendered subordinate to the President

ii

and Council at Surat. The presidencies, however, at
_'ort St. George and at Bantam were continued ; the
factories and agencies on the Coromandel coast and
in Bengal being made dependent on the former, and
those in the southern islands on the latter)
As heavy complaints had been made of trade carried on, for their own account, by the agents and servants of the Company, who not only acted as the
rivals, but neglected and betrayed the interests, of
their masters, it was prohibited, and, in compensation,
additional salaries aUowed2
After these preliminary proceedings, the first fleet
was dispatched. It consisted of five ships; one for
Madras carrying 15,5001. in bullion; one for Bengal;
and three for Surat, Persia, and Bantam2 The following year, that is the season 1658.59, one ship was
consigned to Surat, one to Fort St. George, and two
to Bantam. The latter were directed to touch at
Fort St. George to obtain coast clothes for the islands, and to return to Bengal and Fort St. George
to take in Bengal and Coromandel goods for Europe.
1 Bt'uce, i. 529, 530.
JIb.

, Bruce, i. 532.
_ Ib. 533.
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Instructions were given to make great efforts for re- BOOKL
coveringa share of the spice trade? Bantam, how-_
ever, was at this time blockaded by the Dutch, and 1661.
no accounts were this year received of the trafhc in
the southern islands?
The operations of the new joint-stock were not
more prosperous than those of the old. Transactions at the several factories were feeble and un-

i
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successful. For two years, 1659-60, and 1660-61,
there is no account of the Company's equipments;
and their advances to India were no doubt small/
" The embarrassed state of the Company's funds at
this particular period," says Mr. Bruce, " may be
inferred from the resolutions they had taken to relinquish many of their out-stations, and to limit their
trade in the Peninsula of India to the presidencies of
Surat and Fort St. George, and their subordinate
factories

,,4

Meanwhile Cromwell had died, and Charles II.
ascended the throne. Amid the arrangements which
took place between England and the continental
powers, the Company were careful to press on the
attention of government a list of grievances, which
they represented themselves as still enduring at the
hands of the Dutch ; and an order was obtained, em.
powering them to take possession of the island of
Polaroon. They aftelavards complained that it was
delivered to them in such a state of prepared desola' Bruce, 539, 540. The state of interest, both in India nnd England,
appears incidentally in the accounts received by tile Company frmn the
agents at 8urat, in the year 1658-59. These agents, after stating the
narrowness of the funds placed at their disposal, recommend to the
Directors rather to borrow money in England, which could easily he
done at 4 per cent., than leave them to take up money in India at 8 or
9 per cent. lb. 54'2.
lb. M4. _
_ lb. 549--551.
' lb. 555.
VOL. I.
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BOOKI. t_on, as to be of no value.I
C_AF.4. of little value at best.
1661.

The truth is, it was

On every change in the government of the country,
it had been an important object with the Company to
obtain a confirmation of their exclusive privi!eges.
The usual policy was not neglected, on the accession
of Charles II.; and a petition was presented to him
for a renewal of the :East India charter. As there
appears not to have been, at that time, any body of
opponents to make interest or importunity for a contrary measure, it was far easier to grant without
inquiry, than to inquire and refuse ; and Charles and
his ministers had a predilection for easy rules of government.
A charter, bearing date the 3d of April,
1661, was accordingly granted, confirming the ancient
privileges of the Company, and vesting in them au=
thority to make peace and war with any prince or
people, not being Christians ; and to seize unlicensed
persons within their limits, and send them to England2 The two last were important privileges; and
with the right of administering justice, consigned
almost all the powers of government to the discretion
of the Directors and their servants.
It appears not that, on this occasion, the expedient
of a new subscription for obtaining a capital was
attempted.
A new adjustment with regard to the
privileges and dead stock in India would have been
required. The joint-stock was not as yet a definite
and invariable sum, placed beyond the power of re=
sumption, at the disposal of the Company, the shares
only transferable by purchase and sale in the market.
The capital was variable and fluctuating ; formed by
the sums which_ on the occasion of each voyage, the
Brace_]. 553_55_.

_ lb. 557,
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individuals, Whowere free of the Company, chose to BOOK
CHAP.4.r.
pay into the hands of the Directors, receiving credit
for the amount in the Company's books, and propor- 166_.67.
tionai dividends on the profits of the voyage. Of
this stock bOO1.entitled a proprietor to a vote in the
general courts ; and the shares were transferable, even
to such as were not free of the Company, upon paying M. for admission?
Of the amount either of the shipping or stock of
the first voyage upon the renewed charter we have
no account ; but the instructions sent to India prescribed a reduction of the circle of trade. In the
following year 166o.63, two ships sailed for Surat,
with a cargo in goods and bullion, amounting to
65,000l., of which it would appear that _8,300/. was
consigned to Fort St. George. Next season there
is no account of equipments. In 1664_-65, two ships
were sent out with the very limited value of 16,000/.
The following season the same number only of ships
was equipped; and the value in money and goods
consigned to Surat was 20,600/. ; whether any thing
in addition was afforded to Fort St. George does not
appear; there was no consignment to Bantam.
In
]666-67, the equipment seems to have consisted but
of one vessel, consigned to Surat with a value of
16,000l)
With these inadequate means, the operations of the
Company in India were by necessity languid and
humble. At Surat tile out-factories and agencies
were suppressed. Instructions were given to sell tbe
English goods, at low rates, for the purpose of ruining
the interlopers. The Dutch, however, revenged the
private traders; and by the competition of their powerAnderson's Hist. of Commerce in Macpherson's Annals_ii, 495_ 605,
_-Bruce, ii. lOS, 119_ 152_186.
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_oo_ I. ful capital, rendered the Company's bu,iness difficult'
c_i,e. 4. and unprofitable)
On the Coromandel coast the
166_.67. wars among the native chiefs, and the overbearing
influence of the Dutch, cramped and threatened to
extinguish the trade of the English. And at Bantam,
where the Dutch power was most sensibly felt, the
feeble resources of their rivals hardly sufficed to keep
their business alive. °During these years of weakness and obscurity,
several events occurred which by their consequences
proved to be of considerable importance. The island
of Bombay was ceded to the king of England as part
of the dowry of the Infanta Catharine ; and a fleet of
five men of war commanded by the Earl of Marl.
borough, with 500 troops commanded by Sir Abraham Shipman, were sent to receive the possession.
The armament arrived at Bombay on the 18th September, ] 662 ; but the governor evaded the cession.
The English understood the treaty to include Salsette
and the other dependencies of Bombay. As it was
not precise in its terms, the Portuguese denied that it
referred to any thing more than the island of Bombay. Even Bombay they refused to give up, till further instructions, on the pretext that the letters or
patent of the King did not accord with the usages of
Portugal. The commander of the armament applied
in this emergency to the Company's President to
make arrangements for receiving the troops and ships
at Surat, as the men were dying by long confinement
on board. But that magistrate represented the danger of incurring the suspicion of the Mogul government, which would produce the seizure of the Company's investment, and the expulsion of their servants
from tile country. In these circumstances the Earl
1 Bruce_ 110_ 1_8_ 157, 158_ 174.

_ |b. ii. 1S0, 1.59.

granted to the Compuny.
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of Marlborough took his resolution of returning with BOOK
I.
the king's ships to England ; but Sir Abraham Ship- cH,P. 4.
man, it was agreed, should land the troops on the 1663-68.
island of Angedivah, twelve leagues distant from
Goa. On the arrival of the Earl of Marlborough in
England in 1663, the King remonstrated with the
government of Portugal, but obtained unsatisfactoly
explanations; and all intention of parting with the
dependencies of Bombay was denied. The situation
in the mean time of the troops at Angedivah proved
extremely unhealthy; their numbers were greatly
reduced by disease ; and the commander made offer
to the President and Council at Surat, to cede the
King's rights to the Company. This offer, on consultation, the President and Council declined; as
well because, without the authority of the King, the
grant was not valid, as because, in their feeble condition, they were unable to take possession of the place.
After Sir Abraham Shipman and the greater part of
the troops had died by famine and disease, Mr. Cooke,
on whom the command devolved, accepted of Branbay on the terms which the Portuguese were pleased
to prescribe; renounced all claim to the contiguous
islands; and allowed the Portuguese exemption from
the payment of customs. This convention the King
refused to ratify, as contrary to the terms of his
treaty with Portugal; but sent out Sir Gervase Lucas
to assume the government of the place. As a few
years' experience showed that the government of
Bombay cost more than it produced, it was once
more offered to the Company: and now accepted. The
grant bears date in 1668. Bombay was " to be held
of the King in fi'ee and common soccage, as of the
manor of East Greenwich, on the payment of tile
annual rent of 101. in gold, on the .$0th of September,
in each year ;" and with the place itself was conveyed
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Polaroonrestor_to theDutch.

BOOK
I. authorityto exercise all political powers, necessary
e_P. _. forits defence and government.1
153-68. Subterfugesof a similarkind were invented by the
" Dutch to evade the cessionof the island of Poltroon.
The Governorpretendedthat he could not deliverup
the islandwithoutinstructions from the Governorof

L

Banda; and the Governor of Banda pretendedthat
he could not give such instructionswithoutreceiving
authority from the Governor-General of Batavia.
After much delay and negotiation the cession was
made in 1665; hut r,ot, if we believe the English
accounts, till the Dutch had so farexterminated the
inhabitants and the spice trees, that the acquisition
was of little importance. On the recommencement,
however,of hostilities betweenEnglandand Holland,
the Dutch made haste to expel the English, and to
re-occupythe island. And by the treaty of Breda,
both Polaroonand Datum, on which the English had
attemptedan establishment,were finallyceded to the
Dutch?
In the beginning of 1664, Sevagee, the founderof
the Mahratta power, in the courseof his predatory
warfareagainstthe territoriesof the MogulSovereign,
attacked the city of Surat. The inhabitantsfled, and
the Governor shut himself up in the castle. The
Company'sservants, however, taking shelter in the
factory, stoodupon their defence, and having called
in the ships' crews to their aid, made so bravea resistance that Sevagee retired after pillagingthe town.
The gallantryand successof this enterpriseso pleased
the Mogul government,as to obtainits thanks to the
President, and new privileges of trade to the Company. The place was again approachedby the same
Bruce_ii. 104, 106, 126, 134_ 141, 155_ 168j 199. Macpherson's
.Annals, ii. 503.
Bruce_ ii. 13_ 161_184; 19_.

destructiveenemy in 1(;70, whenthe principalpartof _OOK
I.
the Company'sgoods was transportedto Swally, and CHAP.
4.
lodged on boardthe ships. The English again de-1663-6s.
fended themselves successfully, though some lives
were lost, as well as some propertyin their detached
warehouses?
At this period occurredone of the first instancesof
refractoryand disobedientconducton the part of the
Company's servants. This is a calamity to which
they have been much less frequently exposed, than,
from the distance and employmentof those servants,
it would have been reasonableto expect. The efforts
of the Directors to suppress the trade, which their
agents carried on for their own account, had not been
very successful. Sir Edward Winter, the chief servant
at Fort St. George, was suspected of this delinquency,
and in consequence recalled. When Mr. Foxcroft,
however, who was sent to supersede him, arrived at
:Fort St. George, in June, 166.5,Sir Edward, instead
of resigning, placed his intended successorin confinement, under a pretext which it was easy to make,
that he had uttered disloyal expressions against the
King's government. Notwithstanding remonstrances
and commands, he maintained himself in the government of the place till two ships arrived, in August,
1668, with peremptory orders from the Company,
strengthened by a commandfrom the King, to resign;
when his courage failed him, and he complied. He
retired to Masulipatam, a station of the Dutch, till
the resentment excited against him in England should
cool: and his name appears no more in the annals of
the CompanyFIn Bengal the English factory at Hoogley had
been involved in an unhappy dispute with the Mogul
* Bruce s 1_4_145_284.
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Disputebelween

"BOOKI. government, on account of a junk which they impru,:c_'_" 4. dently seized on the river Ganges. For several years
1663-68.this incident had been used as a pretext for molesting
them. In 1662-63, the chief at Madras sent an agent
to endeavour to reconcile them with Meer Jumlah,
the Nabob of Bengal; and to establish agencies at
Balasore and Cossimbuzar.a The Company's funds,
however, were too confined to push to any extent the
trade of the rich province of Bengal.
The scale was very small on which, at this time,
the Company's appointments were formed. In 1662,
Sir George Oxenden was elected to be " President
and chief Director of all their affairs at Surat, and all
other their factories in the north parts of India, from
Zeilon to the Red Sea," at a salary of 300l. and with
a gratuity of 200l. per annum as compensation for
private trade. Private trade in the hands of their
servants, and still more in those of others, the Com,
pany were now most earnestly labouring to suppress.
Directions were given to seize all unlicensed traders
and send them to England ; and no exertion of the
great powers entrusted to the Company was to be
spared, to annihilate the race of merchants who
trenched upon the monopoly, and to whom, under the
disrespectful name of interlopers,they ascribeda great
part of their imbecility and depression._
Their determination to crush all those of their

countrymen who dared to add themselves to the list
of their competitors, failed not to give rise to instances
of great hardship and calamity. One was rendered
famous by the altercation which in 1666 it produced
between the two houses of parliament. Thomas
Skinner, a merchant, fitted out a vessel in 1657.
The agents of the Company seized his ship and mer.
]]ruce_ i. 560; ii, 110_131.
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lhe two Housesof Parlia_m_2.
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ehandize in India, his house, and the island of Barella, BOOKI.
which he had bought of the King of Jambee. They CHA_'.
4.
even denied him a passage home ; and he was obliged 1663-68.
to travel over land to Europe. The sufferer failed
not to seek redress, by presenting his complaint to the
government, and after some importunity it was referred first to a committee of the Council, and next to
the House of Peers. When the Company were ordered
to answer, they refused to acknowledge the jurisdic.
tion of the Peers, on the ground that they were only
a court of appeal, and not competent to decide in
the first resort. The objection was over-ruled. The
Company appealed to the House of Commons; the
Lords were highly inflamed; and, proceeding to a
decision, awarded to the petitioner 5,000l. The Commons were now enraged in their turn; and being
unable to gratify their resentments upon the House
of Peers, which was the cause of them, they were
pleased to do so upon the unfortunate gentleman who
had already paid so dearly for the crime (whatever its
amount) of infringing the Company's monopoly. He
was sent a prisoner to the Tower. The Lords, whom
these proceedings filled with indignation, voted the
petition of the Company to the Lower House to be
false and scandalous. Upon this the Commons l_solved that whoever should execute the sentence of
the other house in favour of Skinner, was a betrayer
of the rights and liberties of the Commons of England,
and an infringer of the privileges of their house. To
such a height did these contentions proceed, that the
King adjourned the parliament seven times ; and when
the controversy after an intermission revived, he sent
for both houses to Whitehall, and by his personal persuasion induced them to erase from their journals all
their votes, resolutions, and other acts relating to the
subject. A contest, of which both parties were tired,
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CHap.
4.r. being thus ended, the sacrifice and nfin of an indi_
-vidual appeared, as usual,of little importance : Skinner
16Gz.6s.had no redress.1
Another class of competitors excited the fears and
jealousies of the Company. Colbert, the French
minister of finance, among his projects for rendering
his country commercial and opulent, conceived, in
166_, the design of an East India Company. The
report which reached the Court of Directors in London
represented the French as fitting out eight armed
vesselsfor India, commanded by Hubert Hugo, whom,
in their instructions to the settlements abroad, the
Directors described as a Dutch pirate. The hostilities
of the Company were timid. They directed their
agents in India to afford these rivals no aid or protection, but to behave towards them with circumspection and delicacy. The subservience of the English
government to that of France was already so apparent,
as to make them aft'aidof disputesin which they were
likely to have their own rulers against them. 2
The war which took place with Holland in 166_j
and which was followed in 1665 by a terpporary
quarrel with France, set loose the powers of both
nations against the Company in India. The French
Company, however, was too much in its infancy to
be formidable; and the Dutch, whose mercantile competition pressed as heavily during peace as during war,
added to the difficultiesof the English, chiefly by rendering their navigation more hazardous and expensive,
A fact, an enlightened attention to which would
probably have been productive of important consequences, was at this time forced upon the notice of
Macpherson's .Annals, ii, 493.
t Raynal, Hist. Philos. et Polit. des Etabliss. &c. dam les Deux Indes_
il. 183. Ed. 8vo. Genev% 1781, Bruc%ii. 137_150_ 1fi7. Macpher.
son's Annalb 'ii. 516.
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the Company. One grand source of the exposes BOOK,L
which devoured the profits of their trade was their CH_P.4.
factories, with all that mass of dead stock which they l_-g_.
required, houses, lands, fortifications, and equipments.
The Dutch, who prosecuted their interests with
vigihnce and economy, carried ou their trade in a
great many places without factories. Upon receiving
instructions to make preparations and inquizT for
opening a trade with Japan, Mr. Quarles Brown, the
Company's agent at Bantam, who had been at Japan,
reported to the Court, that it would be necessary, if a
trade with Japan was to be undertaken, to follow the
plan of the Dutch ; who procured the commodities in
demand at Japan, in the countries of Siam, Cambodia,
and Tonquin, not by erecting expensive factories,
but by forming contracts with the native merchants.
These merchants, at fixed seasons, brought to the
ports the commodities for which they had contracted,
and though it was often necessary to advance to them
the capital with which the purchases were effected,
they had regularly fulfilled their engagements? :Even
the Company itself, and that in places where their factories cost them the most, had made experiments, and
with great advantage, on the expediency of employing"
the native merchants in providing their investments.
At Surat, in 1665-66, "the investments of the season
were obtained by the employment of a native merchant,
who bad provided an assortment of pepper at his own
risk, and though the Dutch had obstructed direct purchases of pepper, the agents continued the expedient
of employing the native merchants, and embarked a
moderate assortment." _ Factories to carry on the
traffic of Asia, at any rate on the scale, or any thing
Letters from the Agent and Council of Bantam (in the East India
Register Office), Bruce, ii. 163.
Bruc% ii. 178,from a letter from the President and Councilof Surat.
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CHAP. 4.I. approaching to the scale, of the East India Company,
,
were the natural offspring of a joint-stock;
the
,1665-68.Managers or Directors of which had a much greater
interest in the patronage they created, which was
wholly their own ; than in the profits of the Company,
of which they- had only an insignificant share. Had
the trade to India been conducted from the beginning,
on those principles of individual adventure and free
competition, to which the nation owes its commercial
grandeur, it is altogether improbable that many factories would have been established.
The agency of
the native merchants would have performed much;
and where it was not sufficient, the Indian trade
would have naturally divided itself into two branches.
One set of adventurers would have established themselves in India, by whom investments would have been
provided for the European ships, and to whom the
cargoes of the European goods would have been consigned. Another class of adventurers, who remained
at home, would have performed the business of export
and import from England, as it is performed to any
other region of the globe.
The time, however, was now approaching when the
weakness which had so long characterized the operations of the English in India was gradually to di,s,.
appear. Notwithstandin_
the imperfections of the
government, at no period, perhaps, either prior or
posterior, did the people of this country advance so
rapidly in wealth and prosperity, as during the time,
nduding the years of civil war, from the accession of
James I. to tile expulsion of James II. _ We are not
t Sir Willian, Petty, who wrote his celebrated

work, entitled Political

Arithmetic, in 1676, says ; 1. The streets of London showed that city to
be double wha( it was forty years before; great increase was also ,nanit_sted at Newcastle, Yarmouth, Norwiehj
Exeter, Portsmouth,
and
Cowes,; and in lrelandj at Dublin _Kingsale, Colerai.e,

and Loudoaderry.
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informed of the particular measures which were pur- BOOKL
sued by the Directors for obtaining an extension of c_AP.4.
funds; but the increase of capital in the nation was 1668-7$.
probably the principal cause which enabled them, in
the year succeeding the acquisition of Bombay, to
provide a grander fleet and cargo than they had ever
yet sent forth. In the course of the year 1667-68,
six ships sailed to Surat, with goods and bullion to the
value of 130,000l. ; five ships to Fort St. George, with
a value of 75,000l. ; and five to Bantam, with a stock
of 40,000l. In the next season we are informed that
the consignments to Surat consisted of 1,200 tons of
shipping, with a stock of the value of 75,000l. ; to
Fort St. George, of five ships, and a stock of 103,000l. ;
and to Bantam, of three ships and 35,000l.
In the
year 1669-70, 1,500 tons of shipping were sent to
Surat, six ships to Fort St. George, and four to
Bantam, and the whole amount of the stock was
281,000l. The vessels sent out in 1670-71 amomlted
to sixteen, and their cargoes and bullion to 303,5001.
In the following year four ships were sent to Surat,
and nearly 2,000 tons of shipping to Fort St. George ;
the
cargo
and 160,0001.
bullion to: the
former,
85,000l.,of
to the
latter,
shipping
to being
the amount
2,800 tons was consigned to Bantam, but of the value
of the bullion and goods no account seems to be pre.
served. In 167_-73, stock and bullion to the amount
of 157,700l. were sent to Surat and Fort St. George.
On account of the war, and the more exposed situation
of Bantam, the consignment to that settlement was
.% With respect
to shipping,
the navy was triple,
or quadruple
what it
was at that time;
the shipping of Newcastle
was 80,000 tons, and could
not then have exceeded
a quarter
of that amount.
3. The number and
splendour
that

of coaches,

period.

.5. The
it. 580.

equipages,

4. The postage

King's
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and

furniture,

of letters

had tripled

had much
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I. postponed. In the following year, it appears that"
CRAp. 4.
cargoes and bullion were consigned, of the value of
'166s.7_. 100,000/. to Surat ; 87,000/. to Fort St. George ; and
41,000/. to Bantam. 1
Other events of these years were of considerable
importance. In 1667-68, appears the first order of
the Company for the importation of tea? Attempts
were now recommended for resuming trade with
Sumatra. _ In 1671-72, considerable embarrassment
was produced at Surat by the arrival of a French fleet
of twelve ships, and a stock computed at 130,000/.
The inconsiderate purchases and sales of the French
reduced the price of European goods, and raised that
of Indian; but these adventurers exhibited so little
of the spirit and knowledge of commerce, as convinced the Company's agents that they would not
prove formidable rivalsJ
As England and France were now united in alliance
against the Dutch, the Company might have exulted
in the prospect of humbling their oppressors, but the
danger of a new set of competitors seems effectually
to have repressed these triumphant emotions. In
1673, the island of St. Helena, which had several
times changed its masters, being recaptured from the
Dutch, was granted anew and confirmed to the Company by a royal charter. 5
The funds which, in such unusual quantity, the
Directors had been able to supply for the support of
the trade in India, did not suffice to remove, it would
appeal' that they hardly served tolighten, the pecuniary
difficulties under which it laboured.
To an order to
I Bruce, ii. 3ol, 206,309--2.e4, 227, 230--356, 35_, 359--_78,
28o_, 383--393, 29(3, 297--_ 1_, 313--3-27_ 338, 331.

381,

lb. ii. 210. The words of this order are curious," to send home by
these ships 100 lb. waight of the best tey that you can gott."
a :lb. ii. 211.
_ Ib. 30_.
:, Ib. 23% 334.

/ x ggerat .
provide a large investment, the President and.Council- BOOKI.
at Surat, in 1673-74, replied, that the funds at their c_P. 4.
disposal were only 88,228/. and their debts 100,000/.
1674.
besides interest on the same at 9 per cent. ; and in
November, 167_, they represented that the debt arose
to no less a sum than 135,000/. ; and that all returns
must in a great measure be suspended till, by the
application of the funds received from Europe, the
Company's credit should be revived. 1
Of the sort of views held out at this period to excite
the favour of the nation towards the East India Company, a specimen has come down to us of considerable
value. Sir Josiah Child, an eminent member of the
body of Directors, in his celebrated Discourses on
Trade, written in the year 1665, and published in
1667, represents the trade to India as the most beneficial branch of English commerce; and in proof of
this opinion asserts, that it employs from twenty-five
to thirty sail of the most warlike mercantile ships of
the kingdom, manned with mariners from 60 to 100
each; that it supplies the kingdom with saltpetre,
which would otherwise cost the nation an immense
sum to the Dutch ; with pepper, indigo, calicoes, and
drugs, to the value of 150,000L or 180,000/. yearly,
for which it would otherwise pay to the same people
an exorbitant price; with materials for export to
Turkey, France, Spain, Italy, and Guinea_ to the
amount of 200,000/. or 300,000/. yearly, countries
with which, if the nation1were deprived of these commodities, a profitable trade could not be carried on.
These statements were probably made with an intention to deceive. The imports, exclusive of saltpetre,
are asserted to exceed 4_00,000/. a year; though the
i Brucc_ ii. 337, 34_ 366,
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I3oox I. stock which was annually sent to effect the purchases,
ChAr. 4. and to defi'aythe whole expense of factories and forti.
1674. fications abroad, hardly amounted in any number of
years preceding 1665, to 100,000/., often to much
less; while the Company were habitually contracting
debts, and labouring under the severest pecuniary
difficulties. Thus early, in the history of this Company, is it found necessary to place reliance on their
accounts and statements, only when something very
different from the authority of their advocates is found
to constitute the basis of our belief.
It will be highly instructive to confront one exaggerated statement with another. About the same
time with the discourses of Sir Josiah Child, appeared
the celebrated work of De Witt on the state of Holland. Proceeding on the statement of Sir Walter
Raleigh, who in the investigation of the Dutch fishery,
made for the information of James I. in 160_, affirmed,
that " the Hollanders fished on the coasts of Great
Britain with no fewer than 3,000 ships, and 50,000
men ; that they employed and set to sea, to transport
and sell the fish so taken, and to make returns thereof,
9,000 ships more, and 150,000 men ; and that twenty
busses do, one way or other, maintain 8,000 people ;"
he adds, that from the time of Sir Walter Raleigh to
the time at which he wrote, the traffic of Holland in
all its branches could not have increased less than one
third. Allowing this account to be exaggerated iu
the same proportion as that of the East India Director,
which the nature of the circumstances, so much better
known, renders rather improbable ; it is yet evident,
to what a remarkable degree the fisheries of the British
coasts, to which the Dutch confined themselves, constituted a more important commerce than the highly
vaunted, but comparatively insignificant business of
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the East India Company. 1 The English fishery, at nOOKI.
CHAr. 4.
the single station of Newfoundland, exceeded in value
the trade to the East Indies. In the year 1676, no 1675-82.
fewer than 102 ships, carrying twenty guns each, and
eighteen boats, with five men to each boat, 9,180 men
in all, were employed in that traffic; and the total
value of the fish and oil was computed at 386,_00l. 2
The equipments, in 1674-75, were, five ships to
Surat with 189,000L in goods and bulfion; five to
Fort St. George with 202,0001. ; and 2,500 tons of
shipping to Bantam with 65,000l. : In 1675-76, to
Surat, five ships and 96,500/. ; to Fort St. George,
five ships and 235,000/.; to Bantam, 2,450 tons oF
shipping and 58,000l.: In 1676-77, three ships to
Surat and three to Fort St. George, with 97,000l.
to the one, and 176,600l. to the other; and eight
ships to Bantam, with no account of the stock. The
whole adventure to India, in 1677-78, seems to have
been seven ships and 352,0001. ; of which a part, to
the value of 10,000l. or 12,0001., was to be forwarded from Fort St. George to Bantam: In 1678.79,
eight ships and 393,950l. : In 1679.80, ten ships and
461,700l. : In 1680-81, eleven ships and 596,000l. :
And, in 1681-82, seventeen ships, and 7_0,000l?
The events affecting the East India Company were
still common and unimportant.
In 167J_-75, a mutiny, occasioned by retrenchment, but not of any
i All anonymous author, whom Anderson in his History of Commerce
quotes as an authority, says, in 1679, that the Dutch herring and cod
fishery employed 8,000 vessels, and 200,000 sailors and fishers, whereby
they annually gained five millions sterhng ; besides their Iceland, Greenlaud_ and Newfoundland fisheries, and the mulutude of trades and people
employed by them at home. Macpherson's Annals_ ii. 596. See in the
same work, ii. 567 and 552, a summary of the statements of Child and De
Witt.
For ampler satisfaction the works themselves must be consulted.
'_ Anderson's Hist. of Commecce.
Macpherson's An,als, ft. 579.
Bruce, ii. 3_6, 360,361--375,379--392,
393,395--_06 , 409, 410--4L'15,438, 439_446) 431_ 453----459, 465, 468.
"VO I,. I.
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I. serious magnitude, was suppressed at Bombay. In
CEAP.4.
trying and executing the ringleaders, the Company
t675-s_, exercised the formidable powers of martial law. The
trade of Bengal had grown to such importance, that,
instead of a branch of the agency at Fort St. George,
an agency was now constituted in Bengal itself. Directions were forwarded to make attempts for opening
a trade with China; and tea, to the value of 100
dollars, was, in 1676-77, ordered on the Company's
account. Beside the ordinary causes of depression
which affected the Company at Bantam, a particular
misfortune occurred in 1667. The principal persons
belonging to the factory having gone up the river in
their prows, a number of Javanese assassins, who had
concealed themselves in the water, suddenly sprung
upon them, and put them to death?
In 1677-78, "the Court," says Mr. Bruce, "recommended temporising expedients to their servants,
with the Mogul, with Sevagee, and with the petty"
Rajahs ; but at the same time they gave to President
Aungier and his council discretional T powers, to
employ armed vessels, to enforce the observation of
treaties and grants :--in this way, the Court shifted
from themselves the responsibility of commencing
hostilities, that they might be able, in any questions
which might arise between the King and the Com.
pany, to refer such hostilities to the errors of their
servants." o This cool provision of a subterfuge, at
the expense of their servants, is a policy ascribed to
the Company, in this instance, by one of the most
unabashed of their eulogists. We shall see, as we
advance, in what degree the precedent has been followed.
The difficulties which now occurred in directing
I Bruce, ii. 367, 4fi6_396_ 404,

a Ib. 405.
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the operationsof the various individuals employed in BOOK L
the businessof the East India Companybegan to be CHAP.
4.
serious. The Directors, from ignorance of the cir- 1682.
eumstanees in which their servants were placed, often
transmitted to them instructions which it would have
been highly imprudent to execute. The functionaries
abroad often took upon themselves, and had good
reasons for their caution, to disregard the orders
which they received. A door being thus opened for
discretionary conduct, the instructions of the Directors were naturally as often disobeyed for the convenience of the actors abroad, as for the benefit of the
Company at home. The disregard of their authority,
and the violation of their commands, had been a
frequent subject of uneasiness and indignation to the
Directors. Nor was this all. From discordant pretensions to rank and advancement in the service,
animositiesarose among the agents abroad. Efforts
were made by the Directors for the cure of these
troublesome, and even dangerous, diseases. Seniority
was adopted as the principle of promotion ; but nomination to tile important officeof a Member of Council
at the Agencies, as wellas Presidencies, was reserved
to the Court of Directors?
I Bruc%ii. 355j 574, _,_9, 453.
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CHAP. V.
_rom the Project of forming a new and rival Company, till the Union of the two Companies by the
Award of Godolphin, in the year 1711.
nOOKI
THE Company were now again threatened by that
c_PS.competition
with their fellow.citizens which they
16s3. have always regarded as their greatest misfortune.
From the renewal of their charter, shortly after the
accession of Charles II., their monopoly had not been
disturbed, except by a few feeble interlopers, whom
they had not found it difficult to crush. ]n the year
1682-83, the design was disclosed of opening a sub.
scription for a new joint-stock, and establishing a
rival East India Company. The scheme was so
much in unison with the sentiments of the nation,
and assumed an aspect of so much importance, that
it was taken into consideration by the King and.
Council.
It had so much effect upon the views of the Company, though for the present the Council withheld
their sanction, that, in Mr. Bruce's opinion, it introduced into their policy of 1682-83 a refinement, calculated, and intended, to impose upon the King and
the public. It induced them to speak of the amount
of their equipments, not, as usual, in terms of exact
detail, but in those of vague and hyperbolieal estimate. What we know of their adventure of that
year is only the information they forwarded to their
Indian stations, that the stock to be sent out
' Bruce, ii. 275.
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would exceed one milfion sterling. In the course Of BOOK
I.
Cue P. 5.
the next season they equipped foul" ships to Surat.
Of that year we only further know that 100,000L in 1683.85.
bullion was intended for Bengal. In 1686-85, information was forwarded to Surat, in general terms,
that the tonnage and stock would be considerable:
Five ships sailed for Fort St. George and Bengal,
with 140,000/. in bullion: Of other circumstances
nothing is adduced: and for several succeeding years
no statement of the tonnage and stock of the annual
voyages appears. 1
Under the skill which the Court of Directors have
all along displayed in suppressing such information
as they wished not to appear, it is often impossible
to collect more than gleanings of intelligence respecting the Company's debts. At the present period,
however, they appear to have been heavy and distressing. In 1676, it was asserted by their opponents in England that their debts amounted to
000,000L ; "- and we have already seen that, in 1674,
the debt of Surat alone amounted to 135,000l. :J In
1682-83, the Directors authorised the Agency in
Bengal to borrow 200,000L and, in 1683-84, it is
stated that the debt upon tile dead stock at Bombay
alone amounted to 300,000L'
It seems highly probable that at this time their debts exceeded their
capital.
In a war between the King of Bantam and his son,
in which the English sided with the one, and the
Dutch with the other, tile son prevailed; and expelled
the English fi'om the place. The agents and set'rants of the factory took shelter at Batavia, and
the Dutch Governor made offer of his assistance to
I Bruce__i.476_481---496, 506--5_8_ 531.
Anderson's Hist. of Commerce Maepherson', Annals_ ii. 579
8upra_p. 95.
_ Bruee_ it. _82_499.
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_OOKI. bring the property of the Company from Ban{am.
c_,_, _. As the English, however, accused the Dutch of being
1685.s5. the real authors of the calamity, they declined the
proposal, as precluding those claims of redress which
the Company might prosecute in Europe. Various
efforts were made to regain possession of Bantam,
hut the Dutch from this time remained sole masters
of Java2
Upon the loss of Bantam, the Presidency for the
government of the Eastern Coast, which had hitherto,
with a fond desire for the traffic of the islands, been
stationed at that place, was removed to Fort St.
George)
The nation becoming gradually more impatient
under the monopoly, the numbers multiplied of those
who ventured to break through the restraint which
it imposed upon the commercial ardour of the times.
The Company, not satisfied with the power which
they had already obtained of common and martial
law, and of seizing, with their property, and sending
to England, as many of their countrymen, as their
interests or caprice might direct, still called for a
wider range of authority • and, under the favour of
government which they now enjoyed, obtained the
powers of Admiralty jurisdiction, for the purpose
of seizing and condemning, sa_'efi'om the review of
the courts of municipal law in England, the ships of
the interlopers2 The servants of the Company were
now invested with unlimited power over the British
people in India.
Insurrection again appeared at Bombay, and assumed a very formidable aspect. The causes were
such as have commonly, in the Company's affairs,
been attended with similar effects. Efforts had been
I Bruc%ii. ,t9_

* lb. 502.

_ lb. 496,

1ns_rect_ _ B_y.

tot

ffrade to retrench expenses; unpleasant to the Corn- I_OOKI.
pony's servants. The earliest experiment of the .c,,P. 5.
Company in territorial sovereignty agreed with the 16_-_.
enlarged experience of succeeding times: the expense
of the government exceeded the revenue which the
population and territory could be made to yield. The
Directors, new to the business of government, were
disappointed; and having first laboured to correct the
deficit by screwing up the revenue, they next attempted the same arduous task by lessening the
expense. By the two operations together, all classes
vf their subjects were alienated: First, the people,
by the weight of taxation ; next, the instruments of
government, by the diminution of their profits. Accordingly Captain Keigwin, commander of the garrison at Bombay, was joined by the troops and the
great body of the people, in renouncing the authority
of the Company, and declaring by proclamation,
dated December 27, 1683, that the island belonged
to the King.
Keigwin was by general "onsent
appointed Governor; and immediately addressed letters to the King and to the Duke of York, stating
such reasons as were most likely to avert from
his conduct the condemnation to which it was exposed)
The President and Council at Surat, conscious of
their inability to reduce the island by force, had
recourse to negotiation.
A general pardon, and
redress of grievances, were promised. First three
commissioners were sent; afterwards the President
repaired to Bombay in person. But neither entrea,
ties nor threats were of any avail.°1 Bruce, i].512.
Governor Child is accused by Hamilton of wanton
'and intolerable oppressions; and that author states some facts which ir_
dicateexcessive tyranny.
Bruc% it. 515.
!
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AS soon as intelligence arrived in England, the
CHAP._. King's command was procured, directing Captain
1685.87. Keigwin to deliver up the island: and instructions
were forwarded to proceed against the insurgents by
force. When Sir Thomas Grantham, the commander
of the Company's fleet, presented himself at Bombay,
invested with the King's commission, Keigwin offered, if assured of a fi'ee pardon to himself and
adherents, to surrender the place. On these terms
the island was restored to obedience.
For the more
_OOK I.

effectual coercion of any turbulent propensities, the
expedient was adopted of removing the seat of government from Surat to Bombay. Nor could the
humble title and pretensions of a President and
Council any longer satisfy the rising ambition of the
Company.
The Dutch had established a regency at
Batavia and Columbo. It was not consistent wiih
the grandeur of the English Company to remain
contented with inferior distinction.
In 1687, Bom.
bay was elevated to the dignity of a Regency, with
unlimited power over the rest of the Company's settlements. Madras was formed into a corporation,
governed by a mayor and aldermen. 1
The English had met with less favour, and more
oppression, from the native powers in Bengal, than
in any other part of India. _ In 1685-86, the resoluJ Bruce, il. 5£6, 540, 584, 591. It was debated in tile Privy Council,
_,'hether the charter of ineorporati(m should be under tile King's or the
Company', seal. The King asked the Chairman his opmio, b who replied, " that no person in India should be employed by immediate commission fi-otn his Malesty _because, if they were_ tbey would be prejudicial to our service by their arroga,lcy, and prejudicial to themselves,
because the whld of extraordinary honour in their beads would probably
make them so haughty and overbearing, that we should be forced to
remove them."
Letter from tbe Court to the President of Fort St.
13eorge, (Ib. 591). Hamilton, ut supra (189--19_).
Fragments, 185, 188, 19_, 198.
l_lr. Orme is 1lot unwilling to ascribe

Ormc's

part of the hardship

Historical
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tion was adopted of seeking redress and protection by BOOK [.
force of arms. The greatest mifitary equipment the chAP.5.
Company had ever provided was sent to India. Ten 16s5.87.
armed vessels, from twelve to seventy guns, under
the command of Captain Nieholson, and six companies of infantry, without captains, whose places
were to be supplied by tile Members of Council in
Bengal, were dispatched, with instructions to seize
and fortify Chittagong as a place of future security,
and to retaliate in such a manneR'upon the Nabob
and Mogul as to obtain reparation for the injuries
and losses which had been already sustained. In
addition to this force, the Directors, in the ibllowing
year, made application to the King for an entire
company of regular infantry with their officers; and
power was granted to the Governor in India to select
from the privates such men as should appear qualified
to be commissioned officers in the Company's service.
By some of those innumerable casualties, inseparable
from distant expeditions, the whole of the force
arrived not at one time in the Ganges: and an insignificant quarrel, between some of the English soldiers
and the natives, was imprudently allowed to bring on
hostilities, before the English were in a condition to
maintain them with success. They were obliged to
retire from Hoogley, after they had cannonaded it
with the fleet, and took shelter at Chutanuttee, afterwards Calcutta, till an agreement with the Nabob,
or additional forces, should enable them to resume
their stations. The disappointment of their ambitious schemes was bitterly felt by the Court of
Directors. They blamed their servants in Bengal in
perlenced to the interlopers, who, seeking protection against the oppressions of the Company, were more sedulous and skilful in their endea.
xonrs to please the native governors.

Hist. }'rag. 185.

noog r, the sererest terms, not only for timidity, but breach
ca,P. _. of trust, as having turned the resources of the Com,
1685.87.pany, which ought to have been effectually employed
in obtaining profitable and honourable terms from the
Nabob and Mogul, to their own schemes of private
avarice and emolument. A hollow truce was agreed
to by the Nabob, which he only employed for preparing the means of an effectual attack. The English,
under the direction of Charnock, the Company's
agent, made a gallant defence. They not only rerulsed the Nabob's forces in repeated assaults, but
stormed the fort of Tanna, seized the island of Injellee, in which they fortified themselves, and burnt
the town of Balasore, with forty sail of the Mogul
fleet; the factories, however, at Patna and Cossimbuzar were taken and plundered. In September,
1687, an accommodation was effected, and the English were allowed to return to Hoogley, with their
ancient privileges. But this was a termination of
the contest ill-relished hy the Com_ of Directors.
Repeating their accusations of Charnock and their
other functionaries, they sent Sir John Child, the
governor of Bombay, to Madras and Bengal, for the
purpose of reforming abuses, and of re-establishing,
if possible, tile factories at Cossimbuzar and other
places, from which they had been driven by the war.
A large ship, the Defence, accompanied by a frigate,
arrived from England under the command of a captain
of the name of Heath, with instructions for war.
The Company's servants had made considerable progress by negociation in regaining their ancient ground ;
when Heath precipitately commenced hostilities,
plundered the town of Balasore, and proceeded to
Chlttagong, which he found himself unable to subdue.
Having taken the Company's servants and effects oa

.Disastersof the .English.
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board, a_ably
to his orders, he sailed to Madras ; BOOKI.
CHAP,5.
and Bengal was abandoned?
_
These proceedings, with the rash and presump-16s7.
tuous behaviour of Sir John Child on the western

;

side of India, exasperated Aurengzebe, the most
powerful of all the Mogul sovereigns, and exposed
the Company's establishments to ruin in every part
of India. The factory at Surat was seized; the
island of Bombay was attacked by the fleet of the
Siddees; the greater part of it was taken, and the
governor besieged in the town and castle. Aurengzebe issued orders to expel the English from his
dominions. The factory at Masulipatam was seized ;
as was also that at Visigapatamj where the Company's
agent and several of their servants were slain. The
English stooped to the most abject submissions.
With much difficulty they obtained an order for the
restoration of the factory at Surat, and the removal
of the enemy fi'om Bombay. Negotiation was continued, with earnest endeavours, to effect a recon.
eiliation. The trade of the strangers was felt in the
Mogul treasuries; and rendered the Emperor, as
well as his deputies, not averse to an accommodation. But the interruption and delay sustained by
the Company made them pay dearly for their premature ambition, and for the unseasonable insolence,
or the imprudence of their servants3
I These events occurred under the government of the celebrated imperial deputy Shalsta Khan; " to the character of whom (says Mr.
Stewart, Hist. of Bengal, 300.) it is exceedingly difficult to dojastice.
By the Mohammedanhistorians he is described as the pattern of excellence; but by the English be is vilified as the oppressor of the human
race. Facts are strongly on tlxe side of the Mohammedans."
Bruce, ii. 558, 569, 578, 594, 608_ 620, 630, 639, 641, 646_ 650.
The lively and intelligent Captain Hamilton represents the conduct of
Sir John Child at Surat as exceptionable in tbe highest degree. But
the Captain was an interloper, and though his book is strongly stamped
with th_ marlinof veracityj his testimonyi_ to be received with lhe
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Dominiondesired.

nOO_I. During"these contests the French found an interc,_. 5. va], in which they improved their footing in India.
1689-98.They had formed an establishment at Pondicherry,
where they were at this time employed in erecting
fortifications)
The equipments for 1689.90 were on a reduced
scale ; consisting of three ships only, two for Bombay,
and one for Fort St. George. They were equally
small the succeeding year. We are not informed
to what the number of ships or value of cargo
amounted in 1691-2. In the following year, however, the number of ships was eleven; and was
increased in 1693-4, to thirteen. In the following
year there was a diminution, but to what extent does
not appear. In each of the years 1695-6 and 1696-7,
the number of ships was eight. And in 1697-8 it
was only four?
It was now laid down as a determinate object of
policy, that independence was to be established in
India; and dominion acquired. In the instructions
forwarded in 1689, the Directors expounded themselves in the following words : " The increase of our
revenue is the subject of our care, as much as our
trade:--'tis
that must maintain our force, when
twenty accidents may interrupt our trade; "tis that
must make us a nation in India ;--without that we
are but as a great number of interlopers, united by
his Majesty's royal charter, fit only to trade where
nobody of power thinks it their interest to prevent
us ;_and upon this account it is that the wise Dutch,
in all their general advices which we have seen, write
ten paragraphs concerning their government, their
civil and military policy, warfare, and the increase
same caution on the one side as that of the Company on the other.
New Account of India, i. 299m_°8.
z Bruc% ii. G55.

z Ib. iii, 75_ 87j 122; 1_9, 181_ 203, _31.

.4r_,_.
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of their revenue, for one paragraph they write con- BOOKI,
eerning trade.''_ It thus appears at how early a c_,P. 5.
period, when trade and sovereignty were blended, the 1689-98.
trade, as was abundantly natural, became an object
of contempt, and by necessary consequence, a subject of neglect. A trade, the subject of neglect, is
of course a trade without profit.
This policy was so far gratified, about the same period, that Tegnapatam, a town and harbour on the
Coromandel coast, a little to the south of Pondi.
cherry, was obtained by purchase, and secured by
grant from the country powers. It was strengthened
by a wall and bulwarks, and named Fort St. David. _
A fact of much intrinsic importance occurs at this
part of the history. Among the Christians of the
East, the Armenians, during the power of the sucLessors of Constantine, bad formed a particular sect.
When the countries which they inhabited were overrun by the Mahomedan arms, they were transplanted
by force, in great numbers, into Persia, and dispersed in the surrounding countries. Under oppression, the Armenians adhered to their faith; and,
addicting themselves to commerce, became, like the
Jews in Europe, the merchants and brokers in the
different countries to which they resorted, a A proportion of them made their way into India, and, by
their usual industry and acuteness, acquired that share
in the business of the country which was the customary reward of the qualities they displayed. The
pecuniary pressure under which the Company at this
i Bruce, iii. 78.
"Ib. 120.
a See, in Gibbon, viii. 357 to :360, a train of allusions, as usual, to
the history of the Armenians; and in his notes a list of its authors.-The principal facts regarding them, as a religious people, are collected
with his usual industry and fidelity by Mo_helm, Ecclesiast. Hist. iii.
'_93149¢, 495, and 412, 413.
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The Monopolyc_ll_ngeL

_ooK r. time laboured, and under which, without rui_us
ca,r. 5. consequences, the increase of patronage could not be
16_9.9s. pursued, constrained the Directors to look out for
economical modes of conducting their trade. They accordingly gave instructions, that, instead of multiplying European agents in India, natives, and especially
Armenians, should be employed : "because," to use
the words of Mr. Bruce, copying or abridging the letters of the Court, " that people could vend English
woollens, by carrying small quantities into the into.
rior provinces, and could collect fine muslins, ancl
other new and valuable articles, suited to the European demands, better than any agents of the ,Company could effect, under any phirmaund or grant
which might be eventually purchased. ''z
The prosperity which the nation had enjoyed,
since the death of Charles I., having rendered capital
more abundant, the eagerness of the mercantile population to enter into the channel of Indian enterprise
and gain had proportionably increased ; and the principles of liberty being now better understood, and
actuating more strongly the breasts of Englishmen,
not only had private adventure, in more numerous
instances, surmounted the barriers of the Company's
monopoly, but the public in general at last disputed
the power of a royal charter, unsupported by Par,
liamentary sanction, to limit the rights of one part of
the people in favour of another, and to debar all but
the East India Company from the commerce of
India. Applications were made to Parliament for a
new system of management in this branch of national
affairs; and certain instances of severity, which were
made to carry the appearance of atrocity, in the exercise of the powers of martial law assumed hy the
Bruc% iii. 88.

Inter_pers,

lIl

Company, in St. Helena and other places, served to Boo_ L
augment the unfavourable opinion which was now c,,_. s.
i
"

:

rising against them?
1689-_s:
The views of the House of Commons were hostile
to the Company. A committee, appointed to investig'ate the subject, delivered it as their opinion on the
16th January, 1690, that a new Company should
be established, and established by Act of Parliament ;
but that the present Company should carry on the
trade exclusively, till the new Company were established) The House itself in 1691, addressed the
King to dissolve the Company, and incorporate a
new one ; when the King referretl the question to a
committee of the Privy Council.a
In the mean time the Company proceeded, in a
spirit of virulence, to extinguish the hated competition of the general traders.
" The Court," says
Mr. Bruce, transcribing the instructions of 1691,
"continued to act towards their opponents, interlopers, in the same manner as they had done in the

•

latter years of the two preceding reigns ; and granted
commissions to all their captains, proceeding this
season to India, to seize the interlopers of every
description, and to bring them to trial before the
Admiralty Court at Bombay ;--explaining, that, as
they attributed all the differences between the Company and the Indian powers to the interlopers, if
they continued their depredations on the subjects of
the Mogul or King of Persia, they were to be tried
for their lives as pirates, and sentence of death passed; but execution stayed till the King's pleasure
should be known." 4
Bruce, iii. 81; 1_Iaepherson'sAnnals, il. 618; and Adam Smith,
Wealth of Nations_ iii. 13c2,who with his usual sagacitybri_gs to view
the causes of the principal events in the history of the Company.
Bruce, iii. Be.
* _Iacpherson's Annals, ii. 6(_8. "
4l_uce, iii. 102.

Interlopers.

II_

_OK I.
The cruelty which marks these proceedings is
CHAP.
#. obvious' and would hardly be credible if it were less
1689-9s. strongly attested. The Company seized their opponents, and carried them before their own Admiralty
Courts, that is, before themselves, to judge and pass
sentence in their own cause, and inflict almost any
measure of injury which it suited minds, inflamed
with all the passions of disappointed avarice and ambition, to perpetrate. They accused their competitors of piracy, or of any other crime lhey chose;
tried them, as they pleased, and sentenced them
even to death: accounting it an act of mercy that
they did not consign them to the executioner before
the royal pleasure was known ;--as if that pleasure
could be as quickly kuown, in India, as it could in
England ;--as if the unfortunate victim might not
remain for months and years in the dungeons of the
Company, in a climate, where a sentence of im,prisonment, for any length of time, to a European
constitution, is a sentence of ahnost certain death;
and where he could hardly fail to suffer the pains of
many executions, beside the ruin of his affairs, in a
land of strangers and enemies, even if his wretched
life were protracted till his doom, pronounced at the
opposite side of the globe, could be known. Mr.
Bruce, with his usual alacrity of advocation, says,
" This proceeding of the Court rested upon the
opinion of the twelve Judges, which was, that the
Company had a right to the trade to the East Indies,
according to their charter. ''1 Because the Judges
s

i Ib. iii. 103. Sir Josiah Child, as chairman of the Court of Directors, wrote to the Governor of Bombay, to spare no severity to crush

i

their countrymen who invaded the ground of the Company's pretensions
in India.
The Governor replied, by" professing his readiness to omit
nothing which lay within the sphere of his power to satisfy the wishes
of the Company ; but the laws of England unhappily wnuld not let him
proceed so far as might otherwise be desirable.
Sir Josiah wrote back

?

King's Charter.
!:
_

._
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maidthey had a right to the trade to the East Indies,BOOK
CFr_,t
'. 5.L
they assumed a right to be judges and execu•
tioners of their fellow subjects, in their own cause. 1693.
This was a bold conclusion. It was impossible that,
under any colour of justice, the powers of judicature
entrusted to the Company, by kingly without parliamentary authority, even if allowed, could be extended beyond their own servants, who voluntarily
submitted to their jurisdiction. Over the rest of
their fellow.subjects, it was surely sufficient power,
if they were permitted to send them to England,
to answer for their conduct, if challenged, before
a tribunal, which had not an overbearing interest in
The King
of 1693, like the King of any other
destroying
them.
period, preferred power in his own hands to power in
the hands of the parliament, and would have been
pleased to retain without participation the right of
making or annulling exclusive privileges of trade.
Notwithstanding the resolution of the committee of
the House of Commons, that parliament should determine whatever regulations might be deemed expedient for the Indian trade, a new charter was granted
by letters patent from the crown, as the proper mode
of terminating the present controversies. The principal conditions were, that the capital of the Cornpuny, which was 756,000l. should be augmented by

with anger:--" That he expected his orderswere to be his rules, and
not the laws of England, which werean heap of nonsense,compiled by
a few ignorant country gentlemen, who hardly knewhow to make laws
forthe good of their own private thmilies,much less for the regulating
of Companies, and foreign commerce." (Hamilton's New Account of
India, i. 232.) " I am the more particular," adds Captain Hamiltot_,
" on this account, because I saw and copied both those letters in Anne
1696, while Mr. V:mx [the Governor to whom the letters were addressed] and I were prisonersat Surat, on account of Captain Ernst's
robbingthe Mogul's great ship_called the Guvsway." Bruce, iii. 233.
VOI,, I.
I

BOOKr. 744,000L, so as to raise it to 1,500,0001. ; that their
c,,_.. 5._exclusive privileges should be confirmed for twenty' '169_. one years; that they should export 100,000l. of
British produce annually ; that the title to a vote in
the court of Proprietors should be 10001. ; and that
no more than ten votes should be allowed to any in.
dividual.'
The pretensions, however, of the House of Commons brought this important question to a different
issue. Towards the dose of the very same season,
that assembly came to a vote, "that it was the right
of all :Englishmen to trade to the :East Indies, or
any part of the world, unless prohibited by act of
parliament :_" and William knew his situation too
well to dispute their authority.
The Company laboured under the most pressing
embarrassments.
Though their pecuniary difficulties,
through the whole course of their history, have been
allowed as little as possible to meet the public eye,
what we happen to be told of the situation at this
time of the Presidency at Surat affords a lively idea
of the financial distresses in which they were involved. Instead of eight lacks of rupees, which it
was expected would be sent from Bombay to Surat,
to purchase goods for the homeward voyage, only
three lacks and a half were received. The debt at
Surat already amounted to twenty lacks ; yet it was
absolutely necessary to borrow money to purchase a
cargo for even three ships. A loan of one lack and
80,000 rupees was necessary to complete this small
investment.
To raise this sum, it was necessary to
allow to individuals the privileges of the contract
which subsisted with the Armenian merchants, _ And
J :Bruce,iii. 133_135.
Macpherscn's Annals,il. 649.
gIb. 14_.
We know not the terms of that ctmtract, nor how _ participation in
its privilegescould be granted to individuals without a breachof faith
toward the Armenianmerchants..

Great Men bribed.

(
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after all these exertions the money Could only be oh- BOOKc,,_.
6.L
tained
bytakingitup on loansfromtheCompany's
servants, t
1693-9s.
The Company meanwhile did not neglect the usual
corrupt methods of obtaining favours at home. It

_

appeared that they had distributed large sums of
money to men in power, before obtaining their charter. The House of Commons were, at the present
period, disposed to inquire into such transactions.
They ordered the books of the Company to be examined ; where it appeared that it had been the practice, and even habit of the Company, to give bribes
to great men; that_ previous to the revolution,
their annual expense under that head had scarcely
ever exceeded 1,200L; that since the revolution it
had gradually increased" and that in the year 1693,
it had amounted to nearly 90,0001. The Duke of
Leeds, who was charged with having received a bribe

i

of 5,0001. was impeached by the Commons.

i,g

:

But the

principal witness against him was sent out of the
way, and it was not till nine days after it was demanded by the Lords that a proclamation was issued
to stop his flight. Great men were concerned in
smothering the inquiry ; parliament was prorogued ;
and the scene was here permitted to close/'
As the science and art of government were still so
imperfect as to be very unequal to the suppression of
crimes; and robberies and murders were prevalent
even in the best regulated countries in Europe; so
depredation was committed on the ocean under still
less restraint, and pirates abounded wherever the
amount of property at sea afforded an adequate temp.
tation. The fame of Indian riches attracted to the
, Bruce,
ill.167.
' Maepherson's
Annals,ii.652,66-2; IO_O00L
is saidto havebeen
traced
totheKing.
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Pirates.

nOOK[. Eastern seas adventurers of all nations; some of
cK_. 5. whom were professed pirates ; others, men preferring
]69_98. honest trade; though, when they found themselves
debarred from this source of profit, by the preten.
sions and power of monopoly, they had no such
aversion to piracy as to reject the only other source
in which they were allowed to partake. The moderation which, during some few years, the Company
had found it prudent to observe in their operations
for restraining the resort of private traders to India,
had permitted an increase of the predatory adventurers. As vessels belonging to Mogul subjects fell
occasionally into the hands of plunderers of the
English nation, the Mogul government, too ignorant
and headlong to be guided by any but the rudest appearances, held the Company responsible for the
misdeeds of their countrymen; and sometimes proceeded to such extremities as to confiscate their
goods and confine their servants. The Company,
who would have been justified in requiring aid at the
hands of government for the remedy of so real a
grievance, made use of the occasion as a favourable
one for accumulating odium upon the independent
traders. They endeavoured to confound them with
the pirates. They imputed the piracies in general to
the interlopers as they called them. In their complaints to government they represented the interlopers and the depredations of which they said they
were the authors, as the cause of all the calamities
to which, under the Mogul government, the Company had been exposed. The charge, in truth, of
piracy became a general calumny, with which all the
different parties in India endeavoured to blacken
their competitors ; and the Company itself, when the
new association of merchants trading to India began
to rival them, were as strongly accused of acting the
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pirates in India, as the individual traders had been BOOK I.
by themselves._
_c"'P'5.
Such was the situationof the Companyin England, 169s.
and
India,when
thewith
influenceof
the rival
associa.
tion in
threatened
them
destruction.
Iu the
year
1698 both parties were urging their pretensionswith
the greatest possible zeal,when the necessitiesof the
government pointed out to boththe project of bribing
it by the accommodationof
offeredto
lend to governmentmoney.
700,000l.
The
at 4Company
per cent.
and the monopoly of India secured to them by act of
interest,
providedtheir
charter
should
confirmed,
parliament.
Their rivals,
knowing
on be
how
effectual
an expedientthey had fallen,resolvedto augment the
temptation. They offeredto advance 2,000,0001. at
8 per cent. provided they shouldbe invested with the
monopoly, free from obligation of trading on a jointstock, except as they themselves should afterwards
desire)
A bill was introducedinto parliamentfor carrying
the project of the new association into execution.
And the argumentsof the two parties were brought
forwardin full strength and detail?
On the part of the existing Company, it was represented; That they possessed charters; that the
infringement of charters was contrary to good faith,
contraryto justice, and in fact no less imprudent than
it was immoral, by destroying that security of eni Bruce, iil. 145, 186. " Sir Nicholas Walte ['Consulof the Assocla.
tion] addressed a letter," says Mr. Bruce, " to the Mogul, accusing
the LandonCompany of being sharers and abettors of the piracies, from
which his subjects and the trade of Iris domi,fioushad suffered, or, in
the Consul's coarselanguage, of being thieve_and ¢o_lfederateswith the
2irates.'" Ib. 337.
' A,_derson'sHist. Maepherson's Annals, ii. 69J, Bruce, iii. 25_,
253.
+Bruce,iii. 253, Macphersonj ii. 694.
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R_i .d_t/on.

_OOKL gagements on which the industry of indivkhtals and
c_,r. _.. the prosperity of nations essentially depend : That the
lc_. East India Company, moreover,had property,ot'which
to deprive them would be to violate the very foundation on which the structure of society rests; that they
were the Lords-Proprietors, by royal grant, of Born.
bay and St. Helena; that they had in India at their
own expense, and by their own exertions, acquired
immoveable property,in lands, in houses, in taxes and
duties, the annual produce of which might be estima.
ted at 44,000/.: That at great expense they had
erected fortificationsin various partsof India, by which
they had preserved to their country the Indian trade;
and had built factories and purchased privileges of
great importance to the nation ; enterprises to which
they could have been induced by nothing but the hope
and prospect of national support : That the resources
and abilities of the Company were proved, by the estimate of their quick and dead stock ; and that a capital of two millions would be raised immediately by
subscription : That the project, on the Contrary,of the
new association made no provision for a determinate
stock ; and the trade, which experience proved to require an advance of 600,000/. annually, might thus be
lost to the nation, for want of sufficientcapital to carry
it on : That justice to individuals, as well as to the
public, required the continuance of the charter, as
the property and even subsistence of many families,
widows, and orphans, was involved in the fate of the
Company : In short, that humanity, law, and policy,
Would all be equally violated by infringing the chartered rights of this admirable institution. _
The new association replied ; That it was no in.
Bruce, iii. 253. Anderson'_
Histvryof Commeree_
_aepherson#
ii.fig4_
695.

frlngement of good faith or justice, to annul, by a _OOKr.
legislative act, a charterwhich was hostile to the in- cs,r. 5.
terests of the nation; becausethat would be to say, 1698.
if a governmenthas once committedan error,that it
is not ]awfulto correctitself; it wouldbe to say that,
if a nationhas oncebeen renderedmiserable,by erroneous institutionsof government,it mustnevertry to
rescueitself from its misery: That the practicalrule
of the Britishgovernment,as many precedentsabun.
dantlytestified,had been,toset at noughtthe pretended inviolability of charters, as often as they were
provedto be unprofitableor injurious: That not only
had chartersbeendestroyedby act of parliament,but
even the judges at taw (so little in reality was the
respect which had been pald to charters)had often
set them aside, by their sole authority,on the vague
and generalground that the King had been deceived
in his grant: That, if any charteredbodywas entitled
to complain of being dissolved,in obedience to the
dictates of ntility, it was certainly not the East
India Company, whose charter had been originally
granted, and subsequentlyrenewed, on the invariable
conditionof being terminated, after three years' notice,
if not productive of national advantage: To display
the property which the Company had acquired in
India, and to pretend that it gave them a right to
perpetuity of charter, was nothing less than to insi_lt
the supremeauthority of the state ; by telling"it, that,
be the limitations what f,hey might, under which the
legislature should grant a charter, it was at all times
in the power of the chartered body to annul those
limitations, and mock the legislative wisdom of the
nation, simply by acquiring property: That, if the
Company had erected forts and factories, the question
•_till remained, whether they carried on the trade
more profitablyby their charter than the nation could
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Rival.,4ssoc_on.

BOOK
I. carryit on if the charterwere destroyed: That the
_.:a,p.
5. nation and its constitutedauthoritieswere the sole
169s. judge in this controversy; of which the question
whetherthe nationor the Companywere mostlikely
to fail in point of capital, no doubt formed a part:
That if inconvenience,and in some instancesdistress,
should befelt by individuals,this deservedconsidera.
tion, and, in the balanceof goods and edls, ought to
be counted to its full amount; but to bringforward
the inconvenience of individuals,as constituting in
itselfa conclusiveargumentagainst a politicalarrangement, is as much as to say that no abuse should be
ever remedied; because no abuse is without its profit
to somebody,and no considerablenumber of persons
can be deprived of customary profits without incon.
venienceto most, hm'dshipto many, and distress to
some._
The new associators,though thus strong against
the particularpleas of their opponents,were debarred
the use of thoseimportant argumentswhich boreupon
the principle of exclusion; and which, even in that
age,wereurgedwith greatforceagainst the Company.
They who were themselvesendeavouringto obtain a
monopolycouldnot proclaim the evils which it was
the natureof monopolyto produce. The pretended
rights of the Companyto a perpetuityof their exclusive privileges,for to that extentdid their arguments
reach, were disregardedby every body, and an act
was passed,empoweringthe King to convertthe new
association into a corporatebody,and to bestowupon
them the monopolyof the Indian trade. The charters,
the property,the privileges,the forts and factories of
the Companyin India, and their claimsof meritwith
, Brace, iii. 253, ¢$4. Andorson'sHistory of Commerce; Macpherson, ii. 605.

Constituted
_ exclusiveCon_po_y,
,

t$l

the nation,if not treated with contempt,wereat least BOOK
f,
held inadequate to debar the legislative wisdom of ca,P. 5.
the communityfrom establishingforthe Indian trade 179s.
whatever rules and regulations the interest of the
public appearedto require._
The followingwere the principal provisionsof the
act : That the sum of two millionsshould be raised
by subscription,for the service of government: that
thissubscriptionshouldbeopento nativesorforeigners,
bodiespoliticorcorporate:that the moneyso advanced
should bear an interest of 8 per cent. per annum :
that it shouldbe lawful forhis Majesty, by his letters
patent, to make the subscribersa body politic and
corporate, by the name of the " General Society: "
that the subscribers severally might trade to the
East Indies, each to the amount of his subscription:
that if any or all of the subscribersshould be willing
anddesirous,they might be incorporatedinto a jointstock Company: that the subscribersto this fund
should have the sole and exclusive right of trading
to the East Indies : that on three years' notice, after
the 29th of September, 1711, and the repayment of
the capital of 2,000,000l. this act should cease and
determine:that theold or LondonCompany,towhom
three years'notice were due, should have leave to
trade to India till 1701 : that their estates should be
chargeablewith their debts: and that if any further
dividendswere made before the payment of their
debts,timememberswho receivedthem should be re.
sponsiblefor the debts with their private estates to
the amount of the sumsthus unduly received.
This measure, of prohibiting dividendswhile debt
is unpaid, or of renderingthe Proprietors responsible
i Bruce_
iii.255. _Iacpherson,
ii.1396.

IgS
nOOKr. with their fortunes to the amount of the dividends
c,^_. 6. received, befitted the legislative justice of a nation.
1698.
A clause, on the same priuciple, was enacted with
regard to the New Company, that they should not
allow their debts at any time to exceed the amount
of their capital stock ; or, if they did, that every pro.
prietor should be responsible for the debts with hin
private fortune, to the whole amount of whatever he
should have received in the way of dividend or share
after the debts exceeded the capital. 1
This good policy was little regarded in the sequel.
In conformity with this act a charter passed the
great seal, bearing date the 3d of September, constituting the subscribers to the stock of 2,000,000L a
body corporate under the name of the " General Society." This charter empowered the subscribersto
trade, on the terms of a regulated Company, eaah
subscriber for his own account. The greater part,
however, of the subscribers desired to trade upon a
joint-stock: and another _harter, dated the 5th of
the same month, formed this portion of the subscribers,
exclusive of the small remainder, into a joint-stock
Company, by the name of " the English Company
trading to the East Indies." *
" In all this very material affair," says Anderson,
" there certainly was a strange jumble of inconsistencies, contradictions, and difficulties, not easily to be
accounted for in the conduct of men of judgment." _
The London Company, who had a right by their charter to the exclusive trade to India till three years after
notice, had reason to complain of this injustice, that

m=

Statute 9 & 10 W, IlL ¢. 4_.
blaepherson's Annals, ii. fi99. Brace) iii, 257) 258. Preamble to
the Stat. 6. A, e. 17.
Aadersoa's tlis_, d Commcrc%blacphm',zon_
ii. 700.

Ol_,or _

C_lx_y.

]_$

the English Company were empowered to trade to Caa_.5.
_0OKI.
India immediately, while they had the poor compensatiou of trading for three years along with them. t_.
There was palpable absurdity in abolishing one exclusive company, only to erect another; when the
former had acted no otherwise than the latter would
act. Even the departure from joint-stock managemerit, if trade on the principle of Individual inspection
and personal interest had been looked to as the source
of improvement, might have been accomplished, without the erection of two exclusive companies, by only
abolishing the joint-stock regulation of the old one.
But the chief mark of the ignorance of parliament, at
that time, in the art and science of government, was,
their abstracting from a trading body, under the name
of loan to government, the whole of their trading
capital: and expecting them to traffic largely and
profitably when destitute of funds. The vast advance
to government, which they feebly repaircd by credit,
beggared the Engtish Company, and ensured their
ruin, from the beginning.
The old, or London Company, lost not their hopes.
They were allowed to trade for three years on their
own charter; and availing themselves of the clause
in the act, which permitted corporations to hold stock
of the New Company, they resolved to subscribe into
this fund as largely as possible ; and, under the privilege of private adventure, allowed by the charter of
the English Company, to trade, separately, and in
their own name, after the three years of their charter
should be expired. The sum which they were enabled
to appropriate to this purpose was 3]5,000/. _
In the instructions to their servants abroad they
, Bruce,iii.256_257. Hacphcrsonj
ii.700. Smith'sWealthofNations_
iii, 13_.

Engl_l+ c_/_,y.

1_4

._oK I. representedthe late measuresof Parliamentasrather
CaAP.5+.the result oPthe powero£a partieular party than the
]698-99.fruit of legislative wisdom: " The In_rlopers," so
they calledthe New Company, "had prevailed by
their offerof having thetrade free,andnot on a jointstock;" but they were resolvedby large equipments
(if their servants would only second their endeavours)
to frustrate the speculations of those opponents : "Two
East India Companies in England," these are their
own words, " could no more subsist without destroying one the other, than two Kings, at the same time
regnant in the same kingdom : that now a civil battle
was to be fought between the Old and the New
Company ; and that two or three years must end this
war, as the Old or the New must give way : that,
being veterans, if their servants abroad would do their
duty they did not doubt of the victory: that i£ tile
world laughed at the pains the two Companies took
to ruin each other they could not help it, as they were
on good ground and had a charter." 1
When the time arrived for paying the instalments
of the subscriptions to the stock of the New Company,
many of the subscribers, not finding it easy to fulfil
their engagements, were under the necessity of selling
their shares. Shares fell to a discount ; and the despondency, hence arising, operated to produce still
greater depression. _
The firstvoyagewhich the NewCompany fitted out,
consisted of three ships with a stock of 178,000l. 3
To this state of imbecility did the absorption of their
capital reduce their operations.
The sum to which
the)" were thus limited for commencing their trade but
little exceeded the interest which they were annually
to receive from government.
LBruce, iii, _7.

+.Ib. _59, _60,

+ Ib. _85.
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With such means the New Company proved a BOOR
I.
very unequal competitor with the Old. The Equip- CHAP.
5.
ments of the Old Company, for the same season, 1698-99.
1698-99, amounted to thirteen sail of shipping,5,000
tons burthen, and stock estimatedat 525,000l. Under
the difficulties with which they had to contend at
home, they resolved by the most submissive and respectful behaviour, as well as by offer of services, to
cultivate the favour of the i_loguls. Their endeavours were not unsuccessful. They obtained a grant
of the towns of Chuttanuttee, Govindpore, and Calcutta, and began, but cautiously, so as not to alarm
the native government, to construct a fort. It was
denominatedFort William ; and the station was con.
stituted a Presideney._
To secure advantages to which they looked from
their subscriptionof _;13,000l. into the stock of the
English Company, they had sufficient influence to
obtain an act of parliament, by which they were continued a corporation,entitled after the period of their
own charter, to trade, on their own account, under
the charter of the New Company, to the amount of
the stock they had subscribed.°The rivalship of the two Companiesproduced, in
India, all those acts of mutual oppositionand hostility, which naturally flowed from the eireumstanees
in which they were placed. They laboured to sup.
plant one another in the good opinion of the native
inhabitants and the native governments. They defamed one another. They obstructed the operations
of one another. And at last their animosities and
contentions broke out into undissembledviolenceand
oppression. Sir William Norris, whom the New
Company, with the King's permission, had sent as
' Bruce, 26_ 2¢38_300

_"lb. iii, °_9_,3_6, 360.
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T_ionproposed.

_oK I. their Ambassador to the Mogul court, arrived at
¢.Ar._. Suratin the monthof December,17'00. A?tersere.
17oo. ral acts, insulting and injuriousto the London Company, whomhe accusedof obstructinghim in all his
measuresand designs,he seized three of the Council,
and deliveredthem to the Mogul Governor,who detained them till they found securityfor their appearance. The President and the Council were after.
wards,by an orderof the Mogul government, put in
confinement; and Sir Nicholas Waite, the English
Company'sConsulat Surat, declared, in his correspondencewith the Directorsof that Company, that
he had solicited this act of severity, becausethe Lem.
don Company'sservantshad used treasonableexpressionstowardsthe King ; and had made use of their
interest with the Governorof Surat to oppose the
privilegeswhich the Ambassadorof the English Companywas solicitingat the courtof the Mogul?
As the injury which these destructivecontentions
producedto the nationsoon affectedthe publicmind,
and was deploredin proportionto the imaginarybenefits of the trade, an union of the two Companies
was generally desired, and strongly recommended.
Upon the first depression,in the market, of the stock
of the New Company, an inclination on the part of
that Companyhad been manifestedtowards a coalition. But what disposed the one party to such a
measure,suggested the hope of greater advantage,
and more completerevenge, to the other, by holding
backfrom it. The King himself, when he received
in March, 1700, the Directorsof the London Company, on the subject of the act which continuedthem
a corporatebody,recommended to their serious con,
siderationan union of the two Companies, as the
' Bruce, 560 to 370p374 to 37'9_410.

measure which would most promote, what they both BOOK
I.
held out as a great national object, the Indian trade, c,Ar. s.
So far the Company paid respect to the royal autho- 17oo.
rlty, as to call a General Court of Proprietors for
taking the subject into consideration ; but after this
step they appeared disposed to let the subject rest.
Toward the close, however, of the year, the King, by
a special message, required to know what proceedings they had adopted in consequence of his advice.
Upon this the Directors summoned a General Court,
and the following evasive resolution was voted :
" That this Company, as they have always been, so
are they still ready to embrace every opportunity by
which they may manifest their duty to his Majesty,
and zeal for the public good, and that they are desi,
rous to contribute their utmost endeavours for the
preservation of the East India trade to this kingdom,
and are willing to agree with the New Company
upon reasonable terms."
The English Company
were more explicit; they readily specified the conditions on which they were willing to form a coalition; upon which the London Company proposed
that seven individuals on each side should be appointed, to whom the negotiation should beentrusted,
and by whom the terms should be discussed.I
As theexplration approached of the three years
which were granted to the London Company to continue trade on their whole stock, they became more
inclined to an accommodation. In their first proposal
they aimed at the extinction of the rival Company.
As a committee of the House of Commons had been
formed, " to receive proposals for paying off the
national debts, and advancing the credit of the
' Bru¢%iLi. _

_3_ 355.
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BOOKL nation," they made a proposition to pay off the
c_r. 5. 2,000,000l. which government had borrowed at usu17ol. rious interest from the English Company, and to hold
the debt at five per cent. The proposal, though entertained by the committee, was not relished by the
House; and this project was defeated? The distress,
however, in which the Company were now involved,
their stock having within the last ten years fluctuated
from 300 to 37 per cent., _ rendered some speedy remedy indispensable. The committee of seven, which
had been proposed in the Answer to the King, was
now resorted to in earnest, and was empowered by a
General Court, on the 17th of April, 1701, to make
and receive proposals for the union of the two companies.
It was the beginning of January, in the succeeding
year, before the following general terms were adjusted
and approved: That the Court of twenty-four Managers or Directors should be composed of twelve
individuals chosen by each Company; that of the
annual exports, the amount of which should be fixed
by the Court of Managers, a half should be furnished
by each Company; that the Conrt of Managers should
have the entire direction of all matters relating to
trade and settlements subsequently to this union; but
that the factors of each Company should manage
separately the stocks which each had sent out previously to the date of that transaction ; that seven
years should he allowed to wind up the separate
concerns of each Company; and that, after that
period, one great joint-stock should be formed by the
final union of the funds of both. This agreement
Bruce, 124.
Anderson's

IlL,t, of Commerce, Macpherson,
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was confirmedby the General Courts of both Corn- I_OK:I..
CHA_.
panleson the 27th April, _1702.1
An indenturetripartite,includingthe Queen and 17o2.
the two East India Companies,was the instrument
adoptedfor giving legal emcacyto the transaction.
For equalizingthe sharesof the two Companies,tile
followingschemewas devised. The London Company,it was agreed,shouldpurchaseat par as much
of the capitalof the EnglishCompany,lent to government, as, added to the 315,000l. which they had
alreadysubscribed,shouldrender equal the portion
of each. The deadstock of tile London Company
was estimated at 330,000l. ; that of the English
Companyat 70,000/.; whereupon, the latter paid
130,000/. forequalizingthe sharesof this partof the
commonestate. On the 22d July, 1702, the laden.
ture passedunderthe great seal ; and the two parties took the commonname of The United Company
of Merchants trading to the East ladies?
On the foundationon which the affairs of the two
Companieswere in this manner placed, they continued with considerable jarrings and contention,
especiallybetweenthe functionariesin India, till the
a Bruce, iii. 424 to 4_6. Of the subtleties which at this time entered
into the policy of the Company, the following is a specimen. Sir Basil
Firebrace, or Firebrass, a notorious jobber who had been an interloper,
and afterwards joined with the London Company, was now an intriguer
tbr both Companies. At a General Court of the London Company, on
the 23d April, 1701, this man stated, that he had a scheme to propose,
_'hieh he doubted not would accomplish the union desired ; hut required
to know what recompense should be allo_sed him, it"he effected this important end. By an act of the Court, the committee of seven were
authorized to negotiate, with Sir Basil, the recompense which he ought
to receive: and after repeated conferences with the gentleman, they
proposed to the Court of Committees, that it" he effected the union,
150,000/. of the stock of the Company should be transferred to him on
hi_ paying 80L per cent. In ether words, he was to receive 20 per cent.
on 150,000l. or _ reward of 30,000/. for the _uccess of hisintngue_.
Ibid. See also Macpherson_ ii. 663.
Broce, iii. 486 to 491.
VOI..
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]3C_KI. season 1707.8, when an event occurred, which _e:
c_A_.5, cessitated the accommodation of differences, and
17os. accelerated the completion of the union.
A loan of
1,200,000/., without interest, was exacted of the
two Companies for the use of government.
The recollection of what had happened, when the body of
private adventurers were formed into the English
East India Company, made them dread the offers of
a new body of adventurers, should any difficulty be
found on their part. It was necessary_ therefore,
that the two Companies should lay aside all separate
views, and cordially .join their endeavours to avert the
common danger.
It was at last agreed, that all differences subsisting between them should be submitted to the arbitration of the Earl of Godolphin, then Lord High
Treasut_erof England ; and that the union should be
rendered complete and final upon the award which he
should pronounce. On this foundation, the aet_ 6th
Anne, ch. 17, was passed; enacting that a sum of
1,_00,000/. without interest should be advanced by
the United Company to government, whioh, be_
added to the former advance of 9_,000,000l. at 8 per
cent. interest, constituted a loan of 3,200,000/.
yielding interest at the rate of 5 per vent. upon tim
whole ; that to raise this sum of 1,_00,000L the C0m:
pauy should be empowered to borrow to the extent of
1,500,000l. on their common seal, or to call in
moneys to that extent from the Proprietors ; that this
sum of 1,200,000/. should he added to their capital
stock; that instead of terminating on three years' notice after the ,Ogthof September, 1711, their privileges should be continued till three years' notice after
the 25th of March, 1720, and till repayment of their
capital ; that the stock of the separate adventures of
the General Society, amounting to 7#00/., which had
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never been incorporated into the joint-stock of the BOOKL
English Company, might be paid off, on three years' CaxP.5.
notice after the 29th of September, 1711, and merged 17o8.
in the joint-stock of the United Company ; and that
the award of the Earl of Godolphin, settling the
terms of the Union, should be binding and conclusive
on both parties?
The award of Godolphin was dated and published
on the l_9th of September, 1708. It referred solely
to the winding up of the concerns of the two Compahies; and the blending of their separate properties
into one stock, on terms equitable to both. As the
assets or effects of the London Company in India fell
short of the debts of that concern, they were required
to pay by instalments to the United Company the
sum of 96,6151. 6s. 9d. : and as the effects of the
l_nglish Company in India exceeded their debts, they
were directed to receive from the United Company
the sum of 66,005l. 4s. 2d. ; a debt due by Sir Edward Littleton in Bengal, of 80,437 rupees and 8
anas, remaining to be discharged by the English
Company on their own account. On these terms the
whole of the property and debts of both Companies
abroad became the property and debts of the United
Company. With regard to the debts of both Companies in Britain, it was in general ordained that they
should all be discharged before the 1st of March,
1709 ; and as those of the London Company amount.
ed to the sum of 399,795L 9s. ld. they were empowered to call upon their Proprietors, by three several instalments, for the means of liquidation/
As the intercourse of tile English nation with the
people of India was now destined to become, by a
rapid progress, both very intimate, and very exten.
i Bruce, iii. 625 to 639 ; Star. 6. A. c. 17,
: Ib. 667 to 679.
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BOOK
I. five, a full account of the character and circumstances
c_P. 5. of that people is required for the understanding of the
17o8. subsequent proceedings and events.
The population of those great countries consisted
chiefly of two Races: one, who may here be called
the Hindu; another, the Mahomedan Race. The
first were the aboriginal inhabitants of the country.
The latter were subsequent invaders; and insignificant, in point of number, compared with the first.
The next two Books will be devoted to the purpose of laying before the reader all that appears to be
useful in what is known concerning both these classes
of the Indian people. To those who delight in trac.
ing the phenomena of human nature; and to those
who desire to know completely the foundation upon
which the actions of the British people in India have
been laid, this will not appear the least interesting
department of the work.

BOOK I,I.
OF THE HINDUS.

CHAP. I.
Chronology and Ancient History of the Hindus.
RUDEnationsseem to derive a peculiar gratifica-BOOK
II.
CHar. 1.
tion from pretensionsto a remote antiquity: As a_
boastfuland turgid vanity distinguishesremarkably
the oriental nations they have in most instances cartied their claims extravagantly high. We are informedin a fragment of Chaldaic history, that there
were written accounts, preserved at Babylon with
Mr. Gibbon remarks, (Hist. Decl. and Fall of the Roman Empire,
i. p. 850_) that the wildIrishman, as well as the wild Tartar, can point
out the individual son of Japhet from whose loins his ancestors were
llneally descended.--Aceording to Dr. Keating (History of Ireland, 13),
the giant Partholanus, who was the sou of Seato, the son of Esra, the
son ofSru, the son of Framaot, the sun of Fathacian, the son of Magog, the son of Japhet, the son of Noah, landed on the coast of Munster, the 14th day of May, in tile year of the world 1978.--The legends
of England are notless instructive. A fourth or sixth son of Japhet
no[ned Samothes, having first colonized Gaul, passed over into this
island, which was thence named Samothia, about _00 years after the.
flood; hut the Samothians being some ages afterwards subdued by Albion, a giant sun of Neptune, he called tile island atier his own naale,
and ruled it forty-fouryears. See the story, with some judicious reflections,in Milton's History of England (Prose Worksof Milton, i_. :3.
Ed. 1806). "Tbe Athenians boasted that they were as ancient as the
sun. The Arcadians pretended they wereolder than the moolL. The
Lacedemoaians called themselves the sons of the eart},, &c. such in
general was the madness of the ancients on this subject ! They loved to
lose themselvesin an abyss of ages which seemed to approacheternity."
Goguet, Origiu of Laws, v. i. b. 1. ch. 1_ art. _. See the authorities
therequoted.
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_OOKU.the greatest care, comprehending a term of fifteen
c-,P. a. myliads of years,t The pretended duration of the
Chinese monarchy is still more extraordinary. A
single king of Egypt was believed to have reigned
three myriads of years._
The present age of the world according to the
system of the Hindus, is distinguished into four
grand periods, denominated yugs. The first is the
Satya yug, comprehending 1,728-000 years; the
second the Treta yug, comprehending, 1,296,000
years; the third the Dwapar yug, induding 864,000
years ; and the fourth the Carlyug, whichwill extend
to 432,000 years. Of these periods the first three
are expired, and, in the year 1817, of the Christian
era, 4911 yearsof the last. From the commencement, therefore, of the Satya yug, to the year
1817, is comprehendeda spaceof 3,892,911 years,
the antiquity to which this peoplelay claim?
' Eusebii Cbronicon, p. 5. Syneelli Chronograph. p. _,8. Bryant's
Ancient Mythology, iv. 1_7.8vo. edit.
$yneelli Chrooicon, p. 51. Herodotus informs us, (lib. ii. e. a,)
that the Egyptians considered themselves as the most ancient of mankind, till an experiment made by Psnmmetiehus convinced them that
the Phrygians alone preceded them. Bat the inhabitants of the further
Peninsula of India make th_ boldest iucursions into the regior_sof past
times. The Burmans, we are reformed by Dr. Buchanan, (As. Res. vi.
181,) believe that the lives of the first inhabitants of their country lasted
one assenchii,a periodof time of which they thus communicate an idea :
" If for three years it should rain incessantly over the whole sartkee of
this earth, which is 1,_03,400 juzana in diameter, the number of drops
of rain falhug in such a space and time, although far exceeding human
conception, would only equal the number of years contained in one
assenchii."
Sn"WilliamJones's Discourse on the Chronologyof the ttindus, (As.
Res. ii. 111, 8re. Ed.) also that on the Gods of Greece, Italy, and
India, (Ibid. i. 221 )--See too Mr. Bentley's Remarks on the principal
Eras and Dates of the ancient Hindus, (Ibid. v. 315) ; and the Disco.ra¢ of Captain _F.Wfiford on the Chronology of the Hindus, in the
same volume, p. 24.--Consult also Mr. Marsden's Discourse on the
Chronologyof the Hindus, (Phil. Trans. Ixxx. 561t.) These authors,
having all drawn from the same sources_display an appearance of uaio

i
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-Thectmtmpt with whichjudicioushistoriansnow _OK ][.
treat the historicalfables of early society, must be CHAP.
X.
indulgedwith caution when we e_plore the ancient
t_ndifion of Hindustan; becausethe ]egendar7 tales
of the Hindus have hitherto, amon_ _uropean inquirers, beenregardedwith particular respect; and
because,without a knowledgeof them, muchof what
has beenwrittenin Europeconcerningthe people of
India cannotbe understood._ It is necessary,therefvrmltyandcertaintyin thispart o['the Hindusystem. It is amusing
to.contemplatethe wateringresultsof theirpredecessors.Mr.Halhed,
in theprefaceto hisTranslationofthe Codeof GentooLaws,thusstates
thenumberof years,andthusspells the names of the epochs; 1. The
SutteeJogae,_,_00,000years; _/.TheTirtah Jogue, 2,400,000years;
3. tim DwapaarJogae, 1,000,000; 4. the Collee Jogue, 400,000.-ColonelDew marksthe SutteeJogueat 14,000,000; theTirtahJogue
at 1,080,000;tho Dwapaar Jogae, 72,000; and the Collee Jogue,
36,000years. (Historyof Hindostan,i. 2.)--M. Bernier,whoseknow_e ofIndiawasso extensiveandaccurate,gives, on the information
of the Brahmansof Benares,the 8atya yug at _,500,000 years, the
T_etaat 1,gO0,000,
the Dwapar at 854,000,and assignsno period to
the Caii yug. (Voyages,ii. 160.)--Messrs.Roger and le Gentil, who
receivedtheiraccoumsfromthe Brahmensofthe coastof Coromaadel,
aoiaoidewt_hSirWilliamJones, exceptthat theyspecifyno duration
fortheC_ yug. (Porte Ovverte,p. 179; Mere.de l'Aeadem,des
gcioncespour177_,tom.ii, part1. p. 17.)_Tbe accountof Anquetil
Duperronagrees in every particularwith that of SirW.Jones; RecherchesHistofiqueset Geographiques
surrinds, Lettre sur les Antiquit_sde l'Inde._The fourageso[ the Mexicansbeara remarkableresemblanceto thoseofthe Hindus,andof so manyothernations. " All
the nationsofAnahuac(saysClavigero,Historyof 3,iexico,B.vi. seer. ,
_'_,)distinguishedfouragesof time by as many suns. The first,named
Atonatiuh,that is,the sun (or the age)of water, cnmmeaeedwith the
creationof the world,and continueduntilthe time at whichall mankind
perishedin a generaldelugealongwith the firstsun. The second,Tlaitonafiuh,the age of earth, lasted fromthe delugeuntil the ruin ofthe
giants,lkc. The third, ]_h6catonatiuh,the ageof air, lasted fromthe
destructionof the giants, till the great whirlwinds,&c. The fourth,
Tletonatiuh,commencedat thelast-mentionedcatastrophe,and is to last
till the earth bedestroyedby fire."
' The reader will by and bye be preparedto determine forhimself
howfar the talesof the Brahmansdeserveexemptionfromthe senteae
_vhiehfour greathistoriaoshave,in the followingpassages,pronounced
on the/hneifultraditionsof earlynations. "The curiosity,"says_lr,
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_OOKII. fore, to relate, that at the commencement of the
c,_. _. Satya yug, or 3,89'_,9-11 years ago, lived Satyavrata,
otherwise denominated Vaivaswata, and also the
seventh Menu. He had escaped with his family
from an universal deluge, which had destroyed the
rest of the human species) Of his descendants were
two royal branches: the one denominated the chil.
dren of the sun ; the other the children of the moon.
The first reigned at Ayodhya or Owde ; the second
at Pratisht'hana or Vitora. These families or dynas.
ties subsisted till the thousandth year of the present
or Call yug, at which time they both became extinct ;
Home, " entertained by all civilized nations, of inquiring into the
exploits and adventures of their ancestors, commonly excites a regret
that the history of remote ages should always be so much involved ia
obscurity, uncertainty, and cnntmdictiom • • * Tho fables which are
commonly employed to supply the place of true history ought entirely
to be disregarded ; or, if ally exception bo admitted to this general rules
it can only be in favour of tile ancient Grecian fictions, which are so
celebrated and so agreeable, that they will ever be the objects of the
attention of mankind."
(Hume's tiistory of :England, i. ch. 1.)-" Nations," says Robertson, " as well as men, arrive at maturity by
degrees, and the events which happened during their infancy or early
youth cannot be recollected, and deserve not to be remembered. * * •
Every tiling beyond that short period, to which well-attested annals
reach, is obscure; an immense space is left for invention to occupy;
each nation, with a vaJfity inseparable from human nature, hath filled
that void with events calculated to display its own antiquity and lustre.
And lustory, which ought to record truth, and teach wisdom, often sets
out with retaihng fictions and absurdities."
(Robertson's
History of
Scotland, i. b. 1.)--Mr. Gibbon, speaking of a people (the Arabians)
gho in traditions and antiquity bear some resemblance to the Hindus,
says, " I am ignorant, and I am careless, of the blind "mythoh*gy of
the Barbarians." (liistory of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. ix. 244, 8vu. edit.) Of a people still more remarkably resembling
the Hindus, he says, "We may observe, that after an ancient period of
fables, and a long interval of darkness, the modern histories of Persia
begin to assume an air of truth with the dynasty of the Sassanides. '°
(1 b. i. 3_,1.)--" Qu_e ante conditam condendamve urbem, poeticis magis
decora fabulis quam incorruptis rerum gestarum monumeatis traduntur
ea nec affirmare nee refellere in aninm est." Livii. Pro fat.
The coincidence in the tradition respecting Satyavrata
and the
history of Noah are very remark_bl% and will be further uoticvd hereafter.,
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and a list of the names of the successive princes is BOOK II.
presented
intheSanscrit
books,
t
C_.P.I.
Satyavrata,
theprimitive
sire,
prolonged
hisexistenceand hisreignthroughthewholeperiodofthe
Satyayug,or 1,728,000years.
2 From thispatriarchal
monarchareenumerated,
in thesolarlineof
hisdescendants,
fiRy-five
princes,
who inherited
the
sovereignty
till
thetimeofRama. Now itisagreed
among alltheBrahmensthatRama filled
thethrone
of Ayodhya at the end ofthe Tretayug. The
reigns,
therefore,
of these55 princes,
extending
fromthebeginning
totheend ofthatepoch,filled
1,296,000
years,
which,ata medium,ismore than
23,000yearsto eachreign.Duringthe next,or
Dwapar yug,of 864,000years,twenty-nine
princes
are enumerated,
who must,at an average,have
reigned
each_9,793years.From thebeginning
of
thepresent,
orCallyug,to thetimewhen therace
ofsolarprinces
becameextinct,
arcreckoned1000
years,and thirtyprinces.There isa wonderful
change,
therefore,
inthelast
age,inwhichonlythirty.
threeyears,
ata medium,areassigned
toa reign.
3
J Sir Win. Jones, As. Res. ii. 119, 120, 1_7.
2 ,SirWin. Jones, lb. 1_6. He was the son of Surya, (or Sol), the
son of Casyapa (or Uranus), the son of Marlchi (or Light), the son of
Br.'dlma, " which is clearly," says Sir Win. Jones, " all allegorical
pedigree." The Hiudu pedigrees and fables, however, being very variable, he is, in the opening of tile fourthbook of the Gita, called, not
the son of the Sun, but the Sun hilaself. Sir Win. Jones, lb. Ili. IJ1
a celestial pedigree the Hindus agree with other rude Ilations. There
is a curious passage ia Plato respecting the genealogyof the Persia_
kings. They weredescended,he sa.ys, from Achzemenes, sprmlg from
Perseustile son of Zeus (Jupiter.) Plat. Alcib. i.
s Compare the list of princes in the several yugsj exhibited in the
Discourse of Sir Win. Jox_es,As. Ires. iii. 128 to 136, with the assi_ed
durationof the yugs. The lineage uf the lunar braaclb who reigrled
in Pratisht'hana, or Vitora, darling exactly the same period, is in all
respects similar,excepting that the number of pril_ces,ia the first two
ages,is ill this li_e fewer by fifteett than i,l the line of solar prinocs.
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_OOKn. B_de the two lines of solar and lunar !_
a
cH,P.1. different race, who reigned in Magadha, or I_ar 1
commence with the fourth age. Of throe, twenty
in regular descent from their ancestor Jarasandha
extended to the condusion of the first thousand years
of the present yug, and were cotemporary with the
last thirty princes of the solar and lunar race: At
the memorable epoch of the extinction of those
branches, the house of Jarasandha also failed: for
the reigning prince was s]ain by his prime miaJste),
who placed his son Pradyota on the throne. Fifteen
of the descendants of this usuq)er enjoyed the sovereignty, and reigned from the date of his accession
498 years, to the time of Nanda, the last prince of
the house of Pradyota. He, after a reig_ ef 100
years, was murdered by a Brahmen, who raised
the throne a man of the Maurya race, named "ban°
dragupta. This prince is reckoned, by our Oriental
antiquarians, the same with 8andracottos or Sandracuptos, the cotemporary of Alexander the Great.
Only nine princes of his line succeeded him_ and
held the sceptre for 137 years. On the death of the
last, his commander in £hief ascended the throne,
and, together with nine descendants, to whom he
transmitted the sovereignty, reigned 115 years.
After that period the reigning prince was killed, and
succeeded by his minister Vagudeva. Of his family
only four princes are enumerated ; but they ave said
to have reigned $_5 years. The throne was next
From this it has been supposed, that a chasm must exist in the genealogy of those princes; but surely without sufficient reason/ since, if
we can admit that eighty-five princes in tlm solar hue could outlive
the whole third and fourthages, amountingto fi,160,000years, we may,
wHhoutmuch scruple, allow that sevaaty princesin the lunar co, hi extendthrough the same period.
zThe reiga_ of those princes_therefore_must have been fiftyyea_ at
an average.
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usurped by a race of Sudras, the first d whom slew hoax ]L
his master, and seized the government. Twenty- csAp.a.
one of this race, of whom Chandrabija was the last,
reigned during a space of 456 years) The conclu.
sion of the reign of this prince corres_nds therefore
with the year 26_8 of the Call yug, and with the
year 44(} before the birth of Christ) And with
him, according to Sir William Jones, closes the
authentic system of Hindu chronology)
It is a most suspicious circumstance, in the pretended records of a nation, when we find positive
statements for a regular and immense series of years,
in the remote abyss of time, but are entirely deserted
• As. ]_es.il. 337 to 14_.
• Accordingto the Brahmens, 49_1 yearsof the Cali yug were elapsed
in th- '_inningof April, A. D. a81Y, fromwhich deducting_fi48, the
year ol _hc Carlyug in which the reign of Chandrabija terminated, you
have 2263, the number of years wltich have intervened _nee that period,
and which carry it back to 44fi year, before Christ.
As. Res. ii. 14i_,3.--We have been likewise presented with a geae_
alogical table of the great Hindu dynasties by Captain Wilford, (As.
I_es. v. 24d,) which he says is faithfully extracted from the Vislmu
Purana, the Rhagavat, and other Puranas, and which, on the authority
of numerous MS8. which he had collated, and of some learned Pundits
of Benares whom he had consulted, he exhibits as the only genuine
chronological record el_ Indian history which had yet come to his knowledge. But this differs in numerous particulars from that of the learned
Pundit Radhacant, exhibited by Sir William Jones, and which Sir William says, " that Radhacant had diligently collected from several
Puranas." Thus it appears that there is not even a steady and invariable tradition or fiction on this subject: At the same tima that the
table of CaptainWilford removes none of the great difficulties wtfich
appear in that of Sir Win. Jon_s. The most remarkable difference is
exhibited in the line of the solar princes, whose genealogy Captain Wilford bus taken from the Ramayan, as being, he thinks, consistent with
the ancestry of Arjuna and Crishna, while that givenby Sir William
Jones and Radhac.a_t, he says, is not._The reader may also compare
the Rajut,,rungu_ a history of the Hindus compiled by Mrityoonjuyu,
the head 8anscrit Pundit in the College effort Will,am ; translated and
published in the first ¢olume of" An Account of the Writings, Religion,
and Manners of the Hindus)" by Mr. Ward) printedat Serampor% in
fourvolumes 4to. 1011.
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BOOKI1. by them when we descend to the ages more nearly
caaP. 1. approaching our own. Where annals are real, they
become circumstantial in proportion as they are
recent ; where fable stands in the place of fact, the
times over which the memory has any influence are
rejected, and the imagination riots in those in which
it is unrestrained. While we receive accounts, the
most precise and confident, regarding the times of
remote antiquity, not a name of a prince in after
ages is presented in Hindu records. A great prince,
named Vieramaditya, is said to have extended widely
his conquests and dominion, and to have reigned at
Magadha 396 years after Chandrabija. From that
time even fiction is silent: We hear no more of the
Hindus and their transactions, till tile era of Mahomedan conquest ; when the Persians alone become
our instructors.
After the contempt with which the extravagant
claims to antiquity of lhe Chaldeans and Egyptians
had always been treated in Europe, the love of the
marvellous is curiously illustrated by the respect
which has been paid to the chronology of the Hindus3
We received indeed the accounts of the Hindu chronology, not from the incredulous historians of Greece
and Rome, hut from men who had seen the people ;
whose imagination had been powerfully affected by
the spectacle of a new system of manners, arts, institutions, and ideas ; who naturally expected to augment the opinion of their own consequence, by the
greatness of the wonders which they had been fa; Sir Win. Jones, As. Res. ii. 142.
Mr. IIalhed seems, ill his pre(. to Code of Gent. Laws, to be very
near]y reconciled to the Hindu chronology : at any rate tle thiaks the
believers ia the Jewish accounts of patriarchal longevity have no reason
to complain, p. xxxvii. He has since, however, made a confession at
second hand, of an alteration in his belief as to the antiquity of the
Hindus.
See Maurice's Hist. ofIlindostan_ i. 8S.
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routed to behold ; and whose astonishment, admlra. BOOKIL
tion, and enthusiasm, for a time, successfully propa- CaAP.1.
gated themselves. The Hindu statements, if they
have not perhaps in any instance gained a literal
belief, have almost universally been regarded as very
different from the fictions of an unimproved and
credulous people, and entitled to a very serious and
profound investigation. Yet they are not only carried
to the wildest pitch of extravagance, but are utterly
inconsistent both with themselves and with other
established opinions of the Brahmens.
Of this a single specimen will suffice. The character which the Brahmens assign to the several yugs
is a remarkable part of their system. The Satya
yttg is distinguished by the epithet of golden; the
Treta yug by that of silver; The Dwapar yug by
that of copper; and the Cali yug is denominated
earthen. 1 In these several ages the virtue, the life,
and the stature of man, exhibited a remarkable diversity. In the Satya yug, the whole race were
virtuous and pure; the llfe of man was 100,000
years, and his stature 21 cubits. In the Treta yug,
one third of mankind were corrupt; and human life
was reduced to 10,000 years.
One half of the
human race were depraved in the Dwapar yug, and
1000 years bounded the period of life. In the Cali
yug, all men are corrupt, and human life is restricted
to 100 years? But though in the Satya yug men
lived only 100,000 years, Satyavrata, according to
t See Sir Wm. Jones, Discourse on the Gods of Greece, Italy, and
India, As. Res. i. _36. The similarity hettveen the Hindu description
of the fouryugs, and that of the fourages of the world by the Greeks,
cannot escape attentimL We shall have occasion to notice many other
verystriking marks of affinity hettveentheir several systems.
I have followed Mr. Halhed in the number of years (see Preface
to Code of Gentoo Laws), though a derivative authority, because his
statement is the highest, and by consequence the least unfavourable to
the consistency of the Hindu chronology, h the Institutes of Menu,
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_oot_ I[. tim chronological fiction, reigned 1,728,000 years ;
C_ai.,1. in the Treta yug, human life extended only to 10,000
years, yet fifty-five princes reigned, each at a medium,
more than ,_,000 years ; in the Dwapar yug, though
the life of man was reduced to 1000 years, the dur.
ation of the reigns was even extended, for twenty.
nine princes held each the sceptre in this period for
_9,795 years. _
The wildness and inconsistency of the Hindu state.
menu evidently place them beyond the sober limits
of truth and history; yet it has been imagin_l_ if
their literal acceptation must of necesdty be l_eno_ncod, that they at least contain a poetical or figurative
delineation of real events, which ought to be studied
for the truths which it may disclose. The labour
and ingenuity which have been bestowed upon this
inquiry, unfortunately have not been attended with
an adequate reward. No suppositions, however gratuitous, have sufficed to establish a consistent theoryb
Every explanation has failed. The Hindw bgends
still present a maze of unnatural fictinns_ in which a
series of real events can by no artifice be traced?
(ch. i. 83,) haman life for the Satya yag is stated at 400 years, for tho
Treta yug at 300, the Dwapar 900, and the Cali yug at 100 years.
There is a very remarkable cohreidence between the number of years
sI_ified in this Hindu division of time, ned h period marked/n a vet_
curious fragment of the Chaldean History. The Cali yug, it appears
from the text, ammmts to 432,000 years, and the aggregate of the four
yu_, svhieh the Hindus call a Maha yag, or great yug, amourlts to a
period expressed by the same figures, increa,_d by the addition of a
cipher, or 4,320,000.
l%w Berosus informs us, that the first king of
Chaldea was Alorus, who reigned ten eari_ that a sarus is 3,600 years ;
that the first tea "kings, whose reigns seem to have been accounted a
great era, reigned 120 sari, which enmpose esactLy 432,_0
years, the
Hindu period.
See Eusebii Chronic. p. b, where this fragment of Bernsus is preselved ; Syncelti Chronograph. p. _8. See also Bryant's Analysis of Ancient Mythology, iii. 95 to 1_6, for a must learned and ingenious commentary on this interesting fragment.
A learned author pronounces them inferior even to the legends of
the Greeks_a_ evidence of primeval events.

" Oriental learning is new

Marksof arude.4ge.
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The internal evidence which these legend_ dis-BOOKXl_
play, affordedindeed, fi'omthe beginning, the strong. CHAP.
1,
eat reason to anticipate this result. The offspring
of a wild and ungoverned imagination, they mark
the state of a rude and credulous people, whom the
marvellousdelights ; who cannot estimate the use of
a recordof past events ; and whose imagination the
real occurrencesof life are too familiar to engage._
employed in unravelling the mythology of India,

and recommending it

u containing the seed of primeval history ; but hitherto we lmva seett
nothing that should induce us to relinquish the authorities we have been
used to respect, or make us prefer the fables of the Hindus or Guebres,
to tim fables of the Greeks."
Vincent, Periplus of the Exithrean 8aa_
Part i. 9- Ig may [m added, that if the Gre6k_ the most nocotaplished
people of antiquity, have ]eft us so imperfect an account of the primi.
tire state of their own countr)-, little is to he expected imm oadons confessedly and remarkably inferior to them.
i That propenaity which an umversaUy distinguishes rude nat.ionlp and
forms sn remarkable a characteristic
of uncivilized society'--of filling
the ages that are past with fabulous events and personals,
and of swell.
lag _very thing beyond the limits of nature, may be rosily accounted
for. Eve_ ffassion and sentiment of a rude people is apt to display itse,_'
in wild and extravagant effects. _Tational vanity follows the example
of the ether passiol_s, and indulg_ itsdf_ unrestrained by knovdedge, in
such fictions as the genius of each people inspires.
Datur ha_ ve_
antiquitati, ut mucendo humana divinis, primordia urbium augustiora
facial. (Lie. Pret:)
Of" an accurate record of antecedent events, yielding lessons for fl_e future by the experience of the pasb uncultivated
minds are not sufficiently capable of reflection to know the value. The
real occurrences of life, familiar and insipid, appear too meau and iasigxdficant to deserve to be remembered.
They excite no surprise, and
gratify
no vanity.Every thing
a however:whxch i_. extraordinary
and
marvellous, inspires the deepest curiosity and interest.
Whde men are
yet too i_norant to have ascertained with any accuracy the boundaries
of nature, every thing of riffs sort meets with a ready belief; it conveys
uncommon pleasure ; the faculty of inventing is thus encouraged ; and
thhlts are plentifully, multiplied.
It may be regarded as in some degrea
remarkable, hhat, d/stiaguished as all rude natmns are for this pmpensity, ttm people of thu East have far surpassed the other races of men
in the oxuavagaaca of their legends. The Babyloniaals, the Arabla_s,
the $yrians, th_ ggyptians, have long been subject to the contempt of
iEaropeans,for their _oneaess to invent and believe mwaculous stories.
Lucian deemasit a sarca6m, th_ bitterness of which would be universally
f¢lb whoa ha says of an autho 5 infamo_ for the incredible stories which
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ROOKIt, To the monstrousperiod of years which the legends
c_P. a. of the Hindus involve, they ascribe events the most
extravagant and unnatural' events not even connetted in chronologicalseries; a number of independent and incrediblefictions. This people,indeed, are
perfectly destitute of historical records.1 Their
ancient literature affords not a single production to
which the historical character belongs. The works
in which the miraculous transactions of former times
are described, are poems. Most of them are books
of a religious character, in which the exploits of the
gods, and their commands to mortals, are repeated
or revealed. In all, the actions of men and those of
deities are mixed together, in a set of legends, more
absurd and extravagant, more transcending the
bounds of nature and of reason, less grateful to the
imagination and taste of a cultivated and rational
people,than those which the fabulous history of any
other nation presents to us. The Brahmens are the
most audacious, and perhaps the most unskilful fabricators, with whom the annals of fable have yet
made us acquainted._
he had inserted in his histo .ry, that he had attalned this perfection in lying,
though he had never associated with a 8yfian.
(Quota. Cons. Hist.)
The scanty fragments which have reached us of the histories of those
other nationsp have left u s but little acquainted with the particular fables
of which they compose their early history.
But our more intimate acquaintance with the people of southern Asia has afforded us an ample
assortment of their legendary stories.
i ,, There is no known history of Hindoostau (that rests on the foundation of Hindu materials or records) extant, before the period of the
Mahomedan
conquests."
Rennel's Memoir, Introduction,
xl. The
Hindus have no ancient civil history, _or had the Egyptians any work
purely historical.
Wilford on Egypt mad the Nile, As. Res. iii. 296,
If the authority of a Sanscrit scholar be wanted to confirm this
harsh decision, we may adduce that of Captain Wilford, who, in his
Discourse on 'Egypt and the Nile, As. Res. iii. 29_ thus expresses himself: " The mythology of the Hindus isoften inconsistent and contradictory, and the same tale is related many different ways.
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The people of tlindustan and the ancient nations BOOr.It.
of Europe came in contact at a single point. The cuai,, i.
expedition of Alexander the Great began, and in
some sort ended, their connexion. Even of this evenf,
so recent and remarkable, the Hindus have no record:
they have not a tradition that can with any certainty
be traced to it. Some particulars in their mythological stories have by certain European inquirers been
supposed to refer to the transactions of Alexander,
but almost any part as well as another of these unnatural legends may, with equal propriety, receive
the same distinction. 1 The information which we
astronomy, and history, are involved in allegories and enigmas, which
cannot but seem extravagant and ridiculous ; nor could any thing render
them supportable, but a bellefthat most of them have a recondite meaning; though many of them had, perhaps, no firmer basis than the heated,
imagination of deluded fanatics, or of hypocrites interested in the win'ship of some particular deity. Sheuld a key to their eighteen Puranas
exist, it is more than probable that the wards of it would be too il_gicate, or too stiff with the rust of time, for any useful purpose."
" The Hindu system of geography, chronology, and history, are all
equally monstrous and absurd." Wilford otl the Chronol. of the ttiodu_,
As. Res. v. "241.
,_nother Oriental scholar of some eminence, Mr. Scott Waring, says,
in his 'Ibur to Sheeraz, p. iv, " that the Hindu mythology and history
appear to he buried in impenetrable darkness."
Dr. Robertson (Disqms. concerning Ann. India_ note viii. p. 30l.)
says, "that some traditional knowledge of Alexander's inva_i.on of India
is still preserved in the northern prov,nces of" the Peninsula, is manifest
from several circumstances."
But these circumstances, when he states
them, are merely such as this, that a race of Rajahs claim to be descended from Porus, or rather from a prince of a name distantly resembling Porus, which European inqmrers conjecture may be tl_e same.
The other circumstance is, that a tribe or two, on the borders of ancient
_,actrJa, are said to represent themselves as the descendants of some.
Greeks left there by Alexander.
Tbe modern ttindns, who make it a
point to he ignorant of nothing, pretend, when told of the expedmon of
.Alexander, to be well acquainted with it, and say, " That he fought a
great battle with the Emperor of Hmdoostau near Delh b and, though
victorious, retired to Pers,a across the northern mountains : so that the
remarkable e'-'reumsr_ce of his saihng down the Indus, in which he employed many months, is sunk altogether."
VOL. I.
L

Major Rennel, 3]emoir_p.xl,
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BOOK
n. have received of the Greek invasion from the Greeks
CaAP.I.
_themselves, is extremely scanty and defective. The
best of their writings on the subject have been lost,
but we have no reason to suppose that their know.
ledge of the Hindus was valuable. That of the
modern Europeans continued very imperfect, after
they had enjoyed a much longer and closer intercourse with them, than the Greeks. In fact, it was
not till they had studied the Indian languages, that
they acquired the means of full and accurate information. But the Greeks, who despised every
foreign language, made no exception in favour of the
sacred dialect of the Hindus, and we may rest satisfied that the writings of Megasthenes and others
contained few particulars by which our knowledge of
the Brahmenical history could be improved:
From the scattered hints contained in the writings
of the Greeks, the conclusion has been drawn, that
the Hindus, at the time of Alexander's invasion,
were in a state of manners, society, and knowledge,
exactly the same with that in which they were discovered by the nations of modern Europe; nor is
there any reason for differing widely from this opinion. It is certain that the few features of which
we have any description from the Greeks, bear no
inaccurate resemblance to those which are found to
distinguish this people at the present day. From
this resemblance, from the state of improvement in
which the Indians remain, and from the stationary
condition in which their institutions first, and then
t It affords a confirmation of this, that the Greeks have left us no
accounts, in any degree satisfactory, of the manners mid institutions of
the ancient Persians, with whom they had so extended an intercourse ;
or of the manners and institutions of tileEgyptians, whom they admired_
madto whom their ptfilosopher_ resorted for wisdom,

i

the Hindus.
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their manners and character, have a tendency to fix BOOK
[L
theCHAP.
them, it is no unreasonable supposition, that
y___._ 1.
have presented a very uniform appearance during the
long interval t'rom the visit of the Greeks to that of
the Engfish. Their annals, however, from that era
till the period of the Mahomedan conquests, are a
blank.
With regard to the ancient history of India, we
are still not without resources. The meritorious researches of the modem ]_uropeans, who have explored the institutions, the laws, the manners, the
arts, occupations and maxims of this ancient people,
have enabled philosophy to draw the picture of society, which they have presented, through a long revolution of years. We cannot describe the lives of
their kings, or the circumstances and results of a train
of battles. But we can show how they lived together
as members of the community, and of families; how
they were arranged in society; what arts they practised, what tenets they believed, what manners they
displayed; under what species of government they
existed ; and what character, as human beings, they
possessed. This is by far the most useful and important part of history ; and if it be true, as an acute
and eloquent historian has remarked, " that the
sudden, violent, and unprepared revolutions incident
to barbarians, are so much guided by caprice, and
terminate so often in cruelty, that they disgust us by
the uniformity of their appearance, and it is rather
fortunate for letters that they arc buried in silence
and oblivion, ''_ we have perhaps but little to regret
in the total absence of Hindu records?
Hume's ttist, J England_ i. 2.
Toute homme du boa eatendement_ sans volt une histoire_ peut
presque imagmer de quelle humeur fur un peuplej lor_qu'il lit _e5 aa-
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Whatever theory we adopt with regard to the
CaAp, I.
origin of mankind, and the firstpeoplingof the world,
it is natural to suppose, that countries were at first
inhabited by a very small number of people. When
a very small number of men inhabit a boundless
country, and have intercourse only among them.
selves,they are by necessary consequence barbarians.
:If one family, or a small number of families, are
under the necessity of providing"for themselves all
the commoditieswhich they consume, they can have
but few accommodations,and these imperfect and
rude. In those circumstances the exigencies of
life are too incessant, and too pressing, to allow time
or inclinationfor the prosecution of knowledge. The
very ideas of law and government, which suppose a
large society, have no existence: men are unavoidably ignorant and unrefined; and, if much pressed
with difficulties,they becomesavage and brutal.1
ciens statuts

et ordonnanees ; et d'un memejugement

peut tirer en con-

jecture quelles furent ses loix voyant sa maniere de vivre. Etienne Pasquiet, Recherches
de la France, liv. iv. oh. 1. The sage President de
Goguet, on a subject remarkably similar, thus expresses himself:--"
The
dates and duration of the reigns of the ancient kings of Egypt are subject
to a thousand dilficulties, whmh I sha]l not attempt to resolve. In
effect, it is ofllttle importance to know the nmnber of their dynasties,
and the names of their sovereigns.
It is far more essential to understand the laws, arts, sciences, and customs of a nation, _'hich all antiquity has regarded as a model of wisdom a,ld virtue. These are the
objects I propose to examine, with all the care and exactness I am capable of." Origin of Laws, Part I. Book I. ch. i. art. 4.
There is a relnarkable passage in Platn, at the beginning of the
third book De Legibus, in which he describes the effects which would
be produced on a small number of men, left alone in the world, or
some uncultivated part of it. He is describing the situation f)f a small
number of persons left alive by a flood, which had destroyed the rest of
mankind.--'Ot
rorf rr_p,_vTovrtf r_v 9_opav aXdOV opao, rtl,E_' av Euv
_oHet_

t_, xopvgatf

7ro_, rrl*tlcpa _orr. vpa

roy ro,_, avOp_orrw), y_),ot,_, _ta.

_rE_Wl_tra.--Kat
_rI rove_ rowvrov£
7_ a_aTxr I _rou r_v akh_r
arc_lpov£
ttvat rtXvwv _ xat rioV tv' roq: a_Etrt _rpo_ ct_TlXovg uqXaVtav.__Ovxovv
opyava

re

Iravra

arroXkue_at,

gut _t "tt rtXvqC

fly eXolztvov

aTrov_.atag

oJttz Hindv,_.
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If we suppose that India began to be inhabited at BOOKIt.
a very early stage in the peopling of the world, its caAP.1.
iVP_l_Evov, _1ToXLrL_1_,_1_a_ uoeLac r_vo¢ _r_pa_, rcavra EppsLvravra Ea,
reror_ Xpovteg_¢Ol_EV.(Plat. p. 804.) The Hindus appear to have had'
similar opJnions_ though without the reasons.
" We read in the Mahad-himalaya-c'handa,
that after a deluge, from
which very few of the human race were preserved_ men became ignorant and brutal_ without arts or sciences, and even without a regular
language." Wilford on Egypt and tile Nlle_ As. Res. El. 394.
There is nothing more remarkable in the traditions of nations_ than
their agreement respecting the origin of the present inhabitants of the
globe. The account of" the deluge in the religious books of the Jews
may very well be taken as the archetype of the whole. On this subject
I willingly content myself with a reference to a book of singular merit,
The Analysis of Ancient Mythology, by Jacob Bryant, in which, after
making ample allowance for some forced etymologies, and much super.stit]on_ the reader will find an extent of learning, a depth of research,
and an ingenuity of inference, unrivalled among the inquirers into the
early history of the human race. Sir William Jones, who regretted
that Mr. Bryant's kiiowledge of Oriental literature had not enabled him
to bring evidence more largely from its stores, and that he had tint pursued a plan more strictly analytmal, has prosecuted the same iaqmry,
in a series of Discourses, addressed to the Asiatic Society, on the Hindus,
the Arab% the Tartars, the Persians, the Chinese, &e., and on the Origin
and Famihes of l_ations; and by a different plan, mid the aid of his
Oriental literature, has arrived at the same conclusions.
All inquirers have been struck with the coincideuce between the
story of Noah, and that of the llindu primeval sire Satyavrata.
We
may suspect that there has been a little Brahmenlcal forcing to make
it so exact as in the following passage :--Mr. Wilfi_rd says, " It is
related in the Padma-Puran,
that Satyavrata, whose miraculous pre_
servation from a general deluge is told at length in the blatsya_ had
three sons, the eldest of whom was named Jyapetl, or Lord of the
iEarth. The _thers were C'harma and Sharma, which last ore, in the
vulgar dialeet_, usually proaouliced C'ham and Sham, as we fi'eqaently
hear Kishn for Crishna.
The r_al patriarch (fi,r such ]_h_s character
in tile Pure.as), _as particularly fund of Jyapeti, to whom he ga_e aIl
the re,.,ious to tile neath of' Hnual,_)a, in the snowy Inc_untaius, which
extend ti'om sea to sea, and ot _[nch Caucasus i, it pals. To 5burma
he allotted the countries to the south of those Inountaius: But he
cursed C'harma; because when the old Monarch was accidentally ine.
briated with a strong bquor made of fermented ice_ C'harma hmghed :
and ]t was in consequence of his father's imprecation that he became
a slave to the slaves of his brothers."
(As. Res. m. 31o_,313.) 3'he
followiug statemenL hy the same enquirer is cotlfirmed by a variety of
authorities:--"
The first descendants of Swayamhhava (another name
for Sat2"avrata) are represented in the Puraaas as living in the mountains
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_OOKII. first inhabitants must have been few, ignorant, and
caAP.1. rude. Uncivilized and ignorant men, transportedin
small numbers,into an uninhabited country of boundless extent, must wander for many ages beforeany
great improvement can take place. Till they have
multipliedso far as to be assembledin numbers large
enough to permit the benefits of social intercourse,
and of some division of labour, their circumstances
seem not susceptible of amelioration. We find, accordingly, that all those ancient nations, whose history can be most depended upon, trace themselves
up to a period of rudeness. The families who first
wandered into Greece, Italy, and the eastern regions
of Europe, were confessedlyignorant and barbarous.
The influenceof dispersion was no doubt most baneful, where the natural disadvantages were the greatest. In a country overgrown with forest, which
denies pasture to cattle, and precludes husbandry,
by surpassing tile power of single families to clear
the land for their support, the wretched inhabitants
are reduced to all the hardships of the hunter's life,
and become savages. The difficulties with which
to tile north of India, toward the sources of the Ganges, and downward,
as far as Serinagara and Han-dwar.
Bat the rulers ofmankil_d hvcd
on the summit ofMeru, totvards the north : where they appear to have
established the seat of justice, as the Puranas make frequent mention
of the oppressed repairing thither for redress."
Wilford on Chron. ,of
_md., As. ires. v. 260. " The Mexicalas," (says Clavigero, ttist, of
2_Iexieo, b. vi. sect. 1.) " had a clear tradition, though somewhat corrupted by fable, of the creation of the world, of the universal deluge,
of the confusion of tongues, and of the dispersion of the people; an'./
had actually all these events represented m their pictures (their substitute for writing).
They said that when mankind were overwhelmed
with the deluge, none were preserved but a man and woman, named
Coxcox and Xoehiguebzal_ who saved themselves in a litttle bark, and
landing upon a mountainj called Colhuacan, had there a great many
children, who were all horn dumb ; but that a dove at last, from a lofty
tree, imparted to them languages; all, howeve G differing so mueh_ that
they could not understand one another."

!
those families had to struggle who first came into BOOK II.
:Europe, seem to have thrown them into a situation cH,_. 1.
but few degrees removed from the lowest stage of
society. The advantages of India in soil and climate
are so great, that those by whom it was originally
peopled might sustain no farther depression than
what seems inherent to a state of dispersion. They
wandered probably for ages in the immense plains
and valleys of that productive region, living on fruits,
and the produce of their flocks and herds, and not
associated beyond the limits of a particular family.
Until the country became considerably peopled, it is
not even likely that they would be formed into small
tribes. As soon as a young man became, in his turn,
the head of a family, and the master of cattle, he
would find a more plentiful subsistence beyond the
range of his father's flocks. It could only happen,
after all the most valuable ground was occupied, that
disputes would arise, and that the policy of defence
would render it an object for the different branches
of a family to remain united together, and to acknowledge a common head.
When this arrangement takes place, we have arrived at a new stage in the progress of civil society.
The condition of mankind, when divided into tribes,
exhibits considerable variety, from that patriarchal
association which is exemplified in the history of
Abraham, to such combinations as are found among
the Tartars, or that distribution into clans, which, at
no distant period, distinguished the people of Europe.
The rapidity with which nations advance through
these several states of society chiefly depends on the
circumstances which promote population. Where a
small number of people range over extensive districts,
a very numerous association is neither natural nor
convenient, Some vigble boundary, as a mountain
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BOOKIL or a river, marks out the limits of a common interest;
caAP.i. and jealousy or enmity is thesentiment with which
every tribe is regarded by every other. When any
people has multiplied so far as to compose a body,
too large and unwieldy to be managed by the simple
expedients which connected the tribe, the first rude
form of a monarchy or political system is devised.
Though we have no materials from the Hindus, which
yield us the smallest assistance in discovering the time
which elapsed in their progress to this point of maturity, we may so far accede to their claims of antiquity, as to allow that they passed through this first
stage in the way to civilization very quickly; and
perhaps they acquired the first rude form of a ha.
tional polity at fully as early a period as any portion
of the race.1 It was probably at no great distance
from the time of this important change that those
institutions were devised, which have been distinguished by a durability so extraordinary ; and which
present a spectacle so instructive to those, who would
understand the human mind, and the laws which,
amid all the different forms of civil society, invariably preside over its progress.

i The cautious inquirer will not probably be inclined to carry this
era',ery far back.
" The newness of tile world," says the judicious
Gogaet, (vol. iii. disselt. 3,) " is proved by the imperfection of many
of the arts in the ancient world, and of all the sciences v, hich depend
upntllength of time and experience."
l_y the new,,ess of the world_ he
means tile aewaess or' human sncletv.
In examining tbe remains of
_rganized bodies _hich have been extricated fi'om the bowels of the
.earth, vegetables are fi)und at the greatest deptil; immediately above
them small shell-fish, and stone of the most imperfect specimens of the
animal creation ; nearer the sur_hce quadrupeds, and the more perfectly
organized ammals: lastly man, of whom no remains have ever been
found at any eou_iderable depth.
The inference is, that compared with
the other organized beings on this globe_ man is a recent creatiou.
See
Parkin._on's Organic Remains.

CHAP. II.
Classification and Distribution
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TrtF_ transition from the state of tribes to the more BOOKII.
regulated and artificial system of a monarchy and c,A_. _.
laws is not sudden; it is the result of a gradual
preparation and improvement. That loose independence, which suits a small number of men, bound
together by an obvious utility, scattered over an
extensive district, and subject to few interferences of
inclination or interest, is found productive of many
inconveniences, as they advance in numbers, as their
intercourse becomes more close and complicated, and
as their interests end passions more frequently clash.
When quarrels arise, no authority exists to which
the parties are under the necessity of referring their
disputes. The punishment of delinquents is provided
for by no preconcerted regulation. When subsistence,
by tile multiplication of consumers, can no longer be
obtained without considerable labour, the desire to
encroach upon one another adds extremely to the
occasions of discord: and the evils and miseries, which
prevail, excite fit last a desire for a better regulation
of their common affairs. But slow is the progress, made
by the human understanding, in its rude and ignorant
state. No little time is spent; first, in maturing
the conviction that a great reformation is necessary;
and next, in conceiving the plan which the exigency
requires. Many partial remedies are thought of and
applied ; many failures experienced ; evils meanwhile
increase, and press more severely; at last men become

II,_

Class;_at_

oox rr.weary and

disgusted with the condition of thlng_, and
,C.AF.e. prepared for any plausible change which may be suggested to them. In every society there are superior
spirits, capable of seizing the best ideas of their
times, and, if they are not opposed by circumstances,
of accelerating the progress of the community to which
they belong. The records of ancient nations give us
reason to believe that some individual of this description, exalted to authority by his wisdom and virtue,
has generally accomplished the important task of first
establishing among a rude people a system of govern,
merit and laws.
It may he regarded as a characteristic of this primary institution of government, that it is founded
upon divine authority. The superstition of a rude
people is peculiarly suited to such a pretension. While
ignorant and solitary, men are perpetually haunted
with the apprehension of invisible powers; and, as
in this state only they can be imposed upon by the
assumption of a divine character and commission, so
it is evidently the most effectual means which a great
man, full of the spirit of improvement, can employ, to
induce a people, jealous and impatient of all restraint,
to forego their boundless liberty, and submit to the
curb of authority?
There Js scarcely an exception to this rule. Minos often retired into
a cave, where lie buasted of haviug famihar conversations with Jupiter:
blneues, the great legls]ator of Egypt, proclaimed Hermes as the author
of his laws : it was by the direction of Apollo that Lycurgus undertook
the reformation ofSparta : Zaleucus, the legislator of tile Locnans, gave
oat that he was inspircd by Minerva : Zathruspes, among the Afimasplans_ pretended that his laws were revealed to him_ by one of their
divinities : Zamolxis boasted to the Getes of his intimate communications
with the goddess Vesta : the pretensions of Numa among the Romans
are well known. (See Guguet, Origin of Laws_ part I[. book I. ch. i.
art. 9.) The Druids, among the ancient Britons and Gauls, were at
once the legislators, and the confidants of the Divinity. Odin, who was
himself a Divimty_ _ntl his deseendants_ who partook of bin nature_ wer_
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No where among mankind have the laws and BOOKIf.
L
ordinances been more exclusively referred m the caAP._.
Divinity, than by those who instituted the theocracy
of Hindustan. The plan of society and government,
the rights of persons and things, even the customs,
arrangements, and manners, of private and domestic
life; every thing, in short, is established by divine
prescription. The first legislator of the Hindus, whose
name it is impossibleto trace, appears to have represented himself as the republisherof the will of God.
He informed his countrymen that, at tile beginning
of the world, the Creatorrevealed his duties to man,
in four sacred books, entitled Vedas ; that during the
first age, of immense duration, mankind obeyedthem,
and were happy; that during the second and third
they only partially obeyed, and their happiness was
proportionally diminished ; that since the commencement of the fourth age disobedienceand misery had
totally prevailed, till the Vedas were forgotten and
lost; _ that now, however, he was commissioned to
reveal them anew to his countrymen, and to claim
their obedience.
The leading institutions ofthe Hindus bear evidence
that they were devised at a very remote period, when
society yet retained its rudest and simplest lbrm. So
long as men roam in the pastoral state, no dMsion of
classes or of labour is known. Every individual is a
shepherd, and every family provides for itself the commodities with which it is supplied. As soon as the
tile legislators
of tile Scandmnx, imls. "The
legislators
of the Sc)'tl_mns,"
says Mallet ([ntrod. to Hist, of Denmark,
ii. 43_) " represented
God him•
r
serf as the author of the laws which they gave to their fellow-cluze
s.
This is a necessary
were first
quaintance
familiar

supposition,

as the generauon

to whom

the Vedas

presented
must have known that they had no previous acwith them, and could not believe
that they had remained

to mortals

from the period

of their

first revelation.
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eultlvafion of land, which yields a more secure and
c,AP.2. plentifid subsistence, occupies a great share of the
common attention, the inconvenience of this universal
mixture of employments is speedily felt. The labours
of the field are neglected, while the cultivator is
engaged at the loom, or repelling the incursions of
an enemy. His clothing and lodging are inadequately
provided for, while the attention of himself and his
family are engrossed by the plough. Men quit not
easily, however, the practices to which they have been
accustomed; and a great change in their manners
and affairs does not readily suggest itself as a remedy
for the evils which they endure. When the Hindus
were lingering in this uneasy situation, it would
appear that there arose among them one of those
superior men, who are capable of accelerating the
improvement of society. Perceiving the advantage
which would accrue to his countrymen from a division
of employments, he conceived the design of overeom.
ing at once the obstacles by which this regulation was
retarded ; and clothing himself with a Divine character, established as a positive law, under the sanction
of Heaven, the classification of the people, and the
distribution of occupations. Nor was it enough to
introduce this vast improvement; it was right to
secure that the original members of the different
classes should be supplied with successors, and that
the community should not revert to its former confusion. The human race are not destined to make

BOOK II.
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many steps in improvemeut at once. Ignorant that
professions, when once separated, were in no danger
of being confounded, he established a law, which the
circumstances of the time very naturally suggested,
but which erected a barrier against further progress;
that the children of those who were assigned to each
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of the classes, into which he distributed the people, BOOK lI..
should invariably follow the occupation of their father c,,r. _.
through all generations.
The classification instituted by the author of the
Hindu laws is the first and simplest form of the
division of labour and employments. The priest is a
character found among the rudest tribes; by whom
he is always regarded as of the highest importance.
As soon as men begin to have property, and to cultivate the ground, the necessity of defenders is powerfitlly felt', a class, therefore, of soldiers, as well as a
class of husbandmen, becomes an obvious arrangement. There are other services, auxiliary to these,
and necessary to the well-being of man, for which it
still remains necessary to provide. In a state of great
simplicity, however, these other services are few,
and easily performed. We find accordingly that the
Hindu legislator assigned but one class of the community to this department.
The Hindus were thus
divided into four orders or castes. The first were the
Brahmens or priests; the second, the Cshatriyas or
soldiers; the third, the husbandmen or Vaisyas; and
the fourth, the Sudras, the servants and labourers. _
' 'fhere is an instructive passage in Plato (De Repub. lib. ii.) in
which he ascribes the origin of pohtical association and. laws, to the division
of labour ; Ft'_vEvat
"x oktg_ ,of Ey'_[aa_,
_Tr_t_av
rt, yXa,,tt
_tttov _xavo_
ova:
avrapr_tg _ak_.a _rokhto_,_v?_l,2. From this cause, he says, men are obhged
to associate, one man affording one accommodation,
another another,
and all exchanging the accommodations which each can provide, for the
different accommodations
provided by the rest. It is curious that, in
limiting the simplest form of a political association, he makes it to consist
ofibur or five classes of men. A._,Xa/tE_,rptor_ -g_xat _t'ttq'_J rtoluXp_ttol_ _i
rtl_ rpoqJ_g7rapa_rJ:EvO_
?_vrtpa ,'_ ott_lattof _rpt_', I EaO;lrocteatrtov "rotovrta_.
$ _t _

Et_l _'av

_l' 7 E avaIxatorar_l

That sagacious contemplator

7_oXtg

_

r_raptov

_1 rt_,r_

of the progres_ of soeiet),

Mdlar,

a_,_p_u,_

describ-

ing the ancmnt state of the Anglosaxons, remarks, that the people
of England were then divided into tour great classes, the artificers
and tradesmen, husbandme,b
those wh¢) exercised
tl,e honourable
profession of arms, .and the clergy.
He adds, " From the natural
course of things it should seem that, in every country where rdigtoa
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:Boor:Iv.On this divisionof the people, and the privileges or
cH_P.3. disadvantagesannexed to the severalcastes,the whole
fi'ameof Hindu society so much depends, that it is
an object of primary importance, and merits a full
elucidation.
has had so much influence as to introduce a great body of ecclesiastics,
the people, upon the first advance made in agriculture and in manufacture b are usually distributed into the same number of classes or
orders. This distribution is accordingly to be found not only in all
the European nations, formed upon the ruins of the Roman empire;
but in other ages, and in very distant parts of the globe.
The
ancient inhabitants of Egypt are said to have been divided into the
clergy, the military peopl% the husbandmen, and the artificers.
The
establishment of the four great castes, in the country of Indostan, is
precisely of the same nature."
@Iillai's Historical View of the English
Government, book I. ch. xi.) In Egypt the people were divided by law
in the same hereditary manner as in Hindostan.
It i_ highly worthy of
observation that, notwithstanding
all the revolutions and changes to
whleh Egypt has been subject, some remains vf the division into castes
are yet visible. " La distinction par families se retrouve encore darts
les villes; l'exercise des arts et metiers est hereditaire, le ills imite Ins
proeedds de son pete, et ne lee perfeetienne pas." (Le General Reynier,
De l'Egypte_ p. 59.) It is worthy of observation that the Colchians and
Iberians were also divided into four castes, whose rank and office were
hereditary and unchangeable.
(Herodot. Iib. ii. cap. cir. no. Strabo,
lab. il. 765. See also Bryant's Ancient Mythology, v. 102, 107.) In
seine situations thi_ step in civilization, natural and simple as it may
appear, is not easlly made.
Hmv long have the wandering Arabs
remained without it ? What an improvement would the bare institution
of the Hindu classes be upon then' condition? and what meat would
the legislature have, who should introduce it? The same observation is
applicable to the Tartars.
There IS a passage in Herodotus which leads us to conclude_ that the
distinction of castes existed among the Medes, at the commencement
of the monarchy.
Ite says (lib. i. cap. ci.) E__t l_I_ct_v roaag_ 7_vm,
Bovo'at_ lIao_lratcrlvot., w-rpovxar_ff_ Af)_'_ctvT'ot_
P_ov_totj31aTot. tte says
nothing to fix the meaning of the word 7_z,_a. But we know that the
._IaTo_were the priests, and hence there is matter of proof to make us
suppose, that the other nmnes, in like manner, express separate caste b
or hereditary classes and professions.
The Persian Nonarch Jemsheed is said to have divided the Persians
into four classes. _Ialcolm's Hist. of Persia, i. _05.
In like manner among the Peruvians, " Lee citoyens,"

to use the

language ofCarli (Lettres sur l'Amerique_ let. xiii.) " fareut distribu&
ea classes ou tribus. * * I1 n'etoit pas permis, ni par mariage, ni par
changement d'habitation, de ccnfoodre une elasse avcc l'autre."
In
Let. _iv. ig is _ded_ "£'education
coati,felt '_ nppreadre aua enfan_
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I. The priesthood i_ generally found to usurp the BOOKIt.
greatest authority, in the lowest state of society, cuAr.2.
Knowledge, and refined conceptions of the Divine
nature, are altogether incompatible with the supposition, that the Deity makes favourites of a particular
class of mankind, or is more pleased with those who
perform a ceremonial service to himself, than with
those who discharge with fidelity the various and
difficult duties of life. It is only in rude and ignorant
times that men are so overwhelmed with the power
of superstition as to pay unbounded veneration and
obedience to those who artfully clothe themselves with
the terrors of religion? The Brahmens among the
Hindus have acquired and maintained an authority,
more exalted, more commanding, and extensive, than
the priests have been able to engross among any other
portion of mankind. As great a distance as there is
between the Brahmen and the Divinity, so great a
distance is there between the Brahmen and the rest
of his species. According to the sacred books of the
Hindus, the Brahmen proceeded from the mouth of
r6turlers le metier que chaque p_re de famille exercoit," &c. Clavigero, too, respecting the ]_Iexicans, tells us, (Hist. of l_Iexieo, book _fi.
sect. v.) " The sons in general learned the trades of their fathers_ and
embraced their professions," &c.
In Plato's Tim_eus, (p. 1044_ Ed. Fieiu. Yraneof. a60_o), is a curious
passage, which asserts that the same division of professions_ which still
existed among the Egyptians, existed, at a period long antecedent,
among the Athemans : Ilp_orov _,Ev ro roJv _Ep_oJv-/_wc., a_o roJv akkwv
X_o,_ a_pwFEvov" i_rra ?t ;_ro_ ro rw_, ;',l_py_ov, _r_ raO' dvro txft_.or
ak_tp _,e8_:t_r4#t'_'vt,tztvov _l}la_pTtt" ro "rErow rotLEost,tea__'_v 2rlp_t,r(tra.
ro r_ 7tos; y_oJp7_o_"_:a_ g_i ro I_etXt,Uo_,
7_,o£, a,'vo 77(£117(ol,
7(D_7ill,toy
h'_X_ote#erov _ dtC _r
a_Ao "_k_lv ra 7rtp_ roy 7":,oX'_gov
_Jr,o rs vo#_
_rpocteraxOrI F_,k_tv.
It was in the dark ages that the Romish priesthnod usurped so many
privileges.
Our ancestors were barbarous when the Druids exercised
o_er them an unlimited authority.
The soothsayers a_d priests ananng
the Greeks and Romans lo_t their influence as knowledge increased.
Among the rude inhabitants of Me,,dcn and Peru_ the authority of the
priest equalled or _uperseded that of the hiug_ and _as united in the
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BOOKII. the Creator, which is the seat of wisdom ; the Csl_aCaAP. 2. tri._a
.----_ proceeded fi'om his_arm; the Vaisya from his
thigh, and the Sudra from his foot; therefore is the
Brahmen infinitely superior in worth and dignity to
all other human beings.' The Brahmen is declared
to be the Lord of all the classes? He alone, to a
great degree, engrosses the regard and favour of the
Deity ; and it is throtlgh him, and at his intercession,
that b]essings are bestowed upon the rest of mankind.
The sacred books are exclusively his; the highest of
the other classes are barely tolerated to read the
word of God; he alone is worthy to expound it.
The first among the duties of the civil magistrate,
supreme or subordinate, is to honour the Brahmens?
The slightest disrespect to one of this sacred order is
the most atrocious of crimes. " For contumelious
language to a Brahmen," says the law of Menu, 4
" a Sudra must have an iron style, ten fingers long,
thrust red hot into his mouth; and for offering to
give instruction to priests, hot oil must be poured
into his mouth and ears." " If." says Halhed's code
of Gentoo laws, s " a Sooder sits upon the carpet of a
Brahmen, in that case the magistrate, having thrust
a hot iron into his buttock, and branded him, shall
banish him the kingdom; or else he shall cut off his
buttock." The following precept refers even to the
most exalted classes : " Yor striking a Brahmen even
with a blade of grass, or overpowering him in argument, the offender must soothe him by falling prostrate. ''6 Mysterious and awful powers are ascribed
to this wonderful being. " A priest, who well knows
' Laws of Menu, oh. i.
_ lb. x.
,'*lb. vii.
lb. viii. $71, _. " From his high birth alone, a Brahmen is an
object of veneration even to deities ; his declarations to mankind are
decisive evidence ; and the Veda itself confers on him that character."
lb. xi. 85.
Ib. x. 1.
o Ib. x, oO{j.
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the lay, needs not complain to the king of any BOOKII.
grievous injury; since, even by his own power, he CHAP.
_.
may chastise those who injure him : His own power is
mightier than the royal power; by his own might
,w

therefore may a Brahmen coerce his foes. He may
use without hesitation the powerful charms revealed
to Atharvan and Angiras ; for speech is the weapon
of a Brahmen: with that he may destroy his oppressors. "1 " Let not the king, although in the
greatest distress, provoke Brahmens to anger; ibr
they, once enraged, could immediately destroy him
with his troops, elephants, horses, and cars. Who
without perishing could provoke those ho]y men, by
whom the all-devouring flame was created, the sea
with waters not drinkable, and the moon with it,_
wane and increase ? What prince could gain wealth
by oppressing those, who, if anglT, could frame other
worlds and regents of worlds, could give being ta
other gods and mortals? What man, desirous of
life, would injure those, by the aid of whom worlds
and gods perpetually subsist; those who are rich in
the knowledge of the Veda ? A Brahmen, whether
learned or ignorant, is a powerful Divinity ; even as
fire is a powerful Divinity, whether consecrated or
popular.
Thus, though Brahmens employ them.
_dves in all sorts of mean occupations, they must
invariably be honoured ; tbr they are something transcendently divine." "- Not only is this extraordinary
respect and pre-eminence awarded to the Brahmens ;
they are allowed the most striking advantages over
all other members of the social body, in almost every
thing which regards the social state. In the scale of
punishments for crimes, the penalty of the Brahmen,
in almost all cases, is infinitely milder than that of
Laws of Menu, ch. xi. 51,8_,33.
VOI,. I.
,_[

s Ib. ix. 313--319.
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_oo_ n. the inferior castes, Although punishment is remark_
¢aAF. _. ably cruel and sanguinary for the other classes of the
Hindus, neither the life nor even the property of a
Brahmen can be brought into danger by the most
atrocious offences. "Neither shall the king," says
one of the ordinances of Menu, 1 "slay a Brahmen,
though convicted of all possible crimes: Let him
banish the offender from his realm, but with all his
property secure, and his body unhurt." In regulating
the interest of money, the rate which may be taken
from the Brahmens is less than what may be exacted from the other classes.: This privileged order
enjoy the advantage of being entirely exempt from
taxes: " A king, even though dying with want,
must not receive any tax from a Brahmen learned
in the Vedas." _ Their influence over the govern.
ment is only bounded by their desires, since they
have impressed the belief that all laws which a Hindu
is bound to respect are contained in the sacred books ;
that it is lawful for them alone to interpret those
books; that it is incumbent on the king to employ
them as his chief counsellors and ministers, and to
be governed by their advice. " Whatever order,"
says the code of Hindu laws, 4 " the Brahmens shall
issue conformably to the Shaster, the magistrate
shall take his measures accordingly." 5 These prerogatives and privileges, important and extraordinary
as they may seem, afford, however, but an imperfect
I Laws of Menu, oh. viii. 380.
_ Ib. viii.
_ Ib. vii. 135.
4 Halhed, Preface to the Code of Gentoo Laws.
The Druids among the ancient Britons, as there was a striking similarity ia many of the doctrines which they taught, so possessed many
similar privileges and distinctions to thoseof the Brahmens. Their persons were inviolable ; they were exempt fromtaxes and military service;
they exercisedthe legislative, the judicial, aud_with the exception of commanding armies in the field, almost the whole of the executive powers
of government. C_esar,De B011.Gal. lib. vi. 13_ 1'_. tteary'a Hist, cf
Great Britair_ i, 002__17,
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t_M of the influence of the Brahmens in the inter.BOOK
TT.
CuAr. _,
course of Hindu Society. As the greater part of
life among the Hindus is engrossedby the performance of an infinite and burdensomeritual, which
extendsto almostevery hourof the day, and every
function of nature and society, the Brahmens,who
are the solejudges and directorsin thesecomplicated
and endless duties, are renderedthe uncontrolable
mastersof humanlife. Thus elevatedin powerand
privileges,the ceremonialof society is no less remarkablyin theirfavour. They are so muchsuperior to the king, that the meanestBrahmenwould
accounthimselfpollutedby eatingwith him,anddeath
itself would appearto him less dreadfulthan the degradationof permittinghis daughterto unite herself
in marriagewith his sovereign. With these advantages it would be extraordinaryhad the Brahmens
neglectedthemselvesin so importanta circumstance
as the commandof property. It is an essentialpart
of the religion of the Hindus, to confergifts upon
the Brahmens. This is a preceptmore frequently
repeatedthan any otherin the sacred books. Gifts
to the Brahmens form always an importantand
essential part of expiation,and sacrifice? When
treasureis found, which, from the general practice
of eonce'alment,and the state of society, must have
See the Laws of Menu, passim. "The'organs of sense and action,
reputation, a heavenly mansion, life, a great name, children, eatde, are
all destroyed by a sacrifice offered with trifling presents: let no man
therefore s_eritlce without liberal gifts." lb. xl. 40. "Let every man,
according to his ability, give wealth to Brahmens detached from the
world and learned in scripture; such a giver shall attain heaven after
this life." Ib. xi. 6. "Having reckoned up the persons whom the Brahmen is obliged to support, havingascertained his Divine knowledgeand
m_ral condueb let the king allow him a snitable maintenance from his
own householdj and, havingappointed him a maintenance, let the king
protect him on all sides, for he gains from the Brahmen whom he proteet,s a fixth lOat_oflfis virtue." Ib. xi. 22__,5, " Of that kinginwhoso
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2. been a £requentevent, the Brahmen amy'retaln whatever his good fortune places in his hands; another
dominions a learned Brahmell is af_icted with hungerj the whole king.
dora will in a short time be af_icted with famine." Ib. vii. t14.
The Brahmens are occasionally exhortedto observesome decorumand
measure in their pursuit of gifts. La_'s of Menu, iv. 186. "Should the
Idngbe near his end through some incurable disease, he must bestow on
the priests all his riches accumulated from legal fines; and, having duly
committed his kingdom to his son, let him seek death in battle i or, if
there be no wal,, by abstaining fromfood."
" The influence of priestcraft over superstition is no **hereso *islhh
as in India. All the commerces of life have a strict analogy with the
ceremonies of religion; and the Braehman has inculcated such a variety
of strange persuasions, that the Gentoo finds himself ever)"hour under
the necessity of consulting his spiritual guide. The building ofapagoda,
and maintaining within it a set of priests, is believed the best action
_hich human virtue is capable of. Every offence is capable of being
expiated by largesses to the Brachmans, prescribed by themselves according to theirown measm'esofavariee and sensuality." Urine, On the
Government and People of lndostan, 43_.
" Since the Brahmen sprang from the most excellent pa_ since he
was the first born, and since he possesses the Veda_ he is by right the
chief of this whole creation.
'" litre, the Being, who exists of himself, produced in the beginning
from his own mouth, that having performed holy rites, he might present
clarified butter to the Gods, anticakes of rice to the progenitors of mankind, for the preservation of this world:
" What created being then can surpass him, with whose mouth the
Gods of the firmament continually feast on clarified butter, and the
manes of ancestors, on hallowed cakes ?
"Of created things, the most excellent are those which are animated ;
of the animated, those which subsist by iutelhgeace ; of the intelligent_
mankind ; and of men, the sacerdotal class ;
_'Of priests, those eminent in learning: of the learned, those who
know their dut5 ; of those who "knowit, such as peribrm it virtuously;
and of the virtuous, those who seek beatitude from a perfect acquaint,
ance with scriptural doctrine.
" The very birth of Brahmeos is a constant incarnation of Dherma,
God of Justice; for the Brahmen is born to promote justice, and to
procureultimate happiness.
" When a Brahmen springs to light, he is born above the world, the
chief of all creatures, assigned to guard the treasury of duties_ religious
and civil.
_'Whatever exists in the universe is all in effect, though not in form,
the wealth of the Brahmen; siuce the Brahmen is entitled to it all by
l_isprimogeniture and eminence of birth." Laws of Mean, i. g8---100.
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man must surrender it to the king, who is bound to BOOK
II.
CsAP. 2.
deliver one.half to the Brahmens. 1 Another source
of revenue at first view appears but ill assorted _th
the dignity and high rank of the Brahmens ; by their
influence it was converted into a fund, not only respectable but venerable, not merely useful but opulent.
The noviciates to the sacerdotal ot_ce are commanded
to find their subsistence by begging, and even to
carry part of their earnings to their spiritual master.
Begging is no inconsiderable source of priestly power._
The duties of the Brahmens may be summed up in
a few words. They are, to read the Vedas ; to teach
them to the young Brahmens; and to perform sacrifices and other religious acts)
II. Among the castes of the Hindus, tile next in
dignity and rank to the priestly tribe, is that of the
Cshatriyas, or the military class. In the rude and
early state of society, as man has provided few secu°
titles against the evils with which he is assailed, and
his wisdom has enabled him to draw few general
rules respecting the order of their recurrence, he
lives in a perpetual expectation of unhappy events, as
well from nature, as fi'om his fellow men; and fear
is the passion which chiefly usurps the government
1 Laws ofMelLu, eh. viii. The law is lald dt_wn some_'imt differently
in Hnlhed's Code : when a man linch any thing belo,giug to another, the
magistrate is to be informed, and if the finder is a Brah,uell, he keeps the
whole ; /'tom others a part goes to the magistrate ; and from u Seeder at[
but two t_el(ths,
l-lalhed's Gentoo La_s, eh. 'el, sect. 2.
Laws of Menu, eh. ft. The meadLcLty of the prients _eems to hare
_en a general instrument of priestly imposture.
It _as so amo,lg the
Romans ; and no unproductive one. See Apuleius, Metam. 1. vhL. p.
'262. Cicero, in his Book of Laws, proposes to re_train the beggttJg
trade of the priests._Stipem
sustulimu,, nisi earn quam ad paucos dies
propriam lda_ Martis excepimus:
lmplet enim supersthione animos_
exhaurit domes. Gic. de Legib. 1. ii. 9, 16. The Popish mendicants
ate a notorious instance.
See Middleton'z Letter from Rein%in Works
of Dr. Conyers Middleton, iii. 116.
3 See the Laws of _Ieau, passim r
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ofhismind. The priest
soothes
I_ im_,_.natlan,
i_
cu_r.
2.regardtothefirst
andmost awfulsourceofhisal_
prchensions,
by undertaking
toprocureforhim th_
favour of the mysterious powers of nature. The
soldier, from whom he expects protection agmnst the
ravages of hostile men, is the second object of his
veneration and gratitude; and in the history of society, it will he generally found, that the rank and
influence of the military order are high, in proportion as the civilization of the people is low.' To all
but the Br'ahmens, the caste of Cshatriyas are an object of unboundedrespect. They are as much elevated
above the classes below"them, as the Brahmens stand
exalted above the rest of human kind. Nor is
superiority of rank among the Hindus an unavailing
ceremony. The most important advantages are at.
tached to it. The distance between the differentorders
of men is immense and degrading. If a man of a su.
perior class accuses a man of an inferior class, and
his accusation proves to be unjust, he escapes not
with impunity ; but if a man of an inferior class accuses a man of a superior class, and fails in proving
his accusation, a double punishment is allotted him.'_
For all assaults, the penalty rises in proportion

I To this observation ] know not that any exception can be adduced,
which is not resolvable into the influence of a government purely or
chiefly military. Thus, however, is the effect of art, or of forced circumstances, not of nature, or of reason. It is Mandeville, I think,
who remarks, that fear is the origin of the admiration which has been
generally bestowed upon the profession of arms; and in confirmation of
this observes, that it is the most timid sex by whom the military character is the most admired. _Mr.Hume has remarked, that it is the
most timid sex_ also, who are the most devoted to superstition,
priests.

and the

Halhed's Code, ch. xv. sect. 2. u If a man of an inferior caste, _
lays the Gentoo code, " proudly affecting an equality with a person of
superior caste, should speak at the same time with him, the magistrate
in that case shall punish him to tho Ix_on_ ofhi_ abi.lities,'_fb.-
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as the party offending is low, the party' complaining BOOKIL
high, in the order of the castes. It is, indeed, a oH,,. 2.
general and a remarkable part of the jurisprudence
of this singular people, that all crimes are more
severely punished in the subordinate classes; the
penalty ascending, by gradation, from the gentle
correction of the venerable Brahmen to the harsh
"l

and sanguinary chastisement of the degraded Sudra. 1
Even in such an affair as the interest of money on
loan, where the Brahmen pays two per cent., three
per cent. is exacted from the Cshatriya, four per
cent, from the Vaisya, and five per cent. from the
Sudra. The sovereign dignity, which usually follows
the power of the sword, was originally appropriated
to the military class, though in this particular it
would appear that irregularity was pretty early introduced. To bear arms is the peculiar duty of the
Cshatriya caste, and their maintenance is derived from
the provision made by the sovereign for his soldiers.
III. The Vaisyas are the third caste of the Hindus. Their duties are to tend cattle, to carry on
merchandize, and to cultivate the ground. They
are superior only to the Sudras, who owe to them,
however, the same awful respect and submission,
which it is incumbent on them to pay to the military
class.
IV. As much as the Brahmen is an object of intense veneration, so much is the Sudra an object of
contempt, and even of abhorrence, to the other
classes of his countrymen.
The business of the Sudras is servile labour, and their degradation inhuman. Not only is the most abject and grovelling

1 See the Laws of Metau,and Halhed's Genton Code, passim. The
ease of theft is a_ excep;ioa to ttfis_ tile higher cla_ses bein_ punished
the most severely,

it6t_

Caste_.

i300KIt. submissionimposed upon them as a religiousduty,
caAr._. bat they are drives fromtheir just and equal share
in all the advantagesof the social institution. The
crimes which they commit against others are more
severely punished, than those of any other de[in.
quents, while the crimes which others commit
against them are more gently punished than those
against any othersufferers? Even their personsand
labour are not ti'ee. " A man of the servile caste,
whether bought or unbought, a Brahmen may compel to performservileduty ; becausesuch a man was
created bythe Self-existent forthe purposeof serving
Brahmens." _ The law scarcelypermits them to own
property; for it is declared that " no collection of
wealth must be made by a Sudra, even though he
has power, since a servile man, who has amassed
riches,gives pain evento Brahmens."_ "A Brahmen
may seize without hesitation the goodsof his Sudra
slave; for as that slave can have no property, his
master may take his goods."4 Any failurein the respect exacted of the Sudra towards the superior
classesis avenged by the most dreadfulpunishments.
Adultery with a woman of a higher casteis expiated
by burningto death on a bed of iron. The degradation of the wretchedSudra extends not only to every
thing in this life, but even to sacred instruction and
his chance of favour with the superiorpowers. A
Brahmen must never read tile Veda in tile presence
of Sudras.5 " Let not a Brahmen," says the law of
3Ienv, " give advice to a Sudra ; nor what remains
from his table; nor clarified butter, of which part
has been offered; nor let him give spiritual counsel
J See the Laws of Menu_and Halhed's Gentoo Code,passim.
_ Lass oJ Menu, eh. viii. 413.
JIb, x. 129.
1[).viii, 411. If ho be distressed forsubsistence_says the glost of
Cullaca.
Ib.
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to such a man, nor inform him of the legal expiation ]gx)It If.
for his sin : surely he who declares the law to a set- czar. _.
vile man, and he who instructs him in the mode of
expiating sin, sinks with that very man into the hell
named Asamvrita. ''I
Although the adherence of each class to the particular employment assigned to it was secured by the
most rigid laws, and the severest penalties, there
were extraordinary cases in which a limited departure
was permitted. When a Brahmen cannot obtain sub' Laws of Menu, oh. viii. 80, 81. " If," says tile Gentoo code,
" a man of the Sootier reads the beids of the Shaster, or the Pooran,
to a Brahman, a Chehter, or a Bin, then the magistrate shall heat some
bitter oil, and pour it into the aforesaid Sooder's mouth; and if a
$ooder listens to the beids of the Shaster, then the oil, heated as before,
shall be poured into his ears, and arzeez and wax shall be melted together, and the orifice of his ears shall be stopped up therewith.
If a
$ooder gets by heart the beids of the Shaster, the magistrate shall put
him to death.
If a Sooder always performs worship and thejogg, the
magistrate shall put him to death. Ifa Sooder gives much and t?equent
molestation to a Brahmen, the magistrate shall pat him to death."
(Halhed's Code of Gentoo Laws, ch. xxi. sect. 7.) it is among the
most barbarous tribes, that we in general find the principle of subordination abused to the greatest excess. Perhaps no instance is equal to
that which exhibits itself among the Hindus.
" Among the Natchez,"
(says Robertson, Hist. Amerie. ii. 139,) a powerful tribe now extinct,
on the banks of the Mississippi, a difference of rank t_k place, with
which the northern tribes were altogether unacquainted.
Some families
were reputed noble, and enjoyed hereditary dignity. The body of the
people was considered as vile, and formed only for subjection.
This
distraction was marked by appellatim_s which intimated the high elevation of the one state, and the ignonfinious depression of the other : the
former were called liespectablc;
the latter, the Stin£a_d,_."--" To be a
servant " (says Mdlar, Distinction of l{.anks, ch. v. sect. I.) " in these
primitive times, was alnlo_t universally the same tldng as to he a slave.
The master assu,ned aa uahmited.jurisdiction
over Iil_ sert ants, al;d the
privilege of selling them at pleasure,
llegate them t_o _ages hestde
their maintenauee;
and he aiiowed them to have no property, but
claimed to his own use whaterer, by their labour, or by aay other
means, they happened to acqoire.--Thus
the practice of domestic
slavery appears to have been early established among the nations of antiquity ; amoqg the Egyptians, the Plmenicians, the Jews, the Babylonians, the Persians, the Greeks, aud the Romaas._The
sltme practice
obtains at present mnong all those tribes of barbarians, in different
parts of the _oridj _ith _ hich we have any correspondence."

_K
1I.slstenee by the proper business of his order, he may
Gu4z._. apply himself to that of the Cshatriya or the Vaisya,
but must never become so far degraded as to engage
in that of the Sudra. The Cshatriya and Vaisya, in
like necessitous circumstances, may have recourse
respectively to the business of the class or classes below them, even that of the Sudra, but are strictly in.
terdieted from profaning the employment of any class
above them. The Sudra having, originally, no inferior class, was probably abandoned to his necessities,
though afterwards, in the employments of the mixed
classes, a resource was opened also for him? In this
arrangement, as usually happens in the laws of the
Hindus, the advantages are all on the side of the
superior orders. The Brahmen has open to him, if
need be, the occupationsof all the respectable classes ;
he can overload them with additional numbers in the
_ason of distress, a season at which it is natural for
them to be overloaded without him, while his own
occupation is exempt from the encroachment or com.
petition of any other description of men. The
Cshatriya, while he has the occupations open to him
of two of the castes, is liable to the interference of one
of them only. The Vaisya, on the other hand, can
have recourse to none but the lowest of employments,
that of the Sudra, while he is liable to be straitened
in his own occupationby the interference and competition of both the orders above him. The unfortunate
Sudra, who has no resource, may be driven from his
employment, and his means of subsistence, mediately
or immediately, by all the other classes of the community.
This distribution of the whole people into four
classes only, and the appropriationof them to four
Laws of Menu, oh. x. passim, l_Ir, Colebrookeoa the Iadia1_
Classes_Aaiat, Researches,v, 03o

_
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of employment: an armn_ment which, in _
the very simple state of society iu which it musthave C_AF._,
been introduced, wm a great step in improvement,
must have become productive of innumerable inconvenienees, as the wants of society multiplied. The
hare neccsmries of life, with a small number of its
rudest accommodations, are all it prepares, to meet
the desires of man. As those desires, speedily ex.
tend beyond such narrow limits, a struggle must
have earlyensued between the first principles of human
nature and those of the political establishment. The
different castes were strictly commanded to marry
with those only of their own class and profession;
and the mixture of the classes from the union of the
sexes was guarded against by the severest laws.
This was an occurrence, however, which laws could
not prevent.
Irregularities took place; children
were born, who belonged to no caste, and for whom
there was no occupation. No event could befal
society more calamitous than this. Unholy and infamous, on account of that violation of the sacred
law to which they owed their unwelcome birth, those
wretched outcasts had no resource for subsistence,
excepting either the bounty ol_the established classes,
to whom they were objects of execration and abhor.
rence ; or the plunder of those same classes, a course
to which they would betake themselves with all the
ingenuity of necessitous, and all the atrocity of much
injured, men. When a class of this description became numerous, they must have filled society with
the greatest disorders. In the preface of that compilation of the Hindu Laws, which was translated
by Mr. Halhed, 1 it is stated that, after a succession
of good kings, who secured obedience to the laws,
i Vid©
Halh©d'a
_ ofG¢ntoo
Lawst preface.

13COK
1I.a/_dimder whom the peopleenjoyed felidty, came a
c-,P. 2. monarch evil and corrupt, under whom the laws
were violated, the mixture of the classeswas perpetrated,and a hey,"and impious race were produced.
The Brahmens put this wicked king to death, and
by an eft'oftof miraculouspower created a successor
endowed with the most excellent qualities. But
the kingdom did not prosper,by reasonof the Bur.
ren Stinker,so werethis impurebrood denominated;
and it requiredthe wisdom of this virtuousking to
devise a remedy. He resolved upon a classification
of the mixed race, and to assignthem occupations.
This, accordingly, was the commencement of arts
and manufactures. The Burren Sunker became all
manner of artisans and handicrafts; one tribe of
them weaversof cloth, another artificersin iron, and
so in other cases, tilt the subdivisionsof the class
were exhausted,or the exigencies of the community
supplied. Thus were remedied two evils at once:
The increasing wants of an improving societywere
providedfor; and a class of men, the pest of the
community, were converted to its service, This
is another important era in the history of Hindu
society, and having reachedthis stage, it does not
appear that it has made,or that it is capableof making, much furtherprogress. Thirty-six branchesof
the impure class are specifiedin the sacred books,t
of whom and of their employments it would be
tediousand useless to present the description. The
highest is that sprung from the cmljnnctionof a
Brahmen with a woman of the Cshatriya class,
|

1 Colebrookeoa the Indian Classes, Asiat. Research. v.._3. On this
subject,however,that intelligentauthor tellsus, that Sanscritautlmrities
in some instancesdisagree. Classes mentionedby one are omitted by
another; and texts differon the professionsassignedto some tribes. It
i_a subject, he addsj in which thereis some intricacy.
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whose duty is the teaching of milita_ exerc_s. I_3OK
1L
The lowest of all is the offspringof a Sudra with a Cn_P.2.
womanof the sacred class. This tribeare denominated Chandalas,and are regardedwith great abhorrence. Their professionis to carry out corpses, to
execute criminals,andperformotheroffices,reckoned
to the last degree unclean and degrading. If, by
the laws of Hindustan, the Sudras are placedin a
low and vile situation, the impureand mixed classes
are placed in one still more odious and degrading.
Nothing can equal the contempt and insolence to
which it is the lot of the lowest among them to see
themselves exposed. They are condemnedto livein
a sequesteredspot by themselves,that they may not
_llute the very town in which they reside. If they
meet a man of the higher castes,they must turn out
of the way, lest he should be contaminatedby their

presence?
J " Avoid," says the Tantra, it the touch of the Chandala, and other
abject classes. Whoever associates with them undoubtedly falls from
his class; whoever bathes or drinks in wells or pools which they have
caused to be made, must he purified by the five productionsof kine."
Colebrookeon the Indian Classes, Asiat. Research. v. 53. ]Fromthis
outline of the classificationand distributionof the people, as extracted
from the books of the Hindus, someof the most intelligent of our Britibh
observers, appeal to the present practice of the people, which they
ai_rm is much more conformahleto the laws of human welfare, themthe
institutions described in the ancient books. Of this, the author is
aware : so inconsistentwith the laws of human welfareare the institutions describedin the Hindu ancient books, that they never couldhave
been observed with a,sy accuracy; it is, at the same time, very evident,
that the institutions described in the ancient booksare the model upon
which the present frame of Hindu society has been formed; and when
_e consider the powerfulcauses which have operated so long to draw,
or rather to force, the Hindus fromtheir inconvenientinstitutions and
customs, the only source of wonderis, that the state of society which
they now eshihit should hold so great a resemblance to that which is
depicted in their books. The President de Gogaet is of opinion, that a
division of the people into tribes and hereditary professions similar
to that of the Hindus existed in the ancient Assyrian empire, al_d
that it prevailed from :he highest antiquity over almost all Asia_
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BOOK I'L Cla_ I. iasokI. oh. L art. _; Herodot.lib. i. cap. _200;Strab. lie. svi.
CHAr,9., p. 108-2;Died. lib. ii. p. 14g.) Cecropsdlstributedintofour tribesal!
.......
, f the inhabitants of Attica. (Pollux, lib. viii. cap. 9. sect, 100; Dindorus
$icuhs, lib, ii, p. 33.) Theseus afterwardsmade them three, by
uniting_as it should seem,the sacerdotalclass with that of the nohlcs_
or magistrates. They consistedthen of ,,obhs and priest,s labourersor
hasbandmen_and artificers; and there is no doubt that, likethe Egyptians and Indians, they werehereditary, (Plutarch.Vit. Thes.) A.ris,
retie expresslyinforms us, (Polit. lib. vii. cap. 1o.) thac in Crete the
people were dividedby the laws of Minos into classesafter the manner
of theEgyptians. We have most remarkableproof of a division, the
same as that of the Hindus, anciently established among the Persians.
In the Zendavesta_ translated by Anquetil Duperroa, is the following
passage: Ormusd said, There are three measures [literally weights,
that is, tests, rules] of conduct, four states, and five places of dignity.
--The states are : that of the priest; that af the soldier; that of the
husbandman,the source of riches; and that of the artizan or labourer."
gcndavesta, i. 141. There are sufficient vestiges to prove an ancient
establishmentof the same sort among the Buddhistsof Ceylon, and by
_usequence to inferit amongthe other Buddhistsover so large a portion of Asia. See a Discourse of Mr. Joinville on the Religion and
Mannersof the Peopleof Ceylon_AsSet.Research.vii. 430, e_seq.
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CHAP. IIl.
The Formof Government.
AFTER the division of the people into ranks and BOOK II.
occupations, the great circumstance by which their caAP.2.
condition, character, and operations are determined,
is the political establishment ; the system of actions
by which the social order is preserved. Among the
Hindus, according to the A_iatic model, tile government was monarchical, and, with the usual exception
of religion and its ministers, absolute. No idea of
any system of rule, different from the will of a single
person, appears to have entered the minds of them,
or their legislators. " If the world had no king,"
says the Hindu law,' " it would quake on all sides
through fear; the ruler of this universe, therefore,
created a king, for the maintenance of this system."
0f the high and uncontrolable authority of the monarch a judgment may be formed, from the lofty
terms in which the sacred books describe his dignity
and attributes.
"' A king," says the law of Menu, _
"is formed or"particles from the chief guardian deities,
and consequently surpasses all mortals in glory. Like
the sun, he burns eyes and hearts ; nor can an), human
creature on earth even gaze on him. He, fire and air;
He, the god of criminal justice; He, the genius of
wealth ; He, the regent of waters ; He, the lord of
the firmament. A king, even though a child, must

ill

aLawsofM©nu_
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_OK n. not be treatedlightly, from an idea that he is a mere
c**,_,s. mortal: No; he is a powerful divinity, who appears
-in human shape. In his anger, death. He who
shows hatredof the king, throughdelusion of mind,
will certainlyperish; forspeedily willthe king apply
his heart to that man's destruction." The pride of
imperial greatness could not devise, hardlycould it
even desire, more extraordinary distinctions, or the
sanction of a more unlimited authority.
The plan, according to which the power of the
sovereign was exercised in the government of the
country, resembled that which has almost universally
prevailed in the monarchies of Asia, and was a contrivance extremely simple and rude. In the more
skilfulgovernments of Europe, officersare appointed
for the discharge of particular duties in the different
provinces of the empire; some for the decision of
causes, some for the control of violence, some for
collecting the contingents of the subjects, for the expense of the state; while the powers of all center
immediately in the head of the government, and all
together act as connected and subordinate wheels in
one complicated and artful machine. Among the less
instructed and less civilized inhabitants of Asia, no
other plan has ever occurred to the monarch, for the
administration of his dominions, than simply to di,
vide his own authority and power into pieces or fragments, as numerous as the provinces rinto which it
was deemed convenient to distribute the empire. To
each ot"the provinces a vicegerent was dispatched,
who carried with him the undivided authority and
jurisdiction of his master. Whatever powers the
sovereign exercised over tile whole kingdom, the
vicegerent exercised in the province allotted to him ;
and the same plan which the sovereign adopted for
the government of the whole, was exactly followed
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by the vicegerent in the government of a part:
If_ooK II,
the province committed to his sway was too extensive CHAr.
3.
for his personal inspection and control, he subdivided
it into parts, and assigned a governor to each, whom
he intrusted with the same absolute powers in his
district, as he himself possessed in the administration of the greater department. Even this inferior
deputy often divided his authority, in the same manner, among the governors, whom he appointed, of the
townships or villages under his control. Every one
of those rulers, whether tile sphere of his command
was narrow or extensive, was absolute within it, and
possessed the whole power of the sovereign, to levy
taxes, to raise and command troops, and to decide
upon the lives and property of the subjects. The
gradations of command among the Hindus were thus
regulated: The lowest of all was the lord of one town
and its district ; The next was the lord of ten towns;
The third was the lord of twenty towns ; The fourth
was the lord of 100 towns; And the highest vicegerent was lord of 1000 towns. Every lord was
amenable to the one immediately above him, and
exercised unlimited authority over those below?- The
gcempfer, in his History of Japan, book i. chap. v. says, " Tile
whole empire is governed in general by the :Emperor, with an absolute
and monarchical power, and so is every province in particular by the
prince, _hn, under the Emperor_ enjoys the government thereof."-For tile similarity of the instxtutioa in the Ottoman government, see
Volney's Travels in Syria and Egypt, ii. 376.
La_s's of Menu, ch. vii. 115--117.
There is a very remarkable
similarity between this mode of subdividing authority a,nong the ttindus,
and that adopted by the lncas of Peru. " The Iotas," (says Garcilasso de la Vega, part i. book ii. oh, v.) " had one method and rule in
their government, as the best mea_ls to prevent all mischiefs and disorders; which was this. That of all the people in every place, x*hether
more or less, a register should be kept, and a division made of ten and
ten, over which one of the ten_ whom they called the Decurion_ was
made superior o_er the other nitLe; then every five divisions of this
nature had a lord over them, to _hom was committed the ehnrze and
VOI..
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nOOKIi. following law appears to provide for their personal
cs,r. s. expenses: " Such food, drink, wood, and other
articles, as by law should be given each day to the
king, by the inhabitants of the township, let the lord
of one town receive ; let the lord of ten towns enjoy
the produce of two plough-lands ; the lord of twenty,
that of five plough.lands ; the lord of 100, that of a
village or small town ; the lord of 1000, that of a
large town.''_ The expense of the government of
each vicegerent was defrayed out of the taxes which
he levied, and the surplus was transmitted to the
superior lord, to whom he was immediately responsible. From him it was again conveyed to the governor above him, till it reached, at last, the royal
treasury.
If this plan of government was unskilful and rude,
so was the contrivance employed for checking the
abuses to which it was liable. " The affairs of these
townships," says the law, " either jointly or separately transacted, let another minister of the king
inspect, who should be well affected, and by no
means remiss. In every larger town or city, let
him appoint one superintendant of all affairs, elevated
in rank, formidable in power, distinguished as a
planet among stars: Let that governor, from time
care of fifty ; then over t_vodivisions of fifty, another lord, who supervised 100; so five divisions of 100 had a magistrate xvho commanded
500 ; the divisions of 100 had a leader over 1000," &c. The highest
officer under the Inca was the governor of a province. Each inferior
officer accounted for his conduct to the superior next above him. See,
further, Acosta, Nat. and Mor. Hist. of the Indies, book vi. ch. xiii.;
Carli, Lettres sur l'Amerique, let. xiii. The analogy of the Anglosaxon
institution of tythings, or ten families; of hundreds, or ten tythings;
and counties, will suggest itself to every imagination.
J Laws of Menu, ch. vii. 118; 119. The first of these provisions,
that for the lord of one town, is not accurately ascertained ; the two or
five plough-lands are sufficientlydistinct ; but the produce of a village
or large town must have been extremely uncertain and ambiguous.
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to time, survey all the rest in person, and, by the BOOKII.
means of his emissaries, let him perfectly know their chAP.a,
conduct in their several districts." _ Of the practical
state of the government abundant proof is afforded.
In the passage which immediately follows, " Since
the servants of the king," it is said, " whom he has
appointed guardians of districts, are generally knaves,
who seize what belongs to other men, from such
knaves let him defend his people ; of such evil.minded
servants, as wring" wealth from subjects attending
them on business, let the King confiscate all the
possessions, and banish them from his realm." _
At the head of this government stands the king,
on whom the great lords of the empire immediately
depend. He is directed by the law to choose a
Council, consisting " of seven or eight ministers,
men whose ancestors were servants of kings, who
are versed in the holy books, who are personally
brave; who are skilled in the use of weapons, and
whose lineage is noble.''_ With them be is commanded perpetually to consult on the affairs of his
government; but a singular mode of deliberation is
prescribed to him ; not to assemble his Council and,
laying before them, as in the cabinets of European
princes, the subject on which the suggestions of their
wisdom are required, to receive the benefit arising
from the mutual communication of their knowledge
and views; a plan, apparently more artful and cunning, more nearly allied to the suspicious temper and
narrow views, of a rude period, is recommended; to
consult them apart, and hear the opinion of each
t.

Laws of Menu, ch. vii. 120--1.%o. A similar officer formed a similar
part of the Peruvian establishment.
IIe was denominated C_cuy
K_oc, which is to say, " Eye of all." Car/i, Lettres sur l'Amcrique_
let, xili.
'_ Menu_ ut supra; 123_ 1_4.

a Ibid. 54.
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_OOKn.separately;
after which, having consulted them in
Ca_P. 3.
common, when each man is swayed by the opinion
he had formerly given in private, and has a motive
of interest and vanity to resist the fight which might
be thrownuponthesubject
by others,
thekinghimselfistodecide? A Brahmen oughtalwaysto be
his prime minister." To one learnedBrahmen,
distinguished
among the rest,letthe king impart
hismomentouscounsel."
_To provide
forthedefenceofthecountrywas one
greatbranchof thedutiesof the sovereign,
and to
presideoverthemilitary
forcewas hisgreatprerogativeand distinction.
As,intheoriginal
division
of
the people,
a fourthpartofthem wereappropriated
to tileprofession
ofarms,and destinedfrom that
alonetoobtaintheirsubsistence,
thegreatdifficulty
of government must have consisted, not in obtaining
troops, hut in finding for them maintenance and
employment.
When so great a proportion of the
population were set apart for the business of war,
with nothing to do, from year to year, and from
generation to generation, but to improve its principles, and acquire the utmost dexterity in its exercises,
it appears extraordinary that the nation was not of
a formidable and warlike character. Yet has India
given way to every invader; " and the rudeness,"
says Mr. Orme, a " of the military art in Indostan
i Laws of 3lenu, oh. vii. 56. Another precept to the king, respecting
the nlode of consulting with his ministers, is _ery expressive of the
simphcity of the times; " Ascending up the back of a mountain, or
go_g privately to a terrace, a bower, a forest, or a lonely place, without
]lst(nels, let ]riotconsult with then_ul_observed." ]b, 147.
Ib. _8.
'_ Orme on the Government and People of hldostae, p. 417. The
same accurate aud intelligent observer immediately adds ; " The infantry
cousists in a multitude of people assembled together without regard to
rank aud file," &c.
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earl scarce be imagined but by those who have seen BOOKI1,
it." The precepts in the ancient and sacred books c,,P. s.
of the Hindus, which lay the foundation of their
military system, are few in number, simple, and rude.
For the security of the royal residence, the king is
directed to take up his abode 1 ,, in a capital, having,
by way of fortress, a desert rather more than twenty
miles round it, or a fortress of earth, a fortress of
water or of trees, a fortress of armed men, or a fortress of mountains." Their great unskilfulness in
the science of attack and defence led them to place
ga'eat dependence on fortification, as appears by a
variety of their precepts. " One bowman," says
Menu, '2 " placed on a wall is a match in war for
100 enemies, and 100 for 10,000 ; therefore is a fort
recommended." Yet their knowledge of fortification
was elementary, and mostly consisted in surrounding
the place with a mud wall and a ditch, or availing
themselves of'the natural advantages which insulated
rocks, which water, or impervious thickets, could
afford. The duty and advantage of maintaining at
all times a powerful army are enforced in the moss
cogent terms. " By a king," says Menu, " whose
forces are always ready for action, the whole world
may be kept in awe ; let him then, by a force always
ready, make all creatures living his own."a In recommending a perpetual standing army, the preceptive
part of the military doctrine of the Hindus seems in
a great measure to have been summed up; for the
marshalling, the discipline, the conduct of an army,
in any of its branches, no instruction is conveyed.
General exhortations to firmness and valour are all
the additional advice of which the utility appears to
have been recognized. The Hindu prince is, by
*LawsofMenu
ach.vii.70.

t Ib.74.

3Ib.103.
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13OOK
IL divine authority, informed, that those rulers or"the
c.AP. 3. earth, who, " desirous of defeating each other, exert
their utmost strength in battle, without ever averting
their faces, ascend after death directly to heaven." 1
" Never to recede from combat," says Menu, "to
protect the people, and to honour the priests, is the
highest duty of kings, and ensures their felicity.""
Of a great part of the duty which devolved upon
the king, as head of the armed force, he appears
to have been relieved by a deputy. J In times of
peace, the militalT people seem to have been distributed over the country, under the command of
the governors of provinces and of districts, for local
defence, for the preservation of local tranquillity,
and for the convenience of subsistence. When a
general war demanded the whole force of the nation,
the king commanded the governors of provinces
to assemble the soldiers under their command, and
repair to his standard. -_ From this circumstance it
has been rashly concluded, that feudal conditions of
military service, in fact a feudal government, nearly
resembling that which existed in Europe, had place
in Hindustan.
After the care of protecting the nation from foreign
aggression or from internal tumult, the next duty
of the king was the distribution of justice. In the
first stage of society, tile leader in war is also the
.judge in peace; and the regal and judicial functions
are united in the same person. Various clrcum.
stances tend to produce this arrangement.
In the
first place, there are hardly any laws : and he alone
is entitled to judge, who is entitled to legislate,
1 Laws of Menu, ch. vii. 89.
_ lb. 88.
" The forces of the realm must be immediately regulated by the
commander ill chief."' Ib. 65.
4 lb. 113--1°.0.
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since he must make a lair for every occasion. In BOOKrl.
the next place, a rude people, unused to obedience, o_,P._.
would hardly respect inferior authority. In the
third place, the business of judicature is so badly
performed as to interrupt but little the business or
pleasures of the king; and a decision is rather an
exercise of arbitrary will and power, than the result
of an accurate investigation. In the fourth place,
the people are so much accustomed to terminate their
own disputes, by their own cunning, or force, that
the number of applications for judicature is comparatively small. As society advances, a set of circumstances, opposite to these, are gradually introduced :
laws are made which the judge has nothing to do
but apply: the people learn the advantage of submitting to inferior authority : a more accurate administration of justice is demanded, and cannot be
performed without a great application both of attention and of time : the people learn that it is for the
good of the community, that they should not terminate, and that they should not be allowed to terminate, either by force or fraud, their own disputes:
the administration of justice is then too laborious
to be either agreeable to the king, or consistent
with the other services which he is expected to
render: and the exercise of judicature becomes a
separate employment, the exclusive function of a
particular order of men.
The administration ofjustice by the king in person,
and in the provinces of course by his deputies, as in
the subordinate districts by theirs, stands in the sacred
books as a leading principle of the jurisprudence of
the Hindus; and the revolution of ages has introduced a change in favour rather of the prince who
abandons the duty, than of the people, for whom
hardly any otl_r instrument of judicature is provided.
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_BOOK
II. In the infancy of improvement, the business of
Char. 3.
=
the judge is much more to award punishment, than
to settle disputes. The Hindu law, accordingly, repl_sents the king, as " created for the guardianship
of all, a divinity in human form, to inflict punish.
ment according to the Shaster." ; In conformity with
th_se rude ideas, the most extravagant praises are
bestowed upon this engine of royalty. " For the use
of the king, Bramah formed, in the beginning of
time, the genius of punishment with a body of pure
light, his own son, the Protector of all created things.
Punishment governs all mankind; punishment alone
preserves them ; punishment wakes while their guards
are asleep; the wise consider punishment as the perfection of justice. ]f the king were not, without
indolence, to punish the guilty, the stronger would
roast the weaker, like fish, on a spit. The whole
race of man is kept in order by punishment; for a
guiltless man is hard to be found." _
For the more perfect discharge of this important
duty the king is directed to associate with himself
Brahmens, and counsellors capable of giving him
advice) Any Brahmen, or even a person of the two
middle classes, may interpret the law to him ; but a
Sudra in no case whatever? On those occasions on
which it was impossible for the king to give judgi Halhed's Gentoo Code, preface.
'_ Laws of Menu, ch. _n. 14--o2.
_ Ib ch. viii. 1.
lb. ch. viii. 20. To learned and rio_hteous :Brahmens the magistrate
shall give money, at_d every token of respect

and consideration

judgment seat, to have them nenr lure; but he
than ten of such Brahmen.
Gentoo Code, oh.
sacred books of law the men by denominauon
mitted to read. Thus the law of Menu (ch. ii.

in the

shall not retain fewer
iii. sect. 1. The more
holy were alone per16.) " He whose life

is regulated by holy texts_ from his conception even to his funeral pile,
has a decided right to study this code, but no other person whatsoever." The more profane commentaries,
however, were less confined,
and the man versed in these might suffice for the common bufiae_s of
administering justice.

.o,m
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merit in person, he was empowered to appoint a BOOK
CHAP.3II.
.
Brahmen, who, with three assessors, might try causes
in his stead?
So much with regard to the constitution of the
tribunals. The solemnities ofjurlsdiction were thus
ordered to proceed: " Let the king, or his judge,
having seated himself on the bench, his body properly
clotlled, and his mind attentively fixed, begin with
doing reverence to the deities who govern the world,
and then let him enter on the trial of causes.''_ The
form of process was simple, and good; as it always
is among a rude people. The parties were heard,
generally in person; though lawyers by profession,
unless in the case of certain high crimes, might appear in lieu of the principals. The application of
the plaintiff might be either oral or written ; but the
answer was required to be in the same form ; m'al,
if the application was oral ; and in writing, if it was
otherwise.3 The judge examines the witnesses; inspects, if any, the writings; and without any intricate or expensive forms proceeds directly to a decision.
Punishment immediately follows conviction?
One o["the highest of our authorities affords a picture of the practical state of judicature in India,
which, there is every reason to believe, may, with
immaterial variations, be applied to Hindu society
fl'om the period at which it first attained its existing
form. " No man is refused access to tile Durbar, or
seat of judgment; which is exposed to a large area,
1 Laws of'Menu, ch. viii. 9.10. The Gentoo Code, translated by Mr.
l-l'alhed,directs, that when the king in person cannot examine a canse,
he substitute a learned Brahmen; if a Brahmen cannot be found, a
Cshatriya, &c. but in no case a Sudra. Gentoo Cod%oh. iii. sect. 1,
Laws of Menu, ch. viii. 9, 10.
Gentoo Code, ch. ill. sect. 5.
Orm¢ on the Governmentt &c. of Indostan, p. 451.
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BOOKn. capable of containing the multitude?
The plaintiff
, ca,,. 3_discovers himself by crying aloud, Justice ! Justice T
until attention is given to his importunate clamours.
He is then ordered to be silent, and to advance before
his judge ; to whom, after having prostrated himself,
and made his offering of a piece of money, he tells
his story in the plainest manner, with great humility
of voice and gesture, and without any of those oratorial embellishments which compose an art in freer
nations.--The wealth, the consequence, the interest,
or the address of the party, become now the only
considerations. He visits his judge in private, and
gives the jar of oil: his adversary bestows the hog
which breaks it. The friends who can influence
intercede; and, excepting where the case is so manifestly proved as to brand the failure of redress with
glaring infamy (a restraint which human nature is
born to reverence) the value of the bribe ascertains
tile justice of the cause.--This is so avowed a practice, that if a stranger should inquire how much it
would cost him to recover a just debt from a creditor
who evaded payment, he would every where receive
the same answer; the government will keep onefourth, and give you the rest.--Still the forms of
justice subsist; witnesses are heard, but brow-beaten
and removed : proofs of writing produced, but deemed
forgeries and rejected, until the way is cleared for a
decision, which becomes totally or partially favour.
able, in proportion to the methods which have been
used to render it such ; but still with some attention
1 This publicity of judicial proceedings is common to rude nations.
In the country and days of Job, the judge sat at the gate of the city,
ch. ix. vet. 7. Moses alludes to the same practice_ Gen. xxiii. 18; and
Homer tells us it was tile practice in the heroic ages of Greece_ II. lib.
xviii, vet, 497.
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to the consequences of a judgment, which would be BOOKiL
of too flagrant iniquity not to produce universal c_AP.s.
detestation and resentmeut.--Providence has, at particular seasons, blessed the miseries of these people
with the presence of a righteous judge.
The vast
reverence and reputation which such have acquired
are but too melancholy a proof of the infrequency of
such a character. The history of their judgments
and decisions is transmitted down to posterity, and is
quoted with a visible complacency on every occasion.
Stories of this nature supply the place of proverbs in
the conversations of all tile people of Indostan, and
are applied by them with great propriety."
Such are the principal branches of the duty of the
sovereign, and in these various institutions may be
contemplated an image of the Hindu government.
It is worthy of a short analysis. The powers of
government consist of three great branches, the legislative, the judicial, and tlle administrative; and we
have to inquire, in what hands these several powers
are deposited, and by what circumstances their
exercise is controlled. As the Hindu believes, that
a complete and perfect system of instruction, which
admits of no addition or change, was conveyed to
him fi'om the beginning by the Divine Being, for
the regulation of his public as well as his private
affairs, he acknowledges no laws but those which are
contained in tile sacred books. From this it is evi-

I Orme on the G_ternrncnt and People of Iadostan_ p. 44t--446.
Another of our most instructive travellers, Mr. I:oster, in the I)edtcation prefixed to his Journey from Bengal to England_ p. vii., calls IIilldastan_ " A land whose every principle of government is actuated bv a
rapacmus ararice, whose people never approach the gate of authority
without an offering."_This
is a subject t_ wlach he often adverts ; tie
says againp (i. 7,) " In Asia_ the principles of justice, honour, o,patriotism_ as they confer no substmltial benetib nor tend to elevate
the character_ are _eldom _een to actuate the mind of tl_e _ubject."
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_OOK II.dent, that the only scope which remains for legisla.
ca_. _. tion is confined within the limits of the interpretations
which may be given to the holy text. The Brahmens enjoy the undisputed prerogative of interpreting
the divine oracles ; for though it is allowed to the two
classes next in degree to give advice to the king in the
administration of justice, they must in no ease pre.
sume to depart from the sense of the law which it has
pleased the Brahmens to impose. The power of legislation, therefore, exclusively belongs to the priesthood.
The exclusive right of interpreting the laws necessarily
confers upon them, in the same unlimited manner,
the judicial powers of government. The king, though
ostensibly supreme judge, is commanded always to
employ Brahmens as counsellors and assistants in the
administration of justice ; and whatever construction
they put upon the law, to that his sentence must
conform. Whenever the king in pei_sondischarges
not the office of judge, it is a Brahmen, if possible,
who must occupy his place. The king, therefore, is
so far from possessing the judicial power, that he is
rather the executive officer by whom the decisions of
the Brahmens are carried into effect.
They who possess tile power of making and inter
preting the laws by which another person is bound
to act, are by necessary consequence the masters of
his actions. Possessing the legislative andjudieative
powers, the Bvahmens were, also, masters of the
executive power, to any extent, whatsoever, to which
they wished to enjoy it. With influence over it
they were not contented. They secured to themselves a direct, and no contemptible share of its
immediate functions. On all occasions, the king was
bound to employ Brahmens, as his counsellors and
ministers; and, of course, to be governed by their
judgment. "Let the kiDg, having men early_" _ays
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the law, "respectfully attend to Brahmens learnedBOOK
II.
in the three Vedas, and by their decision let ]Jim_c_A_.3..
abide."1 It thus appears that, accordingto the original laws of the Hindus, the king was little more
than an instrument in the hands of the Brahmens.
He performedthe laboriouspart of government, and
sustained the responsibility,while they chiefly possessedthe power."
The uncontrolable sway of superstition, in rude
and ignorant times, confers upon its ministers such
extraordinary privileges,that the king and the priest
are generally the same person; and it appears somewhat remarkable that the Brahmens, who usurped
among their countrymen so much distinction and authority, did not invest themselves with the splendour
ofroyalty. It very often happensthat someaccidental
circumstances, of which little account was taken at
the time, and which after a lapse of ages it is impossible to trace, gave occasion to certain peculiarities
which we remark in the affairs and characters of
nations. It is by no means unnatural to suppose,
that to a people, over whom the love of reposeexerts
the greatest sway, and in whose character aversionto
danger forms a principal ingredient, the toils and
perils of the sword appeared to surpass the advantages with which it was attended; and that the
Brahmens transferred to the hands of others, what
= Laws of Menu, ch. vii. 37.
"-Even under a system, where tile power of tile altar was fromthe
beginning rendered subser_4ent to the power of the sword, the right ot"
interpreting a code of sacred laws is found to confer an important authority. Hear the opinionof a recent, and penetratnlg obsert,er :--" L'ex.
pres,mn vague des preceptes du Koran, seule ]el ecrite dans les pa._'s
Mnsulmans, laisse aux docteurs une grandelatitude pour ]es interpretations, et bien des moyens d'augmenter leur autoritd. Quoique eerie
religionair peu de degrees, le fanatlsme qu'eile iospire est un instrument
que les pr_tres savent employer avec succ_s." De l'Egypte, par le Gen.
B.eynier, p. ft.
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_oox II. was thus a source of too much labour, as well as
c_,r. 3. danger, to be retained in their own.
So many, however, and important were the powers
which this class reserved to themselves, that the
kingly dignity would appear to have been reduced
to that of a dependant and secondary o$ce. But
with this inference the fact does not correspond.
The monuments of the Hindus, imperfect as they
are, convince us, that their monarchs enjoyed no
small share both of authority, and of that kind of
splendour which corresponded with their own state
of society. They had two engines entrusted to them,
the power of which their history serves remarkably
to display; They were masters of the army; And
they were masters of the public revenue. These two
circumstances, it appears, were sufficient to counterbalance the legislative, and the judicative, and even
a great part of the executive power, reinforced by
all the authority of an overbearing superstition, lodged
in the hands of the Brahmens. These threw around
the sovereign an cxternal lustre, with which the eyes
of uncultivated men are easily dazzled. In dangerous and disorderly times, when every thing which
the nation values depends upon the sword, the military commander exercises l,nlimited authority by
universal consent; and so frequently is this the situation of a rude and uncivilized people, surrounded
on all sides by rapacious and turbulent neighbours,
that it becomes, in a great measure, the habitual
order of' things. The Hindu king, by commanding
both the force, and the revenue of the state, had in
his hands the distribution of gifts and favours; the
potent instrument, in short, of patronage ; and the
jealousy and rivalship of the different sets of competitors would of their own accord give him a great
influence over the Brahmens themselves. The dis-
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tribution of gifts and favours is an engine of so much BOOKII,
power, that the man who enjoys it to a certain ex. CHAP_.
tent is absolute, with whatever checks he may appear
to be surrounded. 1
I See what is observed by three great authors, Hume, BlacksLone,
and Pale)', on the influence of the crown in England.
See also what is
obserred by Lord Bolingbroke on the same subject, in his Dissertatior
on Parttes.
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CHAP. IV.
Thc

._ t7_28.

NEXT to the form of government, in determining
c,A,. 4. the political condition of the people, is the body of
law, or the mode in which the rights of individuals
are expressed and secured. For elucidating this
important point, in the history of the Hindus, materials are abundant. The detail, however, or even
the analysis, of the Hindu code, would far exceed
the bounds, to which, in a work like the present,
this topic must be confined. An accurate conception
of the character and spirit of the Hindu laws, and of
their place in the scale of excellence or defect, is all
I can attempt to convey.
Amid the imperfections adhering to the state
of law among a rude and ignorant people, one
is, that they preserve not their maxims of justice,
and their rules of judicial procedure, distinct from
other subjects. In the law books of the Hindus, the
details of jurisprudence and judicature occupy comparatively a very moderate space.' The doctrines
and ceremonies of religion ; the rules and practice of
education; the institutions, duties, and customs of
domestic life; the maxims of private morality, and
even of domestic economy; the rules of government,

BOOK II.

Examine that important specimen of an original Hindu book of law,
the Insututes of Menu. See too the confession of Mr. Colebrooke in
the preface to his translation of the Digest of Hindu Law on Contracts
and Successions; a work compiled a few years ago, under authority of
the Euglish governmeut, by some of the most learned and respectable of
the Brahmens.
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of war, and of negotiation ; all form essential parts BOOKII.
of the Hindu codes of law, and are treated in the caAr.4.
same style, and laid down with the same authofity_
as the rules for the distribution of ,justice. The tendency of this rude conjunction of dissimilar subjects
is, amid other inconveniences, to confound the important distinction between those obligations which it is
the duty of the magistrate to enforce, and those which
ought to be left to tile suggestions of self-interest, and
the sanctions of morality; it is to extend coercion, and
the authority of the magistrate, over the greater
part of human life, and to leave men no liberty even
in their private and ordinary transactions ; while it
lessens greatly the force of the legal sanction in
those cases in which its greatest efficiency is re.
quired.
Another topic, which it will be convenient to detach and premise, is, the division and arrangement
which the Hindus have given to the matter of law.
In marking a stage of civilization, this is a very characteristic circumstance. As the human mind, in a
rude state, has not the power to make a good distribution of a complicated subject, so it is little aware of
its importance; little aware that this is the groundwork of all accurate thought. In the Institutes of
Menu, the most celebrated perhaps of all the original
compends of Hindu law, the titles, as they are there
denominated, or divisions, of law, are eighteen, laid
down in the following order :--l. Debt, on loans for
consumption ; _o.Deposits and loans for use ; $. Sale
without ownership ; _. Concerns among' partners ; 5.
Subtraction of what has been given ; 6. Nonpayment
of wages or hire ; 7. Nonperformance of agreements;
8. Rescission of sale and pro'chase ; 9. Disputes between master and servant; 10. Conte_ts on boundaVOL. I.
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BOOKII. ries ; 11 and 1_2. Assault, and slander;

13. Larceny ;

CHAP.4. 14. Robbery and other violence ; 15. Adultery ; 16.
Altercation between man and wife and their several
duties; 17. The law of inheritance ; 18. Gaming with
dice and with living creatures)
It is not easy to
conceive a more rude and defective

attempt

at the

classification of laws, than what is here presented.
The most essential and obvious distinctions are neglected

and confounded.

Thougla

no arrangement

would appear more natural, and more likely to strike
even an uncultivated mind, than the division of laws
into civil and penal, we find them mixed and blended
together in the code of the Hindus.
The first nine
of the heads or titles, as above, refer to civil law ; the
eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth,
to criminal law ; the sixteenth and seventeenth return
to civil, and the eighteenth

to criminal;

tenth relates
other,

one and

Another
exceedingly

partly

to the

while

partly

ground of division, well calculated,
obvious,

to strike an uncultivated

the

to the
as being
mind,

' Laws of Menu,ch. viii. The divisionand arrangementofthe same
subject,in the compilationtranslatedby Mr. Halhed,are verysimilar,as
willappearby the ibllowiugtitl,'s of the chapters;--1. Of lendingand
borrowing; _. Dwision of inheritable property; 3. Of justice; 4.
Trust or deposit; 5. Selling a stranger'sproperty; 6. Of shares; 7.
Ahenationby gift; 8. Of servitude; 9. Of wages; 10.Of rent or hire;
11.Purehaseorsale; 12.Boundariesor limits; 13.Shares in the ctdtJvatioa of land; 14. Of cities)towns_and of the fine._for damaginga
crop; 15. Scandalous;rod bitter e,.xpressions;16. Of assaults; 17.
Theft; 18._ iolence; 19.Adultery; o0.Ofwhatconcernswmnen; -_1.
Of sundryarticles. Io the elaborateDigeston the subjectof Cnntlacts
and Inheritances,w}uchhas been translated by 5h. Colebrool,e, the
titles of the books,as (ar as theyextend,coitteJdeexactlywiththe titles
in the Institutes of _,lenu; titus,Book1.Onloans, and theirpayment;
Book2. On deposits; Book_. On the nonperformanceof agreements;
BookJ,.On the dutiesof manand wife. The part of the workwhich
relatesto inheritanceis includedin onebook, and is the samewith the
_.Tthtitle enumeratedin theInstitutesof i_lenu.
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is the distinction of persons, and things. This was BOOKIt,
the ground-work of the arrangement bestowed upon c,.AP._.
the Roman laws. ]t is that of the arrangement which
continues to prevail in the English; rude as it is,
at once the effect, and the cause, of confilsion. _ It
will be seen, however, that even this imperfect
attempt at a rational division was far above the
Hindus.
In the order in which the titles follow one another,
no principle of arrangement can be traced. The first
eight of the heads may be regarded as allotted to the
sul_ect of contracts ; but a more rude and imperfect
division of contracts cannot easily be conceived. Not
to dwell upon the circumstance of beginning with
loans, one of the most remote and refined contracts,
instead of the more obvious and simple, we may observe that the subject of purchase and sale is divided
into two parts ; but, instead of being treated in conjunction with one another, one occupies the third
place in the list of titles, the other the eighth ; and a
number of heterogeneous subjects intervene.
" Concerns among Partners" is a title which occupies the
middle place between that of " Sale without Ownership," and "Subtraction of what has been given ;" with
neidmr of' which it has any relation. "Nonpayment of
wages or hire" stands immediately before " Nonper' The Romans, by tile ambiguity of their word.hire, _hich signified
either r_hts or [aws_ _'ere euabled tu use, witlmur manifest impropriety,
such expressions a_ jura of persol_, and .]t_ra of thiu_s : for though it
was absurd to talk of the "riz¢_tsof things_ things having a right to Irathing, yet it was not absurd tt.,talk of the laws of things. In their ex.
pressionsjura personarum and jut, rerum, there was_ therefore, only confusion of ideas, and mnblgnity.
The English ]awyer_, fi'om two of their
characteristic properties, blind itmtatiou, and the incapacity of clearing
confused ideas, hare adopted the same division; though in their set of
phrases, rights of persons, and rights of things_ there is not only confusion
and ambiguity_ Mt grass absurdity.
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formaueeof Agreements," thoughthe latteris a general title in which the formeris included. The latter
indeed is remarkable; for it is so general that it
includes the whole subject of contracts, though it is
here placed as only one,and the last, saveone, among
nine differenttitles or divisionsof that subject. Several of the titles arc nothing hut partict.lar articles,
belonging to some of the other divisions; and are
with great improprietymade to stand as separate and
primary heads. The contracts, for example, between
master and servant, are part of the great subject
Location, or letting and taking to hire, including services as well as things ; yet are these contracts here
treated of under two distinct titlds ; the one, " Nonpayment of wages or hire," the other, " Disputes
between master and servant," and even these are
separated from one another by two intervening subjects. " Concerns among partners," is an article,
little, surely, entitled to stand as a separate head
among the primary divisions of law, since the rights
of individuals in a joint propertyfall underthe same
distinctions and rules which determine their rights in
other property? Where onebranch of one greattopic,
A very odd attempt at a further generalization upon the first nine
titles appears in Mr. Colebrooke's Digest.
His first hook, Ou Loans,
corresponds exactly w_th the first title in the Instttutes of Menu.
Itis
second book, On Deposits, is divided into tbur chapters,
exactly the .od, _qd, 4th, attd 5th titles in the list of Menu.

which are
l:hs tlurd

book, _ hlch is entitled, "On the Nonperformance
of Agreements," is
divided into four chapters, and these are the same with the |bur succeeding titles in the classification of Menu._l.
Loans, o. Deposits, 3.
b:onperformance of agreements : These, according to the logic of the
Digest, are the grand clns_e_ ofcontrac=s, and the titles which belong to
them.
The last of the ntles, it _sevideut, cannot belong to any particular class : l_onperformance is incident to all classes of contracts. Either,
therelbre, this it an improper title altogether, or it ought to stand as the
title of the whole subject of contracts : aud then Nonperformance
of
Agreements would include, Ioan._,dep_x_sl_;j
and every thing else. Under
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as transfer of ownership, is taken up, and concluded, BOOK
II.
ChAr. 4.
it would appear a very necessary arrangement to pass _
on to another : when transfer by contract, for example,
is finished, to begin with transfer by descent. Such obvious rules appear to have had no influence in the
framing of the Hindu systems of law : when the subject of eontraets is ended, the principal branches of
criminal law are introduced; and, after these and
some other topics are finished, then follows the great
subject of inheritance?
In order to convey, in as narrow a compass as possible, an idea of the maxims and spirit of Hindu
jurisprudence, it will be convenient not to follow the
mangled division of the Hindus themselves.
Omitting the laws, which regulate the political order, which
determine who are to govern, who are to obey, and
define the terms of command and obedience; laws
are eonveniently distributed under the three usual
heads ; I. Civil laws, though Civil is a very objectionable term; II. Penal laws; and III. The laws of
judicature, or those which fix the mode in which the
Deposits the Digest includes the following sub-titles : 2. Deposits_ and
other bailments ; o. Sale _'ithout ownership; 8. Concerns among parthers; 4,. Subtraction of gi(ts : of wluch the last two }lave no more to do
with depo._itsthan they have _vith loon_,
of the subject; and the second is either
have been included under It, as relatine
or that also, has no connexien with the

or any the most remote branch
a part of the first, and ott_ht to
to the sale of things deposited,
title. Let us next contemplate

the fub-tltles included under _'OnlW_/brmaJzce q_'Agreements. They are,
1. Nonpayment of _'ages or hire; :2. Nonperlbrumnce
of agreements,
chic,fly m associatitm ; 3. ]le,_cission of purchase and sale; 4. D,spates
bet_'een master and herdsrnall : As it' the_e included all the agreenJents
of which there could be nonper_brmance.
The tirst and last of them,
moreover, are the same thing, or the last is a poruun of the first. It is
needless to carry the criticism farther.
It is curious, though somewhat humbling, to observe how far great
men may let authority mislead them.
': The articles," says Dr.
ttobertson, " of which the Hindu code is composed, are arranged in
natural and luminous order, °

p.'.qT,
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Boox II.judiclal services are rendered. Under each of these
cH,P.4. heads, such particulars have been carefully selected
"
from the multitude of Hindu laws, as appeared the
best calculated to convey an idea of the leading qualities of the Hindu code, and of the stage of civilization at which it may appear to have been formed.
I. Under the first of these heads, Property is the
great subject of law. To this we may confine our
illustrations.
It is needless to remark, that the sources of acqui.
sition, by occupancy, by labour, by contract, by donation, by descent ; which are recognized in almost all
states of society, are recognized in Hindustan.
It is
in the accuracy with which the intended effects of
these incidents are defined, and in the efficiency of
the means taken to secure the benefits they convey,
that the excellence of one system above another is
more particularly observed.
Though property, in the first stage of its existence,
was probably measured by occupancy, and the one
ceased with the other, 1the privilege was early conferred of alienating for a valuable consideration, or
of transferring by purchase and sale. As this is a
very simple compact, it appears to admit of little
variety in the various stages of human improvement.
In an age, however, in which the means of detecting
fraudulent acquisitions, and of proving the good faith
of contracts and bargains, are imperfectly known,
purchases and sales, made in public, are alone consi} Lord Kames, Itistorical Law Tracts, p. 123_ 154. Grotius de Jure
Belli ac Pacis_lib. IL cap. ii. 2. Black_to,e'_ Commentaries on the
Laws of" England, book I1. c.i.
The am_otator oa some of the late
editions of Blackstone differs from the doctrine in the text. But that
writer seems to have mistaken an important circumstance, carefully attended to by the great lawyers quoted above, thnt when the commodities
of the earth began to bc appropriated the 3' were not w_thout ownersj but
the common property of the race at lar£e.
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dered valid. The laws of our Saxon ancestors pro- BOOKII.
hibited the sale of every thing above the value of c_,P. 4.
twenty-pence, except in open market ;1 and it is with
a pleasing kind of surprise we find, that similar circumstances have suggested a similar expedient to the
people of Hindustan. "He," says the law of Menu,
" who has received a chattel by purchase in open
market, before a number of men, ,justly acquires the
absolute property, by having paid the price of it."
The right, however_ conveyed bya bon_ fide purchase,
is not, among the Hindus, carried to that extent,
which is found requisite in a commercial and highly
civilized society. If the goods were not the property
of the person by whom they were sold, the right of
the purchaser becomes absolute only if he can produce
the vendor. " If," says the law of Menu, _ " the
vendor be not producible, and the vendee prove the
public sale, the latter must be dismissed by the king
without punishment ; and the former owner, who lost
the chattel may take it back, on paying the vendee
half its value." This is quite sufficient to throw so
much uncertainty into the great class of transactions
by purchase and sale, as would prove, in a civilized
state of society, a ruinous obstruction of business. A
manufacturer purchases a quantity of the raw material, and works it up ; he would lose, in a mischievous
proportion, if the owner of that material could demand
the identical substance, on tendering the half of its
price. In many cases, the identical substance is exported ; in many it is consumed; and cannot possibly
L. L. Ethel. 10_ 12. L.L. Eclg. Hickes. Dissert. p. 30.
Ch. viii.201.
When Abraham bought a field of Ephron to bury
Saral h the bargain was trarsacted
in the 10reseuce of all the people.
(]enesis, ch. xxiii. 8ee_ tooa Homer's Iliada lib. xviii, ver, 4991 &c.
a Ch. *'ii,, _0_.
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BOOKIL be restored. 1 Among children,and among rude people,
c.,r. 4. little accustomed to take their decisions upon full and
mature consideration, nothing is more common than
to repent of their bargains, and wish to revoke them :
Among the Hindus this has been found an affair of
sufficient importance to constitute an entire head in
the classification of their laws. A variety of eases
are enumerated, in which, if dissatisfied with his
bargain, a man may insist upon having it annulled;
and in general any sale and purchase of things, not perishable, may be rescinded within ten days, at the will
of either of the parties : ,2 another law, altogether incompatible with an age in which the divisions and
refinements of industry have multiplied the number
of exchanges. The regulation, which fixes the price
of things, instead of leaving it to the natural and
beneficent laws of competition, conveys not a high
idea of the knowledge of the Hindus.
" Let the
king," says the ordinance of Menu, " establish rules
for the sale and purchase of all marketable things.
Once in every five nights, or at the close of every half
month, let him make a regulation for market prices."_
A curious enumeration of' the cases in which the property of one
man is so incorporated with that of another as to be inseparable, is given
in the Roman law, under the head of ._ccess*o:lnclusio, adferruminutio, iatextura, ioa_dtficatio,scriptara, pmtura, specilicatio, commixao,
et eonfusio.
The Enghsh law(a few specml cases excepted) gives an absolute right
oFproperty to _llebona lide purchascr_bywhatever means the commodity
may ha_e comeinto the hands of the _eodor. If tim English law, however, takes care of the purchaser, it must be owned that it i_ deplorably
defective in the care which it takes of the party by whota the commodity is lost.
2 Laws of Menu, ch. viii. o22, 223. See also Halhed's Code of Gentoo
Laws,eh. xi. and Mr. Colebrooke'sDagestof ttinda Law,bookIIl. ch. iii.
Ib. 401, 402. It is worthy of remark that this was a regulatiun too
among the ancient Britons, Leges Wallic_ lib. iii, 2,t7. I-Ienry'_
ttist, Brit. iv. 202,
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It is a circumstance full of meaning, that, under this BOOKII.
head of bargain and sales is arranged the obligation of CH,_.4.
the marriage contract. *
There are many occasions, on which it is useful to
the owner of property, to place it in the keeping of
another persons without transfer of the ownership.
It may be placed, for safe.custody merely; for the
sake of an operation, as with the dyer, for the benefit
of his art ; with the carrier, either by sea or land, for
the sake of transportation ; or it may bc placed, as in
tile ease of a valuable animal, for the sake of maintenance. These, and a variety of other transactions
of a similar sort, are included in English law under
the title of bailments. In a well-regulated society,
where the house of one man is nearly as secure fi'om
violence as that of another, mere deposits, unless in
the case of warehousing, the ohject of which is convenience or economy, rather than security, form a
class of transactions of little comparative magnitude.
In a rude society, in which there is little or no security, and in which the means of concealing valuables
is one of the great studies of life, deposits become an
object of the greatest importance.
In the Hindu
code, other cases of bailment occupy a narrow space :
the article of deposits swells, alone, to a great size,
and forms a subject of considerable intricacy and
detail? The modes of proof constitute tile chief
peculiarities ill tile provisions, and will be considered,
when we speak of thc third branch of jurisprudence.
i Laws of Menu, ch. viii. 224 to _27".
See La_s of Meau, ch. rift.; Halhed's
Gentoo Code, iv.; Colebrooke's Digest, book II. ch. i.; tleineccii Pandect.. pars III. l_b. xvi. tit.
3, on the subject of deposits, and the importance ol this class of transactmns in the early days of Rome, with the causes of that importance.
The reader may see one of" the few attempts whmh have been made
to let in the light of common sense upon the law of l%gland_ in the
F._say on Baiimentsj b$ Sir William Jones.
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One rule, however, expressiveof great simplicity, not
c_Ar.4. to say rudeness, belongs exclusively to this article :
" On failure of witnesses,to prove a deposit, let the
judge actually deposit gold or precious things with
the defendant, by the artful contrivance of spies.
Should he restore that deposit, he is to be held inno.
cent ; if he deny it, he is to be apprehended and compelled to pay the value of both." 1
Hiring ; that is, transferring to another, for a va.
luable consideration, and to a definite extent, the use
of any thing valuable ; is a right which holds a sort
of middle place between sale and bailment : and may
extend to personalservicesas well as to commodities?
As this contract falls very naturally under the laws
of purchase and sale,_it occupies a narrow space in
the volumesof Hindu law, and as far as commodities are concerned, offers nothing"particular for observation._ In the hire of personal services, three
principal classes are distinguished ; first, the student_
of tile Veda, who discharge every menial office to

BOOK II.

Laws &Menu, ch. v_ii.183.
'-' The languageof Englishlaw in tile case of this contract is defective,
and a source of confusion. In the case of other contracts, it has ol*_
name for the act ofone of the parties, another name for that of the other.
Titus, in the case of exchange,one of"the pnrties is said to sell, the other
to buy ; ia that of a loan, one of the parties is sa_dto lend, the other to
borrow. In the present case, it often uses but nile name for the acts or'
both parties; he who gives, and he who receives, the use, being both
said to hire. The Civilians are saved fi'om this inconvenience by the
use or' the Latitt language; in _hich the act of the one partv is termed
locutto,that of the other cond_ctt,_. T(_let aud to hb'c_if uniformly employed, would ansx_erthe same pro'posein English.
a Institut. Justin. lib. in. tit. 25. Locatio et ennduetio proxima est
emptiolfi et veudltioni, iisdemquejur]s regulisconsistit.
The simplicity of some of the enactments provokesa smile; "If a
person hath hired any thing for a stipulated time he shall pay the rent
accordingly." (Gentoo Code, x.) Again, " Ii'aperson, having agreed for
the rent of the water of a pool, or of the water of a well, or of the water
of a river, or of a house, does not pay ib the magistrate shall cause such
rel_tand hir_to be paid." Ibid.
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their masters, and receive instruction in return:BOOKIL
CBaP. 4.
secondly, handicrafts, who receive either stipulated
wages, or, if no agreement has been made, one tenth
of the profits on their labour; thirdly, agricultural
servants, who are always paid in kind ; for tending
cows, one tenth of the milk ; for the culture of corn,
one tenth of the crop?
The peculiar species of transfer which is known
by the name of loan is an object of great importance
in the jurisprudence of all nations. Among the Hindus it stands as the first article in the classification of
legal subjects, and in the Digest of Mr. Colebrooke
occupies entirely one of the four books into which
the compilers of that work have divided the laws of
contract. From the peculiarities in the ideas and in
the circumstances of the Hindus, it forms among
them a subject of more than usual complexity. In
an improved state of society, where the efficiency of
laws, the diffusion of wealth, and the accommodations of business, have created a mutual confidence,
loans are generally contracted on the security of law,
without the actual custody or deposit of the property
on which they may be secured. It is only in that
extremely confined and degraded species of lending,
abandoned to pawnbrokers, that pledges form a regu1 ]f a hired -'ervaut perform not his wool. according tt_ agreement, he.
shall be titled, anti forl'eit his wages. What he has been prevented by
s,ckness (rom perfornling, lie as allowed to execut_ a(teJ be is well ; but
if he leaves ul_finished, either by himself or n substitute, any part of the
stipulated servic% however small, he is deprived of the hlretor thewhole.
One braueh of this subject, tlw obligatiolls between masters_ and the
servants who tend their eatt[c_ is of so much important% denoting a
state of society approaching the pastoral, as to co_lstitute a whole title
of Hindu law. The principal object is to define those xujuries accruJug
to the cattl% and those trespasses committed by them, ior which the
]keeper is responsible.
Laws of Menu, ch. rift. 214 to 218, and _29 to
'244. Halhed'_ Gentoo Code_ viib ix. Colebrooke's Digest, book II1.
ch. ii. mid iv.
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I_OK II. lar and component part. In the more early and
Cu,e.,. imperfect states of the social union, circumstances
are very different. Law is both feeble and inaccurate, poverty reigns, violence prevails; and the
man who is able to discharge his debts to-day may
be stript of all his possessions to-morrow. In these
circumstances, the security of law upon the person or
property of the debtor is seldom sufficient; and the
deposit of some equivalent property, as a pledge, is
the obvious, and, in point of fact, the common re.
source. The doctrine of pledges forms one of the
most considerable branches of this part of the Hindu
code. The laws relating to them are laid down with
great minuteness and solemnity; a variety of cases
are distinguished ; and the receipt of pledges appears
to have formed a component part of a comparatively
numerous and important class of transactions? The
responsibility of a second person, who becomes surety
for the borrower, is another foundation on which
Hindu loans are contracted, and the different species
of it are not inaccurately distinguished." Interest, or
a consideration for property lent, appears to have
been known at a very early stage of civilization?
As it is only interest on debts of money which is
familiar to the members of a highly-civilized society,
European visitors appear to have been forcibly struck
with the Hindu law, which imposes an interest to be
paid in kind on loans in goods, as grain, fi'uit, wool
or hair, beasts of burden and tlle like? Mr. Halhed
says, " The difl'crent rate of interest to be paid for
Laws of Menu, eh. vii. Halhed's Gentoo Code, ch.i. sect. '2. Colebrooke's Digest, part 1. book I. ch. iii.
2 Laws ot Menu, ch. viii. Colebrooke's Digest, part I. book I. oh. iv.
Halhed's Gentoo Code, ch. i. sect. 3.
It was perfectly familiar to the Jews at the time of their departure
from Egypt; Deuteron. ch. xxiii. _0,
a Laws of Meau_ viii. 151.
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different articles is perhaps an institute peeullar to Book tt.
Hindustan; but it reflects a strong light upon the c_P._.
simplicity of ancient manners, before money was
universally current as the medium of barter for all
commodities, and is at the same time a weighty proof
of the great antiquity of these laws, which seem calculated for the crude conceptions of an ahnost illiterate people upon their first civilization.''1 When
Mr. Halhed, however, informs us that this law " reflects a strong light upon the simplicity of ancient
manners," it is necessary to add that whatever light
it reflects upon ancient, it reflects the same upon
];resent manners, as this is not a law anciently in
force, but long ago repealed; it is a law now in
operation, and as suitable as ever to the purely Hindu
state of society. Mr. Halhed too is mistaken when
he supposes that this is an institution peculiar to the
Hindus. It was familiarly known to the Jews in
the time of Moses, and was probably a common practice in the nations around Judea, as well as in Egypt,
from which the Jews had recently departed. _To vary the rates of interest upon the different
castes is a peculiarity more naturally arising from the
unfair and odious distinctions among men, created by
the Hindus. The rule established in the Institutes
of Menu is, to take, when there is a pledge, one
and a quarter per cent. per month; when there
is no pledge, two per cent. per month; that is,
from a Brahmen: but fi'om a man of the military
caste, three per cent. ; four per cent. fi'om one of the
mercantile caste ; and fi.om a man of the servile caste
J Halhed_ Preface to the Code of Gentno Laws, p. 53.
_-" Thou shalt not lend upon usury to thy brother_ usury of money,
usury of victuals, usury of a_(q thing that _s tent upon usury.
Unto a
stranger thou m_yest lead upon usury." Deuteron. xxiii. 19j 20.

_0_
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noless
thanfive
percent.
permonth.1Thisexorbi.
c.AP4 tantrateofinterest
affords
a satisfactory
criterion
to
judgeoftheopinions,
whicharenotunfrequently
ad.
vanced, of the great riches which, at some imaginary
period, formerly distinguished Hindustan. The ex.
cessive accumulation, however, of interest was forbidden. Upon a loan in money, interest, beyond the
amount of the principal, was not a debt; _ upon
loans in goods, for some reason which it is not easy
to divine, it was permitted to five times the amount
of the principal. Compound interest too was prohibited. These were rules which would give effectual
motives to the Hindu creditor to exact the regular
payment of his interest, with rigid severity? In [he
laws relating to loans, however, the most remarkable
particular is the mode of enforcing payment. The
creditor is commanded, first, to speak to the fi'iends
and relations of the debtor; next, to go in person
and importune him, staying some time in his house,
but without eating or drinking. If these methods
fail, he may then carry the debtor home with him,
and having seated him, as the law expressesit, before
men of character and reputation, may there detain
him.
Should he still hold out, the creditor is
next directed, to endeavour by feigned pretences
to get possession of some of his goods; or, if
any pledge was deposited with him, to carry it
1The tribes of Burren Sunker, that is, all the mixedclasses,pay at
the rate cf one in sixteen(or rather morethan sixper cent.) per month.
Hall:ed%GentooCode,ch, i. sect.1.
'-'It Jscuriousthat this too was a law of Egypt,at least in regard to
loans upon security. Diod. Sin. hb. i. cap. 79. Goguet's Originof
Laws,part III. book]. eh. iv.
For the detail_respectingthe lawofinterest,eonsuhLaws ofMenu,
oh.viii.J40 to 154. Halhed's GentooCode,oh.Lsect.1. Colebrooke's
Digesbpart L book I. eh.ii.
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before the magistrate, who will cause it to be sold to ROOK
CIIAP.4II.
.
make payment. If neither of these expedients can
.
be used, he shall seize and confine the debtor's wife,
children, cattle, buffaloes, horses, &c. ; also his pots,
clothes, mats, and furniture, and, seating himself at
his door, there receive his money. Should even thls
proceeding fail, he is commanded to seize and bind
the debtor's person, and procure by forcible means a
discharge of tile debt. 1 What is meant by forcible
means is sufficiently explained in the following extra.
ordinary definition. "When, having lied the debtor,
the creditor carries him to his own house, and by
beating or other means compels him to pay, this
is trilled violent compulsion. By beating," adds the
law, " or by coercion, a creditor may enforce payment from his debtor. ''_ When the debtor is of
a caste not superior to the creditor, the latter may
seize and compel him to labour for the discharge of
ttle debt. If a man owes debts to several creditors,
he is commanded to discharge first one debt and then
another, in the order in which they were contracted;
a regulation by which one or two of his creditors
may receive in full their demands, while the rest,
whether few or numerous, are entirely defi'auded.
The equitable arrangement of an equal dividend,
which we find established among nations of very
limited progress in the knowledge of law, obvious
and useful as it is, had not suggested itself to the
rude legislators of Hindustan. When a creditor pro,
cures payment of a debt by application to the magistrate, lie pays him tbr his interposition a twentieth
I This marie of personal seizure had place at atJ early age among the
° Egyptians; bnt they made sufficientadvancement to abeh=hit. A law
of king Bocchoris perlmLtedthe creditor to seize only the goods of his
debtor forpayment. Dtod. Sic. hb. i. p. 90.
Colebrooke's Digesb part,I, book I, oh, vi, sect, 240, _41,
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BOOKIL part of the sum recovered? By a very extraorCH,P.4. dinary regulation a punishment seems to be inflicted
on the defendant in all actions for debt wherein he is
cast. " A debt being admitted by the defendant, he
must pay five in the hundred as a fine to the king;
but if it be denied and proved, twice as much. ''_ The
sacred character of the Brahmen, whose life it is the
most dreadful of crimes either directly or indirectly
to shorten, suggested to him a process for the recovery of debts, tile most singular and extravagant
that ever was found among men. He proceeds to
the door of the person Whom he means to coerce, or
wherever else he can most conveniently intercept
him, with poison or a poignard in his hand. If the
person should attempt to pass, or make his escape,
the Brahmen is prepared instantly to destroy himself.
The prisoner is therefore bound in the strongest
chains ; for the blood of the self-murdered Brahmen
would be charged upon his head, and no punishment
could expiate his crime. The Brahmen setting himself down, (the action is called sitting in dherna)
fasts; and the victim of his arrest, for whom it
would be impious to eat, while a member of the
sacred class is fasting at his door, must follow his
example. It is now, however, not a mere contest
between the resolution or strength of the parties ; ibr
if the obstinacy of the prisoner should exhaust the
Brahmen, and occasion his death, he is answerable
for that most atrocious of crimesMthe murder of a
priest ; he becomes execrable to his countrymen ; the
horrors of remorse never fail to pursue him ; he is
shut out from the benefits of society, and life itself is
1For the laws respecting recovery of debt, see Laws of Menu,
ell. viii. ltalhed's Gentoo Code, ch. i. sect. ,5. Colebrookc's D,gest,
part I. book I. ch. lvi.
Laws of Me,in, viii. 139.
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a calamity. As the Brahmen who avails himself .ofl3OOKIt.
CHAr. 4.
this expedient is bound for his honour to persevere, ne .___....
seldom fails to succeed, because the danger of pushing
the experiment too far is, to his antagonist, tremendous. Nor is it in his own concerns alone that the
Brahmen may turn to account the sacredness of his
person: he may hire himself to enforce in the same
manner the claims of any other man ; and not claims
of debt merely ; he may employ this barbarous expedient in any suit. What is still more extraordinar)5
even after legal process, even when the magistrate
has pronounced a decision against him, and in favour
of the person upon whom his claim is made, he may
still sit in dherna, and by this dreadful mode of
appeal make good his demand.'
We have now reviewed the great peculiarities of
the Hindu law, in regard to those transfers of property which partake of the nature of exchange, and
in which some sort of an equivalent is given and
received; it remains for us to consider those, in
which the property passes from one owner to another
without any return.
1 See an account of the practice of sitting in dherna, by Sir John
8here (Lord Teigumouth), Asiat, Researches, iv, 3_0 to 33-°. Ite tells
us that, since the institution of the court of justice at Benares in 17837
the praotico has been less frequent, but that even the interference of that
court and of the resident had occasionally been unable to check it. He
tells usj too_ that some of the pundits_ when consulted, declared the validity of the deed or concession extorted by dheraa; but restricted that
validzty to such claims as are just : others denied its validity, except
where the party confirmed the engagement after the coercmn is withdrawn. But it is evident that these restrictions are inconsistent with
the facts which Lord Teignmouth records, and are mere attempts of the
pundits_ according to their usual practice, to interpret their laws into as
great a coincidence as possible with the ideas of the great persons by
whom the questions are put to them. A regulation _vas xnade by the
Bengal government m 1796 for preventing this practice.
See papers,
ordered to he printed by the House of Commons_ :3d Jane, 1813j p. 4:31.
See also Broughton's blhratta Camp, p. 4_.
VOI,. I,
P
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BOOKII. The most extensive class of this species of trans.
c_^P. 4. actions are those occasioned by the death of the
owner.
Men had considerably strengthened the
chain by which they were connected with property,
before they ceased to consider death as the cause of
a perfect separation, and as leaving their possessions
free to the earliest occupier. A right of succession
in the children suggests itself, however, at a very
early period in the progress of civilization. It is
recommended by so many motives, it so happily
accords with some of the strongest impulses of
human nature, and is so easily engrafted upon the previous order of things, that it could not fail to be an
early institution. The children, being naturally the
nearest to their parent at the moment of his death,
were generally able to avail themselves of the right
of occupancy, and to exclude other successorsby prior
possession. It was the usual arrangement in early
stages of society, that the different members of a
family should live together ; and possess the property
in common? The father was rather the head of a
number of partners, than the sole proprietor. When
he died, it was not so much a transfer of property, as a
continued possession ; and the copartnership was only
deprived of one of its members. The laws of inheritance among the Hindus are almost entirely founded
upon this patriarchal arrangement. _ When the father
]c¢ Amongbarbarians in all parts of the world, persons whobelong to
the same family are understood tn enjoy a community of goods. In
those early ages,when men are in a great measure strangers to commerce or the alienation of commodities, the right of p'operty is bardlv
distinguished from the right of using or possessing; and those persons
who have acquired the joint-possession of an)" subject are apt to be
regarded as the joint proprietors of _t.'" bhllar on the English governmeat, i. 190.
The whole too of that Title of law, " Concernsamong partners,"
refers not so much to a joint-stock property, contributed by certain
individuals for carryingon any particular busiaess_as to the property of
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dies, if the sons shall choose to live together, the BOOKn.
,
i
eldest, says the law, shall take the station of the head caAp.4.
of the family, and the property is held jointly in his
name. 1 " For brothers a common abode is ordained
so long as both their parents live. On failure of both
their parents, partition among brothers is ordained. ''_
SEvenduring the life.time of the father, a separation
of the family might take place, when a division of the
property, according to the strict notion of a joint
interest, was made, in the proportion of two shares to
the father, and one share equally to each of the sons2
When the division, however, of the common estate is
delayed till the death of the father, the elder brother,
as the new head of the family, is distinguished in the
partition. He first receives one twentieth of the
inheritance, after which it is divided equally among
all the brothers? With a few immaterial exceptions,
the principle of equaldivision guided succession among
the Hindus. " Let the _ns, after the death of the
parents, equally share the assets. If all sons he equal
.n number of persons, most commonly brothers or other near relations,
who agree to live together, and to have all their effects in common.
The multitude of the laws proves the frequency of the transactions._
The old law of inheritance among the Romans wax altogether foandad
upon the same ideas. Yundamentum successionis vetens erat conservao
rio familiarum,
ramilia eaim universitas qu_dam videbatur, cujus
t_rinceps est paterfamiIias.--Quum
ergo proximi in familia essent
libefi ,el sni heredes, tanquam vivo patre, quodammodo domini et
avrockTIpoJ,ol_oe, legibus xn. tabularum cautum fuerat; sr INTESTA'IO
I_IORITUL

UA_ETO.

CUI

SUUS

HERES

NEE

ESCIT,

AG.NATUS

PROXIt, IUS

FAI_i'ILIAM.

lIelnec, in lust. lib ifi. tit. i. sect. 690.

1Laws of l_Ienu, oh. ix. 10b.
_-Colebrnoke's

Digest_ part 1L book V. oh. iii. sect, 114.

Halhed's Gentoo Code, ch. ii. sect. 11. Colebrooke's Digest, part
II. book V. oh. ii. Mr. Halhed has remarked that the demand of the
])rodigal son in the Gospel for his portion, affords proof of a similar state
of things among the Jews.
The attentive reader will perceive many
other strokes of resemblance.
All the more cultivated nations of Asia
_lopear to have reached a stage of society nearly the same.
Colebrooke's Digest, book V. eh. i. sect 2) _ubs(_ct, 3-t,
Gemoo Codc_ oh. ii. sect, 1%

r,9.o

Halhed's
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_OOKII. in good qualities, they must share alike; but he who
cH,,,. 4. is distinguished by science and good conduct shall
take a greater share than the rest."] The last of
these clauses affords an example of that vagueness
and ambiguity, the source of endless dispute, which
distinguishes the laws of all ignorant people, and
which forms a most remarkable feature in those of
Hindustan.
What is the criterion to ascertain that
superiority in science and virtue, which determines
the share of brothers in the division of the paternal
estate ? Or who is to be the judge ? Equally unskilful,
and pregnant with evil, is the vague and indeterminate law which declares " that all those brothers
_,ho are addicted to any vice shall lose their title to
the inheritance. "'_' As the interpretation of the
phrase, " addicted to any vice," may receive any
latitude, according to the inclinations and views of
the expounder, a gate is here thrown open to unli.
mited injustice. Inconsistency, and even direct con.
tradiction, is a characteristic of the Hindu laws,
which it does not appear to have been thought even
requisite to avoid; as it is expressly enacted, that
when two laws command opposite things, both are to
he held valid. '_ This attribute is fully exemplified ia
the laws of inheritance.
It is declared that, "on the
failure of natural heirs, the lawful heirs are such
Brahmens as have read the three Vedas, as are pure
in body and mind, as have subdued their passions ; and
they must constantly offer the cake ; thus the rites of
' Colebrooke's Digest, part II. book V. ch. 3, subsect.
sect. 2_ subsect. 3t.

1|5_ 116, cb. i.

! Laws ofMeau_ ch. ix. 214.
._" When there are two sacred texts, apparently inconsistent, both are
held to be law, t't,. both are prolJounced by the wise to be valid nnd recot_cilcable. Tht_ in the Veda are these texts: Let the sacrifice be
whe_ the sun has arlseo, and before it has rise, b and _,hen neither sun
xmr stars can be seen : The _acrifiee therefole may be perth.reed
r_r all of those thnes."
lb. il. 14, 15.

at any
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obsequies cannot fail. ''_ Yet it is added, in the BOOK
Chap. n,
4.
very next clause or sentence, " The property of a
Brahmen shall never be taken as an escheat by the
king; this is a fixed law; but the wealth of the
other classes, on failure of all heirs, the king may
take. '''_ Not unfi'equently in rude nations, as if one
misfortune ought to be aggravated by another, those
who labour under certain maladies, or bodily defects,
are excluded from inheritance.
This principle is
fully adopted by the Hindus, and carried to an unusual, and monstrous extent. All those persons who
are lame, all those persons who are blind, all those
who are deaf, all those who are dumb, impotent, or
affected with an incurable disease, as leprosy, marasmus, gonorrhoea, dysentery, are denied a share in the
partition of their father's effects, and are only entitled
to a maintenance from the family?
When a
man has sons by wives of different castes, they
inherit in the proportion of the mother's rank, and
the son by a concubine is entitled only to one half of
the share of him who is born of a wife: The laws
which define proximity of kin, and fix the order of
collateral succession, are numerous, minute, and in
nothing remarkable?
It is particularly to be noted
' Laws of Menu, ch. ix. 188.

_ Ib. 189.

9
r
_0
Colebrooke's Dieest, part II. hook V. ch. v. sect 320, .,/21, o2a,
o_o,
_:_1. In Halhed's Gento,_ Code they are thus enume,ated;
one borl, at_

eunuch, bland, deaf, dumb, without hand or ft_ot, or ao_e, or tol_gu_, ,r
privy member or fundameut, and one who has no principle of religion,
as well as the victims of various diseases. Geutoo Code, ch. ii. sect 5.
The law is thus stated in the Institutes of l_lenu ; eunuchs and outca_tsj
persons born blind or deaf, madmen, idiots, the dumb, and such as hare
lost the use of a limb, are excluded from a share of the heritage.
Bat
it is just, that the heir who knows his duty should give all of them fo_
and rainaent. Laws of Menu, viii. 201,202.
4 Laws of Menu_ viii. 149, &c. Halhed's Gentoo Code_ cb, ii. sect. _,
Colebrooke's Digest, part II. book V. oh. vii.
s The appearance of accuracy given by minuteness of detail has sometimes been quoted as a proof of refined knowledge ; but it is a proof of
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_OOKn. that daughters are debarred from a share in the
C_,r. 4. inheritance of their fathers. 1 The woman, indeed,
among the Hindus, is so restricted in the means
of acquiring property, that she is almost excluded
from its rights. _ The exceptions consist, in certain
presents; what was given in the bridal procession ;
what was given in token of love ; what was received
from a brother, a mother, or a father : and this pro.
perty is inherited by her daughters in equal portions
with her sons. If she die without issue, her property
falls to her husband or to her parents, and is subject
to nearly the same rules of collateral succession as
are established in regard to the property of males?
The idea of a joint interest in the property of the
family, while it early established the right of succession
in the children, served to exclude the right of devisin G
by will. As the property belonged to the parent in
common only with his offspring, it could not be re.
garded as just, that he should have the power of
giving it away from them after his death. It is only
the very reverse. Ilenry tells us ([list. of Britain, i. 3_o0)that the laws
of tile Druids provided with great care for the equitable division of the
effects of the family according to the circumstances of every case. The
ancient laws of Wales descend to very long and particular details on this
subject, and make provJsim_ t'_Jrevery possible case with the most minute exactness.
Leges Wallic.'e, fib_ ii. de mu]ierlbus, cap. i. p. 70.
The refinement and niceties vf the Mahomedan law of succession are
perhaps still more remarkable.
See ]_Iabemedau law of succession t
Works of Sir William Jones, iii. 467, and the AI .qirajlyyah, with Sir
William's Commentary, Ib. 505. In fact, the want of skill to ascend to
a general expression, or rule, which would accurately include the different ramifications of the subject, is that _hmh gives occasion to this
minuteness of detail.
t Those who are amnarried

at the death of the father are directed to

receive portions outof their brothers' allotments,

Laws of Menu, ix. 113.

g Three persons, a wife, a son, and a slave, are declared by law to
have in general no wealth exclusively their own : the wealth which they
may earn is regularly acquired for the man to whom they belong."
ch. viii. 416.
s Ib. ch. ix. 19_ to 19_'.

Ib.

Colebrooke's Digest t part |I. book V. ch. ix.
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in stages oi" society, considerably advanced, that the BO01_II.
rights of property are so far enlarged as to include cH,P. 4.
the power of nominating, at the discretion of the
owner, the person who is to enjoy it after his death.
It was first introduced among the Athenians by a law
of Solon, and among the Romans, probably, by the
twelve tables. 1 The Hindus have, through all ages,
remained in a state of society too near the simplicity
and rudeness of the most ancient times, to have
stretched their ideas of property so far. The power of
disposing of a man's possessions, by testament, is altogether unknown to their laws. 2
The same notion of a joint-title, in all the members
of a family, to the property of the whole, had originally an effect even upon the power of donation.
Individuals were not at liberty to alienate by gift any
part of the common stock. This, however, is a right
which is recommended by motives more powerful and
frequent than that of disposal after death, and was
therefore much sooner introduced.
The first instances were probably sanctioned by religious pretexts.
By the laws of the Visigoths it was permitted to
make donations to the church ; and by those of the
Burgundians a free man was allowed, after dividing
his means with his sons, to make an ecclesiastical
donation out of his own portion? Among the Hindus
I Kames's Historical Law Tracts, i. 16_0.
2 Impressed, when I began to study the history and character of the
/-hndu_, _ith the loud encomiums I had been accustomed to hear oil
flleir uttainmeuts, and particularly their laws ; uhich were represented
as indicating a high state of civilization; this fact, _hieh is broadly
stated by l_ir. Halhed, (Preface tothe Gentoo Code, p. liii.)very forcibly
struck me. Rude as the Arabs were at the time of Mahomed, their
ideas of property included the right of devising by _ill. See Koran,
chap. 5.
Historical Law Tracts, i. 159. How like is this regulation of the
Burgundians to the rules among the Hindus tbr division of property to
the son_ during the father's life.time ?
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the conferring of gifts upon the Brahmens, which is
CHAP.
4, taught as one of the most important of religious duties,
must have early familiarized the mind to gratuitous
alienations ; yet, notwithstanding this important circumstance, a man's power of transferring his property
by gift appears subject still to extraordinary restrictions. Except in certain minor cases, the consent of
his heirs is required. It is only over that part of his
property which is more than sufficient to feed and
clothe all his dependants, that he has an unlimited
power of disposal. _
II. The second class of laws, those which relate to
offences and their punishment, form a subject less
complicated, and of less subtle and difficult disquisition, than those which relate to the distribution of
rights; it is, however, a portion of law, which, from
the violent interference of human passions, is not less
slow in gaining improvement.
An offence is an act by which a right is violated.
The object of punishment is to prevent such acts.
It is employed, under the empire of reason, only as a
last resource. If offences could be prevented without
punishment, punishment ought never to exist. It
follows, as a necessary consequence, that as little of
it as possible ought to exist.
It is equally manifest, that it would be vain to establish rights, if the necessary means were not to be used
for securing them. It is therefore good to make use
of punishment, as far as necessary for the securing of
rights ; with this precaution only, that the suffering
or evil, produced by the punishment, is less, upon the
whole, than that which would arise fi'om the violation
of the right.
By these maxims, as criterions, we shall endeavour

BOOK II.

' ttalhed's Gentoo Codesch, vii.
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to ascertain the attributes of the criminal code of the BOOKII.
Hindus.
CRAP.
4..
The misery and disorder which overspread human
life, wherever self-defence rests wholly upon the individual, are the cause to which government owes its
origin. To escape from those evils, men transfer to
the magistrate powers sufficient for the defence of all;
and agree to expect from him alone that protection,
which they obtained so imperfectly from their own
exertions. In the rude and violent times when this
revolution takes place, it is not from a just and cool
discernment of the limits of defence, prevention, and
reparation, that penalties are exacted. It is from the
impulse of a keen resentment, that the sufferer pursues, and from a strong sympathy with that resentment, that the magistrate commonly judges and condemns. It is not so much security that is coveted, as
revenge. A great injury committed can only be expiated by a great injury received. Two principles
therefore universally characterize the penal code of a
barbarous people; severity; and retaliation. The
early laws of the Greeks and the Romans were cruel ;
the laws of the twelve tables, says Mr. Gibbon, like
the statutes of Draco, were written in characters of
blood.1 By the laws of Moses, blasphemy, idolatry,
profaning the sabbath, homicide, adultery, incest,
rapes, crimes against nature, witchcraft, smiting or
cursing 5tther or mother, were punished with death,
and with burning and stoning, the most cruel kinds of
death? Of the sanguinary character imprinted on
the laws of the Egyptians, the following instance may
be adduced: They thrust little pieces of reeds, about
a finger's length, into all parts of the bodies of parriGibbon's History of the Decl. and Fall of the Roman Empire_ ch. xliv,
See the Books of Moses_ passim.
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BOOKII. eldes ; and then, surrounding them with thorns, set
caA_._, them on fire.t The barbarous punishments which
prevail among the Chinese are too familiarly known
to require illustration. Perhaps of all the rude nations of whom we have any account, our own Saxon
and German ancestors were the most distinguished
for the mildness of their punishments ; a singularity,
however, to be accounted for, by the use of a very
barbarous expedient, a compensation in money for
almost every species of crime. Yet in various in.
stances, particularly that of theft, their laws were not
only severe, but inhuman/
Notwithstanding the mildness which has generally
been attributed to the Hindu character, hardly any
nation is distinguished for more sanguinary laws.
" The cruel mutilations," says Sir William Jones,_
" practised by the native powers, are shocking to
humanity."
Died. Sic. lib. i. p. 88.
Wilkins, Leg. Sax. p. 2. to 20. Mr. Turner, History of the Anglosaxons_ says, book XI. ch. viii. " The most popular ofthe legal punishments were the pecuniary mulcts. Bat as the imperfection and inutility
of these could not be always disguised_as they were sometimes impunity
to the rich, who could afford them, and to the poor who had zlothiag
to pay them with, other punishments were enacted. Among these we
find imprisonment, out]awu,, banishments, slavery_ a:ld transportation.
In other cases, we have whipping, brat_ding_ the pillory_ amputation of
limb, mutilation of the nose and ears, and hps, theeyes plucked out, hair
torn off, stoning, and. hanging. Nations not civilized have barbarous pu=
nlshments."
a Cbarge to the Grand Jury of Calcutta, Dec. 4_ 1788, Sir Win. Junes's
Works, ifi. 26. Of this feature of their law.s, a tbw examples willimpress
a lively conception.
" Tl:e most pernicious of all deceivers," says the
law of Meuu, "is a goldsmith who commits frauds; the king shah order
him to be cut piecemeal with razors." Laws of hIenu, ell. ix. 29_.
"Should a wife, proud of her family and the great qualities of her kinsmen, actually
condemn her
let him place
executioners

violate the dutywhlch she o_vesto her ]ord_ let the king
to be devoured by dogs m a place much frequented ; and
the adulterer on an iroa hed well heated, under which the
shall throw logs continually_ till the sinful wretch be there
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Retaliation is another peculiarity which remarkably BOOKII.
distinguishes the laws of that barbarous period, when cH,_. 4.
the punishment of crimes is chiefly measured by the
resentment of the sufferer._ Whatever the injury
burned to death." Ib. viii. 371,372.
"If a woman murders her spiritual
guide, or her husband, or her sou, the magistrate, having cut off her ears,
her nose, her hands, and her lips, shah expose her to be killed by con's."
Halhed's Gentoo Code, eh. xxi. sect. 10. " Of robbers, _-ho break a
wall or partition, and commit theft in tile night, let the prince order the
hands to be lopped off, and themselves to be fixed on a sharp stake. Two
fingers of a cutpurse, the thumb and the index, let him cause to be amputated on his first conviction ; on the second, one hand and one foot ; on
the third, he shah suffer death." Laws of Menu, ix. 276, 277. " A
thief who, by plundering in his own country, spoils the province, the
magistrate shall crucify, and confiscate his goods ; if" he robs in another
kingdom he shall not confiscate his possessions, bat shall crucify him.
If a man steals any man of a superior caste, the magistrate shall bind
tim grass beena round his body, and burn him with fire; if he steals a
woman of a superinr caste, the magistrate shall cause him to be stretched
nut upon a hot plate of iron, and, having bnund the grass beena round
his bodyj shall burn him in the fire. ]f a man steals an elephant or a
hurse_ excellent in all respects, the magistrate shall cut off his band, and
foot, and buttock, and deprive him of life. If a man steals an elephant
or a horse nfsmall account, or a camel or a cow, the magistrate shall cut
offfrom him one hand and ene foot. If a man steals a goat or a sheep,
the magistrate shall cut off oue of his hands. ]f a man steals any small
animal, exclusive of the cut and the weasel, the mzgis_rate shall cut off
half his font." Halhed's Gentoo Code, ch. xwl. sect. 3. " If a man sets
fire to the tillage or plantatinn of another, or sets fire to _ahouse or to
a granaryj cr to any uninhabited spot where there is mu_'fl'uit nr flo_vers, the magistrate, having hound that person's body in-the grass beena,
shall burn him with fire." lb. xviil. " For boring the nos_r21sof cows
belonging to priests, the offender shall instantly lose half of one foot.
Laws of Memo, ch. _ih. 323. Tile same s_stem of mutilation prevailed
in Persia.
Xenophon_ describing the Fersiau pumshments, says,
IIoXkc_xlf

_Yrp, ,_t?,

_rapct

rue

_(_opeyag

{J_.sc_, i:at

roc_,,

I¢.aLX_.|ptoz,_ teat

n_O,,_l_tOvv_p_EwC avOp_r_.
Xennph. Cyrol0a_d.hb. i. p 92. Tile
common mode nf hanging is thus described by an eye-witness : "A hook
is fixed to one end of the rope. and this hook the executioner forces with
all his strengfll into tile flesh below the oriminal's chin; he is then
hoisted up, and the other end of the rope is made fast to tile gallows."
Bartolomen's Travels, book IL ch. v. " If a magistrate has committed
a crime, and any person, upon discovery ofdmt came, should beat and
ill-use the magistrate, the magistrate sh:d[ thrust an iron spit through hun
and roast him at the fire." tialhed's Gentoa Code, ch. xvi. sect. 1.
] "The inhuman and unequal principle of retaliation,"
bon_ Hist, of Decl. and Fall of the Rum. Emp. ch. xhv.

says Mr. Gih-
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which the innocent man has sustained, a similar in.
cH^P.4, jury, by way of punishment, is imposed upon the
guilty. Whatever the member, or part of his body,
with which the offender committed the crime, upon
that part is the chastisement inflicted. The Hebrew
law of an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth, is a
familiar example of what occurred among other na.
tions. The forfeit of limb for limb, and member for
member, was, among the Romans, exacted by the law
of the twelve tables, unless where the offender could
expiate his crime by a fine of 300 pounds of copper.
The earliest legislators of Greece were so rude as to
leave the punishment of crimes, undefined, to the
discretion of the judge; but Zaleucus, legislator of
the Locrians, who first prescribed rules on this subject,
enforced so literally the maxim of an eye for an eye,
that it was deemed an important reform on his laws,
when it was decreed that he who struck out tile eye
of a person with one eye should lose both his own._
The Egyptians extended the principle of punishing
criminals in that part of the body which was chiefly
instrumental in the guilt, to an extraordinary number
of instances. He who discovered the secrets of the

BOOK II.

state had his tongue cut out ; he who violated a free
woman was made an eunuch ; of those who counterfeited coin and seals either public or private, of those
who made use of false weights and measures, and of
public notaries who forged or mutilated deeds, the
t_,o hands were cut off; and calumniators were subjected to the same punishment which would have
been due to those whom they falsely accused.2 To
how extraordinary a degree the spirit of retaliation
moulds the penal legislation of the Hindus, a few
Strabo, lib. vi. p. 398. Potter's Antiq, book I. ch, xxvi. Blackstone's Commentaries, book IV. oh. i.
Diod. Sic, lib, i, p, 138_139,
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specimens will evince. The law concerning assault SOOKtt.
and battery, in the Institutes of Menu, thus corn- c,,_P.4.
mences: " With whatever member a low-born man
shallassault or hurt a superior, even that member of his
must be slit or cut, more or less in proportion to the
injury : this is an ordinance of Menu." 1 " It"a man
strikes a Bramin with his hand, the magistrate shall
cut off that man's hand; if he strikes him with his
foot, the magistrate shall cut off the foot ; in the same
manner, with whatever limb he strikes a Bramin, that
limb shall be cut off; but if a Seeder strikes either of
the three casts, Bramin, Chehteree, or Bice, with his
hand or foot, the magistrate shall cut off such hand
or foot.''_ " If a man has put out both the eyes of
any person, the magistrate shall deprive that man of
both his eyes, and condemn him to perpetual imprisonment, and fine him.''_ The punishment of murder
is founded entirely upon the same principle. " If a
man," says the Gentoo code, "deprives another of life,
the magistrate shall deprive that person of life. ''_
" A once-born man, who insults the twice-born with
gross invectives, ought to have his tongue slit. If he
mention their names and classes with contumely, as
if he say, ' Oh thou refuse of Brahmens,' an iron style,
ten fingers long, shall be thrust red.hot into his mouth.
Should he through pride give instruction to priests
concerning their duty, let the king order some hot
oil to be droppedinto his mouth and his ear. ''_ "It` a
blow, attended with much pain, be given either to
human creatures or cattle, the king shall inflict on
the striker a punishment as heavy as the presumed
Laws of Menu, oh. viii. °79. Ina _tyle characteristically Hindu,
the following, among otLer cases, are specified; when a man spits or
another, when lie urines on him, and when he breaks _ind on him.. The
penalties I choose not to describe. See the same chapter_ 280 to .o8._.
'_H'Ahed's Code of Geotoo La_*'s, oh. xvi. sect. 1.
3 lb.
4 lb.

'_Laws of Menu, oh. viii. _70 to 273.
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rt. suffering. ''_ " With whatever limb a thief commits
c.AP._. the offence, by any means in this world, as if he break
a wall with his hand or his foot, even that limb shall
the king amputate, for the prevention of a similar
crime." _ " A mechanic or servile man, having an
adulterous connexion with a woman of a twice-born
class, if she was unguarded, shall lose the part offending, and his whole substance." a " The breaker of a
dam to secure a pool, let the king punish by a long
immersion under water." 4 The portion of suffering,
sufficient to constitute a motive for abstaining from
the crime, is all the punishment which reason autho.
rizes ; but we see nations far advanced in civilization
so tardy in recognizing this principle, that the excess
of suffering, produced by the law of retaliation, would
not, it is probable, suggest to nations, at a very early
stage of civilization, the utility of repealing it. Yet
no maxim more naturally recommends itself to the
human mind, even before it is strong, than that all
who commit the same crime should meet with equal
punishment ; and it requires a very slight degree of
reflection to see, that when the hand or the foot is cut
off from one man, the punishment may be a very moderate one; when the same limb is cut off from another
man, to whose subsistence it is essential, the penalty
may far exceed a sentence of death.
In another class of punishments, where the principle of equality may be still more easily applied, the
grossness of the violation excites considerable surprise.
As among our Saxon ancestors, so among the Hindus,
fines bear a very large proportion to other punish.
meats. When reparation to the party injured should
be made by the author of the wrong, the pecuniary
ability of the party on whom the obligation falls can
_LawsofMenu_ch.

viii,268,

_Ib, 334.

_Ib, 374. _Ib:ix, 2?9,
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no more be regarded, than where he owes a debt. BOOKII.
But in so far as it is the object of the law to create a c_.,r. ,.
motive against the occurrence of a like offence; or
even to take vengeance, to inflict pain purely because
pain has been occasioned ; in so far it is one of the
plainest dictates of reason, that where the offence is
equal, the suffering or hardship imposed should be
equal. Though a pecuniary mulct imposes all degrees of hardship, according to the pecuniary abilities of the man who pays, the Hindu law makes no
distinction between the rich and the poor) It makes,
indeed, a serious distinction between the man of one
class, and another: and they of the lowest are, with a
very few exceptions, always the most severely fined.
But if the class is the same, the same forfeit is exacted
for the same offence ; though one man should be too
opulent to feel fi'om it any sensible inconvenience;
another should suffer all the pains and horrors of
want.
:From the classification of the people, and the privileges of the castes, we are prepared to expect, among
the Hindus, inequalities created by distinctions of
rank. They relate either to the crimes committed
against persons of the different ranks, or the crimes
committed by them. Inequalities of the first sort,
it is found difficult to avoid even in high stages of
civilization. At present, in the best governed countries of Europe, an injury done to a nobleman is
treated as a crime of a deeper die, than a similar injury to a person of tile lowest rank. -_ If' the laws
There is in one pass._ge of Meuu, ch. viii. 1.°6, an incidental exhortation to the judge, not to be regardle_-s of the ability of the sufferer in
the infliction of"corporal or other punishment;
and it is impossible but
some regard must have been paid to it ill practice : but defined sums are
in almost all cases affixed to specific crimes, without the smallest referenee to the abihty of the payer.
The orthodo,v judg%

Blaekstone;

as Mr, Gibbon ver.v dgTdjlcanth_

_
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:BOOgU. should make no distinction in principle, the power of
c_,P. 4. the nobleman to bring the offender to trial, and to
command the partiality of the judge, would long make
a very essential difference in practice. When the
Hindu law, therefore, makes a gradation in the criminality of the same action, according as it is committed against the Brahmen, the Cshatriya, the
Vaisya, and the Sudra, it is only the excess in the
difference of punishment, which is calculated to excite
our surprise. With regard to offences committed by
individuals of the different ranks, it is rare, even
among the rudest people, to find the principle of
unequal punishments, expressly avowed; and com.
parative impunity granted by law to the crimes of the
great. Perjury, fraud, defamation, forgery, incest,
murder, are not among us reckoned crimes more venial
in the lord than in his servant. Among the Hindus,
whatever be the crime committed, if it is by a Brahmen, the punishment is in general comparatively
slight; if by a man of the military class, it is more
severe; if by a man of the mercantile and agricultural class, it is still increased; if by a Sudra, it is
violent and cruel. For defamation of a Brahmen, a
man of the same class must be fined 12 panas ; a man
of the military class, 100; a merchant, 150 or 200;
but a mechanic or servile man is whipped, a The general principle on which the penalties for this crime
seem to be regulated is, that whatever fine is exacted
from a man of the same class by whom you have been
denominates him, (See Hist. Decl. and Fall, &c. eh. xliv. n. 145) is quite
an advocate for the superior criminality of an injury to a man of a superior rank. ': Ifa nobleman strikes a peasant," says he, "all mankind
will see, that, ifa court ofjustice awards a return ofthe blow, it is more
than a just compensation.
The execution of a needy, deerepid assassin,
is a poor satisfaction for the murder of a nobleman, in the bloom of his
youth, aud full enjoymeot of his friends, his honours, and his fortune."
Commentaries on the Laws of England_ book IV. ch. i.
t Laws of Menu, ell. viii. 260,'267.
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accused, one only half as large should be imposed BOOKII,
upon the man of a superior class, but one double in CHA_.4.
magnitude, should the cast of the slanderer be inferior
to your own. For all the more serious accusations
against any of the superior orders the punishment of the Sudra is far more dreadful. 1 That the
scale of punishment for crimes of assault is graduated
by the same rule, the following instance, out of
many, will evince. " If a man of superior cast and
of superior abilities to another should strike him with
a weapon, the magistrate shall fine him 500 puns of
cowries. If a man of an equal cast and of equal
abilities with another should strike him with a
weapon, the magistrate shall fine him 1000 puns of
cowries. If a man of an inferior cast and of inferior
abilities to another should strike him with a weapon,
the magistrate shall fine him S000 puns of cowries. ''_
For perjury, it is only in favor of the Brahmen, that
any distinction seems to be admitted. " Let a just
prince," says the ordinance of Menu, "banish men of
the three lower classes, if they give false evidence,
having first levied the fine ; but a Brahmen let him
only banish. '''3 The punishment of adultery, which
on the Brahmens is light, descends with intolerable
weight on the lowest classes. In regard to the inferior cases of theft, for which a fine only is the punishment, we meet with a curious exception, the degree
of punisbment ascending with the class. " The fine
of a Sudra for theft, shall be eight fold; that of
a Vaisya, sixteen fold; that of a Cshatriya, two and
thirty fold; that of a Brahmen, four and sixty fold,
or a hundred fold complete, o1"even twice four and
sixty fold.''4 No corporal punishment, much less
J Cod_ of Gentoo Laws ,all. xv. sect. 2. Vide supra, p. 166.
lb. xvi. sect. 1.
_ La_'s of _lenu, ch. viii. 1%.
lb. 337, _38.
¥0I,.
I.
O
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BOOKII.death,
can be inflicted on the Brahmen for any crime.
CaA_. 4.
" Menu, son of the Self-existent, has named ten
places of punishment, which are appropriated to the
three lower classes; the part of. generation, the
belly, the tongue, the two hands; and fifthly, the
two feet, the eye, the nose, both ears, the property;
and in a capital case, the whole body ; but a Brahmen must depart from the realm unhurt in any one
of them."

l

Punishment should be proportioned, not to the
greatness of the crime, that is, the quantity of suffering it produces, but solely to the difficulty of creating
an adequate motive to abstain from it: if a fine of one
shilling created a sufficient motive to abstain from the
crime of murder, the fine of a shilling would be all
the punishment which ought to exist. It must
be owned, however, that the principle of punishing
crimes, according to their magnitude, very naturally
suggests itself; and bears a strong appearance of
according with the principles of reason. Even to
this early and imperfect principle, the Hindus have
never ascended. While perjury, one of the most
mischievous of crimes, and one against which an ade.
quate motive is very difficult to create, is punished
only with fine, and in its most aggravated cases, with
banishment, the crime of obtaining goods on false
pretences is punished with mutilation, and even with
death. " Ifa person steals a man of an inferior cast,
the magistrate shall fine him 1000 puns of cowries:
If he steals an elephant or a horse excellent in all
respects, the magistrate shall cut off his hand, and
foot, and buttock, and deprive him of life.''_ The
following places of the body are enumerated; the
' Laws ofMenu, ch. viii. 124, 125.
g Halhed's Gentoo Code,ch. xvii. sect. 3.

o
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ear, the nose, the hand, the foot, the lip, the eye, the voo]_
IL
CHAr. 4,.
tongue, and some others; upon any one uf which a
stroke, such as to separate or cut them off from the
body, is punished equally ;1 yet surely there is no
comparison between the injury of depriving a man of
his ear, for example, and of his tongue, or his hand.
An amour with a woman of the Brahmenical caste is
more dreadfully punished than parricide. Various
cases of theft and robbery are accounted worthy
of more shocking penalties than murder. Even Sir
William Jones is constrained to say that the punishments of the Hindus "' are partial and fanciful, for
some crimes dreadfully cruel, for others reprehensibly
slight." _
The principal acts erected into punishable offences
by the Hindu law are, false witness, defamation,
assault, theft, outrage, adultery. The species and
degrees of perjury are thus distinguished: " if a
witness speak falsely through covetousness, he shall
be fined 1000 panas ; if through distraction of mind,
250 ; if through terror, 1000 ; if through friendship,
the same ; if through lust, 2,500 ; if through wrath,
1,500; if through ignorance, 200 complete; if
through inattention, 100 only.''_ The laws against
reproachful expressions are numerous, and the penalties remarkably severe; a pretty satisfactory proof
that the Hindus have always been abusive; as we
find the)- continue to the present day.4 By the term
Assault, are indicated the smaller instances of per.
] Halhed's Gentoo Code rch. xvi. sect. 1.
ffi
Prefaceto the Translation
of the Institutes
of I*,lenu,
SirWin.
Jones'sWorks_iii.
62.
Laws ofMenuj ch.viii.
120,121. Where thelanguageofthetext
specifies the fine by naming it technically in the order of amercemont_ I
have stated the sum_ that tho reader might see at a glauco the proportions.
4 SeetheChapteron Manners.
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,BO0_ II. sonal offence and injury ; on which the laws of the
c,,P. 4. Hindus descend to the most minute distinctions and
details. In this they present a remarkable agreement
with tile laws of our Gothic ancestors. Lord Kaimes,
observing upon the ancient European mode of' satis.
lying for injuries by money, remarks that " the laws
of the Burgundians, of the Salians, of the Almanni, of
the Bavarians, of the Ripuarii, of the Saxons, of the
Angli and Th uringi, of t he Frisian s, of the Langobards,
and of the Anglo-saxons, are full of these compositions, extending from the most trifling injury to the
most atrocious crimes. In perusing the tables of these
compositions, which enter into a minute detail of the
most trivial offences, a question naturally occurs, why
all this scrupulous nicety of adjusting sums to delinquencies? Such a thing is not heard of in later
times. But the following answer will give satisfaction :--That resentment_ allowed scope among Barbarians, was apt to take flame by the slightest spark;
therefore to provide for its gratification, it became
necessary to enact compositions for every trifling
wrong, such as at present would be the subject
of mirth rather than of serious punishment : for example, where the clothes of a woman, bathing in a
river, are taken away to expose her nakedness, and
where dirty water is thrown upon a woman in the
way of contumely. ''_ The following orders of crime,
in the Hindu code, present a similar, and a very remarkable picture; 1. Throwing upon the body of
another_ dust, o1"sand_ or clay, or cow-dung, or any
thing else of the same kind, or striking with the hand
or foot ; 2. Throwing upon the body tears, or phlegm,
or the pa6ng of one's nails, or tile gum of the eyes. or
the wax of the ears, or the refuse of victuals, or spittle;
, Itistorical Law Tracts, i. 49, 50.
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3. Throwing upon another from the navel down-nook n.
wards to his foot, spue,or urine, or ordure, orsemen; c_P. 4.
_. Throwing upon another, from the navel upwards
to beneath the neck, any of the substancesmentioned
in the last article ; 5. Throwing uponanother any of
the same substancesfrom the neck upwards; 6. Assaulting with a stone,or with a pieceof iron or wood;
7. Hauling by the foot,or bythe hair, or bythe hand,
or by the clothes; 8. Seizingand binding anotherin a
cloth, and setting one's foot uponhim; 9. Raisingup
an offensiveweaponto assault; 10. Striking with a
weapon. In all these cases a further distinction is
made, as the offenceis committedbya superior,an in.
ferior, or an equal, and committedagainst a man or a
woman. The gradations too of woundsare curiously
specified; 1. When no blood is shed; 2. When a
little blood is shed; 3. When much blood is shed;
4. When a very great quantity ; 5. When a boneis
broke as wellas hlootlis shed; 6. When a member
or organ is struck offor separated.' Under the title
theft, the Hindus includethe variousspeciesof frauds.
In all nations which have made but the first step
in civilization; when the means of protecting properry are very imperfectly known, and covetousness is a furiouspassion; the depredations of thieves
are always punished with extreme severity. In
the Gothic nations of Europe, when tile murder
even of the King inferred but a pecuniarycomposition, theft was punished by mutilation and death?
In the same manner amongthe Hindus, while murder is punishedby the mere lossof life, someof the
mostatrociousinstancesofthecrueltyofthe Hindu laws
See the Article Assault in the Code of Oentoo La_¢s)ch, xvi. sect.
1. Laws of Menu)ch, viii. 279 to 301.
See Kames's Historical Law Tracts) i. fi3_and the authoritiesthere
quoted,
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drawn as above from the punishments awarded
CaAP. ILwere
4.
to theft.l The minor cases of theft are punished by
fines, and by various degrees of mutilation ; but the
higher species,by impaling, by burning alive,and by
crucifixion. By Outrage ; which is sometimes denominated violence, sometimes robbery ; are designated,
all attacks, accompanied with violence, upon either
property or person, including even murder. While
the inferior species are punished by fine and by muti.
lation, the higher are punished by death; and some
of the more heinous kinds of spoliation are avenged
with all the sanguinary fury which, among the Hin.
dus, has dictated the higher penalties of theft. _ Adultery is a very complicated subject. In the Hindu
language it includes every unlawful species of sexual
indulgence, from the least, to the most injurious, or
offensive. If the laws are any proof of the manneps of a people, this article affords indication of
one of the most depraved states of the sexual appetite. Almost all the abuses, and all the crimes which
it is possible to conceive, are there depicted with
curious exactness ; and penalties are devised and assigned for every minute diversity and refinement, as
for acts the most frequent and familiar. There are
even titles of sections in the code which cannot be
transcribed with decency, and which depict crimes
unknown to European laws) In accordance with the
I Supra, p. 218, 219.
BLaws of Menu, eh. viii. 344 to 348. Codeof GentooLaws,eh. xviii.
a Mr. Halhed makes so curious an apology for this article in his pre
faceto the Codeof Gentoo Laws, p. lxifi, that [ am temptedto transcribe
it: "The nineteenth and twentieth chapters," says he, " present us a
lively picture of Asiatic manners,and in them a strongproofof their originality. To menot liberal and candid sentiments,neither thegrossness
of the portrait nor the harshness of the colouring,will seem improperor
indecent, while they are convincedof the truth of the resemblance; and
if this compilationdoes not exhibit mankind as they might have been,
or as they ought to have been, this answeris plaint ' Because it paints
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generalspirit of Eastern nations, among whom an BOOK
II.
extraordinaryvalue is set on the chastity of the cH_P.4.
women,its moreaggravatedviolationsarepunished
by the mostshockingdeath whichhumancrueltyhas
probablydevised,that of burningona heated plate of
iron. The ramificationsof criminafityare also pur.
suedto the most minuteand trivialacts,andsuchas,
even in the most jealousnations of Europe,wouldbe
held perfectlyinnocent: "He, who talks with the
wife of anotherman at a place of pilgrimage,in a
forest or a grove, or at the confluence of rivers,
incursthe guilt of an adulterousinefiuation• to send
her flowersor perfumes,to sport and jest with her,
to touch her apparel and ornaments,to sit with
her on the samecouch, are all held adulterousacts
m

them as they were.'--Viees, as well as fashions, have their spring and
their fall_ not with indmduals only, hut ia whole nations, when one
reigning foible for a while swallows up the rest, and then retires in its
turn to make room for the epidemic influence of a newer passion. Whereforej if any opinions, not reconcileabh to our modes of thinking, or any
crimes not practised, and so not prohibited among us, should occur in
these chapters, they must he imputed to the different effects produced ml the human mind by a difference of climates, customs,
and manners, which will constantly give a particular turn and
bias to the national vices.--Hence it would be a weak and frivolous argument for censuring the fifth section of this nineteenth chapter, to
object that it was levelled at an offence absurd in itself, not likely to he
frequent, or supposing it frequent, still to be deemed of trivial consequence; and to make this objection merely in consideration that the
offence may not be usual among us, and has certainly never been forbidden by our legislature, such cavils would betray a great ignorance of the
general system of human nature, as well as of the common principles of
legislation; for penal laws (escept for the most ordinary crimes) art not
enacted until particular instances of offence have pointed out their absolute necessity ; for which reason parricide was not specified among the
original institutes of the celebrated lawgiver of Sparta. Hence we may
with safety conclude, that the several prohibiuons and penalties of this
fifth section were subsequent to, and in consequence of, the commission
of every species of enormity thereiu described."--Mr. Halhed here mainrains with very cogent reasons, though rather an unskilful style, that
the Hindu morals are certainly as gross as tho Hindu laws ; that rite
latter grossness is_ in facb the result of the former.
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nOOKIt. on his part. ''I Of all crimes, indeed, adultery apcaAP.4. pears, in the eyes of Hindu lawgivers, to be the
greatest ; and worthy of the most severe and terrible
chastisement. The offences committed with the
women of the higher classes by men of the lower are
the acts which are looked upon as of greatest atrocity,
and which rise in criminality, as the classes recede
from one another, till they arrive at last at the
adultery of a man of the servile with a woman of the
priestly caste ; a point beyond which, it is supposed,
that human guilt and depravity cannot proceed?
III. Conformity to the laws of the two preceding
orders ; denominated, for want of better terms, the
Civil and the Penal; is the End: The laws of Judicature are to be regarded in the light of Means to
that End. The subject, in its full extent, includes an
account of 1. the instruments made use of for pro.
ducing the fulfilment of the laws of the two former
kinds, and 2. the modes of using them.
The instruments made use of among the Hindus,
have been already described, in giving an account of
the functions of the king; who, with his Brahmen
assessors, is the principal instrument.
The mode of
using the instruments of,judicature, or the steps according to which judicature is performed, were there also
briefly described. Of the matters which remain, the
laws or rules respecting evidence form the only part
_vhich it is still useful to describe.
Prior to the general use of writing, the chief species
of evidence, applicable to judicial cases, is the speech
of witnesses. It is this species which makes tile principal figure in the laws of Hindustan to the present
age. It is even more than doubtful whether written
, La_,s of Menu, oh. viii. 35(5,357,
"- Ib. 35£' to 586, Code of Gentoo Laws, oh. xi_.
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evidence is at all referred to by the author of the ordi. BOOK
r[.
ChAr. 4.
nances of Menu, though from himself we learn that
writing had been applied to laws.I " On the denial,"
says the law, " of a debt which the defendant has in
court been required to pay, the plaintiff must call a
witness who was present at the place of the loan, or
produce other evidence; "_ the gloss of Culluca adds,
" a note and the like :" 3 but for the use of evidence
by writing not a single rule is afterwards adduced,
though numerous rules are prescribed for the use of
that which is delivered orally; not even a word of
allusion to this novel species of evidence appears;
and where the various circumstances are enumerated
on which the attention of the judge ought to be fixed,
while the evidence of speaking witnesses occupies a
conspicuous place, the evidence of writings is entirely
omitted. 4 In the compilations, however, of recent
times, as in that made by order of Mr. Hastings and
translated by Halhed, tile use of written evidence
appears; but even there it is treated with a negligence and slightness due to a matter of subordinate
importance.
Among the rules for evidence at the lips of witnesses, some are reasonable and good ; others are not
only the reverse, but indicate a state of ignorance
and barbarism. The evidence of three witnesses is
required for the decision of any question : " When a
man has been brought into court by a suitor for property, the cause shall he decided by the Brahmen who
represents the king, having heard three witnesses at
i Laws of_'lenu, ch. viii, 3.
,2 Ib. 5°,.
3 lb.
4 . Let him fully consider the nature of truth, the state of tile case,
and his own person; and next_ the witnesses, the place, the mode and
the time." lb. 45. From these circumstances it is probable that the
emend_tion of the commentator has been added from the more enlarged
kno_vledgeof later times.

]?_OgIi.least."1 Yet it is declaredin another place that
ca,p.4. ,, one man,untaintedwith covetousness,may (in _ome
cases,saysthe gloss of Culluca)be the solewitness."
This apparentcontradictionmay perhapsbe explained
by a passage in the Codeof Gentoo Laws, wherethe
decisionof a cause by the testimony of a single witness is made to dependupon the consent of the litigants? Even from this rulethe followingcases are
excepted: " Supposing," says the law, " a person to
lend another money secretly, or secretly to entrust
his moneyto the care of another, in such affairsone
single personis a sufficientwitness."_ The different
degreesof trustworthiness in differentwitnessesleads
to mischievousrules. " Marriedhousekeepers, men
with m_le issue, inhabitants of the same district,
either of the military, the commercial, or the servile
class,are competent,when called by the party, to give
theh-evidence."_ The most fancifuldistinctionsurely
that ever was made by an uncultivatedmind, is that
between the father of male and the father of female
offspring,as a source of evidence. The personsheld
incompetent to bear witness are a very numerous
class. " Those must not be admitted who have a
pecuniary interest; nor familiar friends; nor menial
servants; nor enemies; nor men formerly perjured;
nor persons grievouslydiseased; nor those, who have
committed heinous offences. The king cannot he
made a witness, nor cooks and the like mean artificers; nor public dancers and singers; nor a priest of
Laws of Menu, ch. viii. 60. The same law is stated still more
generally and absolutely, in the Gentoo Code, ch. fit. sect. 8.
Laws ofMenn, ch. viii. 77.
3 tta]hed's Gentoo Code, ch. iii. sect. 8. '_ If the plaintiffor defendant, at their own option_ appoint a single person only, not fraudulently"
inclined, &c. he may be a witness."
Ibid.
5 Laws of Menu_oh. viii, 6_.
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deep learning ia Scripture; nor a student of the ]_O0_IL
CHAp.4.
Vedas; nor an anchoret secludedfrom all worldly
c_mnexious;nor one wholly dependant; nor one of
bad fame; nor one who follows a cruel occupation;
nor one who acts openly against the law; nor a
decrepitold man; nora child; nor a wretch of the
lowest mixed class; nor one who has lost the organs
of sense; nor one extremelygrieved; nor one intoxicated; nor a madman; nor one tormentedwith hun.
ger or thirst; nor one oppressedby fatigue; nor one
excited by lust ; norone inflamed by wrath ; nor one
who has been convictedof theft." 1 Among the persons exduded from the rank of witnesses are the
female sex entirely; unless in the case of evidence
for others of the same sex. Servants,too, mechanics,
and those of the lowest class, are allowed to give evidence forindividualsof the same description?- Brahmens and the king are exempted from the obfigation
of giving evidence, by way of privilege, though the
Bral3mensare admitted when they please.3
This enumerationof persons,whosetestimony was
altogetherunfit to be believed, affordsa proofof the
great difficultyof obtaining true testimony in the
age in which it was made; and holds up a dreadful
pictureof the state of morality to which it could be
supposed to be adapted. It indicates, also, by the
strangediversityof the cases which it includes,a sin.
gular want of discrimination,in the mindsby which
it was framed. And further; rulesfor the exclusion
of testimony, from any person, not deprived of the
ordinary exercise of the human faculties, could, however the viciouseffectsof custom may preserve them,
be introduced, only in an age of great ignorance and
barbarity, when the human mind judges in the gross,
' Laws ofi_Ienu:ch, viii, 66 to 67.

_"]b. 68.

s Ib, 69,70_71.
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II. is incapableof nice discriminations, cannot assign the
LcH'F'4' different value which ought to be attached to the
testimony of different men, and estimates the weight
of a body of evidence by the number, not the trustworthiness, of the people who deliver it.
The introduction of rules for tile exclusion of evidence marks the age of false refinement, which is that
of semibarbarism, intermediate between the age of
true wisdom, and that of primevalignorance. When
the first judges, or arbiters, the heads of families, had
to clearup any dispute, they called before them every
individual of the little community or family, who
appeared to know any thing of the matier, and
questioned them all; allowing to the statements, extracted fro.m each, the influence, much or little, or
none at all, to which they seemed entitled ; and this
is the course, which true wisdom would recommend.
In an age, however, of false refinement, which aims
at excessive accuracy, but, failing in comprehensivehess, applies its rules to part only of a subject when
they should include the whole, the makers of laws,
perceiving that certain classes of witnesses were apt
to give false testimony, and considering that false testimony misleads, resolved immediately that the testimony of such witnesses ought never to be received.
Now, if the testimony of the best sort of witness had
been a thing which the judges always had at command, in sufficient quantity, this might have been a
rational procedure. But as this was very far from
being the case ; as it very often happens that the testimony of the best sort of witnesses cannot be had, or
that they contradict one another ; that not only some
light, but full and satisfactory light, may often be
obtained from the worst sort of witnesses; to determine that certain classes of persons, and among them
the persons whose knowledge of the facts is naturally
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the most complete, shall not be used as witnesses, BOOK
II.
CaAr. 4.
is merely to determine that judicature shall be performed, so far, without evidence ; that the judge shall
decide without knowledge; and the question of right
and wrong, instead of being determined upon all the
evidence that can be had, shall be determined upon
a part of it only, sometimes a most insignificant part,
sometimes hardly any at all. _
One of the strongest characteristics of a rude age,
or of a corrupt government, is, to make laws which
cannot, or ought not, to be executed; and then to
give dispensations for them. " In all cases of violence, of theft and adultery, of defamation and assault," says the Hindu law, " tile judge must not
examine too strictly the competence of witnesses." "
A presumption, of the very weakest kind, is admitted as a full proof, in the following passages: " If
a man brings a suit against another, saying, I have
, c, If," says Mr. ttume, " the manner of punishing crimes among the
Anglosaxous appear singular, the proof_ were not less so : and were also
the natural result of the situation of those people. Whatever we may
imagine cooceming the usual truth and sincerity of men who live in a
rude and barbarous state, there is much more t;alsehood, and even perjar)', among them, than among civilized nations : Virtue, which is nothing but a more enlarged and more cultivated reason, never flourishes to
any degree, nor is founded on steady principles of honour, except where
a good education becomes general; and wheremen are taught the pernicious consequences of vice, treachery, and immorahty.
Even superstition, though more prevalent among ignorant nations, is but a poor supply
for the defects in knowledge and education : Our European ancestors,
who employed every moment the expedient of swearing on extraordinary
crosses and reliques, _ere less laonourable in all engagements thau their
posterity, who, from experience, have omitted those ineffectual securities. This geueral proneness t_, perjury was much increased by the usual
want of discernment in judges, who could uot discuss an intricate evidence, and were obliged to number, not weigh, the testimony of witnesses."
History of England, Appen&x I.
This subject will, one day, when the papers of Mr. Bentham ,qre produeed, be presented to the _vorld, in all the hght which lull knowledge,
a minute analysis, and philosophy, can bestow upon it.
Menu, oh. viii. 72.
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BooKrr.lent
you severalarticles, and the person answers,I
C_AP.4,
.
never received one of the articles you mention; in
that ease, if the plaintiff proves any one of all the
articlesclaimed, to be in the defendant'spossession,
the magistrate shall causethe whole so claimedto be
restored."1 In casesof infinitelygreater importance
the same deceitfulrule is applied. " If a man hath
accused another of the murder of a man, or of a
robbery, or of adultery, and should say, You have
in severalplaces been guilty of these crimes, andthe
defendant denies the accusation;in such a case, if
the accuser can prove upon the other the commission
of any one of these crimes, it shall be a proof of the
wholecomplaint."
Of all the perverse proceedingsof a superstitious
mind, which the history of rude nations presents to
us, few will be found more at variancewith reason,
than the establishmentof the following law : " The
witness, who has given evidence, and to whom
within seven days after, a misfortunehappensfrom
disease, fire,or the death of a kinsman, shall be condemned to pay the debt and a fine."2
Though there is no groundon which the infirmities
of the human mind are moreglaring, and more tenacious of existence, than that of law, it is probable
that the annals of legislative absurdity can present
nothing which will match a law for the direct cncmtragement of perjury. " Whenever," says the ordinance of 3lenu, " the death of a man, who had been
a grievousoffender,either of the servile, the commercial, the military, or the sacerdotal class, would be
occasionedby true evidence, from the known rigour
of the king, even though the fault arose from inad' Code of GentooLaws, ch iii, sect. 6, p. 10L
Laws of Menu_oh, viii.

vertenee or error, falsehood may be spoken: it is BOOKIL
even preferable to truth." x What a state of justice cHA_"_'
it is, in which the king may condemn a man to
death, for inadvertence or error, and no better remedy
is found than the pc]jury of witnesses ? " Whenever
a true evidence would deprive a man of his life,
in that case, if a false testimony would be the preservation of his life, it is allowable to give such false
testimony. If a marriage for any person may be
obtained by false witness, such falsehood may be
told. If a man by the impulse of lust tells lies to a
woman, or if his own life would otherwise be lost, or
all the goods of his house spoiled, or if it is for the
benefit of a Brahmen, in such affairs falsehood is
allowable." _
The laws respecting written evidence are few, and
applied to a very limited number of cases. One distinction is recognized. " A writing," says the law,
" is of two sorts ; first, that which a man writes with
his own hand; second, that which he procures to be
written by another: of these two sorts, that which
is written by a man's own hand, even without witnesses, is approved; and that written by another, if
void of witnesses, is not approved." o The remaining
rules apply, almost entirely, to the modes of supplying, by means of the oral, what is at any time defective in the quantity or quality of the matter drawn
from the scriptural source2
Notwithstanding
the diversities of appearance
' Laws of Menu, ch. viii. sect. 104.
Halhed's Gentoo Code, ch. ill. sect. 9.

3 lb. 6.

We know that grants of land by their princes were made in writing ;
and sunnuds_ pottahs, and other writings, of legal import are numerous m
modern times. That so little of them is indicated in the mare ancient
books of law, implies a ruder period of society ; though, doubtless, we
cannot be sore of their being as destitute of legal writings as the few,
whioh we possoss, of their ancient monuments would give reason to
suppose.
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BOOK
in different ages and countries, human nature
C_P. ILwhich,
4.
,
puts on, the attentive observer may trace in it an
astonishing uniformity with respect to the leading
particulars which characterize the different stages of
society; and often a surprising coincidence in particular thoughts and observances. The trials by
ordeal, in the dark ages of modern Europe ; when the
decision of the most important questions was abandoned to chance or to fraud; when carrying in the
hand a piece of red hot iron, or plunging the arm in
boiling water, was deemed a test of innocence', and a
painful or fraudulent experimeng, supplanting a righ.
teous award, might consign to punishment the most
innocent, or save from it the most criminal of men ;
have been deemed a shocking singularity in the insti.
tutions of our barbarous ancestors. This species of
evidence holds a high rank in the institutes of the
Hindus. There are nine different modes of the trial
by ordeal ; 1. by the balance ; 2. by fire ; 3. by water ;
4. by poison ; 5. by water in which an idol has been
washed; 6. by rice; 7. by boiling oil; 8. by red hot
iron; 9. by images. The first of these, by the
balance, is thus performed. The party accused is
placed in the scale, and carefully weighed; after
which, he is taken down, the pundits write the substance of the accusation on a piece of paper, and bind
it on his forehead. At the end of six minutes he is
weighed again, when, if lighter than before, he is pronounced innocent ; if heavier, guilty, in the second
ordeal, an excavation in the ground, nine hands long,
two spans broad, and one span deep, is filled with a
fire of pippal wood, into which the party must walk barefooted; proving his guilt, if he is burned; his
innocence, if he escapes unhurt. The third species is
rather morecomplicated : the person accused is made
to stand in water up to his navel, with a Brahmen by
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his side; a soldier then shoots three arrows from a BOOKil.
bow of cane, and a man is dispatched to bring back CltAr. 4.
that which was shot the farthest ; as soon as he has
taken it up, another mall is directed to run from the
brink of the water, and at the same instant the party
under trial must plunge into it, grasping the foot or
the staff of the Brahmen who stands by him : if he
remains under the water till the two men with the
arrows return, he is innocent ; if he comes up, he is
guilty. The fourth kind, by poison, is performed
two ways : either the party swallows a certain quantity of a poisonous root, and is deemed innocent if no
injury ensues ; or a particular species of homed snake
is thrown into a deep earthen pot, and along with it
a ring, a seal, or a coin. If the man, putting down
his naked hand, cannot take this out unbitten by the
serpent, he is accounted guilty. The accused, in the
fifth species, is made to drink three draughts of the
water in which the images of the sun and other
deities have been washed; and if within fourteen
days he has any indisposition, his crime is considered
as proved. When several persons are suspected of
theft, they chew, each_ a quantity of dried rice, and
throw it upon some leaves or bark of a tree ; they
from whose mouth it comes dry, or stained with
blood, are deemed guilty : This is the sixth species
of ordeal. In the seventh, a man thrusts his hand
into hot oil; and in the eighth he carries an iron ball,
or the head of a lance, red hot in his hand; receiving
his sentence of innocence or guilt according as he
does or does not come off with safety. The ninth
species is literally a casting of lots; two images of
the gods, one of silver, and one of iron, are thrown
into a large earthen jar; or two pictures of a deity,
one on white, and the other on black cloth, are rolled
up in cow-dung, and thrown into a jar: if the man.
VOl,. I.
it
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BOOKII. on putting in his hand, draws out the silver image,
c_,F.4, or the white picture, he is deemed innocent" if the
contrary, guilty. The religious ceremonies with which
these trials are performed it would be tedious and
unprofitable to relate, x
The qualities desirable in a BODY OF LAW may
all be summed up under two comprehensive titles;
I. Completeness; II. Exactness.
Completeness has a reference to the matter" _,vactness to the form.

__

5

I. A body of laws may be said to be Complete,
when it includes every thing which it ought to
include; that is, when all those rights, the existence
of which is calculated to improve the state of society,
are created; and all those acts, the hurtfulness of
which to the society is so great as to outweigh the
cost, in all its senses, necessary for preventing them,
are constituted offences.
II. A body of laws may be said to be Exact;
1. when it constitutes nothing a right, and nothing
an offence, except those things precisely which are
necessary to render it Complete; 9..when it contains
no extraneous matter whatsoever; 8. when the aggregate of the powers and privileges which ought to be
x For a full account both of the law and the practice respecting the
trial by ordeal, see a discourse " On the Trial by Ordeal among the
Hindus, by Ali Ibrahim Khan, ehmf magistrate at Benares," in the
Asiat. Researches, i. 389. See too the Institutes of Menu, oh. viii. 114_
115, 190; Mr. tlalhed's Code of Gentoo Laws, ch. iii. sect. 6, cA. ii.
sect. 15, ch. xvil. sect. 4, ch xviii., and the Trznslator's preface, p. 55,
56
Dr. Buchanan informs us of a shocking species of ordeal in use_ in
some places, in regard to those, " whe, having had sexual intercourse
with a pcrson of another cast, allege that it was by mistake. If the
criminal be a woman_ melted lead is poured into her private parts; if
it he a man_ a red hot iron is thrust up. Should they be innocent it is
supposed that they will not be injured."
Journey through the Mysore,
Canara, and Malabar, under the orders of Marquis Wellesley, i. 807.
According to Kcempfe5 the Japanese too use a species of ordeal for the
discovery of g_t : History ofJapan_ ch. v. 236.
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constitutedrights, the aggregate of the acts whichBOOK
tr.
ought to be constitutedoffences,are dividedand sub- CHAr.
4.
dividedinto those very parcels or classes,which beyond all others best adaptthemselvesto the meansof
securingthe one, and preventingthe other; 4. when
it definesthose classes, that is, right_ and offences,
with the greatest possible clearnessand certainty;
5. when it repressescrimeswith the smallestpossible
expense of punishment; and 6. when it prescribes
the best possible form of a judicatory, and lays
down the best possible rules for the judicial functions.
To showin what degree the Hindu law approaches,
or recedesfrom, the standard of Completeness,would
require a more extensive survey of the field of law,
than consists with the plan of the present work.
That it departs widely from Exactness, in every
one of the particulars wherein exactness consists,
enough has already been seen to make abundantly ap.
parent. 1. It creates a great many rights which ought
to have no existence; and acts, which ought not to
be erected into offences,it does so erect in great numbers. 2. It abounds in extraneous matter. 3. The
division and arrangement of the matters of law are
highly imperfect. 4. The definitions are so far fi'om
excluding darkness and doubt that they leave ahnost
every thing indefinite and uncertain. 5. Punishments are not repressed, but abound; while there is
the most enormous excess in the quantity of punishment. 6. The form of the judieatory is bad, as are a
certain proportion of the rules for the mode of performing the judicial services.
In respect to definitions,the Hindu law is in a state
which requires a few words of elucidation. Prior to
the art of writing, laws can have little accuracy of
definition ; because when words are not written, they
It2
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are seldom exactly ,_membered; and a definition
c_,,P.4. whose words are constantly varying is not, for the
purposes of law, a definition at all. Notwithstanding the necessity of writing to produce fixed and
accurate definitions in law, the nations of modern
Europe have allowed a great proportion of their laws
to continue in the unwritten; that is, the traditionary state ; the state in which they lay be[ore the
art of writing was known. Of these nations, none
have kept in that barbarous condition so great a proportion of their law as the English. From the opinion of the Hindus that the Divine Being dictated
all their laws, they acknowledge nothing as law but
what is found in some one or other of their sacred
books. In one sense, therefore, all their laws are
written. But as tile passages which can be collected
from these hooks leave many parts of the field of law
untouched, in these parts the defect must be supplied
either by custom, or the momentary will of the judge.
Again, as the passages which are collected from these
books, even where they touch upon parts of the field
of law, do so in expressions to the highest degree
vague and indeterminate, they commonly admit of
any one of several meanings, and very frequently are
contradicted and opposed by one another. When the
words in which laws are couched are to a certain degree imperfect, it makes but little difference whether
they are written or not : Adhering to the same words
is without advantage, when these words secure no
sameness in the things which they are made to
signify. Further, in modern Europe, the uncertainty adhering to all unwritten laws, that is, laws
the words of which have no certainty, is to some
degree, though still a very imperfect one, circumscribed and limited, by the writing down of decisions. When, on any particular part of the field, a
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number of judges have all, with public approbation, Book It.
decided in one way; and when these decisions are CHAP.
4.
recorded and made known, the judge who comes
after them has strong motives, both of fear and of
hope, not to depart fi'om their example. The degree
of certainty, arising fi'om the regard for uniformity,
which may thus be produced, is, from its very nature,
infinitely inferior to that which is the necessary result
of good definitions rendered unalterable by writing.
But such as it is, the Hindus are entirely deprived
of it. Among them the strength of the human mind
has never been sufficient to recommend effectually
the preservation, by writing, of the memory of judicial decisions. It has never been sufficient to create
such a public regard for uniformity, as to constitute
a material motive to a judge.
And as kings, and
their great deputies, exercised the principal functions
of judicature, they were too powerful to be restrained
by a regard to what others had done before them.
What judicature would pronounce was, therefore,
almost ahvays uncertain ; almost always arbitrary.
In a JL'DICATOaX', the qualities desirable are;
1. intelligence ; o. good design : and that is the best
judicatory in which the best securities are taken for
them. In thejudicatories of the Iliudus, composed
of the kizlg and his Brahmens, or the Brahmens
alone, there is no security for either the one or the
other; and accordingly neither the one nor the other
almost ever al)pear_.
Tile qualities desirable in the forms of judicial proeedure, are, 1. efficiency; o. freedom from delay;
3. freedom from trouble and expense. In these
several respects the system of the Hindus displayed
a degree of excellence not only far beyond itself in
the other branches of law, but far beyond what is
exemplified in more enlightened countries, 1. The
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BOOKII. efficiencyof the Hindu system of judicial procedure is
caAP.4. chiefly impaired by those rules of evidence the badness of which has already been pointed out: 2. For
preventing delay, it enjoys every requisite, in its me,
thud of immediate, direct, and simple investigation :
$. In the same method is included all that is requisite
for obtaining the judicial services with the smallest
portion of trouble and expense.1
1 One of themost recentwitnessesofthephenomenaof
I-Iiudu society,
who possessed extraordinary means of accurate knowledge_ speaks in general upon the administration of justice among the Hindus in the following terms.
" Withnut any of the judicial forms invented bythe spirit of chicanery
in Europe; with no advocates, solicitors_ or other blood-suckers, now
become necessary adjuncts of a court of justice ill Europe; the Hindus
determine the greater part of their suits of la% by the arbitration of
friends, or of the heads of tile cast, or, in cases of the very highest importance, by reference to the chiefs of tile whole casts of the district
assembled to discuss the matter in controversy._ln
ordinary questions
they generally apply to the chief of the place, who takes upon himself
the office of justice of the peace, and accommodates the matter between
the parties. When ke thinks it more fib he sends them before their
kindred, or arbitrators whom he appoints. He generally follows the last
course when the complainants are Brahmans, because persons out of their
cast are not supposed capable of properly deciding difS:rences between
them. When these methods have been ineffectual to reconcile theparties,
or when they refuse to submit to the decision of the arbitrators, they
must apply to the magistrates of the district, who decide the controversy
without any appeal.
" The authority of the Hindu princes as well as that of the vile earls.
saries whom they keep in the several provinces of their country for the
purposa of harassing and oppressing them in their name_ being altogether despotic, and knowing no other role but their own arbitrary will,
there is nothing in India that resembles a court of justice.
Neither is
there a shadow of public right, nor any code of laws by v.hieh those
who adminlsterjustice
may be guided. Tile civil power and the judicial are generally united, and exercised in each district by the collector or
receiver of the imposts. This sort of public magistrates are generally
known under tile name of Ho_vildar or Thasddar. They are generally
Brahmans.
This tribunal, chiefly intended for tile collection of the
taxes, takes cogmzance of all affairs civil and criminal within its bounds_
and determines upon all causes." Description of tile Character, Manners and Customs of the Penple of India_ by the Abbd J, A, Dubois_
_issionary in the Mysore s p. 498,
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• hc Taxes.

THE form of the government is one, the nature of BOOKIL
the laws for the administration of justice is the other, CHAP.
5.
Of the two circumstances by which the condition of
the people in all countries is chiefly determined. Of
these two primary causes no result to a greater degree
ensures the happiness or misery of the people, than
the mode of providing for the pecuniary wants of the
government, and the extent to which the agents of
government, of whatever kind, are enabled to divide
among themselves and their creatures, the annual
produce of the land and labour of the community.
The matters of detail, which by their number and
uncertainty have so exceedingly perplexed the servants of the Company, in the financial operations of
the Indian government, cannot here be described.
The general outline, and the more important effects,
of that system of taxation which is described in the
ancient books, are all that falls within the design
of an account of the ancient state of the people.
1. " Of grain," says the ordinance of Menu, " an
eighth part, a sixth, or a twelfth may be taken by
the king ;" to be determined, adds the gloss of the
commentator Culluea, " by the difference of the soil,
and the labour necessary to cultivate it." 1 2. " He
may also take a sixth part of the clear annual in' Laws of Menu, ch, vii, a30,
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BOOKIv. creaseof trees, flesh-meat, honey, clarified butter, percaAr. 5. fumes, medical substances, liquids, flowers, roots and
fruit, of gathered leaves, potherbs, grass, utensils
made with leather or cane, earthern pots, and all
things made of stone."1 3. "Of cattle, of gems, of
gold and silver, added each year to the capital
stock, a fiftieth part may be taken by the king. '''_
4. " Having ascertained the rules of purchase and
sale," says the law, " the length of the Way, the
expenses of food and of condiments, the charges of
securing the goods carried, and the neat profits of
trade, let the king oblige traders to pay taxes on
their saleable commodities; after full consideration,
let a king so levy those taxes continually in his domi.
nions, that both he and the merchant may receive a
just compensation for their several acts." _ 5. "Let
the king order a mere trifle to be paid, in the name
of the annual tax, by the meaner inhabitants of his
realm who subsist by petty traffic : 6. By low handicraftsmen, artificers, and servile men, who support
themselves by labour, the king may cause work to
be done for a day in each month."4 It is added ;
7. "A military king, who takes even a fourth part
of the crops of his realm at a time of urgent necessity,
as of war or invasion, and protects his people to the
utmost of his power, commits no sin. 8. The tax
on the mercantile class, which in times of prosperity
must he only a twelfth part of their crops, and a
fiftieth of their personal profits, may be an eighth of
their crops in a time of distress, or a sixth, which is
the medium, or even a fourth in great public adversity ; but a twentieth of their gains on money and
other moveables is the highest tax : serving men, atLaws of MenuI ch. vii. 1SI_ 13_,
; Ib, 1_7_ 1o8.

_ lb. 130.
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tisans, and mechanics, must assist by their labour, BOOKII.
hot at no time pay taxes. ''I
C_AP.._.
In these several m_icles is found an enumeration of
all the objects of taxation ; and a general expression
of the modes and degrees of impost. We perceive
taxes on the produce of land, taxes on the produce of
labour, a tax on accumulation, a tax on sales, and poll
taxes. In article 1., is exhibited a tax on the produce of land ; In article 2, a tax both on the pro.
duce of land, and on the produee of labour ; In article
3, is a tax on accumulation, at least in certain commodities; In article 4., is a tax on purchases and
sales ; In article 5., is one sort of poll tax ; In article
6, is another.
There are two primary qualities desirable in a
system of taxation; and in them every thing is in.
eluded.
The First is, to take from the people the smallest
quantity possible of their annual produce.
The Second is, to take from them that which is
taken with the smallest possible hurt or uneasi.
hess.
I. Of taking" fi'om the people more than enough of
the matter of wealth, the causes are two; ]st. When
the government consumes beyond the smallest amount
sufficient to obtain the services which it yields;
2d. When the collection of the taxes themselves
costs more than the lowest sum at wllich, _vithout
sacrificing' greater adval_.tnges, it is capable of being
performed.
I[. Of the hurt and uneasiness, beyond the loss of
what is taken away, which a system of taxation is
liable to produce, the causes seem to be ; 1. Uncertainty ; _. Inequality ; 3. Impediment to production ;
' LawsofMenu
a ch. x,
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BOOKH. 4. Injury to the good qualities, bodily or mental, of
CHAP.
_. the people.
Of the first head and its subdivisions, no illustra.
tion is necessary ; and a few words will sutficcfor the
second.
1. Uncertainty may arise from two sources;
1. Uncertainty in the meaning of the words, by
which the tax is defined; _o Uncertainty in the circumstances upon which the amount of the tax is
made to depend ; as if it were made to depend upon
the weather, or the state of a man's health. Uncertainty in the meaning of the words opens a door to
oppression and fraud, on the part of the collector.
He will exact the largest sum consistent with the
words, if he is not bribed ; the lowest, if he is. Uncertainty, from whatever source, is a cause of uneasiness. The mind is col_tinually haunted with the idea
of the worst, and with all the fears which attend it ;
fears, often very great and tormenting. As often as
a source of chicanery is opened about the amount
which the contributor should pay, a source of extortion is opened, and a source of oppression, necessary
to effect the extortion.
_. Of the unequal partition of taxes, the necessary
consequence is, a greater quantity of suffering, than
the same amount of taxes would produce_ if more
equally imposed ; because the pain of the man who
pays too much is out of all proportion greater than
the pleasure of the man who pays too little. To
make the burthen of taxes equal, it should be made
to press with equal severity upon every individual.
This is not effected by a mere numerical proportion.
The man who is taxed to the amount of one tenth,
anti still more the man who is taxed to the amount of
one fifth or one half, of an income of 100/. per annum,
is taxed far more severely, than the man who is
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taxed to an equal proportionof an income of 1000l. ]_OOK
m
and to a prodigious degree more severely than the cn,P. 5.
man who is taxed to an equal proportionof IO,O00L
per annum.
3. On the mischievousnessof all taxes which impede production, it is needlessto enlarge. It is only
necessary to make them known, or rather acknowledged. 1. Of this sort, are all taxes which take
away any part of that property which has been
already employed,as capital ; because there is always
more or less of difficulty in replacing it from the
fund destined for immediate consumption. 2. Of
this sort also are all taxes which create any encou.
ragement whatsoever, or any discouragement whatsoever, to any particular employment of capital in
respect to other employments; for as capital is ahvays
carried by a strong impulse to that employment
which is the most productive, every thing which
turns it out of the course which it would take of its
own accord, turns so much of it out of a more, into
a less productivechannel.
4. That all taxes ought to be shunned which tend
to lessen the amount of useful qualities in the people,
will not be contradicted. Taxes upon medicines
have a tendency to diminish health and strength.
Taxes upon innocent amusements, as the sports of
the field, have a tendency to drive the people to
others that are hurtful. Taxes upon articles of consumption not hurtful, which have a tendency to supplant others that are, as tea and sugar to supplant
intoxicating liquors, prompt to the consumption of
the hurtful. Taxes upon law proceedingsare a premium upon the practice of every species of iniquity.
Lotteries are a direct encouragement to a habit of
mind, with which no useful tendency can easily coexist, And all taxes, of which the quantity due is
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BOOKII. not clear and certain, train the people, by continual
c_,_. 5. practice, to a state of hardened perfection in mendacity, fi'aud, and perjury.
1. In the above list of the sacred ordinances concerning taxes, the first relates entirely to the tax on
the produce of the soil. It offends against the rule
of certainty to a high degree. The amount varies
as one to one half; and the variation is made to
depend upon circumstances the uncertainty of which
opens a boundless field to all the wretched arts of
chicanery and fraud on tile part of the people, and
all the evils of oppression on the part of the collectors.
As the determination of the circumstances on which
the amount of the assessment depends belongs of
course, in such a state of society as that of the
Hindus, to the agents of the treasury, a fi'ee career
is afforded to all the baneful operations of fa_'our
and disfavour, of bribery and corruption. Whenever an option is granted between a less exaction
and a greater, the violent propensity of all imperfect
governments to excess in expense is sure in time to
establish the greater. It would appear accordingly
that a sixth part of the produce became the uniform
tax itl I Iindustan ; and that the indulgence in favour
of the barren soils was extinguished. This is the
state in which it was fbund by the Mohammedan
conquerors? And in Sacontalaf the kin._ is described, at a much earlier period, as " that man
whose revenue arises from a sixth part of his people's
income." The source of variation and uncertainty
from these causes was prodigiously enlarged by the
power reserved to the king, of taking even a fourth
of the crops, in times of distress. As he was himself
Ayeen Akbery, p. 347.
An ancient Saascrit poem of the dramatic form t tral_s]ated by Sir
_Ydham ,Jones ; See the beginning of the fifth act,
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the judge of these times of necessity, we may believe BOOK
It.
CaAP. 5.
that they were of pretty frequent occurrence.
2. In the second of these fiscal ordinances, a variety
of products are enumerated, which, in a rude age, are
either the spontanenus produce of the soil, as flowers,
roots, grass; or obtained ti'om tim spontaneous produce, by some very simple proees.s; as perfinnes and
medical substances, by expression; flesh-meat aud
honey, by killing the animals which produce them;
and these, as costing little in point of labour, are all
taxed at the highest rate imposed upon grain. By
one of those capricious arrangements which abound
in the institutions of a rude people, utensils made of
leather, cane, earth, and stone, in the production of
which labour is the principal agent, are placed under
the same exaction as the spontaneous productions of
the soil. The consequence must have been to render
these commodities proportionably dear.
In the execution of this ordinance, tbere must have
been excessive uncertainty, and excessive expense.
What is meant by " the annual increase?" The
" annual produce of trees" is an absurd expression:
Trees grow not by the year. What shall be said of
such expressions, as " the annual produce," of "clarified butter," " of flesh-meat," " of flowers ?" These
are not commodities, which continue accumulating, till
the amount of the annual produce is seen entire at the
end of the year : but commodities daily brought into
existence and daily consumed. To collect the tax
upon such commodities, a daily visit in every family
would hardly suffice. In the execution ot'this ordinance, tim temptation to the incessant practice of all
tim arts of fraud, on the part of the people, and the
powers of oppression bestowed upon the collectors,
were well calculated to fill society with immorality
and sufl'ering.

_,5_
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Taxes.
3. In the third of the above ordinances are enu-

ca_P. s. merated the principal classes of moveables known to
the Hindus. It seems to be the addition made in
any year to tile previous stock, and not the previous
stock itself, of which one fiftieth is taken in the way
of tax. In a society, full of knowledge and industry,
this would have been a tax upon capital, and therefore mischievous: in Hindustan, where gold, silver,
and gems, were most commonly hoarded, and not
devoted to production, it would not have been easy
to find a less objectionable tax. Unless in a state of
society rapidly progressive, or a state in which there
is excessive fluctuation of fortunes, that is, excessive
misery, it would be a very unproductive tax.
4,. In the words of the fourth ordinance is described
a tax on all purchases and sales. The circumstances
on which the amount is made to depend are so uncertain, as to constitute a great seminary of fraud on the
one hand, and a great officeof oppression on the other.
The tax is also hurtful to production, by impeding
circulation; that is, the passage of property from a
situation in which it is less, to one in which it is more
useful. The mode in which, at least in modern times,
it was chiefly raised, that of transit duties, multiplied
to excess, obstructed all that encouragement to industry which is afforded by the interchange of commodities, not only between different countries, but one
province and another of the same country. As often
as property which has been, and is to be, employed as
capital, is bought and sold, it is a tax upon capital.
5. A poll tax, when paid in money, or any other
common measure of value, is chiefly objectionable on
account of its inequality; as the same sum is a very
different burthen to different persons.
6. A poll tax paid in labour is somewhat less
objectionable in point of equality, though the same
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portion of his time may be a much greater burthen
BOOK
IL
.. ,1
C_IAP.5.
upon one man than it is upon another. It is cnteIly
objectionable on account of the loss of time, and of
property, which it occasions to those who have it to
pay. In a well-ordered society, accordingly, where
every man's time and labour are disposed of to the
best advantage, it has no place.
Some of these ordinances are modified, or the words
rendered a little more precise, in the Gentoo Code
translated by Mr. Halhed. The following are exampies. If a man purchase goods in his own country,
and sell them again there, one tenth of his profit goes
to the magistrate.
If the purchase took place in a
foreign kingdom, and the sale in his own, one twen.
tieth only is the share of the magistrate. * If a man,
having purchased flowers, or roots, as ginger, radishes,
and the like, or honey, or grass, or firewood, from
another kingdom, sells them in his own, the magistrate
is entitled to one sixth of his profits.' What was
the reason of severe exaction in such cases does not
appear. Rude times give not reasons. In the days
of Menu these taxes appear to have been much more
moderate; a fiftieth of mercantile profits being the
ordinary, and a twentieth the extraordinary tax,
In this system of taxation, other sources are of
small importance ; the revenue of the sovereign arises
almost wholly from the artificial produce of the land.
To understand in what manner the people of Hindustan were affected by taxation, the circumstances of
this impost are all that require to be very minutely
explored.
1 The political economists of Hindustan, and those of the mercantile
theory in modern Europe, proceeded on different views.
Halhed's Gentoo Code_ eh. xxi. sect. 4. On sales of very small
amount, or on those of young heifers_ (the cow _ as a sacred animal) uo
tax was levied.
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The tenure of land in Hindustan has been the

5. source of violent controversies among the servants of
the Company; and between them and other Europeans.
They first sprung up amid the disputes between Mr.
Hastings and Mr. Francis, respecting the best mode
of taxing Bengal. And they have been carried on
with great warwth, and sometimes with great acrimony, ever since. Of these controversies the account
will be due, at the periods when they occur. At
present it will suffice to bring to light the circum.
stances which appear to ascertain the ancient state of
the country, in respect to the distribution of property
in the land.
In a state of society resembling our own, in which
property is secure, and involves very exter, sive rights
or privileges, the affections which it excites are so
strong, and give such a force to the associations, by
which the idea of it is compacted and formed, that
in minds of little range, whose habits are blind and
obstinate, the particulars combined together under the
idea of property appear to be connected by nature,
and not, without extreme injustice, to be made to
exist apart.
At different times, however, very different rights
and advantages are included under the idea of property. At vexT early periods of society it included
very few : originally, nothing more perhaps than use
during occupancy, the commodity being liable to be
taken by another, the moment it was relinquished
by the haod which held it: but one privilege is
added to another as society advances : and it is not
till a considerahle progress has been made in civilization, that the right of property involves all the powers
which are ultimately bestowed upon it.
It is hardly neces_ry to add, that the different
combinations of benefits which are included under the
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idea of property, at different periods of society, are wok
C_ae. m
5.
all equally arbitrary ; that they are not the offspring
of nature, but the creatures of will, deteralined, and
chosen by the society, as that arrangement with
regard to useful objects, which is, or is pretended to
be, the best for all.
It is worthy of remark, that property in moreables
was established; and that it conveyed most of the
powers which are at any time assigned to it; while,
as yet, property in land had no existence. So long
as men continue to derive their subsistence from
hunting; so long, indeed, as they continue to derive
it fl'omtheir flocks and herds, the land is enjoyed in
common. Even when they begin to derive it partly
from the ground, though the man who has cultivated
a field is regarded as possessing in it a property till he
has reaped his crop, he has no better title to it than
another for the succeeding year?
In prosecuting the advantages which are found to
spring from the newly-invented method of deriving
' Suevorum gens est longe maxima et bellicosissima Germanorum
omnium.
1i centum pagos haberedmuntur.
_ s * Privati et separati
agri apud cos nihil est ; neque tongius am_o remanere uno in loco, ineolendi causa licet: neque multum frumento, sed maximam partem lacte
atque pecore vivuntj multumque sunt in venationibus.
C_sar. De Bell.
Gal. lib. iv. cap. 1. Among some tribes of negroes on the coast of Africa,
each individual mu_t obtain the consentof the chief before he has liberty
to cultivate a field, and is only protected in its possession till he hits
reaped the crop for whtch he has toiled. Histoire Generale des Voyages,
tom. v. oh. vii. sect. 5, " Neque qutsquam agn modum certum, aut fines
proprlos habet : sed magistratus ac principes, m annos singulos, gentibus
cognationibusque hominum qui una cnierunt quantum et quo 1o¢o visum
e_t agn attrlbuuat ; atque atom post, :dio transire cogunt."
C_esar. De
BeUo Gallieo, lib. _-i.cap. _o.
Rigidi Get,_,
Immetata quibas jugera hbera,
Fruges et Cererem ferm_r,
Nec cultura plaeet Iongior annua ;
Defunctumque ]aboribus
,t:qaali retreat sorte vicar]us, tlor. lib. iii. Od. 21
VO].. I.
s
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the means of subslstenee from the ground, experience
c._AP.5. in time discovers, that much obstruction is created by
restricting the right of ownership to a single year;
and that food would be provided in greater abundance, if, by a greater permanence, men were encouraged to a more careful cultivation.
To make,
however, that belong to one man, which formerly
belonged to all, is a change, to which men do not
easily reconcile their minds. In a thing of so much
importance as the land, the change is a great revolu.
tion. To overcome the popular resistance, that
expedient which appears to have been the most generally successful, is, to vest the sovereign, as the re.
presentative of the society, with that property in the
land which belongs to the society ; and the sovereign
parcels it out to individuals, with all those powers of
ownership, which are regarded as most favourable to
the extraction from the land of those benefits which
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it is calculated to yield. When a sovereign takes
possession of a country by conquest, he naturally
appropriates to himself all the benefits, which the
ideas of his soldiers permit.
In many of the rude parts of Africa, the property
of the land is understood to reside in the sovereign ;
it is in the shape of a donation from him, that indivi.
duals are allowed to cultivate ; and when the son, as
is generally the case, succeeds to the father, it is only
by a prolongation of the royal bounty, which, ill
some places at least, is not obtained without a formal solicitation? It is known, that in Egypt the
J tlistoire Generale des Voyages, tom. iv. ch. xiii. p. 203. Modem
Universal History, vol. xvii. p. 3'22. ] am induced to transcribe the following passage from Mr. Park ; ': Concerning property in the soil ; it
appeared to me that the lands and native woods were considered as belonging to the king, or (where the government was not monarchical) to
the state. When any individual of free condition had the means of cultivating more land than he actually possessed;

he applied

to the chief
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king"was the sole proprietor of the land' ' and one-fifth BOOK
]I.
CusP, 5.
of the produce appears to have been yielded to him
as revenue or rent?
Throughout the Ottoman dominions, the Sultan claims to himself the sole property
in land. 2 The same has undoubtedly been tbe situation of Persia, both in ancient and modern times. '_
" It is established," says the late intelligent Governor
of Java, " from every source of inquiry, that the
sovereign in Java is the lord of the soil.''4 And
mall of the district, who allowed him an extension of territory_ on condition of forfeiture, if the lands were not brought into cultivation by a
given period. The condition being fulfilled, tile soil become vested in
the possessor; and_ for aught that appeared to me t descended to his
heirs." Travels in Afi'ica, p. 260, 261.
" All the land is said to belong to the king; but if" a man chooses to
clear a spot and erect a town, he may : the land is free for any of the
people. If a stranger, indeed, that is, an European, should wish to settle
among them, he must make a present of goods to the king."
Correspondence of John Kize]l, on the state of the people on the river Sherbro I
Appendix to theSixth Report of the African Instituuon, p. 1:38.
J Herodot. lib. ii cap. cix. says, that Sesostris, as he was told by the
priests, divided all the land of Egypt among the people, and thence
raised his revenues, imposing an annual tribnte on each portion; rat
arto r_r8 ra_ 7rpo_o_ rcotrlcraa._aL,Err,tra_aura arro,Oop_ _,'rtv_._tl, _¢arp
_wavror.
See too, Strabo I lib. xvii. p. 1135. Died. Sic. lib. i. sect..'2.
cap. xxiv.
Volney's Travels in Syria and Egypt, vol. ii. p. 40 °, et passim.
De
|'Eg)'pte_ par le General Reynier_ p. 66.51.
3 For information on this poiut_ see Herodot. lib. iii. ; lib. iv. cap.
xlii.; Sir WJlliam Ousely's Tranzlation of E,hn Haukal, an Arabian geographer, who lived in the tenth century, p. 137 ; Institutes of Tlmur;
AyeenAkberry ; Chardin's Travels.
Gov. Raffles' Minute on Java, p. 6 ; also, p. 79, 108. The distribution of the land among the Peruvians was as ibliows : One-third part of
it was dedicated to, and cultivated for, the gods ; that is, the priests.
Another third part the Inca reserved for himself, for the maintenance of
his court and of his armies.
The remaining thn'd he &stributed to the
people, assigning an established portion to each family. " But no particular man," (says Acosta, Nat. and Mor. Hist of the I,die_, book VI.
oh. xv.) "possessed any thing proper to himself of this third portion_
neither did the Indians ever possess any, if it were not by special grace
from the Inca."
Garcilasso de la Vega tells us, (part I. book V. eh.i.)
that itwas only when there was more land than sufficed for the people,
that the Inca and the Sun received their thll thirds; when that was not
the case, these portions were diminished
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to augment to the proper pro.
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/_OOKII. when the fact is established in regard to Java, it is
c_,A,.5. established with regard to all that part of the eastern
islands, which in point of manners and civilization
resembled Java. It is not disputed that in China
the whole property of the soil is vested in the Era.
peror.'
By the laws of the Welsh, in the ninth century, all the land of the kingdom was declared to
belong to the kin_'; _ and we may safely, says 3ir.
Turner, believe, that the same law prevailed while
the Britons occupied the whole island. _
To those who contemplate the prevalence of this
institution, among nations contiguous to the Hindus,
and resembling them in the state of civilization, it
cannot appear surprising, that among them, too, the
sovereign was the lord of the soil. The fact is, indeed, very forcibly implied, in many of the ancient
laws and institutions.
" Of old hoards," says one of
the ordinances of Menu, " and precious minerals in
the earth, the king is entitled to half by reason of his
general protection, and because he is the supreme lord
ot' the soil." _ Tile king, as proprietor, and as fully
entitled to all equitable return for the land which he
portion that of the people. See too Carh, Lettres sor l'Amerique, let. xv.
]_'or great services lmld _as given in full property; Acosta, book VI.
ch. xvin : and this is another remarkable ceineidence a'ith what existed
ill Hindustatl.
J Abbe Grosier I)e_cr. de la Chine ; but _,Ir. Barrow_s testimony is
the most direct and sausfactorv.
" The emperor," says he, " is considered as the sole proprietary of the'soil, bnt the tenant is never turned
out of possession as long as he continues to pay his rent, which is calculated at about one-tenth of what his fhrm Js supposed capable of
yieldiug; and though the holder of loads can only be considered as a
tenant at will, yet _t is his own fault if he should be dispossessed."
]_nrrow's China, p. $97.
Leges Walhc;_, Hoel, cap. 337.
Turner's History of the Anglo-saxons, vol ii. ch. iii.
'J LawsofMenu,
ch. viii. 39. I have here substituted thewordsupreme for the word lraramount, used by SH' William Jones, which has no
meaning but as it relates to the feudal institutions of Europe, and is eu!.
calzted to ennve.-¢an erl'oi_eous idea.
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has let, is empowered to punish the cultivator for bad BOOK II.
cultivation.
" If land be injured, by the fault of the ci_,_.5.
farmer himself, as if he fails to sow it in due time, he
shall be fined ten times as much as the king's share
of the crop, that might otherwise have been raised;
but only five times as much, if it was the fault of his
servants without his knowledge. ''1 Among other ancient memorials of Hindu institutions and manners,
are certain inscriptions engraved on durable materials. Some of them are records of grants of land, commonly to favourite Brahmens ; and they afford strong"
indication of the proprietary rights of the sovereign.
The sovereign gives away villages and lands, not
empty, but already occupied by cultivators, and
paying rent.'-' It appears fl'om an ordinance of
Yagyawalcya, one of the most sacred of the law
sages, that the kings alienated the lands within their
dominions, in the same manner, and by the same title,
as they alienated any portion of their revenues. :_ On
i Laws of Menu, oh. xaii. 243.
.aSee a royal grant of land, engraved on a copper plate, bearin,_ date
twenty-three years befiwe Christ; and &scovered among the ruins at
l_Iongtdr, translated by 3,Ir. _Vilkms, Aslat. Researches, i. 1-°3. " Be
it known," says the inscription, (p. 126) " thatI have given the abovementioned town of Meseeka, wbose hnfits include the tlelds where the
cattle graze, above and below the sur(ace, _lth all the lands belmtgm_
to Jr, togethel" with all the Man_. and Modhoo tree_ ; all its _ aters, and
all their banks and verdure ; all its rents, all its toll, and lines l'er crime,,
and reward,_ for catching thieves.
In it there _-hallbe ut_ molestation,
na passage I'm troops," &c. 1t i_ here zematkable that the sovereign, as
well as the propdetau,
lights are _i_en aaay; so indissolubly _me
these unitedmthe
mind_andm_:_tutmns
ot'theHmdus.
In the same
manlier m anothv.r grant of land tbuad at 'l am,a, and be,n'mg date An.
Christ b IOIG, the land is given away " ulth its herbage, _ood, aod
water, and w_th power of tmm_hmg tot the ten ctxme_.'" ksiat, l(esearches, i. 361.
" Let a king, haz,tt_g gire_a lined, or assigned revenue, cause his gift
to be wratten for the intbrmation of good princes, who _ill succeed him,
either on prepared cloth_ or on a plate of copper, sealed above with h_s
signet; having described his ancestors and himselJ; the dimensions or
quantity of the gift_ with its metes and bounds, if it be land, and set his
own hand to ib anti specified the tim% let him reader hi_ donation firm:'
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BOOKII, this point, it is of material importance to remark,
c,,v. s. that up to the time, when the interests of the Company's servants led them to raise a controversy about
the rights of the Zemindars, every European visitor,
without one exception that I have found, agrees in
the opinion, that the sovereign was the owner of the
soil._
See the original, and the translation
iii. 60.

of Sir William Jones, Asiat. Res.

The Digest of Hindu law, translated by Colebrooke, (i. 460) declares_
" By conquest, the earth became the property of the holy Parasu Rarer,
by gift the property of the sage Casynpa ; and, committed by him to
Cshatnyas Jbr the sake of protection, became their protective property
successively held by powerful conquerors, and not by subjects, cultivating the soil." It farther appears_ from the same passage, that by agreement w_th the sovereign, and not otherwise, a tenure of more than oue
year might be required; but without such agreement, the cultivator might
be turned away at the end of every year, if a larger ,'eat was offered by
any other.
It was highly necessary to quote this passage, though it is
nlErmed by Col. Wilks, to be a law manufactured by the complaisant
Brnhmens, who made the Digest, on purpose to smt the opinions of the
ruling power, at that time in love with the Zemindarry system. Col.
Wilks affirms, that there is nothing whatsoever which the Brahmens canlint make to be law, on a similar occasion. And it is at least certain,
that part of _,hat they give as law has been proved to be at variance with
all that appears either of their present or ancient institutions.
" That there were ro heredltary estates in India ; for that all the land
belonged to the king, which he disposed of at pleasure.'" Persian authority, quoted by Stewart, Hist. of Betlgal, p. 13_.
t It is proper to adduce the more remarkable instances. The ancient
Greeks who visited I.ldla expressly mfbrm us, that the kings were the
sole proprietors of the soil, and that a fourth part of the produce was
usually paid them in kind as the rent or tribute. Strabo, lib. xv. p. 10J0.
Diod. Sic. hh. ii. p. 53.
" Dlodorus, Strabo, the voyagers and travellers of later times, without
any exceptmn that has fallen within the scope of my bruited reading, the
authors of the Lettres Edifiantes, and the European travellers who visited
the court of Aurungzebe in the latter part of the seventeenth century,
Bernier, Thevenot, Chardin, Tavermer, and I believe, 31anouchi, are
unanimous in denying the existence of private landed property iu India."
x,Vilks, Hist. Sketches, p. ll,L
" In revenue the Emperor doubtless exceeds either Turk or Persian, or
any eastern prince, the sums I dare not name, but the reason. ,411the
land is his, no man has a foot."
terbury, Churchill, i. 803.
"Toutes

los tortes du rosaurae;'

Sir T. Roe to the Archbishop of Cnn-

saysBeraier_

t, estaat en propre an
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Wherever the Hindus have remained under the BOOK IL
influence of their ancient customs and laws, the facts CHAP.
5.
correspondwith the inference which would be drawn
from these laws. Under the direction of the Governor-General of Bengal, a journey was undertaken,
in the year 1766, by Mr. Motte, to the diamond
mines in the province of Orissa. In a narrative of
his journey, he gives an account of the distributionof
the land at Sumbhulpoor, which till that time hadremained under the native government. Each village
being rated to the government at a certain quantity
of rice, which is paid in kind, the land is thus divided
among the inhabitants : To every man, as soon as he
arrives at the proper age, is granted such a quantity
of arableland as is estimatedto produce 242
roi," &c. Suite de Mem. sur l't_mp, du Grand Mognl, t. ii. p. 10. See
also, p. 150_ 174, 178 : at p. 189, he makes the following remark ; c_Ce_
trois etats, Turkie_ Persie, et l'Hindoustan, comme ils oat tous ost_ ce
Mien et ce Tien, a l'egard des fonds de terre et de la propri_td des possessions, qui est le fondement de tout ce qCd y a de beau et de ben
dans le monde, ne peuvent qu'ils ne se resemblent de bien pros," Montesquieu seems to have been fully aware of this important fact.--" Les
loix des Indes, qui doanent les terres aux princes_ et 6tent aua"particu.
liers l'esprit de proprie:t[, augmeutent les mauvais effets du chmat, c'est
dire, la paresse naturelle."
Esp. de Loix t liv. xiv. ch. 6.
" All the lands in India are considered as the property of the king,
except some hereditary districts possessed by Hindoo princes." Downs
ttindostan, pref,_ce, p. xiii.
"Alt the lands in the kingdom," says Mr. Orme, (Fragments, p. 403)
u belong to the king : therefore all the lands in the provinces are subject to
the Nabob. V_-lth him_ or his representatives, farmers agree tbr the cultivation of such an exten L on reserving to themselves such a proportior_
of the produce. This proportion is settled according to the d_fficultv or
ease of raising the grain_ and seldom exceeds a third." One-third tothe
cultivator_ and two-thirds to the praprletor, would be accounted a rackrent in England. _lr. Orme says again, (Ibid. p. 414) "The king, by
being proprietor of the lands, sells to his subjects their subsistence, i_stead of receiving supphes from them?" 5It. Holwell says, (Interesting
Historical Events, i. 2_0), " The rents of the lands are the property of
tile emperor"
And again, '_ The tenures of the ryots are irrevocable,
as long as they pay the rent; and by the laws of ttindostan, they mus;
be twelve moath_ in arrear before they can be ejected," Ibid.
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BOOKII. Ofrice, of which he must pay 60¢ measures, or about
cuAP.5. one.fourth to the rajah or king. Mr. Motte adds;
" The reserved rent of three or four villages, being
one-fourth the produce of the land, is applied to the
use of the rajah's household. The reserved rent of
the rest is given to his relations or principal servants,
who by these means have all the inhabitants dependent on them."_ Dr. Buchanan gives a particular
account of the manner in which the crop, in those
parts of India which are most purely Hindu, is
divided between the inhabitants and the government.
In Bengal it is not allowed to be cut down till the
rent or tax is first paid: but in those countries to
which his journey principally relates, it is the custom,
after the grain has been thrashed out in the field, to
collect it into heaps, and then to divide it. A heap
generally consists of about 110 Winchester bushels, of
which he presents the following distribution as a specimen of the partition which is usually made. For
tile gods, that is, for the priests at their temples, are
deducted five seers, containing about one-third of a
Winchester gallon each ; for charity, or for the mendicant Brahmens, an equal quantity ; tbr the astrologer and the Brahmen of the village, one seer each ;
ibr the barber, the potmaker, the washerman, and the
Vasaradava, who is both carpenter and blacksmith,
two seers each ; for the measurer, four seers ; for the
Aduca, a kind of beadle, se_'en seers ; for tile village
chief, eight seer_, out of which he has to furnish tile
village sacrifices ; and for the accomptant, ten seers.
1 A _'arrattvc of a Journey to the Diamond Mines of Sumbhulpoor,
in the province of Orlssa, by Thomas Motte, Esq. Asiat. Annual Register, i., Miscellaneous Tracts, p. 75. 1Mr. Motte further informs us that
every man at Sumbhulpoor is enrolled as a soldier, and is allotted half u
measure of rice in the day for his subsistence, while his wile cultiv,_tes the
farn:, lie seems to say that this subsistence is given to him by the wife
from the produce of the farm.
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All these perquisites are the same, whatever be the BOOK
CHAP. II.
5.
size of the heap beyond a measure of about twenty- _
five Winchester bushels. When these allowances
are withdrawn the heap is measured ; and for every
candaca which it contains, a measure equal to 5-,-_
Winchester bushels, there is again deducted half a
seer to the village watchmen, two and a half seers to
the accomptant, as much to the chief of the village;
and the bottom of the heap, about an inch thick,
mixed witk the cow-dung which in order to purify it
had been spread on the ground, is given to the Nirgunty, or conductor of water. These several deductions, on a heap of twenty candacas, or 110 Winchester bushels, amount to about 5" per cent. on the
gross produce. Of the remainder, 10 per cent. is
paid to the collectors of the revenue, as their wages
or hire ; and the heap is last of all divided into halves
between the king and the cultivator)
From these facts only one conclusion can be drawn,
that the property of the soil resided in the sovereign ;
for if it did not reside in him, it will be impossible to
show to whom it belonged. The cultivators were
left a bare compensation, often not so much as a bare
compensation, for the labour and cost of cultivation :
they got the benefit of their labour : all the benefit of
the land went to the king.-'
i Buchauc.,'_ .hmrney thro_gb the Mysore, &c. i. _'2,3, 130, _94, 0-63.
_' This simple mode of ratin', lands lot bah" their yearly produce is deri_ ed
from the remotest antiqmty m different parts of timdostan, and still mvariably pre_'ails in such countries as _ere left unsubdued by the Mahomedan_, like Tunjore, _here the a,cielLt lndmn form,,,of admimstrauon
are, for tbe most part, preserved enth'e,"
British india Analysed,
i. 195.
The Missionary Dubois, with his singular opportunities of correct
information, says peremptorily; " Creditors carl have no hold on the
real estate of their debtors, because the fhndas have no property in the
soil.

The lauds which they cultivate are the domain of the prince, wha

Upon the state of facts, in those places where the
c,,Ar._. present practices of the Hindus have not been forced
into a disconformity with their ancient institutions,
the fullest light has been thrown, by those servants
of the Company, who made the inquiries requisite
for the introduction of a regular system of finance,
into the extensive regions in the south of India added
to the British dominions during the administrations
of the Marquisses Cornwallis and Wellesley. Place,
Munro, Thackeray, Hodgson, were happily men of
talents; sufficiently enlightened to see the things
which were before them with their naked eyes ; and
not through the mist of English anticipations. From
the reports of these meritorious gentlemen, presented
to their superiors, the Committee of the House of
Commons, which inquired into East India affairs in
1810, have drawn the following as a general picture :
" A village, geographically considered, is a tract of
country, comprising some hundreds, or thousands, of
acres of arable and waste land. Politically viewed,
it resembles a corporation, or township. Its proper
establishment of officers and servants consists of the
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following, descriptions: The Potail, or head inhabitant, who has the general superintendance of the
affairs of the village, settles the disputes of the inhabitants, attends to the police, and performs the duty
is tbe sole proprietor, tie can resume them at his pleasure, and give
them to another to cultivate. Even the huts in wlfichthey live, built of
mud and covered with thatch, are not their own. _Allbelongs to the
prince ; and if"a man, for any reason whatever, quits his habitation in
tile village, he can by no means disposeof it to another, althoughit were
co,mrncted by his own hands. The only property they possess is their
few cows and buffaloes; and upon these no creditor is allowed to lay
his hands : because, if deprived of his cattle, he would be unable to
cultivate the land; whence an injury would accrue to the prince." Description: &c,ofthePeople
ofIndiaj
bytheAbbd Dubois_
p,496,
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of collecting the revenues within his village: The Boo_ IL
Curnum, who keeps the accounts of cultivation, and cH,_. 5.
registers every thing connected with it : The Tallier
and Totie ; the duty of the former appearing to consist in a wider and more enlarged sphere of action,
in gaining information of crimes and offences, and in
escorting and protecting persons travelling from one
village to another ; the provinceof the latter appearing to be more immediately confined to the village,
consisting, among other duties, in guarding the crops,
and assisting in measuring them: The 13oundary.
man, who preserves the limits of the village or gives
evidence respecting them in cases of dispute: The
Superintendant of rcater courses a_2dtanks, who
distributes the water for the purposes of agriculture :
The .Brahmen, who performs the village worship:
The Schoolmaster, who is seen teaching the children
in the villages to read and write in the sand : The
Calendar 13rahmen, or astrologer, who proclaims the
lucky, or unpropitious periods for sowing and thrashing: The Smith, and Carpenter, who manufacture
the implements of agriculture, and build the dwelling
of the ryot : The Potman or potter: The tFasherman: The Barber: The Cow-keeper, who looks
after the cattle : The Doctor : The Dancing Girl,
who attends at rejoicings; The 3Iusician, and the
Poet.
" Under this simple form of municipal govern.
ment, the inhabitants of the country have lived, from
time immemorial. The boundaries of the villages
have been seldom altered: and though the villages
themselves have been sometimes injured, and even
desolated, by war, famine, and disease, the same
name, the same limits, the same interests, and even
the same families, have continued for ages. The
inhabitants _ve themselves no trouble about the
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BOOKII. breaking up and division of kingdoms; while the
| c_AP.5. village remains entire, they care not to what power it
is transferred, or to what sovereign it devolves; its
internal economy remains unchanged ; the Potail is
still the head inhabitant, and still acts as the petty
judge and magistrate, and collector or renter of the
village." 1
These villages appear to have been not only a sort
of small republic, but to have enjoyed to a great degree the community of goods. Mr. Place, the col.
lector in the jaghire district at Madras, informs us,
that " Every village considers itself a distinct so.
ciety; and its general concerns the sole object of the
inhabitants at large : a practice," he adds, " which
surely redounds as much to the public good as to
theirs ; each having, in some way or other, the assistance of the rest ; the labours of all yield the rent ;
they enjoy the profit, proportionate to their original
interest, and the loss falls light. It consists exactly
with the principles upon which the advantages are
derived from the division of labour ; one man goes to
market, whilst the rest attend to the cultivation and
J Fifth Repor b Commit. 1810, p. 85. See, in " Considerations opt
the State of lndia_" by A. ]:ra_er Tytler_ i. 11:3, a description ot a village m Bengal, which shows tl;at the iudiaa continent was pervaded by
this restitution.
An assomatmn
bel'tson"_

Alllerlc;q

of a similar kind existed among the Mexicans.

Ro-

111. _:'_,

Some curious, strokes ol' resemblance appear ia the followin_ particulars of the Celtic manners, la the highlands and islands of ScotlaJ_d.
" The peculiarities _hich str,ke the native o_" a commercial countu,
proceeded in a great measure from the want ofnmney.
To the servants
and dependants, that were not domestics, were appropriated certaia po"tions of land for their support. Macdonald has a piece of ground yet,
called the bard's, or senachie's field. When a beef was killed i'br the
imase, particular parts _ere claimed as fees by the several officers, or
wm'kmen. The head belonged to the smith, and the udder of a cow to
the p_per; the weaver bad likewise his parucular part; and so many
lnece_ followed these prescriptive claimg that the lalrd's was at last bat
litdc."
J0hnson'5 Hebrides.
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the harvest ; each has his particular occupation as- _OOKII.
signed to him, and insensibly labours for all. An. CHA_.
_.
other practice very frequently prevails, of each proprietor changing his lands every year. It is found
in some of the richest villages ; and intended, Iima.
gine, to obviate that inequality to which a fixed dis.
tribution would be liable."
The state of taxation is described by the same
committee, in the following terms : " By the custom
of the Hindu government, the cultivators were entitled to one half of the paddy produce (that is, grain
in the husk) depending on the periodical rains. Of
the crops from the dry grain lands, watered by artificial means, the share of the cultivator was about
two thirds.
Before the harvest commenced, the
quantity of the crop was ascertained, in the presence
of the inhabitants and village servants, by the survey
of persons, unconnected with the village, who, from
habit, were particularly skilful and expert, in judging
of the amount of the produce, and who, in the adjustment of this business, were materially aided by a reference to the produce of former years, as recorded
by the accountants of the villages. The quantity
which belonged to the government being thus ascertained, it was received in kind, or in money." Of
garden produce, of which the culture was more difficult, a smaller portion was taken ; because, if field
culture was taxed as much as it could bear, it seems
to have been supposed that gm'den culture, at an equal
rate of taxation, could not have been carried on.
" Such," continue the committee, " were the rights
of the ryots, according to the ancient usage of the
country. In consequence, however, of the changes
Yd'th Report, ut .,upra, p. 70-3.
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_OOKII. introduced bythe Mahomedan conquest, and the many
c_AP.5. abuses which later times had established, the share
really enjoyed by the ryots was often reduced to a
sixth, and but seldom exceeded a fifth. The assess.
ments had no bounds but those which limited the
supposed ability of the husbandman. The effects of
this unjust system were considerably augmented by
the custom, which had become common with the
Zemindars, of sub-renting their lands to farmers,
whom they armed with unrestricted powers of collection, and who were thus enabled to disregard,
whenever it suited their purpose, the engagements
they entered into with the ryots; besides practising
every species of oppression, which an unfeeling motive
of self-interest could suggest. If they agreed with
the cultivators at the commencement of the year, for
a rent in money, and the season proved an abundant
one, they then insisted on receiving their dues in
kind. When they did take their rents in specie,
they hardly ever failed to collect a part of them before the harvest time had arrived and the crops were
cut ; which reduced the ryots to the necessity of borrowing fi'om money lenders, at a heavy interest of
3, 4, and 5 per cent. per month, the st ms requisite to
make good the anticipated payments that were demanded of them. If, from calamity or other cause,
the ryots were the least remiss in the discharge of
their rents, the officers of the renters were instant]y
quartered upon them; and these officers they were
obliged to maintain, until they might be recalled on
the demand being satisfied. It was also a frequent
practice with the renters to remove the inhahitants
from fertile lands, in order to bestow them on their
frierJds and favourites; and to oblige the ryots to
assist them, where they happened to be farmers, in
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the tilling of their lands; and to furnish them gra- BOOK_.
tuitously with labourers, bullocks, carts, and straw. ''1 c_AP._.
The two terms, Ryot and Zemindar, introduced
into this passage, are of frequent recurrence in the
history of India, and require to be explained. By
ryots, are always denoted tile husbandmen; the immediate cultivators of the ground.
The Persian
term Zemindar, introduced by the Mahomedan conquerors, was in Bengal, and certain other parts of
India, the name of a certain sort of middleman, between the cu|tivator who raised the crop, and the
king who received the greater part of the net produce. Into the controversy respecting"the nature of
the interest which the Zemindar possessed in the
land with respect to which he performed his fnnction
of middle-man, I shall not at present enter. Another
occasion will present itself for the examination of that
subject. It is here sufficient to say, that in districts,
sometimes of greater, sometimes of less extent, a
person, under the title of Zemindar, received the
share of the produce, which was exacted fi'om the
ryot ; either by himself, or the persons to whom he
farmed the receipts; and paid it over to the sovereign, reserving a prescribed portion to himself. The
Zemindar was thus, whatever else he might be, the
collector of the revenue, for the district to which he
belonged. As the receipt of revenue, in a rude state
of government, is a business most dear to the governors, the Zemindar, in order the better to secure
this favourite end, was vested with a great share of
the powers of government, He was allowed the use
of a military force; the pofice of the district was
placed in his hands; aud he was vested with the
civil branch of judicature.
When his district was
, Fifth Reportp ut stapra_p, 81, 8 °.
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It.large, he was a sort of a petty prince. In various
chaP. 5. places of India, however, the collection of the revenue had never become fixed and hereditary, in the
hands of an individual, and the business was transacted between the immediate cultivators, and a man
who possessed none but the characteristics of an immediate officer of government.
The committee say, that a rate of taxation much
more severe than that which existed under the Hindu
governments was introduced by the 5iohamedan
rulers, and amid the abuses of modern times. For
this opinion they have no authority whatsoever. It
is, therefore, a mere prejudice.
The rate which they
mention goes far beyond the scale of the ancient
ordinances : And what reason is there to believe that
the ancient Hindu governments did not, as the 510hamedan, levy assessments to the utmost limits of the
supposed ability of the ryots ? In those parts of
India which Europeans have found still remaining
under Hindu governments, the state of the people is
worse, if there is any difference, than where they
have been subject to the Mohamedan sway.
The rate established in the ancient ordinances has
been regarded as evidence of mild taxation, that is,
of good government.
It only proves that agriculture
was in its earliest, and most unproductive state; and
though it paid little, could not afford to pay any
more. _ We may assume it as a principle, in which
there is no room for mistake, that a government constituted and circumstanced as that of the

By the same rule, the Turkish government would be ranked as excellent.
It takes little : but the reason is, there is nothing more which
it can take. The ancient assessment on the cultivator in Persia was
one-tenth; but in the days of the Indian Emperor Akbar, he was by one
means or other made to pay more than a halt'. Ayeen Akberry, Ed. m
4to,p.348.
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Hindus had only one limit to its exactions, the non-BOOKII.
existence of any thing further to take. Another c_AP.5.
thing is certain, that under any state of cultivation,
but the very worst, if the whole except a sixth of the
produce of a soil, so rich as that of Hindustan, had
been left with the cultivator, he retest have had the
means of acquiring wealth, and of attaining rank and
consequence ; but these it is well ascertained that tile
ryots in India never enjoyed3
Notwithstanding these proofs that the ownership
in tile land was reserved to the king, this conclusion
has been disputed, in favour, 1st, of the Zemindars,
and 2dly, of the Ryots. The question with regard to
the Zemindars may be reserved till that period of the
history, when it was agitated for the sake of practical
proceedings on the part of the government.
The
question with regard to the Ryots belongs peculiarly
to this part of the work.
The circumstances, which appear to have misled
the intelligent Europeans who have misinterpreted
this part of the Hindu institutions, are two; first,
the tenure of the ryot or husbandman ; and secondly,
the humane and honourable anxiety, lest the interests and the happiness of the most numerous class
of the population should be sacrificed, if the sovereign
were acknowledged as owner of the soil.
But, if this acknowledgment were ever so complete,
it is inconsistent neither with the tenure which is
claimed in favour of the ryots, nor with the means of
their prosperity and happiness. And if it were, the
acknowledgment of its previous existence would be
no bar to a preferable arrangement; since the soJ Tile population in India,dlrough so many ages, must have been kept
down by excess of exaction, Ere,1 in the richest parts of India one half
of the soil has never been under cultivation.
_,rOl,. I.
T
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BOOKII.vereign can have a right to nothing which is injuCHAF.
5. rious to his people.
In a situation in which the revenue of the sore.
reign was increased in proportion to the numberof
cultivators, and in which a great proportion of the
land continued void of cultivators, there would be a
competition,not of cultivators for the land, but of the
land forcultivators. If a ryot cultivated a piece of
ground, and punctually paid his assessment, the sovereign would be far from any wish to removehim,
because it wouldbe difficultto supply his place. If the
ryot soldthe ground to another ryot, or left it to a successor,that is, put another in his place who would
fulfil the wishesof the sovereign, he, whose sourceof
fear was the want of a cultivator, had stir cause for
satisfaction; and seldom, if ever,interfered.
By custom, the possessionof the ryot became, in
this manner, a permanent possession; whencehe was
not removedexcept when he failed to pay his assess.
ment or rent ; a possessionwhichhe could sell during
his life ; or leave by inheritancewhen he died. As
far as rights can be establishedby prescription,these
rights wereestablishedin Indiain favourof the ryots.
And no violation of property is more flagrant than
that by which the tenureof the ryot is annulled.
But, accordingeven to European ideas, a right to
cultivate the land under these, and still greater advantages, is not understoodto transfer the ownership
of the land. The great estates in Ireland, for example, let under leases perpetuallyrenewable, are vendi.
ble and inheritableby the leaseholders,without affectlug the ownershipof their lords ; subject,moreover,
to a very importantrestriction, from which the sovereigns in India were free ;1 the lords of such estates
i It is remarkable that the king's tenants i. ancient demesne were, in
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cannot raise their rents at pleasure; the sovereigns BOOKIL
in India enjoyed this privilege, and abused it to ex- CHAP.
5.
cess. The sovereigns in India had not only the
ownership, but all the benefit of the land ; the ryots
had merely the privilege of employing their labour
always upon the same soil, and of transferring that
privilege to some other person ; the sovereign claimed
a right to as much of the produce as he pleased, and
se]dom left to the ryots more than a very scanty reward for their labour.
t

That ownership in the land justified this extent of
exaction, or implies a valid title to any power at
variance with the interests of the ryots, is an erroneous inference. Without violating its obligations to
the people, a government cannot spend any sum,
beyond what is strictly necessary for the performance
of the services, which it is destined to render : and it
is justified in taking even this sum exclusively from
the cultivators of the land, only if that is the mode in
which all the qualities desirable in a financial system
are the most completely realized.
Those who contend for the privileges of the
ryots would no doubt observe, that in this mode of
interpretation, we reduce the ownership of the sovereign to an empty name ; and that to the admission
of it, thus understood, they see nothing to object.
The controversy is then at a dose. The ownership
of the sovereign in the soil, wherever it exists, is, by
the principles which constitute the very foundation of
government, reduced to the limits above described.
And it is no less certain, that all which is valuable in
the soil, after the deduction of what is due to the
I

England, perpetual, on the same condition as the ryots in India. A
gleba amoveri non poterb_t,quamdiu solvere possunt debltas pensioaes.
Bracton, lib. i. cap. ii.

T.O
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BOOKII. sovereign,belongsof incontestablefight to the Indian
c_,. 5. husbandman.'

' The following quotations will show how completely these deductions
accord with the facts which the late perfect investigation has elicited.
)Iv. Thackeray, in his general report, remarks, "All this peninsula, except, perhaps, only Canara, Malabar, and a few other provinces, has exhibited, from time imme_uorial, but one system of land revenue. The
]and has been considered the pr_)perty of the Circar Igor'eminent], and of
the ryots. The interest iu the soil has been divided between these two ;
but the ryots have possessed httle more interest than that of being heredltary tenants,
If any persons have a claim to participate with governmerit in the property of the soil, it is the ryots." (Fifth Reports ut,
supra, p. 992.)
These ideas, and even the very words, have been
adopted, in the Report of the Board of Revenue. lb. p. 898. " Lands,"
says Mr. Place, " cannot be alienated without a written instrument ;
because both the sovereign and the subject have a mutual propertyin
them.
Each, however, may alienate his own, and the other is not
affected.
The sovereign may part with his interest in them: hut the
usufruetaary right remains with the subject.
And all that the latter can
sell, mortgage, or give away, is the enjoyment of the profit_ after paying
what is due to tile sovereign." (Ibid. p. 718.) _,h'. Harris, in bis
report on Tan, ore, informs us, " A meerassadar (ryot) disposes of his
station in auy manner he pleases.
He disposes of it, too, and quits,
without being bonnd to give, to any one, notice of his transfer and departure.
Like him, his successor superintends its cultivatmn, and pays
its revenue.
Government know nothing of his relinquishment;
and if
they knew of it, they would not care about it here, as in Europe.
The
proprietorship of the land belongs to goverament or the landlord; and he
who is entrusted with the duty of making it productive, lives upon it
and cultivates it, so long as he pays its revenue, and no longer. But this
occupation of it, u hile the superior is satisfied, has been converted by
the meerassadar into a right. They have made the right a property;
and tbey retain, sell, lend, give, or mortgage, according to their inclination, tile whole or any oart of it." (Ibid. 8_9.) Even Mr. Hodgso,,
sslJo is an advocate fbt? raising the revenue through tile instrumentality
of Zemiodars, affirms the rights of the cultivators to be incontestable.
" I make," says he, " the fol]owiug inductions : 1st. that the cultivators
have a right, every where, to pay a fixed tax for the land they occupy;
_dly. that they have tl_e right, universally, to occupy this land, so lung
as they pay the _tandard rent; 3dly. that they have the right to sell or
transfer, by deed, gift; or other_vise, theland they occupy, subject alway_
In the condition of payieg the standard rent ; 4thly. that they exercise
the right, stated in the third positioe, wherever the standard rent has
not been increased, so as to absorb all the profit on eultivanon, or arable
land is sufficiently scarce to be of value ill tile acquisition."
(lb. 979.)
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The Hindu mode of raising the revenue of the Boo_: II.
state, wholly, or almost wholly, by taking as much as c.AP._.
necessary of the rent of the land, while it is the
obvious expedient which first presents itself to the
If the writer means, by saying that tile cultivator had a r_ght to pay no
more than a fixed rent, that it would have been right or good to pay only
in that manner, I maintain the same doctrine ; but if he means that the
cultivator ever enjoyed this right, the proposition is far from true. In
every other respect I assent to the propositions of Mr. Hodgson.
I also
agree with him, when he says; " Provided the property in private
estate% that is, tile standard rent, and no mor% be paid by these owners
of private estates, I hold it to be a matter of very secondary importance
to them, whether the rent is demanded of them by the anctent rajahs or
polygars, the o[ficers of Byjauggur or Bednore government, the rajah
coorg, the tehsildars of the Company, or the (to he created) zemindars
of the Company:' _lb. 980.) The collector of Tanjore also think_ it
not worth inquiring what ownership the sovereign has, prowded the
usufruct of the ryot is well defined and secured.
(lb. 8:31.) See Hodgson again to the same effect. (lb. p. 926.) We are informed by Mr.
Park, that in Africa, when a pera_tission to cultivate a spot of ground has
been granted by the sovereign, it is not resumed, while the revenue or
rent is paid. (Travels, p. o61.) In China, Mr. Barrov, assures us, that
the cultivator, though i_ reality a tenant at will, is never dispossessed,
but when he fails to discharge the stated engagemeats.
" So accustomed," he adds, " are the Chinese to consider an estate as their owa,
while they continne to pay the tent, that a Portuguese in Macao had
nearly lost his life [br endeavouring to raise the rent upon his Chinese
tenants.
(Travels in China, p. 397.)
Dr. Buchanan says, " The
ryots or farmers have no property in the @round ; bat it is not usual to
tara any man away, so long as he p.qy_the customary rent. Even in the
reign of Tippoo, such aa act would have been looked upon as an astonishing grievance." (Joun_ey through Mysore, &c. 1. lo4.) "The gemu_
and tendency of all tliudu iastitations is, to reuder offices_ as well :is
property, hereditary."
(Wilks's }list. Sketches, p. °_31.) " The king J-_
the gel_eral heir of all his subjects ; but when there are chddren to inherit, they are seldom deprived of their father's estate"
_Dow's Ihodostau, pref. p. xiii.)
H X_,a r_C :r_X_¢oC",XX' _,_, _rro_, rt.,,
• Er:'_t_Ev_n,i_a_of _vptoc_t_t r,_,_u_,r_.
(Din Chrysostom.
Orat. _1.
la Rhodmc.)
AnquetiI Duperrnn was the first of the Europeans wht,
mai,ltained that the ownerslHp of the land was vested in the ryuts,
tie
has written a discourse upon the subject, ia his work eutitled_ Rccherches
11istoriques et Geographiques sur l'lnde.
IIe proves what is now acknowledged, that a man rmght dispose of his farm, and was seldom turned
out of it, while he continued to pay his taxes or rent. There is a learned
and able chapter, in support of the same opinionj in "ttistotical
of die South of India_ by Col. Wilk_."
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_OK IL rudest minds, has no inconsiderable recommendation
cs,P. _. from science itself. Previous to allotment, the productive powers of the soil are the joint property of the
community; and hence are a fund peculiarly adapted
to the joint or common purposes and demands. If
the whole of what is strictly rent were taken away,
the application of labour and capital to the land
would resemble the application of labour and capital
to wood or iron; and the same principles, in both
cases, would determine their rewm'd.
But as the expense required for the services of government exceeds not a very small portion of the
rent of the land, unless where the quantity is very
minute, the greatest possible benefit is derived from
the productive powers of the soil, when it is the property of individuals. The benefits of the soil have,
accordingly, over the greater part of the globe, been
employed, first, to supply in whole, or for the greater
part, the necessities of government, next to enrich
the individual occupant. The most remarkable exception to this rule is in modern Europe. After the
conquests of the Gothic nations, the land was thrown
in great portions into the hands of tile leading men ;
and they had power to make the taxes fall where
they chose; they took care accordingly that they
should fall any where rather than upon the land;
that is, upon any body rather than themselves. Further, as their influence over the sovereign made him
glad to share with them what he derived from the
taxes, they not only threw the burden off their own
shoulders, but taxed, as they have continued to do,
and sometimes in a progressive ratio, to the present
hour, the rest of the community for their benefit.
The objections to the Hindu system of providing
for tile expenses of government, arise rather from the
mode, than the essence.
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By aiming at the receipt of a prescribed portion wok li.
of the crop of each year; and with a very imperfect CHAP.
S.
distinction of the lands of different powers,the Hindus
incurred most of the evils which a bad method of
raising a tax is liable to produce. They rendered the
amount of the tax always uncertain, and its pressure
very unequal; they rendered necessary a perfect host
of tax.gatherers; and opened a boundless inlet to
partiality and oppression on the one hand; to fraud
and mendacity on the other. A tax, consisting of
any portion of the gross produce of the soil, raises the
price of that produce; because the tax raised from
the poorest of the cultivated land must be returned,
along with the expense of cultivation, in the exchangeable value of its produce. In this manner a
tax is levied upon the consumers of corn, which surpasses the sum paid to the government, and enriches
the owners of the best land at the expense of the
community. 1
An expensive mode of raising the taxes is a natural effect of a rude state of society. We are informed by Sully, that the receipt into the French exchequer, in the year 1598, was only thirteen millions
of French money ; while the sum, dragged out of the
pockets of the people, was 150 millions. " The thing
appeared incredible," says the statesman : " but by
the due degree of labour, I made the truth of it certain." _ The proportion was doubtless greater in
Hindustan.
Receiving the taxes in kind was a practice which
ensured a prodigious expense, and a waste, by which
nobody gained. Scarcely any other mode seems to
i Seea Dissertation
onthePrinciples
of Taxation, tile most profound,
byfar,whichhasyetbeengiventotheworld,byDavidRieardo,Esq.
inhisworkt, OnthePrinciples
ofPolitical
Economy
andTaxation."
Mere.du8ally_liv.xx.
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13OOKI1. have been known

to the Hindus in the time of their
CHAP.
5. ancient institutions ; and to a great degreeit con.
tinued down to the latest period of their history.]
How rude and inconvenientsoever this practicemust
be regarded; we find several nations, who make a
considerablefigure in the historyof the world, who
have not in this respectadvanced beyondthe Hindus.
]t maynot surpriseany one, that taxes were raised
in kind in the ancient empire of' Mexico._ The
greater part, though not the whole, were raised in
the same manner, in Persia, even in the time of Darius Hystaspes; 3 and the mixture, at least, whateverthe proportion, continues to the present day.'
] Among theMexicans, says Dr. Robertson, " Taxes were laid upon
land, upon tbe acquisitions ofil_dustr_',and upon commodities of every
ki_zdexposed to sale in the public markets. These duties were considerable, but not arbitrary or unequal. They were imposed according
to established rules, and each knew what share of the common burden
he had to bear." History ofAmerica, iii. 295, 2_9. The political descriptions of this admiredhistorian are, commonly, by far too general,
and thence vague. We cannot suppose that the Mexicans were more
skilled in the policy of taxation than the Hindus.
" As the use ofmoneywas unknown," says Rnbertson,{Ibid.p.296,)
"all the taxes werepaid ]n kind, and thus not only the natural productions of all the difibrent provinces in the empire, but everyspecies of
manulhcture, and everywork of ingenmt)'and art, werecollected in the
public storehouses." It is worthyof remark that the same mode of
taxing handicrafts and labourers was adopted in Mexico as in Hindustan; " People of inferior condition (Ibid.), neither possessingland nor
engagedin comme.'ce, were buund to the performauces of various services. By their stated labour the crown lands were cultivated, public
workswere carriedon, and the various houses which belonged to the
emperorwere built and kept in repair.
It is remarkable that, in Persia, the use even o["coined money wa_
unknowntill the timeofDarius Hystaspes. The portion of tribute that
x_'aspaid in gold and silver was received by weight. Herndot, lib. iv.
cap. clxvi. Major Itenne], not aware that Lhiswas only a portion, and
a small portion,of the Persian taxes, is exceedingly puzzled to account
for the diminut;ve amount of the Persiau revenues,and at last concludes
that " the value of money was incredibly greaterat that time than at
present." l_ennel's Geography of Herodotus,p..q16.
' :EbnHauka], translated by Sir WilLiamOusely, p. 136. Chardin's
Tcavelsin Persia.

Ta_s.
The whole revenue of China, with the
some trifling articles, is paid in kind. _
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exceptionofBOOKIL

Abb_ Grosier_ p. 76; Barrow's China, p. 499. Mr. Barrow informs us that avast number of the vessels on the canals and rivers are
employed in conveying the taxes to the capital, lb. p. 508. In those
countries on the Euxine Sea which early attained so high a state of civilization as to have a large export trade in grain, even the custom house
duties, or the taxes on export and import, were levied in kind. We are
iuformed by Demosthenes, Orat. adv. L_ptinem, that Leucon king of
Bosphorus, from which Athens derived her principal supplies, levied a
duty of one thirtieth in kind upon all the corn shipped in his ports.
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Religion.
BOOK II.
IT is difficultto determine whether the constitution
in
cH,_._. of the government and the provisions of law, or Religion, have, among the Hindus, the greatest influence upon the lives of individuals, and the operations
of society. Beside the causes which usually give
superstition a powerful sway in ignorant and credulous ages, the order of priests obtained a greater authority in India than in any other region of the
globe ; and this again they employed with astonishing
success in multiplying and corroborating the ideas on
which their power and consequence depended. :Every
thing in Hindustan was transacted by the Deity.
The laws were promulgated, the people were classitied, the government was established, by the Divine
Being. The astonishing exploits of the Divinity
were endless in that sacred land. For every stage of
life from the cradle to the grave; for every hour of
the day; for every function of nature; for every
social transaction, God prescribed a number of religious observances. And meditation upon his incom.
prehensible attributes, as it was by far the most difficult of all human operations, so was it that glorious
occupation which alone prepared the intense votary
for the participation of the Divine nature.
Of so extensive and complicated a subject, as the
religion of the Hindus, a very general view can alone
be taken here. All that is interesting to the politi-
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dan and the philosopher,may, however,it is pre-BOOK
II.
sumed, be confinedwithin a moderatespace. The c_,P.6.
task is rendered difficult by the unparalleledvaguehess which marksthe languageof the Brahmensrespectingthe natureof the gods,the vast multiplicity
of their fictions,and the endlessdiscrepancyof their
ideas. Hence it is, that no coherentsystem of belief
seems capable of being extracted from their wild
eulogie_and legends; and if he who attemptsto
study their religion is disposed,like themselves,to
buildhis faith on his imagination,he meets with little obstructionfromthe stubbornprecisionof Hindu
expressionsand tenets.
Nothing is more curious than to trace the ideas
concerning Divine power which the natural faculties
of our race suggest to them at the various stages of
their career. In the very rude and imperfect state
in which society originated, the human mincl can
hardly sofar enlarge its views as to draw conclusions
respecting the universe. Those operations and events
of nature, which moreimmediately concern mankind,
and on which their happiness and misery depend, no
doubt engage their eager curiosity. The causes of
light and darkness, of drought and rain, of the
thunder, of the hurricane, of the earthquake, suggest
many an anxious inquiry ; but to put all the objects
of nature, and all the changes which they undergo,
into one group of ideas, and to ask whence did the
whole proceed, seems to be an operation too complicated, and too far removed from the ordinary track
of his ideas, to be one of the first that takes place in
the mind of a barbarian.
i

With regard to that other classof questions,which
more easily occur to him, his nature very readilysuggests an answer. Prior to experience and instruction, there is a propensityin the imaginationto endow

I
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life whatever we behold in motion ; or, in gene.
cs_r. 6. ral, whatever appears to be the cause of any event.
A child beats the inanimate object, by which it has
been hurt, and caresses that by which it has been
gratified. The sun, which is the cause of day, the
savage regards as a beneficent deity. A spirit resides
in the storm ; the woods and the waters are peopled
with divinities; there is a god of plenty, and a god
of want ; a god of war, and a god of peace ; a god of
health, and a god of sickness. That this may be con.
sidered as a correct outline of the first religion which
is suggested to the human mind, the laws of human
nature, and the ideas which are found to prevail
among rude tribes, appear sufficiently to evince.
But men are not long in making another step in
their religions progress. Having made for themselves a theory with respect to the cause of the events
which affect them, the origin too of the things which
they perceive attracts their curiosity; and from
asking the cause, first of one great object, and then
of another, they come at last to put the general question, what is the cause and origin of the whole?
There are very few, therefore, even among the most
barbarous nations, who have not made an attempt to
account for tile origin of the universe, and in whose
religious ideas some species of cosmogony is not involved. But, in answering the question respectinff
the origin of the universe, it is impossible that men
should not be guided by their previous ideas. It
follows, that among the divinities, whom they already
adored, He, whom they regarded as the most powerful, should be selected as the Maker of the world.
Were they placed in circumstances of tolerable tranquillity, this potent God would probably be the sun ;
were they a people almost constantly plunged in the
horrors of war, the god of arms would naturally be
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their chief divinity. Hence we me that in many na. _oz _.
tions of Asia, who at an early period seem to have caAr. 6.
been placed in favourable circumstances, the sun was
supreme among the gods, and the great principle of
the universe; among the turbulent and warlike
tribes who inhabited the north of Europe, Odin, the
god of war, was the supreme deity, and author of all
things.
The Hindus had made considerable progress beyond the first and lowest stage of human society. It
seems common, however, to retain for a long time
the ideas which are then implanted ; and, rather than
eradicate the old to make of them a heterogeneous
compound with the new. The Greeks and the Romans did not reject their Jupiter, and Mars, their
gods of the mountains, trees, and rivers, when they
rose to more comprehensive views of the universe;
they only endeavoured to accommodate to these pri.
mary conceptions their new apprehensions and conclusions. In like manner, the Hindus have still their
Indra, or the god of the firmament, Varuna, or the
god of the waters, Rembha, the goddess of love ; in
the whole, a long and splendid catalogue of thirtythree crore, t
We have translations from the Hindu books of
several passages containing accounts of the creation.:
' A erore is 100 laes, and a lac is 100,000 ; so that thirty-three

erore

of deities is iust 330 millions.
Three of these fi'om the Vedas themselves by Mr. Colebrooke, (As.
Res. viii. 404_ 421, 452) ; another account, translated fi'om the Puranas
by Mr. Halhed, is published m Maurice's History, (i. 40?); Mr. Wdford
hits given us another, derived from the same source, (As. Res. iii. 358.)
An account of the creation is prefixed to the Geutoo e_Jde translated by
Halhed ; we have another, in the French translation, entitled Ba_a'vadam, of the Bhagavat.
The author of the Ayeen Akhery informs u_
that no fewer than eighteen opinions respecting the creation were entertained in Hindustan, and presents us three as a specimen, of which the
lasb taken fi'om tbe Surya Sidhanta, he says, is the most common.
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BOOKII.They differ from one another very widely in the
c_At,._, minorforms and circumstances ; but strongly resemble
in the general character, and in the principal ideas.
That contained in the sacred volume which bears the
name of Menu may be taken as a standard, being
more full and circumstantial than any of those which
are given us from the Veda.s; derived from a work
of equal authority with the Vedas themselves, and
exhibiting, as drawn up at a later period, the improvement, if any, which the ideas of the people had
acquired. It is all vagueness and darkness, incoherence, inconsistency, and confusion. It is one of the
most extravagant of all specimens of discourse without ideas. The fearless propensity of a rude mind to
guess where it does not know, never exhibited itself
in more fantastic and senseless forms?
Beside accounts of what creation was, we have
accounts of the mode in which the Hindu divinity
performed the creation. If a man possessing refined
and exalted notions of the Divine Nature were to

m

describe the great work of creation, he would have
the clearest conviction of his own incompetence;
and, as Moses, he would attempt no more than
by a few strokes to convey an idea of the magnitude
of the task, and of the power and wisdom of him
who performed it. If far removed from this degree
of knowledge and reflection, he will enter with.
out hesitation upon a minute and detai]ed description both of the plan, and of its execution. If,
however, the society in which he lives has attained
any considerable improvement, the process which he
conceives will indicate some portion of human wis.
dora ; will, at least, be such as an instructed member
Ayeen Akhery, iii. 6. The most important of all is that which I have
referred to in the text, from the Institutes of Menu, ch. i. 5_ &c.
i See note A. at the end of the volume.
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of that society, had he infinite power imparted to him, BOOKH.
would devise for himself. On the other hand, if a calf. 6.
description of the creation presents no idea but what
is fantastic, wild, and irrational; if it includes not
even a portion of that design and contrivance which
appear in the ordinary works of man ; if it carries the
common analogies of production, in animal and vegetable life, to the production of the universe, we
cannot be mistaken in ascribing it to a people, whose
ideas of the Divine Being were grovelling.
" The self-existing power," says Menu, " having
willed to produce various beings, first with a thought
created the waters." This is not a despicable conception : but what succeeds ? " He placed in these
waters a productive seed." This is one o£those ann.
logics to the growth of a plant or an animal which
are generally the foundation of the cosmogony of
a rude people. What next ? The seed becomes
an. egg; which is a very extraordinary product; a
wonderful course, too, for the self-existing power to
follow in the formation of the universe. The other
steps are not less amazing. In this egg the divine
being deposited himself, and there he lay, in a state
of inactivity, a whole year of the Creator, that is,
according to the Hindus, 1,555,200,000,000 solar
years of mortals.I At the end of this astonishing
LThe length of a year of the Creator may be thus computed. A
calpa, or grand period, containing the reigns of fourteen Menus, constitutes, Sir William Jones informs us (Asiat. Research. i. 2S7) one day
of Brahma. This periodcomprises(see an accurate calculatioo, according to the books of tile Hindus, in Mr. Bentley's Remarks on Ancient
Eras and Dates, Asiat. Research. v. 316) 4,320,000,000 years ; and such
is the length of one day of the Creator. A divine year again contains
360 days ; and the multiplication of these numbers produces the amount
which appears in the text. Mr. Wilford (see Asiat. Research. iii. 38_)
makes thi_ computation in a manner, and with a result, somewhat different. " One year of mortals," he says, " is a day and a night of the
gods_and 360 of our years is one of theirs : 12,000 of their years, or

_OOKI_.period he caused by his thought the egg to divide
user. 6. itself, and was himself born in the form of Brahma,
the great forefatherof all spirits;1thus, "from THAT.
WHICH-IS,
the first cause, was produced the divine
male, famed in all worlds, under the appellation of
Brahma."_ This is celebrated in Hindu books as
the great transformation of the Divine Being, from
neuter to masculine, for the purpose of creating
worlds; and under this masculine form of Brahma
it was that he effected the rest of creation. The
Hindus believe that he was engaged in it for no less
than 17,064,000 years.3 Of the two divisions
of the egg from which he had just been freed,
he framedthe heaven above,the earth beneath, and
in the midstthe subtle ether, the eight regions, and
the permanent receptacleof waters. The creation of
mind is next described; but this will be moreconveniently consideredwhen we come to appreciate the
notions of the Hindus in relation to thought. The
creation howeverof man, or at least of the Hindus, is
worthy of our particularregard. " That the human
race might be multiplied, He caused the Brahmen to
proceedfrom his mouth, the Cshatriyafrom his arm,
the Vaisya from his thigh, and the Sudra from his
foot." The analogy of ordinary descentis again the
foundation of this fantastic imagination; and the
Hindu could picture to himself the production of a
human being, even by the Deity, only in the way of
a species of birth. This analogy leads to a still more
extravagant conceit for the creation of other races of
4,3_0,000 of ours, constituteone of their ages, and 2,000 such ages are
Brahma's day and night, which must be multiplied by 360 to make one
of his years."
l In other _vords,he was hatched.
Vide the quotation from the Institutes of Munu_ in Note A. at the
end of the volume.
0 Asiat. Research. ii. ¢37 and _3¢.
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men, and living creatures. As if " The Mighty BOOKII,
Power" could not produce them by his male virtue c_,r. 6.
alone, " He divided his own substance, and became
half male, half female. By this female the male hail
produced Viraj, a demigod and saint; Viraj, by the
virtue of austere devotion, prodt_ced ._Ienu, another
demigod and saint." Menu again, " desirous," he
says, " of giving birth to a race of men," produced
ten lords of created beings ; and these lords produced
at his command " seven other Menus, and deities,
and the mansions of deities, and great sages, and
also benevolent genii, and fierce giants, blood-thirsty
savages, heavenly quiristers, nymphs and demons, huge
serpents and snakes of smaller size, birds of mighty
wing, and separate companions of I'itris or progenitors of mankind; lightnings and thunderbolts, clouds
and coloured bows of Indra, falling"meteors, earthrending vapours, comets, and luminaries of various
degrees ; horse-faced sylvans, apes, fish, and a variety
of birds, tame cattle, deer, men, and ravenous beasts
with two rows of teeth; small and large reptiles,
moths, lice, fleas, and common flies, with every biting
gnat, and immoveable substances of distinct sorts.
Thus was this whole assemblage of moveable and
stationary bodies framed by those high.minded
beings.''1
But in the Hindu books we find applied to the
Divinity a great variety of expressions, so elevated,
that they cannot be surpassed even by those of the men
who entertain the most sublime ideas of the Divine
Nature.
In the passage immediatel)" quoted from
Menu, he is described as ti_e sole self-existing power,
the soul of aU beings, he whom the mind alone can
perceive, who exists from eternity, and whom no being
See Note J|. at tlJP.etld ofdlt
¥0I.,

I.
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can comprehend. In a passage from the Brahmanda
c_AP.6. Purana, translated by Mr. Wilford, he is denomihated; "The great God, the great Omnipotent, Omniscient one, the greatest in the World, the great Lord
who goes through all worlds, incapable of decay. ''1
In a prayer, translated by Mr. CoIebrooke, from one
of the Vedas, he is called, " the pure Brahme, whom
none can apprehend as an object of perception, above,
around, or in the midst ; the God who pervades all
regions, the first-horn; he, prior to whom nothing
was born ; who became all beings, himself the Lord
of creatures; he, who made the fluid sky and solid
earth, who fixed tile solar orb and celestial abode,
whom heaven and earth mentally contemplate; the
mysterious Being, in whom the universe perpetually
exists, resting on that sole support; in whom this
world is absorbed, from whom it issues."'2 Without
multiplying instances, it may shortly be stated that
human language does not supply more lofty epithets
of praise than are occasionally addressed to their
deities by the Hindus.
To form a true estimate of the religion of this
people, it is necessary by reflection to ascertain, what
those expressions in the mouth of a Brahmen really
mean. We shall incur the risk of completely deceiv.
ing ourselves, if, with the experience how naturally
vague and general expressions, especially in such
abstract and mental subjects, convey the most different ideas, to people in different stages of society, we
take the loft)" expressions of devotion in Hindu books,
as full and satisfactory evidence of lofty conceptions of
the Divine Nature. It is well ascertained that nations,
who have the lowest and meanest ideas of the Divine

BOOK II.
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Being, may yet apply to him the most sounding epithets by which pertbction can be expressed.
Asiat. Research, viii, 352.

° Ib. 43_.
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In tracin_ the progress of natural religion, through BOOKII.
the different stages of intellectual acquirement, a very c,A_. 6.
important fact is discovered; that language, on this
subject, has a much greater tendency to improve,
than ideas. It is well known how vile and degrading
were the notions of the DMne Nature presented in
the fictions of the Greek poets ; insomuch that Plato
deemed them unfit to be read; _ yet the Brahmens
themselves do not surpass the Greek poets in elevated
expressions concerning the Deity. Orpheus, early
and rude as is the period to which his poetry relates,
thus describes the celestial King; " Jupiter, the
sovereign ; Jupiter, the original parent of all things ;
and Wisdom, the first procreator; and all-delighting
Love : For in the mighty frame of Jupiter all al_econtained : One power, one godhead : He is the great Regent of all." 2 Caesar informs us that the Druids among
He states that the only practical inference the youth could draw
from the accounts delwered by the poets concerning Ihe gods was ; to
commit all manner of crimes, and out or' the fruits of their villainy to
offer costly sncrifices and appease the divine powers; a?_c_lr_op xaa;
_vrEov afro r_v at'._x)ll_c_r_)),.De Repub. lib. ii. 593, 6.
_-Orphic. Fragm. vi. 360. Numerous passages mLght be produced :
Z_t,_

tTtl,

Z_vc

rol

atOio
rot

.,

"r,a),ra.

Z_v_

(E

yTj_

Z_vg

["oupaz,o_'"

]_tlphol'lon.

'Ere OEo_'iv _ravr_#¢,
Orphic. Frag. iv. 363.
Jane pater) Jane tuens, Dive biceps, bitbrmis_
O! care rerum _ator; O! principiam Deornm.
Verses from an ancient Choriambic poem, which are
quoted by Terentianus Maurus de Moths.
ZEvc d a'p_. rp_®J, Keo_,d_o_,. 'Owcoc _e;rt rio)' _J,\,o), ?_1t,o_,p7o£'. Procl.
in Platom Jim. p. 95. It _s a]mos¢ needless to quote Homer'_
zql,a r_ /tOrtotJ,ra _ O_tov ,':rarq__lg'__:ut a),?po_.
" The Araucanians [the nati_'e Indians of' Chilli acknowledge a
Supreme Being, tile Author oi"all things, whom they call P_l.Lax, a word
deri_'ed from ptdh or pi[li, the soul, and signifies the supreme essence;
they also call him Guenu-pillan, the Spirit of heaven; Buta-gen, the
Great Bei_g_ Thalcove, the Tlmnderer; Valvemvee, the Creator of all;
Vfipepilvoe the Omnipotent : h/ol]gelu_ the E:eroal; Avno]u, /he Infinite_ &c." Moliaa) C_v_lH_st. of Ch,li, book II. ch, v.
A passage of Empedocles, containing tl,e language of a pore theology,
may be seen in tIarris's Philos. Arrangement_ ch. viii. p, 16'.),
IT o
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_OOKII. the ancientGauls deliveredmany doctrinesconcernc.^_._, ing the nature of the universe, and the powersof
the immortal gods;_ and it is remarkable that the
Greeks and the Romans were forcibly struck with the
similarity between the ideas of the Druids, and those
of the Brahmens of India, the Magi of Persia, the
Chaldeans of Assyria, and the priests of Egypt? The
creed of the ancient Germans, as we are informed by
Tacitus, was, " that God is the Ruler of all: other
things are to him subject and obedient." _ In the ancient Scandinavian mythology, the Supreme God was
described, as, " The author of every thing that existeth; the eternal, the ancient, the living and awful
Being,the searcher into concealed things; the Being
that never changeth." * On the statue of the Egyptian goddess Isis was this inscription; " I am every
thing past, every thing present, and every thing to
come." 5 The Deity was described by Zoroaster as
" The First, the Incorruptible, the Eternal, without
generation, without dissolution, without a parallel, the
charioteer of all which is good, inaccessible to bribes,
the best of the good, the wisest of the wise." 6 The
Getes asserted their deity Zamolxis to be the true
God, that besides him there was none other, and that
to him they went after death, being endowed with
spirits immortal. 7 Even the rude tribes of America,
wandering naked in the woods, " appear," says Rot Ca;sar. de tlcl. Gal. lib. vi. cap. 15.
See tienry's Hist. of Great Britain, i. 14.q ; and the attthoraies
adduced.

there

Regnator oumium Deus: caetera subjecta atque parentia. Tacit. de
51or. Germ. cap. xx_v.
See a translation from the Edda iu Mallet's, lntroduet. Hist. Denmark, i. ch. 5_ and iJ. p. 7, 8.
," Plutarch. de l_lde et Osu'ide.
c Euseb. Prmp. Eraug. hb. i. p. 42.
Herodot. lib. iv. cap. 93, 9_.
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bertson, " to acknowledge a Divine Power to be the BOOK
IL
CMAP.6.
maker of the world, and the disposer of all events.
They denominate him the Great Spirit." 1 Thus it
appears how commonly the loftiest expressions are
used concerning the gods, by people whose conceptions
of them are, confessedly, meanP
This important fact, however remarkable, is founded on principles of very powerful operation in the
nature of man. The timid barbarian, who is agitated
by fears respecting the unknown events of nature,
feels the most incessant and eager desire to propitiate
the Being on whom he believes them to depend. His
mind works, with laborious solicitude, to discover the
best means of recommending himself. He naturally
takes counsel from his own sentiments and feelings;
and as nothing to his rude breast is more delightful
than adulation, he is led by a species of instinct to
expect the favour of his god fi'om praise and flattery.
In an uncultivated mind, how strong this sentiment is,
a very superficial knowledge of human nature may
convince us. Mr. Foster, in his Travels over land from
India, was overtaken by a storm in the Caspian Sea;
and remarks that during the danger "every man was
imploring the Divine interposition in his own manner
and language." " But my attention, "says he," was
chiefly attracted by a Persian. His ejaculations were
loud and fervent; and the whole ibrce of his prayers
was levelled at All; on whom he bestowed every title
that could denote sanctity or military prowess, lie
Robertson's

Hist. Amer. ii. 197.

" Ces peuples (les Romains) adorent un Dieu supreme et unique,
qu'ils appelient toujours D_eu tres-grand, et tres-bo_l; cepeadant ils oat
b_tti un temple aune courtisanne nommde Flora, et let bonnes fernmes de
Rome ont presqne routes chez elles de petits diens penates hauts de
quatre ou einq pouees; une de ees petites divinitds est la deesse de tetons_
raatre eelle de fesses; il y a un penat qu'on appelle le dieu Pet."
Voltaire, Essai sat les M_urs et I'Espnt de I_at,onsj iv. 873.
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l_OOK
II. called on hlm, by the name of the Friend of God; the
c,,_P.6. Lord of the Faithful; the Brandisher of the invincible
sword ; to lool_ down on his servant, and shield him
from the impending evil. Thinking also to obtain
the more grace with the father, he would occasionally
launch out into the praises of his two sons." 1
When the belief is once admitted that the Deity is
pleased with panegyric, it is evident to what length
the agitated and ignorant votary will speedily be carried. Whatever may be the phrases with which he
begins ; in a short time, the ardour of his fears incites
him to invent new and stronger; as likely to prove
more agreeable and prevalent. Even these, by a short
use, become familiar to his mind. When they begin
to be stale and feeble, he is again prompted to a new
invention, and to more violent exaggerations.
Exhausting quickly the powers of ills language, he
has other expedients in store. The god, on whom his
eulogies have been lavished, is that one, among the
invisible powers, on whom his interests seem more
immediately to depend: This deity is at first panegyrised on account of those operations alone which
belong to his own department : The sun is orlginally
applauded only as the Regent of day : the bountiful
giver of light, and of all its attendant blessings ._But
when panegyric on this subject is exhausted, the unwearied adorer opens a new fountain of adulation :
The operations of some divinity, whose department
most nearly resembles that of the favourite deity,
affords some circumstance which, it is imagined,
might do honour to that patron god: It is accordingly, as a very artful expedient, immediately detracted from the one, and ascribed to the other: No
sooner is the novelty of this new attribute decayed,
--

j

' F,_-ster's
Travels,ii.256.
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than the prerogative of some other divinity is invaded, BOOK
CuAe. 6.I[.
and the great object of worship is invested with a
new power or function of nature : This, it is evident,
is a fertile discovery : The votary has many articles
to add to his fist of powers and functions, before he
exhausts the provinces of the whole of the gods. He
proceeds incessantly, however ; adding to the works
and dominions of the great divinity one province
after another, till at last he bestows upon him the
power and functions of all the gods. He is now the
supreme deity, and all the rest are subordinate, lie
is the king of the celestial powers ; or, what is still
more sublime, their author or father; He from whom
their very being and powers are derived. They still,
however, retain their ancient departments: and he who
was god of the winds remains the god of the winds: he
who was god of the waters remains god of the waters.
But they are no longer independant deities ; they have
now a superior, and are regarded in the fight of his
ministers or agents.
The ingenuity of fear and desire sometimes invents
a higher strain of flattery still. The power, which is
delegated to so many extraordinary beings, is regarded as a deduction from that which might otherwise
be wielded by the supreme. And happy is the man,
who first imagines he can inform the Divinity, that
no such division and diminution of his power exist:
That those supposed agents or ministers are not in
reality beings endowed with the powers of the Almighty ; that they are those powers themselves ; the
different modes in which he manifests himself. After
this, he is the one God" He is all in all : From him
every thing begins, in him every thing terminates: He
unites all possible attributes : Like time, he has no
beginning and shall have no end : All power belongs
to him, all wisdom, and all virtue. Such is the pro-
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gress of the language, not of knowledge and eulc_r. n. tivated reason, but of the rude and selfish passions of
a barbarian ; and all these high and sounding epithets
are invented by men whose ideas of the divine nature
are mean, ridiculous, gross, and disgusting.
Some of the most enlightened of the Europeans
who have made inquiries concerning the ideas and
institutions of the Hindus, have been induced, from
the lofty"epithets occasionally applied to the gods, to
believe and to assert that this people had a refined
and elevated religion. Nothing is more certain than
that such language is far fi'om being proof of such a
religion. Yet ingenious men, fi'om whom we have
largely derived instruction, appear to have thought
that no other proof was requisite ; and, as on this evi.
denee they adopted the opinion themselves, thought
that others ought to receive it on the same foundation)

BOOK I[.

I Among the similar proofs which might be produced, of sublime
theological notions, may be quoted the following remarkable passage
from Garcilasso de la Vega (Royal Commentaries, book iI. chap. ii.) " Be.
sides the sun, whom they worshipped for the visible God, to whom they
offered sacrifice and kept festivals, the Iacas, who were kings, and the
_maut_s, who _ere philosaphers, proceeded by the mere light of nature,
to the knowledge of the true Almighty God our Lord, Maker of Heav¢u
and Earth, as we shall hereafter prove by their owe words and testimonies, which some of them gave of tim Divme Majesty, which they called
by the name of-Pachncamae, and i_ _. word compounded of.Pacha, _,,hich
is the univers% and Camue, which i_ the soul ; and is as much as he that
animates the world. _ * _ I_ein_ asked who this Pachacamac was, they
answered that it was he who gave ht_ to the u,nverse; sustained and
nourished all thin(s; but because they did not see him they e_,uld nt_t
know bito ; and fiw that reas_n_ they erected n_Jt lemples to him, nor
offered sacrifice, howsoeve_ they worshipped in their hearts and esteemed
him lbr the unknowo God." And in book VIII. eh. _ii. he gives us the
following argumer, t of an Inca, Topac Ynpanqu_, " $]any say thnt the
sun lives, and that he is the maker of all thiugs : now it is necessary that
the thing which is the cause of the being of another, should be assistan_
and operate m the production thereof; now we know that many things
receive their beings, during the absence of the sun, and therefore heismot:
the maker of all ttfings. And that the sun hath not life is evident, for that
It always moves in its cirule_ and yet it is never weary; for if i*had life it
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Since the language employed by any people is a 1_0OKIL
very fallaeious test of the ideas which they entertain ¢HAe._.
coneerning the Divine Nature, it is necessary to investigate the eireumstanees, in their religious practice
or belief, which enable us in any de_ee to define
their vague expressions. Those circumstances are
few ; but their evidence determinate. They are the
operations ascribed to the Divinity, the services reputed agreeable to him, and the laws which he is
understood to have ordained. If these correspond
with the ideas of infinite power, wisdom, and goodness, we may believe with certainty that the sublime
language is the expression of corresponding conceptions; on the other hand, where those operations,
_rviees, and laws, are in the highest degree unworthy
of a perfect nature, we may be fully assured, that the
sublime language is altogether without a meaning,
the effect of flattery, and the meanest of passions ; and
that it is directly suggested, not by the most lofty,
but by the most grovelling and base, ideas of the
Divine Nature.
Of the host of Hindu Divinities, Brahma, Vishnu,
and Siva are the most exalted. Other nations have
would require rest, as we do : and were it fi'ee, it wouhl visit other parts of
the heaveos, iut_Jwhich it never iuclines out of its oral sphere; hnt, as a
thing obli_-ed to a particular station, moves always in the same circle,
and is llke an arrow which is directed by the hand of the a_cher." The
_lexicaa_ t_,(,, a_ we are ilff_Jlmed by Clavigero, ]hst. of Mexico, bot, k
V[. sect. 1, besides the crot_d of their ordmar 3 Deities, helie_ed ia " a
supreme, absolute, al_tl lt_dependel_t Being, to t_hnm the)' acknnwledged
ro ¢_we lear and adoration,
q'hey represented htm m no external form,
because they beheved lure t_ be invisible; _lnd named him oldy by Ihe
common appellation of God, ,n theh' hlnguage Teotl, a _ord resembhng
still more in its meaning than in its pronunciation the Theos of the
Greeks ; hut they apphed to hm certain epithets which were highly expressive _f the grandeur aud po_ver which they conceived h_m to possess.
They called him lpalnemoani, that is, " He by whom _e hve:" and
Tloque Nahnaqut, '+ He who is all in himself."
Clavigero adds, " But
their knowhdge and worship of this Supreme Being was obscured, and in
a ma,mer'lost_ in the crowd of deities invented b2¢their superstition."

_OOKrI. most fi_equently carried on the applause of one fac_Ap._. vourite deity, till they bestowed upon him alone all
power in heaven and earth : The Hindus have distri,
buted the creation and government of the universe
among those three, denominating Brahma the creator,
Vishnu the preserver, and Siva the destroyer.
Of the highest scene of operation in which the
Divine Being can be contemplated by mortals, the
creation of the universe, the conception, formed by the
Hindus, is so far from corresponding with high and
noble ideas of the creating power, that it is consistent
only with the meanest. This itself is a criterion of a
religious system from which there is no appeal.
Of the peculiar functions of Vishnu and Siva no
determinate conception appears to have been formed.
They are two beings of mighty power, by whom
great actions are performed ; but there is no distinct
separation of their provinces. Whenever indeed we
seek to ascertain the definite and precise ideas of the
Hindus in religion, the subject eludes our grasp. All
is loose, vague, wavering, obscure, and inconsistent.
Their expressions point at one time to one meaning,
and another time to another meaning; t and their
wild fictions, to use the language of Mr. Hume, seem
rather the playsome xvhimsies of monkeys in human
shape, than the serious asseverations of a being who
dignifies himself with the name of rational?- Vishnu
This is admitted even by those whom the occasional expressions ct'
:he tlindu_ hat'e most strongly conviueed of the sublimity of their sentiments.
Mr. Colebrooke says, t' There is indeed much disagreement and
consequent coofilsiou in the gradation of persons imerposed by Hindu
theology between the Supreme Being and the created _orld."
Asiat.
Research. viii. 44"2. :Even Sir Wil]iam Jones is constrained to confess
that the Hindu " scheme of theology is most obscurely figurative, and
consequently liable to dangerous misconception; that it is filled with idle
superstitions, abounds with minute and childish formalities, with ceremonies generally absurd and olten ridiculous." Pref. to institutes of_enu.
Hume'_ E_says, ii. 470.
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is not unfrequently employed in the acts which pro- BOOKm
perly belong only to a destructive power ; and Siva is c_P. 6.
so far from answering to the title bestowed upon him,
that he is a divinity hardly less beneficent than
Vishnu himself.
In the conception which the Hindus have formed
of the government of the world, the visible agency of
the Deity is peculiarly required. " I have passed,"
says the preserving God, " many births. Although I
am not in my nature subject to birth or decay, and
am the lord of all created beings, yet having eommancl
over my own nature, I am made evident by my own
power; and as often as there is a decline of virtue,
and an insurrection of vice and injustice in the world,
I make myself evident ; and thus I appear from age
to age, for the preservation of the just, the destruction of the wicked, and the establishment of virtue. ''1
" Aty Sechen himself," says another sacred book,
" all knowing as he is, could not number the metamorphoses and different forms under which Vishnu
has appeared for the salvation of the universe. ''_
Such are the Hindu ideas of the manner in which the
power of the Divine Being is exerted in the government of the universe.
Of these visible appearances or incarnations of the
divinity, ten, known in the Hindu mythology under
the name of avatars, are peculiarly distinguished. The
first, which is denominated the avatar of the fish, is
thus described? At the close of the last ealpa, there
was a general destruction, occasioned by the sleep of
Brahma; his creatures in different worlds being
drowned in a vast ocean. The strong demon Hagya' Bagvat-Geeta,
p. 51, 5_.
" Bagavadam, p. 11.
I have merely abridged the account which is given by Sir William
Jones ha a literal translation from the Bhagava b Asiat, Res. i. _3o.
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BOOKII. griva came near him and stole the Vedas, which had
cs_. _. flowed t}om his lips. When the preserver of the universe discovered this deed, he took the shape of a
minute fish, called sap'hari. A holy king named
Satyavrata then reigned. One day, as he was making
a libation in the fiver Critamala, the little fish said to
him, How canst thou leave me in this river water,
when I am too weak to resist the monsters of the
stream who fill me with dread ? Satyavrata placed
it under his protection in a small vase fifll of water;
but in a single night its bulk was so increased, that it
could not be contained in the jar, and thus again addressed the prince: I am not pleased with living
in this little vase ; make me a large mansion where I
may dwell in comfort. The king successively placed
it in a cistern, in a pool, and in a lake, for each of
which it speedily grew too large, and supplicated for
a more spacious place of abode ; after which he threw
it into the sea, when the fish again addressed him:
Here the horned sharks and other monsters of great
strength will devour me; thou shouldest not, 0
valiant man, leave me in this ocean. Thus repeatedly
deluded by the fish, who had addressed him with
gentle words, the king said, Who art thou that beguilest me in that assumed shape. Never before
have I seen or heard of so prodigious an inhabitant
of the waters, who like thee has filled up, in a single
day, a lake 100 leagues in circumference. Surely
thou art the great God whose dwelling" was on the
waves. Salutation and praise to thee, 0 first male,
the lord of creation, of preservation, of destruction l
Thou art the highest object, 0 supreme ruler, of us
thv adorers, who piously seek thee. All thy delusive
descents in this world give existence to various
beings ; yet I am anxious to know for what cause that
shape has been assumed by thee. The lord of the uni-
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verse, loving the pious man, and intending to preserve BOOKm
him from the sea of destruction, caused by the de. char.6.
pravity of the age, thus told him how he was to act :
In seven days from the present time, O thou tamer of
enemies, the three worlds will be plunged in an ocean
of death; but in the midst of the destroying waves,
a large vessel, sent by me for thv use, shall stand
before thee. Then shalt thou take all medicinal
herbs, all the variety of seeds ; and, accompanied by
seven saints, encircled by pairs of all brute animals,
thou shalt enter tile spacious ark, and continue in it
secure from the flood on one immense ocean, without
light except the radiance of thy companions. When
the ship shaU be agitated by an impetuous wind,
thou shalt fasten it with a large sea serpent on my
horn ; for I will be near thee, drawing the vessel with
thee and thy attendants.
Thus instructed, the pious
king waited humbly for the appointed time. The
sea, overwhelming its shores, deluged the whole
earth; and it Was soon perceived to be augmented
by showers from immense clouds. He, still meditating on the divine command, and conforming to
the divine directions, entered the ship ; when the god
appeared again distinctly on the vast ocean in the
ibrm of a fish, blazing like gold, extending a million
of leagues, with one stupendous horn, oil which the
king, as he had before been commanded, tied the
ship with a cable made of a vast serpent. After.
wards the god, rising, together with Brahma, from
the destructive deluge, which was abated, slew the
demon Hag.vagriva.
Such arc the operations ill the government of the
universe which the religious ideas of the Hindus lead
them to ascribe to the divine Being. The second
appearance or avatar of the Preserver is of the same
character, and suggested by similar views. Hirina-

So_

Rdigi_

:BOOK
If. cheren, a malignant and destructive giant, who de.
cHA_._. lighted in afflicting the earth, at last rolled it up into
a shapeless mass, and plunged clown with it into the
abyss. On this occasion there issued from the side of
Brahma, a being shaped like a boar, white and exceedingly small, which in the spaceof one hour grew to
the size of an elephant of the largest magnitude, and
remained in the air. This being, Brahma discovered
to be Vishnu, who had assumed a body and become
visible. Suddenly it uttered a sound like the loudest
thunder, and the echo reverberated, and shook all the
corners of the universe. Shaking the full-flowing
mane which hung down his neck on both sides, and
erecting the humid hairs of his body, he proudly displayed his two most exceedingly white tusks : then
rolling round his wine-coloured eyes, and erecting his
tail, he descended from the region of the air, and
plunged head foremost into the water. The whole
body of water was convulsed by the motion, and began to rise in waves, while the guardian spirit of the
sea, being terrified, began to tremble for his domain,
and cry out for quarter and mercy. At length, the
power of the omnipotent having divided the water,
and arriving at the bottom, he saw the earth lying,
a mighty and barren stratum ; then he took up the
ponderous globe (freed from the water) and raised it
high on his tusk : one would say it was a heautiful
lotos blossoming on the tip of his tusk. In a moment, with one leap, coming to the surface, by the
all-directing power of the Omnipotent Creator, he
spread it, like a carpet, on the face of the water, and
then vanished from the sight of Brahma?
1 For an account of this avatm 5 .*eean extract fi'om the Mahabarat,
A_lat. Re_,earch. i. 154,; Bartolomeo's Travels, book ii. ch. 7. The peculiar description of the boar is taken fl'om a translation by Mr. Halhed_
of a passage in the Puranas, published in Maurice's'Hindustan, i. 407.
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Of the third avatar we have so particular and re-BOOKII.
CuAr. 5.
markable a description, that it merits uncommon
regard, a The seers, a species of angels, and all the
glorious host of heaven, sat on the summit of Mount
Meru, a fictitious mountain, highly celebrated in the
books of the Hindus, meditating the discovery of the
Amreeta, that is, being translated, the water of immortality:when
Narayan 2 said unto Brahma, Let
the ocean, as a pot of milk, be churned by the united
labour of the seers and asoors ; and when the mighty
waters have been stirred up, the Amreeta shall be
found. A great mountain, named Mandar, was the
instrument with which the operation was to be performed; but the dews 3 being unable to remove it,
they had recourse to Vishnu and Brahma. By their
direction, the king of the serpents lifted up that sore.
reign of mountains, with all its forests and inhabitants;
and the seers and asoors having obtained permission of
the king of the tortoises, it was placed for support on his
back, in the midst of the ocean. Then the seers and
asoors, using the serpent Vasookee for the rope, the
asoors pulling by tile head, and the seers by the tail,
began to churn the ocean ;_ while there issued from
the mouth of the serpent, a continued stream of fire,
and smoke, and wind; and the roaring of the ocean,
1 It is a passage translated from the Mahabarat, by Mr. Wilkins, in
one of the notes to his translation of the Bagvat-Geeta, p. 145_ 146,
laote 76.
A name of Vishnu.
Dew,

written otherwise dewa, or de, a, is a _eneral name for a su-

perior spirit.
4 By twisting the serpeut about the mountain, like a rape, and pulling
it out first towards the m_e etad, mad then towards the other; which
affords us a description of their real mode of churlfin,_,. A piece of
wood so formed as best to agitate the milk, wa, placed upmght in the
vessel, and a rope bei,lg twisted round it which two persons pulled alternately_ one at the one end, and the other at the other_ it was _hirled
reund_ and thus produced the agltation required.

BOOK
CuAP. II.
6. violently agitated with the whirling of the mountain,
was like the bellowing of a mighty cloud. Meanwhile a violent conflagration was raised on the mouu.
tain, by the concussion of its trees and other substances, and quenched by a shower which the lord of
the firmament poured down; whence an heterogeneous
stream of the concocted juices of various trees and
plants, ran down into the briny flood. It was from
this milk-like stream, produced from thosejuices, and
a mixture of melted gold, that the soots obtained
their immortality. The waters of the ocean being
now assimilated with those juices, were converted
into milk, and a species of butter was produced,
when the churning powers became fatigued; but
Narayan endued them with fresh strength, and they
proceeded with great ardour to stir that butter of
the ocean. First, arose fi'om it the moon; next,
Sree, the goddess of fortune; then the goddess of
wine, and the white horse, Oochisrava; afterwards
the jewel kowstoobh; the tree of plenty; and the
cow that granted every heart's desire. Then the
dew Dhanwantaree, in human shape, came forth,
holding in his hand a white vessel filled with the
immortal juice, amreeta; which, when the asoors
beheld, they raised their tumultuous voices, and each
of them clamorously exclaimed, This of right is
mine!
But as they continued to churn the ocea.
more than enough, a deadly poison issued from its
bed, confounding the three regions of the world with
its mortal stench, until Siva, at the word of Brahma,
swallowed the fatal drug to save mankind. In the
mean while a violent jealousy and hatred, on account
of the amreeta, and the goddess Sree, sprung up in
the bosoms of the asoors. But Narayan, assuming
the form of a beautiful female, stood before them,
whose minds becoming fascinated by her presence,
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and deprived of reason, they seized the amreeta and BOOK iI.'
gave it unto her. But a dreadful battle arose be-ca_. 6.
tween the soots and asoors, in which Narayan,
quitting the female figure, assisted the soors. The
elements and powers of nature were thrown into confusion by the conflict; but with the mighty aid of
Narayan, and his weapon chaera, which of itself, unguided even by a band, performed miraculous exploits, the soors obtained the victory, and the mountain Mandm" was carried back to its former station.
The soors guarded the amreeta with great care ; and
the god of the firmament, with all his immortal
hands, gave the water of life unto Narayan, to keep
it for their use. This was the third manifestation of
the Almighty, in the preservation and government of
the world.
The fourth I shall describe with greater brevity.
Hirinacheren, the gigantic ruler, who rolled up the
earth, and plunged with it to the bottom of' the
abyss, left a younger brother Hirinakassup, who succeeded him in his kingdom, and refused to do homage to Vishnu, but persecuted his own son, who
was an ardent votary of that god. I, said he, am
lord of all this visible world. The son replied, that
Vishnu had no fixed abode, but was present every
where. Is he, said his father, in that pillar ? Then
let him come forth; and rising from his seat, he
struck tile pillar with his foot ; upon which Vishnu,
bruiting fi'om it, with a bodylike a man, but a head
like a lion, tore Hirinakassup in pieces, and placed
his son upon the throne?
In the fifth, the sixth, and the seventh avatars,
the Preserving Power appeared in human shapes for
the destruction of impious and ferocious kings, per-
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mE ILforming many heroic and many miraculous deeds.
c_P. 6. But, after the examples which have already been
given, a particular description of these extravagant
legends would poorly compensate the toil of a perusal. The eighth, however, is one of the most celebrated of all the incarnations of Vishnu. -He was
born the son of Vasudeva and Devaci, of the royal
family of Cansa, and obtained the name of Crishna.
But as it had been predicted to Cansa, that one born
of those parents would occasion his destruction,
whence he had decreed the death of all their children, Crishna was secretly withdrawn, and brought
up in the family of a shepherd or herdsman. Many
and wonderful were the transactions of his childhood,
in which the wanton pranks of the mischievous, but
amiable boy, are not less distinguished, than the miraculous exploits of the god. When he grew up to
youth, the indulgence of licentious love was his great
occupation and enjoyment. It is a small part of the
picture which I can, or which I need, to expose to
view. The scenes with the young shepherdesses are
painted by the Hindus in all the glowing colours of
oriental poetry. A passage from a hymn, or divine
song, translated by Sir William Jones, is in the following words: " With a garland of wild flowers,
descending even to the yellow mantle that girds his
azure limbs, distinguished by smiling cheeks, and by
ear.rings that sparkle as he plays, Heri z exults in the
assemblage of amorous damsels. One of them presses
him with her swelling breast, while she warbles with
exquisite melody. Another, affected by a glance
from his eye, stands meditating on the lotos of his
face. A third, on pretence of whispering a secret in
hi_ ear, approaches his temples and kisses them With
i A _amc of Vishau.
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re'dour. One seizes his mantle, and draws him to. _OOKIL
_rmxls her, pointing to the bower on the banks of c_AP.8.
Hamuna, where elegant vanjulahs interweave their
branches. He applauds another who dances in the
sportive circle, whilst her bracelets ring, as she beats
time with her palms. Now he caresses one, and
kisses another, smiling on a third with complacency ;
and now he chases her whose beauty has most allured
him. Thus the wanton Heri frolics, in the season of
sweets, among the maids of Vraja, who rush to his
embraces, as if he were pleasure itself assuming a
human form; and one of them, under a pretext of
hymning his divine perfections, whispers in his ear :
Thy lips, my beloved, are nectar.'" 1 I shall select
but another instance, which is from the translation
before us of the Bhagavat. " Crishna, finding himself on the banks of the Yamuna, _ began to play on
his pastoral flute. All the shepherdesses, filled with
desire, ran in crowds to hear his enchanting sounds.
Crishna, beholding them burning with desire,informed
them, that it was contrary to the order established
in the world, to quit their houses to seek the
embraces of a lover. He added that their families
might thus, if their husbands were jealous, be thrown
into dhorder, and disgrace come upon themselves.
He advised them accordingly to return.
The
women replied, that their passion, it was true, were
it for an ordinary man, would be criminal ; but desiring to unite themselves with the absolute master of
all things, they could not believe that such an imlmlse was any other than meritorious. In regard to
their husbands, they could have no rights which
tended to the exclusion of God. Crishna, who saw
i Asiat. Research. i. 187.
' This is spelt Emuney in the Erench tr_slation.
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BOOKII. the innocence of their hearts, graciously gave them
o, AP.6.entire satisfaction; and by a miracle continually renewed, in all that multitude of women, each was
convinced that she alone enjoyed the Deity, and that
he never quitted her an instant for the embraces of
another." 1 " Crishna," says Sir William Jones,
" continues to this hour the darling god of the
Indian women. The sect of Hindus," he adds,
"' who adore him withenthusiastic
and almost ex.
elusive devotion, have broached a doctrine which
they maintain with eagerness, and which seems general in these provinces ; _ that he was distinct from
all the avatars, who had only a portion of his didnity; while Crishna was the person of Vishnu himself in a human form." a " At a more advanced
age," continues Sir William, "he put to death his
cruel enemy, Cansa ; and having taken under his
protection the king Yudhisht'hir and the other Pandus, who had been grievously oppressed by the
Curus, and their tyrannical chief, he kindled the war
described in the great epic poem, entitled the Mahabharat, at the prosperous conclusion of which he
Teturned to his heavenly seat in Vaicont'ha, having
left the instructions comprised in the Gita with
-his disconsolate friend Arjoon. ''_' He was after1 Bagavadam, p. riO. This indeed was hat a trifle; for with his
16,000 or 17,000 wives he could performthe same feat. See Hulhed's
translation of the Bhagavat, in Maurice's Hind. vol.ii.
'_ ite meatls,the provinceswherehe then resided_Bengal, &c.
3 Asiat. Research. i. 260.
Ib. i. _61. He sometimes, however, met with severe repulses.
" Calijnn, a pfiJleewho resided in the western parts of India, was very
near defeating his ambitious projects. Indeed, Crishna was nearly
overcomeand subdued, afterseventeen bloodybattles ; and accordingto
the express words of the Paranas, he was tbreed to have recourse to
treachery, by which means Calijun was. totally defeated ia the elghteeath engagement." Wilford_on Chron. of liiadus, Aeiar. Research.
v. 288.
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wards shift, being Wounded by an ai'rOw in the BOOKir.
foot.t
CusP.6.
The ninth incarnation of Vishnu, and the last, yet
vouchsafed, of the Divine appearances, was in the
person of Buddha.
The object of this avatar is
described in the following verse of a Hindu poet:
" Thou blamest, Oh wonderful, the whole Veda,
when thou seest, O kind-hearted, the slaughter of
cattle prescribed for sacrifice, O Cesava, _ assuming
the body of Buddha. Be victorious, O Heft, '_ lord
of the universe !,.4 But though Buddha is by the
Hindus, regarded as a manifestation of the Divine
Being, the sect of Buddhists are regarded as heretical, and are persecuted by the Brahmens. It is conjectured that, at one time, a great number of them
had been compelled to fly from the country, and
spread their tenets in various directions. _ The religion of Buddha is now found to prevail over the
greater part of the East; in Ceylon, in the farther
peninsula, in Thibet, in China, and even as far as
Bagavadan, p. 31:3. " Tile whole history of Chrisna," (says Anquetil Duperron, in his Observations on the Bhagavat, in the Reeherches
Historiques et Geographiques sur I,'Inde) "is a mere tissue of Greek
and Roman obscenities, covered with a veil of spirituality, which, among
the fanatics of all descriptioqs, conceals the most abominable enormities."
Speaking of a temple of Vishnu, at Satymangalam, in the Mysore, Dr. Buchanan says, " Tim rath, or chariot, belonging to it is very
large, and ricldy carved
The figures on it, representing the amouls of
that god, in the form of Crishoa, are the most indecent that I haw
ever seen." Buchannn's Journey through Mysore, &c. ii. 237,
A name of Vishnu.
3 Another name of Vishnu, vide supra_ p. 306.
* Asiat. Research. ii. 1-01.
" As to Buddha," says Sir William Jones, (Disc. on the Gods of
Greece_ ltal_'_ and India) " he seems to have been a reformer of the
doctrines contained in the Vedas ; and, though his good nature ted him
to censure these ancient books, because they enjoined the sacrifices o_"
cattle, yet he is admittad as the ninth avatar, even by the Brahmens of

Casi."

_OOKn. Japan._ " The tenth avatars" says Sit W'dliam
¢H,r. a. Jones, "we are told is yet to come, and is expected
to appear mounted(like the crowned conquerorin
the Apocalypse) on a white horse, with a eimeter
blazing like a comet, to mow down all incorrigible
and impenitent offenders who shall then be on
earth." _
It will require the additionof but a few passages
more of this wild mythology, to convey a satisfactory
idea of the actions and qualities which the Hindus
ascribe to their supreme deities. " It is related"
says _lr. Wifford,3 " in the Scanda,_ that when the
whole earth was coveredwith water, and Vishnu lay
extended asleep in the bosomof Devi,_ a lotus arose
from his navel. Brahma sprang from that flower,
and looking round without seeing any creature on
the boundlessexpanse, imagined himself to be the
first-born, and entitled to rank above all future
beings. Resolving,however,by investigation, more
fully to satisfy himself, he glided down the stalk of
the lotus, and finding Vishnu asleep, asked loudly
J A controversyhas been started, whetherthe religionof Buddha was
derivedfrom that of Brahma, er that of Brahma from the religion of
Buddha. There seemslittle chance that data willever be obtained, to
prove either the one or the other. ClemensAlexandrinas would lend us
to believe, that the religionof Buddha, in his time, must have been ia
high repute: E_t _Er_v D_'wr,says he, (Strum. lib. i. p. 359) dt To_c
_Bov1"ra
7rE_OoFEvot
¢¢apa'ly_pa_a__v _L_¢rEp_oX_v
_EF_orqro
C dC OEa_
rE_'_r/J:a_L._Seealso Hieronym. Coat. Jovian. lib. i. cap. 26.) This
divinity was not confinedto the Asiatics. There was a Butus, or Bato
of Egypt, a Battus of Cyrene, and n B_otus of Greece. (See Bryant's
Analysis of Ancient Mythology, iii. 170.) One of the primitive authors
of the sect of Manicheans tookthe name of Baddas; another that of
Manes ; both of them namesidentical withthe names of godsand sacred
beingsamong the Hindus. BeaasobreHist. de Maniehee, liv.i, oh. i.
' Asiat. Research.i. e86. See alsoWard's View, &c.of the Hiadus_
(i. S. LondonEd.) for an account of the _ avatars.
3 Asiat. Research. iii. 376.
* One of the Puraaas.
This means literallythe goddess.
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who he was. I am the first-born, answered Vishnu, BOOKIX.
waking: and as Brahma contradicted him, they had cez_ e.
an obstinate battle, till Mahadeva, or Siva, pressed
between them in great wrath, saying, It is I who am
truly the first-born: but I will resign my pretensions
to either of you who shall be able to reach and behold
the summit of my head, or the soles of my feet.
Brahma instantly ascended; but having fatigued
himself to no purpose in the regions of immensity,
yet loth to abandon his claim, he returned to Mahadeva, and declared that he had attained the crown of
his head, calling, as his witness, the first born cow.
For this union of pride and falsehood, the angry god
ordained, that no sacred rites should be performed to
Brahma.
When Vishnu returned, he acknowledged
that he had not been able to see the feet of Mahadeva, confessed him to be the first-born among the
gods, and entitled to rank above them all."
After a passage such as this, who would expect to
find the following?
" The patriarch Atterien retired into a forest, and there performed rigorous devotion, having for his nourishment nothing but the
wind, and being exposed to all the injuries of the
atmosphere.
One day he addressed his vows to the
Eternalin these words: O thou who hast created,
and who preservest the universe ; O thou by whom it
is destroyed ; give me the knowledge of thyself, and
grant me the vision of thee! Then a fire issuing
from the crown of the votary's head, made all the
gods tremble, and they had recourse to Vishnu, to
Siva, and to Brahma. Those three divinities, completely armed and mounted, accompanied by
Lacshmi, Guenga, and Seraswati, their wives, presented themselves before the saint.
Prostrating
himself, Atterien worshipped them, and uttered the
following words: 0 you three Lords, know that I
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•_ooK 1I.recognise only one God : inform me which of .you is
c,,,P, 6 the true divinity, that I may address to him alone
my vows and adorations ! To this supplication the
three Gods replied; Learn, O devotee, that there is
no real distinction between us : what to you appears
such is only by semblance : the Single Being appears
under three forms ; by the acts of creation, of preservation, and destruction : but he is One." _ Yet this
" Single" Being, this O_ God, is thus again represented, a few pages after, in the same Purana:
"' Even Brahma, finding himself alone with his
daughter, who was full of charms and knowledge,
conceived for her a criminal passion." _ Thus are we
taught by the Hindus themselves to interpret the
lofty phrases which the spirit of exaggeration and
flattery so frequently puts into their mouths.
Of the First-born, Mahadeva, or the One, Eternal
God, under one of his forms, we have the following
sacred story. He was playing one day at dice with
Parvati, _ when they quarrelled, and parted in wrath
to different regions. They severally performed rigid
acts of devotion, but the fires which they kindled
blazed so vehemently as to threaten a general confla._ration. The devas,_ in great alarm, hastened to
Brahma, who led them to Mahadeva, and supplicated him to recall his consort; but the wrathful
deity only answered, that she must come by her own
tree choice. They accordingly dispatched Ganga,
the river goddess, who prevailed on Parvati to return
to him, on condition that his love for her should be
restored.
The celestial mediators then employed
Camadeva, 5 who wounded Siva with one of his
tloweU arrows ; but the angry divinity reduced him
Bagavadam,p. 96, et seq.
One of the namesof his wife.
4 3_g,neral name of the inferior gods,

_ Ib. 178.
s One of the dcvas,

of the Hilum.
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to ashes with a flame from his eye. Parvati soon BOOKIL
after presented herself before him in the form of a CuAP.6.
Cirati, or daughter of a mountaineer, and seeing him
enamoured of her, resumed her own shape, 1 Of the
• arious passages of a similar nature presented to us in
the history of this God, I shall content myself with
anotber, extracted by Mr. Wilford from the Scanda
Purana. " There had subsisted," says he,_ " for a
long time, some animosity between Brahma and B_Iahadeva in their mortal shapes; and the latter, on
account of his bad conduct, which is fully described
r
in the Puranas, had it appears given much uneasiness
to Swayambhuva, and Satarupa. For he was libidinous, going about stark-naked, with a large club in
his hand. Be this as it may, Mahadeva, who was
the eldest, saw his claim as such totally disregarded,
and Brahma set up in his room. This intrusion the
latter wanted to support ; but made use of such lies
as provoked Mahadeva to such a point, that he cut
off one of his heads in his divine form." Such are
the ideas which the Hindus entertain of the actions
and character of their supreme deities; on whom,
notwithstanding, they lavish all the most lofty epithets
.of divinity which human language can supply.
']'his theology affords a remarkable instance of
that progress in exag'geration and flattery which I
have descrihcd as the genius of rude religion. As
the Hindus, instead of selecting one god, to whom
they assigned all power in heaven and in earth, distfibuted the creation and administration of the
universe among three divinities, they divided them-

i See this slory as extracted
iii. ,1,02.
Ih. _'i. 474,,

f_om the Puranas,

Asiat.

Research°

_I.selves into sects; andsomeattachedthemselvesmore
C_,_.o.particularlyto one deity, some to another.1
' Mr. Paterson, in his Discourse on the Originof the Hindu Rdigionj
delia-ares a terrible picture of this Hindu controversy, The people separated, he tells us, "into sects, each selecting one of the triad, theparticular object of their devofion_ in preferenceto and exclusive o£ the
others : the followersof Vishn, and Siva invented new symbols, each, to
ascribe to their respectivedivinity the attribute of creation. This contention for pre-eminence ended in the total suppression of the worship
of Brahma, and the temporary submission of Vishnu to the superiorityof
Siva; but this did not last long; the sects raised crusadesagainst each
other; hordes of armed fanatics, under the tides of Sanyasis and
Vairagis, eu]isted themselves as champions of their respective faith;
the formerdevoted theirlives in supportof the superiorityof Siva; and
the latter were no less zealous forthe rights of Vishnu: alternatevictory
and defeat marked the progressof a religious war, which for ages continued to harass the earth, and inflame manldnd against each other."
Asiat. Research. viii. 45, 46. Dr. Buchanan informs us, "That the
worshippersof the two gods (Vishnu and Siva,) who are of different
sects, are very apt to full into disputes, occasioning abusive language
and followedby violence; so that the collectors have sometimes been
obligedto have recourseto the fearof the bayonet, to prevent the controversy from producing bad effects." Buchanaa's Journey through
_iysore, &c. i. 13. The missionary Dubois observes,that " we see the
two sects strivingto exalt the respective deities whom they worship,and
to revile those of their opponents.....
The followers of Vishnu vehemently insist that he is far superiorto Siva, and is alone worthy of all
honour.....
The disciples of Siva, on the contrary, no less obstinately allqrmthat Vishnu is nothing, and has never done any act, bat
tricks so base as to provoke shame and indignation," &e. Description,
&o.of the People of India, p. 513. See too the Missionary Ward, View,
&c.of the Hindcos. Lend. Ed. Introd. p. _o7.
The pregaceto (Bhagavadarn)the French translationof the Bhagevat,
by _I. D'Ohsonville, says, " The Indians are dividedinto two orthodox
sects, which, however, violently oppose one another ; the one asserting
the supremacy of Vishnu, the other of Siva. _ _ The Paraoas," it says,
" differin their interpretations of the Vedas, some of them giving the
supremacy to Brahma, some to Vishnu, and some to Siva. These books
are, properly speaking, pieces of controversial theology. The Brahmens, who composedthem, disputing to which of their three gods the
supremacy belongs, support the pretensions of each by an enormous
mass of mythological legends, and mystical opinions,in favour of the
God whom the author adopts. All are equally supported by the authority of the Vedas."
Mr. Colebrooke,describingthe differentsects of the Hindus, informs
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P_entlythe usualconsequenceappeared. Which- BOOK
II_
ever of the three gods any votary selected for his cmAP,_,
peculiar patron, he expected to perform to him one of
the most agreeableof all possible services, by representing him as superior to the other two. This we
find to have been the practice, invariably, and enthusiastically. In a passage from the Seanda Purana,
one of the sacred books in honour of Siva, we have
seen by what legends his votaries endeavour to
elevate him above Brahma, and Vishnu; while he
cuts off"the head of the one for contesting with him
the supremacy, and has it expresslyyielded up to him
by the other. It is not, however, sufficient that the
favourite god should be only superior to the rest;
whatever honour is derived from their actions, that
too must be claimed for him ; and he is assertedto be
himself the author of all their achievements.
A still higher strain of flattery succeeds. Not only
must he absorb their actions, it is accounted still
nobler if he can be asserted to absorb even themselves; if Siva,for example, can be affirmed, not only
to be Siva, and to be at once creator, preserver, and
destroyer, but can be declared to be Brahma, Vishnu,
and Siva themselves. Beyond even this, a step remains. In the same manner as he absorbs the
gods, he is finally made to absorb every thing. He
is assertedto be the universe itself. He is then all in
us that " Saneara Aeharya, the celebrated commentator on the Veda,
contended forthe attributes of Siva, and foundedor confirmedthe sect of
Saivas, who worship Mahadeva as the Supreme Being, and deny the independent existence of Vishnu and other Deities. Madhava Aeharya
and Vallabha Aehurya have in like manner established the sect of
Vaishnavas who adore Vishnu as God. The Suras (less numerousthan
the two sects above mentioned) worship the sun, and acknowledge no
other divinity. The Ganahatyas adore Gaaesa, as uniting in his parson
all the attributes of the Deity." Note A. on the Religious Cermnonies
of the Hindus. Asiat. Research.vii.
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tu:_or _ all. We shall find this process pursued with the
c_l_,.6. Hindu divinities, one after another.
In another
sacred book,_dedicated to Siva, that god is made to
declare, " I have always been, and I always am, and
i alwayswillbe. Thereisno secondofwhom Ican
saythatI am he,andthathe isI. I am thewithin
of allthewithins.I am inallsurfaces.
Whatever
isI am ; andwhateverisnotIam. I am Brahma;
andI am alsoBrahme; and I am thecausing
cause.
WhateverisintheeastIam ; andwhateverisinthe
westI am ; andwhateverisinthesouthI am ;and
whatever
isinthenorthI am. WhateverisbelowI
am ; andwhatever
isaboveIam. ]am man,andnot
man, and woman. I am thetruth;I am theox;
and I am allotheranimatedbeings.I am morean.
cientthanall.I am thekingofkings.And I am
inallthegreatqualities.
I am theperfect
being.
Whateverhasbeen,Rudra_ is;and whateverishe
is; and whatever shall be he is. Rudrais life, andis
death ; and is the past, present, and future ; and is all
worlds. ''_ But if tile votaries of Siva, with exaggerating devotion, thus infinitely exalt him above all ;
the same, or, if possible, still greater honours, do the
adorers of Vishnu lavish upon that divinity. "Let it
not be thought," says the Bhagavat, "that Vishnu is
only one of the three divinities, or triple powers.
Know that he is the principle of all. It is he who
created tile universe by his productive power ; it is he
who SUpl_ortsall by his preserving power; it is he, in
fine, who destroys all by his destructive power. He
' The Oupnekhat, of which an ancient ,ersion into tile Persian language has been tbuTid. Anqaetil Duperron pubhshed first some specimens of a translation from this in the Reeherches I-listoriques et Geographlques sur I'Inde, and has since published a translation of the whole
in Latin. There is a translation of it hkewise among the late Mr. 31lein's manuscripts in the British Mu_um.
_"One of tile many names of SivJ_ or Mahadeva.
_0upnekhat, ix.
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creates under the form of Brahma, and destroys under BOOK
II.
Ci_P. 6.
that of Siva. The productive power is more excellent than the destructive, and the preserving more
excellent than the productive.
To the name of
Vishnu, therefore, is attached the pre-eminence, since
the title of preserver or saviour is peculiarly attributed
to him. ''1 In the Bhagvat.Geeta, Crishna is thus
addressed; " O mighty being! who, greater than
Brahma, art the prime creator ! eternal god of gods. _
the world's mansion ! thou art the incorruptible being
distinct from all things transient! Thou art before
all gods, and the supreme supporter of the universe !
Thou knowest all things ! By thee, O infinite form [
the universe was spread abroad. Thou art Vayoo
the god of winds, Agnee the god of fire, Varooa the
g_d of oceans, Sasanka the moon, Prajapatee the god
of nations [ Reverence be unto thee before and behind, reverence be unto thee on all sides, O thou who
ttrt all in all ! Infinite is thy power and thy glory !
Thou includest all things, wherefore thou art all
_hings. '''2 In a Sanscrit inscription taken from a stone
I Bagavadam, p. 8, 9.
Bhagvat-Geeta, p. 94 : see similar strings of praises, Ibid. pp. 84 to
88 ; pp. 78, 79 ; p. 70. At p. 80 he is denominated, " The |_dmr and
the mother of this world ;'" which affords another curious coincidence
_'ith the phraseology of other religions.
The Orphic verses Irtpt ¢pvat_:
make Jupiter the " father and mother of all things:"
IIavrtoy i_ev _v _'ar*)_ #_lrtlp, &c.--Hymn
ix. ver. 18.
Valerius Sorarms calls Jupiter " the father and mother of the gods :"
.Jupiter cmnipotens, regum Rex ipse, Det'_mque
Progenitor, Ge,etrixque Defim ; Deus unu_ et idem.
Apud Augustiu. de Civitat. DeJ_ lib. iv, cap. xi. et lib. vii. cap. ix.
Synesius uses similar language :
_v _' apaov, av _ O_Xvf._Sy,es. Hymn. iii.
:Even Martial, in a sort of a Hymn, oreulogy upon _lercury, beginamg,
l:Iermes Mama seculi voluptas)
IIermes ornalbus eruditus arnus ;
&c. 8_c., eml_ thus,
!lermes omn& solus, et tar u,_uzs_Mart.-_:.p, lib. i_',ep. _5.
" De Deo, ejusque cuh% ita Chald-_cos _adltii_sa releruttt,
I. E_e
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•loOK IL at Buddha Gaya, Buddha is thus addressed; "PaevecsA_.u. rence be unto thee, 0 god, in the form of the god of
mercy; the lord of all things, the guardian of the
universe. Thou art Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahesa. _
Thou art lord of the universe ! Thou art, under the
proper form of all things, moveable and immoveable,
the possessor of the whole !"_
Among the numerous expressions of panegyric and
adoration which the Hindus apply to their divinities,
none seem to have made a deeper impression upon
some of the most intelligent of our English inquirers,
than the epithet O_E. This has so far prevailed as
to impress them with a belief that the Hindus had a
refined conception of the unity of the Divine Nature.
Yet it seems very clear that the use of such an epithet
is but a natural link in that chain of unmeaning panegyric which distinguishes the religion of ignorant
men. When one divinity has been made to engross
the powers of all the rest, it is the necessary termination of this piece of flattery, to denominate him
THE O_¢_.. Oriental scholars ought moreover to have
reflected that one is an epithet of very common, and
vague application in the languages of Asia; and is by
no means a foundation whereon to infer among the
Hindus any conception analogous to that which we
denote by the term unity of God. The translation of
the Institutes of Menu affords us a very satisfactory
example ; "Then only is a man perfect when he consists of three persons united, his wife, himself, and his
son; and thus have learned Brahmeus announced
this--the husband is even ONE with his wife.''3 Yet
Deam o*n_iamregem, pareatcrnfue,caius providengia universoramordo
atquc omatus rictus ea.--Bruckeri Hist. Crit, Philosophi_eJ lib. ii. cap.
ii. sect. 18.
Another name forSiva.
* Atlas. Research. i. _84.,_SS.
* Institutes of blenuj oh. ix. 4,5.
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Surely no unity of being was supposed in this triune _oK
It.
Cr_A*. 6.
person, a man, his wife, and his son. Ad, we are
informed by Macrobius, was among the Assyrians a
word which signified one, and was a name conferred
by them upon their chief divinity? The Babylonians
applied it to their principal goddess?
The god
Rimmon, as we learn from the Bible, had the same
epithet2
Mr. Bryant says it was a sacred title among
all the Eastern nations, and originally conferred upon
the sun. ( Even the Greek poets, who have never
been suspected of refined notions of the unity of God,
employ it to profusion. It is applied to Jupiter, to
Pluto, to the sun, to Dionysius?
All the gods am
affirmed to be one. 6 " One power," says the Orphic
poetry, " one divinity, Jupiter is the great ruler of
all."r Plutarch informs us that Apollo was frequently
denominated the monad, or the ONLY ONE ;s and
from the emperor Julian we learn, that the people of
Edessa had a god whom they called MONIMUS, a
word of the same interpretation. 9 Few nations shall
we find without a knowledge of the unity of the Di' Deo, qaem summum maximumque venerantur, Adad nomen dederant.
Ejus nomiais interpretatio significat unus. Mac,'oh. Satur. hh. i.
cap. 23. This reduplication Mr. Bryant, with good reason, supposes to
be a sapedative, but is wrong in supposing it an ordinal, i. 29.
t A_a, _ov_" lear _ro Baflvk_w_v _ Hpa. Hesyehius, ad vmb. The
Greeks gave it, for a feminine application, a feminine termination.
3 Zechariah, eh. xii. vet. 11. " As the mourning ofAdad Rimmon, in
the valley of Megiddoa.'"
4 Analysis of Ancient Mythology, i. _9.
'ELg Ztv_, 't_"A_j
h_: 'Hktog rig Atovuaog,
'Etc Otoc Ev 7ravrEcr_,.----Orph. Frag. it,. p. 364.
_;H_sr_vj Fl_p_edo_ _)lFllrrlp, Kv_rpL_j Ep_orEf_
TpLrnn,Ef, N_lp_vg) TrlOvf _xat Kvavogatrylf ,
'Ep#_la0'_ 'tt_ba_vo_ re Jckvro_, Ilav) Zevf rE_ r_t 'Hprl
Apr_/_lG _/d'Exa_pTof A_roXk_r, *:_;O_of _.--Hermesianax.
Orphm. Fragm. vi. 366.
'r_lv MONA_A rs_ avdpa_ ovoFar_et_,A_r0_ova.--Plutarch.
"Osiris, 354.

I_is et

, Orat. iv. p. 150. See note _, ia page 317, where Mercury iz denominated the Thrice-one.
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_OK II.vine Nature, if we take such expressions of it as
o,,P._,

abound in the Hindu writings for satisfactory evidence. By this token Mr. Park found 'it mnong the
savages of Africa?
In pursuance of the same persuasion, ingenious
authors have laid hold of the term Brahme, or Brahm,
the neuter of Brahma, the masculine name of the
creator.'-" This they have represented as the peculiar
appellation of the one god; Brahma, Vishnu, and
Siva, being only names of the particular modes of divine action. But this supposition (for it is nothing
more) involves the most enormous inconsistency; as
if the Hindus possessed refined notions of the unity
of God, and could yet conceive his modes of action to
be truly set forth in the characters of Brahma, Vishnu,
and Siva ; as if the same people could at once be so
enlightened as to form a sublime conception of the
Divine nature, and yet so stupid as to make a distlnc.
tion between the character of God and his modes of
action.

The parts of the Hindu writings, however,

] "The beliefof osE GOD," says he, "and of a future state of reward
arid punishment, is entire and universalamong them." Park's Travels in
Africa, p. '278.
'-'Sir W. Jones says, (Discourse on the Gods of Greece, Italy, and I,ldin,) " It must always be remembered,that the learned Iadiaas_ asthey
are instructed bytheir own books,in truth acknowledgeonly oaes_prelnc
being, whomthey call flrahme, or the Grazt One, in the neuter gender :
they believe his essence to be i,fiaitely removed from the comprehension
of any mind but his own ; and they suppose him to manifest his power
by the operation of his divinespirit ; whom they name Vishnu, the Per_ad_r, in the masculine gender_whence lie is often denominated the first
male. * • * * * When they consider the Divine Power exerted in
creating, or in givingexistence to that which existed not before,they call
the Deity Brahma, in the maseullae gender also ; and when they view
him in the light of .Destro._er,or rather changerof forms, they give him
a thousmld names, of which Siva, Isa or ]swam, Rudra, Hara, Sambhu,
and Mahade_a, or Mahesa, are the most common." Mr. Wilford
(/isiat. ResearLh. fii..370) says that Brahma, Vishnuj and l_Iahadeva,
" are only the principal forms, in whicil the Brahmeas teach the people
to adore Brahm_or the great one."
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which are already before us, completely refute this BOOKII.
CHAP. 6.
gratuitous notion, and prove that Brahme is a mere t
unmeaning epithet of praise, applied to various gods ;
and no more indicative of refined notions of the unit)',
or any perfection of the Divine Nature, than other
parts of their panegyrical devotions. We have already
beheld Siva decorated with this title? Vishnu is denominated the supreme Brahme in the BhagvatGeeta)
Nay, we find this Brahme, the great, the
t Vide supra, p. 316.
Bhagvat-Geeta, p. 84. The term Parla Brahme, or Great Brahme, is
applied, not once, but many times to Crishna, in the Bh_avat.
See
Halhed's translation in Maurice's Hindostan, ii. 34-°, 351, 354, 360,
S?h, 37_', 379, 380, 417, 4_14. " The Sri Vaishnavam Brahmens," says
Dr. Buchanan (Journey through Hysore, &c. i. 1_), "worship Vishntt
and the gods of his family only, and all over the Decan are almost exdusively the officiating priests in the temples of these deities.
They allege Brahma to be a son of Vishnu, and Siva the son of Brahma. Vishnu
they consider as the same with Para Brahm_" (thus Dr. Buchanan spelts
it instead of Brahme)" or the supreme Being.'" Yet of this supreme Being, this Para Brahma, they believe as follows ; " One of the Asuras, mr
demons, named Tripura, possessed a city, the inhabitants of which were
very troublesome to the inhabitants of Brahma Loka, the heaven of
Brahma, who attempted in vain to take the place ; it being destined not
to fall, so long as the women who resided in it should preserve their
chastity.
The angels at length offered ap their prayers to Vishnu, who
took upon himself the form of a most beautiful young man, and became
Budha Avatara.
Entering then into the city, he danced naked before the
women, end inspired them with loose desires, so that the fortress soon
fell a prey to the angels." Ibid. Even Vach, the daughter of Ambhrina,
is d_eorated with all the attributes of divinity.
Sir. Colebrooke gives us
the following literal version era hymn in one of the Vedas, wllich Vach,
he informs us, " speaks in praise of herself as the supreme and universal
seal" [the title which, it is pretended, exclusively belongs to Brahme']-_' 1 range with the Rudras, with the Vasus, with the Adityas, and witii
the Viswadevas.
I uphold both the son and the ocean [met,'a and vatuna-I, the firmament, and fire, _ke. • • Me who am the queen, the conferrer of wealth, the possessor of knowledge, and first of such as merit
worship, the gods render, universally, present everywhere, and pervader
of all beings,
lie, who eats food through me, as he, who sees, who
hears, or who breathes, through me, yet knows me not, is lost ; hear then
the faith which I pronounce. Even I declare this Self, who is _sorshipped
by gods and men. I make strong ahem [ choose ; I make him Brahme,
holy and wise.
VOI,. l.

For Rudra I bend the bow, to _lay the demon,
Y

foe of
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BOOK1I.eternal O_'E_the supreme soul, employed in rather a
caAx_.6,subordinate capacity. " The Great Brahms" says
Chrishna, "is my womb. In it I place my rictus;
and from it is the production of all nature. The
great Brahm is the womb of all those various forms
which are conceived in every natural womb, and I am
the father who soweth the seed."1 In one of the morn.
Brahma : forthe people I make waron their foes; and I pervade|mavefi
and earth. I borethe father oa the head of this universal mind; and
myorigin is in the midstof the ocea_ : and thereforedo I pervade all beings, and touch this heaven with my form. Originating all beings,I pass
like the breeze; I am above this heaven, beyond this earth; and what is
the ORSA_OSZ,that am I." Asiat. Research. viii.40_, 403. Mr. Cole.
brooke says that Vach signifies speech, and that she is personifiedas the
active power of Brahma, proceedingfromhim. Ibld. There is a carious passage, descriptiveof the universal soul,translated from the Vedas
by Mr.Colebrooke. Severalpersons " deeply conversant withholy writ,
and possessed of great dwellings, meeting together engaged ii_this disquisition ; what is our soul ._and who is Brahme?" Going together for
information to a profound sage, they addressedhim thus ; " Thou well
knowest the universalsoul, communicate that knowledgeunto us." The
sageasked each of them, "whom he worshipped as the soul." The first
answered, " the heaven." Bat the sage replied, that this was only the
head of the soul. The second declaredthat he worshipped ,c the sun as
the soul." But the sage told him, this was onlythe eye of the soul. The
third said that he worshipped"air as the soul_" and the sage answered',
that this was only the breath of the soul. The fourthdeclared that he
worshipped " the ethereal element as the soul." But the sage replied
that this was only the trunk of the soul. The fifth answered_that he
worshipped *'water as the soul." But the sage rejoined that this wa}
only the abdomen of the soul. The sixth informed him tha_ he worshipped "earth as the soul." But the sage declared that this was o,JJy
the feet of the soul. The sage next proceeds to deliverhis own explanation; and utters a jargon, which has nut even a semblance of meaning. "He thus addressedthem cullectively: You consider this universal
soul, as it were an individual bei,Jg; and you partake of distinct enjoyments. But he who worships as the universalsoul, that whichis known
by its manifestedportions, and is inferred fromconsdoasness, enjoysnourishmentin all worlds,in all beings,in all souls : hishead is splendidlike
that of this universal soul; his eye is similarly varied; his breath is
equally diffused; his tru,k is no less abundant; his abdomen is alike
full; and his feet are the earth; his breast is the altar; his hair is the
sacred grass; his heart the household fire; hi_ mind the consecrated
_ame; and his mouth the oblatiol,."
t Ib. p. lOir.
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ing prayers of the Brahmens, cited from the Vedas by BOOK II.
Mr. Colebrooke, water is denominated Brahme3 CHAr._..
" The sun," says Yajnyawalcya, " is Brahme; this
is a certain truth revealed in the sacred Upanishats,
and in various sac'has of the Vedas. So the Bhawishya Purana, speaking of the sun : Because there is
none greater than he, nor has been nor will be, therefore he is celebrated as the supreme soul in all the
Vedas. "2 Air, too, receives the appellation of
Brahme. Thus, says a passage in the Veda ; "That
which moves in the atmosphere is air, Brahme. a Thus
again ; " Salutation unto thee, 0 air ! Even thou art
Brahme, present to our apprehension. Thee I will
call, "present Brahme :' thee I will name, ' the right
one:' thee I will pronounce, ' the true one.' May
that Brahme, the universal being entitled air, preserve
me."4 Food too is denominated Brahme; so is
breath, and intellect, and felicity2 Nay, it is affirmed, as part of the Hindu belief, that man himself
may become Brahme; thus in the Bhagvat-Geeta
Crishna declares : " A man being endowed with a purified understanding, having humbled his spirit by resolution, and abandoned the objects of the organs ; who
hath freed himself fi'om passion and dislike, who worshippeth with discrimination, eateth with moderation,
and is humble of speech, of body, and of mind ; who
preferreth the devotion of meditation, and who con.
stantly plaeeth his confidence in dispassion; who is
freed from ostentation, tyrannic strength, vain glory,
lust, anger, and avarice; and who is exempt from
Asiat. Research. v. 349.
An extract from a Sanscrit
Research. v. 352.
s Asiat. Res. *iii. 417.

commentary

by ]_Ir. Colebrooke,

Asiat.

_ Ib. 455.

s Extract from the Vedas by Mr. Colebrook%
455_ 456.
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_OOKII. selfishness, and in all things temperate, is formed for
CHAP.
6. being Brahm. "_
Such are the proofs on which the opinion has been
adopted that sublime principles run through the religion of the Brahmens? I know no supposition
J Bhagvat-Geeta, p. 131, 139.
Sir W. Jones seems to have found proofs of a pure theism almost
every _here.
Speaking of the Arabs, he says, " The religion of the
poets, at least, seems to have been pure theism ; and this we may know
with certainty, because we have Arabian verses or unsuspected antiquityj
which contain pious and elevated sentiments on the goodness ,nndjustiee,
the power and omnipotence, of Allah, or the God, If an inscription
said to have been found on marble in Yemen be authentic, the ancient
inhabitants of that country preserved the religion of Eber, and professed
a belief in miracles, and a future state."
(As. Res. ii. 8.) Did 8ir W.
not know that the wildest religions abound most in miracles, and that
no religion is without a belief of a future state? Did it want an inscription in Yemen to prove to us this ? Sir W. finds proofs of a pare theism
as easily among the Persians as among the Arabs.
" The primeval
religion of Iran," he says, " if we rely on the authorities adduced by
l_lohsani Fan?, was that _.hich 1N_ewtoncalls the oldest (and it may be
justly called the noblest) of all religions : A firm belief that one supreme
God made the world by his power, and continually governed it by his
providence ; a pious fear, love, and _'uloration of him ; u due reverence
for parents and aged persons ; a fraternal affection for the whole human
race, and a compassionate tenderness even for the brute creation."
Yet under Hushang, t_ho, it would appear, was the author of this
primeval religion, he tells us, that the popular worship of the Iranians
was purely Sub?an. (Ibid. p. ,58.) At the same time he assures us,
that during his supposed Mahabadian dynasty_ when this Hushan_sm
and Sabianism existed, a Brahmenical system prevailed, "tvhich woea,
hardly," he says, "doubt was the first corruption of the oldest and purest
religion." (Ibid. p. 59.) By this account three different religions must
have all been the prevalent religions of Persia, at one and the same time.
Unless (which is not a theory with slight presumptions in it's favour)weeoudude that all three wereoriginallyone and the same._Even on the most sober-rninded and judicious men,the loftylangnage era mean superstitio, is
calculated to?repose. TheindustriousandintelligentHarris,
inhisaecomlt
of the travels of William de Rubruquis, states it as his opinion, " after
all the pains that he had been able to take, in order to obtain some surt
of certainty on this bead," that the religion of the Tartars includes these
three point, : " First,--that there is one God, the fi_untaia of being, the
creator of all things, the ruler of all things, and the sole object of Di?tie ,sor_hip. Seeondly,--That
all men in genera[ are his creatures, and
therefore ought to consider each other as brethren descended from one
common parent, and alike entitled to all the blessings fie bestows; and
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which can be employed to reconcile the ineonsisten- _OOKIL
cies, and to remove the absurdities, which we have c,,AP._.
found 'this opinion to involve, unless it be assumed
that the legends of the Hindus are all allegorieal;
and though, in their literal interpretation, they may
be altogether unworthy of a perfect being, that
yet a recondite and enigmatical meaning may be extorted from them, which will tally with the sublime
hypothesis it is wished to entertain.
Undoubtedly,
if we assume to ourselves the licence of giving to the
Hindu mythology a meaning to suit our own views,
we may form out of it not only a sublime theology,
but a sublime philosophy, or any thing we please. It
might, however, have been imagined that the futility,
the absurdity, of these arbitrary interpretations had
been too well exposed to allow them to mislead such
men as some of the advocates for the allegorical"
sense of the Hindu scriptures. The latter Platonists,
and other refiners upon the mythology of Greece and
Rome, drew from it a pure system of theology, by the
very same process which is adopted and recommended
in regard to the fables of the Hindus.
" Without a
tedious detail," says Mr. Gibbon, " the modern reader could not form a just idea of the strange allusions,
the forced etymologies, the solemn trifling, and the
impenetrable obscurity of these sages, who professed
to reveal the system of the universe. As the traditions of Pagan mythology were variously related, the
sacred interpreters were at liberty to se]ect the most
that therefore it is great impiety to abuse those blessings, or to illjure
each other.
Thirdly,_That
in as much as the commou reason {ffmaukiad hath taught them to estabhsh property, it is necessary that it sh¢_uld
be preserved, and that it is therefore the duty of every man to be content with his own." (See ttarris's Collection of Voyages, vol. i.) Les
Moskaniens re'oat tous assur6s unauimement, qui'ils n'avolent jamais eu
d'idoles, ni de divinitds suhalternes, mais qm'ils sacrifioieat uniquemenr,
art _tro supreme et invisible.
Pallas, Voyage, i. 126.
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t_o_ II.convenient circumstances ; and as they translated
c_A_.6, arbitrary cipher, they could extract from any fable
any sense which was adapted to their favourite
system of religion and philosophy. The lascivious
form of a naked Venus was tortured into the discovery of some moral precept, or some physical truth;
and the castration of Atys explained the revolution
of the sun between the tropics, or the separation of
the human soul from vice and error.''_ But if a
condemnation thus severe can be justly pronounced
upon those who allegorize the Greek and Roman
mythology, what judgment should be formedof those
by whom the same mode of interpretation is applied
to the fablesof the Hindus ?_ The Egyptian religion
is allowed on all hands to have possessed the same
fundamental principles with the Hindu, and to have
resembled it remarkably in its outward features : yet,
of all the systems of superstition which were found
within the Roman empire, Mr. Gibbon pronounces
this to be " the most contemptible and abject." _
There are satisfactory reasons for supposing that improvement in the language of the Brahmens, and re.
finement in the interpretations which they put upon
their ancient writings, not to speak of what may
have been done by their favourite practice of interpolation, have been suggested by the more rational
and simple doctrines oF Mahomet? The natural
Gibbon's Hist. of the Decl. and Fall of the Rom.Emp. iv. 71.
o The Hindu ideas are so extremely loose, vague, and uncertain, that
they are taatefials unspeakably convenient for workmanship of this
description.
" The Hindu religion," says an Oriental scholar of some
eminence, "is so phaut, that there is scarcely an ot_inion it will not
countenance. A Tour to Shiraz by Ed_ard Scott Waring, Esq. p. 3,
note.

Gibbon's Hist. of the Decl. and Fall of the Rom. Emp. i. 52.
4 Besides the invincible reasons afforded by the drcnmstances of the
case, the artful pretences and evasions of the Brahmens are evidence
eaough, Mr. Wilford, having stated the genera[ opinioa_ that the three
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effect of acquaintance with a better creed is well BOOKII_
described by Mr. Bryant. " It is to be observed," ce,P. 6..
he says, "that when Christianity had introduced a
more rational system, as well as a more refined worship, among mankind ; the Pagans were struck with
the sublimity of its doctrines, and tried in their turns
to refine. But their misfortune was, that they were
obliged to abide by the theology which had been
transmitted to them; and to make the history of
the Gentile Gods the basis of their procedure. This
brought them into immense difficulties and equal absurdities : while they laboured to solve what was inexplicable; and to remedy what was past cure.
Hence we meet with many dull and daborate sophisms even in the great Plutarch : but many more
in after times, among the writers of whom I am
speaking. Produs is continually ringing the changes
upon the terms vo0_,_0Ep0_,and _o,¢o_: and explains
what is really a proper name, as if it signified sense
and intellect.
In consequence of this, he tries to
subtilize and refine all the base jargon about Saturn
and Zeus : and would persuade us that the most idle
and obscene legends related to the divine mind, to
the eternal wisdom, and sapremacy of the Deity.
Thus he borrows many exalted notions from Christianity : and blends them with the basest alloy, with
the dregs of Pagan mythology." 1 Such are the
principal gods of Egypt resolve themselves into one, namely, the san,
says, " The case was nearly the same in ancient India; but there is no
subject on which the modern Brahmens are more reserved; for _,hen
they are closely interrogated on the title of Deva or God, which their
most sacred books give to the sun, they avoid a direct answer, have recourse to evasions, and often contradict one another _nd themselves.
They cvl_fess,however, unanimously, that the sun is an emhlem orimage
®fthe threegreat divinities jointly and individually; that is of Brahme,
or the sapreme one." Asiat. Res. iii. B?2.
Bryant'sAnalysis orAncient ]_ythol_y, iii. 104, 105.

BOOKI[. opinionsofthe greatest men respecting those attempts
cul_..6. to allegorize a rude superstition, which some of the
most celebrated of our Indian guides so vehemently
recommend,t
rot' the pure and elevated ideas of the Divine
Nature, which are ascribed to the Hindus, or to any
other people, an accurate judgment nay be formed,
by ascertaining the source from which they are de.
] Mr. Halhed veryjudiciouslycondemnsthe project to allegorizeancl
refineuponthe Hindu mythology. " Many coniecmml doctrines," says
he., "have been circulatedby the learned end ingeniousof Ea,-opeupon
the mythologyof the Geutoos ; and theyhave unanimouslyendeavoured
t_ _mstnJe theextravagantfableswith which it aboundsintosoblimeand
mystical symbolsof the most refined morality. This modeof remou.
ing, howevercommon,is not quite candid or equitablepbecauseit sets
oat with supposing in those peoplea defidency of faith w!th respect to
the aathentidty of their own scriptures, which, althoughotwbotter in.
for,nationmay convinceus to be altogetherfalse and erronooas_yet are
by them literally esteen:edas'the immediaterevelationsof the Almighty.
" _'" It maypossibly he owing to this vanity of reconcilingeveryuther
modeof worship to somekind of conformitywith our own, _hat al}egorlcal constructionsand forcedallusions to a mystic morality hava
constantly foisted in uponthe plain and literal context of every Pagan
mytholo_. " _ " The institution of a rellgiou has bean in every
countrythe firststep towards an emersioufrom saeage barbarism.• "
The vulgar andilliterate have always understoodthe mythologyof their
countryin its literal sense; andthere was u timeto everynation, whea
the highest rank init was equally vulgar and illiterate with the lowest.
• _ " A Hindu esteems the astonishing miracles attributed to a
]3rihmaIa P_aara,or a Kisber_as facts of the most indubitable autheao
ticity, and the relation of them as most strictly historical." Prefaceto
Codeof Geotoo Laws, p. xiii. xiv. On the religionof ancient nationh
Voltaire says withjustice, Oa pourrmt loire des volumes sarce saint;
,rialstous cesvolu[aes se reduiseat a deux mats, c'est qua le gros da
genre humaia a 6t6 et sara tres ]aug-temps inseasd et imbecile; et qua
peut-,_trelea plusiuseosdsde tons out dtdceuxqui oat voulu troaveran
seas i_ces fablesabsurdes,et mettre de la raison daas la tblie. Voltaire,
Philosophicde l'ltistoire, (EuvresComp]etes_ h Gotha_ 1785, tam. xvL
p. o_. Mr. Wilkins, reprobatingsome other attempts at refinem,uztou
the t_lindutext, says " he has seen a comment, by a zealous Persian,
upon the wanton odes of their favouritepoet Hafiz, whereinevery,obscene allusion is sublimatedinto a divi_Jemystery,andthe host and tho
tavern are as ingeniouslymetamorphosedinto the.itprophetstudhis holy
temple." Bbagvat-Oeethnot¢ 114,
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rived. It will be allowed that just and rational ]_OK
IL
CXAI,. 6.
views of God can be obtained from two sources
alone: from revelation; or, where that is wanting,
from sound reflection upon the frame and governmeat of the universe. Wherever men are sufficiently
improved to take a comprehensive survey of this
magnificent system, to observe the order which prevails, the adaptation of means to ends, and the incredible train of effects which flow from the simplest
causes ; they may then form exalted notions of the
intelligence to which all those wonders are ascribed.
If all the unrevealed knowledge which we possess
respecting God, the immediate object of none of our
senses, be derived from his works, they whose ideas
of the works are in the highest degree absurd, mean,
and degrading, cannot, whatever may be the language
which they employ, have elevated ideas of the author
of those works. It is impossible for the stream to
ascend higher than the fountain. The only question
therefore is, what are the ideas which the Hindus have
reached concerning the wisdom and beauty of the
universe, To this the answer is clear and incontrovertible. No people, how rude and ignorant soever,
who have been so far advanced as to leave us memorials of their thoughts in writing, have ever drawn a
more gross and disgusting picture of the universe than
what is presented in the writings of the Hindus. t In

t Even Mr. Mauriee says; _'The tlindu notions of the mundane
system are altogether the most monstrous that ever were adopted by any
being% who boas1: the light of reason ; and) in trnth, very little reconeileahle with those sublime ideas we have been taught to entertain of tile
profound learning and renowned sagacity of" the ancient Brahmeas."
Maurice, Hist. vfHindnst, i. 490. I have ,net with nothing in Sanserit
literature in a,ty degree to be compared with the following reflection of a
Peruvian Inca, " If the heaven be so glorious, which is the throne and
seat of the Pachacamuc, how much more powerfnl) glittering, and re*
splendent must his person and _Iajesty be, who was the maker and

nO
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BOOtII.the
conceptionof it nocoherence,wisdom,o_beauty,
Ca_r. O.
....
everappears: allis disorder,caprice,passionscontest,
portents,prodigies, violence, and deformity? _]t is
creator of them all. Other sayings of his were these, If Iwere to
ado_e any ._f_hese terre_riol things, it sb_uld-eertainly be a w_e and dis.
_reet man, w]tose excellenci_ surpa_ all earthly creatures." Garvilasso
de la Vega, Royal Commentaries of Peru, book iv. ch. 19. There is a
passage which I have read since this was written, (which however may
well be suspected of flowing at a recent date from a foreign source)
translated by Mr. Ward, from a work by Chirunjeevu, in which the inference that a God exists because the universe exists 2 is very distinctly
expressed.
Ward's View, &c. ii.302.
Lend. Ed.
i In my researches concerning the religious ideas of the Hindus, I
was much struck with the t,tle of a chapter or lecture in the BhagvatGeeta, "Display of the Divine Nature iu the form of the universe." I
seized it with eagerness 'Here, I thought, will undoubtedly be fotmd some
reflections on the wisdom and order of the universe : I met with only the
following monstrous exhibition : "Bebold,"
says Vishnu, in the form of
Crishna, to Arjoon, "behold things wonderful, never seen before. Behold
in this my body the whole world animate and inanimate, and all things.
else thou hast a mind to see. But as thou art unable to see with these
thy natural eyes, I will give thee a heaveldy eye, with which behold my
divine connection.'--After
this Arleen declares, "I behold, O god!
within thy breast, the dews assembled, and every specific tribe of beings.
I see Brahma, that deity sitting on his lotus-throne ; all the Reesbees
_saints'] and heavenly Outages [serpents].
I see thyself, on all sides, of
infinite shape, formed with abundant arms, and bellies, and mouths, and
eyes ; bat I can neither discover thy beginning, thy middle, nor again
thy end, O universal lord, form of the universal I see thee with a crown,
and armed with club and chaera, ['the martial weapon ofCrisboa, a sort
t_f discus or quoit:] a mass of glory, darting refulgent beams around. I
see thee, diffleatt to be seen, shining on all sides with li_t immeasurable, hke the ardent fire or glorious sun. Thou art the supreme being,
incorrnpribln, worthy to be known ! Thou art prime supporter of the
universal orb!
Thou art the never-failing anti eternal guardian of
religion! Thou art from all beginning, and ] esteem the Pooroosh
['literally ma,_, but here meant to express the vital scull.
1 see thee
without beginning, without middle, and without end; of valour infinite ;
of arms innumerable ; the sun and moon thy eyes, thy mouth a flaming
fire, and the whole world shining with thy reflected glory ! The space
between the heavens and the earth is possessed by thee alone, and every
point around: the three regions of the universe, 0 mighty spirit! behold the wonders ofthy awtul countenance with troubled minds. Ofthe
celestial bands, some I see fly to thee for refuge ; whilst some, afraid,
with joined hands sing forth thy praise. The Maharshees, bol) bands,
hail thee, and glorify thy name with adorating praises. The Roodras,
the Adityas, the Vasoos_ and all those beings the world est_meth good;
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perfectlyevident that the Hindus never contemplatedBOOK
IL
CXAF. 6.
the universeas a connected and perfect system, governed by general laws, and directedto benevolent
ends; and it follows, as a necessaryconsequence,that
their religion is no other than that primary worship,
which is addressed to the designing and invisible
beings who presideover the powers of nature, according to their own arbitrarywill, and act onlyfor some
private and selfish gratification. The elevated language, which this species of worshipfinally assumes,
is only the refinement,which flattery,founded upon
a base apprehensionof the divine character, ingrafts
upon a mean superstition.1
Asween and Koomar, the Maroots and Ooshmapas; the Gandharos
and the Yakshas, with the holy tribes of Soots, all stand gazing on thee,
and all alike amazed. The winds, alike with me, are terrified to beholdthy wondrous form gigantic; with many mouths and eyes ; with many
arms, and legs, and breasts ; with many bellies, and with rows of dreadful teeth I Thus, as I see thee, touching the heavens, and shining with
such glory, of such various hues, witll widely opened mouths and bright
expanded eyes, I am disturbed within me ; my resolution faileth me, O
Vishnu! and I find no rest! Having beholden thy dreadful teeth, and
gazed on the countenance, emblem of time's last fire, I know not which
way [ turnl I find lio peace ! Have mercy, then, O god of godsl thou
mansion of tbe universe! The sons of Dbreetarashtra, now, with all
those rulers of the land, Bheeshma, Drona the son of Soot, and even
the fronts of our army, seem to be precipitating themselves hastily into
thy mouth, discovering such frightful rows of teeth !whtlst some appear
fo stick between thy teeth with their bodies sorely mangled. As the
rapid streams of fall-flowing rivers roll on to meet the ocean's bed ; even
so these heroes of the human race rush on to*surds thy flaming mouths.
As troops of insects, with increasing speed, seek their own destruction
in the flaming fire; even so these people, with swelhng fury, seek their
own destrucuon.
Thou involvest and swallowest them altogether, even
unto the last, with thy flaming mouths ; whilst the whole world is filled
aith thy glory, as thy aw_'al beams, 0 Vishnu, shine fiJrth on all sides!"
Bhagvat-Geeta, p. 90, &c. Such is " the Display of the DMne Nature
in the form of the universe !"
In the grant of land, translated from a plate of copper, (A fiat. Rex.
iii. 45.) among the prmses of the sovereign, by whmn the donation is
made, it is said, " The gods had apprehensions in the beginning of time,
that theglory of so great a monarch would leave them without marks of
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if it be deemed necessary to inquire into the pfincH,r. _. eiple of the Hindu superstition; or which of the powers
of nature, personified into gods, they exalted in the
progress of hyperbolical adoration to the supremacy
over the rest, and the lordship of all things; the
question is resolved by copious evidence ; and on this
point inquirers generally coincide.
Sir William
Jones has written a discourse to prove that the gods
of Greece, Italy, and India are the same. But it is
sufficiently proved that the Greek and Roman deities
ultimately resolve themselves into the sun_ whose
powers and provinces had been gradually enlarged,
till they included those of all nature. It follows that
the sun too is the principle of the Hindu religion.
" We must not be surprised," says Sir William Jones,
" at finding on a dose examination, that the characters of all the Pagan deities, male and female, melt
into each other, and at last into one or two ; for it
seems a weLl-founded opinion, that the whole crowd
of gods and goddesses, in ancient Rome and modern
Varanes, mean only the powers of nature, and principally those of the sun, expressed in a variety of ways,
and by a multitude of fanciful names." 1 He says too,
that " the three Powers Creative, Preservative, and
Destructive, which the Hindus express bythe triliteral
word Aunt, were grossly ascribed by the first idolators to the heat, light, and flame of their mistaken

BOOK II.

distinction ; thence it was, that Purari assumed a third eye in his forehead ; Pedmacsha, fimr arms; Atmabhu, four faces; that Call held a
cimeter in her hand; Reran, a Jotos flower; and Vaai, a lyre."
Sir
William Jones, in tile note says; "The six names in the text are appellations of the gods Mahadeva, Vishuu, Brahma, and the goddesses
Durga, L'mshtui, Seraswati."
So that the three supreme deities, with
their wives, were afraid of being eclipsed by an earthly king, mid were
obliged to assume new distinctions (of a very ingenious and imposing
sortl) to prevent so lamentable an occurrence.
t On the Gods of Greece, hc, Asiat. Research. i. o.6T,
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divinity the sun.J' 1 Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, were BOOKII.
therefore, the heat, light, and flame of the sun; and CHAr.O..
it follows as a very clear deduction, that Brahme,
whose powers were shadowed forth in the characters
of those three gods, was the sun himself. This conclusion, too, is established by many express texts
of the Hindu scriptures, as well as by the most
venerated part of the Hindu ritual. " The syllable
Om (Aura) intends," says a passage from the Veda
translated by Mr. Colebrooke, "every deity : It belongs
to Paramesht'hi, him who dwells in the supreme
abode: it appertains to Brahme, the vast one; to
Deva, god; to Adhyatma, the superintending soul.
Other deities belonging to those several regions, are
portions of the three gods; for they are variously
named and described, on account of their different
operations : but in fact there is only one .deity, THE
GREAT SOUL. He is called the SUN; for he is the
soul of all beings. Other deities are portions of
llim. ''2 I have already quoted a very remarkable
passage from Yajnyawalcya, one of the highest of all
authorities, in which the sun is directly asserted to
be Brahme, and to be the supreme soul, as is dedared in all the Vedas. 3 Another passage translated
from a Veda hy Mr. Colebrooke says; " Fire is
THAT ORIGINALCAUSE, the sun is that ; such too
is that pure Brahme. Even he is the god who pervades all regions; he, prior to whom nothing was
horn; and who became all beings, himself the lord
of creatures.''4 A passage in the Veda, translated
by Sir William Jones, says, " That Sun, than which
nothing is higher, to which nothing is equal, enlightens the sky, the earth, the lower worlds, the
i Asiat. Research. i. 2_'o.
Vide supra,p. 323,

_ Ib. siii. B97.
4 Asiat. Research. viii.451, 43 °,
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13oo_ n. higher woddg, other wodds, enlightens the breast,
C,A_.6. enlightens all besides the breast.''1 In the Bhawishya,
Purana, Crishna himself says ; " The sun is the god
of perception,the eye of the universe, the cause of
day; there is none greater than he among the ira.
mortal powers. From him this universe proceeded,
and in him it will reach annihilation; he is time
measured by instants." I shall add but one instance
more. There is a passage in the Vedas, which is
regarded by the Hindus with unspeakable venera.
fion. It has a distinctive appellation. It is called
the Gayatri ; and is used upon the mightiest occasions
of religion. It is denominated the holiest text in the
Vedas. This extraordinary, this most sacred, most
wonderful text, is thus translated by Sir William
Jones ; " Let us adore the supremacy of that divine
Sun, the godhead, who illuminates all, who re.creates
all, from whom all proceed, to whom all must return,
whom we invoke to direct our understandings aright
in our progress towards his holy seat."'
Another
version of it, and somewhat different in its phraseo.
logy, is given by Mr. Colebrooke, in his account of
the first of the Vedas: " I subjoin," says he, "a
translation of the prayer wl_ich contains it, as also of
the preceding one, (both of which are addressed to
the sun) for the sake of exhibiting the Indian priests'
confession of faith with its context :--' This new and
excellent praise of thee, O splendid, playful Sun ! is
offered by us to thee. Be gratified by this my
speech: approach this craving mind as a fond man
seeks a woman. May that sun who contemplates
and looks into all worlds be our protector !--Let us
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LECTS!' Desirous of food, we solicit the gift of the BOOK1I.
splendid Sun, who should be studiously worshipped, ca'v:9
Venerable men, guided by the understanding, salute
the divine Sun with oblations and praise." o_ Constrained by these and similar passages, Mr. Colebrooke says; " The ancient Hindu .religion, as
founded on the Indian scriptures, recognizes but one
God, .yet not suffeientl_l discriminating the creature
from the Creator." _ This is an important admis_
sion, from one of the most illustrious advocates of the
sublimity of the Hindu religion. Had he reflected
for one moment, he would have seen that between
not suj_iciently, and not.at,all, in this case, there can
be no distinction._
In the natural progress of religion, it very frequently happens, that the spirit of adulation and
This particular passage it is, which is pointed out by Mr. Colebrook¢
as the gayatri.
Asiat. Research. viii. 400.
s Ib. 3974 Nations, not behind the Hindus in civifization (the
astic of their admirers, being judges) agree in these ideas.
savantes de 1'Orient," says Dupuis, (Origine de tousles
" les Egyptiens et les Pheniciens, deux peuples qui ont le

most enthusi_' Les nations
Cultes, i. 4.)
plus influd suv

Ins opinions religieuses du reste de l'univers, ne connoissoient d'autrm
dieux, chefs de l'administratiou da monde, que le soleil, la lane, le_s
astres, et le ciel qui les reaferme, et ne chantoient que la nature duns
lears hymnes et leurs theogoniesY
The following is a curious passage :
" Eutychias, _res avoir pfisle Sahiisme en Chaldee, De la, dit il, il est
pass_ ea Egypte, de l'Egypte il fat port6chez les Francs, c'est a dire ea
Europe, d'ou iI s'etendit dans tons les ports de la Medlterrande.
Et,
comme le culte du Soleil et des Etoiles, la veneration des ancestres,
l'ervctmn des statues, la consecration des arbres, constituereut d'abord
l'esseace du Sabiisme, ct que cette espece de religion, toute bizarre
qu'elle est, se trouva assez rite repandue daus toutes les parties da
munde alors conna, et l'inthcta jusqu' _ l'Inde, jusqu' h la Chine; de
sorte que ces vastes empires ont toujours est6 pleins de statues adoreds,
et ont toujours donn_ ]a creance la plus folle aux visions de IJastrologie
judiciaire, preuve incontestable de Sabilsme, puisque f'en est le fond, et
le premier dogme; la conclusion est simple_ que soit par tradition, soit
par imitation et identitd d'idees, le monde presqu' entier s'est vu, et se
volt encore Sabien." lb. 2,5. blemoires de l'Academie des Inscriptions,
&e. xii, _,5.
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_BoogII.hyperboleexalts admired or powerfulindividualsto
•.c,_P. _. the rank of gods. The nameof the sun, or of some
other divinity,is bestowedas a title, or as an epithet
of inflatedpraise, upon a great prince,orconqueror.'
Immediately the exploits of the hero are blended
with the functions of the god; and, in processof
time, when the originof the combinationis forgotten,
they form a compoundmass of inextricableand inconsistentmythology. Mr.Colebrookeis of opinion,
that in the Vedasthe elementsand the planets alone
are deified; that the worship of heroes was introduced among the Hindus at a later period; and
makes a remarkablefigurein the Puranas.-°
Among the false refinementsto which the spirit of
a rudereligiongives birth, it is worthyof particular
remark,that abstractterms are personified,and made
to assum6 the character of gods: such as, Health
and Sickness; War and Peace; Plenty, Famine,
Pestilence. When the most general abstractionstoo
begin to be formed,as of space, of time, of fate, of
nature, they are apt to fill the mind with a kind of
awe and wonder; and appear to stretch beyond all
things. They are either, therefore, apprehendedas
new gods, and celebratedas antecedent,and superior,
to all the dd ; or if any"of the old have taken a firm
possessionof the mind, they are exalted to the new
dignity, and receive the name of the abstractidea
which most forcibly engages the attention. Thus,
among the Greeks and the Romans, Fate usurpeda
power overall the gods. The Parsee books repreI Adad, d_e name of the chief Assyrian deity, was held by ten Syrian
kings in succession. Nicol. Damase. up. Josephum, Antiq. lib. vii,
cap. 5. Even among Christians, kings and great men have received all
the general titles of the deity, lord_ _tajeay, higl*ness, excellence,
Asiat. Research. viii. _98, note.
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sent Ormusd and Ahrimau, the Good Principle and _ooK It,
the Evil Principle, sometimes as independent beings ; ¢,,_. a.
sometimes as owing their existence to something
above them ; in a manner extremely resembling the
language of the Sanscrit books respecting Brahms,
Vishnu, and Siva. At times, however, the Persians
express themselves more preeisdy. " In the law of
Zoroaster," says one of their sacred books, " it is po.
sitively declared that God _Ormusd] was created by
Time along with all other beings ; and the creator is
Time; and Time has no limits; it has nothing
above it; it has no root; it has always been, and
always will be. No one who has understanding
will ever say, Whence did Time come? In that
grandeur wherein Time was, there was .no being
who could call it creator, because it had not yet
created. Afterwards it created fire and water, and
from their combination proceeded Ormusd. Time
was the creator, and preserved its authority over the
creatures which it had produced.***I said in the beginning that Ormusd and Ahriman came both fi'om
Time. ''1 The Brahmens, on the other hand, rather
appear to have advanced the dignity of the acknowledged divinities so far as to make it embrace the
extent of the abstract ideas; and to have regarded
them as the abstract ideas themselves. Thus Mr.
Wilkins supposes, that Brahme represents nature;
Brahma, matter; Vishnu, space; Siva, time. But
this is a refinement which is very sparingly, if at all,
introduced in any writings of the Brahmens, which
have yet been laid open to European eyes. Direct
contradictions of it, though plentifully diffused, are
no proof that it is not at all a Itindu doctrine.
Thus Chrishna, in the Geeta, says, " I am never-
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Anquetil Duperron, Zendavesta,ii. 344.
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nOOKII. failing Time, the Preserver, whose face is turned on
Cs,r. 0. all sides; ''t a point of view in which it well agreeg
with the peculiar attributes of Vishnu. But in the
very same discourse, Chrishna says again, "I am

Time, the destroyer of mankind,''_ in which case it
agrees only with the character of Siva. But it is
still more remarkable that Brahma is said to have
" given being to time, and the divisionsof time ;"
and that space is said to have been produced from
the ear of the first victim immolated by the gods.4
Nay, there are passages in which the Hindus acknowledge a destiny or fate which over-rules the
Supreme Beings themselves. " The future condi.
tion of great beings is destined with certainty, both

the nakednessof Mahadeva, and the bed of Vishnu,
on a vast serpent. What is not to be, that _ill not
be ; and if an event be predoomed, it cannothappen
otherwise.''_
Bhagvat-Geeta, p. 87.
_ ]b. p. 93.
3 Institutes ofMenu, ch. i. 24.
4 A passage translatedfrom the Veda by Mr. Colebrooke,Aslat. Research,vii. 251.
Hetopadesa,book I., SirWilliam Jones's Works,vi. 7. A personification,and mysterious deificationof somevery abstract idea, as Time,
or Space, is by no means unnatural to rode nations. It is remarkable
that the Scandinavians had a notion of some mysterious power, superior .
to their gods; for after the great catastrophe, in whichOdin, Thor, and
the other deities, lose their lives, " comesforth erIr rowrar_,r, rat
VALIAST,Hr WHOaovrasS ^LLXtII_CS_fromhis lofty abodes,to render
divinejustice, in hispalace the just will inhabit, and enjoydelights for
evermore." (See extracts from the Edda, the Sacred book of the Scandinavians, in Mallet's Introduct. to the Hist. of Denmark, vol. i. ch. vi.)
That historian observes in a style which almost appears to be copied by
those to whom we owe the specimensof the Hindu religion, that a capital point among the Scythianswas, the pre-eminence of " One only, allpowerful and perfect being, over all the other intelligenceswith which
universal nature was peopled." The Scandinavians, then, were on a
level with nil that is even claimed for the Hindus. But these same
Scandinaviansdraw terrible pictures of this perfect ONz ; describingifim
as a being who even delights in the sheddingof human blood; yet they
call him, the Father and creator of men_ and say_that " he liveth and

When the exaggerations of flattery are in this I_ooR]I.
manner engrafted upon the original deification of c_Ar.6.
the elements and powers of nature; and when the
worship of heroes and of abstract ideas is incorporated
with the whole; then is produced that heterogeneous
and monstrous compound which has formed the religlous creed of so great a portion of the human race ;
_ut composes a more stupendous mass in Hindustan
than any other country; because in Hindustan a
greater and more powerful section of the people,
than in any other country, have, during a long series
of ages, been solely occupied in adding to its volume,
and augmenting its influence. 1
govemeth during the ages; he direeteth every thing which is high, and
every thing which is low; whatever is great, and whatever is small ; he
hath made the heaven, the air, and man who is to live for ever; and
before the heaven or the earth existed, this god lived already with the
giants." Ibid. Bat what this god was, _hether matter, or space, or
time, the Scandinavian monuments are too imperfect to determine.
Bernler, one of the most intelligent and faithful of all travellers,
_'ho spent a number of years in great favom" at the court of Aurengzebe,
formed an opinion of the religion of the Hindus, with which respect was
litde connected ; for one of his Letters he thus entitles, " Lettre, &c.
touchant les superstitions, etranges facons de faire, et doctrine des
ladous ou Gent[is de l'Hiudoustan.
D'ou l'on verra qu'il n'y a opinions
si ridicules et si extravagaates dont l'esprit de l'homme ue soit capable."
(Bernier, Suite des Memoires sur ['Empire da Grand Mogol, i. llg.)
He appears to have seen more completely through the vague language
of the Brahmens respecting tile divinity, (a language so figurative, and
loose, that ira man is heartily inclined, he may give it any interpretation,) than more recent and more credulous visitors. After gi_ing a
very distinct account of the more common notions entertained of the
three deities, Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, he says, Touehaat ces trois
Estres j'ai vu des Missionaires Europtens qui pretendent que les Gent[Is
out quelque idde du mystere de la Trinitd, et qui diseut qu'ii est expressement porti_ daus leurs livres qae ce sont trnis Personnes uu seal Dieu;
]_our moyj'ai fait assez discourir les Pendets sur cette matiere, mais ils
s'expliquent si pauvrement que je n'oi jamuis .vu comprendm nettemeat
le_ sentiment; fen ai meme vu quelques-uns qui dtsent que se soar
trois veritables creatures tres parfaites qu'ils appellent Deutas; comme
nos aneiens idolatres front b. mon avis .jamais bien expliqu6 ce qu'ils
entendoient par ces roots de Genius, et de Numina, qui est, je pense, le
m_me qn¢ Deuta chez les Indieus; il est vrai que fen ai vu d'autres_ et
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BOOKIi. So little do men regard incoherence of thought; so
cxAv.6. little are thee accustomed to trace the relations of
.i.........._...

=

one set of opinions to another, and to form on any
subject a consistent and harmonious combination of
ideas, that while many persons of emlnenee loudly
contend for the correctness and sublimity of the speculative, there is an universal agreement respecting
the meanness, the absurdity, the folly, of the enaless
des plus sgavaos, qui dlsolent que ces trois Etres n'estoient effectivemeat qu'un meme dieu eonsider6 ea trois facons_ a sgavoir_ en taut qu'i|
est Prodaeteur, Conservateur_ et Destrueteur des choses_ mais ils ne
disoient riea des trois personnes distinetes en unseul Dieu.
Ibid.
p. 17$.--" The history of these gods " (sa_'s Mr. Ormej Hist. of the
_Iilit. Trans. &e. in lndostan, i. 13,) " is a heap of the greatest absurdities. It is Eswara twisting off the neck of Brahma; it is the Sun who
gets his teeth knocked out, and the Moon who has her face beat black
and blue at a feast, at which the gods quarrel and fight with the spirit of
a mob." In the gendavesta_ as translated by Anquefil Doperron,
many passages are as expressive to the full of just ideas of"the Divine
Nature as any Jn the Vedas. The absurdities too, with which they are
mixed, are certainly not greaterj they are many degrees less, than those
with which the sublime phrases in the Vedas are mingled. The ancient
magi, we are told, had a most sublime theology.--Nunquam
adnrabaut
salem : et max addiderant, se non adhibere aliquam adorationem sol/,
ant lunm, aut planetis, sed tantum ergo salem se convertere inter orandum. Hyde, p. 5. Je vois, ma sa_ur, says the Guebre in Montesquieu,
(Lettres Persanes, Let. Ixvli ) qae vous avez appris parmi les musulmaus
/_ calomnier notre salute religion, h'ous n'adoroas ni les astres ni les
clemens; etnos peres ne les oat jamais ador6s ........
Ils leurs oat
senlement rendu uo culte religieux, mais inferieur, comme/t des ouvra_s
et des manifestations de la dirinitd. Beausobre, with his usual critical
sagacity, said, in regard to the pictures drawn by Hyde, Pococke, and
Prideaox, of the religious system of the magi, Rien de plus beau, rlea de
plus orthodoxe dine ce syst6me. Je crains seulement qu'il ne h soil on
peu trap pour ces tems-Ja. Hist. de Munich. lib. ii. ch. ii. Voltaire
tht_ expresses himself; " On ne peut lire deux pages de l'abomioable
fatras attriba_ h ce goroastre, sans at,nit piti6 de la nature humaine.
Iqostradamus et le medecin des urines sent des gens raisonables en comparison de cet energumeoe. Et cependant on parle de lui, et on ,e parlera encore." He had however remarked u little betbre, that the book
contained good precepts of morality, and asked, ,t Comment se ponrraitil que Zeroastre eat joi,t rant d'enermes fadaises A cet beau precepte de
s'abstenir dons les duutes si on t_ra bien o_ real _" Dictionoaire Philosop_fique, Mot Zoroastre.
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ceremonies, in which the practical part of the Hindu r_OOK1I.
religion consists. For the illustration of this part of caAP.6.
the subject, I shall content myself with a reference to
the documents in the appendix? Volumes would
hardly suffice to depict at large a ritual which is
more tedious, minute, and burthensome; and engrosses a greater portion of human life, than any
which has been found to fetter and oppress any other
portion of the human race.
No circumstance connected with a reli_ous system
more decidedly pronounces on its character, than
the ideas which it inculcates respecting merit and
demerit, purity and impurity, innocence and guilt.
If those qualities which render a man amiable, respectable, and useful; if wisdom, beneficence, selfcommand, are celebrated as the chief recommendation to tile favour of the Almighty ; if the production of happiness is steadily and consistently represented as the most acceptable worship of the Creator;
no other proof is requisite, that they who framed,
and they who understand this religion, have arrived
at high and refined notions of an All.perfect being.
But where, with no more attention to morality,
than the exigencies and laws of human nature force
vpon the attention of the rudest tribes, the sacred
duties are made to consist in frivolous obsev_'ances,
there, we may be assured, the religious ideas of the
people are barbarous. The train of thought which
tends to -this conclusion is extremely similar to that
which gives birth to other deformities in the religious system of ignorant minds. From the imbecilities which usually accompany exalted station, it is
found, even when society is considerably improved,
i See 1%te C. at the end of the volume.

BOOK
ILthat assiduous attendance upon the person afthe great
CaAP. 6.
man or #nee, and unwearied contrivances for the
expression of devotion and respect, are the path which
leads the most surely to his attention and favour.1
To the rude mind, no other rule suggests itself for
paying court to the Divine, than that for paying court
to the Human Majesty; and as among a barbarous
people, the forms of address, of respect, and corn=
pliment, are generally multiplied into a great variety
nf grotesque and frivolous ceremonies, so it happens
with regard to their religious service. An endless
succession of observances, in compliment to the god,
is supposed to afford him the most exquisite delight;
while the common discharge of the beneficent duties
of life is regarded as an object of comparative indif.
ference. It is unnecessary to cite instances in sup.
port of a representation, of which the whole history of the religion of most nations is a continual
proof.
Even those inquirers who have been least aware of
the grossness of the Hindu religion, have seen that
wretched ceremonies constituted almost the whole of
its practical part. The precepts, which are lavished
upon its ceremonies, bury, in their exorbitant mass,
the pittance bestowed upon all other duties taken
together. On all occasions ceremonies meet the
attention as the pre-eminent duties of the Hindu.
The holiest man is always he, by whom the cere.
monies of his religion are most strictly performed.
Never among any other people did the ceremonial
part of religion prevail over the moral to a greater,
probably to an equal extent. Of the many rules
i That one campaign in the courtis better than two in the field, has
passed into a proverbunder the monarchiesof modernEurope.

of conduct prescribed to the householder, almost the BoOKII.
,whole concern religious observances.I Beside the cR,r,_.
general strain of the holy text, many positive deehrations ascribe infinite superiority to rites and ceremOnies, above morality. " Devotion," says Menu,
" is equal to the performance of all duties; it is
divine knowledge in a Brahmen ; it is defence of the
people in a Cslmtriya; devotion is the business of
trade and agriculture in a Vaisya; devotion is dutiful
service in a Sudra. By reading each day as much
as possible of the Veda, by performing the five great
sacraments, and by forgiving all injuries, even sins
of the highest degree shall soon be effaced." 2 In
the following list of conditions, a small space is
allotted to useful virtue. " By injuring nothing
animated, by subduing all sensual appetites, by
devout rites ordained in the Veda, and by rigorous
mortifications, men obtain, even in this life, the state
of beatitude." a " It is through sacrifices," says the
Calica Purana, " that princes obtain bliss, heaven,
and victory over their enemies." 4
In conceiving the honours with which the divine
powers should be treated, it is supposed that there
are certain qualities with which it is holy or unholy
to approach them. As there are certain pollutions
with which it would be held disrespectful to approach an earthly superior, the same sentiment, as
usual, is transferred to the heavens; and the notion
......

The performance (e. g.) of the five daily sacraments, of which no
one, not even that which is falsely rendered hospitality, has, properly
speaking, any re£erel_neto the duties of humanity. A few general precepts respecting the acquisition of the means of _ubsisteace, in the modes
l_rescribed to the different orders of the Hindus, are in fact of the ceremoai.al and religious east. Laws of l_lenuI eh. iii. and iv. where tho
duties of the householder are described.
• Laws of Menu, ch. xi. _36, &c,
, Asiat, l/_, v,371,

I Ibid. ch. vi. 75.
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_OOKILof a religious impurity is engendered. This is a
caAP.e. circumstance of considerable importance. By the
_ature of the particulars, to which the belief of religious purity and impurity is attached, a criterion is
afforded of the mental qualities which the Divine
Being is supposed to possess. The causes of impurity among the Brahmens are exceedingly numerous;
that they are proportionally strange, a few instances
will evince. " When a child has teethed," says the
law of Menu, " and when, after teething, his head
has been shorn, and when he has been girt with his
thread, and when, being full grown, he dies, all his
kindred are impure : on the birth of a child, the law
is the same."' Among a variety of other instances
it is declared, that he who has touched a Chandala, a
woman in her courses, an outcast, a new-born child,
a corpse, or one who has touched a corpse, is impure.
A Brahmen who has touched a human bone is impure.2 The rules of purification, which form a re.
markable part of this subject, are not less exorbitant
in their number, or extravagant in their forms. Oa
the death of a kinsman, the modes of purification are
various, according to various cases: one, which we
may select as an example, is prescribed in the following words: " Let them eat vegetable food without
factitious (that is, only with native) salt; let them
bathe for three days at intervals; let them taste no
flesh.meat; and let them sleep apart on the
ground." _ " Should a Brahmen touch a human hone
moist with off, he is purifiedby bathing ; if it be not
oily, by stroking a cow, or by looking at the sun,
having sprinkled his mouth with water.''4 All those
functions of the body, by which its offensive dis-

' Institutes of Menu_ oh. v, 58,
Ib, 73,

" Ib. 85, 87.
4 Ib. 87.
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charges are effeeted, or its vital powers eommu-Book II.
nieated, afford oeeasion for the ceremonies of purifi- cusP._.
cation. I "Oily exudations," says the law of Menu,
" seminal fluids, blood, dandruff, urine, feces, earwax, nail-parings, phhgm, tears, concretions on the
eyes, and sweat, are the twelve impurities of the human frame, and for cleansing these earth and water
must be used.''2 " He who carries in any manner
an inanimate burthen, and is touched by any thing
"impure, is deansed by making an ablution, without
laying his burden down.''a " He who has been
bitten by a dog, a shakal, or an ass, by any carnivorous animal frequenting a town, by a man, a
horse, a camel, or a boar, may be purified by stopping his breath during one repetition of the gayatri. "_
After the rules for the purification of living bodies,
follow precepts for the purification of things inanimate. For each of a great many species, a separate
mode is prescribed. Land, for example, is cleansed,
by sweeping, by smearing with cow-dung, by sprinkling with cow's urine, by scraping, or by letting a

a The ttindusj among whom the idea of delicacy, in regard either to
physical or moral objects, appears never to have taken rise, describe
these occasions of purification, in the plainest, or in other words the
grassest terms. There is n long series of precepts about voiding the excrements, (Laws of Menu_ oh. iv. 4.5 to 52) : And for purification after.
wards, " Let each man," says the law, " sprinkle the cavities of his
hody, and taste water in due fi_rmwhen he has discharged urine or feces :
First, let him thrice taste water ; then twtce let him wilde his mouth, but
a woman or servile man may once respeettvely make that ablution ;'P
(Ibid. eh. v. 188j 139.) " Having vomited, or beea purged, let him bathe
and taste clarified batter : for him who has beet1 eonnented with a woman, bathing is ordained by law ;" (Ibid. 144.) In one instance there
is u curious contrariety : It is declared, (Ibid. 10S.) " A woman whose
thoughts have been impure is purified by her monthly discharge."
Yet
this same peeuharlt2¢ of the female constitution is a cause of impurity ;
from which she is separated by bathing, ibtd. 61}.
Laws of Menu, ch. v. 154, 135.
s Ibid. 14:).
s Ibid. xi. Co0.

_oox zLcow pass a day and a uight on it) "The purlieu.
¢u_"_" tion ordained for all sorts of liquids, is by stirring
them with cusa grass; for cloths folded, by sprinkling them with hallowed water; for wooden utensils,
by planing them. The purification by sprinkling is
ordained for grain and cloths in large quantifies ; but
to purify them in small parcels, such as a man may
easily carry, they must be washed.''_ These instances, selected merely as a small specimen of a
great whole, will suffice to show what moral ideas
are conveyed and inculcated in the notions of purity
and impurity comprised in the religion of the
_n_tus.
As the purifications, so likewise the penances,
prescribed by the various systems of religion, afford a
remarkable indication of the qualities really ascribed
to the object of worship. All penance consists in sufferiag. In the same degree in which the object of worship
is supposed to be delighted with penance, in the same
degree he is delighted with human suffering ; and so
far as he delights in suffering, for its own sake, so
far he is a malignant being;whatever epithets, in
the spirit of flattery, his votaries may confer upon
him. It is natural to a rude and ignorant mind to
regard the object of its worship as malignant.
Things appear great or little by comparison. Amid the
incessant efforts which are made to ascend another
step in adulation, after all the epithets of greatness
and honour are lavished upon the god, to make his
greatness and honour still higher, by contrast, every
epithet of meanness and contempt is heaped by the
worshipper upon himself and his kind. The same is
the case with his happines.¢; which will appear the
' Laws of.l_onu, ch. v. l_,b

_-Ibid. 115,118,
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greater, the higher it is raised above that of other Bool_
CaAr. I[.
6.
beings; of course, the deeper the misery oP other
o
beings. Hence it is, that the prayers and praises, ado
dressed to the deity by rude nations, abound with
the most hyperbolical expressions of human misery
as well as human depravity ; that, in the religion of
rude minds, pleasure in general bears a strong mark
of reprobation, and the voluntary creation of pain is
the strongest of all recommendations to him on
whom the issues of life depend. In the language of
the Greeks and Romans, the gods were envious of
human happiness; 1 just as the proud and haughty
mind'of the earthly despot, the archetype and model
according to which, in certain stages of knowledge,
the idea of the heavenly is regularly formed, likes
not that the happiness of other people should approach to that of himself, and reaps a pleasure from
their pain, both as enhancing the idea of his own
happiness, and lessening the sense of his misery._
" A sin, involuntarily committed," says the sacred
Solon asks Cr_sus why he interrogateshim about human happiness
_12 Kiootet
_ _Trt_alz_ovl_Ero O_tov_rav _ov _owpov t:at :'apaxt_t_ ;
Herodot. lib. i. cap. xxxii.
" 'Tis evident we must receive a greater or less satisfaction or uneasinessfrom reflectingon our own con&finn and circamstancessin proportion as they appear moreor less fortunateor unhappy; in proportion
ta the degrees of riches and power, and merit, and reputation, which we
think ourselvespossessed of. Now, as we seldomjudge of objects from
their intrinsic value, but formour notions of them from a comparison
with other objects; it follows,that accordingas we observea greater or
less share of happiness or miseryin others, we must make an estimate of
cur own, and feel a consequent pain or pleasure. The miseryof another
givesus a morelivelyidea of our happiness, and his happiness of cur
misery. The former,therefore,producesdelight ; and the latter uneasiness." Hume's Treatise of Haman Nature, ii. 174. If this principle
ha*e a realexistence in human nature ; and if the rude mind invariably
fashion the divine mindafter itself, the belief, so wonderfullycommon,
that the Divine being is delighted with the self-inflictedtorment of his
worshippers,is sufficientlyuccotmtedfor.

_OOK
of Menu, " is removed by repeating certain
CarP. _Ltext
_.
texts of the scripture, but a sin committed inten.
tionally, by harsh penances of different sorts." _ The
following account of the reason for performing pc.
nonces, has the effect of exposing to religious antipathy all those persons who ale affected with a
bodily infirmity. " Some evil-minded persons," says
the same sacred volume, " for sins committed in
this life, and some for bad actions in a pl_eding
state, suffer a morbid change in their bodies: a
stealer of gold from a Brahmen has whitlows on his
nails; a drinker of spirits, black teeth; the slayer
of a Brahmen, a marasmus; the violator of his preceptor's bed, a deformity in the generative organs; a
malignant informer, fetid ulcers in his nostrils; a
false detractor, stinking breath; a stealer of grain,
the defect of some limb; a mixer of bad wares with
good, some redundant member; a stealer of dressed
grain, dyspepsia; a stealer of holy words, or an unauthorised reader of the scriptures, dumbness; a
stealer of clothes, leprosy ; a horse.stealer, lameness ;
the stealer of a lamp, total blindness; the mischievous
extinguisher of it, blindness in one eye; a delighter
in hurting sentient creatures, perpetual illness; an
adultereb windy swelling in his limbs : Thus, according to the diversity of actions, are born men despised
by the good, stupid, dumb, blind, deaf, and de.
formed : Penance, therefore, must invariably be performed for the sake of expiation, since they who
have not expiated their sins, will again spring to
birth with disgraeefid marks." '_ " Any twice-bern
man, who has drunk spirit of rice through perverse
delusion of mind, may drink more spirit in flame, and
Institutes ot"_en,) oh. xi. 46.
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atone for his offence by severely bm'nlng his body; BOOKZL
or he may drink boiling hot, until he die, the urine c._. _.
of a cow, or pure water, or milk, or clarified butter,
or juice expressed from cow-dung."_ A curious
reason is assigned for the heinous guilt assigned to
the drinking of intoxicating"liquors by a Bl_ahmen;
Because, " stupified by drunkenness, he might fall on
something very impure, or might even, when intoxicated, pronounce a secret phrase of the Veda, or
might do some other act which ought not to be
done." 2 If a Brahmen kill by design a cat, or an
ichneumon, the bird chasha, or a fi'og, a dog, a lizard,
an owl, or a crow, he must perform the ordinary penance required for the death of a Sudra ;" 3 as if,the
crime of killing a man were the same with that of
killing a frog. " Should one of the twice-born eat
the food of those persons with whom he ought never
to eat, or food left by a woman, or a Sudra, or any
prohibited flesh, he must drink barley gruel only for
seven days and nights. ''_ " Having taken goods of
little value from the house of another man, he must
procure absolution by performing the penance santapana, or by eating for a whole day the dung and
urine of cows mixed with cm'ds, milk, clarified butter,
and water boiled with cusa grass, and then fasting
entirely for a day and a night." _ The penances for
venereal sin, and tile description of its various species,
are unfit to he transcribed.6 Something might be
said for penances, if they were attached solely to
moral offences, and proportioned in painfulness to the
motives to offend; because the efficacy of the punishmeat which is reserved to a subsequent life is corot Institutes of Menu, ch. xi. 91j 99.
3 Ibid. 13°_.
4 Ibid. 153.

_ Ibid. 97.
s Ibid. 165, _13.

6 .See the Institutes of Menu, ch. xi. 171 to 179, where e_erv speciet
of sexual abomination is dehberately specified.

• ooKH.monly annihilatedby remoteness. How much 0f
o,,r.6,

this useful character belongs to the penances of the
Hindus, a few passages will disclose. " He, who
has officiated at a sacrifice for outcasts, or burned the
corpse of a stranger, or performed rites to destroy the
innocent," (a strange association of crimes) " may
expiate his guilt by three prajapatya penances.''x
" A total fast for twelve days and nights, by a penitent with his organs controlled, and his mind attenfive, is the penance named paraca, which expiates all
degrees of guilt." _ He who for a whole month eats
no more than thrice eighty mouthfuls of wild grains,
as he happens by any means to meet with them,
keeping his organs in subjection, shall attain the
same abode with the regent of the moon."3 " Six.
teen suppressions of the breath, while the holiest of
texts is repeated with the three mighty words, and
the triliteral syllable, continued each day for a month,
absolve even the slayer of a Brahman from his hidden
faults." 4 "A priest who should retain in his memory the whole Rigveda would be absolved from
guilt, even if he had slain the inhabitants of the
three worlds, and had eaten food from the foulest
hands." 5 To such a degree are fantastic ceremonies
exalted above moral duties; and so easily may the
greatest crimes be compensated, by the merit of
ritual, and unmeaning services.6
i Institutes of Menu, ch. xi. 198. "When a twice-born man performs
the penance prajapati, he must for three days eat only in the morning;
tbr three days only in the evening; for three days food unasked, but presented to him; and for three more days, nnthmg." Ibid. _12.
Ibid. '210.
3 Ibid. 2_1.
4 Ibid. 214.
s ibid. _6_.
o C'est une superstition tres dangereuse que le pardon des crimes nttach_ a certaines ceremonies ......
Voas pensez qae Dieu nubliera votre
homicide, si vous onus baignez dans an fleave, si voVs immolez une brehis noire, et si on prononce sur vous des paroles. Un second homicide
vous sera done pardoun_ au meme ptix, et aiasi an troisieme_ et cent
meartres ne vous couteront qae cent brebis noires et cent ablutions !
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But the excess to which religion" delJr'av_sthe BOOKIt.
moral sentiments of the Hindus is most remarkably c_At.6,_
exemplified in the supreme, the ineffable merit which
they ascribe to the saint who makes penance his trade.
Repairing to a forest, with no other utensils or
effects, than those necessary in making oblations to
consecrated fire: and leaving all property, and all
worldly duties behind him, he is there directed to live
on pure food, on certain herbs, roots, and fruit, which
he may collect in the forest, to wear a black antelope's
hide, or a vesture of bark, and to suffer the hairs of
his head, his beard, and his nails to grow continually.
He is commanded to entertain those who may visit
his hermitage with such food as he himself may use,
to perform the five great sacraments, to be constantly
engaged in reading the Veda ; patient of all extremi.
ties, universally benevolent, with a mind intent on
the Supreme Being; a perpetual giver, but no receiver of gifts; with tender affection for all animated
bodies. " Let him not eat the produce of ploughed
land, though abandoned by any man, nor fruits and
roots producedin a town, even though hunger oppress
him.
Either let him break hard fruits with a
stone, or let his teeth serveas a pestle.--Let him slide
backwards and forwards on the ground; or let him
stand a whole day on tiptoe; or let him continue in
motion rising and sitting alternately; but at sunrise,
at noon, and at sunset, let him go to the waters, and
bathe. In the hot season let him sit exposed to five
fires, four blazing around him with the sun above;
in the rains let him stand uncovered, without even a
mantle, where the clouds pour the heaviest showers;
in the cold season, let him wear humid vesture ; and
bites mieux, mlserableshumalns,p_int de meurtres, et point de brebig
noires. Voltaire_ Diction. Philos. au mot Superstition.

enduring harsher and harshermortifications,let him
c_. 6. dry up his bodilyframe. Let him live without external fireswithout a mansion, wholly silent, feedingon
roots and fruit, sleeping on the hare earth, dwelling
at the roots of trees. From devout Brahmens let him
receive alms to support life, or from other hour.
keepers of twice-bornclasses, who dwell in the forest.
Or, if he has any incurable disea_e, let him advance
in a straight path, towards the invincible north
eastern point, feeding on water and air, till his
mortal frame totally decay, and his soul become
united with the Supreme."
In conformity with these principles are formed
those professorsof mortification and piety, who are
known under the modernname of Fakeers, and presented to Europeans a spectaclewhich so greatly sur
prisedthem. Of all the phenomenaof human nature,
none appears at first view more extraordinary than
the self-inflictedtorment of the holy saints of Hindustan. Someofthem keep their hands closed till they
are piercedthrough by the growth of the nails. Others
hold them above their heads, till the power of the
arms is extinguished. They make vows to remain in
the standing posture foryears. Three men were seen
hy Fryer, whosevow extended to sixteen years. One
o£ them had completedhis dreadful penance ; of the

.BOOK IL

Institutes of l_Ienu,oh. vi. 3 to 8, and 16 to 32. There is a certain
stage ia the progressfrom extreale barbarity to somedegree uf intellectual improvement, in which worship by self-inflicted torments seems
naturally to suggestitself. Thus, the priests and people of Mexico come
next, perhaps, to the Hindus, though certaiol.v at a prodigiousdistance
behind them, in the devotion uf pain and suffering. " it makes one
shudder," (sa3's Clavigero, book vi. sect. '22.) " to read the austerities
which they exercised on themselves. They mangled their flesh, as if it
had been insensible, and let their blondrunin such profusion, that it
appeared to be a superfluuusfluid of the body." Their fastings, watchlugs, and other efforts of abstinence, _ere pushed to the greatest eatremities. Ibid.
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rest, one had passed five years in torment, the other BOOK
II.
three. Their legs were prodigiously s_velled, and CHAr.6.
deeply ulcerated; and became at last too weak to
support their bodies, when they leaned on a pillow
suspended from a tree. Others, turning their heads
to gaze at the heaven over their shoulder, remain
fixed in that posture, till the head can no longer be
restored to its natural position, and no aliment, except
in the liquid state, can pass down their throats.
The ceremony, commanded by Menu, "of sitting,
in the hot season between five fires," cannot be conceived without horror. A yogee, or penitent, actually
seen by Fryer, had resolved to undergo this penance
for forty days, at a public festival, where an immense
concourseof spectators were assembled. Early on the
morning, after having seated himself on a quadrangular stage he fell prostrate, and continued fervent in
his devotions, till the sun began to have considerable
power. He then rose, and stood on one leg, gazing
stedfastly at thesun, while fires, each large enough,
says the traveller, to roast an ox, were kindled at the
four corners of the stage, the penitent counting his
beads, and occasionally, with his pot of incense,
throwing combustible materials into the fire to increase the flames. He next bowed himself down in
the centre of the four fires, keeping his eyes still fixed
upon the sun. Afterwards, placing himself upright
on his head, with his feet elevated iu the air, he stood
for the extraordinary space of three hours, in that inverted position ; he then seated himself with his legs
across, and thus remained sustaining the raging heat
of the sun and of the fires till the end of the day.
Other penitents bury themselves up to the neck in the
ground, or even wholly below it, leaving only a little
hole through which they may breathe. They tear
themselves with whips ; they repose on beds of irou
Vol,. I,
£A

BOOK.
II. spikes ;_ they chain themselves for life to the foot of
.caA_..6. a tree : the wild imagination of the race appears in
8herr to have been racked to devise a sufficient variety
of fantastic modes of tormenting themselves. The
extent to which they carry the penance of fasting is
almost incredible. They fix theh"eyes on the blaz.
zing sun till the power of vision is extinguished. _ The
following description, in the drama entitled Sacontalat
how much soever partaking of the hyperbolical cha.
ratter of oriental poetry, conveys a most remarkable
image of the length of time, the patience, and steadi.
hess, with which the devotees of the forests must have
remained immoveable in their solitary positions.
"' You see," says one of the personages of the drama,
" in that grove a pious Yogee, motionless as a pollard,
holding his thick, bushy hair, and fixing his eyes on
the solar orb.--Mark;
his body is covered with a
white ants' edifice, made of raised clay ; the skin of a
snake supplies the place of his sacerdotal thread, and
part of it girds his loins ; a number of knotty plants
See a curious descriptionin the Asiat. gvs. v. 49, of a fakeeG sv_m
at Beuares by Mr. Duncan, who had used this bed for85 years.
_-See Fryer's Travels_pp. 10-2, 103._Sonnerat's Voyage, i. 1_1, 149_
153, 176.--Hamilton's Voyage to the East Indies, i. _74._Veyago de
Tavernier, iv. t18. Mr. 1-_ichtrdson,in his Arabic and Pendam Die,_tioaary,under the work Fakeer. says, "Every invention ofl_rverted ingenuity is exhausted in deformingand distorting nature." And Mr.
Wiikins (Note 118, subjoined to his translation of the Bhagvat-Geeta)
says, "The word zeal, in the vulgar acceptation, sigmfies the voluntary
infliction of pain, the modes of'doing which, as practised to this day by
the zealots of India, are as various as they are horribleand astonishing."
Bernier who describes most of the penances alluded to in the teat, mentions their standing on their hands, with the head down and the feet up ;
" D'autres qui se tenoi_nt los heures enfieres sur 1cursmains sans bran1or, la tete en bus ot los pieds en haut, et ainsi de je ne sl;ai combien
d'autres sortes de postures tellement contraintes et tellemeat di&ci]es,
que nous n'avons de b_teleurs qui los pftssent imiter ; et tout cola, cn
_emble, par devotion commej'ai dit, et par motif de religion, on on n'eu
sfauroit seuhment deconvrirl'omhre." Lettre des Gentils de ]'Hindoo_en_ p. 153, 154.
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encircle and wound his neck ;'and surrounding birds' BOOKrL
nests almost conceal his shoulders."I The same vene- CaA_. 6.
rable character is thus farther described in the Bhagvat-Geeta; " The Yogee constantly exerciseth the
spirit in private. He is recluse, of a subdued mind
and spirit ; free from hope, and free from perception.
He planteth his own seat firmly on a spot that is undefiled, neither too high, nor too low, and sitteth upon
the sacred grass which is called coos, covered with a
skin and a cloth. There he, whose business is the
restraint of his passions, should sit, with his mind
fixed on one object alone, in the exercise of his devotion for the purification of his soul, keeping his head,
his neck, and his body, steady, without motion, his
eyes fixed on the point of his nose, looking at no
other place around. The man who keepeth the outward accidents from entering his mind, and his eyes
fixed in contemplation between his brows; who maketh
I Sacontala, Act vii. in Sir William Jones's Works.

One of the Ma-

bommeda_ travellers, whose voyages are described by Renaudnt, says of
these recluses, " They for the most part stand motionless as statues
with their faces always turned to the sun.
I formerly saw one in the
posture here described, and returning to India about sixteen years afterwards_ I fbund him in the very same atratude, and was astonished he had
hot lost his eyesight by the intense heat of the sun." Renaudods ancient
Account of Indm and China, p. 32. Bernier describes them thus ; " On
en volt quantit6 de t_ut nuds assis ou conchrs les jours et ies nuits sur
tes eendres, et assex ordinalrement dessoas quelques uns de ees graud_
erbres, qui sont sur les hords des Talabs ou reservoirs, on bien d_as des
galeries qui sont autour de leur Deuras ou temples dhdnles ...... I] n'y
a Meg_ere d'enfer si horrible a voir que ces gens-la tout nuds avee leur
peau noire, ces grands eheveux, cos fuseauz des bras duns la posture que
j'ai dit, etees longues ongles entortilles.
Lettres des Gentds de l'Hindoustan_" p. 151. Orme accounts in part at least, and that very sausfactorily, for these astonishing efforts of patience and self-denial.
"The
many temporal advantages which the Brahmens derive from their spiritual authority, and the impossibility of heing admitted into their tribej
have perhaps given rise to that number of Joguees and Facqmres, _*'ho
tortttre themselves with such various and astonishing penances_ only to
gain the same veneration which a Brahmen derives from his birth."
Orme's Hist. Milit. Trans. Indostan_ i. 4.
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_OK II. the breath to pass through both his nostrils alike in
char. 6. expiration and inspiration, who is of subdued faculties,
mind, and understanding; the Yogce, who thus constantly exerciseth his soul, obtaineth happiness incorporeal and supreme." 1 This pure state of meditation,
which obtains the name of devotion, is even more exalted than that of penance. " The Yogee," says
Crishna, "is more exalted than Tapaswees, those votaries who afflict themselves in performing penance,
respected above the learned in _ience, and" (which is
worthy of peculiar regard,) "superior to those who are
attached to moral works."_ " Be thou at all times,"
says this supreme god to Arjoon in another place,
" employed in devotion. The fruit of this surpasseth
all the rewards of virtue pointed out in the Vedas, in
worshippings, in mortifications, and even in the gifts
of charity." _
It is abundantly ascertained that the Hindus at
one time, and that a time comparatively recent/
were marked with the barbarity of human sacrifices?
It even appears that the remainder of that devotional
service is now in existence. When it is proposed to
resist, as exorbitant, the demands of government,
the Brahmens erect, what they denominate a koor,
J BhaD'at-Geeta, p. 60, 63.
'_ Ibid. p. 67.
3 Ibid. p. 76.
4 It is agreed amot_g the Sanscric scholars that the Pursues are modern, compared with the Vedas and other ancient monuments of tire
Hindus.
Mr. Colebrooke is of opinion that the worship of heroes is
altogether unknown to the author of the Vedas; though it was evidently
palt of the popular belief at the time the Puranas were composed. A
_acrifiee, therefore, enjoined in the Puranas, must hare prevailed at a
pretty lato period.
._ See a translation of what is denominated " Tire Sanguinary Chapter,,of the Caliea Purana, by Mr. Blaquiere, Asiat. Res. v. 371, and
Wilkms's Hetopadesa, note '2'1,9,and p. £1 t. ]n the Bhawishya Pursue,
it is declared that the head of a slaughtered man gives Darga a thousand
times more satisfaction than that of a buffalo, lhis sacrifice however
i_ ti,rhidden in tho Brahma and the Bhagawat Pursues,
p. _60.

Asiat. Re_. iii.
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which isa circular pile of wood, with a cow, or an BOOKIt,
old woman on the top of it. If urged to extremity .cH'P"_.
they set fire to the pile, and consume the victim, asa*
crifice by which they are understood to involve their
oppressor in the deepest guilt. 1 The British Government has interfered to prevent the sacrifice of
children by throwing them to the sharks in the
Ganges."Though the progress of improvement has brought
into comparative disuse the mode of seeking divive
favour by the sacrifice of a fellow creature, horrid
rites, which have too near an affinity with it, are still
the objects of the highest veneration. It is one of
the grandest achievements of piety, for individuals to
sacrifice themselves in honour of the gods. There
are solemn festivals, in which the images of certain
deities are carried in procession in vast ponderous
machines denominated raths, or chariots, drawn by a
multitude of devotees and priests; when it is customary
for numbers of tile congregated people to throw
themselves under the wheels, and even fathers and
mothers v/ith their children in their arms. The
chariot passes on, as if no impediment existed, and
crushing them to death, is supposed to convey them
immediately to heaven. _ The practice of sacrificing
An instance of this, in which an old woman was the victim, was attempted at Benares, so late as the year I_88. See the account by Lord
Teignmouth, Asi_t. Res. v. 333.
Papers, relating to East India affairs, ordered by the House of
Comraons to be printed, June 3, 1818, p. 427.
A distinct description of this human sacrifice, performed at the fens.
of Juggeraaut_ is to be found in the voyage, (i. 1£1) ofSoanerat, i_ho
was an eye-witness.
It is also described by that faithful traveller
/3ernier, Lettre sar les Genfils de l'Hindoustanj p. 128. It attracted il_
a peculiar degree the attention of the Rev. Dr. Buchanan : see his
work, entitled, Christian Researches in Asia. The Missionaries have
given us _veral descriptions_ published in the Transactions of the 3lissionary Societies.
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BOOKII. themselves in the flames is a noted ceremony of _he"
It is sometimes executed with circumstances
jDcuA_. _. Hindus.
of studied atrocity; the victim striking himself in
front with his sabre, so as to lay open his bowels to
the spectators, tearing out part of his liver, cutting
it off with his sabre, giving" it to a relation or bystander, conversing all the time with indifference
apparently
complete, then with unchanged
countenance leaping into the flames, and expiring without
a movement?
In some parts of India a Brahmen
devotes himself to death, by eating till he expires with
the surfeit.'-' On great solemnities, the votaries strike
off their own heads, as a sacrifice to the Ganges, _
and many drown themselves in the hallowed streams?
Of the modes adopted by the Hindus of sacrificing
themselves to the divine powers, none however has
more excited the attention of the Europeans,
than
the burning of the wives on the funeral piles of their
husbands.
To this cruel sacrifice the highest virtues
are ascribed.
" The wife who commits herself to
the flames with her husband's corpse, shall equal
Arundhati, and reside in Swarga; accompanying her
Snch wasthe instancewitnessedby oneof the Arabian travellersof
I',enaudot. SeeAncientRelations,p. 80.
* Orme, on the GovernmentandPeopleofIndostan, p. 434.
' See Rachardson'sDictionaryat the wordFakeer.
The place where the Jamna and the Ganges meet, is a spot of
peculiarsanctity. " Someof the victimsof superstition,"says Dr.Tennant, tt annuallydrownthemseh'esat thejunctionof the streams; and
this beingthe mostacceptableof allofferings,it is performedwithmuch
solemnity. The rapiditywith whichthe victimsinks, is regardedas a
token of hisGvourableacceptanceby the god of the river. To secure
the goodinclinationof the deity, they carryout the devotedpersonto
the middleof the stream,afterhavingfastenedpotsof earth to his feet.
The surroundingmultitudeon the banks are devoutlycontemplatingthe
ceremony,andapplaudingthe constancyof the victim,who, animated
by their admiration,and the strength of his ownfaith, keepsa steady
andresolutecountenance,till he arrivesat the spot, when he springs
fromthe boat, and is instantly swallowedup_amidstuniversalacdamations." IndianRecreations_ii.250.
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htmbatldj she shall reside so long in Swarga, as mRIlOOK
IL
the thirty-five millions of hairs on the human bod-_" t CHAP.
6.
As the snake-catcher forcibly drags tile serpent from
his earth, so, bearing her husband from hell, with
him, she shall enjoy the delights of heaven, while
_ourteen Indras reign. If her husband had killed a
Brahmana, broken the ties of gratitude, or murdered
his friend, she expiates the crime." _ Though a
widow has the alternative of leading a life of chastity, of piety, and mortification, denied to the pleasures
of dress, never sleeping on a bed, never exceeding
one meal a day, nor eating any other than simple
food, it is held her duty to burn herself along with
her husband; and " the Hindu legislators," says Mr.
Colebrooke, " have shown themselves disposed to
_ncourage" this barbaroussacrifice)

The Brahmens are al_ays audacious enough to form a peremptory
epinio_.. We have seen, before, that they never hesitated to assign a
fixad number to the veins and arteries of the human body, though they
are totally unacquainted with dissection. They here assign, with perfeet confidence, a determinate number to the hairs on the human

body.
8anscrit text, quoted by Mr, Cnlehrooke, in his discourse on the
duties of a faithful Hindu wile, Asiat. P_es. iv. _08. The custom nf
burning wives on the funeral piles of their husbands, was common to the

Hindus with the northernnations. See Jamieson'sScottish Dietionar),
od verb. Bayle-Fire.--The principalamong the wivesof a Scandinavian
chief accompaniedhim to the funeral pile. _,1allet.Introd. Hist. Denmark,vnl. i. c. 1S.--The Scandinaviansdid not scruple to expose their
children. Ibid.--Robertson, who informs us that the wivesof the chiefs
of the Natchez, an American tribe, wereburnt alongwith themat their
death, says that the custom arose fromthe excessivevenerationin_hich
they were held, as brothers of the sun, and representatives of the deity;
and that from this impulse, the wives, as well as the domestics who

sharedthe same fate, welcomeddeath with exultation, tIist, of America, ii. 140.
s Asiat. Res. iv. _t0. See the wholeof that discourse,wherea number of authorities are collected. The circumstances of the transaction
Un be so easily conceived; that, horrid as they are, I have not thought
properto describethem. The prayersand ceremoniesareexactlyof the
usual character. _e an accountby Bernier, of severalcases of which
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BOOK1I. Such are the acts, by which, according" to the
c.,_. 6. Hindu religion, the favour of the Almighty Power
is chiefly to be gained ; such are the ideas respecting
purity and merit, which it is calculated to inspire.
Yet if any one concludes that the Hindus were
unacquainted with the ordinary precepts of morality,
he will be greatly deceived. " By Brahmens," says
the law of Menu, " placed in the four orders, a tenfold
system of duties must ever be sedulously practised;
Content; returning good for evil; resistance to sen.
sual appetites; abstinence from illicit gain; pm'ification ; coercion of the organs; knowledge of scripture ; knowledge of the supreme spirit; veracity;
and freedom from wrath."_ In this enumeration of
duties, though a large proportion is allowed to acts
purely ceremonial and useless; yet some of the
noblest virtues are included. " Action," says the
same sacred code, " is either mental, verbal, or corporeal. Devising means to appropriate the wealth
of other men, resolving on any forbidden deed, and
conceiving notions of atheism or materialism, are
the three bad acts of the mind : scurrilous language,
falsehood, indiscriminate backbiting, and useless tattle, are the four bad acts of the tongue: Taking
effects not given, hurting sentient creatures without
the sanction of law, and criminal intercourse with
the wife of another, are three bad acts of the body ;
and all the ten have their opposites, which are good
in an equal degree." _ Though there is something"
extremely whimsical in the consequence ascribed
to the following- acts of injustice, yet they are
with great propriety forbidden:" He who approhe was an eye-w_taessj(Let/re sur les Gentils de lTlindoustan, p. 131);
and a *'ariety of cases in the works of the $1issionaries, Ward, a,*d
Dubois.
J Ii_stitutes of._lenu, oh. vi. 9:L 9_.

_-Ibid. ch..'tii. _, 5_ fi_7.

prlates to his own use, the carriage, the bed, the seat, _OK
II.
CuAe.
6.'
the well, the garden, or the house of another man,
who has not delivered them to him, assumes a fourth
part of the guilt of their owner." 1 The following
observations are in a pure and elevated strain of morality: " Even here below an unjust man attains no
felicity; nor he whose wealth proceeds from giving
false evidence; nor he, who constantly takes delight
in mischief. Though oppressed by penury, in consequence of his righteous dealings, let him never give
'his mind to unrighteousness; for he may observe the
speedy overthrow of iniquitous and sin|hl men. Iniquity, committed in this world, produces not fruit
immediately, but, like tile earth, in due season ; and,
advancing by little and little, it eradicates the man who
committed it. Yes ; iniquity, once committed, fails
not of producing fruit to him who wrought it. He
grows rich for a while through unrighteousness ; then
he beholds good things ; then it is that he vanquishes
his foes; but he perishes at length from his whole
root upwards. Let a man continually take pleasure
in truth, in justice, in laudable practices, and in
purity ; let him chastise those, whom he may chastise,
in a legal mode; let him keep in subjection his
Slmech,his arm, and his appetite: wealth and pleasures, lxpugnant to law, let him shun; and even
lawful acts, which may cause future pain, or be of.
fensive to mankind." -'
Sir William Jones, whom it is usefid to quote,
because his authority may have influence with those
whose opinions I am constrained to controve1% observes, that " the principles of morality are few,
luminous, and ready to present themselves on every
l Institutesof Menu_eh.iv._o2.

"-lbid.170to 17;'.

l_)oit It. occasion."_ Descanting on the rudent_ and igaa,
c,,_. 6. rance, of the Seythian nations ; " of any philosophy,_
_'he
says, "except natural ethics, which the rudest
society requires, and experience teaches, we find no
more vestiges in Asiatic Scythia, than in ancient
Arabia. ''_ He was not surprised to find natural
ethics, where not a vestige of philosophy was found;
because " natural ethics," are what " the rrud_
_ociety refuire_, and experience teaches." If we
search a little further, we shall discover that nations
differ less from one another in the knowledge of
morality, and of its obligations, (the rules of morality
have beentaught in all nations in a manner remarkably
similar), than in the degrees of steadiness, with which
they assign the preference to moral, above other acts.
Among rude nations it has almost always been found,
that religion has served to degrade morality, by ad.
vancing to the place of greatest honour, those external performances, or those mental exercises, which
more immediately regarded the deity; and with
which, of course, he was supposed to be more pecu,
liarly delighted. On no occasion, indeed, has religion
obliterated the impressions of morality, of which the
rules are the fundamental laws of human society: morality has every where met with the highest applause;
and no where has it been celebrated in morepompous
strains, than in places where the most contemptible,
or the most abominable rites, have most effectually
been allowed to usurp its honours. _ It is not so
i Discourse on the Philosophy of the Asiatics, Asiat. Res. iv. 166.
Discourse on the Tartars, Asiat. Res. ii. 33.
]Few states of society are more low and degraded than that of lhe
Mussulmans in modem Egypt. Hear what is said of their ethics : "On
remarque chez lea principaox chefs de la religion, _omra_ an Egypte
chalks de la loi. l'astoce comm.ue _. tous los pr_tres, qoi, pour mieox
domiaer, cherr..heat h s'emparer dc l'esptit des hommes. Lear convex-
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nigh, therefore, by the mere words in which morn. _
II.
llty b mentioned, that we are to judge of the mental c_,F. 6.
perfections of different nations, as by the place which
it dearly holds in the established scale of meritorious
acts. In a moment of hyperbolical praise, it may
even receive a verbal preference to ceremonies; as
in one passage of the Institutes of Menu : " A wise
man should constantly discharge all the moral duties,
though he perform not constantly the ceremonies of
rdigion; since he falls low, if, while .he performs
eerembnia[ acts only, he discharge not his moral
sation eat remplie de belles sentences morales, et de grandes images
poetiques qn'ils pilleot dana lea livres Arabes, e'est tout leer savoir ; ou
ne dolt pas chercher en eux d'antres eonnoissances sur la politiqee, lea
seiences_ &e.; ils n'en soup_nnent
pus plus rexistenee qne l'atilit_."
(De l'Egypte par le Gee. Reynier, p. 63.) Voltaire remarks_ with that
felicity with _vhieh he sometimes touches an important truth ; " La religion de ee Siamois nou_ prouve que jamuis l_islateur n'enseigna nee
mauvaise morale. Voyez, leeteur, que cello de Brama, de Zoroastre,
de Numa, de Thaut, de Pythagore, de Mahomet, et meme du poissoil
O_nnes, eat absolument la m_me. J'ai dit souvent qu'onjeterait des
pierres _ uu homme qui viendrait pr/_cher nee morale rel'_ch_e." Dictioanaire Philosophique, au mot SAM_O._OCOVO_.
Gareihsso de la Vega gives us a list of the moral sayings of a celebrated Inca of ancient Peru, named Pachacatec, of wkich the following
are a specimen :
" Better is it, that thou shouldst be envied by others for being good,
l.han that thou shouldst envv others heeaose thou art had.
" Envy is a cancer, which eats and gnaws into the bowels of the
envious.
" Drunkenness, anger, and folly, are equally mischievous; differin_
only in this, that the two first _re transient and mutable, but the third
permanent and continuing.
" Adulterersj who take a_'ay the good reputation and honesty of
another family, are disturbers of the common peace and quiet, and are
Qs bad as thieves and robbers, and therefore to be condemned to the
gallows without mercy.
" A truly noble and courageous spirit is best tried by that patience
_vhich he shows in the times of adversity.
c, Impatience is the character of a poor and degenerate spirit, and of
one that is ill taught and educated."
Royal Commentaries_ book IV.
'oh. xxxvi.
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13ooxIT.duties."_ Yet in the entire system of rules eoncaAP.6. cerning duty, the stress which is laid upon moral
acts, may, as we see in the case of the Hindus, bear
no comparison to the importance which is attached to
useless or pernicious ceremonies. Such a maxim as
• that which has just been quoted, can be regarded as
but of little value, when it is surroundedby numerous
maxims of the following tendency; " Not a mortal
exists more sinful than he, who, without an oblation
to the manes or gods, desires to enlarge his own flesh
with the flesh of another creature.''_ " From the
three Vedas, the lord of creatures, incomprehensibly
exalted, successively milked out the three measures of
that ineffable text beginning with the word tad and
entitled, savitril or gayatri; whoever shall repeat,
day by day, for three years, without negligence, that
sacred text, shall hereafter approach the divine es.
senee, move as freely as air, and assume an ethereal
form.''3 " Studying and comprehending the Veda,
practising pious austerities, acquiring divine knowledge, command over the organs of sense and action,
avoiding all injury to sentient creatures, and showing
reverence to a natural and spiritual father, are the
chief branches of duty which ensure final happiness.''4
" Even three suppressions of breath made according
to the divine rule, accompanied with the triverbal
phrase, and the tviliteral syllable, may be considered
as the highest devotion of a Brahmen; for as the
dross and impurities of metallic ores are consumed by
fire, thus are the sinful acts of the human organs
consumed by suppressions of the breath. ''_ If we
examine that highest degree of merit to which the
imagination of the Hindu can ascend, that of the
J Institutes of Menu_ch. iv. _04.
lb. ii. 77, 8_.
4 lb. xii. 83.

_ Ib. v. 5'_.
_ Ib. vi. 70_ 71.
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Sanyassis or professor of austere devotion, we sbfll _oog II.
find it to consist in an absolute renunciation of all c_A,.6.
moral duties, and moral affections. " Exemption
from attachments, and affection for children, wife,
and home; ''1 nay, " the abandonment of all earthly
attachments," _ form a necessary part of that perfection after which he aspires.
It is by no means unnatural for the religion of a
rude people to unite opposite qualities, to preach the
most harsh austerities, and at the same time to
encourage the loosest morality. It may be matter of
controversy to what degree the indecent objects
employed in the Hindu worship imply depravity of
manners ; but a religion which subjects to the eyes of
its votaries the grossest images of sensual pleasing,
and renders even the emblems of generation objects
of worship; which ascribes to the supreme God an
immense train of obscene acts; which has them engraved on the sacred cars, pourtrayed in the temples,
and presented to the people as objects of adoration,
which pays worship to the Yoni, and the Lingam,
cannot be regarded as favourable to chastity2 Nor
i Bhagvat-Geeta, p. 102.
_- Institutes of Menu_ oh. vi. 81.
_
a faucith[ accountof the origin of this worship by Mr. Paterson,
Asiat. Res. viii. 54. His description of the moral effects of this superstition is more to our purpose : " It is probable," says he, " that the
idea of obscenity was not originally attached to these symbols ; and, it i_
likely, that the inventors themselves might not have foreseen the disorde_ which this wurship would occasion amongst mankind. Profligacy
eagerly embraces what flatters its propensities, and ignorat_ce tbllows
blindly whemYer example excites : it Js therefore no wonder that a general corruption of manners should ensue, increasing in proportion as the
distance of time involved the original meaning of the symbol in darkness
and obhvion.
Obscene mirth became the principal feature of the
popular superstition, and _as, even it_ after times, extended to, and
intermingled with, gloomy rites and bloody sacrifices. An heterogeneous
mixture which appears totally irreconcileable, unless by tracing the steps
which led to it. It will appear that the ingrafting of a new symbol, upon
the old superstition, occafioned this _trangemedley. The sectof Vishnu
was not wholly free fi-omthe propensity of the time_ to obscene rites ; it

,
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BOOKIt. can it be supposed,when to all these circumstances
cJu. e. is added the institutionof a numberof girls, attached
--

r

had been united in interest with that of Siva, in their league against the
sect of Brahma, as was expressed by an image, called Har-Heri, half
Siva, and half Vishnu. This union seems to have continued fill the
time when an emblem of an abstractidea, having been erected into an
object of worship, introduceda revolutionin religion, which had a violent
and extended effectupon the mannersand opinionsof mankind. It was
then that a gloomysuperstition arose, which spread its baneful influence
with rapidityamongst mankind; which degradedthe Deity into an ira,
placable tyrant; which filled its votaries with imaginary terrors; which
prescribed dreadful rites; and exacted penances, mortifications, and
expiatory sacrifices." (Ibid. p. 5._.) See also a picture of these religious
immoralities by Bernier, Lettro sur les Gentils, pp. 129_130. But the
writer who, above all others, has furnished superabundant evidence of
the immoral influence of the Hindu religion, and the deep depravity
which it is calculated to produce,is Mr. Ward, in his" View of the History, Literature, and Religion of the Hindoos." From the facts which
he records in great detail, the following are the results : "The characters
of the gods, and the licentiousness which prevails at their festivals_and
abounds in their popular works, with the enervating nature of the climate, have made the Hindoos the most effeminateand corrupt people on
earth. I have, in the course of this work, exhibited so many proofs of
this fact, that I will not again disgust the readerby going into the sub.
jeer. Suffice it to say, tltat fidelityto marriagevows is almost unknown
amongthe Hindoos; the intercourseof the sexes approaches very near to
that of the irrational animals .... Bat to know the Hindoo idolatry, as
it is, a person must wade through the filth of the thirty-six poe,antis,
ajrd other popular books--he must read and hear the modern popular
poems and snags---he must follow the Bramafin through his midnight
orgies, beibre the image of Kali_, and other goddesses; or he mast
accompany him to the nightly revels, the jatras, and listen to the ftlthy
dialogues which are rehearsed respecting Krisha_ and d_e daughtersof
the milkmen; or he mast watch lure, at midnight, choking wi_hthe mud
and waters of the Ganges a wealthy relation, while in the delirium of a
fever; or, at the same hour, while murdering an unfaithful wife, or a
supposeddomestic enemy; or he mast look at the Bramh/in hurryingthe
trembhng half-dead w,dow round the funeral pile, and throwing her
like a log of wood by the side of the dead body of her husband, tying
her and then holding her down with bamboo levers, till the fire has
deprived her of the power of rising and running away ...... This
system of heathenism communicates no purifying knowledge of the
divine perfections, supplies no one motive to holiness while living, no
comfort to the afflicted, no hope to the dying; but, on the contrary,
excites to every vice, and hardens its followers in the most flagrant
crimes." (IntroductoryRemarks,pp. 94, 95.)
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to the temples, whOse business is dancing and prosti-_
1_
tution, that this is a virtue encouraged by the reli- rC"'':__
gion of the Hindus.
Another contrast to the tortures and death which
the religion of the Hindus exhorts them to inflict
upon themselves, is the sacredness which it imprints
upon the life of animals. Not only are the Hindus
prohibited the use of animal food, except at certain
peculiar sacrifices; even the offerings to the gods
consist almost entirely of inanimate objects ; and to
deprive any senfitive creature of life, is a heinous
transgression of religious duty. Many of the inferior
creatures, both animate and inanimate, are the objects
of religious _/eneration; such, in particular, arc the
cow, the lotos, and cusa grass. Nor, in this enumeration, must the dung and urine of the cow be forgotten ; things so holy as to be of peculiar ettic_cy in the
ceremonies of purification'. To whatever origin we
may ascribe this strange application of the religious
principle, it has at least been very widely diffused.
It is known that many negro tribes worship animals
and reptiles; and that they carry the solicitude for
their preservation to a still more extravagant pitch
than even the Hindus ; punishing with death those
who hurt them even casually. 1 The sacred chaTacter in Egypt of the ox, and of many other animals, is too familiarly known to require any proof.
The cow was oracular, and sacred among the Amonians.2 Not only cows, but horses, eagles, lions,
bears, were divine animals among the Syrians._
The Egyptian priests respected as sacred the liib of
all animals, and animal food seems to have been in) Edward's
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terdicted not less in Egypt than in Hindustan. _ At
an early period, the Greeks, and even the Romans,
punished with death, the killing of an ox? The
worship of this species of quadrupeds appears indeed
to have been common to all the idolatrous nations

from Japan to Scandinavia._ That, in India, it was
a worship directed to no moral end, is evident upon
the slightest inspection. To renounce the benefits
which the inferior animals are fitted by nature to
render to man, is not humanity, any more than
swinging before an idol, by an iron hook, forced
through the muscles of.the back, is the virtue of self'command. And that this superstition took not its
rise from a sensibility to the feelings of animated
creatures, is evident from the barbarous character of
several of the nations where it prevails; from the
proverbial cruelty suffered by the labouring animals
of Hindustan; and from the apathy with which
human beings are left to expire by hunger and disease, while reptiles are zealously tended and fed.4
i The priests of Egypt, says Herodotus, account it unholy to kill any
thing which has life, _aviug what they use in sacrifice; Herod. Hist.
lib. 1. cap. 140 : and Porphyry inibrms us that it was not till a late period of their history that animal sacrifice_ were introduced.
De Absfin.
-lib. ii. et iv.
Ab hoc antiqui mauus ira al_inere voluerunt, at capite saaxerint,
st quis oecidisset.
Varro. De Re Rusfica, lib. ii. cap. 5.
a See the satisfactory proofs adduced it_ the very learned and instrucfive, though erroneous work, of Dupuis, Origine de teas les Cultes. liv. iii.
oh. viii.
" Although the killing an animal of this" (the ox) " kind is by all
Hindus considered as a kind of murder, I know no creature whose sufferingsequal thoseofthe
labouri,lg cattle of Hindustan." (Buchanan, Journey, k¢. i. 167.) See also Ward un the Hindus, Introd. p. xliii. An
hospital for the sick poor, says Dr. Tennant, was never known in India,
before the establishment of the British ; though there were for dogs, cats,
&c. (Indian llecreatians, i. 73.)
_e authors of the Universal History
inform u_ gravely, on the authority of Oviugton, that t|_ Hindus have -',
care for the preservation of tteas, bug_, and other vermmj which _uck the
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Religion consists of two great doctrines; that con-BOOKII.
coming the nature and service of God; and that CH,P.6.
blood of man : for in a hospital near Surat, built for their reception, a
poor man is hired now and then to rest all night upon the kot or bed
where the vermin are pat; and lest their stinging should force him to
take his flight before morning, he is tied down to the plate, and there lies
,for them to glut themselves with human gore." (Modern Univ. Hist.
vi. 262.) Anquetil Duperron, who describes a temple near Surat, full
of those sacred animals, adds : " La voe de l'hoplta| des ammaux, entretenu par des etres ratsonables avee tout l'ordre_ le soin, le zele meme
que 1'on pourroit exiger d'eux, s'd etoit question de lear semblable, e:
cela memo dans un pays, ou il n'y a d'etabhssemens publics, ni pour
hs roulades, oi pour les vieillards ; la vu d'an pareil hopital auroit de
quoi etonner, si l'on ne s_avoit pas que la nature se plait aux disparates
en Asie cumme en Europe.
(Voyages aux Indes Orient. Dxsc. Prelim.
Zendat'csta, i. ccclxii.)
" The Gentoos, though they will not kill their
neat, make no conscience to work them to death, allowing them hardly
food to keep them alive. Neither are they less inhuman towards their
sick, a woman being brought to die among the tombs in my sight."
_Fryer's Travels, ch. v. sect. _3. See to the same purpose, the Abbd
Duhois_ p. 13o; Ward on the Hindoos, Introd. p. Iv. ]t is worth observing that Milton, the universality of whose kno_dedge is not the least
remarkable particular of his wonderful mind, was acquainted with the
disgusting superstition of letting the vermin devour the man : "Like the
vermin," says be, " of an Indian Catharist, which his tbnd religioo ibrbids him to molest."
Tetraehordon, Milton's Prose Works, ii. 122, 8vo.
Xdit. Tenderness to animals was a part of the religion of Zoroaster.
We are informed in tile Sadda, that lie obtained from God a view of the
.regions of infernal torment, where he saw a number of kings, mid among
the rest one without a foot. He begged to know tim reason, and God
said to him ; " that wicked king never performed but one good action
-in his life. He sa% as lie was going to the chase, a dromedary tied at
too great a distance from its proveader_ endeavouring to eat, but unable
to reach it : lie pushed the provender towards it with his foot. I have
placed that foot hi heaven; all the rest of him is here." Voltaire, Essai
sur les Minors et l'Esprit de Nations, ch. v. The Ibllowing, Porphyry
tolls us, (De Abstin. lib. iv. p. 431) were laws of Triptnlemus, 1. To
honour our parents; _. To offer nothing to the gods bnt the fruits of the
earth ; 3. Never to hurt aummls. "The inhabitants of Miniaaa," (a
place not far from Sego, in the heart of Africa) " eat their enemies, and
strangers, if they die in the country.
They eat the flesh of horses. But
such is their veneration for the cowp that she is never killed."
Park's
last Mtssio,_ to Africa, p. 166.
Mr. Rmhardson (see his Dissertation on Eastern Manners, p. 16)
denies the authenticity nf the fragments of the Zenduvesta collected by
dtnquetil Duperron, on account of " the uncommon stupidity," as lie is
pleased to express It, " of the work itselC'
Yet it is in a strata remarkVO1,. I.
o g

BOOKIL concerning the nature and destination of the human
¢aAP.6. soul. In the complicated superstition of the Hindus,
the first presented many questions which it needed a
considerable accumulation of evidence to solve. Of
the latter, a just idea may be speedily conveyed.
It is well known that the metempsychosis, or the

transmigration of the soul into various orders of
ably resemblin_ that of the Vedas ; the same sublime praises bestowed
upon the Divinity;
superstitions
equally gross; discourses equally
childish.
We must not however on this account question the authenticity of the Vedas and the Puranas_ though we must renounce the vulgar belief of the great wisdnm of the Brahmens. In truth, the stupidity,
as Mr. Richardson calls it, of the Zendavesta, and its remarkable simi]arity to the sacred hocks of tile Hindus, is the most striking proof of its
authenticity.
There is the strongest reason to conclude that the ancient
Magi, and the ancient Brahmens, were people very much upon a level;
aad that the fame of Zoroaster for wisdom is no better founded than that
of the Indian sages. There is a radical difference, he says, between the
langnage of"the Zendavesta,
and the modem Persian (Ibid.)
But the
same is the case with the Sanserit, which Sir William Jones thinks, from
this circumstance, can never have been vernacular in Hindustan.
(See
Disc. on the Hindus, Asiat. l_esearches, i. 4_2.)
The language, he
says, of the Zendavesta has many words, which a modem Persian
could not pronounce,
but there are many words in the German
language which an Englishman
or Frenchman
cannot pronounce,
though the German is the basis of the languages of both.
The
Zendavesta,
he says, eentains Arabic words; but it contains Arabic
only as the Greek contains Sanserit.
In fact, the identities which can
be traced in all languages is one of the most remarkable circumstances
in the history of speech.
Of the V_as,
a man who had unrivalled opportunities of inforraation informs as, "They contain nothing important
or rational.
In fact, they have nothing but their antiquity to recommend them. As to any thing further, they include all the absurdities of
Hindu paganism, not only such as it has originally been, but also the
pitiful details of fables _.hich are at present current in the country, relating to the fantastical austerities of the Hindu hermits, to the meta•morphoses of Vishnu, or the abominations of ttle lingam.
The fourth of
them, called Atharvaoa-veda,
is the most dangerous of all for a people
so entirely sunk in superstition, because it teaches the art of magic, or
the method of injuring men by the use of witchcraft and incantation."
(Description, &e. of the people of India, by the Abb6 Dubois, p. 10_.)
Even the gayatri, the most holy of all holy things, is an assemblage_
says the Abbd, of unmeaning terms, "unintelligible
tu the Brahmens
themselves.
I have never met with any one who could give me a toler,
able explication

of it."
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being, reviving in one form, when it ceases to exist BOOK
CHnr. it,
6.
in another, is the tenet of the Hindus.
This is a
.
theory well calculated to present itself to the mind of
the rude inquirer, when first excited to stretch his
views beyond the present term of sensation and
action. The vegetable life, which expires in the
plant, in autumn, revives in the seed in spring. The
sluggish worm, which undergoes a species of death,
and buries itself in a tomb of its own formation,
springs again to life, a gay and active creature, as different in appearance, as in appetites and powers.
Every thing on earth is changed, nothing annihilated ;
and the soul of the man who expires to day, revives
in something else, to which life is at that instant imparted.
Some very obvious, and very impressive appearances must have suggested the notion of the metempsychosis, since it is one of the most ancient, and
one of the most general of all religious opinions.
" No doctrine," says Dupuis, " was ever more universally diffused; none claims an origin so ancient.
It reigned in the East, and in the West, among rude
nations, and polished nations ; and it ascends to antiquity so high, that Burnet ingeniously declares, one
would believe it to be descended from heaven; so
much it appears without father, without mother, and
without descent. ''1 The Brahmens grafted upon it,
in their usual way, a number of fantastic refinements,
and gave to their ideas on this subject, a more syste-.
matic form than is usual with those eccentric theo-.
logians. They describe the mind as characterized
J Dupuis, Origine de tousles Cultres, tom. ii. par. 2, p. 181 ; wher_
the reader will find authorities to prove the antiquity and diffusion of
this peculiar doctrine. See too the learned Beausobre, Hist. de Maaich.
tom. ii. liv. vii. ch. 5, sect. 4. For its existence among the Mexicans,
see Clavigero_book xi. sect. 1.
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BOOKIt. by three qualities, goodness, passion, darkness. Ae.
c.Av. G. cording as any soul is distinguished by one or another of those qualifies in its present life, is the species
of being into which it"migrates in the life to come.
Souls endued with goodness attain the condition of
deities ; those filled with passion receive that of men ;
those immersed in darkness are condemned to that
of beasts. Each of these conditions, again, is divided
into three degrees, a lower, a middle, and a higher.
Of the souls distinguished by darkness, the lowest
are thrust into mineral and vegetable substances,
into worms, reptiles, fishes, snakes, tortoises, cattle,
_hakals; the middle pass into elephants, horses,
Sudras, Mlec'has, (a word of very opprobrious import,
denoting men of all other races not Hindu,) lions,
tigers, and boars ; the highest animate the tbrms of
dancers, singers, birds, deceitful men, giants, and
blood-thirsty savages.
Of the souls who receive
their future condition from the quality of passion, the
lowest pass into cudgel players, boxers, wrestlers,
actors, those who teach the use of weapons, and those
who are addicted to gaming and drinking; the middle enter the bodies of kings, men of the fighting
class, domestic priests of kings, and men skilled in
the war of controversy; the highest become gandharvas, (a species of supposed a_rial spirits, whose
business is music,) genii, attending superior gods,
together with various companies of apsarases, or
nymphs.
Of the souls who are characterized by the
quality of goodness, the lowest migrate into hermits,
religious mendicants, other Brahmens, such orders of
demigods as are wafted in airy cars, genii of the
signs and hmar mansions, and Daityas, another of
their many orders of superior spirits; the middle
attain the condition of sacrificers, el' holy sages,
deities of the lower heaven, genii of the Veda._,
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regents of stars, divinities of years, Pitris, and Sad. BOOKIt.
hyas, two other species of exalted intelligences; the CHAP.
6.
highest ascend to the condition of Brahma with four
faces, of creators of worlds, of the genius of virtue,
and the divinities presiding over the two principles
of nature? Besides this general description of the
future allotment of different souls, a variety of particular dooms are specified, of which a few may be
taken as an example. " Sinners in the first deffree,"
says the ordinance of Menu, " having passedthrough
terrible regions of torture, for a great number of
years, are condemned to the following births at the
close of that period. The slayer of a Brahmen must
eriter tile body of a doff, a boar, an ass, a camel, a
bull, a goat, a sheep, a stag, a bird, a Chandala, or a
Puccasa. He, who steals the gold of a priest, shall
pass a thousand times into the bodies of spiders, of
snakes, and camelions, of crocodiles, and other aquatic
monsters, or of mischievous blood.sucking" demons.
He who violates the bed of his natural or spiritual
father, migrates a hundred times into the forms of
grasses, of shrubs, with crowded stems, or of creeping
and twining plants, carnivorous animals, beasts with
sharp teeth, or cruel brutes. ''= After a variety of
other cases, a general rule is declared, for those of the
four castes who neglect the duties of their order:
" Should a Brahmen omit his peculiar duty, he shall
be changed into a demon, with a mouth like a firebrand, who devours what has been vomited; a
Cshatriya, into a demon who feeds on ordure and
carrion ; a Vaisya, into an evil being who eats purulent earcases; and a Sudra, who neglects his occupations, into a foul embodied spirit, who feeds on lice." 3

' Institutes of Men% oh. xii, '_, '10 to 51.
J Ib, 71, 7°,
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_. The reward of the most exalted piety, of the most
c_,r. 6. profound meditation, of that exquisite abstemiousness
which dries up the mortal frame, is peculiar: Such a
perfect soul becomes absorbed in the Divine essence,
and is for ever exempt from transmigration. 1
We might very e_ily, from the known laws of human nature, conclude, notwithstanding the language
held by the Hindus on the connection between future
happiness and the virtue of the present life, that rewards and punishments, very distant and very obscure, would be wholly impotent against temptations
to crime; though, at the instigation of the priests,
they might engage the people in a ceaseless train of
wretched ceremonies. The fact corresponds most
exactly with the anticipation. An admirable witI_ess has said, " The doctrine of a state of future
rewards and punishments, as some persons may
plead, has always been supposed to have a strong influence on public morals : the Hindoos not only have
this doctrine in fl_eir writings, but are taught to con.
sider every disease and misfortune of life as an undouhted symptom of moral disease, and the terrific
appearance of its close.pursuing punishment. Can
this fail to produce a dread of vice, and a desire to
merit the favour of the Deity ? I will still farther,"
he adds, " assist the objector; and inform him, that
the Hindoo writings declare, that till every immoral
taint is removed, every sin atoned for, and the mind
has obtained perfect abstraction from material objects, it is impossible to be re-united to the great
spirit ; and that, to obtain this perfection, the sinner
must linger in many hells, and transmigrate through
almost every form of matter." Our informant then
declares; " Great as these terrors are, there is noInstitutesofMenu_
ch.xii.125.
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thing"more palpable than that, with most of the_OOKIt.
Hiudoos, they do not weigh the weight of a feather, CBAP.
6.
comparedwith the loss of a roopee. The reasonis
obvious: every Hindoo considers all his actions as
the effect of his destiny; he laments, perhaps, his
miserablefate, but he resigns himself to it without
a struggle,like the malefactorin a condemnedcell."
This experiencedobserveradds, whichis still more
comprehensive,that the doctrine of future rewards
and punishmentshas, in no situation,and among no
people,a powerto make men virtuous.1
1 _¢To this," he says, " may be added, what must have forced itself on
the observation of every thoughtful observer, that, in the absence of the
religious principle, no outward terrors, especially those which are
invisible and future, not even bodily sufferings, are sutfieient to make
men virtuous.
Painful experience proves, that even in a Christian
country, if the religious principle does ant exist, the excellence and the
rewards of virtue, aud the dishonour and misery atteuchng vice, may be
held up to men for ever, without making a single convert."
Ward,
c, Vie% &c. of the Hindoos," Introd. p. lxxxiv. Here, however, Mr.
Ward ought to have explained what he meant by the " religious principle," by which different persons mean very different things. This was
the more necessary, that, having taken away all efficacy from the doctrine of future rewards and punishment% he strips religion oF all power
over the lives and actions of men, except i_ so far as good effects may be
expected from the "religions principle," which, whatever else it may not
be, is at any rate, in his estimation_ not the expectation of future rewards
and punishments.
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CHAP. VII.
Manners.
BOOK
II. BY the manners of"a nation are understood the pc,
CaAP. 7.
_.
culiar modes in which the ordinary business of human
life is carried on. The business itself is every where
essentially the same. Iu all nations men eat and
drink ; they meet, converse, transact, and sport together. But the manner ,in which these and other
things are performed is as different as the nations are
numerous into which the race is divided.
So much of the entire lzasiness of life, among the
Hindus, consists in religious services, that the delineation of their religion is a delineation of the principal
branch of their manners.
The singular distinctions, attached to the different
classes, present another remarkable feature in the manners of this people. The lower orders, in other countries, are often lamentably debased; in Hindustan
they are degraded below tile brutes. XVith the single
exception of the Vaisya caste, to whom is appropriated the business of agricultt.re and of barter, the
whole of tile productive classes, according to the
standards of law and religion, are vile and odious,
unworthy to eat, to drink, or to sit with a member of
the classes above them.
There are four remarkable periods into which,
with respect to the three honourable classes, human
life is divided. Of these periods ; or orders, as they
are denominated by the Hindus; tile first is that
of the student ; the second, that of the householder;
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the third, that of the man who performs penance or BOOKII,
other religious acts, residing continually in a forest ; caA_.7.
the fourth, that of the Sannyasi_ or the ascetic absorbed in divine contemplation. _
The period of the student commences at the era of
investiture)
Prior to this age, the situation of children is remarkable ; even those of a Brahmen are not
held superior in rank to a Sudra. 3 The condition of
the student much more closely resembles that of an
European apprentice than that of a pupil in literature.
He dwells in the house of his preceptor, and tends
him with tile most respectful assiduity. He is commanded to exert himself in all acts useful to his
teacher;4 and of course performs the part of an assistant in all tile offices of religion. _ " As he who
digs deep with a spade comes to a spring of water, so
the student, who humbly serves his teacher, attains
the knowledge which lies deep in his teacher's mind."
Upon the student of the priestly order a peculiar burden, or distinction, is imposed: to acquire daily his
food by begging. 6
The gift of sacred instruction is not bestowed indiscriminately ; hut the text, which regulates the choice
of pupils, is so vague as to leave the selection nearly
at the discretion of the master. "Ten persons," it is
declared, "may legally be instructed in the Veda ; the
son of a spiritual teacher ; a boy who is assiduous ;' one
who can impart other knowledge ; one who is just,
one _vhois pure; oue who is fi'iendly ; one who is
See Laws of Menu, ch. ii. iii. aud vi.
See the account of this mr'a, p. 237 of this volume.
s Institutes of Menu, eh. ii. 17_3.
_ lb. ch. ii. 191.
s, Let him carry water-pots, flo_'ers_ cow-dung, fresh earth, and cusa
grass_ as much as may be useful to his preceptor."
Ibid. 18o.
" The subsistence of a student by hegg-ing is held equal to fasting in
religious merit." lbid. 218. There are numerous precepts respecting the
niceties of begging. Ibid. 48 to 50, and. 183 to lg0.
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!3OoKILpowerful ; one who can bestow wealth ; one who is
C_,v. 7. honest; and one who is related by blood. Where
""--virtue
and wealth are not found, or diligent attention
proportioned,in that soil divine instruction must not
be sown; it would perish like fine seed in barren
land."'
The instruction which is bestowed may soon bede.
scribed. " The venerable preceptor, having girt hi_
pupil with the thread, must first instruct him in purification, in good customs, in the management of the
consecrated fire, and in the holy rites of morning,
noon, and evening. ''_ The grand object of attention
and solicitude is the reading of the Veda? Some
classes of the Brahmens have united with their religious doctrines certain speculations concerning the intel.
]ectual and material worlds; and these speculations
]lave been dignified with the name of philosophy; but
the holy rites, and the Veda, form the great, and on
most occasions the exclusive object of that higher instruction which is bestowed on the pupil of the Brahmen.

On this important occasion, as on other occasions,
the attention of the Hindu is much more engaged by
frivolous observances, than by objects of utility.
While the directions laid down respecting the instruction of the pupil are exceedingly few and insignificant,
the forms, according to which he must pay his duty
to the master, are numerous, minute, and emphatically enjoined?
Institutes of Menu, oh. ii. 109, 112.
_ Ibid. 69.
a Ibid. 70.
When the student is going to read the Veda, he must perform an ablution, as the law ordains, with his face to the north; and at the beginning and end of each lesson, he mast clasp both the feet of his preceptor,
and read with both his lJands closed. " In the presenceof his preceptor
let him always eat less ; and wear a coarser maude_ with worse appendages : let him rise before, and go to rest after his tutor.
Let him not
answer his teacher's orders, or coaver_e _vith him t reclining on a bed
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The durationof the periodof study is very indefi-BOOKIt.
nite. "The disciplineofa student in the three Vedas CHAP.
7.
_ay be continued forthirty-six years, in the houseof
her sitting, nor eating, nor standing, nor with an averted face : But let
him both answer and converse, if his preceptor sit, standing up ; if he
stand_ advancing toward him ; if he advance, meeting him ; if he run,
hastening after him; if his face be averted, going round to front him,
Ji'om l_.ft to right; if he be at a little distance, approaching him ; if redined, beading to him; and if he stand ever so far off, running toward
him. When his teacher is nigh, let his couch or his beach he always
placed low ; when his preceptor's eye can observe bim, let him trot sit
carelessly at his ease. Let him never pronounce ttle mere name of his
t_ttor, even in his absence; by censuring lhs preceptor, though justly, Ire
will be born an ass. He must not serve his tutor by the intervention of
another, while himself stands aloof; nor must he attend him in a passion, nor when a woman is near : from n carriage or raised seat he must
descend to salute his heavenly director.
Let hun not sit with his pl_eceptor to the leeward, or to the windward of him; nor let him say any
thing which the venerable man cannot hear." institutes of Menu, ch. ii.
70, I1, and 194 to 199, and 201 to 203. Even to the sons and wives of
the preceptor must numerous tokens of profound respect be shown, Ib,d,
_07 to 218. For his general conduct " these fnllowing rules," says
t_lenu, " must a Brahmacharl, or student in theology, observe, _hile he
dwells with his preceptor; keeping all his members under control, for
the sake of increasing his habitual devotion. Day by day, having bathed
and being purified, let hrm offer fresh water to the gods, the sages, and
the manes ; let him show respect to the images of the deities, and bring
wood for the oblation to fire. Let him abstain from honey, from fleshmeat, from perfumes, from chaplets of flowers, from sweet vegetable
juices, from women, from all sweet substances turned acid, and from
injury to animated beings ; from unguents for his limbs, and fi'mn black
powder for his eyes, frmn wearing sandals and carrying an lambrella,
fi'om sensual desire, from wrath, from covetousness, from dancing, and
fi'om vocal and instrumental music ; from gaming_ from disputes, from
detractionj and from falsehood, from embracing or _antonly looking at
women, and from disservice to other men. Let him sleep constantly
alone." Next are forbidden several acts el sensual impurity which are
too gross to be described ; and the holy text thus again proceeds ; "Let
him carry water-pots,
flowers, cow-dung, fresh earth and eusa grass, as
much as may be useful to his preceptor.
Having brought logs of wood
from a distance_ let him place them ira the open air; and with them let
]tim make an oblation to fire, without remissness, both evening and
morning. Let the scholar, when commanded by his preceptor, and even
when Ire has receaved no command, always exert himself in reading.
Let not the sun ever rise or set while he lies asleep in the village." In,
-_titates of Menu_ oh. ii. 175 to 183j 186_ 191_ 219,
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his preceptor; or for half that time, or for a quarter
c_,P.7. of it, or until he perfectly comprehend them: A
student, whose rules have not been violated, may assume the orderof a married man, after he hasread in
successiona sac'ha, or branch fromeach of the three
Vedas, or from two or fromany one of them." J It is
even permittedto pass the whole periodof life in the
state of a pupil ; and to this merit so exalted is as.
cribed,that the very highest rewards of religionare
bestowed upon it. " If a student anxiously desireto
pass his wholelife in thehouse of a sacerdotalteacher,
he must serve him with assiduous care, till he be released from his mortal frame. That Brahmen who
has dutifully attendedhis preceptortill the dissolution
of his body, passes directly to the eternal mansion of
God.''_ Should the teacher die, the student must
attend upon his widow,his son,or one of his paternal
kinsmen,with the same respect as to the deceased
preceptor. Shouldnone of these be living he oceu.
pies the seat of the preceptorhimself._

BOOK lI.

i Institutes of Menu, ch. iii. 1.
_ Ibid. ii. 243, 244.
-_lb. 247, _48. The |bllowing modes of living are pointed oat to the
Brahmen ; 1. la_vfal gleaning and gathering ; o what is given u.msked ;
3. what is asked as alms ; 4. tillage ; 5. traffic and money lending : even
bv these two last, when distressed, he may live ; but service for hire is
named dog-hvlng, which he must al_ays avoid, iv. 4, 5, 6. His hairp
nails, and beard being clipped ; his passions subdued ; his mantle white ;
],is body pnre; let him diligently occupy himself io reading the Veda.
Let him carry a staffof Venu, an eger with water in it, an handful of
cnsa grass, or a copy of the Veda: with a pair of bright golden rings in
his ears. lie must not gaze on the sun, _*hether rising or setting, or
eclipsed, or reflected in water, or adl'anced to the middle of the sky.
Over a string to which a calf is tied, let him not step; nor let him run
whileit rai_s; nor let him look oo his own image io water: this is a
settled rule. By a moundof earth, by a cow, by an idol, by a Brahmen,
by a pot of clarified butter or of honey, by a place where tbur ways
meet, and by large trees well known in the districb let him pass with his
right hand toward them, 35, 86, 87, 8B, 39.
Let him neither eat with his wlfi_,nor look at her eating, nor snee't.ingj
or yawning, or sitting carelessly at her ease, 48.
Some precept_ are ludicrous. " Let him not eat his food_ wearing
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To the state of the student succeeds that of the _OOKXI.
married man, or the housekeeper. It is at this epoch o, AP.r.
that the Hindu begins to sustain a part as the member
of society.
Marriage is a religious duty; and a duty of the
highest order. Except for some grand plan of devotion, as that of remaining a student, or of becoming a
fakeer, no man neglects at an early age to fulfil this
Sacred obligation. As the sacrament of obsequies to
the manes of ancestors can be performed only by a
male descendant, and as any failure in these obsequies deeply affects the spirits of the dead, to die
without a son is regarded as one of the greatest of all
calamities.;
only a single cloth, nor lct him bathe quite naked ; nor let him eject
urine or feces in the highway, nor on ashes, nor where kinc are grazing,
nor on tii|ed ground, nor in water, nor on wood rinsed for burning, nor,
unless he be ia great need, on a mountain, nor on tile ruins of a temple,
nor at any time on a nest of white ants, nor in ditches "with living creatures in them, nor walking, nor standing, nor ou the bank of a river, i_or
on the summit of a mountain : nor let him ever eject them, looking at
things moved by the wind, or at fire, or at a priest, or at the sun, or at
water, or at cattle : But let him void his excrementsj having covered
the earth with woad s pot-herbs, dry leaves and grass, or the hke, carefully suppressing his utterance, wrapping up his breast and his head : By
day let him xoid them with his face to the north ; by night, with his face
to the south ; at sunrise and sunset, in the same manner as by day ; In
'the shade or darkness, whether by day or by night, let a Brahmen ease
nature with his face torned as he pleases ; and. m places where he fears
injury to life .from wild beasts or from reptiles," 45 to 51.
" Let not, tt man, desirous to enjoy loug life, stand upon hair, nor upon
a_hes, bones, or potsherds, nor upon seeds of cotton, nor upon husks of
grain," 7S.
An infinite number of things relative to food are to be attended to,
o07 to '225.
i A man
Ibid. 17_.
a son born,
of that son.

is nevertheless forbidden to marry before his elder brother.
But if amoog_several brother_ of the whole blood_ one have
Menu pronounces them all fathers of a malechild, by means
Ibid. 187. "Fhere is a singular importance attached to the

having of n son ; " By a son a mau obtains victory over all people ; by a
son's son he enjt_ys itnmortalitv ; and aftctwarda by a soil of that grand-
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BOOKtI. The ceremonies of ma_iage, entirely religious,
cH,P.7. have been already described. Marriages are distinguished into eight kinds ; of which one half are ho.
nourable, and differ from one another only in some
minute circumstances ; in the fifth the bridegroombestows gifts upon the bride, her father, and paternal
kinsman ; the last three are rather species of unlawful
connexion, than forms of nuptial contract ; one being
voluntary and by mutual consent ; the other forcible,
when a woman is seized, "while she weeps, and calls
for assistance, after her kinsmen and friends have
been slain in battle ;" the last, " when the damsel is
sleeping, or flushed with strong liquor, or disordered
in her intellect." x With the grand rule to prevent
the intermixture of the castes, the reader is already acquainted. " For the ill'st marriage of the twice-bern
classes," says the law of Menu, " a woman of the
same class is recommended ; but for such as are impelled by inclination to marry again, women in the
direct order of the classes are to be preferred : a Sudra woman only must be the wife of a Sudra ; she and
a Vaisya of a Vaisya ; they two and a Cshatriya, of a
Cshatriya; those two and a Brahmani, of a Brahmen."-" The Hindu law-givers, who commonly mis.
take minuteness for precision, and are apt to be most
son he reaches the solar abode." Ibid, 137. Kinsmen, as among dm
Jews, were allowed to raise up seed to one another.
Not only was a
widow, left without children, permitted to conceive by a kinsman of her
husband ; but even before his death, ifhe was supposed to be attacked
by an incurable disease. Ibid. ix. 59, 167, 16_. A daughter, too, when
a man had no sons. might be appointed for the same purpose. Ibid. 127.
In Egypt, in the same manner, a widow left without children etJhabitod
with the brother of the deceased.
Recherches Philosoph. sur les Egyptiens et les Chinois, i. 70.
i Institutes of Menu, eh. iii. 27 to 34. The crimes implied in the last
two ea,qes must have been frequent to make them be distil;guished formally in hooks of sacred law as two species of marriage.
Ibid. 12, 1_,

particular where it is least required, make rules for the i_OOK
rL
choice of a wife. "In connecting a man's self with a ca,P. 7.
wife, let him," says Menu, "studiously avoid the ten
following families, be they ever so great, or ever so
rich in kine, goats, sheep, gold, and grain : The family which has omitted prescribed acts of religion ;
that which has produced no male children; that in
which the Veda has not been read; that which has
thick hair on the body ; and those which have been
subject to hemorrhoids, to phthisis, to dyspepsia, to
epilepsy, to leprosy, and to elephantiasis. Let him
not marry a girl with reddish hair, nor with any deformed limb ; nor one troubled with habitual sickness ;
nor one either with no hair, or too much; nor one
immoderately talkative ; nor one with inflamed eyes ;
nor one with the name of a constellation, of a tree, or
of a river, of a barbarous nation, or of a mountain, of
a winged creature, a snake, or a slave ; nor with any
name raising an image of terror. Let him choose for
his wife a girl, whose form has no defect ; who has an
agreeable name ; who walks gracefully like a phenicopteros, or like a young elephant ; whose hair and
teeth are moderate respectively in quantity and in
size; whose body has exquisite softness. ''1
The condition of the women is one of the most remarkable circumstances in the manners of nations.
Among rude people, the women are generally degraded ; among civilized people they are exalted. _ In the
barbarian, the passion of sex is a brutal impulse, which
infuses no tenderness; and his undisciplined nature
leads him to abuse his power over every creature that
is weaker than himself. The history of uncultivated
nations uniformly represents the women as in a state
Institutes of Menu, oh. iii. 6 to 10.
This important subject is amply and philosophically illustrated by
Professor Millar_in his Inquiry into the Distinction of ltanks_ ch.i.
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_OOKII. of abject slavery, from which they slowly emerge, as
c_,p. r. civilization advances. Among some of the negro
tribes on the coast of Africa, tile with is never permitted to receive any thing from the hands of her husband, or even to appear in his presence, except on her
knees)
In the empire of Congo, where the people
are sufficiently advanced to be united in a large com.
munity ; and in most of the nations which inhabit the
southern regions of Afi'ica, the women are reckoned
unworthy to eat with the men. °- In such a state of
society property is an advantage which it may naturally be supposed that the degraded sex are by no
means permitted to enjoy. Not only among the Aft'ican and other savage tribes, and the Tartars of the
present day, but among the ancient inhabitants of
Chaldea and Arabia, and all the nations of Europe in
their ancient uncivilized state, the women were excluded from the inheritance of the family. 3 Being
condemned to severe and perpetual labour, they are
themselves regarded as useful property. Hence a
father parts not with his daughter but for a valuable
consideration ; hence the general custom, among barbarous nations, as in Pegu, in Siberia, among the
Tartars, among the negroes on the coast of Guinea,
among the Arabs, and even among the Chinese, of
purchasing the bride by a dower. 4 It is only in that
improved state of property and security, when the
necessities of life have ceased to create perpetual solicitude, and when a large share of attention may be
t|,

' Histoire Generale des Voyages, tom. v. liv. x. eh. i_i.
lbid. tom. ri. liv. xiii. eh. iii. sect. 2, and tom. iv. liv. vii. oh. xiii.
sect. 1.
a See Inquiry into the Distinction of Ranks, ch. io sect. 1. They were
admitted to iuheritancc amoug the Jews plainly as a novelty, and an
insutution unknow_a to their neighbours.
Numbers, cb. xxvii.
4See the authorities quoted by Millar, Distinction of l{a,_ks, ch. i.
sect. 1 ; and Goguet_ Origin of Lawsj i. '25_ °_6.
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given to its pleasures; that the women, from their BOOKrr.
influence on those pleasures, begin to be an object of c,AP.7..
regard. As society refines upon its enjoyments, and
advances into that state of civilization, in which
various corporeal qualities become equal or superior in
value to corporeal strength, and in which the qualities
of the mind are ranked above the qualities of the body,
the condition of the weaker sex is gradually improved,
till they associate on equal terms with the men, and
occupy the place of voluntary and useful coadjutors.
A state of dependance more strict and humiliating
than that which is ordained for the weaker sex among
the Hindus cannot easily be conceived. " Day and
night," says Menu, " must women be held by their
protectors in a state of dependance." 1 Who are meant
by their protectors is immediately explained : " Their
fathers protect them in childhood; their husbands
protect them in youth, their sons protect them in age :
a woman," it is added, "is never fit for independence.
Let husbands consider this as the supreme law, ordained for all classes ; and let them, how weak soever,
diligently keep their wives under lawful restrictions." "
" By a girl, or by a young woman, or by a woman
advanced in years, nothing," says the same code,
" must be done, even in her own dwelling-place,
according to her mere pleasure. In childhood must a
female be dependant on her father ; in youth, on her
husband ; her lord being dead, on her sons : a woman
must never seek independence. ''3 The deference
which is exacted towards her husband is without
limits. " Though inobservant of approved usages, or
enamoured of another woman, or devoid of good qualities, yet a husband must constantly be revered as a
Insututes of Menu, ch. ix. -_.
,_ Ibid. v. 147, 148.
VOI,. I,
2 C

_ Ibid. 3,6.
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BOOKH.god by a virtuous wife. No sacrifice is allowed to
CHAP.V. women apart from their husbands, no religious rite,
no fasting : as far only as a wife honours her lord, so
far she is exalted in heaven." * " She who neglects
her lord, though addicted to gaming, fond of spirituous liquors, or diseased, must be deserted for three
months, and deprived of her ornaments and household furniture." _ To every species of ill-usage, she
is bound to submit ; " neither by sale nor desertion,"
says the ordinance of Menu, " can a wife be released
from her husband: thus we fully acknowledge the
law enacted of old by the lord of creatures." _ This
is a remarkable law; for it indicates the power of
the husband to sell his wife for a slave, and by conse
quence proves, that her condition, while in his house,
was not regarded as very different from slavery. A
law is even made to direct the mode in which she
is beaten; " A wife, a son, a servant, a pupil, and
a younger whole brother, may be corrected, when
they commit faults, with a rope, or the small shoot
of a cane; but on the back part only of their bodies,
and not on a noble part by any means. ''4
Nothing can exceed the habitual contempt which
the Hindus entertain for their women. "Hardly are
they ever mentioned in their laws, or other books, but
as wretches of the most base and vicious inclinations,
on whose nature no virtuous or useful qualities can
be engrafted. " Their husbands," says the sacred
code, " should be diligently careful in guarding
them; though they well know the disposition with
which the lord of creation formed them; Menu
allotted to such women a love of their bed, of their
J Institutes of Menu, ch. v. 154,155.
_ Ibid. ix. 78.
a Ibid. 46.
Ibid. ch. viii. 299, 300. Beatingtheir wives is a common discipline.
See Buchanaa'_ Journey_ i, 247_ _49.
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sgat, aml of ornament, impure appetites, wrath, weak nOOKIt.
flexibility, desire of mischief, and bad conduct." 1 ,, Be c_AP.7.
there no place, be there no time, be there no one to
tempt them," says the Hetopadesa, " then, O Narada, doth women's chastity appear. Women at all
times have been inconstant, even among the celestials,
we are told. In infancy the father should guard her,
in youth her husband should guard her, and in old
age her children should guard her; for at no time is
a woman proper to be trusted with liberty." 2 The
same author declares again; " Unto woman no man
is to be found disagreeable, no man agreeable. They
may be compared to a heifer on the plain, that still
longeth for fresh grass. Infidelity, violence, deceit,
envy, extreme avariciousness, a total want of good
qualities, with impurity, are-the innate faults of
womankind." _

' Institutes of Menu, ix. 16, 17.
_ Wilkins' Hntopadesa, p. b-_.
3 Ibid. p. 78. In Halhed's Code of Gentoo Laws, the character of
women is depicted in terms which, were they not strong evidence to an
important point, delicacy would forbid to be transcribed : "A woman, '_
says the law, "is never
no more
than tire is satisfied with burning fuel, or tile main ocean with receiving
the rivers, or the empire of death with the dying of men add animals : in
these cases therefore a woman is not to be relied on." (Gentoo Code,
ch. xx.) " Women have six qualities ; the first an innrdinate desire for
jewels and fine furniture, handsome clothes, and nice victuals;
the
second, immoderate lust; the third, violent anger; the fourth, deep
resentment ; the fifth, another person's good appears evil in their eyes ;
the sixth, they commit had actions."
(Ibid.)
Six faults are likewise
ascribed to women, in the Institutes of Menu, but they are differently
stated; " Drinking spirituous liquors, associating with evil persons,
absence from her husband, rambhng abroad, unseasonable sleep, and
dwelling in the house of another, are six thults which bring infamy oua
married woman.
Such women examine not beauty, nor pay attention
to age ; v,hethcr their lover be handsome or ugly, they think it en,mgh
lhathe is a man, and pursue their pleasures. Through their passion tbr
men, their mutable temper, their want ofsettlecl affection, and their perverse nature (let them be guarded in this world ever so well,) they soon
become alienated from their husbands."
Institutes of Meuuj ch. ix.
13, t4_lfi.
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_OOKIL They are held, accordingly, in extreme degTada.
cuAr.7, tion. They are not accounted worthy to partake of
religious rites but in conjunction with their husbands. 1 They are entirely excluded fi'om the sacred
books; " Women have no business with the texts of
the Veda; thus is the law fully settled: having,
therefore, no evidence of law, and no knowledge of
expiatory texts, sinful women must be as foul as
falsehood itself. To this effect many texts, which
may show their true disposition, are chanted in the
Vedas. ''2 " A minor," says the law, " one single
person, a woman, a man of bad principles, &c. may
not be witnesses." _ We have already seen, as in the
most barbarous nations, that the women among the
Hindus are excluded from sharing in the paternal
property. 4 They are, by system, deprived of education? That remarkable proof of barbarity, the wife
held unworthy to eat with her husband, is prevalent
in Hindustan. 6

See Institutes of Menu, quoted in note 1, p. 386.
Institutes of Menu, ch. ix. 18, 19.
3 Halhed's Gentoo code, ch. iii. sect. 8.
See ch. iv. p. 'Z14; Menu, ch. iv. 43.
s The Hindu women, says Mr. Forster, (Travels, i. 59,) are debarred
the use of letters.
The Hindus hold the invariable language, that acquired accomplishments
female sex.

are not necessary to tile demesne

clas.,es of the

" Tile husband and wife never eat together; for the Indians consider
it as indecent, and contrary to that respect which is due to the tbrmer."
Bartolomeo's Travels, book i. ch. 7. Sonnerat says, " The women are
ugly, slovenly, and disgusting. The husband does not permit them to eat
with him. They are honourable slaves, for whom some regard is entertained."
Voy. liv. iii. ch.i.
" So indelicate are the men _lth respect
to the women," says Mr. Motte, speaking of the province of Sumbhulpoor, " that I have been introduced and obliged to show respect to a
man of consequence in the morning, whose wi|h has in the afternoon
brought a load of wood of her own clhtting, as much as she could stagger
under, and sold it me for a penny."
Motte's Journey to Oris_,a, Asiatic
Annual Register, i. 76. In another part of tbe same Journey, p. 67",
Mr. i'_Iotte says, " I _,rus first struck witb the sight of _omeu pl<_ugliiug,
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An almost unlimited power of rejection or divorce BOOK II.
appears to be reserved to the husband. In the code c_i,_.7.
of Gentoo hws, among various other ordinances to
the same purpose, it is declared that, "a woman who
dissipates or spoils her own property, or who procures abortion, or who has an intention to murder her
husband, and is always quarrelling with every body,
and who eats before her husband eats, such women
shall be turned out of the house." 1 On groundslike
these, a man can never be without a pretence for dismissing his wife. But on the other hand we have
seen that no species of barbarous treatment, not even
desertion and sale, ever absolves the woman from her
obligations to her lord._
while thelr female children drove the oxen; but this is the practice
througb the whole mounlaiaous country, _hile themen, strolling through
the forests with a spear and hatchet, plunder every tiring they can master.
This abuse of the fair sex is characteristic of a barbarous people."
The Hindus are quite aceustmned to beat their wives. Buchanan_
Travels in Mysore, &c. i. 947, 749. Women in Karnata carry cut die
dung to the fields, in baskets on their beads. Ibid. 13b, 42. The Abb_
Dubois describes the fi_lluwing, as the common, the standard condition of
conjugal life : " the young wife, beaten by her husband, and harassed
by her motlmr-in-law, who treats her as a slave, finding no remedy for
ill usage but in flying to her father's bouse_recalled
by fair promises of
kinder treatmel_t--the word broken--recourse had to the same remedy-hot at last the children which she briu_s into the world, and other circumstances, compelling her to do her best, by remaining in her husband's
lmuse, with the allow of being col_tented with her l_t.....
The object
for _'hich a Ilimlu m_rries is not t_ g;Liu u cnmpaaion to uid him ia
enduring the e__ls of hfe_ but a slal e to bear children, and be subservient
to his rule."
Descriptimb &c. of the People of India, p. 145.
Halhed's Gentoo code, ch. xx.
See above, p. 386. Even after the death ofher husbandj if slle did
not sacrifice herself to his maues, she was held inviolably bound to his
memory; nnd_ besides other penances and mortifications of the severest
kind_ was expressly forbidden to accept nfa second husband. Institutes
of Menu, ch. v. 157, 158, 167, 163. The same mark of bondage and
iuferiority was imposed on the Athenian women during the barbarous
times of Greece. Goguet, Origin of Laws, ii. 59. l_1r. Richardson,
who is one of the most nervous in assertion, and the most feeble in proot,
6f all oriental enthusiasts I maintains that tile women enjoyed high con-

_OX rI. That polygamy was an established cu.*torn of the
c_p. r. Hindus, we learn from various documents, and among
others from the following story, which at the same
time conveys no evidence of their domestic gentleness :
--" In the city of Devee.kotta, there was a Brahman, whose name was Deva-Sarma.
One lucky
evening he found a curious dish, which he took with
him into a potter's warehouse full of earthen-ware,
and throwing himself upon a bed which happened to
be there, it being night, he began to express his
thoughts upon the occasion in this manner :--If I dispose of this dish, I shall get ten kapardakas (cowries)
for it ; and with that sum I may purchase many pots
and pans, the sale of which will increase my capital
so much that I shall be able to lay in a large stock of
cloth and the like; which having disposed of at a
great advance, I shall have accumulated a fortune of
a lack of money. With this I will marry four wives ;
and of these I will amuse myself with her who
sideratlon among the Arabians and Persians, nay among the very Tartars; so generally was civilization diffused m Asia.
In proof, he tellsus
that the Arabian women " had a right by the laws to the enjoyment of
independent property, by inheritance, by gift, by marriage settlement, or
by auy other mode of acquisition."
The evidence he adduces of these
rights is three Arabian words ; which signify a marriage portion, paraphernalia in the disposal of tl_e _,ife, a marriage settlement.
(See
Riebardsou's Dissertations on the Languages, Literature, and 3Jaaners
of Eastern Nations, pp. 198, _321, 479.) But surely a language may
possess three words, of the signification which he assigns, and yet the
women of the people I_ho use it be in a state of melancholy degradation.
Iu the times of Homer, tbougb a wife was actually purchased from her
father_ still the father gave with her a dower.
Iliad. lib. ix. ver. 147,
148. If the Tartars carry their womeo with them in their wars, and
even consult them, " the north American tribes," says Mr. Millar_ "are
often accustomed to admit their women into their public councils, and
even to aUow them the privilege of being first called to give their opinion
upon every subject of deliberation .....
Yet," as he adds immediately
after, " there is no country in the world where the female sex are iu
general more neglected and despised."
See Distinction of lianks, ch. i
sect. 2. From insulated expressions_ or faets_ no general conclusion can
_afely be drawn.
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may prove the handsomest. This will create jealousy; _OOKm
so when the rival wives shall be quarrelling, then will ca_P.7.
I, overwhelmed with anger, hurl my stick at them
thus ! Saying which he flung his walking-stick out of
his hand with such force, that he not only broke his
curious dish, but destroyed many of the pots and pans
in the shop."
The Hindus were,notwithstanding, so far advanced
in civilization, except in the mountainous and most
barbarous tracts of the country, as to have improved
in some degree upon the manners of savage tribes.
They have some general precepts, recommending indulgence and humanity in favour of the weaker sex.
" Married women," says the law of Menu, "must be
honoured and adorned by their fathers and brethren,
by their husbands, and by the brethren of their husbands, if they seek abundant prosperity. Where
female relations are made tolerable, the family of
him, who makes them so, very soon wholly perishes.''_
When particulars indeed are explained, the indulgences recommended are not very extensive. It is
added, " Let those women, therefore, be continually
supplied with ornaments, apparel, and food, at festivals, and at jubilees, by men desirous of wealth." 3
When it is commanded by law, as an extraordinary
extension of liberality, to give them ornaments, and
even apparel and food, at festivals and jubilees ; this
is rather a proof of habitual degradation than of general respect and tenderness. The idea, however, of
purchasing a wife, as a slave, from her relations, had
become odious; and though it is stated as one of the
eight species of nuptial contract, it is classed among
Wilkins' Hetopadesa, p. 248.
Institutes of Menu_ oh. iii. 55, 57:

3 Ib. 59.
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_ooK ILthe dishonourable species, and forbidden?
As the
cH^P.r. necessity of such a law indicates a state of society
but one remove from that in which the unhappy bride
is purchased and sold ; so the customary, and original
purchasing gift, the bull and the cow, still remained;
hut it had acquired a refigious character, and was at last
commanded to pass by another name. " Some say,"
observes the law of Menu, " that the bull and cow
given in the nuptial ceremony of the Rishis, are a bribe
to the father; but this is untrue: a bribe indeed,
whether large or small, is an actual sale of the
daughter." '-"There are texts, however, which directly
recognize the transaction as a purchase : " He who
takes to wife," it is said, " a damsel of full age, shall
not give a nuptial present to her father; since the
father lost his dominion over her, by detaining her at
a time when she might have been a parent." :_ The o'b-"
ligation of the marriage contract is stated in the Institutes of Menu, under the head of purchase and
sale; and it is expressly said, " If, after one damsel
has been shown, another be offered to the bridegroom,
who had purchased leave to marry her from her next
kinsman, he may become the husband of both for the
same price : this law Menu ordained." 4 The same

"Let no father _ ho knows the law receive a gratuity, however small,
f_,r_iving his daughter in marriage ; siuee the man who through avarice
takes a gratuity fi)r that purpose, is a seller of his off, pring."
_f Menu, oh. ili. 51.
lbid. 53.
_ ]bid. ch. ix. 93.

Institutes

4 Ibid. viii. 20_. Our travellers find direct and avowed purchase
still in practice in many parts of ]ndia.
See Buchanan's Journey
through hlysore, &c. i. 247, _49.
" To marry, or to buy a _*ife, are
synouymcms terms in this country.
Almost every parent makes his
daughter an article of traffic. This practica of purchasing the young
women whom they are to marry, is the inexhaustible source of disputes
and litigation, particularly amongst the pourer people. These, after the
n_arriage is solenmized, not finding it convenient to pay tt,e stipulated
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undoubtedly is the purport of the following sacred BOOKII.
text : " The recitation of holy texts, and the saeri- c_AP.r.
flee ordained by the lord of creatures, are used in
marriages for the sake of procuring good fortune to
brides; but the first gift by the husband is the
primary cause of marital dominion." 1 It is to be
observed, besides, that the women have no choice in
their own destiny ; but are absolutely at the disposal
of their fathers, till three years after the nuptial
age. If, until that period, the father have neglected
what is reckoned one of his most sacred duties, to
place his daughter in a situation to become a parent,
he forfeits, through his sin, the dominion over her,
and she may choose a husband for herself._
It has been doubted whether immuring the women
was an original part of Hindu manners, or adopted
in consequence of the intercourse and dominion of
the Mahomedans. But they have been found in a
state of seclusion and confinement beyond the range
of Mahomedan influence._ The practice is fully rei

sum, the father-in-lawcommencesan
action," &c. Description, &c.ofthe
Hindus, by tile Abb_ Dubois, p. 137. " Apud plerasque tamen gentes
dotem maritus uxori_ non uxur marito offerebat. Ista sane consuetudo
viguit inter Germanos, teste Taeita (de ,_[or. Germ. cap. 18)_Assyrios_
teste 2_.liauo, (Hist. l'_zr, iv. 1)_Babyloa:os,
teste Iterodot. (i. 196)--et
Armenios, eeu patet ex _ou..xxi. lteiaeccii Antiquit. Romua. hb. ii.
tit. _'iii. sect. _.
Institutes of Men% ch. v. 15o.. The commentator Culiuc% after
the wordsfi,._t_i]_ , b)' hi, usual plaa, of tr._h_g to graft the ideas of a
recent periud_ improved u l_ttle by exteHlu[ itltercour_e, upml the origiual text, has fi*lsted iu the words, or troth phghted, as if that _ras a
gll't, or_ as if', had that been meant, the legislator _uuld not ha_e rather
said trothpl_J, ted, tban.J[rst_!tL See what I hate _]_served on theinterpolating practices of Culluea, Note A. at the end of the volmae_ p. 429.
1bid. ch. ix. 88, 90, 93.
z _Ir. Forsrer declares himself to have been at one time of opinion,
that the Hindoos had secluded their women from the public view that
they might not be exposed to the intemperance of the Mahometan conquerors ; but after perceiving, says he. the usage adopted among the sequestered mountaineers_ and also among the various independent Mah,
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_ooK II. eognized in the ancient writings. We are told in the
c_,P. r. Bhagavat, that, on the day of the yug of Judishter,
" the women who, buried in harams, were seldom
permitted to see the sun, came out, on that day, to
view rajah Judishter." a The monarch who forms
the hero in the drama entitled Sacontala had many
wives, and they are represented as residing in the
secret apartments of the palace. 2 The whole spirit
of the .Hindu maxims indicates confinement: there are
numerous precepts which respect the guarding of
women : and the punishment for vitiating those who
are not guarded is always less than the punishment
in the case of those that are3 Among these proofs of
confinement are also appearances of freedom.
Tile
law of seclusion is made only for the few. Among
the jealous Ottomans themselves, the great body of
the community must leave their women at large, because an indigent man can neither dispense with the
useful services of his wife, nor afford the cost of retaining her in confinement.
In the earlier and ruder
states of society, when men are in general poor, few
can afford the expense of confinement; but among
the Hindus, as in general among the nations of Asia,
since their emerging from the rudest barbarism, it
seems to have been the practice for every man, who
possessed sufficient means, to keep his women guarded,
in a state of seclusion.
rattah states,

I am induced to think that the exclusion of women from

society prevaded in India before the period of the Afgan, or Tartar
vasions.
Forster's Travels, i. 310.
See a translation of part of the Bhagavat
rice's Hist. of Hindostan, il. 438.

in-

by Mr. I-Ialhed, in Mau-

See Sacontala in Sir William Jones's Works, vi. The rajah of
Beejanuggur's
harem was kept so close, drat not even the nem'est relations of the women receivedin it were ever again permitted to see them.
trerishta's Deccan, by Scott, i. 83. Nor is this mentioned as any thing
unusual.
a Institutes

bf Menu_ ch. viii. 374 to $85.
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On the coast of Malabar, where the manners differ BOOK1I.
considerably from those of the rest of the Hindus, c_r. 7.
and where the people have not reached a state of society altogether so perfect as that in some other parts
of Hindustan, it would appear that the institution of
marriage has never been regularly introduced. The
peculiar mode in which the intercourse of the sexes
is here carried on has not yet been satisfactorily explained to us, and from the differences which appear
in the accounts of different authors it probably exhibits considerable variety ; but in its general eharac.
ter it is pretty evidently a relict of the period in
which there is no law for the association of the sexes ;
when their intercourse is casual ; when the father of the
offspring is by consequence uncertain ; and when the
children of necessity belong to the mother. The nearest
male relations of the female, her father being in this
case unknown, are her brothers ; who, never having
children whom they can recognize as their own,
naturally contract an affection for those of their sister
whom they support and with whom they live; by
consequence regard them as in some measure their
own ; and vest them with the property which they
leave at their death. In the family of a Nair there
is no wife ; all the brothers and sisters live under the
same roof; their mother the only known parent,
during her life, and after her death the eldest sister,
manage the domestic affairs ; the sisters cohabit with
the men of their choice, subject only to the sacred
restriction of a class not inferior to their own ; the
children are by the brothers regarded as their own,
and inherit the property of the family. _ This is the
Such is tile account which Dr. Buchanan received from a number
of the must respectable Na_rs themselves, whom he assembled for the
purpose ofiuquicing into their manners. See his Journey through Mysore_&e.ii. 411_41_. It was a practice, the continuance of which was
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BOOKIt. exact description of a people among whom the instica_P. 7. tution of marriage is unknown, and the order into
which things will run of their own accord, wherever
the intercourse of the sexes is casual. The Nairs,
however, are said to have added a kind of refinement
to this established custom. They contract a marriage with a particular woman. But this is entirely
nominal. The woman never leaves her mother's
house; her intercourse with other men is not restricted ; her children belong to her brothers ; and the
arrangement of society is the same as if no such marriage existed. If it really takes place, and the absurdity of the thing may support a suspicion of some
mistake in our informants, it must be the effect of
imitation, and of the reproaches which this people
have sustained from other nations. These cireum.
stances move them to contrive a semblance of a mar.
riage, though not in the least degree to alter the
established system of manners, to which it adheres
as a useless excrescence. The Nairs are only one of
the castes ; and there appears to be some diversity in
the mode of intercourse between the sexes in the
several castes. The fashion among the Nairs is the
standard to which they all approach. Our information, however, of these diversities, even if they
merited a riffler elucidation, is too imperfect for minute description.
hi._bly cot_'etfient for the BrMuneus, whose power amm_g tim inhabitant_
ol that coast was peculiarly great. Ibid. 40.5. See also M,'. Thackeray's
Report, Fifth Report of the Committee on India Affairs, 18t 0, p. 802.
The reader is,ill find some observations, but evMeotly incorrect,
taken from all Arabian author, by Mr. "nutlcao, Asiat. Research. v. 1_,
13, 14,. Dr. Buchanan too makes some remarks, on the modes of the
]_rahmens. Journe% ut snpra_ iL 4.25 ; and meatiotls certain diversities
between the manners of the Nairs themselves Ju the south, and in the
north of Mahihar, ]bid. 51_. See too BartoloaleC_ Travels, book it.
ch. it. and Anquetil Duperron, Zendavesta,
Disenurs Prelimhmire,
p. exert,

Vestiges of the _aate order of affairs are very widely diffused.
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It is not surprising, that grossness, in ideas and Boo_ In
language, respecting the intercourse of the sexes, is CHAP.
7.
a uniform concomitant of the degraded state of the
women. Superfieial contemplators have, in general,
contented themselves with remarking, that it was a
diversity of manners ; or was the effect of a diversity
of climate; and that what in one place was gross
bore a different interpretation in another. Inquiry
discovers, that grossness in this respect is a regular
Cecrops first instituted marriage among the Greeks ; Menes among the
Egyptians.
Among the Lycians, and even among the ancient inhabitants of Attica, children took their names from their mother, and not
from their father. The domestic commnoity of women among the Celtic
inhabitants of Britain was a diversity, to which something very similar is
said to exist among some of the castes on the coast of Malabar. "There
is in the province of I_ladura," says the Abbd Duhois, p. 3, " a cast
called the Tofiyars, in which, brothers, uncles, and nephews, and other
kindred, when married, enjoy the wives in common." Indications of
the same state are preserved by the Roman lawyers.
In the island of
Formosa, where the women contract a marriage for any stipulated
period, the husband, during the time of the contract, passes into the
family of the wife; a custom, like_,ise, found among the people called
]_Ioxos in Peru. In the Ladrone islands the wife is mistress of the
family, turns offthe husband when she chooses, and retains the children
and property.
In the ancient Median empire we are told that the
women had several husbands; and the same is the case in some cantons
of the Iroquois in North America.
See the authorities quoted by Millar,
Distinction of Ranks, ch. i. sect. _. where this part of the subject is illustrated with the usual sagacity of that eminent author. See too Gognet's
Origin of Laws, book i. ch. i. art. 1. We are told by tterodotus, that
the Massaget_e had their women in common; and a math when lie
desired to be private, hung up his quiver at the door of the waggon or
travelling tent. Herodot. i. 21ti. .4 people iu Africa, wlTom he calls
Nasamones, were in hke manner ulthout the rite of marriage, and a
staff stuck in the ground belbre the tent was the signal of retirement.
Ibid. iv. 172. The reader will probably not be surprised to hear, that
the tradition of fl_e casual intercourse of the sexes was preserved among
the Indians of Peru. " In short," (says Gareilasso de la Vega, Royal
Commentaries, book i. eh. vii.) " they were altogether savage," (meaning the inhahitants in their ancie_;t state) " making use of their women
as they accidentally ,net_ nadersrandiug no property or single enjoyment
nfthem."--A
woman, net married to an individual, but common to all
the brothers of a family, is described a_ the custom of'l'tbut.
See
Turaer's Embassy.
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ingredient in the manners of a rude age; and that
c,_. 7. society, as it refines, deposits this, among its other
impurities.
The ancient inhabitants of our own
country were as indelicate as those of the hottest
regions of Asia? All European witnesses have been
struck with the indelicacy of the Hindus. The gross
emblems and practices of their religion are already
known? To the indecent passages in the books of
law, and the practices which they describe, exceedingly numerous, and exceedingly gross, we can here
only allude? Both the writings and conversation
of the Hindus abound with passages which are
shocking to European ears. Even in the popular
and moral work, entitled Hetopadesa, there are parts
which Mr. Wilkins could not translate; and he thus

"

expresses himself on this characteristic of society
among the Hindus: " The translator has carefully
refined a great many indelicate expressions, which a
Hindu lady, from grosser habits, might hear without
a blush ; and even omitted whole passages when that
could not be effected but by a total change of the
author's meaning." _ Another Oriental scholar, as

1 Dr. Henry, in his chapter on the manners of the Anglo-Saxons, says,
" It would be easy to produce many examples of ruden_s and iadalieaey,
that were established by law, and practised, even in courts of justice,
(if they were not unbecoming the purity which history ought to preserve)
which would hardly be believed in the present age." Henry's Hist. of
Great Britain, iv. 344. He then quotes the following specimen in a note:
Si mailer stuprata lege cure viro agere velit, et si vir factum peraegaverit, muller, membro virili _iaistr:t prehenso, et dextrfi reliquils sanctarum impesita, juret super illas, quod is, per vim, se isto membro vitiarefit.
Leges Wallic_, p. 85.
Naked fakeers travel in pilgrimage about the country, and swarm
around the pr, ncipal temples.
It is customary for the women to kiss,
and as it were to adore, their secret, or rather public parts.
s See thewhole Section in Halhed's Gentoo Code, De digito in pudendum muliebre inserendo, or the various passages de eoueubitu virili_ vel
etiam concublta bestiah.
' Wilkins' Hetopadesa_ note 82.
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Well as eye-witness of the manners he descrlbes,:Boox'll.
affords us a passage which at once pourtrays this cHJ,r. t.
part of the Hindu character, and traces one of those
remarkable resemblances, which run through the principal nations of Asia. " The Persian woman," says
Mr. Scott Waring, " like the Indian, are totally
devoid of delicacy; their language is often gross
and disgusting, nor do they feel more hesitation in
expressing themselves before men, than they would
before their female associates. Their terms of abuse
or reproach are indelicate to the utmost degree. I
will not disgust the reader by noticing any of them;
but I may safely aver that it is not possible for language to express, or the imagination to conceive,
more indecent or grosser images." 1
Much attention has been attracted to the gentleness of manners, in this people. They possess a
feminine softness both in their persons and in their
address. As the inhabitants of Europe were rough
and impetuous, in their rude and early state, and
grew mild only as they grew civilized, the gentleness of Hindu manners has usually impressed their
European visitors, with a high conception of their
progress in civilization.
It is, perhaps, a ground of
presumption; but fallacious if taken as a proof. One
of the circumstances which distinguish the state of
i A Tour to Sheerez, by Edward Scott Waring, Esq. p. 62. He
further says ; " The same may be observed of the inhabitants of India,
nor will the plea, that the false delicacy of refinement, which dlsquahfies
us fromjadging of the language of nature, exempt them from censure.
If the nakedness of a prostitute be more disgusti_g than that of an
Indian, it must be allowed that their language is mfimteiy _:hasterand
mere refined. There are certain images which must always create disgust and aversion; and although they ate familiar in the East, it is by
no means evident that they aro the images of nature. There may be a
refinement on grossness ef vice as well as an excess of delicacy, and it
does not followthat the one is natural, and the other unnatural Ibid.
See the Missionafies_Ward and Dubotsp passim.
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I_3OKILcommencing civilization is, that it is compatible with
CHAP.
7. great violence, as well as great gentleness oF manhers. Nothing is more common than examples of
both. Mildness of address is not always separated
even from the rudest condition of human life, as
the Otaheitans, and some other of the South-Sea
islanders, abundantly testify?
" The savages of
North America are affectionate in their carriage,
and in their conversations pay a mutual attention
and regard, says Charlevoix, more tender and more
engaging, than what we profess in the ceremonial of
polished societies." _
i Dr. Forster, in a note to Father Paulini's (Bartolomeo) Travels,
remarks a great similarity, in many respects, between the manners of
the Hindus and those of the Otaheitaas.
_-Ferguson's Essay on Civil Society, part ii. sect. _. " The Russians" (says Mr. Forster, Travels, ii. -_96)"observe to their superiors
an extreme submission, and their deportment is blendedwith a suavity
of addressand language, which is not warranted by their appearance, or
the opinionsgenerally formedof them." The common people in Russi_b
says Lord Macartney (Account of Russia by Lord Mucartney, in Bar.
row's Life of that Lord, ii. 30) " are handsome in their persons, easy
and uuafl'ectedin their behaviour; and though free and manly in their
carriage, are obedient and submissive to their superiors,and of a civility
and politeness to their equals, which is scarcely to he paralleled." The
followingpassageis froma workentitled "Travels ihto the Crimea, _'and]
a History of the Embassy from St. Petersburgh to Constantinopleia
"1793, by a Secretary of the Russian Embassy." " In the courseofmy
rambles I have had frequent occasions of esperiencing thd politeness of
the Turks, which provesto me that this nation is extremdy well-disposed
and inclined to oblige, and that the climate alone is the cause of 1he
idleness and indifference with which they are reproached. The Turk,
when offended,or provoked tojealousy, becomes terrible, and nothing
hut the blood of his adversary can calm the passion which trausports
him. During my excursions in the environs nfConstantinople [ was
frequently a witness of the obliging and hospitable propensitiesof this
people. The firstTurk 1 applied to when I wanted directions in regard
to the road 1 was to take, always offeredhimself as a guide, and with
the same readinesspresented to me a part of his food or refreshment."
" The more the Turksare known, the more they nrv beloved fortheir
cordiality, their frankness, and their excessive kindness to strangers.
1 am not afraid to assert, that, in many respects, they may sett'c as
models to my countrymen." Pp. 201, 2J7.
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The causes which seem to account for these effects BOOK]I.
are partly physical, and partly moral. Where the c_P. 7.
commodities of life, by a happy union of climate and
soil, are abundant, gentleness of manners, as appears
by the traditions respecting the golden or pastoral
age, is by no means unnatural to men in the earliest
period of improvement : The savage, involved in a
continual struggle with want, who sees himself and
his children every day exposed to perish with hunger,
is, by a sort of necessity, rapacious, harsh, unfeeling,
and cruel The species of polity under which the
national character is formed is perhaps to a still
greater degree the cause of the diversity which we
now contemplate. Where the mind is free, and may
vent its passions with little fear, the nation, while
ignorant and rude, is also fierce and impetuous:
Where slavery prevails, and any departure from the
most perfect obsequiousness is followed with the most
direful consequences, an insinuating and fawning behaviour is the interest, and thence becomes the habit,
of the people.
With the same causes are connected other leading
features in the character of the Hindus. They are
remarkably prone to flattery; the most prevailing
mode of address from the weak to the strong, while
men are "still ignorant and unreflecting)
The
It would be easy to produce m,-mytestimonies to the propensity of
the natives to adulation. Bemier, who speaks of it in the strongest
terms, _ves us the followingamusing instance : " Un Peadet Brahmen
que j'avois fair mettre an service de mort Agah, se voulut meier, en entrant, de faire son panegyrique; et, apres l'avoir cumpar_ aux plus
grands conquerans qui furent jamais, et lui avoir dit centgrossiereset
impertineates flatteries,conclaoit enfin serieuseraent par celle-cy: Lorsque nunsmettez le pied duns l'estrier, Seigneur, et que cons marchez/_
eheval avec notre cavalerie, la terre tremble sons cos pas, les huit elephnns qui ia supportent sur leurs tetes ne puuvant soateuir ee grand
effort. Je ne pus me tenir de rite la dessus, etje tachois de dire serieusement _ mon Agah, qui ne pouvoit aussi s'eu tenir, qu'il seroit done
fort a-propos qu'il ne too.tat a cheval que fort rarement pourempescher
VOL. I.
2 O
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BOOKTI.Hindus are full of dissimulation and falsehood, the
CaAP.7. universal concomitants of oppression.' The vices of
falsehood, indeed, they carry to a height almost unex.
ampled among the other races of men. Judicial men.
daeity is more than common; it is almost universal.
" Perjury," said Sir William Jones, to the Grand Jury
at Calcutta, "' seems to be committed by the meanest,
and encouraged by some of the better sort among
the Hindus and Mussulmans, with as little remorse,
as if it were a proof of ingenuity, or even a merit." _
m-I
have many reasons to believe, and none to
doubt, that affidavits of every imaginable fact may as
easily be procured in the streets and markets of Calcutta, especially from the natives, as any other article
of traffic." _ Speaking of the forms of an oath,
among the Hindus, he says, " But such is the corrupt state even of their erroneous religion, that if the
most binding form on the consciences of men could
be known and established, there would be few consciences to be bound by it." _
]es tremblemens de terre qui caosent souvent de si grands mmlhenrs;
Aassi est-ee pour cola meme, me repondit-it sans hesiter, que je m'en
fais ordinairementporter eo paleky." Bernier_Suite des blemoires sot
l'Empire de GrandMogol, i, 12.
For a strongtestimonyto the extent to which dissimulation pervades
the Hindu character, see Orme, on the Government and People of
Hindustan, p. 4_8. " L'hldien qui vit sous ce gouvernment en suit los
impressions. Obtig_ de ramper il devieot fourhe." Anquetil Daperron,
Voy. aux Iades Orlen. Zendav. i. ccclxii.
Sir Win. Jones's Charge to the Grand Jury at Calcutta, Jane 10,
1787.
3 ld. June 10, 1785.
t I'd. 1787.--" La facilitd que le people de l'Onent onl=_. meotir," is
givenby P. Pauliai, as the cause of the trial by ordeal, so common in
Hindustan. Voyage aux Iades Orient. par le P. Paulini, (the French
edition of Bartolomen) 1i. 10.3. Mr. Orme says, " The Geutoos are infamous for the want of generosity and gratitude in all the commercesof
friendship ; they are a tricking, deceitful people, in all their dealings."
(On the Government and People of Hindustan, p. 434.)
Dr. Buchanan ridicules the expression of Sir William Jones, when he
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I have not enumerated the religion of the Hindus _K30Km
as one among the causes of that gentleness, which has ¢aAx..7.
been remarked in their deportment. This religion
has produced a practice, which has strongly engaged
the curiosity of Europeans; a superstitious care of the
life of the inferior animals. A Hindu lives in perpetual terror of killing even an insect ; and hardly any
crime can equal that of being unintentionally the
cause of death to any animal of the more sacred spedes. This feeble circumstance, however, is counteracted by so many gloomy and malignant principles,
thattheir religions instead of humanizing the character, must have had no inconsiderable effect in fostering that disposition to revenge, that insensibility to
the sufferings of others, and often that active cruelty,
which lurks under the smiling exterior of the Hindu.
"Although the killing of an animal of the ox kind,"
says Buchanan, " is by all Hindus considered as a
kind of murder, I know no creature whose sufferings
equal those of the labouring cattle of Hindustan." 1
No other race of men are perhaps so little friendly,
and beneficent to one another as the Hindus. "Dysenteries," says Dr. Tenant, speaking of the salt manu.
facturers, "are at one season, peculiarly fatal. The
unhappy victims of this disorder are avoided as infec,
talks of the dmp/e Pandits : a race whose chief characteristic is deceit
and cunning. (As. Res. vi. 185.)
" ' What is a Brahman,' I was one day asked, in a jocular way, by
one of that cast with whom I was intimately acquainted : ' He is an
ant'sliest of lies and impostures.' It is not possible to describe them
better in so few words. All Hindus are expert in disguising the
troth; but there is nothing in which the cast of Brahmans so much surpasses them all as ia the art of lying. It has taken so deep a root
among them, that so far from blushingwhen detected in it, many of theat
make it their boast." Dubois, p. 177. On their propensity to adulation,
see the same author, p. 178. Onthe fraudand perjury of the Hindus,
consult Ward, ut supra, Introd. lix. and xciii.
Bachanan's Journey throughMysore, &c. i. 15;'.
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13oo_ li. tiohs by their companions, and suffered to pine withC_,aP.7. out receiving either that aid or consolation, which
compassion usually pays to the wretched." x " The
Bengalese," says another traveller," will seldom assist
each other, unless they happen to be friends or relations, and then the service that they render only consists in carrying the sufferer to the water of the
Ganges, to let him die there, or be carried away by
the stream." _ Le Couteur remarks, that " men accustomed from their infancy to abstain from every
kind of cruelty towards brutes, ought naturally to be
humane and benevolent towards their own species;
and this would infallibly be the ease, if the same reli.
gion had not hardened the hearts of the superior
casts; for the)' hold those that are born their infe.
riots, as beings below even the most worthless animals: they take away the life of a man with less
scruple than we kill a fowl. To strike a cow would
4 Indian Recreations, ii. _29.
Stavorinus' Voyage, 1768 to 1771 ; Wilcoek's Translation, Londmb
1798, p. 153. Dr. Tennaat explains more fully, that only species of
assistance which, according to Stavorinus, a Hindu receives even from
his relations. 4, When a sick person's life is despaired of, he is carried
by his relations to the bank of the river; and there, exposed to the
storm, or the intense heat of the sun, he is permitted, or rather forced,
to resign his hreatth
His mouth, nose, and ears, are closely stopped
with the mud of the river ; large vessels of water are kept pouring upon
him; and it is mnidst tim agonies of disease, and the convulsive struggles
of sufl'ocatiou, that the miserable Hindoo bids adieu to his relations,
and to his present existence."
(Indian Recreations, i. 108.) Describing the apathy with _.hich, during a famine, the Hindus beheld one
another perishing of hunger, $tavorlnus says, " In the town of Chinsarah ltselt_ a poor sick Bengalese, who had laid himse'f down in the
street, without any assistance being offered to him by any body, i_as
attacked in tile night by the jackals, and though lie had strength enough
to cry out for help, txo one would leave his owo abode to deliver the
poor wretch, who was Ibuad in tile morning half-devoured and dead."
btavormus, ut supra, p. 153. ]t is highly worthy of attentlnn, that the
same inhumamty, ]mrd-heartedness, and the greatest insensibility to Ihg
fcehngs of others, is described,
]_arrow's China_ p. lf4.)

as the character of the Chinese,

(See
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be _rilege;
lint a Bramin may put a man to death 'BOOK IILo
when he lists."
_
c_AP.
7.
Itcommonlyhappensthatina rudeperiod
of society,
thevirtue
of hospitality,
generously
and curdially
displayed,
helpsto castintothe shadethe
odiouspassions
which adhereto man in hisuncultivated
state.The unhappycircumstances,
reli.
giousand political,
of the Hindu,havetendedto
eradicate
eventhis,
thevirtueof a rudeage,from
his breast. After noticing in various parts of his
journey, the striking instances which he witnessedof
the want of hospitality, Dr. Buchanan says in one
passage, "I mention these difficulties, which ale
very frequently met with by travellers in all parts
of India where Europeans have not long resided, to
show the inhospitable nature of its inhabitants." For
one of his sepoys, who was seized with an acute disease, and left in agony by the side of the road, he
could not, except by force, in a large village obtain a
cot, though he was assured there was one in every
house?' Le Couteur's Letters from India, Lcmdnn, 1790, p. 320. When tile
exactions of government press hard, Dr. Teouaot say_, " tile ryuts, (hn_bondmen) driven to de_pair, are forced to take up robbery for a subsisteace ; and when once accustomed to this waudering and irregular
life it becomes ever after impossible to reclaim them to i,dustry, or t.
a,ly sense of moral duty. We had yesterday a melancholy example of
Ihe dariug profligacy of which they are capable : A, officer _ho rode c_ut
only a mile beyond the piquets, was attacked by a party of five h.r_emen" in the midst of a fi'iemlly cotlx,ersatiou, one stabbed Ifim in the
breast with a spear, wloch brought him to the ground ; then the otherg
robbed him of his watch, has horse, and every article of his clothing.
In this naked state he arrived at the piquet, covered with blood; and had
he not k_n able to walk thu,; far, he must have fared worse than the
man who, ' between Jerusalem and Jericho fell amon_ thieves,' since
here there is no one ' good samaritan' to pity the unfortunate." (Indian
]{eereations. ii. 37._.)
Buchanan, ut supra, i. 53 ; ii. 901, _02 ; iii. 300. Destitute persons, cr persons in a famine, become the property of those who feed
fl_em. (Tenaant's Ind. Recr. i. 131.)

Masters
1roOKII. The ancient literature of the Hindus affm_ many
ca,p. v..proofs that no inconsiderable degree of ferocity has at
all times been mingled with the other ingredients of
their character. The Yadavas, a sacred race, the
kindred of Crishna, in a drunken fray, took arms and
butchered one another, to the utter extinction of the
race. 1 One of the most remarkable stories in the celebrated book, calledHttopadestt, is that of a man who
cut off his wife's nose, because she would not speak
to him) As the performance of that great religi.
ous ceremony, called a Jug, is suflident to extort
fi'om the divinity whatever boon the true performer
demands, the following law makes provision against
the most coo], intense, and persevering malignity of
which human nature appears to be susceptible. "If
a man performs a jug to procure the death of any
innocent person, the magistrate shall fine him _00
puns of cowries." 3 If the gentleness, too, of the
punishment, about ten shillings, 4 be a sign, the indignation, which so atrocious a purpose excites, is far
fi'om remarkable. That murder by the most odious
means, by poison, is looked upon in the same venial
light, the following law hears equal testimony; "Ira
man, to procure the death of any innocent person, by
any contrivance, causes him to drink a potion, or
otherwise meditates his death, the magistrate shall
fine him 200 puns of cowries.
, " "_ The cool reflection
' _ See a celebrated passage of the Mahabarat, translated by Mr.
tlalhed, m Maurice's Indian Hist. ii. 468.
Wilkins' Hetopadesa, p. 131.
D
3 Gentoo Code, eh. _xi. sect. I0.
Grant on the Hindus,
Commons, 181 _2.

p. 54.

Printed by order of the House of

Gentoo COd% ch. xxL sect 10. A very intelligent servant of the
:East India Company, speakix_g of the Hindus in a situation where they
had hardly e_'er been exposed to the influence ofstrmagers, Sumhhtdpoo.',
says, "The men are low in stature, but well-made, lazyp treaeherousj
and cruel. Bat to these ill qualities of the tiger_ the Almighty has
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which attends the villainy of the Hindu, has often BOOK
IL
C_Ae. 7.
surprised the European. Mr. Holwell informs us,
ttmt, when he sat as a judge at Calcutta he had often
heard the most atrocious murders avowed and defended by the criminals, on the ground of its being
now the Call age, when men are destined to be
wiP_d2d. 1

Notwithstanding the degree to which the furious
passions enter into the character of the Hindu, all
witnesses agree in representing him as a timid being.
With more apparent capacity of supporting pain than
any other race of men ; and, on many occasions, a superiority to the fear of death, which cannot be surpassed, this people run from danger with more trepidation and eagerness than has been almost ever witnessed in any other part of the globe._
It is the mixture of this fearfulness, with their antisocial passions, which has given existence to that
litigiousness of character which almost all witnesses
have ascribed to this ancient race. As often as courage fails them in seeking a more daring gratification
to their hatred or revenge, their malignity finds a
also, in his mercy, added the cowardice of that animal; for had they an
insensibility of danger, equal to their inclination for mischief, the rest of
mankind would unite to hunt them down." (Motte's Journey to Onssa,
Asiat. An. Reg. i. 76.) " Pestilence or beasts of prey," says Dr. Buchanan," are gentle in comparison with Hindu robbers, who, in order to
discover coneea]ed property, put to the torture all those who fall into
their hands."
(Travels through Mysore, &c. iii. _206.)
Remarquez que les terns les plus superstitieux ont toujours dt_ ceux
des plus horfibles crimes. (Voltairej Diction. Philos. Article Superstition.)
La laebet_ 8ceompagne ordinairement la mollcsse. Aussi l'Indien
est-ilfoible et timide. (Anquetil Duperron Voyage aux Irides Often.
Zendav. p. cxvii.) This timidity admits of degrees. It is in its greatest
perfection in Bengal. In the upper provinces, both the corporeal and
the mental frame are more hardy. Those of the race who are habituated
to the dangers of war acquire, of course, more or less of in_eusibility to
_hem. Still the feature is not only real_ but prominent.
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P_OKIt. vent in the channel of litigation. "That Imsilhnio
ce_r. 7. mity and sensibility of spirit," says Mr, Orme, "which
renders the Gentoos incapable of supporting the con.
tentions of danger, disposes them as much to prose.
cute litigious contests. No people are of more inveterate and steady resentments in civil disputes. The
only instance in which they seem to have a contempt
for money, is their profusion of it in procuring the re.
dress and revenge of injuries at the bar of justice.
Although they can, with great resignation, see them.
selves plundered to the utmost by their superiors, they
become mad with impatience, when they think themselves defrauded of any part of their property by their
equals. Nothing can be morn adapted to the feminine spirit of a Gentoo, than the animosities of a lawsuit." 1

A modification of the same passions gives rise to
another, and seemingly a strong ingredient in the
Hindu character, a propensity to the war of contentious tongues. The following picture, if not finely, is
at least clearly drawn. " The timidity of the Hindu
may, in general, prevent his fighting, boxing, or
shedding of blood; but it by no means restrains him
from scolding and upbraiding his neighbours.
In
J Orme, on the Government and People of Indostan, p. 443.--In the
committee of the House of Commons, 1181, on the petition of John
Touchet, kc., ChaAes W. Boughton Rouse, Esqr. testified that" there
cannoLbe a race of men upon earth more litigmas and clamorousthan
the inhabitants of Dacca." Mr. Park takes notice of the passion of the
a_roes in Africa fi_rla_vsuits, and adds : "lfI mayjudge fi'om their
harangues which I frequently attended, I believe that in the forensm
qualifications ofprocrasti,mfion a,d cavil, and the arts of confounding
and perplexing a cause, they are not always surpassed by the ablest
pleaders in Europe." Park's Travelsin AS'ma, p. 20. Dr. Robertsoa
was sadly mistaken, wilen he considered the litigious subtlety of the
Itindus as a sign of high civilization. See Rohertsoa's Historic. Disq.
e_neerningIudta, p. ft;'. Travellers have remarkedthat no where is
this subtlety carried higher than among the wildest of the Irish.
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this respect they are the most litigious and quarrel- BOOK
CaAr. II:
7.
some of all men. Have two persons a misunderstanding ? Let them meet in the street and they will
upbraid each other for an hour together, with every
foul epithet of abuse which their imagination can
suggest, or their language supply. A few natives
engaged in one of these bickerings display a furious
gesticulation ; a volubility of words and coarseness of
expression which leave the eloquence of Billingsgate
far behind."
The physical temperament of the Hindus, though
an effect of some of the circumstances which have
operated to the formation of their minds, has reflected
a strong influence on their character. Their make is
slender and delicate. Their shapes are in general fine.
The female form, in particular, frequently attains in
India its most exquisite proportions; and "their
skins," says Mr. Orme, speaking of the Hindu women, "are of a polish and softness beyond that of all
x Tenannt's Indian Recreations, i. 12S. The following character
drawn by a missionary, a man who knew them well, uuites most of the
particulars which I have hitherto described of the character of this remarkable people. Les Indous sonc agiles, adroits, d'un earaetere doux,
d'un esprit penetrant ; ils aiment ies phrases et les locutions pittoresques ;
ils parlent avee elegance, font de longs diseours, se deeident, dans leurs
affaires: avec uue lenteu," extreme, exnminent attentivement, et eon_oiveot
avee faeilitd; ils sol,t modestes dens leers discourse, ineoustans dans
leurs paroles, faciles a prmnettre et ditticiles _ tenir leu:s promesses, importuns dans leers demandes, e: ingrats upr_s qu'ils les out obtenn ; humble
et soumis quand ils craignent, orguellleux et hautaius quar.d ils soot les
plus forts; paisibles et dtssimulds quand ils ne peuvent se verger, implacables et _indicatit_ des que l'occasion s'en presente. J'ai vu beaucoup de families se ruiner pat' des procds det.a_lt les tribunaux, seulement
par esprit de vengeance."
(Voyage aux lodes Orieatales, par le P.
Paulini, i. 29_.) "Their utmost feuds," says Fryer, "are determined
by the diet oftbe tongue; to scold lustily, and to pelt one another's
puekeries or turbats eft, being proverbially termed abanyan fight. Nevertheless they are implacable till a secret end sure revenge fall upon their"
adversary, either by maliciously plotting against their life, by claneulat•
;y
dealings ; or estate, by unta_vfal attd unjust extorttous.
(Fryer's Travel%
let. iii. oh. iii.)
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It. their rivals on the globe." The muscular strength,
oa_. _. however, of the Hindus, is small ; even less, according to the same accurate observer, than Lhe appearance of their bodies, though expressive of weakness,
would lead the spectator to infer. Their stature is in
general considerably below the European standard;
though such inferiority is more remarkable in the
south, and diminishes as you advance toward the
north2
The extreme simplicity and lightness of the
aliments used by the Hindu, and the smallness of his
consumption, must, undoubtedly, have been among
the causes of the lightness and feebleness observable
in his frame. His food consists almost wholly of
rice ; and his drink is nothing but water : while his
demands are satisfied with a pittance which appears
extreme to the people of almost every other part of
the world. The prohibition, by the Hindu religion,
of the flesh of animals for food, has been sufficiently
remarked. It is not such as to have produced by any
means a total abstinence, hut the quantity consumed
is, no doubt, small. The great luxury of the Hindu is
butter, prepared in a manner peculiar to himself, and
called by him, ghee?

i Orme, on the Effeminacy of the Inhabitants of [ndostan, p. 461 to
405. Stavorinus' Voyages, p. 407. There is however considerable
vaxiety_ as in the stature, so in the strength of the Hindus ; and the on%
as might be expected, follows the other. The following is a striking and
important fact : "In indostan, the common people of all sorts are a diminutive race r in comparison with those of higher casts and better fortunes ; and yield still more to them in all the advantages ofphysi_aomy.
There is not a haudsomer race in the univers% than the Banians of
Guzerat : the Haramceres whose business is to removeall killds of tilth ;
and the buryers and burners of dead bodies are as remarkably ugly."
Orme, ut supra, p. 463. There cannot be a more _oavineiag proof, that
a state of extreme oppression, even of stunted subsistence, has at all
time6 been the wretched lot of the labouring dass¢_ in Hindustan.
Orme, on the Government and People of Iadostao_ p. 470. I_orste,r's
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But though the body of the Hindu is feeble, it is Boox It.
agile, in an extraordinary degree. Not only in those c_AP.7..
surprising contortions and feats, which constitute the
art of the tumbler, do they excel almost all the nations
in the world ; but even in running and marching they
equal, if not surpass, people of the most robust constitutions. " Their messengers will go fifty miles a
day, for twenty or thirty days without intermission." Their infantry, if totally unincumbered with
burthens, which they could by no means support,
will march faster, and with less wearin_s, than
tguropean. _
The delicacy of their texture is accompanied with
great acuteness and sensibility in all the organs of
sense. This not only gives them great advantages
in some of the finest of the manual arts, as weaving,
for example; the pliant fingers and exquisite touch of
the Hindu being so peculiarly adapted to the handling of the finest threads: but it communicates a
remarkable susceptibility to the mental organs. The
Hindu is a sort of a sensitive plant. His imagination
and passions are easily inflamed ; and he has a sharpness and quickness of intellect which seems strongly
connected with the sensibility of his outward frame.
Another remarkable circumstance in the character
of the Hindus; in part, too, no doubt, the effect of
corporeal weakness, though an effect in some sort
Travels, i. 40. The demand of the American tribes for food was very
like that of the Hindus, in point of quantity.
Robersoo's Hist. of
America, ii. 63. The contrivances nf the American Indmns for food
were far more ingenious, and productive of more val_ety, than those
of the Hindus, Ibid. p. 118. It would appear from Sacontala, that
anciently much scruple was not used in eating flesh. Madhavya, complaining of the hardships he sustained in tim hunting party of the king,
says, " Are we hungry ? We must greedily devour lean venison, and
that commonly roasted to a stick."
, Orme, on the Effeminacy of the Inhab. of Indostan, abi supra.
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_OOKtI. opposite to that excitability which we have imm_di.
cu,_. 7. ately remarked, is the inertness of disposition, with
which all men have been so forcibly struck in observing the conduct of this peculiar race. The love of
repose reigns in India with more powerful sway, than
in any other region probably ot the globe. " It is
more happy to be seated than to walk; it is more
happy to sleep than to be awake; but the happiest
of all is death." Such is one of the favourite sayings,
most frequently in the mouths of this listless tribe,
and most descriptive of their habitual propensities.
Phlegmatic indolence pervades the nation. Few
pains, to the mind of a Hindu, are equal to that of
bodily exertion ; the pleasure must be intense which
he prefers to that of its total cessation._
This listless apathy and corporeal weakness of the
natives of Hindustan, have been ascribed to the climate under which they live. But other nations, sub.
jeet to the influence of as warm a sun, are neither
indolent nor weak ; the Malays for example, the Arabians, the Chinese? The savage is listless and indoi Teanant's Indian Recreations, i. 15, 5,5, 10_, 21.5. Forster's Travels, i. 193. " L'Indien est naturellement doux, mais d'une doucenr de
nonchalance et de paresse." Anq. Duperron_ Zendavesta, Disc. Prelim.
p. cxvii.
The Bilmans, robust and active, present a striking contrast with the
feeble indolence of the Hindus. Vide Syme's Embassy to Ava. " Itavlug witnessed," says _lr. Forster, " the r,bust activity of the people of
thts cntlntry (Northern Per_i,i) :rod A fghanist:m, I am induced to think,
th'tt the lonnan body m_y _ustam the most laborious services_ without
the aid of animal lbod. The Afghan, whoso sole ahment is breadp
curdled milk and _ater, i_dmbiting a climate which often produces in
_,ne day, e_treme heat and cold, shall undergo as much fatigue, nod exert
as much strength, as the poJ ter of London, _vho eopiousl), t_eds on fleshmeat, and ale; nor is he subject to the like acute and obstinate disorders.
It is a well known Fact, that the Arabs of the shore of the Red Sen, who
live, with little exception, on dates and lemons, carry burthens of such
an extraordinary weight, that its specific mention to nu guropean ear
would seem romance."
Forster's Travels_ ii. 142, 14:}.
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lent under eve.ryclime. In general, this disposition BOOKIL
must arise from the absence of the motives to work; c_,_. 7.
because the pain of moderatelabour is so very gentle,
that even feeble pleasures suffice to overcomeit; and
the pleasures which spring"from the fruits of labour
are so many and great, that the prospect of them,
where allowed to operate, can seldom fail to produce
the exertions which they require. There is a state
of barbarity and rudeness which implies, perhaps, a
weakness of mind too great to be capable of perceiving, with a clearness sufficient to operate upon the
will, the benefits of labour. This, however, is a state
beyond which the Hindus have long since passed;
and there is but one cause, to which, among the
Hindus, the absence of the motives for labour can be
ascribed; their subjection to a wretched government,
under which the fruits of labour were never secure.1

' There is a curious passage, quoted by Volney, (Travels in Syria, ch.
xl.) trom Hippocrates, in his Treatise de Acre, Locis, et Aqais. "As to
the effeminacy and indolence of the Asiatics, says the ancient, if they
are less warlike and more gentle in their manners than the Europeans, no
doubt the nature of their climate, more temperate than ours, contributes
greatly to this difference. But we must not forget their governments
which are all despouc, and subject every tiling to the arbitrary _sill of
their kings. Men who are not permitted the enjoyment of their natural
rights, but whose passions are perpetually under the guidance of their
masters, will never be found courageous in battle. To them the risks and
advantages of war are by no means equal. But let them combat in their
own cause, and reap the reward of their victory, or feel the shame
of their defeat, they will no langer he deficient in courage."
Volney
remarks that the sluggishness and apathy visible among the Hindus,
negroes. &c. is approached, if not equalled, by what is xvimessed in
Russia, Poland, Hungary, &e. lhld. " Tim lower classes of people m
Iodm, says Dr. Buchanaa_ are hke children; and except in the more
considerable place, where they n,eet _sith n,commou encouragement to
industry from Europeans, are generally in such a state of apathy, that
without the m'ders of Governmem, tbey will hardh' do any thing.'"
Buchanan's Journey through Mysore, &c. i. °.?0. " If we contemplate
a savage nation in any part of the globe, a supi,le indolence and a c_,re.less,less of futurity, _sill be fomld to consUtute their geaeral character."
Gibbon, i. _56.
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BOOKII.
The languid and slothful habits of the Hindu
caAr. 7. appear to have prescribed even his amusements and
diversions. They are almost all of the sedentary and
inactive kind. The game of paucheess, which bears a
resemblance to chess and draughts, and is played by
two natives, reclining on their sides, with a small
chequered carpet placed between them, is the favourite
amusement of this indolent race. Wonderful is the
patience and interest with which, we are told, they
watch and plan the evolutions of this languid game)
The mind in vacuity droops and pines; even where
the body is the most gratified by repose: and in the
rude state of society, when interesting objects seldom
occur, the passion for play is a general resource.
The Hindus, accordingly, appear to have been at
all times deeply infected with the vices of gaming.
In that celebrated poem, the Mahabarat, Judishter,
though celebrated as a model of kingly wisdom, and
his four brothers, all eminent men, are represented
as losing their fortunes, and their very kingdoms, at
dice. The laws, as usual, are ambiguous and con.
tradictory. All gaming is pronounced unlawful ; yet,
according to the Gentoo Code, parties may game
before an agent of the magistrate, to whom in that
case a half of the winnings belongs3
A fondness for those surprising feats of bodily
agility and dexterity wlfich form the arts of the
Tennant's Indian Recreations,

i. 367.

Gentoo Code, chap. i. sect. 1. " So relaxed are the principles even
of the richer natives, that actions have been brought by an opulent
Hindu for money advanced solely to support a common gaming-house,
in the profits of which he had a considerable share ; and the transaction
was avowed by him with as much confidenee_ as if it had been perfectly
justifiable by our laws and his own." Charge to the Grand Jury of Calcutta, Dec. % 1788. Gaming is remarked as a strong characteristic of
the Chitlese. See Barrow's Life of Lord Maeartney, ii. ¢15. Travels
in China, p. 157. It i_ a remarkable passion among the Malays.
See
Marsden's Sumatra.
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tumblerand the juggler, is a featurein the characterBoox
of the Hindu. It is a passiveenjoymentwhichcor- £H,_.7.
respondswith the passivenessof his temper; and it
seems in general to be adaptedto the taste of all
men in a similarstate of society. Our Saxon an.
cestorswere much addicted to this species of amusement ; and their tumblers and jugglers had arrived at
great proficiency.' The passion of the Chinese for
those diversions is known to be excessive, and the
powel_of their performers, almost incredible.°- This
was one of the favourite entertainments of the ancient
Mexicans; and their surprising dexterity and skill
seem hardly to have yielded to that of the Hindus
and Chinese. Clavigero eondudes a minute and
interesting account of the astonishing feats of the
Mexican performers, by remarking, that, " the first
Spaniards, who were witnesses of these and other
exhibitions ofthe Mexicans, wereso much astonished
at their agility, that they suspectedsomesupernatural
power assistedthem, forgetting to make a due allowance for the progress of the human genius when
assisted by applicationand labour."_
A taste for buffoonery is very generally a part of
the character of a rude people; as appearsby the buffoons,who, under the name of fools,were entertained
by our Gothic ancestors in the courts of princes and
the palaces of the great. Among the Hindus, this
source of amusementwas an object of so much importance, as to become the subject of legislative
enactment. " The magistrate," says the Gentoo
Code, " shall retain in his service a great number
Turner's Hist. oftho AngloSaxons, book viii. oh. vii.
* SeeBarrow,and other travellers. Bell's Travels, ii. 80.
s Clavigero_Hist. of Mexico, book vix. _ecc,46.

B_KTr. of buffoons or parasites, jesters, and dancers, and
cs,P. :_.athletics." 1
Story-telling, which entirely harmonizes with the
Hindu tone of mind, is said to be a favourite diversion._ The recitations of the bards, with which the
people of ]_urope were formerly so much delighted,
afforded an entertainment of the same description.
The stories of the Hindus consist of the wildest
fictions; and as almost all their written narratives
are in verse, their spoken stories, it is probable, like
the effusions of the bards, contained occasionally more
or less of the measure and elevation of verse.3 Music
and dancing form a part of their entertaimnents ; the
latter, however, they enjoy as spectators chiefly, not
performers.
Notwithstanding the indolence and inactivity of
the Hindus, hunting, which is in general so favourite
a sport of man in his uncivilized state, is capable of
calling forth their most strenuous exertions. The
different classes seem not only to forget their habitual
languor and timidity, but their still more inveterate
prejudices of caste, and join together in pursuing the
tenants of the woods and mountains with an ardour,
enterprise and patience, which no other people can
SUI'_aSS. 4

It is curious that avarice, which seems but little
consistent with sloth, or that insecurity with regard
t Gentoo Code, p. 118.
l"enaant's Indian Recreations, i. _6_'.
3 Story-telling is a common amusemetlt among the negroes of Africa.
"These storiesj" says Mr. Parke, bear some resemblance to those in the
Arabian Nights' Entertainments ; hut, ia general, are of a more ludicrous
cast." Park's Travels in Africa, p. 31.
Tennant's ]ndian Recreations, i. 867, and other travellers. Hunting,
_hich delights other meu chiefly in their ignorant and uncivilized statc_
seem_ to delight kings in all states.

of the Hud_ts,
to property which so bad a government as theirs ira- _OOKm
On_r. 7.
plies forms a more remarkable ingredient in the na-_
tional character of the Hindus, than in that of any
_ther people. It is a passion congenial to a weak and
timid mind, unwarmed by the social affections. They
are almost universally penurious; 1 and where placed
in situations in which their insatiable desire of gain
can meet with its gratification, it is not easy to surpass their keenness and assiduity in the arts of accumulation. _ " Slavery," says Mr. Orme, "has sharpened the natural fineness of all the spirits of Asia.
]?l_m the diificnlty of obtaining, and the greater difficulty of preserving, the Gentoos are indefatigable in
business, and masters of the most exquisite dissimulation in all affairs of interest. They are the acutest
buyers and sellers in the world, and preserve through
all their bargains a degree of calmness, which baffles
all the arts that can be opposed against it. ''3 The

1 Dr. Buchanan, who bears strong testimony to the prevalence of this
disposition among the Hindus, says, the _Natrs are a sort of an exception.
_e ascribes this pecuharity to the pecuhar tbrm given among them
to the association of the sexes.
Journey through Mysore, &c.
ii. 411.
The followiug acute observatmn of Helveuus goes far to account for
it. " Ce qne j'observe, c'e_t qu'd est des pays ou le desir d'nnmenses
richesses devient raisonnab[e. Ce sont ceux on les taxes sont arbitraires, et par consequent les possessions incertaines, on les renversemens
de fortune snnt frequens; ou, comme en Ormnt, ]e prince pent impun_meut _'emparer ties prophet's de ses sujets.--Dans
ce pays, si
I't,n desn'e ]es tresors de Ambouleasant_ c'est que toujours expo_t_ _ les
perdre, on espere au morns tJrer des debn_ d'une gramle Ibrtune de quoi
subsister soi et sa tamille. Partuut ou la Ins san_ tbrce ne peut prt_teger
te foible contre le pmssant 9on puet regarder l'opulencecomme un moyeu
de se soustraire aux injusnees, aux vexations du fort, au mepris enfin,
compagnon de la folblesse. On desire donc une grande fortune co|nine
ann protectrice et un bouclier contre les oppresseurs."
De ['Hommes
sect. viii. chap. v.
_"
J Orme, tm the Governatcut and People of [ndostan, p. 431.--" L'I_dien qui vat suus ce gon,emeu:ent en _u:t les ilnpres_ions.
Oblig6 de
ramper, il devlent fourbe.
* * * I1 se permet l'usureetla fraude darts
VOL.
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Rook H avaricious disposition of the Hindus is deeply stamped
CHAr.
7. in their maxims of prudence and morality. Thus, they
say : " From poverty a man cometh to shame. Alas[
the want of riches is the foundation of every misfortune.Nit is better to dwell in a forest haunted by
tigers and lions, than to live amongst relations after
the loss of wealth." 1
The mode of transacting bargains among the Hindus is sufficiently peculiar to deserve description. By
a refinement of the cunning and deceitful temper of a
rude people, the business is performed secretly, by
tangible signs. The buyer and seller seat themselves
opposite to one another, and covering their hands
with a cloth, perform all the most subtile artifices of
chaffering, withqut uttering a word, by means ofe,ertain touches and signals of the fingers, which they
mutually understand)
The simplicity of the houses, dress, and furniture
of the Hindus correspond with that of their diet.
" The Indian houses," says Sonnerat, " display
le commerce." Anquet. Duperron, Zendavesta, Disc- Prelim. p. cxvii._
"The chief pleasure of the Gentiles or Banyans il to cheat oae another,
conceiving therein the highest felicity."
Frayer's Travels, let. iii.
chap. iii.
Wilkins' Hetopladesa, p. 63. Thelast of these raaxims is not less
jexpressive of that .want of generosity, which is so strong a feature of the
Hindu characger. In the ethms, however, of the Hiudus, as well as their
jurisprudence
and theology, contradiction is endless.
In the same page
with the foregoing is the following maxim ; He who, in appasitioa to his
own happiness, delighteth in the accumulation of riches, carrieth burthens for others, and is the vehicle of trouble."
Ibid.
Tennant's Indian Recreations, ii. 9._2. Lord's Bagyan Religinlb
chap. xxii. The same or a similar mode of tr'-,n_acting bargains is followed in Persia. Chardin, Voyage en Perse, iii. 12_. " The merchaa_ts,
besides being fi'eqttently very dexterous in dm addition and subtraction
of large sores by memory, have a singular method of numeration, by putting their hands into each other's sleeve, and there, touching one another
with this or that finger, or with such a particular joint of it, _ill transact
affairs of the greatest value, without speaking to one another, or letting
the staadexs by into the secret."
fihaw's Traveh iu Barbary, p. 26Z.

of the Hirdu,_.
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_othlng of oriental magnificence."l
Those of the nOOK_.
poor, even in towns, are built of mud, sometimes of CHAr.r.
brick, and thatched.
" Brahmens and religious people plaster the pavement, and sometimes the walls,
with cow,dung; and although this act proceeds from
a spirit of religion, yet it is of use in keeping out insects." o The furniture, which is almost nothing in
the houses of the poor, is in the highest degree scanty
and simple even in those of the rich. Mats or carpets for the floor, on which they are accustomed both
to sit and to lie, with a few earthen and other vessels
for the preparation of their victuals and for their religious ceremonies, form the inventory in general of
their household goods?
From the frequency and care with which the Hindus perform religious ablutions, the Europeans, prone
from partial appearances to draw flattering conclusions, painted them, at first, as in the colours of so
many other virtues, so likewise in those of cleanliness.
Few nations are surpassed by the Hindus, in the total
want of physical purity, in their streets, houses, and
persons. Mr. Foster, whose long residence in India,
and knowledge of the country, render him an excellent witness, says of the narrow streets of Benares;
" In addition to the pernicious effect which must proceed from a confined atmosphere, there is, in the hot
Sonnerat, Voyages, liv. iii. chap. 1.
2 Sonnerat, Ibid.; Fryer'_ Travels, let.iv, chap. 6.
s p. Paulini, Voy. Indes Orient. hr. i. ch. 7. Fryer_ who represents
the houses of the/_Ioors, or Masselmen, at Surat_ as not dellcient even
in a sort of magnificence, says, humoarously, that " the Banyans"
(Hindu merchants, often extremely rich) " tbr the most part live in
humble cells or sheds, crowdin_ three or four families together into an
hovel_ with goats, cows_ and calves, all chamber fellows, that they arc
almost poisoned with vermin aad nastiness; so stupid, that, notwithstanding chintz, fleas_ and muskerxie_, torment them every minute, dare
nat presume to scratch when it itches, lest some relation shoula be antenanted from its miserable abode.'" Fryer's Travels, let. ill. chap. i.
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BOOKII. season,

an intolerable

CH,r. _" pieces of stagnated
ters of the town.

stench arising

from the many

water dispersed in different quarThe filth also which is indiscrimi-

nately thrown into the streets, and there left exposed,
(for the Hindus possess but a small portion of general
cleanliness) add to the compound of ill smells so offensive to the European inhabitants of this city." 1 Dr.
Buchanan
informs us, that " the earthen pots in
which the Hinchls boil their milk, are in general so
nasty, that after this operation no part of the produce
of the dairy is tolerable

to Europeans,

and whatever

they use their own servants must prepare." "_ " The
Hindoo," soys Mr. Scott Waring, " who bathes con.
stantly in the Ganges, and whose heart equals in purity the whiteness of his vest, will allow this same
white robe to drop nearly off with filth before he
thinks of changing

it.

Histories,

composed

in the

closet, of the manners of' extensive nations may pos.
sess every beauty ; for as facts do not restrain the
imagination,

nor impose rules on poetic

license,

fancy of the histolian enjoys an uninterrupted
in the regions of fiction." _

the

range

Forester'sTravels,i. 3_. Of'Lucknowtoo, he remarks,the streets
are narrow,uneven,andalmostchoakedup with everyspeciesof filth.
Ibid. p. 82. Speakingof Serinagur,hesays, "The streetsare choa%d
_ith the fihbof the inhabitants,_ho areproverbiallyunclean." lbid.
See to the same purpose,Rennel'sDescriptionof an lndlanTown,Memoir,p. 58.
Buchunan'sJourneythroughMysore,&e.iL 14. He remarks,too,
iii. :341, that the un_holesmmeuess
of the water in manyplacesis, " 1Lt
part, to beattributedto the commonnastinessof the Hindus,whowash
their clothes,bodies,and cattle, in the verytanksor wellsfi'om,_.hioh
theytake theirowndrink; and,_hereverthe wateris scanty,it becomes
fromth_scause extremelydisgustingto a European,"
Tour to Sheeraz,by Ed.Scott Warlng,p. 59,note.--"Their nastiness," saysDr. Buchanan," is disgusting;very fewof the inhabitants
ab_wethe Ghats beingfree fromthe itch; andtheir linen beingalmost
alwaysdyed, is seldomwashed." TravelsthroughMysore,&c.i. 135._
So%t_o, Capt.Hardwiek%Asiat. Pes. vl. 390. The authors of the
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To a superficial view, it appears surprising that BOOK II,
overstrained sentiments in regard to the ceremonial CaAP.
7.
of behaviour are a mark of the uncivilized state of the
human mind. The period when men have but just
emerged from barbarism, and have made the first
feeble steps in improvement, is the period at which
formalities in the intercourse of social IFe are the
most remarkably multiplied, at which the importance
attached to them is the greatest, and at which the
nice observance of them is the most rigidly exacted.
In modern Em'ope, as manners have refined, and
knowledge improved, we have thrown off the punctilious ceremonies which constituted the fine breeding
of our ancestors ; and adopted more and more of simplicity in the forms of intercourse. Among the inhabitants of Hindustan, the formalities of behaviour are
multiplied to excess ; and the most important bonds
of society are hardly objects of greater reverence?
Some of their rules breathe that spirit of benevolence,
and of respect for the weak, which begins to show
Universal History describe with pore and picturesque simplicity one
pretty reatarkable custom of tile Hindus.
" The women scruple ,o
more than the men to do their occasions in the public streets or highways : for which purpose at sun-riseand sun-set, they go out ia dro_'e_ to
stone dead wall, if in tile city; aed in case any pass by in the interim,
they turn their bare backsides on them, but In,le their laces. Wlle_
they have done their business, they wash their parts with the left band,
because ti,ey eat with tile right. The men, ",_hoexn.crnte :_part fit,m
tbe women, squat hke them when they make water. Ahhol_gh their
food is nothin_ but vegetables coucoeted with fuh" water, yet they leave
such a stink behind them, that It is t)ut ili taking the ai_, either in the
streets, or without the towns, near the rivers and d_tches." v_. '965. Yet
these authors, with tile same breath, assure us that the Hindus are a
cleanly people, because, and this is their sole reason, they wash beibre
and after meals, and leave no hair on their bodies. Ibid.
See to the
same purpose, Fryer's Travels, let. iv. chap. vi.
i See a curious description of the excess to which the minute frivolities of behaviour are carried both among the Moors and Hindus, by Mr.
Orme, on the Government and People of Indostan_ pp. 425 and 431.
Seep also I Laws of Menu, oh. ii. 120 to 199.
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1_OOK
Zl.itself partially at an early period of society, and still
ChAr. Z.
wants much of its proper strength at a late one. The
distinctions of giving way on the road are thus
marked in the Gentoo code ; a man with sight, to a
man blind; a man with heating to a man deaf; a
man to a woman; a man empty-handed to a man
with a burthen ; an inferior person to a superior ; a
man in health to a sick person ; and all persons to a
Brahmen. 1 Not a few of their rules bear curious
testimony to the unpolished state of society in which
they were prescribed. "If a man," says one of their
laws," having accepted another's invitation, doth not
eat at his house, then he shall be obliged to make
good all the expense that was incurred in consequence of the invitation." _ When a Hindu gives an
entertainment,
he seats himself in the place of
greatest distinction; and all the most delicate and
costly of the viands are placed before him. The company sit according to their quality, the inferior sort
at the greatest distance from the master, each eating
of those dishes only which are placed before him, and
they continually decreasing in fineness, as they approach the place of the lowest of the guests?
The attachment which the Hindus, in common with
allignorant nations, bear to astrology, is a part of
their manners exerting a strong influence upon the
train of their actions. " The Hindus of the present
age," says a partial observer, "do not undertake any
affair of consequence without consulting their astrologers, who are always Brahmens. ''4 The belief of
Oentno Code, ch. xxi. sect. 10.
-" Tennant's Indian Recreations. i. _54.

_Ibid.

¢ Wilkins' Hetopadesa, nnte, p. _69. The unceremonioU9 Fryer says,
the principal science of the Brahmen is raa_c and astrology. Travels,
let. iv. eh. vi. Of the astonishing degree tn which the Indians of all
descriptions are devoted to astrology. _ see a lively description by tkrnier,

tt_eHiM_.
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witchcraft and sorcerycontinues universally prevalent; BOOKIh
and is every day the cause of the greatest enormities. C_Ar.7.
It not unfrequently happens that Brahmens, tried for
murder before the English judges, assign as their motive to the crime, that the murdered individual had
enchanted them. No fewer than five unhappy persons in one district were tried and executed for
witchcraft, so late as the year 1792. The villagers
themselves assume the right of sitting in judgment on
this imaginary offence; and their sole instruments of
proof are the most wretched of all incantations.
Branches of the Saul tree, for example, one for each
of the suspected individuals, inscribed with her name,
are planted in water. If any of them withers within a
certain time, the devoted female, whose name it bears,
suffers death as a witch?
Suite des Memoires sur l'Empire de Grand Mogol, i. 12 -214. " Les
rois, et les seigneurs," says he, "qui n'entreprendroient la moindre chose
qui'ils n'eussent consuitez les astrologues_ leur donnent de grands appointments pour life ce qui est ecrit dans le cieL'" Ibid. " The savages,"
says Mallet, ([atrod. to the Hist. of Denmark, i. ch. i.) " whom the
Danes have found on the coast of Greenland_ live with great union and
trauquillity.
They are neither quarrelsome, nor mischievous_ nor warlike ; being greatly afraid of those that are. Theft, blows, and murder,
are almost unknown to them. They are chaste before marriage, and
love their children tenderly. Their simplicity hath not been able to preserve them from having priests_ who pass among them for enchanters ;
and are in truth very great and dexterous cheats."
See an account of this shocking part of the manners of the Hindus
in the Asiat. An. Regist. for 1801_ Miscellaneous Tracts_ p. 91.

NOTES.
ml

NOTE A. p. 286.
" ,5. This universe existed only in thefirst divine idea .Netun.
ezyanded, as if involved in darkness, imperceptible, undefinable,
undiscoverable by reason, and undiscovered b._¢revelation, as if it
were wholly immersed in sleep ;
" 6. Then the sole self-existing power, himself undiseerned,
but making this world discernible, with five elements and other
principles of nature, appeared _,ith undiminished glory, expanding his idea, or dispelling the gloom.
" 7. He, whom the mind alone can perceive, whose essence
eludes the external organs, who has no visible parts, who exists
from eternity, even he, the soul of all beings, whom no being
can comprehend, shone forth in person.
" 8. He, having willed to produce various beings from his own
divine substance, first with a tllought created the waters, and
placed in them a productive seed :
" 9. The seed became an egg bright as gold, blazing like the
luminary with a thousand beams : aucl in that egg he was born
himself, i_, the form of Bit._a._ta, the great forefather of all
spirits.
" 10. The waters are "_ailed na:'_, becanse they were tile production of XAn._, or t/,e Stjirlt qf (;:,d; an:). sit_ee they were his
lit'st ayana , oryfiace (g motzon, he thence is named Nan._.-_'aNa,
or mov_J:fi on lhe ",t,alt'rs.
" 1 1. From a'H:_'r _i,cii is, the first c.'mse, not the object of
sense, existing cveTffz_hc_c in substance, nt.t existing to oz_r]_erceptiou, without beginning or end, was produced the divine male,
famed in all worlds under the appellation of Bltam_a.
" 12. In that egg the great power sat inacti_,e a whole year
ofthe Creator, at the close of" which, by his thought alonep he
caused the egg to divide itself.
" l_q. And fl'om its two divisions he framed the heaven above
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and theearth3eneath
: inthemidstheplacedthe subtil
ether,
theeightregions,
andthepermanentreceptacle
ofwaters.
" Ida.
From thesupremesoulhe drew forthmind, existing
substantially
though unperceived
by sense,immaterial;and
before ndnd, or the reasoning power, t,e produced consciousness,
the internal monitor, the ruler :
" 15. And, before _hem both, he produced the great principle
of the soul, or first ezponsion of the divine idea ; and all vital forms
endued with the three qualities of goodness, passion, and darkness ; and the five perceptions of sense, and the five organs of
sensation.
" 16. Thus, having at once pervaded, with emanations from
the Supreme Spirit, the minutest portions of six principles immensely operative, consciousness and the five perceptions, he
framed all creatures ;
" 17. And since the minutest particles of visible nature have
a dependence on those six emanations from God, the wise have
accordingly given the name of sarira or depending on siz, that is,
the ten organs on consciousness, and the`five etcments on as many
perceptions, to his image or appearance in visible nature.
" 18. Thence proceed the great elements endued with peculiar powers, and mind with operations infinitely suhtil, the unperishable cause of all apparent forms.
" 19. This universe, therefore, is compacted from the minute
portions of those ,even divine and active principles, the great
soul, or first emanation, consciousness, and.five perceptions ; a
mutable universe from immutable ideas.
" 20. Among them each succeeding element acquires the
quality of tile preceding; and, in as many degrees as each
of them is advanced, _ith so many properties is it said to be
endued.
" _1. He too first assigned to all creatures distinct names, distinct acts, and distinct occupations ; as they had been revealed
in the pre-existing Veda.
d, _2. He, the supreme ruler, created an assemblage ofinferlor
deities, with divine attributes and pure souls ; and a number of
genii exquisitely delicate; and he prescribed the sacrifice ordained
from the beginning.
" _3. From fire, from air, and from the sun he milked out, as
it were, the three primordial Vedus, named Rich, Yojush, and
Saman, for the due performance of the sacrifice.
"e¢. He gave being to time and the divisions of time, to the
stars also, and to the planets, to rivers, oeeans_ and mountains,
to level plains, and uneven valleys.

_E A.
" _5. To devotion, speech, complacency, desire, and wrath,
and to the creation, whicb shall present]y be mentioned ; for he
willed the existence of all those created things.
" 26. :For the sake of distinguishing actions, he made a total
difference between right and wrong, and enured these sentient
creatures to pleasure and pain, cold al,d/,eat, and other opposite
pairs.
" '27. With very minute transformable portions, called natron,
of the five elements, all this perceptible world was composed in
fit order ;
', o_8. And in whatever occupation the supreme lord first employed any vital soul, to that occupation the same soul attaches
itself spontaneously, when it receives a new body again and
again:
"_9. Whatever quality, noxious or innocent, harsh or mild,
unjust or just, false or true, he conferred on any being at its
creation, the same quality enters it of course on its future
births ;
" 30. As the s/x seasons of the year attain respectively their
peculiar marks in due time, and of their own accord, even so the
several acts of each embodied spirit attend it naturally.
" Sl. That the human race might be multiplied, he caused
the Brahmen, the Cshatriyn, the Vaisya, and the Sudra (so
_amed from the scripture, protection, wealth, and labour) to proeeed from his mouth, his arm, his thigh, and his foot.
" _2. Having divided his own substance, the mighty Power
became half male, half female, or _atare ac_i_,eand passive ; and
from that tbmale heproduced ViRus :
" 83. Know me, O most excellent of BRAH._teNS_to be that
person, whom the male power Vt_ta_. having performed austere
devotion, produced by himself; me, the secondar!] framer of all
this visible _orld.
" S1. It was I, who, desirous of giving birth to a race of men,
performed very difficult religious duties, and first produced ten
lords of created being, eminent in holiness,
" .'35. Marichi, Atri, Angeras, Pulastya, Palaha, Cratu, Pra.
chetas, or Daesha, Vasishtha, Bhrigu, and Narada :
" .'36. They, abundant in glory, produced seven other Menus,
together with deities, and in the mansions of deities, and Maharshis, or great Sages, unlimited in power.
" 87. Benevolent genii, and fierce giants, blood-thirsty
savages, heavenly quiristers, nymphs and demons, huge serpents,
and snakes of smaller size, birds of mighty wing, and separate
companies of Pitrih or progenitors of mankind;
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"$8. Lightnings and thunder-bol_, clouds and coloured
bows of Indra, falling meteors, earfll-ren_ng vapours, cometsD
and luminariesof various degrees ;
" $9. Horse-faced sylvans, apes, fish, and a variety of birds,
tame cattle, deer,men, and ravenous beasts with two rows of
teeth ;
"40. Smalland large reptiles, moths, lice, fleas, and common
flies, with every biting gnat, and immovable substances of distinct sorts." (Iastit. of Menu, eh. 1.)
Suehjs the account of the creation which is contained in one
of the principal standards of Hindu faith; suclris one of the
chief documents fromwhich we can draw preciseideas respecting the religions principles of the Hindus. The darkness, the
vagueness, and the confusion, which reign in it, need not be remarked : for bythese the Hindu mythology is throughout distinguished. The first of the propositions, as it now stands, can
be adequately designated only by the f_miliarappellative, nonsense ; the ideas are heterogeneous, and incompatible. ,1This
universe" it is said. " existed only in the first divine idea."
V_rhenany thing is said to exist in idea, the meaning is,
that it is conceived by the mind, or, in common language,
that it is an idea in the mind. This universe then, according to
the above passage, was conceived by the divine mind before ie
was actually produced, or, in other words, it was an idea in the
divine mind. This idea existed in the divine mind, 1,yet unexpanded." Bat what are we to understand by an idea in the
divine mind " unexpanded ?" In regard to human thought an
idea may be said to be unexpanded,when something is conceived
very generally and obscurely; and it may be said to be expanded when the thing is conceived minutely, distinctly, and
in all its parts. Are _e then to understand by the idea of the
universebeing unexpanded in the divine mind, that the universe
was conceived by.it,only generally, obscurely, indistinctly, and
that it was not ti!] creation wasactually performed,that tire divine
idea was clear, full, and precise ? How infinitelyremoved is this
from the sublime conception which we entertain of the Divine
Being ; to whose thoughts all his works past, present, and to
come, and every thing in the universe fiom eternity to eternity,
are present always, essentially, perfectly, in all their parts,
properties, and relations! This divine idea is still farther
described:it existed " as if involved in darkness." When
an idea is involved in darkness, it is an idea not perfectly
understood; an apprehension only compatible with the most,
imperfect notions of the divine nature. It existed "imperr
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ceptible."
If this means by the senses, all ideas are imperceptible; if it means by the mind, it is impossible, for the very essence of an idea consists in its being perceived by the mind.
It existed " undefinable, undiscoverable by reason, undiscovered by revelation, as if it were wholly immersed in sleep."
What sort of an idea could that be in the divine mind which the
divine mind could not define, that mind by which it was formed?
If the meaning be, that it could not be defined by any other
mind ; neither can tile idea, not yet expressed, which exists in
the mind oF the most foolish of men. " Not discoverable by
reason :" does this mean that the divine reason did not discover
the divine idea ; or does it mean that human reason could not
discover it ? An ideain the mind of another being is not discoverable to man by reason, but by enunciation.
The last expression is the must e_traordinary ; " as if immersed in sleep:"
" an idea immersed in sleep !" An idea too in the divine mind
immersed in sleep ! What notion can be formed of this ?
Bat it must be explained that this incoherence and absurdity
is not the work of Menu, or of the author, whoever he was, of
the treatise which goes by his name. It is a common plan in
India, for a commentator who is explaining abook, to insert between the words of tile 1ext such expressions as to ]him appear
necessary to render tile sense of the author dear and distinct.
This has been done by a commentator of the name of Culluca,
in regard to the ordinances of Menu ; and his gloss or commentary, interworded with tile text, Sir William Jones has translated along with his author. As he has, very judiciously, however, printed the interwoven expressions of the commentator in
italics, it is easy for the reader to separate them, and to behold
the sense of tile original unadulterated.
According to this expedient, the words of Menu appear thus: " This existed only
in darkness, imperceptible, undefinable, undiscoverable, undiscovered, as ifit were wholly immersed in sleep." It seems remarkably the genius of the ancient Sanscrit writings to be
elliptical, and the adjective pronouns especially are very frequently used without a sub_t:mtive. "This," in the passage
which we are now examining, is i:athat situation.
The mind of
the reader is left to supply the worcl which the sense of the
context demands.
This--every thing; thls--_hole ; thisI
universe; such is the manner in which the mind easily here
suggests the requisite idea; and when this is dene, the incoherence and absurdity wblch the s_lp?.lement of Culluca engendered, is entirely tllspelled. The passage presents clearly
and unambiguously, a description, a very vague ._ndunmeaning
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description, it must be owned, of that chaos of which the Greeks
and Romans drew so striking and awful a picture, and of which
the belief appears to have been so widely and generally diffused.
The notion which Culluca endeavoured to engraft, is remarkable.
It is no other than the celebrated Platonic principle of the preexistence of all things in the divine mind, which Culhlca, it is
evident, neither understood nor could apply, and with which he
made such havoc on the genuine sense of his author.
It is probable that he borrowed the idea from some foreign source, that
it pleased him as preferable to the more rude conception of a
.chaos, and that he resolved, according to the invariable rule of
the Brahmens, to give his own order the credit of it, by incorporating it with the doctrines of the sacred authors.
There is a remarkable coincidence, and there is a remarkable
discrepancy, between this passage in the Institutes of Menu,
and the following at the beginning of the book of Genesis : " In
the beginning God created theheaven and the earth.
And the
earth was without form and void, and darkness was upon the
thee of the deep."
The coincidence appears in the chaotic description here applied to the earth : the discrepancy consists ia
the, that the Jewish legislator informs us of the previous erea,
tion of the shapeless mass, the Hindu legislator describes it as
antecedent to all creation.
This chaos, this universe, then, in its dark, imperceptible, undefinable state, existed according to Menu, antecedent
to
creation.
This too was the idea of the Greeks and Romans,
who thence believed in the eternity of matter.
It is doubtful,
from the extreme vagueness of the Hindu language, whether
they had carried their thoughts so far as to conceive the question respecting the origin of matter; but as its eternity is implied
in several of their doctrines, so it appears to be recognized
in some of their expressions.
It appears, indeedj that they
were unable to make any clear distinction between matter and
spirit, but rather considered the latter to be some extraordinary
refinement of the former.
Thus even the Divine Being, though
they called him soul, and spirit, they certainly regarded as material.
In the passage already quoted, it is said, " that he
willed to produce various beings fi'om his own divilze substance."
Now what can be meant by substance, it"not material substance ?
Besides, from material substance alone cau material beings be
produced.
But the first thing which we are told was produced.
from the divine substance, was water.
It is worth remarking, at
the same time, that in other places water appears to be spoken of
as uncreated, and as the material out of which all other things
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were produced. A passage descrlbiog the creation, translated
from the Yajur Veda by Mr. Colebrooke, commences thus:
" Waters alone there were ; this world originally was water. In
it the lord of creation moved, having become air." [Asiat. Res.
viii. ¢52.]
NOTE B. p. 289.
Another and a very remarkable account of the creation of living creatures is found in the Vedas, and translated by Mr. Colebrooke. " This variety of forms was, before the production of
body_ soul, bearing a human shape. Next, looking round, that
primeval Being saw nothing but himself; and he first said, ! a,n 3.
Therefore his name was I : and thence even now, when calletl_
a man first answers, it is I, and then declares any other name
which appertains to him.--Since
he, being anterior to all this
which seeks supremacy, did consume by fire all sinful obstacles
to his own supremacy, therefore does the man, who knows this
truth, overcome him, who seeks to be before him.--He felt
dread; and, therefore, man fears, when alone. But he reflected ' Since nothing exists besides myself, whyshould I fear?'
Thus his terror departed from him; for what should he dread,
since fear must be of another ?--He felt not delight ; and, therefore, man delights not when alone. He wished the existence of
another ; and instantly he b_,.ame such as is man and woman in
mutual embrace. Hi caused this his own self to fall in twain ;
and thus became a husband and a wife. Therefore was thisbody,
so separated, as it were an imperfect moiety of himself: for so
¥ajnyawalcya has pronounced it. This blank, therefore, is completed by woman. He approached her ; and thence were human
b¢ing_ produeed.--She reflected, doubtingly ; How can ho, having produced me from hio_self, incestuously approach me? I
will now assume a disguise. She became a cow; and the other
became a bull and approached her; and the issue were kine.
She was changed into a mare, and he into a stallion ; one was
turned into a female ass, and the other into a male one: thus did
,he again approach her, and the one-hoofed kind was the offspring.
She became a female goat, at_d he a male one ; she was an ewe,
and he a ram : thus he approached her, and goats and sheep
were the progeny. In thi_ manner, did he create every existing
pair whatsoever, even to the ants and minutest insect."
See a
curious Discourse of Mr. Colebrooke on the Vedas, or Sacred
Writings of the Hindus, Asiat. Research. viii. 4-:_0,4-_1.
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As he risesfrom sleep,
a Brahmeu mustrub histeethwitha
properwithe,ora twigof theracimeferous
figtree,repeating
prayers. Shouldthissacreddutybe omitted,so greata sinis
incurred, that tile benefit is lost o[' all re]igiou_ rites performed
by him. The next circumstance of importance is, the deposit of
the withe after it has done its office. It must he carefully thrown
away in a place free from impurities ; that is, where none of
those religious stains, which are so multiplied among the Hindus,
and must infect so many places, have been imprinted. When the
business of the teeth and of the twig is accomplished, ablution
next engages the attention of the Brahmen.
The duty of the
bath, particularly in the mouths of Magha, Pho]gima, and Cartiea, is no less efficacious than a rigid penance for the expiation
of sin. Standing in a river, or in other water, the worshipper,
sipping water, which is a requisite preliminary to all rites, and
sprinkling it before him, recites inaudibly the gayatri, or holiest
text of the Veda, with the names ofthe seven worlds. He next
throws water eight times on his head, or towards the sky, and at
last upon the ground, to destroy the demons who wage war with
the gods, reciting prayers, of which the first may be received as
a specimen : " 0 waters, since ye afford us delight, grant us present happiness, and the rapturous sight of the supreme God."
When these ceremonies and prayers are performed, he plunges
three times into the water, and each time repeats the expiatory
text which recites the creation, and having then washed his
mantle, the morning ablution is finished. If he is an housebolder, it is his duty to bathe again at noon, and if he belongs
to an order of devotion, both at noon and in the evening, with
ceremonies, differing somewhat in the words and forms, but the
_ame in spirit and substance.*
An important part of the worship of the Itrahmen then succeeds.
Coming nut of the water, and putting on his mantle, he
sits down to worship the rising sun. This greatduty is performed
by first tying the lock of halr on the crown of Iris head, whiie he
holds much cusa grass in his left hand, and three blades of it in
his right, or wears a ring of it on the third finger of that lraud, re(2.1ebmokc
v. 34b, 346.
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c_t;ng at the same time the gayatri. He then sips water three
times, repeats the mysterious names of the seven worlds, recitea
again the gayatri, rubs his hands as if washing them, touches with
his wet hand his feet, head, breast, eyes, cars, nose and navel,
and again three times sips water. If, however, he should sneeze,
or spit, he must obey the text which says, "after sneezing, spit*
ring, blowing his nose, sleeping, putting on apparel or dropping
"tears, a man should not immediately sip water, but first touch his
right ear." The sipping, however, being at last performed, he
passes his hand filled with water, briskly round his neck, while
he prays: "May tile waters preserve me !" He then shuts his
eyes and meditates in silence. Till we got better information,
very wonderful ideas were formed of the sublimity of the Brahmen's meditations. On this, one of the most sacred and solemn
of all occasions, while he meditates in silence, with his eyes shut,
and every mark of intense thnughr, we are informed, that he is
only "figuring to himself, that Brahma, with five faces and a red
complexion, resides in his navel ; Vishnu, with four arms and a
black complexion, in his heart ; and Siva, with five faces and a
white co lexion, in his forehead." Nor is this the whole of his
meditation. He ponders next on the holiest of texts ; and this
sublime duty is perforaled in the following manner. Closing the
]eft nostril with the two longest fingers of the right hand, he
draws his breath through the right nostril, and then closing it
with his thumb, and suspending his breath, he repeats to himself
the gayatri, the mysterious names of file worlds, and the sacred
text of Brahme; after which, raising his fingers from the left
nostril, he emits Ibe breath which he had suppressed, and thus ends
one part of his meditation. The same process is repeated three
times and the whole is then concluded. 'l'his meditation, says
Yajnyawaleya, "implies, Ore, (sum,) earth, sky, heaven, middle
region, place of birfl_s, mansion of the blessed, abode of truth.
We meditate on the adorable light of the resplendent generator
which governs our intellects, which is water, lustre, savour, immortal faculty of thought, Brahme, earth, sky, and heaven."
He then stands on one ioot, resting the other against his ancle or
heel, and looking towards the east, while his hands are held open
before him in a hollow form, and in that posture he recites
_prayers to the sun, of which the following is one of the most remarkable: " Thou art self-existent, thou art the most excellent
ray ; thou givest efl'algence, grant it unto me." When all these
ceremonies are performed, the obl_tinn or offeril_g is the next
Colcbrookeou the RcllgiousCeremoniesof the Itlndus, Asiat. Re_.v.
348.
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partof theservice. It consistsof tila, flowers,b_ley, water,
andredsanderswood; it is put into a vesselof copper in the
shape of a boat, and placed on the head of the votary, who presents it with fresh prayers, and holy texts. In tim last place
comes the invocation of the gayatri. It is first addressed ia these
words -- "Thou art light; thou art seed; thou art immortal life ;
thou art effulgent; beloved by the gods, defamedby none, thou
art the holiest sacrifice." It is then recited measure by measure ;
next the two first measures are recited as one hemistich; aaxd
the third measure as the ether ; lastly, the three measures are
repeated without interruption. It is addressed again in the following words ; " Divine text, who dost grant our best wishes,
whose name is trisyllable, whose import is the power of the Supreme Being ; come, thou mother of the Vedas, who didst spring
from Brahme, he constant here." It is then, along with the triliteral monosyllable, and the names of the three lower worlds,
pronounced inaudibly a hundred, or a thousand times, or as often
as practicable, while the repetitions are counted upon a rosary
of wild grains, or of gems set in gold. Additional prayers are recited, and the morning worship of the sun is thus terminated.,
The religious duties which fill up the remaining portion of the
day are chiefly comprised in what are denominated the five sacraments. In a passage of the Institutes of Menu these are thus
described ; "Teaching and studying the scripture is the sacrament of the Veda: Offering cakes and water, the sacrament of
the manes; An oblation to fire, tile sacrament of the deities ;
Giving rice or other food to living creatures, the sacrament of
spirits ; Receiving guests with honour, the sacrament of men."
I shall endeavour by a very short illustration to convey an idea
of each.
Preparatory to the study of the Veda must ablution be performed. Of this some ceremonies not yet described may be here
introduced. "Let a Brahman at all times perform the ablution,"
says the law of Menu, " with the pure part of his hand, denominated from the Veda, or with the part sacred to the Lord of
creatures, or with that dedicated to the gods ; but never with the
part named from the Pitris : The pure part under tlle root of the
thumb is called Brahma ; that at the root of the little finger,
Caya; that at the tips of the fingers, Daiva; and the pm't between the thumb and index, Pitrya. Let him first sip water
thrice ; then twice wipe his mouth, and lastly touch with water
t Colebrookeon theReligiot_Ceremonies
of the Itind_, Afiat.l_es. _. 347
to _58.
InstitutesofMenu, cl_.iii. 70.
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the six hollow parts ofhls head, [oc his eyes, _rs_ and nostrils,]
his breast and his head. He who knows the law, and seeks
purity, will ever perform the ablution with the pure part of his
hand, and with water neither hot nor frothy, standing in a lonely
place, and turning to the east or the north. A Brahmen is purified by water that reaches his bosom; a Cshatriya, by water descending to his throat; a Vaisya, by water barely taken into his
mouth; a Sudra, by water touched with the extremity of his
lips." _ Having concluded this part of the ceremony, and walked
in a circle beginning from the south, he proceeds to the pronunciation of the syllable Aura. "A Brahmen, beginning and ending a lecture on the Veda, must always pronounce to himself the
syllable Aura; for unless the syllable Aura precedes, his learning
will slip away from him ; and unless it follow, nothing will be
long retained. If he have siren on eulms of eusa grass, with their
points toward the east, and be purified by rubbing that holy grass
on both his hands, and be further prepared by three suppressions
of breath, each equal in time to five short vowels, he may then
fitly pronounce Aura. Brahma milked out, as it were, from the
three vedas, the letter A, the letter U, and the letter M, which
form by their coalition the triliteral monosyllable, together with
three mysterious words, earth, sky, heaven." _ Turning his face
towards the east, with his right hand toward the south, and his
leR hand towards the north, he then sits down, having the cuss
grassbefore
him,holding
two bladesofiton thetips
of hisleft
fingers,
andplacing
on them hisright
handwiththepalmturned
upwards,and in thissacredposition
he meditates
thegayatri.
He thenrecites
thedue prayers
and texts,
andisthusprepared
tobeginthedaily
perusal
oftheVeda.3
The sacrament
ofthemanes,whichoccupies
thesecondplace
intheabovetextof Menu, isdescribed
atgreatlengthinthat
sacredvolume. " LettheBrahmensmearwithcow-dunga purified
andsequestered
pieceofground; and lethim withgreat
careselecta placewitha declivity
towardthesouth. Having
dulymade an ablution
withwater,lethim placewithreverence
tbeinvited
Brahmens,who havealsoperformed
their
ablutions,
oneby one,on allotted
seats
purified
withcussgrass,
honouring
them withfragrant
garlands
andsweetodours,andbringing
for
them water,withcussgrassand tila;
thenlethim pourtheoblation
ofclarified
butteron theholyfire,
and aRerwards
proceed
tosatisfy
themanes of hisancestors.
Havingwalkedin order
i Institutesof Menu, ch. ii. 58 to 62,
_ Ibld. ii. 74, 75j76.
3 Colebmok¢
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from easttosouth,
andthrowninto
thefire
all
theingredients
of
hisoblation,
lethim sprinklc
wateron thegroundwithhisfight
hand. From theremainder
oftheclarified
butter
havingformed
three balls of rice, let him offer them, with fixed attention, in the
same manner as the water, his face being turned to the south :
Then having offered those balls, after due ceremonies, and witl_
an attenti_,e mind, to the manes of his father, his paternal grandfather, and great grandfather, let him wipe the same hand with
the roots of cusa, which he had before used, for the sake of his
paternal ancestors in the fourth, fifth, and sixth degrees, who are
the partakers of the rice and clarified butter thus wiped off.
Having made an ablution, returning toward the north, and thrice
suppressing his breath slowly, let him salute the gods of the six
seasons, and the Pitris. Whatever water remains in his ewer, let
him carry back deliberately near the cakes of rice ; and with
fixed attention let him smell those cakes, in order as they were
offered, and give part of them to the Brahmens. Having poured
water, with cusa grass and tila, into the hands of the Brahmens,
let him give them the upper part of the cakes, saying Swadha to
the manes. Next, having himself brought with both hands a
vessel full of rice, let him, still meditating on the Pitris, place it
before the Brahmens without precipitation. Broths, potherbs,
and otber eatables accompanying the rice, together with milk
and curds, clarified butter and honey, ht him first place on the
ground after he has made an ablution : let him add spiced puddings, and milky messes of various sorts, roots of herbs and ripe
fruits, savoury meats and sweet-smelling drinks: then being
duly purified, and with perfect presence of mind, let him take up
all the dishes one by one, and present them in order to the Brahmens, proclaiming their qualities. Himself being delighted, let
him give delight to tile Brahmens. and invite them to eat of the
provisions by little and little; attracting them often with the
dressed rice and odler eatables. Let all the dressed food be very
hot. Let not a ehanda]a, a town boar, a cock, a dog, a woman
in her courses, or an eunuch, see the Brahmens eating.", These,
with a variety of prayers, and several other observances, arc tim
obsequies to the manes of ancestors.
The oblations to fire, which are a most important part of the
duties of the Hindu, are dignified with the title of the sacrament
of the gods. I shall herd premise the ceremonies attending the
consecration of the fire, and the sacramental implements, though
to all religious rites these may be regarded as introductory.
In
a ]nslitutesof Menu, eh. iii. 90fito _64.--Colebrookeon the Religious
Ceremonies
of the Hindus,Asiat.14.es.v. 364.
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order to prepare the ground for the reception oF the holy-fire,
the priest chooses a level spot four cubits square, free from all ceremonial impui'ities, covered with a shed, and this he smears with
cow-dung. Next, having bathed and sipped water, he sits down
with his thee towards the east, and placing a vessel of water with
cusa grass on his left, dropping his right knee, and resting on the
span of his left hand, he draws, after an established rule, five
consecrated lines, and gathering up the dust from the edges of
them, throws it away toward the north-cast, saying, " What was
herein bad is thrown away." Having, also, sprinkled the lines
with water, and the ground being now prepared, he takes a
lighted ember out of the vessels wherein he preserves the fire,
and throwing it away, cries, " I dismiss far away carnivorous
fire: May it go to the realm of Yama, bearing sin hence."
Then, placing tile fire before him, he exclaims, " Earth ! sky!
heaven!" and adds, " This other harmless fire only remains
here ; well knowing its o_ce, may it convey my oblation to the
gods."
He now bestows upon it a name, conformable to the
purpose for which he prefers it, and concludes this part of the ceremony by silently burning a log of wood one span long, smeared
with clarified butter. The placing of the superintending priest
is the next part of the duty. On very solemn occasions this is
a real Brahmen ; but in general a substitute is made for him of a
bundle of casa grass. He by whom the sacrifice is performed
takes up the vessel of water, and keeping his right side towards
the fire, walks round it : then he pours water near it, in an
eastern direction, and spreads on it cusa grass : then he crosses,
without sitting down, his right knee over his left; then takes up
a single blade of grass between the thumb and ring-finger of his
left hand; next throws it away towards the south-west, saying,
" What was herein bad is cast away:" then he touches the water,
resting the sole of his right foot on his left ankle, sprinkles the
grass with water, af:er which he places on it his Brahmen made
of cusa, saying to it, " Sit oo this seat until thy fee be poid
thee ;" he then returns round the fire the same way by"which he
went, and sitting down again with his face towards the east
names the earth inaudibly. If no profane word should hitherto
have been spoken, for which atonement is requisite, he must
next spread leaves of cusa grass on three sides of the fire ; he
begins with the eastern side, mid lays three rows of leaves
in such a manner that the tip of tile one shall cover the
root of the other; after this he blesses the ten regions of
space, and rising a little puts some wood on the fire with u
]adleful of clarified butter, while he meditates in silenc_ on
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Brahma, the lord of creatures : next he takes up two leaves of
the grass, and with another cutting off the length of a span, and
saying," Pure leaves be sacred toVishnu," he throws them into
a vessel of copper, or other metal ; he then takes up other two
leaves, and holding the tips of them between the thumb and ring
finger of his right hand, the roots between the thumb and ring
finger of his left, he takes up, having the one haud crossed over
the other, clarified butter in the curvitnre of the leaves, and
throws some of it three several times into the fire. He then
sprinkles the leaves with water, and throws them away ; next,
having sprinkled the vessel containing the clarified butter, he puts
it on the fire and takes it off again three several times, when, having recited the proper prayers with cusa grass in both his hands,
the ceremony of hallowing the butter is finished. That of hal.
towing the wooden ladle is performed by describing three times
with the tip of his fore finger and thumb the figure 7 on the inside of it, and the figure 9 on the outside, by sprinkling water,
having first dropped on one knee, from the palms of his hands, on
the whole southern side of the fire, from west to east ; on file
western side from south to north, on the northern side, and
then all around the fire, reciting prayers and sacred texts. Having next recited an expiatory prayer with eusa glass in both his
hands, and having thrown the grass away, he has then finished
the consecration of the sacrificial implements. It is only after all
this is accomplished that he is prepared to begin the oblation to
fire, of which the following is one of that variety of forms which
it receives according to the rite intended to succeed. First, the
priest burns silently a log of wood, smeared with clarified butter:
next, he makes fl*ree oblations, by pouring each time a ladleful
of clarified butter on the fire, and pronouncing severally the following prayers ; " Earth ! be this oblation etficacious."--" Sky l
be this oblation etl_caeious."--" Heaven! be this oblation efficacious." On some occasions the oblation is made a fourth time,
and he says, " Earth! sky! Heaven! be this oblation efficacious.'
An offering of rice, milk, curds, and butter, is next performed,
and tim oblations accompanied with the names of the three
worlds are repeated. _ " In his domestic fire, for dressing die
food of all the gods," says the law of Menu," let a Brahmen
make an oblation each day to these following divinities; first to
Agni, god of fire, and to the lunar god, severally ; then, to both
of them at once; next_ to the assembled gods ; and afterwards to
I Colehrookeoa thet_,eligloue
Ceremoniesof th_ lfiaduslAslat.l_,es,vii.
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Dhanwantarl god of medicine; to Cuhu, goddess of the day,
when the new moon is discernible ; to Anumati, goddess of the
day after the opposition ; to Prajapati, or the lord of creatures;
to Dyava and Prithivi, goddesses of sky and earth ; and lastly,
tothefire
ofthegood.sacrifice.
Having thus,withfixedattention,
offered
clarified
butterinallquarters,
proceeding
fromthe
eastina southerndirection,
toIndra,Yama, Varuna,and thP.
god Soma, lethim offer
hisgift
to animatedcreatures."
_
The fourthsacrament,
or thatof spirits,
intheInstitutes
of
Menu, isthusdescribed
: " Let him,saying,
I salute
themarats
orwinds,throwdressed
ricenearthedoor: saying,
I salute
the
watergods,lethim throwitinwater;andlethim throwiton his
pestleandmortar,saying,
I salute
thegodsoflargetrees.Let
him do thelike
inthenorth-east,
ornearhispillow,
to Sri,the
goddessofabundance;inthesouth-west,
oratthefootofhisbed,
to thepropitious
goddessBhadracall
; inthecentreof hismansion,
toBrahma,andhishousahold
god;toallthegodsassembled,
lethim throw up hisoblation
inopenair;by day,tothespirits
who walkinlight
; and by night,
tothosewho walkindarkness
;
inthebuilding
on hishousetop,
orbehindhisback,lethim cast
hisoblation
fortheIvelfare
ofallcreatures
;and whatremainslet
him givetothePitris
withhisfacetowardthesouth."_
Of those diurnalsacraments,
which constitute
so greata
part of theduty of tile
Hindus,receiving
guestswithhonour,
which isdenominatedthesacramentofmen, isthe fifth.This
is commonly, by Englishwriters,
interpreted
" hospitality."
But we shallform a very erroneous
notionof thissacramental
service,
ifwe confounditwith the merelyhuman and profaneduty of receiving
strangers
beneficently
from motivesof
humanity. This is a duty purelyreligious,
confinedto the
twice-born
and consecrated
classes;
and principally
contrived
forthe benefit
of theBrahmens;thatforthem_inallplaces,
and on alloccasions,
everydoormay be open,and everytable
spread."A Brahmen,comingasa guest,and notreceived
with
justhonour,takestohimself
alltherewardofthekousekeeper's
formervirtue,
even though he had beensotemperate
astolive
on thegleanings
of harvests,
and so piousastomake oblations
in five distinct fires."_ A guest, in the Hindu sense, is not
every man who may claim, or may stand in need of your hospitalities: A guest, according to the commentator, whom Mr.
Colebrooke follo_'s as his guide, is " a spiritual preceptor, a
priest, an as cetick, a prince, a bridegroom, a friend." 4 " In
InstitutesofMenu, ch. _. 84 to 87.
Ibid.ch.iii.100.

_ Ibid.ch.ill. 88 to 91.
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the hoa_e of a Brahmen," says the law of Menu, " a military
mao is not denominated a guest ; nor a man of the commercial
or servile cast ;" _ so that a Brahmen, to whom are devoted the
hospitalities of all the classes, is bound to return them to Brahmens alone. Among the religious ceremonies with which this
sacrament is celebrated, a cow is tied ou the northern side of the
apartment, and a stool and other furniture placed for the guest,
when the householder, rising up to bid him welcome, recites the
prayer; " May she, who supplies obligations for religious worship, who constantly follows her calf, and who was the milch
cow when Yama was the votary, abound with milk, and fulfil our
wishes year after year."
The guest then sits down on the stool
or cushion prepared for him, reciting the text of the Yajurveda,
which says; " I step on this for the sake of food and other
benefits, on this variously splendid footstool."
His host next
presents to him a cushion made of twenty leaves of easa
grass, holding it up with both hands, and exclaiming, "ahe
cushion! the cushion! the cushion!" which the guest accepts
and places it on the ground under his feet, reciting prayers.
This done, a vessel of water is presented to him, the host thrice
exclaiming, " Water for ablutions !" Of this the guest declares
his acceptance, and looking into the vessel cries, " Generous
water ! I view thee; return in the form of fertilizing rain from
him from whom thou dost proceed." He then takes some of it
in the palms of both hands joined together, and throws it on
his left foot, saying, " I wash my left foot, and fix prosperity
in this realm;" in the same manner on the right foot, with a
similar declaration; and lastly, on both feet, saying, " I wash
first one and then the other; and lastly, both feet, that the
realm may thrive, and intrepidity be gained." With similar
formalities is next presented and received, an arghya ; that is, a
vessel shaped like a boat, or a conch, fillcd with water, rice, and
durva grass; when the guest pouring the water on his head,
says, " Thou art the splendour of food; through thee may I
become glorious." The host, again presenting water, three times
exclaims, " Take water to be nipped ! " the guest, accepting it,
says, " Thou art glorious, grant me glory !" These ceremonies
being finished, the host fills a vessel with honey, curds, and
clarified butter, and, covering it with another vessel, presents it
to his guest, exclaiming three times, " Take the Madhuparca !"
He, receiving, places it on the ground, and looking into it, says,
" Thou art glorious, may I become so :" he tastes it three times,
saying, " Thou art the sustenance of the glorious ; thou art the
Institutesof Mesa,oh. iii. 110.
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no_ishment of the splendid ; thou art the food of the fortunate ;
grant me prosperity :" and then silently eats until he be satisfied.
When this is done, he sips water; and touching his mouth and
other parts of his body with his hand, he says, " May there be
speech in my mouth; breath in my nostrils; sight in my eyeballs; hearing in my ears; strength in my arms; firmness in my
thighs: may my limbs and members remain unhurt together
with my soul." Presents are then presented to him, suitable to
the rank of the parties ; and a barber who attends for the purpose, now exclaims, ', The cow, the cow."
The guest then
pronounces the following text: " Release the cow from the
fetters of Varuna. May she subdue my foe. May she destroy
the enemies both of my host and me. Dismiss the cow that she
may eat grass and drink water." At this intercession she is
released, and thus the guest addresses her; " I have earnestly
entreated this prudent person, saying, Kill not the innocent,
harmless, cow, who is mother of Rudras, daughter of Vasus,
sister of adityas, and the source of ambrosia.",
Such is the
mode in which the ceremonial duty of entertaining guests is
celebrated, and such is an idea of the ceremonies which are
included in the five daily sacraments of the Hindus.
As the daily ceremonies, however, in their full detail, are
sufficient to engross the whole time of the votary ; for those on
whom the functions of society devolve, some alleviation of the
burthen, or rather, in the Hindu notion, some restriction of the
privilege, was necessarily devised : and while the sanctity o["
entire accomplishment is reserved for the holy men who maintain perpetual fires, those who are engaged in the ati_airsof life
are obliged to content themselves with a rite, called Vaiswadeva,
in which all the daily sacraments, excepting that of the Veda,
are comprised. It consists of oblations to the manes, to the
gods, and spirits, and of donat,ons to guests, all out of the food
prepared for the daily meal; and is thus performed. Sitting
down in a place fi'ee from impurities, and setting a vessel containing fire on his right band, the worshipper hallows tile grotmd
by throwing away a lighted piece of cuss gras:_, while he recites
the appropriate text, 2 and then pisces his fire oa the co_secrated spot, repeating the prayer which is used, when the household and sacrificial fires are lighted by the attrition of wood._
' Colebrookeon the PveligiousCeremoniesof the Hindus, Asiat. Res. vii.
_'88to 293.
" " I dismissfarawaycarnivorous
fire,"&c. quotedabove,p. 437.
a I, Fire! this wood is tby origta, which is altainable ia all seasons
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He nextlayscubagrasmon theeastern
sideofthefire,
withit0
tipspointedtowardsthe north,exclaiming,
" I praisedivine
fire,
primevally
consecrated,
theefficient
performer
ofa solemn
ceremony,thechiefagentofa sacrifice,
themost liberal
giver
ofgems."_ He spreads
iton thesouthern
side,withitspoints
towardstheeast,reciting
thecommencementoftheYajurveda.
I." I gathertheeforthe sakeof rain._. I pluckthee" (at
this
he issupposedtobreakoil"
thebranchof a tree)
" forthe
sake of strength.S. Ye are" (he touchescalveswith the
branchhe had pulledoff)" likeuntoair. ¢.May theliberal
generator
ofworldsmake you" (here
he touches,
orissupposed
to touch,milch-cowswith thesame branch)" happilyreach
this
most excellent
sacrifice."
_ In likemanner he laysgrass
on thetwoothersides
ofthefire,
on the westernsidewiththe
tips
tothenorth,
crying," Fire! approach
totaste
my offering;
thouwho artpraised
forthegift
ofoblations
; sitdown on this
grass,
thou,who artthecomplete
performer
ofthesolemnsacrifice
;"3andon thenorthern
side
withthetips
pointed
totheeast,
saying," May divine
waters
be auspicious
tous,&c.4 When all
theseceremonies
arecompleted,
he stirs
thefire,
and sprinkles
water upon it,afterwhich,havinghis hands smearedwith
clarified butter, he offers food three several times, repeating,
" Earth ! sky ! heaven !" Five similar oblations are next performed: one to the regent of fire; one to the god of medicine ;
one to the assembled deities ; one to the lord of created beings ;
and one to the creator of the universe. Six more oblations are
then offered with six prayers, every oblation having its separate
prayer. 1. " Fire! thou dost expiate a sin against the gods;
may this oblation be efficacious. _. Thou dcst expiate a sin
against man. S. Thou dost expiate a sin against the manes.
¢. Thou dost expiate a sin against my own soul. 5. Thou dost
expiate repeated sins. 6. Thou dost expiate every sin I have
committed, whether wilfally or unintentionally: may this oblation be efficacious." He next worships the fire, making an
oblation with the following prayer ; " l_ire ! seven are thy fuels ;
seven thy tongues; seven thy holy sages; seven thy beloved
whence, being produced,
thou dost siune. Knowing this, seize on it, and
afterwards augment our wealth."
] This is the first verse of the _ig Veda, with z hich it is customary to
begin the daily perusal of that Veda.
A lecture of the Yajush is always begun vdth this text.
a The text with which a lecture of the Samaveda is begun.
I The prayer _hich precedes a lecture of the At'hervan,
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abodes; seven ways do seven sacrificers wonhip thee: thy
sources are seven: be content with this clarified butter: may
this oblation be el_cacious." As the sacred lamp was lighted
for the repulsion of evil spirits, before the oblations to the gods
and the manes were presented, it is now extinguished, while
recitation is made of the following text ; "In solemn acts of religion, whatever fails through the negligence of those who perform the ceremony, may be perfected solely through meditation
on Vishnu." The oblations to spirits are next offered : the performer depositing portions of food in the several places prescribed for it, having previously swept each place with his
hand and wrinkled it with water. Near the spot where the
vessel of water stands, he makes three offerings, saying, " Salutation to rain! to water! to the earth !" He makes them at
both door_ of his house to Dhatri, and Vidhatri, or Brahma, the
protector and creator. He presents them toward the eight
points of the compass, adding salutation to them, and to the
regents of them. To Brahm, to the sky, and to the sun, he
makes oblations with salutation in the middle of the house. He
then offers similar oblations to all the gods ; to all beings; to twilight ; and to the lord of all beings. After the sacramentof
spirits thus performed, the worshipper, shifting the sacramental
cord, and looking toward the south, drops upon one knee, and
presents an oblation to the manes of ancestors, saying, " Salutation to progenitors : may this ancestral food be acceptable."
Having performed a lustration, he should then present food to
his guests. " When he has thus," says Mr. Colebrooke,
" allotted out of the food prepared for his own repast, one portion to the gods, a second to progenitors, a third to all beings,
and a fourth to his guests, he and his family may then, and not
before, consume the remaining portion of" tile food." This
ceremony must be regularly performed in the forenoon, by those
to whom the full celebration of the five sacraments is impracticable ; and by some persons it is repeated again in the evening.'
After this tedious though greatly abridged account, of the
daily ceremonies of tile Hindus, we come to those which are
performed at certain great _nd chosen epochs. On these, however, I shall content myself with some very genera] notices.
The Brahmans wait not for the period of birth to commence
the ceremoais which pertain to each individual. "With aus,
i ColebTookeon thel_elJgloueCelcmoaiesof theHindus, Asiat. Bes. vii.
_71 to _75.
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pieiou_ acts," _ays the holy text, " prescribed by the Veda,
must ceremonies on conc¢ption, and so forth, be duly performed,
which purify the bodies of the three classes in this life, and
qualify them for the next." Oblations to fire are required during
the mother's pregnancy, and holy rites are commanded on the
birth of file child. " Before the section of the naval string, a
ceremony is ordained on the birth of a male child : he must be
made, while sacred texts are pronounced, to taste a little boney
and clarified butter from a golden spoon." 1 The ceremony of
giving a name is ordained to be performed on the tenth or, twelfth
clay after the birth : " or on some fortunate day of the moon, at
a lucky hour, and under the influence of a star with good qua.lities.''z The ceremony of the tonsure, which is one of the
distinguishing marks of the first three classes, is a rite of great
solemnity, commanded to be performed in the first or third year
after birth. 3 But of all the ritual ordinances of tile Hindus none
are reckoned more essential or important than those relating to
the investiture. " In tile eighth year from the conception of a
Brahmen," says the law of Menu, " in the eleventh from that
ofa Cshatriya, and in the twelfth from that of a Vaisya, let the
father invest the child with the mark of his class: Should a
Brabmen, or his father for him, be desirous of his advancement
in sacred knowledge, a Cshatriya of extending his power, or a
Vaisya of engaging in mercantile business, tile investiture may
be made in the fifth, sixth, or eighth years respectively. The
ceremony of investiture, hallowed by the gayatri, must not be
delayed, in the case of a priest, beyond the sixteenth year; nor
in that of a soldier, beyond tile twenty-second; nor ill that era
_erchant, beyond the twenty-fourth.
After that all youths of
.these three classes, who ]lave not been invested at the proper
time, become vratyas or outcasts, degraded from the gayatri,
and contemned by the virtuous. With such impure men let no
Brahmen, even in distress for suhslsteucc, ever form a connexion
in law, either hy the study of the Veda, or by a$oity." 4 The
investiture, or institutiotL is usually denominated the second
birth; and it is fro:n this ceremony that the three highest
classes are denominated the twiee-boru:
It consists chiefly in
hesto_'i.g upon the object of the rite, a mantle, a girdle, a sacrificial cord, and a staff, with numerous ceremonies, prayers, and
InstltntesofMenu,ch. ii. 26, 2?, 29.
_ lb. SO.
s lb. 35.
4 Ib. 3Gto40.
s ,, The firstbirthisfroma naturalmother; thesecond,fromthe ligationof
_hczone; the third,fromthe due performanceof thesacrificei suchare rite
birthsofhimwhois usuallycalledtwice-born." Ibid. 169.

holy texts. " Let students of the Veda," says the law of'
1M'enu,_,, wear for their mantles, the hides of black antelopes, of'
common deer, or of" goats, with lower vests of woven sana, of
cshuma, and of' wool, in the direct order of their classes. Tire
girdle of a priest must be made of munja, in a triple cord, smooth,
and soft; that of a warrior must be a bow-string of murva ;tlmt
of a merchant, a triple thread ofsana. The sacrificial thread off"
a Brahmen must be made of cotton, so as to he put on over his
head in three strings ; that of a Cshatriya, of sana thread only ;
that of a Vaisya, of woollen thre_d._ A priest ought by law to
carry a staff`of Bi]va or Palasa: a soldier, of Bata or C'hadira;
a merchant, of Venu or Udumbara.
The staff of a priest must
be of such a length as to reach his hair; that of a soldier to reach
his forehead; and that of a merchant to reach his nose. Let all
the staves be straight, without fracture, of a handsome appearanee, not likely to terrify men, with their bark pert_et, unhurt by
fire. His girdle, his leathern mantle, his staff, his sacrificial
cord, and his ewer, he must throw into the water, when they are
worn out or broken, and receive others hallowed by mystical
texts. The ceremony of cesanta, or cutting off the hair, is
ordained for a priest in the sixteenth year from conception; for a
soldier, in the twenty-second ; for a merchant, two years later.
Such is the revealed law of institution for the twice-horn, an
institution in which their second birth clearly consists, and
which causes their advancement in holi,ess."
The ceremonies of marriage, which next call for our attention, are extremely numerous. The bridegroom is first of all
received by-the father of the bride with all the ceremonies of
hospitality which we have already described; and during this
time the bride is bathed.3 When these rules are finished, the
Institutesof Menu, eh.ii. 41 to 48, and64, 65, 68.
2 The Persiansalso had a einclure_htch _as given Ihem as a grand religiousemblem,about tile period of manhood. See the Sadda in tfyde,
p. 441.
s Three vesselsof water are poured severallyupon her head, andat eac!_
time one of the following prayers i_ in order pronounced: 1. " Lo_e! I
know thy name. Thou art eailed an intoxicatingbeverage. Bring the
bridegnJomhzppily. Fortheewasframedthe_nebriatingd,aught. Fire! thy
best origin is here. Through,lev_tiunweftthoucreated. May this oblaUon
be efficacious
"--'2. " Damsel,I anointthis thy gel_eratis'e
organwithhoney,
becauseit is thesecondmonthet the Creatnr: by"thatthousnbduestall males.
thoughtmsnhdued; by thatthouart Jively, and dust hohl dominion. May
thisoblationbe effieaelnua."--.3.°' May the pn,aeval rulingsages,whoframed
fl_efemaleorgarbas a fire that consnmethflesh, and therebyframeda procreating juice, grant the prolificpo_,_erthat proceedsfromthe three horned
bull, and fromthe sire."

_
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hand of the bride is placed in that of the hri,|egroom, both
having been previously rubbed with some auspicious drug, and
a matron binds them with cusa grass amid the sound of cheerful
music. The father of the bride then bidding the attendant
priests begin their acclamations, pours water from a vessel containing tila and cuss grass, upon the hands of the united pair,
and uttering tlle words, " God the existent," and pronouncing
the names and designations of the bridegroom, the bride, and
himself, says, "I give unto thee this damsel, adorned with jewels,
and protected by the lord of creatures"
The bridegroom replies, ', Well be it." The bridegroom then having received
from the father of the bride a piece of gold, and recited an
appropriate text, the parties are af_anced, and walk forth, while
the bridegroom thus addresses the bride; " May the regents of
space, may air, the sun, and fire, dispel that anxiety which thou
feelest in thy mind, and turn thy heart to me. Be gentle in thy
aspect, and loyal to thy husband ; be fortunate in cattle, an_.iable
in _hy mind, and beautiful in thy person : be mother of valiant
sons; be fond of delights ; he cheerful; and bring prosperity to
our bipeds and quadrupeds." _ A libation of water is afterwards
made; and the father of the bride, having meditated the gayatri,
ties a knot with the skirts of the mantles 0f the bridegroom and
bride, saying, " Ye must be inseparably united in matters of
duty, wealth, and love." The bridegroom next attires the bride
with a variety of ceremonies, of which the following are the mo_t
remarkable. Going to the principal apartment of the house,
he prepares a sacrificial fire, and haJlows the implements; when
one friend of his bearing a jar of water, walks round the fire, and
stops on the south side of it; and another, performing the same
ceremony, places himself on the right of the first. The bridegroom then casts four double handfuls of rice, mixed with leaves
of Sami,into a fiat basket; and placing near it a stone and mullar,
which with formality he had previously touched, he causes the
bride to be clothed with a new waisteloth and scarf, while he
himself recites a variety of praycrs. This being done, the bride
l_oesto the western side of the fire, and recites a prayer, while
she steps on a mat made ofvirana grass, and covered with silk.

1 The latter part of tiffsaddressMr.Colebrooke
thinks properto veil in a
Latindress,andcertainlywithgoodreaso_: for,if it be consideredthatthis
is a speechof a bridegroom
tohisvirginbride,whilethemarriageceremonyis
yet inthe actof performance,
it is an im_tce of grossness
towhichthereis
probablyno parallel: The speechis as follows. Ilia reAamaasaccipito
fasdaamrecurs,quod ego peramaasintro_tta_nia cam,mul_ qua,iJlccebr_
sistent.
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She then sits down on the edge of the mat, and the bridegroom
makes six oblations of clarified butter, reciting a prayer with
each._ Aher this he names the three worlds separately andconjointly, presenting oblations ; and makes four or five oblations to
fire and to the moon. After these he rises up with the bride,
and passing from her left to her right makes her join her handsin
a hollow form. The rice, which was previously put in the
basket, being then taken up, and the stone which was laid near
being placed before the bride, she treads on it with the point of
her right foot, while the bridegroom recites this prayer, "Ascend
_his stone ; be firm like this stone ; distress my foe, and be not
subservient to my enemies." He then pours on her hands a
ladlefal of clarified butter ; another person gives her the rice ;
two ladlefuls of butter are poured over it ; when she separates
her hands, and lets fail the rice on the fire, while a holy text is
recited. She treads again on the stone, againmakes an oblation
of rice, again a prayer is recited, again walking is performed
round the fire, again four or five oblations are made with similar
ceremonies and prayers, when tlle bridegroom pours two ladlefals
of butter on the edge of the basket, and then rice nut of it into
file fire, saying, "may this oblation to fire be efficacious."
After the ceremony of ascending the stone and throwing the
rice into the fire, the bride is conducted to the bridegroom, and
by him directed to step successively into seven circles, while
seven texts are repeated. This is the most emphatical part of
the ritual ; for no sooner is file seventh step of the bride performed, than the nuptial bond is complete and irrevocable.
The bridegroom then in appropriate texts addresses the bride and
the spectators, dismissing them; after which his friend, who
stood near the sacrificial fire, bearing a jar of water, advances to
the spot where the seventh step was completed, and, while a
prayer is recited, pours water on the head, first of the bridegroom and then of the bride. Upon this, the bridegroom,
putting his left harJd under the hands of his bride, which are
joined in a hollow posture, takes her right hand in his, and
recites six holy texts ; after which he sits down with her near
the fire, and makes oblations, while severally and conjointly he
names the three worlds. On the evening of the same day,
when tile stars begin to appear, the bride sits down on a bull's

i Ofthesethefirstmaybe takenas a specimen: mayfire comefirstamong
the gods; ma2,"
it rescueheroffspringt'romthe fettersef death; may V,'truua
king ofwatersgrantthatthisyeoman_houldneverbemoana calamitybefallen
her children.
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l_t_f a_d'eo_t,,
placed _4th._maed_a_trd_th¢ ea_hj_
IJIe_-_ttpVvaY'dsT_md
the bridegroom, eitting dc_b_•h_
m_es obltttlotl%naming the :three,wor|deas :_i_tlto/_a_i_
O_ _}blt_lon_i_om'ingeacbtime the remaindvr-_:_e_du_
I_
on'_herlfi_ad;andrecitingprayers.: .-Aftcr_i_fl _l_a,::9_
c_/rt_platlrig_the polar star as an eadaiornof stab/titya-_a_
pour ul)on them water mixed-withleaves, whichhad h_!_
'_I]gn_in_R/itprepaO_l i'6t-that pur_se, and lhe,hr_tgr_m
ag_i/f'm_k_'oblt_ti'o_as
with the names of the -worlds,._:I4e,:_hea
_R_od,_lfi_p_
_kb_mt fa_itious salt, recitingptay_ra_u_
fife_!
at_ whe_he h_s finished,the remamder4egivea4_hl_.
_ri_tY.:DiiSngtl_e three subsequent days the _mamcd:S.o_t$
•na_t ¢emainin the_useof the father of the bride,maa_4g_t_
_f_m,Tacthious_salt,must live chastely and austerely,slc_._la
the_'gCouad; O_ the fourthday the bfidegroom:oarri_ .hgF:,_
N_hbu_e, reui'tingtexts when heasecads the gaff/age,,and _
:_'y'eorae t_ er,_'roads. Leading her into his o_n lulg_._
_fsa
hymn, when matrons hail, and seat her one bullg_1_¢
a#_;
a_dthebridegmom recites a prayer. They pl¢ce_t
/a'y_ith_ehtld in,her hp, putting rootsof lotus, or fr',_
l/a_; _the
bridegroomtakes himup, and, _¢patiag a._yl_fi¢l_l fire_
a_t the usual ceremonies, makes eig_ _'g_
_tioctsi witb a_ many prayers. The bride tlr_a. _tc_,_r
qh_ it_iaw, an&theother relationsofber husband.. Th_
__ptei_tes
anather sacrificial fire,, and sits down_Wi_hl_
t_ido_sCais.right_hand; when with the usual prdimiaa_H_d
eo_elutCatg_oblations
to the three worlds,he makes4a,gt_ .__ioa__ Win'as many prayers, throwing th_reruaiadet of:_A_
l!ffttt_icm
o_he consematedhutter
into a jar of water, ._higlg_
_s
'__utedu_:the-head
of the bride.
" -_-". _r
,,, 1_,th_,'_el,_monie_
prescribedtot marriageare thus.mal_l_,
-_vi_lcqand
_tire_o_, thnse allottedto funerals are. ia p_i_f
_t'/_ti_l_'ttill ,awte exorbitant and oppressive. _f_l_rra._e_il_¢.[
I,
Ast_e..seprayers have something in them eharaclerlstlc, t:hey hac_L_fer
_l_rehe p_senteff : I, I t_vsate by h'mfull obhlttonall 51 _afli_'iM tl_s
"'_,l¢ib_ll_gli_sMt

me fll m_k-sin. thy¢atdt/ and _ha_vc, t i_,_l

_b_y

,_tiS._
t_ ff4_b_,-.i_._,_ sg_kh
and ia't y _/iugh'a_ _1_-I bCa e
hy thisfuil oblation allthe ill murks in the" teelh, and in t_c"_/__/ft6f_ls
beu_een lhem; in thy hands and in thy feet. .5, I obviate by thts ful[ oblaU_u
, =_lb_e_hl_ad_:o_lall_,l_ _
l,lhl/_pri_vy
p_rt_ _,_
th5 haunches, a _don t se
-i leatS_nl_.flhyt, ii_at_ 6g_ha_g_X.ga.tueal 9r g_f ehe_ta| evil mar_s were on
all thv limb* I have obviated ale such marks bv fl_esefull oblat]orts_ot'_an_ed
butter• May this ohlati.n be eflicaci,u_,'L
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however, of the Hindu ceremonies, there is something exceedingly monotonous in the detail of the rest ; and hardly any thing
is more ungrateful than to be obliged to go through them. The
reader is, therefore, spared the task of studying the funeral rites
of the Hindus, of which, notwithstanding, he may form a sufficient conception, as, in point of character, they exactly resemble
those which have already been described. _
Of the monthly ceremonies, one may suffice to afford an idea
of the whole. " From month to month," says the law of Menu,
" on the dark day of the moon, let a twice-bern man, having
fiuizhed the daily sacrament of the Pitris, and his fire being still
blazing, perform the solemn sraddha." "- Of the sraddha's, which
aremmaerot_ but very similar, the following is exhibited as a
specimen. The person who is to perform the ceremony lmving
imfified the plane by smearing it with cow-dung, raises on it an
alter of sand of certain dimensions and form, washes his band_
_nd feet, sil_ water, and puts a ring of cusa grass on the ring
finger of each hand. He then sits down on a cushion of cusa
grass, and lights a lamp, reciting a prayer. He next plae_ the
_e.nsils and materials in order, sprinkles water on himself and all
around, meditates on Vishnu, surnamed the Lotos-eyed, medita_ the gayatri, and after some ceremonies proceeds to invite
• nd to weleome the assembled gods and the manes. Two little
euslfions, of three blades of cusa grass, he places on one side of
the altar for the Viswadevas, and six in front of it for the Pitr_
and strewing on them cusa grass, he asks, "Shall I invoke tim
uoembled gods ? " Do so ; is the answer : upon which he exeluims, "Assembled gods! hear my invocation" some and sit
down on this holy grass." After scattering barley and meditating a prayer to the gods, he invites the manes of ancestors with
similar invocations ; and welcomes the gods and manes with oblatlom of water, &c. in vessels made of leaves. He puts eusa
gra_ into the vessels, and sprinkles them with water, _'hile he recites the prayer, beginning, " May divine waters be auspicious
to us ;" he next throws barley into the vessels intended for the
gods, and tila into those intended for the manes, with a prayer
q_ropriate to each. The vessels are then taken up in sueeetfinn, a prayer being repeated for each ; the cusa grass planed ota
the vesseh is put into the hand of a Brahman i that which was
under them is held in the hand of the person by whom the sraddha
t Ik-en ver_'full delineationof thesefuneralrlteiin Mr. Calebroake's
_ond F,autyon theRelJgi_u_Ceremoniesof Ihe Hiudlls, JLuiat.Re_. vii.
• Instituletof Menu.oh. ill. If_.
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is performed ; and he pours through it, on the hand of the Brahmen, the water which the vessels contained, then piles up the
empty vessels in three sets, and overturns them, saying, while he
reverses the first, " Thou art a mansion for ancestors."
Taking
up food smeared with clarified butter, he next makes two oblations to fire, with two corresponding prayers.
The residue of
tile oblation, tile performer having consecrated it by prayers and
other ceremonies, having sweetened it with honey and sugar,
and having meditated the gayatri with the names of worlds, is
distributed among the Brahmens ; and when they have eaten till
they have acknowledged that they are satisfied, he gives them
water to rinse their mouths. He then offers the cakes, consisting of balls or lumps of"food, mi×ed with clarified butter, observing the requisite ceremonies. In the next place he makes six
lib_tions of water from the palms of his hands, with the salutation to the seasons ; then places with due ceremonies and texts,
a thread on each funeral cake, to serve as apparel for the manes.
After this he takes up the middle cake and smells it, or hiswife,
if they are desirous of male oi_pring, eats it, while they recite a
correspondent prayer.
He takes up the rest of the cakes, and
smelling them one after ,'mother, throws them into a vessel;
which done, they are given to a mendicant priest, or a cow, or
else cast into the water. He then dismisses the manes, reciting a
holy text, and having walked round the spot, and recited a
prayer, departs?
" Formal obsequies," says Mr. Colebrooke,
" are performed no less than ninety-six times in every year.":
' Colebrookeon Ihe Rel,g,ous Ceremfmie_of Ihe Ilindu._, Asia{. Res
_il. _64 to _70,
Ib, "270,
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